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Foreword 

For many years, the subject matter encompassed by the title of this book 
was largely limited to those who were interested in the two most economically 
important organic materials found buried in the Earth, namely, coal and petroleum. 
The point of view of any discussions which might occur, either in scientific 
meetings or in books that have been written, was, therefore, dominated largely 
by these interests. A great change has occurred in the last decade. This change 
had as its prime mover our growing knowledge of the molecular architecture 
of biological systems which, in turn, gave rise to a more legitimate asking of the 
question: "How did life come to be on the surface of the Earth?" A second 
motivation arose when the possibilities for the exploration of planets other than 
the Earth-the moon, Mars, and other parts of the solar system-became a 
reality. Thus the question of the possible existence of life elsewhere than on 
Earth conceivably could be answered. 

In the search for the answers to these questions the role of the organic com
pounds found amongst the various types of geological structures buried in the 
Earth became a more central source of knowledge. It became necessary for the 
geologist who could recognize and define the nature of the rock to consult with 
the organic chemist who could isolate and determine the ultimate architecture of 
the organic molecules in the rock; and the two together to listen to the biologist 
as to the possible significance of their findings with regard to the basic questions 
of evolution. Thus, what had once been the primarily economic motive for trying 
to determine the origin of petroleum or of coal, that is, to facilitate further discovery 
and use is giving way to a much broader and deeper question which will require 
the best efforts of all three kinds of scientists. 

This book constitutes really the first textbook to attempt to bring together 
all three of the aspects-chemistry, geology and biology-which have a bearing 
on the subject, following this new motivation. The last book bearing the same 
title, that of Breger, was written in 1962 and was a sort of transition volume 
between the older interest and the new. While the present volume is a multiple
authored one, its prime editors are to be congratulated on having produced a 
selection of essays which form a comprehensive whole in a way that no other 
such collection that I know of has done. Each of the essayists have written a 
thoroughly authoritative piece of work in an area in which he is competently 
working, and Drs. EGLINTON and MURPHY have organized them so as to make 
them a unitary whole. In fact, the first chapter, which is called "Introduction", 
is an extended table of contents containing a brief statement about the nature 
of each chapter as well as an extensive table from which one can immediately 
comprehend the place of each essay in the system. 



VI Foreword 

There is no doubt in my mind that this field will continue to grow and expand, 
both in depth and in breadth, as well as in interest, and that this book may very 
well provide the first textbook for an organized academic study of the subject. 

October, 1969. MELVIN CALVIN 

Laboratory of Chemical Biodynamics 
University of California 
Berkeley, California, USA 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 
G. EGLINTON and M. T.J.MuRPHY 

Organic Geochemistry Unit, School of Chemistry 
The University of Bristol, Bristol 8, England 

and 
Department of Chemistry 

Saint Joseph College, West Hartford, Connecticut 

Organic chemistry made its first major impact on geology and the earth 
sciences in 1934 when the German chemist, Treibs, isolated and identified bio
logically important pigments, the metal porphyrins, from many crude oils and 
shales. The nature of these porphyrins led him to claim two major findings - first, 
that the oils were certainly, in part at least, biological in origin and second, that 
the conditions of formation of the oil could not have involved high temperatures. 

Organic geochemistry, the study of the fate and distribution of carbon com
pounds in contemporary environments and in Recent and ancient sediments, is 
now progressing rapidly, spurred on by such interests as the search for deposits 
of fossil fuels, the control of pollution, the problem of the origins of life and the 
prospective analysis of the surfaces of other planets and of returned lunar samples. 
Advances in instrumentation for separative and analytical methods have made it 
possible to handle the extremely complex mixtures of organic compounds present 
in most sediments. The previous rough characterizations of the organic matter 
in terms of percentages of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, etc., are being replaced by 
detailed information relating to the distribution of individual compounds. 

This book is intended to provide an overall view of the field of organic 
geochemistry, giving current methods and techniques, research areas and results. 
The chapters are written by scientists of several nations and of a wide range of 
backgrounds, but in general, the approach is that of the organic chemist rather 
than the geologist. So far, those who call themselves" geochemists" are few in 
number and the chapters have been written with two types of reader in mind: 
geologists who have some chemical knowledge and organic chemists who have 
an interest in, but little knowledge of geology. The multi-authorship presents 
some difficulties in that uniform style, presentation and depth of coverage for 
the chapters have not been possible, but this is the first book covering this 
particular area of science in which the specific subjects for review have been 
carefully chosen and interrelated. Further, many of the chapters give practical 
details for the isolation, separation, characterization and identification of organic 
matter and of individual organic compounds, thereby bringing together within 
1 Organic Geochemistry 
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one book a good deal of the current expertise in organic geochemistry. In some 
cases, short glossaries are provided. We have attempted to apportion space 
roughly in relation to the extent of present knowledge in the individual areas of 
research. 

The authors are all active researchers in the subject matter of their chapters. 
In writing about their interests, their aim has been to produce surveys which are 
critical and selective rather than exhaustive. Most chapters cover the literature 
up to early 1967. Very recent important papers are cited in the 1968 addenda 
which appear at the end of the appropriate chapters, and goes some way, we hope, 
to make up for the delays seemingly inevitable in the compiliation and publication 
of a multi-author book of this size. 

Layout 
The layout of the book, emphasizing the relationships between the chapters, 

is summarized in the Table. The majority of topics have not been dealt with 
before within the covers of one book. Some interesting points of contrast emerge; 
for example, to the geomicrobiologist, the insoluble brown debris, known as 
kerogen, present in many sediments, is often a mass of fungal filaments and other 
microbiological debris, while to the chemist, it is an insoluble amorphous and 
polyfunctional polymeric material. Clearly some account must be taken of both 
views. There is overlap between chapters, but this is not excessive and generally 
serves to bring out useful comparisons in approach, methods and interpretation. 

The chapters divide very roughly into four groups, arranged sequentially: 

Analytical Methods 
Chapters 2-6 provide the organic chemist's approach and explain the analytical 

tools needed to isolate and characterize organic compounds: general (Ch.3), 
mass spectrometry (Ch. 4), gas chromatography (Ch. 5) and, in some depth, their 
application to the extraction of organic matter from sediments and fossils (Ch. 6). 

General Geological Processes and Principles 
Chapters 6-12 emphasize the biological and geological aspects: the evolu

tionary process (Ch.7), fossilization (Ch.8), sedimentology (Ch.9), sedimented 
organic matter (Ch.1O), microbiological attack on organic matter (Ch.11), and 
isotopic factors (Ch. 12). 

Geological Abundance of Specific Classes of Organic Compounds 
Chapters 13-19 provide a fairly straightforward coverage of the distribution 

of discrete classes of organic compounds, arranged according to biogenetic 
theory - i. e., those compounds are grouped together which are produced by 
biochemical pathways which are related and common to many types of organisms, 
an example being terpene biogenesis. Similar discussions continue for Chap-
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ters 20-25, but in part they are very much concerned with specific geological 
situations; thus, shells (Ch. 20), gas-inclusions in minerals (Ch. 21), soils (Chs. 22 
and 23), and lignites (Chs. 24 and 25). 

Specific Geological Situations 
Specific geological situations are dealt with in Chapters 20-25, as indicated 

above, but receive special attention in the remaining chapters of the book 
(Chs.26-30). Chapter 31, dealing with organic complexes of clays, is somewhat 
different in concept and is placed at the end of the book for editorial convenience. 

Individual Chapters 
The contents of the chapters are summarized very briefly in the following 

paragraphs: 

Chapter 2 
Organic Geochemistry - The Organic Chemist's Approach 

(G. EGLINTON) 

This chapter summarizes the basic assumptions and techniques of the organic 
chemist where they impinge on the subject of organic geochemistry. Organic 
matter should as far as is possible be characterized at the molecular level, i.e., in 
terms of single substances of established chemical structure including relative 
and absolute molecular geometry (stereochemistry). With this information the 
molecular composition of geological materials can be interpreted in terms of the 
known reactivity of the functional groups present (which affect the processes of 
diagenesis and maturation) and probable biological origin of the original organic 
compounds. 

Chapter 3. Analytical Methods 
(M. T.J. MURPHY) 

Analytical methods are at the heart of organic geochemistry, for the basic 
problem is the separation and identification of the complex mixtures encountered. 
The separation methods, largely comprised of the various types of chromato
graphy, are reviewed in relation to the geochemical needs of high sensitivity, 
small-scale operation, and high resolving power. Some examples are given here 
but later chapters carry illustrations specific to their topics which are also referred 
to in this chapter. 

Chapter 4. Mass Spectrometry in Organic Geochemistry 
(A. L. BURLINGAME and H. SCHNOES) 

Mass spectrometry has revolutionized identification of small amounts of 
organic compounds and accordingly now plays a major role in organic geochem
istry. The chapter surveys the technique and application of the method, important 
\" 
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practical aspects and the type of chemical information most readily derived. 
Examples are drawn from recent geochemical studies. High resolution mass 
spectrometry is dealt with in detail, providing one of the few authoritative treat
ments of this topic. The powerful combination of a gas chromatograph directly 
coupled to a mass spectrometer is also discussed: complex mixtures are then 
readily analyzed without prior isolation of individual components. 

Chapter 5. Gas Chromatography 
(A. G. DOUGLAS) 

Gas chromatography is an extremely powerful analytical tool and is given 
more detailed treatment than are the other separatory techniques. As in Chapter 3, 
the technical terms and apparatus in use are explained and, following a section 
on columns and column packings, examples of applications to geochemistry are 
provided from recent papers. Much of the work in this field has been concerned 
with hydrocarbon and fatty acid analyses; however, the technique could be applied 
to most other organic geochemical problems. 

Chapter 6. Isolation Procedures for Kerogens 
and Associated Soluble Organic Materials 

(W. E. ROBINSON) 

The isolation of organic matter from sediments and fossils is not an easy task, 
for the mineral and organic matter are often intimately associated. In this chapter, 
methods are discussed for the isolation of the insoluble organic "kerogen" and 
of the soluble organic material, sometimes referred to as "bitumen" or "geolipids". 
For the former, procedures include physical techniques such as flotation and 
chemical treatments such as acid demineralization. The bitumens on the other 
hand are generally removed by extraction. The chapter gives methods for each of 
the major classes of lipids, such as hydrocarbons, fatty acids, etc. 

Chapter 7. Paleobiochemistry 
(M. DAYHOFF and R. V. ECK) 

This chapter is concerned almost entirely with conceptual material and is 
rather different from the others in this book. Paleo biochemistry relates to the 
possibility of revealing something ofthe origins oflife and the subsequent phylogeny 
by first examining the existing biochemistry found for a wide range of organisms 
and then inferring from the analytical data (for example, the amino acid sequences 
of key enzymes) the phylogenetic position of the particular present-day organisms. 
The expectation is that it will be possible to work back from the present situation 
to elucidate a great many details of that pertaining at earlier times. Our intention 
in including this subject in this book is to provide a stimulus for chemical and 
geological research in the Precambrian. It should also stimulate attempts to 
correlate geochemical results for fossils, for example as discussed by FLORKIN in 
Chapter 20. 
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Chapter 8. Fossilization Processes 
(W.D.1. ROLFE and D.W. BRETT) 

5 

ROLFE and BRETT present a brief survey of the factors - physical, chemical, 
biological, environmental- affecting the preservation of organic matter and 
organisms in sediments. The information should serve as a guide to the geochemist 
as to what he may expect to encounter in the way of preserved material, and which 
types of chemical are likely to have survived the conditions of interment and 
subsequent diagenesis. 

Chapter 9. Introduction to Sedimentology 
(B.J. BWCK) 

Here the emphasis shifts more to the physical factors and the geological 
processes. BLUCK discusses the various factors affecting the form and content of 
sedimentary rocks, the ways in which different types of sediment are laid down 
and the processes of diagenesis when they occur at water interfaces and in newly
buried and older sediments. The main emphasis in this discussion is on carbonate 
rocks and the part played by certain organisms, such as algae, in their formation. 

Chapter 10. Organic Matter in Sediments 
(D.H. WELTE) 

Although this chapter is in outline form only, it is a useful summary of the 
situation relating to the incorporation, nature, distribution and role of organic 
matter in sediments. It emphasizes the point that organic matter plays an important 
part in the formation and diagenesis of most sediments. 

Chapter 11. Geomicrobiology and Geomicrobiological Attack on 
Sedimented Organic Matter 

(L.R. MOORE) 

This chapter is mainly concerned with the microbiological attack which 
takes place in organic matter during and after deposition. Extensive and repeated 
attack is revealed by microscopic examination of Recent and ancient sediments. 
Thus, the insoluble and supposedly amorphous organic matter can sometimes 
be seen to include masses of fungal hyphae and bacteria-like organisms which 
presumably invested the debris during diagenesis. Many other types of micro
fossils, such as spores and pollen, are observed. The great significance for organic 
geochemistry, of course, lies in the guide-lines it provides for chemical study of the 
organic matter. There should surely be a correlation between the composition of 
the resistant plant or animal debris, the metabolites of the microorganisms and 
the chemical composition of the organic matter of which they represent the last 
stage in its biological alteration. The nature of the attack and the state of preserva
tion of the organic debris are indications of the environmental conditions - such 
as marine, brackish, or fresh-water and terrestrial- pertaining at the time of 
deposition. 
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Chapter 12. Biogeochemistry of Stable Carbon Isotopes 
(E. T. DEGENS) 

As DEGENS remarks in this chapter, "information on the distribution of 
carbon isotopes in biological and geological material is essential to understand 
the complex biogeochemical cycle of carbon through time and space." Thus, it 
is necessary to study the isotopic fractionation by living matter - as introduced 
during photosynthesis - in terms of environmental and metabolic effects in order 
to understand the isotopic distribution found in the organic matter of sediments, 
both Recent and ancient. The chapter also discusses the problem of estimating 
the fJ 13C values for the original magmatic carbon source. 

Chapter 13. Hydrocarbons - Saturated, Unsaturated, and Aromatic 
(W. G. MEINSCHEIN) 

In recent years hydrocarbons have been frequent "shuttlecocks" in the 
controversy over a biological versus a non-biological origin for organic matter in 
sediments and meteorites. In this chapter, MEINSCHEIN discusses the distribution 
of hydrocarbons in living things and sediments in terms of possible lipid precursors, 
metabolic processes and natural environments. Hydrocarbons are treated as 
biological, environmental, and chemical indicators, for they are ubiquitous but 
minor products of plants and animals. One salient query which MEINSCHEIN asks is 
"what proportion of the alkanes in ancient rocks was initially derived as alkanes 
from biological lipids?" His opinion is that organisms have played a dominant 
role, either in the anabolic production of alkanes or in the catabolic control of 
specific lipid precursors that are possible sources of > C15 alkanes in ancient 
rocks. His discussion in support of this opinion hinges on the chemical equivalences 
of the individual members of specific homologous series and the distributional 
differences between the structurally related alkanes, acids, alcohols, and olefins 
that are present either in biological lipids or the organic extracts of sediments. 
This chapter deals predominantly with hydrocarbons that contain more than 
15 carbon atoms per molecule. 

Chapter 14. Fatty Acids and Alcohols 
(P.L. PARKER) 

This chapter concentrates on the attempts which have been made to correlate 
the biological and geological occurrences of long-chain carboxylic acids, such 
as the n-fatty acids, CH3(CH2)nC02H. Fatty acids, particularly unsaturated 
fatty acids, are prominent constituents of the lipid fractions of most plants and 
animals. Sediments, especially ancient sediments, contain fatty acids which are 
almost always saturated, but the chain-lengths are still in the same carbon number 
range and generally show some alternation of carbon number (even/odd). Acids 
having branched carbon chains, notably those of the isoprenoid type, 

CH3 CH3 CH3 
I I I 

CH3-CH-CH2-CH2-(CH2-CH-CH2-CH2).-CH2-CH-CH2-C02H 

are important too and are possibly derived from chlorophyll. 
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It is quite remarkable that individual sugars have been isolated from ancient 
sediments and fully characterized by the classical methods of organic chemistry, 
crystallization and mixed melting point, etc. More recent work relies on chromato
graphic and enzymatic methods, and in this chapter these methods and the 
resulting data are summarized for carbohydrates in sediments and discrete 
fossils. The results are compared with those to be expected for the particular 
fossil source materials, assuming a parallelism with present-day biochemistry. 
This chapter makes a point of the use of carbohydrates as potential geochemical 
markers, in view of their thermal instability, and as paleoenvironmental indi
cators. 

Chapter 16. Terpenoids - Especially Oxygenated Mono-, Sesqui-, 
Di-, and Triterpenoids 

(M. STREIBL and V. HEROUT) 

Terpenoids have already become of some considerable importance in organic 
geochemistry. This chapter reviews the geological distribution so far revealed 
ofterpenoids (excluding carotenoids), i.e., the (Cs1. derivatives. These compounds 
are especially valuable as biological markers, for their distribution in living things 
has been extensively studied and they are important chemotaxonomically. The 
terpenoids in earth waxes, peat, lignites, etc., show evidence of hydrogen transfer 
processes; compounds bearing similar or identical carbon skeletons appear in 
fully reduced form together with the corresponding partially and fully-aromatized 
compounds. 

Chapter 17. Carotenoids 
(R. B. SCHWENDINGER) 

Carotenoids present another biogenetically homogeneous class of compounds, 
though their functionality may be very diverse. They are based on a (CS)g=C40 

carbon skeleton. The biological production of some carotenoids such as fucoxan
thin, the major xanthophyll present in algae, is enormous. Recent sediments from 
all environments so far studied contain carotenoids. Analytical methods are 
again important, but only UV and visible spectroscopy have been widely applied. 
Carotenoids are unstable compounds and have not been recorded for sediments 
older than a few thousand years. Aromatic hydrocarbons such as toluene are 
easily formed from them by heating in the presence of water and clay. Reactions 
of this type may in part explain the presence of aromatic compounds in petroleum 
and other sediments. 

Chapter 18. Geochemistry of Proteins, Peptides, and Amino Acids 
(P.E.HARE) 

HARE'S chapter reveals important advances in the understanding of the fate 
of amino acids, polypeptides and proteins. Such compounds form part of the 
nitrogen cycle involving living things and their relationship with the geosphere. 
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It seems that many of the literature reports for amino acids in fossils, sediments, 
and meteorites may have been occasioned by Recent contamination, either in situ 
in the field or in the laboratory. Certain biologically-produced amino acids 
decompose faster than others and thereby act as markers for Recent contamination 
or Recent origin. Laboratory experiments with shells provide supporting evidence 
for these "geogenetic processes". Optical activity changes are similarly important 
and informative. Thus the p-carbon atom of L-isoleucine is not readily racemised 
while the C(- is. Hence, the biological amino acid, L-isoleucine, eventually gives 
rise to an equilibrium mixture of L-isoleucine and D-alloisoleucine which may 
then be found in geological specimens. 

CH3 NH2 
I I 

CH3 H 
I I 

CH3-CH2-CP--e"-COOH 
I I 

CH3-CH2-CP--e"-COOH 
I I 

H H H NH2 

L-isoleucine D-alloisoleucine 

These results, which are quite recent, present important possibilities for 
geochronology and for a more critical evaluation of the nitrogen content of 
ancient rocks. 

Chapter 19. Porphyrins 
(E. W. BAKER) 

The latest developments in the story of the porphyrins, first initiated so 
masterfully by TREIBS, are reviewed by BAKER. Extensive treatment is given to the 
sections giving experimental methods for the concentration, purification and 
identification of petroporphyrins. A geochemical section extends TREIB'S cor
relations of plant origin, diagenetic changes and porphyrin content of sediments. 
The petroporphyrin fractions are now known to be complex mixtures of alkyl
substituted porphyrins rather than single compounds. This field is developing 
rapidly. 

Chapter 20 
Fossil and Shell" Conchiolin" and other Preserved Biopolymers 

(M. FLORKIN) 

The physical state - morphology - of the apparently well-preserved bio
polymers found intimately associated with the mineral matrix of fossil shells has 
been extensively studied by FLORKIN, GREGOIRE and their collaborators. They 
have used light and electron microscopy and have compared their results with 
those for contemporary materials. The good state of preservation of the paleo
proteins (e. g., conchiolin in mother-of-pearl) preserved in ancient shells is not so 
apparent when chemical studies of the material are made. The amino acid compo
sition reveals changes. There is still hope of being able to compare the amino acid 
sequences of fossil proteins and their modern and Recent counterparts. Such 
comparisons would lead to a study of the composition of the biopolymers along 
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phylogenetic lines and therefore provide a parallel for the studies outlined in 
Chapter 7. Other preserved biopolymers considered in this chapter include those 
of bones, graptolites and dinosaur eggs. 

Chapter 21 
Organic Compounds in the Gas-Inclusions of Fluorspars and Feldspars 

(R.KRANZ) 

KRANZ'S chapter is concerned with the gasses released from gas bubbles and 
liquid inclusions of certain minerals when these are broken up. They prove to 
contain mixtures of low molecular weight compounds such as CO2 and H2, and 
include hydrocarbons such as CH4 , CH2 = CH2 and even cyclic compounds and 
amines. Fluorspars contain fluorohydrocarbons, such as CH3F, and thionyl
sulfurylfluoride. The chapter discusses the formation of minerals and the laboratory 
observation of the increased solubility of inorganic matter in dilute solutions of 
organic amino compounds. 

Chapter 22. Chemistry of Humic Acids and Related Pigments 
(F. J. STEVENSON and J. H. A. BUTLER) 

Humic acids and related pigments represent a class of polymeric material 
which does not have regular repeating monomeric units but rather contains many 
different building blocks linked in a random fashion through - 0 -, - CH2 -, 
- NH -, - S -, and other groups and having a wide range of functional groups. 
They are probably formed in soils and sediments by secondary synthesis reactions 
and are not therefore a direct metabolic product. Humic acids play an important 
role in soil in relation to metal ion transport. 

Chapter 23. Soil Lipids 
(R. I. MORRISON) 

The lipids present in soils still await detailed study of the non-humic fraction 
but long chain esters, CHiCH2)nCOO(CH2)nCH3' seem to be important con
stituents. They are probably derived from plant waxes. Little attempt has been 
made so far to correlate the constituents of soils with the particular type of soil 
and plant contribution. 

Chapter 24. Earth Waxes, Peat, Montan Wax, 
and Other Organic Brown Coal Constituents 

(V. WOLLRAB and M. STREffiL) 

The methods used in this chapter for the isolation and characterization of 
lipids from earth waxes, peat, etc., are similar to those already discussed in other 
chapters (Soil Lipids, Ch. 23; Terpenoids, Ch. 16; Fatty Acids and Alcohols, Ch.14). 
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There is now a good deal of information relating the composition of modern 
plant waxes and the fossil compounds extractable from peat and brown coal. 
The application of powerful methods such as gas chromatography and mass 
spectrometry has revealed that there is still much to be learned about the origin 
of these materials. 

Chapter 25. Kauri Resins - Modern and Fossil 
(B. R. THOMAS) 

A single specific geological material, kauri resin, is discussed in detail in this 
chapter. The chemistry of the modern resin fresh from the tree is compared with 
that of the fossil material, both Recent (a few hundred years) and ancient (as old 
as Cretaceous). This study is noteworthy for bringing together the botanical, 
geological and geographical contexts and dealing with them alongside the com
position and biogenesis of the chemical components and provides a model for 
further researches on other important resins and ambers. 

Chapter 26. Kerogen of the Green River Formation 
(W. E. ROBINSON) 

This chapter concerns one particular kerogen deposit. The methods used in 
this study provide a cross-section of those presently available in organic geo
chemistry. The particular deposit was formed in Eocene times in a stratified lake 
under highly reducing conditions. Application of a range of techniques reveals 
that this kerogen is mainly macromolecular with long aliphatic chains and 
alicyclic structures, cross-linked by oxygen and other heteroatoms. Even at this 
stage much remains to be done concerning the precise nature of this material. 

Chapter 27. Crude Petroleum 
(G. C. SPEERS and E. V. WHITEHEAD) 

This chapter presents an extensive survey of the chemical work on the con
stituents of petroleum, summarizing the compounds present and the procedures 
available for their analysis. Special attention is given to triterpanes and their 
isolation and identification. The biochemical correlation, which may permit 
inferences to be drawn concerning the ultimate origin of the oils, are also outlined. 

Chapter 28. Fundamental Aspects of the Generation of Petroleum 
(E. EISMA and J. W. JURG) 

The problem of the genesis of petroleum is here tackled mainly from the labo
ratory stand-point. Chemical evidence for the thermal/catalytic conversion of 
fatty acids into hydrocarbons is given. This type of experiment should serve as a 
model for other geogenetic studies. 
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Transmitted and reflected light microscopy can be used to establish the 
presence of different types of petrographic constituents in coals of all levels of 
rank. The varying morphologies and properties of these constituents indicate 
differing progenitors and early genesis. Coalification is discussed in terms of a 
biochemical stage that normally lasts from deposition until a mature peat forms, 
but which may be prolonged into the time of brown-coal formation. The biochemical 
stage is followed by a geochemical stage during which temperature and pressure 
influences predominate. This chapter will be of particular value to geochemists 
because of the discussion of the flora and the environment of deposition of the 
original material. 

Chapter 30. Pre-Paleozoic Sediments 
and their Significance for Organic Geochemistry 

(P. E. CLOUD) 

The Precambrian or pre-Paleozoic makes up the first seven-eighths of the 
earth's history. CLOUD summarizes the opportunities for research in organic 
geochemistry afforded by the sedimentary rocks that record these ancient 
times - the oldest of which still contain microstructures inferred to be of vital 
origin. He points out that "even though we may be denied a record of life itself, 
we are on the verge of a new era of investigation of pre-Paleozoic rocks in which 
organic geochemistry and paleo-microbiology will continue to play interacting 
and significant parts." Extensive areas on all continents display vast thicknesses of 
relatively unaltered sedimentary rocks of pre-Paleozoic age that await detailed 
study. 

Chapter 31. Organic Derivatives of Clay Minerals, Zeolites 
and Related Minerals 

(A. WEISS) 

Much is now known about the way carbon compounds can be adsorbed into 
the lattices of clays and other minerals. Clay complexes must be of great impor
tance in determining which organics accumulate in sediments. It is fairly certain 
that catalysis by clays play some part in the diagenesis and maturation of the 
organic matter. This close relationship between certain carbon compounds and 
clay minerals is suspected by WEISS to have been "concerned with the abiotic 
events leading to the origin oflife." These silicate minerals differ in their capabilities 
for accommodating molecules. The weathering of rocks and soils must be very 
dependant upon such effects. Organic compounds are selectively taken up from 
dilute solution into the interlayer spaces where they may be protected against 
microbial degradation. Organic derivatives of clay minerals, etc., are undoubtedly 
of considerable academic and industrial interest. 
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I. Introduction 
My purpose in writing this chapter has been to outline the premises and 

methods of "molecular organic geochemistry". This term encompasses the 
characterization of organic matter at the molecular level as it occurs in sediments 
and other natural environments. The likelihood of establishing firm correlations 
between a compound and its past history increases the more completely the 
structure is known. Many of the later chapters exemplify this approach and 
provide a detailed key to the literature, whereas this chapter is concerned more 
with presenting the overall scheme. 

Geologists and inorganic geochemists unfamiliar with organic chemistry 
should find that the treatment of the subject given here progresses in a fairly 
regular fashion after an initial short section describing the basic structural con
cepts relating to carbon compounds. The rapid pace of development of the field 
owes much to the availability of improved techniques for the separation and 
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proper characterization of individual compounds, particularly of the lipid (fat
soluble) type. 

This chapter deals with lipids originating from geological sources - "geo
lipids" - and presents structural and presumed causal relationships between these 
lipids and the biologically-formed "biolipids". 

With organic geochemistry, "natural product" organic chemistry is extended 
to the whole complex path of carbon in Nature. Analytical techniques, such as 
gas chromatography and mass spectrometry, enable the organic chemist to go 
beyond the examination of the constituents of single plants or animals and to deal 
with the complex mixtures of compounds present in sediments and rocks. Radio
labelling techniques, now a standard tool in following biogenetic pathways, 
should be directly applicable to "geogenetic" studies, involving the tracking-down 
of the reaction sequences in the geological materials. 

The strong carbon-carbon covalent bonds often persist through the accumula
tion and diagenesis of a sediment, thereby leading to the idea of the preservation 
of all or part of the carbon skeleton of a lipid molecule. Oxidation, reduction, and 
other reactions evidently occur, but the altered molecule may still be correlated 
with that of the original biological precursor(s) by comparing their carbon 
skeletons. Such compounds have been termed "biological markers". 

All organic compounds present in the geosphere are not necessarily of bio
logical origin; much current interest has centered on the search for truly abiogenic 
material, which would have direct relevance to problems such as the origins of 
life and the composition of extraterrestrial samples. Organic geochemistry 
encompasses all such studies, including the examination of natural environments. 
The term "biogeochemistry" which is in current use, is more limited in scope and, 
in the author's view, refers to studies of the part played by living organisms which 
are directly concerned with the deposition of sediments and the formation of 
minerals. 

Organic geochemistry has its contribution to make to the understanding of 
the processes of natural evolution. One aspect concerns comparative biochemistry, 
studied not only for its relevance to the present day but also to past eras. 

Two main approaches can be taken to the biochemistry of organisms in past 
times. The first is to examine fossil specimens in the hope that some of the infor
mation is still there in the form of protein structure, secondary metabolites, etc. 
(Chapters 7,18, and 20). The second is to examine the biochemistry of present-day 
living organisms and make phylogenetic comparisons. From these, one can 
attempt to infer evolutionary sequences in the development of biochemical 
processes (Chapter 7); this approach is known variously as paleobiochemistry, 
evolutionary biochemistry and chemical paleogenetics. 

The first approach, the direct examination of fossil material, is the main topic 
of this book, but the emphasis is on secondary metabolites, which, unfortunately, 
have less significance for evolutionary studies than do, for example, the nucleic 
acids. The second approach, evolutionary biochemistry, on the other hand, has 
had considerable success in comparing the amino acid sequences of certain key 
proteins isolated from different species. While some of these molecules, such as 
hemoglobin, vary considerably in amino acid composition and sequencing from 
one species to another, others, such as cytochrome c, show few differences. 
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Organic geochemistry has immediate economic and social significance. The 
understanding of the origin of fossil fuels (peat, coal, oil, etc.), the search for them, 
and their proper chemical utilization, are major fields for the application of 
knowledge gleaned in this field. Much information evidently resides in the archives 
of petroleum companies and is presently inaccessible. Environmental studies are 
possibly of much greater value in the long term, since careful planning and chemi
cal control of our use of natural and artificial environments will become more 
and more essential as civilization increases in complexity. The degree of inter
dependence, part naturally enforced by air and water movements and part man
contrived, between countries, continents and oceans will soon necessitate planetary 
management of our resources, production and waste. The understanding and 
control of the movement, alteration and fate of organic compounds in the atmos
phere, hydrosphere and geosphere will be an essential part of such management. 

"What would the world be, once 
bereft 
Of wet and of wildness? Let 
them be left, 
0, let them be left, wildness and 
Wet; 
Long live the weeds and the 
Wilderness yet." 

GERARD MANLEY HOPKINS 

II. Organic Chemistry: Significance of 
Molecular Structure and the Representation of Formulae 

Some knowledge of organic chemistry is required for an appreciation of the 
aims, methods and results of organic geochemistry. A detailed introduction is 
not within the scope of this book, and the reader is referred to texts such as those 
authored by LLOYD [1], GRUNDON and HENBEST [2], TEDDER and NECHVATAL[3], 
FIESER and FIESER [4], MORRISON and BOYD [5], ROBERTS and CASSERIO [6], and 
CRAM and HAMMOND [7]. A brief account is given here for ready consultation 
during study of the present book. 

A. Carbon Compounds 
Organic chemistry is the chemistry of carbon compounds. It derives its name, 

historical background, and much of its interest and impetus from the fact that 
living organisms rely on the element carbon for the make-up of their building 
materials and their reactive constituents. The four tetrahedrally disposed valencies 
(I) mean that an infinite variety of three-dimensional structures is possible by 
utilizing bonds formed with other carbon atoms and with atoms of other elements 
such as hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur, phosphorus, and so on. Elemental 
carbon as diamond (II) is an extended three-dimensional array of atoms inter
linked rigidly through the four covalent bonds (Sp3 orbitals; (J bond); as graphite 
(III) on the other hand, carbons are interlinked by only three covalent bonds 
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Fig. 1. Representations of molecular formulae. (I) Perspective representation of the four valencies of 
carbon; (II) A portion of the lattice structure of diamond; (III) A portion of the layered structure of 

graphite 
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Fig. 2. Representations of several simple hydrocarbons. (From left to right: conventional formula, 
shorthand skeletal formulation and full perspective formula). (IV) Ethane, C ZH 6 ; (V) Cyclohexane, 
C6H12 ; (VI) Adamantane, CIO HI6 : (VII) Benzene, C6H6: (VIII) Phenanthrene, C14H 10 ' (The structures 

have not been drawn out completely in every case. Thickened lines are closer to observer.) 
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(Sp2 type; u bonds and distribution of 1C electrons) per atom, and the two-dimen
sional result is a flat extended sheet of tightly bonded carbon atoms. These sheets 
stack loosely together and slip easily over one another. Carbon-carbon single (u) 
bonds are generally about 1.5 Angstroms (1 A= 10- 8 cms) long. Compounds of 
carbon and hydrogen only, hydrocarbons, possess interlinked carbon atoms 
which carry a number of hydrogen atoms appropriate to satisfy the remaining 
valencies. Organic compounds can be described and depicted in a number of 
ways - common name and empirical formula, perspective formula, shorthand 
skeletal formulation, and conventional formula. 

Some examples of hydrocarbons are given in Fig. 2. In ethane (IV) there is 
more or less unrestricted rotation about the carbon-carbon single bond. This 
rotational freedom in cyclohexane (V) leads to a ring structure which is flexible 
and can be "flipped" from one preferred shape (conformer) to another, with only 
small inputs of energy. But in adamantane (VI) the carbon framework is rigid. The 
similarity between the diamond lattice and the adamantane structure is obvious, 
also that between the graphite, benzene (VII) and phenanthrene (VIII) structures. 
Representation of compounds involving other elements is achieved in a similar 
fashion (Fig. 3). The amino acids, glycine (IX) and alanine (X), have the structures 
shown. A portion of a polypeptide molecule having glycine and alanine as units 
in it is also indicated (XI). 

(IX) 
+ 

H3N----cH2----c02 

(X) 

(XI) ~NH----cH2----co--NH----cH(CH3)----co--NH----cH 2____C0__ ~ 

Hoi H 0 
rN~~N~~ 

H 0 

Fig. 3. Representations of oc-amino acids and polypeptides. (IX) Glycine, C2H s0 2 N; (X) Alanine, 
C3 H 70 2N shown as zwitterion structures; (XI) Portion of chain of polypeptide, showing two units of 

glycine and one of alanine ( - Gly - Ala - Gly - ) 

Isomeric compounds (same empirical formulae) differing in respect to which 
atoms are attached to which other atoms, are structural or positional isomers. 
[e.g., n- and isobutane, see Section II.C]. Where isomeric compounds have the 
same gross structure but differ only in the way the atoms are oriented in space, 
then they are termed stereo isomers [See Section II.C]. Subdividing this term, 
where the constituent molecules are asymmetric, and are mirror images of one 
another, then they are enantiomers. Where they are not mirror images, they are 
called diastereoisomers, or diastereomers. Geometric isomerism, around a double 
bond, is a particular case of diastereoisomerism (e.g., cis- and trans-but-2-ene are 
a pair of geometric isomers). 
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B. Stereochemistry 
The importance of stereochemistry, consequent upon the rigid directional 

nature of the carbon valencies, cannot be over-emphasized, for it explains many 
important features and properties of organic compounds [8]. The well-known 
optical isomerism of biologically-formed organic compounds derives in almost 
every instance from the presence of asymmetric carbon atoms. This concept applies 
where four different atoms or groups are linked tetrahedrally to a carbon atom. 
Molecules containing these atoms are asymmetric (no plane, center or axis of 
symmetry) and exist as two different kinds or configurations, which are related, 
one to the other, as mirror images but are not superposable. These two different 
molecules are said to be enantiomeric; each alone would rotate plane-polarized 
light [by the same amount, but in opposing directions, to the right ( + ) or the left 
(-)] and is therefore said to be optically active. An equimolar mixture of the pair, 
( + ) and ( - ), of the enantiomers is termed a racemate (±), and has no effect on 
polarized light, and is said to be optically inactive. Laboratory syntheses using 
optically inactive compounds and reagents always produce asymmetric products 
which are racemic, for the enantiomers (mirror image isomers) do not differ in 
energy content or other physical and chemical properties (other than asymmetry). 
Syntheses effected by biologically-produced enzymes or by whole cells or organisms 
almost invariably use and produce single enantiomers, where the molecules possess 
asymmetric carbon atoms. Thus, only L-amino acids are utilized biologically, a 
consequence of the stereochemical control effected by the asymmetric molecular 
structure of the enzymes (which are themselves constructed solely from L-amino 
acids). In the L-series of amino acids, the variable substitution is always on the side 
of the molecule shown (Fig. 4). The NHt and CO2 groups are the reactive polar 
portions of the L-alanine molecule and presumably interact directly with the asym
metric surface of the enzyme during reaction, such as the introduction into a 
growing polypeptide chain. Optical activity observed in organic compounds is 
taken as prime evidence for their prior formation by living organisms. 

Where there is more than one (say, n) asymmetric centers (e.g., carbon atoms) 
in a molecule, then several (2n) configurational stereo isomers are possible. They 
can be grouped into enantiomeric pairs (racemic modifications) of diastereomers. 
In some compounds, however, the full number (2n) of stereoisomers is not achieved 
owing to the existence of meso compounds (where one half of the molecule mirrors 
the other half). The orientation of the centers with respect to each other in the 
same molecule can be defined as the relative cmifiguration. Defining the absolute 
configuration requires that the true orientation of the bonds at the centers be 
known [e.g., in the compound known as L( +) alanine (Fig. 4), the NHt group is 
on the left when the molecule is viewed so that the methyl and carboxyl groups 

+ 10 , 

H3N - C - H , 
CH3 

L( + )Alanine 
[0£10+ 14.7 

co-
l 2 + 

H-C-NH3 , 
CH3 

D( - )Alanine 
[0£10- 14.7 

Fig. 4. Absolute configurations of L- and D-alanine. The L-enantiomers of the O£-amino acids are 
predominant in living organisms 
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are pointing away from the observer]. Two conventions exist for the assignment 
of absolute configuration to the asymmetric centers in a molecule, the D and L 
convention and the newer R (rectus) and S (sinister) convention. 

C. Structural Isomerism 
For each of the empirical formulae: CH4 , C2H6 , C3Hs, there is only one way 

of arranging the atoms so that the valencies of carbon (4) and hydrogen (1) are 
satisfied. There is a unique molecular structure for each empirical formula. The 
three compounds are the first three fully saturated hydrocarbons, the alkanes. 
Ethane and propane are also formal members of a homologous series - the normal 
(n-)alkanes, CHiCH2)nCH3, where n=O, 1,2 ... -one methylene (CH2) group 
being added for each additional carbon number (Fig. 5). The fourth member of 
the series, n-butane, is not the only molecule having the formula C4H lO : a struc
turally (positionally) isomeric compound, isobutane, is possible and is known. 
This isomer does not belong to the homologous series of n-alkanes since its carbon 
skeleton is branched. The number of isomeric alkanes, CnH 2n +2 , possible for any 
given empirical formula, increases rapidly with increasing carbon number (value 
of n), e.g. (the number of structural isomers is given in parentheses) for n = 5 (3), 
8 (18), and 10 (75). By the time 19 carbon atoms are available for arrangement, the 
alkanes possible (structural isomers) number in the region of 100,000. 

ethane 
C2H. 

n-pentane 

propane 
C3H. 

/'..../ 
n-butane 
C~lO 

2-methylbutane 

iso-butane 
C~10 

2,2-dimethylpropane 
(isopentane) 

CSH12 

Fig. 5. The alkanes, CnH 2n + 2 where n=2-5, shown as shorthand skeletal formulae 

III. Elucidation of Molecular Structure by Chemical 
and Physical Methods 

A. Isolation and Separation of Lipids 

Only methods capable of application at the micro level (say, 10- 6 gm, J.lg) 
need be considered, even in this general discussion, for the quantities of geolipids 
to be characterized are often very small. The particular problems associated with 
the extraction of geolipids from their source materials are discussed in later 
sections of this chapter. 

Procedures for the isolation and separation of lipids rely partly on the pre
dominantly" lipid" nature of the molecules and partly on the quantity and kind of 
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any polar groupings present. The hydrocarbon portions present insure the solu
bility oflipid molecules in relatively non-polar organic solvents such as isooctane, 
benzene and toluene ("like dissolves like"). The more numerous the polar sub
stituents carried by the lipid molecule, the lower the solubility in such hydrocarbon 
solvents. More polar solvents such as ether, chloroform, and methanol are then 
effective. 

Specific interactions between molecular groupings result in enhanced solu
bility or, if we are dealing with a liquid-solid situation, adsorption. Examples of 
such effects are hydrogen-bonding and complex formation (Fig. 6): a lipid bearing 
a hydroxyl group will show enhanced solubility in an ether solvent, due to hydro
gen bonding; similarly, chloroform is a good solvent for ethers; aromatic hydro
carbons are selectively adsorbed as a result of weak n-complex formation during 
thin layer chromatography over silica impregnated with silver ions (AgN03-Si02). 

0+ 0- R' 
CI3C-H- ·· .. 0 / 

'R' 

--Ag+-(NO,) 
-(Si02 lattice)-

Fig. 6. Hydrogen bonding and n-bonding associations 

Lipids bearing acidic or basic groups are conveniently isolated and then 
separated from the neutral lipids by converting them into the corresponding 
salts, the ionic character of which normally confers water solubility. Thus, 
carboxylic acids can be converted to their sodium or potassium salts, and these 
taken up into a separate water layer prior to acidification and re-isolation free 
from neutral lipids. The hydrocarbon portions of the salts still confer some degree 
of non-polarity which may lead to difficulties in separation - soap foams, etc. 

Reactive groupings like the carboxyl group are readily converted into deriv
atives leading to a further change in polarity, solubility, and molecular weight. 

Molecular weight is in itself an importance feature, for on the micro scale it 
permits some separation by adsorption chromatography (in TLC, the higher 
molecular weight compounds have smaller R f values - cover a shorter distance 
in the same time) and gas-liquid chromatography (here the lower vapor pressure 
of the heavier molecules leads to longer retention time - cover a shorter distance 
down the column in the same time). Molecular weights, and more specifically, 
molecular shape, are the main features controlling separation involving inclusion 
into the cavities of synthetic zeolites (molecular sieving), growing crystals such 
as urea and thiourea (clathration) and polymer networks (gel permeation 
chromatography). 

Actual procedures and examples of the application of these principles are 
dealt with in Chapter 3. Some topics (e.g., gas chromatography, Chapter 5) are 
given detailed treatment because oftheir great practical importance. To summarize, 
micro amounts of lipids are handled by carrying them as dilute solutions in a 
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variety of organic solvents; they are separated into fractions based on the nature 
and number of polar or hetero atom groupings, and certain considerations of 
molecular size and shape; chromatographic procedures, especially gas-liquid 
chromatography, then further subdivide these fractions - frequently as classes of 
compounds or their derivatives - according to a number of molecular charac
teristics, but largely by molecular weight. 

Fig. 7 illustrates one example of a separation procedure suitable for a particular 
mixture of lipids. At the final stage, gas-liquid chromatography produces a 
series of individual peaks corresponding to the individual homologues of that 
particular fraction or class of compounds. 

One alternative to the above kind of separation scheme, which is effectively 
based on separation according to classes of compounds, is to bring the whole 
mixture into a condition suitable for gas chromatography. Thus, the mixture 
examined in the figure could be treated with diazomethane (acids ~ methyl esters) 
and then with silylating agent [alcohols ~trimethylsilyl derivatives (TMSi)]. 
The resulting mixture of hydrocarbons, esters and trimethylsilyl ethers might 
then be analyzed by gas-liquid chromatography. The problem here is that, first, 
many peaks (corresponding to the very large number of compounds) would 
overlap, and second, no information would be available from other procedures 
(such as Ag+ jTLC) to indicate the class of compounds involved. As ORO has 
suggested, high resolution capillary GC-MS provides a partial answer [9]. Given 
very efficient columns and adequate information from the mass spectra, this 
procedure has the major advantages of simplicity and relative freedom from 
contamination. 

B. Characterization and Identification of Lipids 
The restrictions of applicability on the micro-scale that we have placed on 

our discussion so far, apply with particular emphasis to problems of lipid charac
terization and identification. (Characterization of an organic compound implies 
the revelation by experiment of some of its molecular features, such as reactive 
groups. Identification calls for recognition of the unknown as being identical in 
all respects to a known compound.·1t would also apply to the identification of a 
compound in terms of a particular structure.) Information on the constitution of 
a compound can be gathered in many ways, quite often during the isolation and 
separation procedures. Thus, much can be inferred from gas-liquid chromato
graphic retention times on different stationary phases. Thin layer chromatography 
can be similarly informative, especially where standard compounds are run for 
direct comparison on the same plate. Subjection of the unknown to reaction 
conditions known to bring about certain functional group changes (e. g., 
- C02H ~ CO2 Me) is very effective when carried out in conjunction with these 
chromatographic procedures. 

Spectrometric methods are undoubtedly the key to structure determination. 
Table 1 summarizes the situation as it is presently. The composite technique of 
sequential GC-MS is both powerful and extremely sensitive, and its use is dis
cussed in several chapters (e.g., Chapters 4 and 5). 
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Table 1. Summary of criteria for compound identification, and quantities needed for measurement 

Criteria Measurements Molecular State during Minimum 
parameter examination quantities 
measured required 

(gm) " 

Chromatographic 

Thin layer chromato- Distance travelled Solubility and ad- In solution 10- 9 

graphy (TLC) on plate (Rf value) sorption behavior, 
molecular size 

Gas-liquid chromato- Time taken to Molecular size, Gas phase/solu- 10- 9 

graphy (GLC or GC) emerge (RT) solubility, and tion in liquid 
adsorption effects phase 

Spectrometric 

Ultraviolet and Absorption maxima Excitation of non- In solution 1O- 6b 

visible (UV and Vis) (Jemax) and bonded-electrons 
Intensity (8) and conjugated 

systems 

Infrared (IR) Complex spectrum Absorption of In solution, 10- 4 

energy of vibra- liquid state 
tion of inter- or solid 
atomic bonds 

Nuclear magnetic Complex spectrum Interaction of the In solution or 10- 3 

resonance (NMR) nuclear spins of liquid state 
protons 

Optical rotation Single value or Degree of asym- In solution or 10- 3 

(ORD,CD) curve metry of molecule liquid state 
and consequent 
effect on polarized 
light 

Mass spectrometry Complex spectrum Ease of fragmen- Gas phase 10- 9 

(MS) tation of molecule 
and stability of 
fragments 

Other 

Melting Point Single value Sum of all inter- Solid 10- 4 

(M. pt.) actions in crystal 
lattice 

X-ray structure Complex intensity Electron density in Solid 1O- 4c 

(X-ray) pattern unit cell 

" Without specialized micro equipment. 
b Strongly absorbing molecules. 
c Suitable crystal. 

As we have already seen in this chapter, full characterization of an organic 
compound calls for definition of the stereochemistry in addition to the gross 
structure. Ideally, one would hope to completely separate a single pure lipid 
component by gas chromatography, collect it from the exit port of the chromato
graph, and then subject It to the full set of spectrometric procedures. Invariably, 
if there is enough for GC, then there is enough for GC-MS. Unfortunately, it is 
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often difficult to obtain sufficient lipid for IR, NMR, etc., and this means that 
potentially very valuable positional and stereochemical information is unavailable. 
Judicious use of derivative formation and of GLC phases of differing character 
can make up for this difficulty somewhat. Later in this chapter, this approach is 
applied to the isoprenoid acids. Very occasionally, enough of a compound having 
crystals of the right symmetry, etc., is available, and full X-ray structural analysis 
becomes possible, and the complete structure is revealed unambiguously (see 
Chapter 27). 

IV. Special Significance of Molecular Structure 
in Relating Geolipids to Biolipids 

A. Carbon Skeleton Philosophy. 
Chemical Fossils [l1J and Biological Markers 

We have seen that the tetrahedral carbon atom confers on organic compounds 
the possibility of great diversity in structure, and consequently, in the physical 
and chemical properties of the individual compounds. A large number of individual 
compounds may be structurally isomeric, possessing the same empirical formula; 
furthermore, where one ( or more) carbon atoms is asymmetrically substituted, then 
the substance may exist as an enantiomeric pair of optical isomers. 

Advances in technique now permit the study of complex mixtures of organic 
compounds at the molecular level. The type of organic geochemistry we are 
discussing is concerned with the complete characterization of individual organic 
compounds, including relative stereochemistry and, where possible, absolute 
stereochemistry. The more complete the characterization of the compound, then 
the more likely is a useful correlation with its past history obtained. 

All living things use carbon as a building unit. The C-C single bond is strong, 
and therefore, portions of the original molecules - the carbon skeletons - often 
survive passage through several organisms or incorporation into sediments. 
Emphasis is therefore on the carbon skeleton of organic compounds (in the sense 
that "organic" means compounds containing carbon atoms - it does not imply 
a biological origin). Approximate calculations give a lifetime of about 109 years 
for alkanes subjected to 1500 C in the absence of catalysts. Hence, biological 
information represented by a particular carbon skeleton should be preserved over 
very long periods of time [12]. 

The biosynthetic systems, involving enzymes, coenzymes, etc., of living 
organisms produce a great variety of carbon compounds, possessing a range of 
functional groups. However, the carbon skeletons of these compounds are 
assembled according to a very small number of basic processes - acetate bio
synthesis, isoprenoid biosynthesis, etc. [Section V.A] - and the types of carbon 
skeletons formed are correspondingly few; thus, most biological fatty acids are 
straight chain, most biological polyene pigments have a highly branched (methyl 
substituted) carbon chain made up ofn-repeating isoprenoid (Cs) units, and so on. 
Hence, if we could perform a perhydrogenation experiment on a single living 
organism (such as an alga), we would find that the lipid constituents would now 
be represented in our analysis by an alkane fraction comprised very largely of 
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n-alkanes, branched alkanes bearing two or three methyl substituents, families 
of acyclic isoprenoid alkanes and cyclic isoprenoid alkanes (terpanes, sesquiterpa
nes, diterpanes, steranes, and triterpanes and tetraterpanes). Such an experiment 
could provide a useful chemotaxonomic tool for the classification of organisms, 
since it is a "data reduction" step, and would therefore permit a more rapid and 
extensive survey. Most organisms would give the above range of compounds, but 
qualitative and quantitative differences would reflect their own biolipid idio
syncraSIes. 

To some extent, it would appear from the limited studies available that the 
anaerobic reducing type of sedimentary environment affects such a carbon skeleton 
experiment. Certainly, biolipids already possessing reduced structures, such as 
hydrocarbons, survive well. Most Recent (the last 10,000 years) and some ancient 
sediments contain hydrocarbon fractions to some extent resembling those ofhigher 
plants. More significantly, the same extracts contain other alkanes and cyclo
alkanes so far no.t detected in any plant or animal but which have carbon skeletons 
identical with or closely resembling those of known unsaturated, oxygen- and 
nitrogen-containing constituents of living organisms. It is in this sense that the 
concept of preservation of organic compounds as "chemical fossils" has arisen. 
In fact, unreduced compounds, such as amino acids, sugars, fatty acids, etc., 
also appear as chemical fossils and the term encompasses any organic compounds 
ultimately of biological origin. The terms "chemical fossil" and "biological 
marker" are practically synonymous in that the presence of such a compound 
can be taken as indicating a biological origin for at least part of the material. The 
characteristics required of a biological marker include stability and a sufficient 
uniqueness of structure such that it is difficult to envisage other than a biological 
origin for the compound when encountered in quantity in Nature. Specific 
correlations involving particular compounds occuring in organisms of particular 
phyla, classes, orders, families, genera or species may be possible, as in chemo
taxonomy (Section V. C). 

Studies aimed at direct and firm correlations between biolipids and geolipids 
are in their infancy, but we can perceive some important principles. Thus, we can 
treat the conversion of the hypothetical biolipid precursor to the geolipid product 
in terms of biological information destroyed by alteration or partial destruction 
of the carbon skeleton and by removal of hetero atoms or unsaturation. Again, 
the absence of many other homologous, isomeric, or related compounds can be 
very significant and affect the status of the compound under study as a biological 
marker. The biolipid-geolipid relationship is subject to experimental study in 
several ways. For example, we might (1) survey present-day ecosystems for the 
turnover of organic compounds and then predict or establish which organisms 
make significant contributions to a forming sediment; (2) we could conduct ex
periments in suitable micro environments with radio-labelled compounds and 
whole organisms and then follow the path of the products of diagenesis; (3) study 
the geolipid fractions, identifying specific compounds and inferring from their 
structures appropriate, but hypothetical, biolipid precursors. Only this latter 
approach is presently represented in the literature to any extent. 

Some specific examples of the application of the proposed biolipid-geolipid 
relationship are given in the sections which follow. 
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B. Possible Relationships between Biolipids and Geolipids. 
Alkanes of the Formula C31H64(CnH2n+2; n=31) 

So far, extensive studies have failed to reveal more than three biologically
produced C31 alkanes - the normal alkane and the 2- and 3-methyl isomers 
(Fig. 8). Millions of structural isomers are possible, but only these three are known 
to be produced by living organisms *. This high degree of specificity in bio
synthesis contrasts with the very low specificity of abiogenic processes for alkane 
synthesis, which in the laboratory generally produce very complex mixtures. For 
most plants, anyway, the normal alkane, n-C31 greatly exceeds in abundance the 
iso-C31 , and this in turn exceeds the abundance of the anteiso-C31 . This sequence 
is characteristic for odd carbon number alkanes, but even carbon number alkanes 
show a reversal in the relative abundance of the iso and anteiso hydrocarbons. 

(XII) 

(XIII) 

(XIV) 

Fig. 8. Skeletal formulations for the three positionally isomeric alkanes, C31 H64 , n-hentriacontane 
(XII), 2-methytriacontane (iso-; XIII) and 3-methyltriacontane (anteiso-; XIV). The zig-zag arrange
ment is largely for convenience of representation: the molecules are flexible and free to take up an 

almost unlimited number of shapes (conformations) 

Much more obvious is the regular alternation of abundance of the n-alkanes with 
respect to carbon number. For example, for higher plants, major amounts of 
n-C27 , C29 , C31 , and C33 and minor amounts ofn-C26 , C28 , C30 , C32 , and C34 

are encountered. The maximum of the distribution centers around C31 in most 
cases. The biosynthetic rationalization of these observations will be discussed in 
Section V.A. Our present concern is to compare biological (higher plant) alkane 
patterns with the alkane patterns found for Recent and ancient sediments. We 
might expect that alkanes with their stable and unreactive structures should be 
good biological markers, and the large number of carbons (circa 30 in these 
cases) in each molecule means that the number of isomers possible is extremely 
large. The retention of biological information is then recognizable as (1) the 
presence of the particular normal and branched alkanes of the appropriate carbon 
number and structure; (2) the abundance of these alkanes in the appropriate 
proportions of odd over even carbon number; and (3) the absence of the vast 
number of isomeric compounds expected for most abiogenic processes. 

Most Recent sediments and some ancient sediments from both freshwater 
and marine environments show alkane patterns similar to that described above, 
thereby justifying the role of biological marker for the alkanes. However, some 
ancient sediments, especially those which have been subjected to some alteration 
or transport, such as crude oils, coals, and the older paleozoic sediments, show 
different patterns. The higher alkanes are much less prominent; the odd over 

* There are a few exceptions [13]. 

3 Organic Geochemistry 
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even carbon number dominance of the n-alkanes is weak or non-existent and a 
much wider variety of isomeric alkanes is present. There is a lack of general 
agreement at this point, but we hold to the view that the principal cause of these 
differences is the thermal alteration of the original organic content of the sediments. 

C. Possible Relationships between Biolipids and Geolipids. 
Cycloalkanes of the Formula C27H48(CnH2n_6; n=27) 

This formula requires four rings of carbon atoms and again a vast number of 
structural isomers are theoretically possible. No C27H48 hydrocarbon is yet 
known as a plant or animal product, but oxygenated and more unsaturated 
compounds with the same number of carbons are biosynthesized in quantity. 

HO 

Fig. 9. Skeletal formulae and perspective representations of cholesterol (3 p-hydroxycholest-5-ene; XV) 
and of the diastereomeric C 27H 48 cycloalkanes, 51X-cholestane (XVI) and coprostane (5 p-cholestane; 
XVIII). (Heavy lines in the skeletal formulae indicate bonds directed above the plane of the ring and 
dashed lines bonds directed below the ring: Part of the steroidal ring labelling and numbering scheme 
is also indicated). The system offused rings is fairly rigid but the side chain is free to rotate, fold up, etc. 
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One example is the steroid cholesterol, infamous as a constituent of the fatty 
deposits investing diseased human arteries. The absolute stereochemistry of the 
molecule is indicated for the single, naturally-occurring, optically active enantiomer 
(Fig. 9). There are eight asymmetric centers in the molecule (positions 3, 8, 9, 10, 
13,14,17,20) and hence 27 (= 128) pairs of enantiomers, stereochemically different 
but with the same overall skeleton off our fused alicyclic rings, substituent hydroxyl 
and methyl groups and alkyl side chain. The enzymes producing cholesterol 
direct the biosynthesis so specifically that not only is the single gross skeletal 
structure selected out of the vast number possible, but also, the stereochemical 
choice is limited to one out of the 256 possibilities. Part of this control is inherent 
in the structure of the already biologically pre-formed molecule squalene epoxide, 
which undergoes cyclization followed by degradation to lead to cholesterol [14]. It 
seems probable that the flexible squalene epoxide molecule, C30H soO, is ener
getically most stable in folded conformations suited to cyclization processes 
which would produce the right ring fusions and stereochemistry. 

Steroids have been detected in Recent sediments, but ancient sediments 
contain cycloalkanes which presumably derive by reduction of the original 
biologically-produced steroids. Two cycloalkanes, C27H4S ' have been identified, 
cholestane and coprostane (Fig. 9). The absolute stereochemistries of these two 
geolipids are not known, e. g., we do not know which is present, ( + )-cholestane 
or (- )-cholestane. Cholestane (XVI) and coprostane (XVII) differ only in the 
stereochemistry of the AlB ring fusion and might well have arisen by natural 
(geological) reduction of cholesterol, since the same carbon atom (5) is there 
involved in a double bond (5,6). In the laboratory, simple chemical reduction of 
cholesterol furnishes a mixture of the two isomers. 

Cholestane and coprostane can be regarded as biological markers since their 
skeletons can be directly related to that of a compound, cholesterol, of known 
biological origin. This type of rigid, complex, yet highly stable skeleton with its 
many centers of asymmetry is well suited to being a biological marker. Once such 
a structure has been assembled, drastic treatment is needed to rearrange it or 
break it down. If one could make the presently unjustifiable assumption that the 
cholestane and coprostane derive solely from cholesterol by reduction in the 
sediments, then certain generalizations concerning the retention and loss of 
biological information follow: (1) positional substitution (i.e., the gross carbon 
skeleton) is retained; (2) seven asymmetric centers have retained their relative 
stereochemistry (and, presumably, their absolute stereochemistry); (3) the infor
mation represented by the 3 fJ-hydroxyl of cholesterol has been lost completely; 
(4) the presence of the 5,6-double bond in the biolipid precursor, cholesterol, can 
be tentatively inferred from the presence of the pair of diastereomers, cholestane 
and coprostane, differing in their stereochemistry at Cs . 

D. Possible Relationships between Biolipids and Geolipids. 
Branched Chain Carboxylic Acids of the Isoprenoid Type 

The long alkyl side chain of the chlorophyll molecule (XVIII) is provided by 
the C20 unsaturated alcohol, phytol (XIX) (Fig. 10). This compound has two 
asymmetric carbons and natural phytol is an optically active substance, a single 
3" 
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enantiomer, with the D-configuration at carbons 7 and 11, i. e., it is 7D, 11 D-. 
Catalytic reduction will provide dihydrophytol as a mixture of two diastereomers, 
3D,7D, 11 D (XX) and 3L, 7D, 11 D- (XXI). Any stereospecificity in the reduction 
would, however, give unequal mixtures of the diastereomers or even, in the 
extreme case, only one. 

Oxidative degradation of the diastereomeric pair of dihydrophytols would be 
expected to give rise to a regular series of methyl-branched carboxylic acids of 

~ 

/ ~ 
II " I 

/ N"", .... N 

(XVIII) Mg 
"-

N 

(XIX) 3 """ CH,0H 

(XX) CH20H 

(XXI) CH20H 

Fig. 10. Skeletal formulae for chlorophyll a (XVIII), natural phytol (C2oH400; 70, 11 0-; XIX), and 
two diastereomers (C2oH420) of reduced natural phytol, dihydrophytol (30, 70, 110-, XX and 
3L, 70, 110-, XXI). The asterisks indicate asymmetric carbon atoms, thickened bonds being directed 
above the plane of the paper and hatched ones below. The zig-zag arrangement is largely for convenience 
of representations: the molecules are flexible and free to take up an almost unlimited number of shapes 

(conformations) 

the isoprenoid type. The higher members (C20 and C19 and C17 to C14) are shown 
in Fig. 11; (XXII -XXVII). The series is not, strictly speaking, a homologous 
series for the homology (i. e., regular repetition of units) is not complete. However, 
the righthand end of the molecule can be regarded as being systematically oxidized 
away.lfwe assume that the asymmetric centers (other than the first one, i. e., carbon 
3 of dihydrophytol) are not affected by the oxidation process, then the number of 
stereoisomers present, and theoretically capable of identification, would be as 
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follows: (XXII) and (XXIII) - 2 each, DDD and LDD; (XXIV) to (XXVII) -1 each, 
DD. However, in compounds (XXIII) and (XXVII) one of the asymmetric carbon 
atoms is alpha to the carboxylic acid group and, therefore, is subject to ready 
epimerization; if this process should occur, the numbers would remain the same, 
except for XXVII, when two diastereoisomers (2D, 6D and 2L, 6D) would again 
be generated. Actually, if we assume that the initial dihydrophytol molecules were 
a mixture of all possible stereoisomers (for example, when synthesized by non-

(XXII) * C02H 

• 
(XXIII) 2 C02H 

(XXIV) C02H 

(XXV) 

(XXVI) I I * 1* C02H ~ 

(XXVII) 
I I * 1* 
~C02H 

Fig. 11. Series of carboxylic acids of isoprenoid type, theoretically derivable by progressive oxidation 
of dihydrophytol, (XX) and (XXI). The skeletal formulae correspond to the following acids: (XXII) 
3,7,11,lS-tetramethylhexadecanoic acid (phytanic), C2oH4002; (XXIII) 2,6,l0,14-tetramethylpenta
decanoic acid (pristanic or norphytanic), C19H3S02; (XXIV) S,9,13-trimethyltetradecanoic acid, 
C17H340 2; (XXV) 4,8,12-trimethyltridecanoic acid, CI6 H320 2; (XXVI) 3,7,1l-trimethyldodccanoic 
acid (farnesanic), ClsH3002; (XXVII) 2,6,10-trimethylundecanoic acid (norfarnesanic), ClsH3002' 
(For presentation see legend for Fig. 10. The irregular bond in XXII and XXIII indicates that the 

methyl group can have either stereochemistry.) 

stereospecific processes in the laboratory) then the number of stereoisomers 
(2n, where n=the number of asymmetric centers) would be as follows: (XXII) 
and (XXIII) 8 (i.e., 4 enantiomeric (±)-pairs); (XXIV) to (XXVII) 4 (i.e., 
2 enantiomeric (±) pairs). 

Full definition of the molecular architecture of these acids requires identifica
tion ofthe gross carbon skeleton and the stereochemical characterization of each 
asymmetric carbon atom. For instance, the terminology is such that molecules 
of (XXII) with the centers being 3D,7D, and llD are said to have the same 
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relative stereochemistry as do the enantiomeric molecules bearing centers 3L, 7L 
and llL; the two enantiomers have opposite absolute configurations. 

To return to the geolipids, we know little of the present-day fate of the vast 
quantity of chlorophyll biosynthesized by plants. A tiny proportion of the total 
plant debris is preserved in sediments, the rest undergoing degradation by micro
organisms or being consumed by animals. BLUMER, and others [15, 16], have 
obtained some information for the marine environment. For example, the impor
tant biological marker, the C19 hydrocarbon, pristane (Fig. 12, XXVIII), is found 
in certain copepods which feed on the phytoplankton. SEVER and PARKER [17] 
have very recently identified the reduced alcohol, dihydrophytol, in algal mats 
from a marine bay, other Recent sediments and in ancient sediments. This alcohol 

(XXVIII) 

(XXIX) ~C02H 

(XXX) ~CH20H 
Fig. 12. Skeletal formulae for the norisoprenoid hydrocarbon pristane (C19H40 , XXVIII), the iso
prenoid acid, farnesoic acid (ClsH2402' XXIX) and the isoprenoid alcohol, farnesol (C1sH 260, XXX) 

presumably represents an early stage in the diagenesis of phytol and its stereo
chemistry awaits study. 

The isoprenoid carboxylic acids detailed above have been detected in some 
organisms and in several Recent and ancient sediments. We do not know if they 
are incorporated directly into sediments or formed later. Some information is 
available on the relative stereochemistries of the fossil acids isolated from the 
50 million year old Green River shale. These acids bear two centers which display 
the same relative stereochemistry as do the centers removed from the double 
bond in phytol, where they are D,D. We do not yet know the absolute stereo
chemistry (D,D or L,L). Relative to phytol, the biological information has been 
retained in so far as: 

(1) gross structure (placement of methyls on the carbon chain); 
(2) relative stereochemistry at C-7 and C-11 (phytol numbering); 

(3) the presence of two diastereoisomers of the C20 acid (XXII), possibly 
indicating non-specific reduction of the 2, 3 double bond. [The situation for the 
acids (XXIII) and (XXVII) is rendered uncertain because the asymmetric (X-carbon 
atom bears an easily epimerizable hydrogen] ; 

(4) the C1S acid (XXVI) is an interesting case. It can be regarded as the reduced 
form of farnesoic acid (XXIX), which can be derived from the biologically
abundant alcohol farnesol (XXX). If the acid (XXVI), isolated from a sediment, 
had been derived from farnesol by reduction and oxidation, then one could expect 
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a number of diastereomers. Only one diastereomer is found in the Green River 
shale extract, thus arguing in favor of a phytol derivation. The isolation and 
characterization of these acids is discussed further in Section VII. C. 

For want of a better starting point, if we continue to make the assumption 
that the series of isoprenoid acids discussed above are derived from phytol, then 
the results again illustrate the principles outlined in preceding sections [Sec
tions IV.A-C]. Thus, gross positional structure is retained, and in addition, the 
stereochemical data clearly indicate when centers have been retained unchanged, 
where new ones have been created, and others epimerized. Significantly, when 
portions of the presumed biological precursor molecule have been removed, 
probably by oxidation processes, the remaining portions are still capable of 
carrying the original information in the form of positional and stereochemical 
isomerism. Of course, only the first tentative correlations relating to the fate of 
isoprenoids in natural environments and sediments are being made. The true 
relationships are certain to be highly complex. Isoprenoids are ubiquitous and 
a fair number of classes, such as carotenoids and prenols may contribute degraded 
and reduced isoprenoids to the environment or sediment. 

E. Possible Relationships between Biolipids and Geolipids. 
Biopolymers. Proteins and Polypeptides 

The macromolecules carrying the genetic information, (i.e., the nucleic acids) 
undoubtedly have the largest information content of all the different types of 
organic compounds in living organisms. The information is encoded in the 
sequence of the four DNA bases, connected in a series of many millions of nu
cleotide units. These molecules are labile and there seems to be little chance of 
ever recovering more than a few segments of sequentially connected units from 
geological materials. There is no report of any such isolation. 

The next most important source of information is the precise sequence of 
amino acids - some twenty-odd different ones - in proteins. Some proteins are 
structural materials but more significant for our purposes are the enzymes, the 
essential catalysts used by all cells. The synthesis of the enzymes is controlled 
by the DNA message, via the messenger RNA and the other equipment for infor
mation transfer. The enzymes in tum control the stereospecific syntheses of the 
secondary metabolites, such as the hydrocarbons and fatty acids, and the steroids 
and other isoprenoids discussed in the preceding sections. Hence, in identifying 
the secondary metabolites in a biological system, we are indirectly reading part 
of the information content of the enzyme and, in tum, a very small part of the 
genetic information encoded in the DNA (though the redundancy in the code 
would not permit unambiguous conclusions, should we ever attempt to go that far). 

We have seen how the whole or a part of a molecule can be treated as a source 
of information. In the relatively small molecules of the secondary metabolites, 
the information resides in the gross structure and in the stereochemical con
figuration. Both are aspects of the carbon skeleton. In the following paragraphs, 
the identification of unaltered polypeptides and proteins from biological sources 
will be discussed and the information content contrasted with that to be derived 
from the degraded materials encountered in sediments and fossils. 
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In general, the primary structure of a polypeptide or protein (the particular 
sequence of amino acids) determines the formation of any covalent cross links, 
hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic (non-polar) group associations, and dipolar charge 
interactions between amino acid units in different portions of the chain. The 
correct amino acid sequence, therefore, automatically determines the shape of the 
eventual, biologically-active entity, which may involve secondary, tertiary and 
higher, structural orders of spirals, coils, etc. Turning to the geochemical pos
sibilities, we have first to recognize that the protein content of most organisms 
is rapidly destroyed by microorganisms soon after death. The peptide links are 
fairly readily hydrolized, and the liberated amino acids are degraded further by 
deamination and decarboxylation. However, careful examination of some fossil 
shells, teeth and bones under the electron microscope has revealed organic 
material closely resembling the original protein layers (Chapter 20) in its rela
tionship with the mineral matrix. Fossil shells have particularly good preservation 
of microstructure where the "protein" interleaves the calcium carbonate layers, 
as does mortar in a brick wall. Even here, results from several laboratories indicate 
that the state of molecular preservation may be relatively poor (Chapter 18), 
substantial hydrolysis, together with loss and structural alteration of individual 
units, having occurred even after a few thousand years. 

The type of experiment which would seem to be desirable, though it may not 
be feasible, is outlined in Fig. 13. The individual fractions of the polypeptide 
material might then be studied in several different ways. 

r 

1 
Water soluble 
organic matter 

Careful cleaning 
to remove contaminating 

material 

_-----1 
Demirralize 

Careful partial 
Purification hydrolysis followed 

and fractionation by purification l .. d fr~ti,""i," 

~ Potyp'pt;d, 'moHoo, ''''''.'g to mol~ot" wcight, cto, .J 
Fig. 13. Projected isolation scheme for polypeptide fractions from fossil shell, tooth or bone 
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Let us assume that we are attempting to establish the degree of preservation in 
such material of a single nonapeptide, oxytocin, which is an animal hormone of 
known structure (Fig. 14), fully confirmed by laboratory synthesis. The identity, 
and hence for our purposes, the full "information content" of this biopolymer is 
contained in (a) the absolute configuration of each amino acid residue, and (b) the 
gross structure, which includes the precise sequence of these residues. Assuming 
we have one fraction comprising the pure nonapeptide, then we can attempt: 

(1) Full identification of the complete, biologically-active nonapeptide. We 
might proceed by first establishing the presence of a single molecular species and 
then measuring its molecular weight. We could go on to determine the precise · E~ I OH 

• NH-C * ~NH2 
H-CO .> 

s 
'\. 

/-CO_NH---f'Co-NY
S 

• CO_NH~CONH2 
~ "OONH, ~OO--NH~ 

CONH2 
Oxytocin 

Fig. 14. Skeletal formula for the nonapeptide, oxytocin. Amino acids are all of the L configuration. 
Asymmetric carbons are indicated by a star (0). The conformation shown is purely schematic and is 

arranged in this way for convenience only 

arrangement of the amino acids by undertaking a partial hydrolysis (enzymic or 
acidic conditions to avoid racemization), followed by a sequence determination 
involving of the resulting mixture of smaller peptides by terminal residue (end 
group) analysis. The absolute configuration (L) of each amino acid unit would 
have to be checked in each of the smaller peptides in the resulting mixture. 
[Alternatively, though probably more laboriously, a crystalline, heavy metal 
derivative, such as the zinc complex, might be subjected to an X-ray structural 
analysis]. 

(2) Incomplete identification as a result of ignoring some of the above criteria. 
Thus, partial hydrolysis of the fraction without first establishing its molecular 
weight and purity, followed by subsequent identification of the various oligo
peptides released, would provide only limited information. Such data would not 
permit a reconstruction on paper of the original polypeptide and the yield of 
"information" is greatly diminished. Again, complete hydrolysis down to the 
individual amino acids, with or without characterization of configuration, would 
provide even less information. 

The yield of information is much less when it is not possible to first isolate a 
biopolymer fraction having the appropriate chemical and physical properties 
(especially molecular weight). Present-day techniques commonly involve sub
jecting the whole sediment to hydrolysis prior to the amino acid determination. 
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Consequently, one cannot assign a given amino acid to any particular poly
peptide or protein. In fact, it may even have been present as the free amino acid 
or as a condensation product with molecules of another type. The situation is 
alleviated somewhat where a single fossil is examined. Thus, shell proteins, such 
as conchiolins, are protected to some extent by the calcium carbonate matrix, 
and hydrolytic treatment of thoroughly cleaned fragments of fossil shells can be 
expected to yield amino acid compositions which bear some relationship to those 
of modern shells (Chapters 18,20). 

What are the mechanisms by which the information content of a biopolymer, 
such as oxytocin, may be degraded? Firstly, there is hydrolytic cleavage whereby 
the sequence of amino acids in the oligopeptides is destroyed and, if there is 
preferential loss of individual amino acids to the environment, the overall pro
portions of the amino acids will be changed. Secondly, there is a wide variety of 
reactions which can change the nature of functional groups (e.g., -SH may be 
oxidized to - S03H). Amino acids are thereby altered and the original composi
tion is difficult to infer. Another example would be the phenyl group undergoing 
oxidation to a phenolic group. Thirdly, asymmetric centers can be racemized. 
The stereochemistry at some carbon atoms is readily changed; thus, the asym
metric alpha-carbon of an alpha amino acid, when it bears a hydrogen atom, is 
readily epimerized. The equilibrium is made possible by the weakened C-H link, 
loss of H+ resulting in a loss of the absolute stereochemistry (racemization). The 
same situation applies wherever a C-H link is alpha to a carbonyl group. 

Equilibration can take place through the enolate anion or the enol form 
(Fig. IS a). The hydrogen on the beta position is not activated and the center is 
difficult to racemize. Hence, we can predict that of the two types of optically 
active acids shown (Fig. IS b), the alpha-substituted acid would suffer much more 
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R' H 
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Fig. 15. Aspects of the racemization of asymmetric carbon atoms. a) Mechanisms for racemization of 
an asymmetric carbon atom (l- to a carbonyl group; b) Compounds bearing an asymmetric carbon 
atom (l- and fJ-, respectively, to a carboxylic acid group; c) Equilibration of two diastereomers, each 
bearing twin asymmetric centers. (The planar formulae shown are often used when depicting asymmetric 

centers) 
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rapid racemization. Again, where there are two asymmetric centers in the same 
molecule (Fig. 15c), then one may be much more rapidly racemized: a mixture of 
two stereoisomers results, the original substance and another diastereomer bearing 
the inverted labile center. The two isomers are not mirror images of each other 
and have slightly different physical and chemical properties and are formally 
capable of separation and independent identification. In such a case, the relative 
proportions of these two compounds in a fossil or sediment could provide infor
mation on the degree of Recent contamination and/or the age and past history 
of the sample. This point is well brought out by HARE in Chapter 18. 

v. Biosynthetic Rationalization of Biolipid Patterns 
A. Main Biosynthetic Pathways and Resulting Biological Patterns 

Lipid fractions from biological sources generally contain a range of long 
chain hydrocarbons, fatty acids, alcohols, and esters. Though complex, these 
fractions are not random mixtures, but exhibit a high degree of order in that the 
molecules present reflect in their structures the chemical reaction paths systematic
ally followed in the originating organisms. Two types of natural products [14], 
wherein long chains of carbon atoms are linked together, are the straight-chain 
lipids, CH3(CH2)nX (where X= -CH3, -CHO, -CH20H, for example) and 
the acyclic isoprenoid lipids H[CH2CH(CH3)CH2CH2]nX. 

The straight-chain lipids originate biochemically in the enzymatically con
trolled addition of acetate units (C2) to a C2 starter, an acetyl derivative. The 
result is an homologous series of long-chain, fatty acids (n-alkanoic acids; XXXI) 
in which n usually varies from 8 to 30, depending on how many C2 units are 
added (Fig. 16). Thus, if this biological, "polyacetate" or "polyketide", pathway 
is being followed we see a series of even-numbered fatty acids with the odd
numbered members missing. Long-chain alcohols (n-alkanols; XXXII) are also 
found and are believed to be formed by reduction of the fatty acids, as they are 
of even carbon number. However, the hydrocarbons (n-alkanes; XXXIII), which 
are of odd carbon number, are probably formed by decarboxylation of the acids 
or of an intermediate. There is, therefore, a definite carbon number pattern for 
the long-chain acids, alcohols and hydrocarbons formed by the polyacetate 
route. However, it should be mentioned that if a "3-carbon starter" were to be 
incorporated, then a similar pattern would appear, but the dominant carbon 
numbers would be odd, when previously even, and vice-versa; there is evidence 
that this incorporation often occurs to a small extent. Again, branched starter 
acids produce the branched 2- and 3-methyl compounds described earlier (Sec
tion IV, B). Branching at points along the chain is also observed. It is brought 
about either by methylation (methionine) of double bonds or by incorporation 
of C3 units (derived from methylmalonyl coenzyme A) during chain lengthening. 
One example of each of these processes is provided (Fig.16b and c, respectively). 
Acids and hydrocarbons of type (XXXIV -XXXVI) have been reported for 
bacteria and algae [18] and acids of type (XXXVII) from the preen glands of 
birds. 

The isoprenoids have branched chains comprised of 5-carbon units, assembled 
in a regular sequence. In the living system the reactive Cs derivative, isopentenyl 
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(XXXI) CH3(CH2)nC02H 

(XXXII) CH3(CH2)nCH20H 

(XXXIII) CH3(CH2)nCH3 

JR3 
(XXXIV) CH3(CH2)nCH(CH2)m+1C02H 

CH,(CH2)nCH~H(CH2)mC02H -+ (XXXV) 

+ 
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Fig. 16. Straight and branched-chain biolipids originated by the poly acetate type of biogenesis 

dimer C" 
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C" 

Fig. 17. Carbon skeletons for isoprenoid biolipids originated by the terpenoid type of biogenesis 

pyrophosphate, which is derived from acetate via a C6 compound (mevalonic acid), 
polymerizes under the influence of the enzyme and cofactors to form the CIO 

dimer (terpene), the CIS trimer (sesquiterpene) and the C20 tetramer (diterpene). 
The "head to tail" fashion of addition results in three methylene units between 
each pair of carbons bearing a methyl group. (Fig. 17). When this "terpenoid" 
skeleton is found in a naturally-occurring molecule, it is a very reasonable as
sumption that the compound has been formed by this particular biological 
pathway. Larger isoprenoid skeletons are mainly built up in living organisms by 
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"tail to tail" coupling of two units: C1S units give C30 triterpenoids, and C20 

give C40 tetraterpenoids. Thus, the very important group of compounds, the 
steroids, C27 to C29 , are degraded and alkylated triterpenoids. Rearrangements, 
generally involving movement of methyl groups and changes in ring size and 
fusion, further extend the range of carbon skeleton ultimately originating in the 
isoprenoid route. However, careful inspection of the structure and application of 
the so-called" biogenetic isoprenoid rules" often enables the origin to be discussed. 
Higher" head to tail" polymers are known, including the prenols reaching CllO and 
extending to the high polymer hydrocarbon, rubber. 

B. "Natural Product" Chemistry 
To the organic chemist, "natural product chemistry" connotes the study of 

the secondary metabolites of plants and animals, their structures, and the routes 
by which they are biosynthesized. Thus, most of our knowledge relating to the 
long-chain lipids and the multitude of terpenoids, briefly mentioned in the 
preceding section, is the result of the activities of natural product chemists. Their 
approach, and the methods characteristic of it, are now being extended to situ
ations involving chemical exchange between organisms, for example, as with sex 
attractants and growth inhibitors. The range of activity so controlled extends to 
defense mechanisms, instinctive behavior patterns, communication and the 
attraction and repulsion of other organisms. The term "chemical ecology" has 
been coined for such chemical studies of the interrelation between organisms 
and oftheir interaction with their environments [19]. 

Organic geochemistry is also an extension of natural product studies, but 
encompasses more extensive areas of science, together with the whole span of 
geological time. The task is, in part, to trace the fate of biosynthesized organic 
compounds in natural environments and sediments. In the widest sense, we may 
try to express in molecular terms the path of carbon in Nature and to reassert 
thereby the original definition of Nature - the whole natural world around us, 
biosphere and geosphere. We thereby widen the view of natural product chemistry 
so that it includes the study of organic compounds wherever found in the natural 
world, whether they are inside or outside organisms, incorporated in igneous 
rocks as bitumen veins, present in fossils and sediments, or issuing from volcanoes 
as gasses. This definition seems both logical and useful, and renders the terms 
"biolipid" and "geolipid" of use as subdivisions of all natural lipids. The sphere 
of interest then covers the path of carbon - within single organisms, through 
communities of organisms, entombment in sediments and recycling as a result of 
weathering and metamorphic processes (Section VI, A). 

By way of an example of this philosophy, the C19 isoprenoid hydrocarbon, 
pristane (Fig. 12, XXVIII) is one biological marker compound, the path of which 
is presently being tracked from its origin in the phytol (Fig. 10, XIX) of phyto
plankton, through various organisms in the marine food web to interment in 
marine sediments [20, 21]. BALDWIN and BRAVEN [22J have recently proposed 
that an unusual lipid and protein constituent of marine phytoplankton might be 
another "biochemical integrator". This compound bears a carbon-phosphorus 
bond; it is 2-aminoethylphosphonic acid, NH2CH2CH2P = O(OHh. 
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C. Chemotaxonomy, Paleochemotaxonomy, Chemosystematics, 
and Evolutionary Processes 

The uniformity of present-day biochemistry, whereby the same biochemical 
pathways operate in all living organisms, means that there are many carbon 
compounds which are potential "biological markers". Organisms do differ, of 
course, in the relative amounts of these compounds they produce and, further, 
there are also many compounds which are produced only by members of particular 
groups of organisms - at the family, genus, species, variety, or even race, level. 
Such compounds permit chemotaxonomic (comparative biochemical) studies 
which form a valuable background for organic geochemistry. Thus, for Recent 
sediments, we can confidently extrapolate from the chemotaxonomic characteristics 
of contemporary plants and animals and draw inferences about the presence or 
absence of particular organisms in their original environments of deposition
using species and family markers, for example. To make one rather general point 
from the data presently available: it would appear that the pentacyclic triter
penoids are largely restricted to higher plants. Their presence in a sediment may 
be tentatively construed as indicating a contribution from higher plants [23, 24J. 

Conversely, analysis of ancient sediments, when properly interpreted, may 
provide us with paleochemotaxonomic data on extinct organisms. Instances of 
direct correlations between the organic constituents of present-day and fossil 
species have been provided by the work of KNOCHE and OURISSON [25, 26]. 

Chemotaxonomic studies provide one view of the results of evolution. The 
chemical constitution and products of an organism must surely reflect the 
evolutionary process. Chemosystematics, involving the careful interrelation of 
chemical data and biological data (morphology, genetic information, etc.) is 
presently making great progress. For example, the cross breeding of plants and 
the genetic interchange of individuals in a population can now be followed 
chemically [29-32]. It is too early to say yet whether organic geochemistry can 
do much to throw light on the problems of evolutionary biochemistry (Chapter 7). 
The fossil record provides a glimpse of the phylogenetic development of the 
present-day flora and fauna. Clearly, we should thus expect to find in ancient 
sediments and fossils those geolipids originating from biolipids appropriate to 
the type of organisms known to have evolved at that time. Thus, in the earliest 
Precambrian sediments, we should see geolipids corresponding to the metabolites 
of unicellular organisms [18, 33, 34J. The blue-green algae examined so far have 
hydrocarbon fractions dominated by the C17 n-alkane, thus providing a possible 
marker. 

VI. Organic Chemistry of Natural Environments 

A. Path of Carbon Compounds in Nature 

One key to the understanding of the geolipid content of ancient sediments 
certainly lies in the lipids of present-day environments and Recent sediments. 
Most, but certainly not all, paleoenvironments have a contemporary equivalent
at least in gross features. "Recent" in the geological sense encompasses the last 
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10,000 years, or thereabouts, and" ancient ", the whole span of time prior to that. 
Our planet has on, and in, its surface today a great range of situations which can 
be classified and recognized as distinct" environments" of different kinds [35, 36]. 
The passage of carbon compounds from individual organisms, through ecosystems 
and finally into sediments, is subject to direct observation and experiment. The 
resulting data may then be used to interpret the organic content of ancient 
sediments. Such an approach would be normal geological practice - the applica
tion of the principle of uniformitarianism, but as with other geological matters, 
it is clear that we must now think in planetary terms, with interrelated events 
spread over millions of years. 

The time is ripe for such an appraisal of the path of carbon compounds in 
Nature. The separation and identification procedures now to hand provide us 
with the means to examine the complex mixtures of organic compounds en
countered in natural environments and in sediments. The products of a single 
species of plant or animal no longer represent the feasible limit for effective study. 
In addition, radiochemical labelling techniques are available which will permit 
experiments designed to follow the path of a given compound, and its derived 
products, through an environment. Undoubtedly, all of the numerous organic 
compounds produced by living organisms are not preserved in the sediments 
being deposited from most present-day environments. If they were, the analytical 
situation would be an impossible one, with our present tools. Most water-soluble 
compounds seem to undergo selective destruction, presumably brought about by 
bacterial attack and chemical reactions in the system. More than half of the 
present-day biomass of this planet is said to be bacterial [31]. The need for rapid 
bacterial degradation of lipids during sewage treatment and water purification 
became particularly obvious some years ago with the widespread use of synthetic 
detergents. The highly branched alkylated benzene derivatives used initially were 
resistant to attack (hard detergents) and accumulated in rivers, reservoirs, etc. 
Bio-degradable (soft) detergents, having straight, unsubstituted side chains had 
to be introduced in their place to mollify a general public justifiably alarmed at the 
sight of foaming drinking water. 

MASON [38] has reviewed the estimates made for the amounts of carbon in 
circulation in the various parts of the carbon cycle - a concept developed by 
GoLDSCHMIDT and amplified by WICKMAN [39]. Fig. 18 represents in diagram
matic form a very much over-simplified idea of the way carbon is cycled on this 
planet, driven largely by radiation from the sun and heat from the earth's interior. 
Similar diagrams have been constructed for other biologically-important elements. 
Inter-relationships between these cycles (C, H, 0, N, P, etc.) await detailed study. 
For example, Russian workers have given considerable attention to the inorganic 
but not the organic aspects of the biogeochemical transformation of sulfur in 
Nature [40-42]. 

Taking atmospheric carbon dioxide as the starting point, photosynthetic 
organisms grow and multiply by building the carbon atoms from this source into 
their lipids, proteins, carbohydrates, etc. An elaborate food web of animals is 
dependent on the ingestion of the primary photosynthetic organisms. Death of 
the organisms and immediate burial provides carbon compounds directly to a 
forming sediment. Microbial attack and chemical processes in the young sediment 
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will normally degrade these compounds to smaller molecules such as carbon 
dioxide and methane. Some of the carbon dioxide is returned to the atmosphere 
and some is incorporated into the sediment as carbonates. Insoluble high mole
cular weight organic matter - kerogen - may also be formed. However, some 
compounds are relatively resistant to degradation and they may persist as related 
compounds, the biological markers, bearing unaltered or partially altered carbon 
skeletons. The biological markers may be recognized within the living and non
living components of an ecosystem and the sediment formed from it [15]. Reac
tions continue in the sediment during diagenesis and the processes of consolidation, 
burial and metamorphism, which may take place with the passage of time. 

The erosion of ancient sediments, which have been uplifted and thereby 
exposed to the action of wind, rain, heat, frost, and microbial attack, constantly 
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recycles carbon compounds into the biosphere. This process must have taken 
place ever since sediments were first deposited. Microorganisms in soils and other 
environments use these carbon sources. Kerogen, crude petroleum, and bitumens 
contain a vast range of compounds, mostly complex hydrocarbons whose struc
tures now bear only a partial resemblance to those of biolipids, the presumed 
source material, but certain species of microorganisms have enzyme systems which 
enable them to catabolize these compounds. A contemporary occurrence illus
trating this process is provided by the Torrey Canyon disaster [43,44]. This giant 
oil tanker (about 100,000 tons) foundered on rocks near Cornwall, England and 
the cargo of crude petroleum spread towards England and France. The oil slicks 
were dispersed by application of detergent sprays (incidentally, the detergent 
proved to be very toxic to marine life) along the English coasts, but the French 
used powdered rock and other materials to absorb the oil and carry it to the 
bottom. The sites of some of these mass sinkings of crude petroleum were marked 
and then revisited about nine months later. Bottom samples revealed no trace of 
oil - microbial action and bottom currents had been fast and complete. 

B. Pollution of Environments 
Pollution on the scale of the Torrey Canyon incident serves to emphasize 

the drastic effect modern industrial society is having on the contemporary 
environment. More gradual changes, such as the spread of intensive agriculture 
and urban living, are less dramatic but more insidious. The northern hemisphere 
is suffering particularly rapid change as the pace of industrial development 
quickens and it will become increasingly difficult to find natural environments 
relatively free from pollution and other man-made effects. We need urgently to 
set aside areas of land and water representative of different environments so that 
we can study the operation of ecosystems with and without the influx of the debris 
of civilization - detergents, insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, etc. Studies must 
not stop short at the stage of the first disappearance of a particular compound, 
such as one of the chlorine-containing insecticides, but should also attempt to 
follow the fate of its degradation products [45]. Such" path of carbon" researches 
would seem to be particularly essential where it is likely that the precise compound 
is unlikely to have been previously encountered by living organisms. 

4 Organic Geochemistry 

" Pollution" 
by TOM LEHRER 

( ... Time was when an American about to go abroad 
would be warned by his friends or the guide books 
not to drink the water, but times have changed, and 
now a foreigner coming to this country might be 
offered the following advice ... ) 

If you visit American city, you will find it very pretty
Just two things of which you must beware-
Don't drink the water and don't breathe the air! 
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Pollution, pollution -

They got smog and sewage and mud, 
Turn on your tap and get hot and cold running crud. 

See the halibuts and the sturgeons being wiped out by detergents. 
Fish got to swim and birds got to fly, 
But they don't last long if they try. 

Pollution, pollution-

You can use the latest toothpaste, 
And then rinse your mouth with industrial waste. 

Just go out for a breath of air, and you'll be ready for Medicare 
The city streets are really quite a thrill-
If the hoods don't get you, the monoxide will! 

Pollution, pollution-

Wear a gas mask and a veil, 
Then you can breathe-long as you don't inhale. 

Lots of things there that you can drink - but stay away from the 
kitchen sink. 

The breakfast garbage that you throw into the Bay*, 
They drink at lunch at San Jose 

So, go to the city - see the crazy people there 
Like lambs to the slaughter, they're drinking the water 
And breathing the air! 

VII. Organic Chemistry of Sediments 

A. The Time-Scale 
Organic chemists are accustomed to reactions which reach equilibrium in 

seconds, minutes, and occasionally, days. The vast spans of time against which 
the geologist measures his phenomena seem quite alien and unimaginable. Little 
is known about the organic reactions proceding in sediments and we cannot 
ignore the possibility that ultra-slow reactions make significant contributions. 
Correlation with the geological time scale is essential for the characterization of 
rock samples. A shortened version of the geological succession is given in Table 2. 
In essence, this scale is based on major evolutionary changes, which resulted in 
characteristic faunal differences in the sediments deposited all over the world. 
Geological formations are classified according to their age by being assigned to a 
particular period. 

* San Francisco Bay. 

Copyright © 1965 by TOM LEHRER. Used by permission. (Available on the recorded album "That 
Was the Year That Was", Reprise R6179). 
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Table 2. Geological society Phanerozoic time scale, 1964 

Quaternary 
Pleistocene 

Tertiary 
Pliocene 
Miocene 
Oligocene 
Eocene 
Palaeocene 

Cretaceous 
Upper 
Lower 

Jurassic 
Upper 
Middle 
Lower 

'Iriassic 
Upper 
Middle 
Lower 

Permian 
Upper 
Lower 

Carboniferous 
Upper (Silesian) 
Lower (Dinantian) 

Devonian 
Upper 
Middle 
Lower 

Silurian 

Ordovician 
Upper 
Lower 

Cambrian 
Upper 
Middle 
Lower 

Cainozoic· 

Mesozoic' 

Palaeozoic' 

Approximate oldest age 
in millions of years 
before present 

2 

7 
26 
38 
54 
65 

100 
162 

162 
172 
195 

205 
215 
225 

240 
280 

325 
345 

359 
370 
395 

440 

445 
500 

515 
540 
570 
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... Era"; the sub-headings, e. g. Quaternary, correspond to .. Periods" and the remainder to 
.. Epochs ". The table is based on English usage and is drawn from the Geological Society literature [16]. 
American versions are readily available in many textbooks of geology. 

4* 
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B. State of Organic Matter in Sediments 

Organic matter makes up about 0.7% of many sediments, largely in the form 
of insoluble polymeric material. The organic chemist is conditioned to think in 
terms of discrete molecules, each of which is free to move more or less independently 
of its neighbors. Loose association with adjacent molecules occurs largely through 
hydrogen bonds and dipolar interactions. The limits of the molecule are, by 
convention, defined as the extent of the covalent linkages. The lipids extracted 
from sediments with organic solvents are just as acceptable for study as those 
extracted from living organisms. But, the highly insoluble, heterogeneous and 
presumably cross-linked material- kerogen - making up the bulk of sedimentary 
organic material is outside the experience of the majority of organic chemists. 
Kerogen is somewhat unattractive as a problem largely because at first sight there 
appears to be little in its structure which is capable of definition and explanation. 
This dislike is understandable, but there is one problem within the normal purview 
of the organic chemist - the actual state, within the sediment, of the extractable 
compounds or those easily removed by simple hydrolytic procedures, etc. Ulti
mately, we should not really consider the analysis of a sediment complete until the 
actual nature of the organic material has been established - as it exists in situ in 
the sediment. 

For example, carboxylic acids, RC0 2H, might be present as follows [41-50]: 

1. RCOz-matrix. Covalently bound-esterified-to alcoholic or phenolic 
groups of the main kerogen matrix. Extraction with most solvents would be 
ineffective, but extraction with an alcohol might result in ester interchange and 
consequent extraction. 

RCOO-matrix+R'OH ¢ RCOzR"+HO-matrix 

Such a process might be catalyzed by acidic or basic catalysts present in the sedi
ment. 

2. RC02 R'. The acids are present as the esters of simple alcohols, the sterols, 
glycerol, or long chain wax alcohols. Such esters are soluble in most ofthe solvents 
used in the extraction of sediments. 

3. RCOi M+. Ionically bound, as in salts and complexes with clay minerals. 
Here, aqueous or alcoholic extraction, or treatment with acid and subsequent 
solvent extraction would be necessary. 

4. RC02H. Present as the free acid. Organic solvents are effective in extracting 
free acids. 

From the above, it is clear that the success and degree of discrimination of 
extraction procedures will be very dependent upon the precise state of involvement 
of the carboxylic acid. 

Further difficulties arise when one considers the actual physical site of 
entombment of the organic compounds. Occlusion in mineral grains and crystals 
is a well established phenomenon and results in this fraction being inaccessible 
to solvents, unless there is prior dissolution of the host crystals. Clay lattices are 
known to expand and accomodate organic molecules (Chapter 31), but there has 
been comparatively little study of the nature of the compounds trapped in clays 
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obtained directly from natural environments and sediments. Some selective in
corporation seems inevitable. The specific location of organic compounds where 
they occur within a fossil and the surrounding matrix may prove to be both 
feasible and important. Special micro-sampling techniques, including the use of 
the micro-probe mass spectrometer, are likely to be required. 

C. Collection of Geological Samples and Extraction 
and Separation of Geolipids 

Contamination is the ever-present and dominating hazard of organic geo
chemistry. Whenever possible, the chemist should take part in obtaining the 
geological sample so that the possibility of natural and introduced contaminants 
can be estimated at the site. These are numerous and include direct and major 
biological contaminants, as with one meteorite specimen, which was found to be 
contaminated with the feces of a dog-fox! Microbiological growth (bacteria, 
fungi, algae, lichens) and water and atmospherically-borne contaminants (water
solubles, diesel and auto fumes, etc.) are harder to detect but, one suspects, quite 
serious in most cases. Many rock exposures are badly weathered and fresh rock 
may require extensive quarrying. Little is known of the penetration of organic 
compounds into rocks; slow diffusion is certainly possible, especially into layered 
lattices and amorphous minerals, but a likely source of trouble must surely be 
along crystal boundaries and microscopic cracks and fissures in otherwise solid 
rock. Rather barren samples, such as most of the Precambrian rocks, would be 
especially suspect for these reasons. Even bacteria can penetrate some rocks. 

These and other problems continue after the sample has been collected, and 
contact with all sorts of lipids has to be studiously minimized - fingerprints, 
dandruff, grease pencils, marking inks, newsprint (printing oils) and the range of 
the additives present in plastic tubing, bags, and other equipment (plasticizers, 
antioxidants, UV absorbers, pigments and fillers, to name but a few). Diffusion 
of volatile compounds and adsorption of relatively non-volatile substances by 
direct contact could both be serious over long periods of storage. Hamilton's 
classic paper [51] on the amino acids of a single wet thumbprint is an indication 
of some of the difficulties inherent in microanalytical work. Aluminum foil 
(prewashed with distilled solvents) is a suitable wrapping material for bulk samples, 
prior to temporary bagging in a Teflon bag or, less suitable, a polythene bag. 
Glass jars are satisfactory storage receptacles. 

Sound, unfractured and unweathered rock samples require careful cleaning 
prior to extraction (Fig. 19). When the content of organic compounds is believed 
to be low, as in most Precambrian samples, washing with organic solvents or 
powerful oxidizing solutions (such as chromic acid) is normally performed, with 
or without prior etching (HF) or cutting away of the outer surface. The cleaned 
fragments may then be pulverized (with or without further processing) in one or 
two stages and the fine powder exhaustively extracted with organic solvents to 
furnish the geolipid extract. Alternatively or subsequently, the mineral matrix 
can be dissolved with hydrofluoric acid (silicate minerals) and hydrochloric acid 
(carbonates) and the then-released insoluble organic debris further extracted with 
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Rock sample 

I 
Remove outer surface" 

I 
Crush b 

I 
l"-f' pieces 

I 
Clean' 

I . d 
Pulvenze 

I 
Rock Powder 

HClj~~ 
a/wash H20 _~ 

I~:::~:~oo/ "'m"i", 
Geolipid extract' 

" e.g., with water-cooled, diamond-tipped, circular rock saw. 
b e. g., with pre-cleaned jaw crusher. 
, e.g., with chromic acid and/or organic solvents. 
d e.g., with capsule mill (Tema mill). 
e Mainly organic debris. 
f Toluene/methanol. 
• Other geolipid fractions can be obtained by hydrolytic extraction (alkali, acid, etc.), oxidative 

and reductive attack, and sublimation and pyrolysis. 

Fig. 19. Generalized procedure for extraction of geolipids from a rock 

organic solvents. Direct sublimation at temperatures below 300° C has been used 
on the powdered rock and on the demineralized material. Provided the tempera
ture is kept low, the sublimate should contain many compounds of unaltered 
structure and contamination problems are much reduced. Higher temperatures, 
such as 500° C bring about pyrolytic decomposition of the organic material, 
including the main kerogen fraction, but the original organic content may still 
be inferred to some extent from the structures of the pyrolysis products. 

I have selected one specific case to illustrate the isolation and identification 
of individual compounds in a geolipid extract, namely, the acyclic isoprenoid 
acids in the molecular size range C14 to C20 (Section IV. D). These branched 
acids have been isolated from sediments and their stereochemical configurations 
correlated with that of phytol. Fig. 20 outlines the procedure used [52]. Each 
step is discussed and explained in the ensuing paragraphs. 

Step 1 ensures that ester linkages, - CO2 -, in the lipid material are hydrolyzed 
and all potential carboxylic acids converted to the potassium salts. Step 2 elimi
nates most compounds other than carboxylic acids, using the particular acidity 
of the acids as the basis for separation (salt formation; more acidic than phenols 
and alcohols; less acidic than mineral acids). The acid salts (soaps) are adsorbed 
on the silica while other organic compounds pass into the solvent eluate. Step 3 
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Geolipid 
Extract 

(1) saponification with KOH/H 20/CH 30H 

(2) Chromatography with benzene/CH 30H 
over Si02/KOH 

solvent eluate RCOi K+ 

I (3) elution with formic acid 

RC01H 

I (4) benzene/CH30H/H2S04 

RC01Me 

other eluates ( 1(5) TLC over Si02 

RC01Me 

other eluates ( 1(6) TLC over Si02/AgN0 3 

RC01Me (saturated) 

I (7) adduction with urea 

Adduct /~ Non-adduct, saturated 
n-fatty acid methyl esters RC01Me (branched) 

j(8) GC fractionation 

(9) mass spectrometry 

identification of isoprenoid acids 

Fig. 20. Isolation and identification procedure for isoprenoid acids 
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liberates the acids from the column, but the fraction is still complex and contains 
compounds other than simple carboxylic acids. Step 4 converts the functional group 
(C02H) to the ester group (C02 Me), thereby ensuring successful chromatography 
in step 5, wherein the band corresponding in Rf value to model carboxylic esters 
(e.g., CH3(CH2)16C02Me) is collected and extracted. Step 6 selects only saturated 
esters, by preferentially holding back unsaturated and aromatic esters through 
silver ion coordination. The saturated methyl ester fraction is now subjected to 
a fractionation step based on molecular geometry. 

This step (7) selects highly branched (methyl) or cyclic esters, since these mole
cules are too bulky to pack inside the spiral structure of the unit cell in the special 
urea crystal as it grows. The straight chain [CH3(CH2)nC02Me] and slightly 
branched [(CH3hCH(CH2)nC02Me] methyl esters are adducted by the urea 
crystals, which form round them. The crystals of adduct are then removed, leaving 
the isoprenoids in the mother liquors. (Actually, the isoprenoids can be further 
purified by adduction with thiourea; this time other types of compound are rejected 
in the mother liquors.) 
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Step 8 finally separates the individual branched saturated fatty acid methyl 
esters. Gas chromatography does this largely on the basis of molecular weight 
(Section III. A and Chapter 5). Chromatographic retention times on different 
stationary phases here afford quite good evidence for gross structure, bearing in 
mind the class separations already carried through to reach this step. However, 
standard samples of the esters are necessary to provide reference values for the 
retention times. 

Step 9, mass spectrometry, preferably conducted directly on the effluent 
from the gas chromatographic columns (coupled GC-MS), but otherwise on 
small trapped fractions, provided a great deal of structural evidence (Chapter 4). 
Molecular weight, functional group, position of substituents, etc., are all deter
mined by GC-MS. With molecules (XXII) to (XXVII) (Section IV. D) the 
position of the methyls can be deduced fairly unambiguously, but the stereoiso
meric complexities cannot be settled by mass spectrometry alone, for the fragmen
tations of acyclic systems show little reponse to relative stereochemistry and none 
to absolute stereochemistry. The quantities of such compounds available for 
study in biological and geological materials are often too small for effective study 
by measurement of optical rotations. Further, such measurements can be relatively 
uninformative on three counts: (i) the rotational contributions of fairly sym
metrically substituted carbon atoms, such as carbons 7 and 11 in (XXII), are 
normally extremely small; (ii) the overall asymmetry of the molecule is minimized 
by the fairly free rotation of the acyclic framework of carbon-carbon single bonds; 
(iii) the polar, light-absorbing carboxyl group is close (alpha position) to an 
asymmetric carbon atom (and hence effective in producing a significant rotation) 
only in compounds (XXIII) and (XXVII). The effect falls away rapidly with each 
carbon atom inserted between the asymmetric carbon and the polar grouping. 

One technique we have found useful for establishing the relative stereo
chemistry of some of these acids is high resolution capillary gas chromato
graphy [52]. For example, very efficient columns readily discriminate between the 
methyl esters of the two diastereomers of the CIS acid (XXVI), producing two 
peaks on the gas chromatographic trace, corresponding to the 3D, 7D (and/or 
3L, 7L) and 3L, 7D (and/or 3D, 7L) acids. 

Only very small amounts of sample are necessary; the isolation procedures, 
approximate GC retention times and mass spectra, establish the gross structure 
while the precise coincidence of retention time with those of stereo chemically 
pure samples of established structure settles the relative stereochemistry. With 
the GC-MS technique, no isolation step is required. 

The absolute stereochemistry can be determined by similar procedures in 
favorable cases. In theory, two techniques can be used: 

(i) High resolution gas chromatography using a phase containing asymmetric 
molecules or groupings (Fig. 21, a). The solubilities (reflecting molecular inter
actions) of the two enantiomers of the solute sample in, say, an all L-polyester 
stationary phase may differ sufficiently for separation to occur. 

(ii) High resolution gas chromatography over an optically inactive, or, rather, 
a non-asymmetric phase, of a derivative of the acid where the attached group 
bears an additional stereo chemically pure center. The example shown in Fig. 21 b 
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Fig. 21. Gas chromatographic determination of relative and absolute stereochemistry of branched acids. 
a) Example of an ester polymer consisting of asymmetric monomer units; b) Diastereomer formed by 
esterification of an acid (bearing an asymmetric center) with an optically active alcohol; c) Pair of 
diastereomeric esters formed by esterification of the racemic modification of the acid with L-menthol 

is an ester prepared from an optically active alcohol. We have found the L-menthyl 
ester to be effective (Fig. 21, c). 

The same techniques have been applied to the recognition ofthe D or L nature 
of amino acids occurring in sediments, including those of Precambrian age. 
The method is precise and requires only a few nanograms of each amino acid. 
Attempts to effect similar separations of the stereo isomers of acyclic isoprenoid 
hydrocarbons have so far been unsuccessful. 

D. Recent Sediments 
Recent sediments provide the key to an understanding of ancient sediments. 

They reflect the immediate environment of deposition. Organic matter is best 
preserved in sediments deposited in aquatic environments and is generally found 
to be intimately associated with very fine-grained sediments. Cores withdrawn 
from sediments at the bottom of lakes, etc., vary widely in appearance and com
position. The upper layers are frequently semi-fluid, the middle more jelly-like in 
consistency and the deepest layers like a stiff mud. Slow compaction gradually 
expels the water. 

Our first concern must be to study the environment giving rise to a particular 
sediment, for we need to know which organic compounds are reaching the sedi
ment and how they are presented - as part of decaying organisms, in solution, 
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adsorbed on organic debris or on clay particles. Some workers believe that the 
contribution of organic matter from the terrestrial plants and animals may be 
dominant even at some distance from the shore. The aquatic system provides a 
means for fairly rapid and selective destruction of organic compounds by irradia
tion, oxidation, etc., and the organic matter eventually contributed to the sedi
ment forming at the base of the water column may be quite unrepresentative of the 
biomass above it and in the catchment area. Most organically-rich Recent sedi
ments are reducing, but there is generally an oxidizing zone in the upper layers 
of the sediment and the water column above it. Not much is known about the 
decay processes of plants and invertebrates, but careful studies by ZANGERL [53] 
and others of the fossil death assemblages (taphonomy, Chapter 8) formed in an 
aquatic sediment indicate that vertebrate carcasses can decompose in the space 
of a few days. A concretion is left, formed partly of iron carbonate and sulfide 
produced by interaction of the decomposition gasses with iron-bearing interstitial 
waters. Such processes should permit chemical studies in the laboratory. We must 
also allow for other types of individual occurrences such as the rapid addition of 
fresh sediments, perhaps bringing an end to a steady state system of microbial 
attack - storm waters, floods, mud slumps and clouds of volcanic pumice are 
observed to produce such effects. Microorganisms and burrowing animals are 
very active in the upper meter or so of Recent sediments, and undoubtedly playa 
major part in degrading some compounds and synthesizing others. This biological 
activity presents an analytical problem in that it is difficult, if not presently im
possible, to distinguish between the organic compounds extracted from the living 
organisms inhabiting the sediment and those extracted from the non-living content 
of the sediment. 14C measurements are of no use, for the carbon turned over will 
still remain substantially of the same "time label" whether in a living organism 
or not. Comparative biochemical studies may offer the best hope - for example, 
anaerobes lack photosynthetic pigments. We need to know a great deal more about 
the turnover of organic compounds in Recent sediments. Thus, most important 
biolipids, including very sensitive compounds such as the carotenes and the chloro
phyll pigments, have been detected, but they may have been extracted from living 
organisms present in the sediment. Biological activity within the sediment is held 
to be effectively zero at greater depths as the sediment becomes compressed. At 
this point, Recent unconsolidated fine-grained muds show overall contents of 
organic carbon approximating to those of ancient shales. As in the shales, most 
of the organic matter is already insoluble - the "heteropolycondensate" described 
by DEGENS (Chapter 12). 

Fig. 22 illustrates one type of data acquired from a Recent sediment; it is a 
gas chromatographic trace for the total alkanes extracted from a section of a core 
removed from Mud Lake in Florida. This lake is entirely surrounded by semi
tropical vegetation. The undisturbed sediment is many feet deep and consists of 
very dark, finely-divided, somewhat gelatinous and largely organic material. 
Most of the organic matter is, of course, already insoluble. Different sections cut 
from the core do differ in their chemical composition, but for the extract shown, 
we see that the dominant hydrocarbons are in the C30 region and are odd-num
bered, in accordance with the findings for plant waxes [54,55]. It is possible, 
therefore, that plant waxes made a prominent contribution at the time that parti-
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cular section was laid down - a few thousand years ago. In addition, there are fair 
quantities of even-numbered alkanes, especially in the region just above C20 • 

This prevalence may be due in part to contribution from organisms which are 
known to provide even-numbered alkanes in addition to odd-numbered (for 
example, certain bacteria [56]), and in part to geochemical reactions occurring 
in the sediment [15]. As an example of the latter, I refer to the direct reduction of 
even-numbered acids and alcohols to the corresponding even-numbered hydro
carbons. Laboratory data are available, but the process has yet to be demonstrated 
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Fig. 22. Gas chromatograms (capillary column) of total alkanes from a portion (MW -2) of a core taken 
from Mud Lake, Florida (Recent). [HAN, J., E. D. MCCARTHY, W. VAN HOEVEN, M. CALVIN, and 
w. H. BRADLEY: Organic geochemical studies II. A preliminary report on the distribution of aliphatic 
hydrocarbons in algae, in bacteria and in a Recent lake sediment. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S. 59, 29 

(1968)] 

for a natural sediment in situ. The n-C17 alkane is not abundant in this particular 
section which is, at first sight, rather puzzling because it has been said that this 
sediment consists largely of algal debris. However, other layers do show a more 
prominent n-C17 contribution and also an abundance of the isoprenoid hydro
carbons. 

E. Ancient Sediments 
By far the greatest part of fossil organic matter is trapped in ancient shales, 

largely as finely-divided insoluble debris: coal, petroleum and natural gas re
present minor quantities. A fair number of ancient sediments has now been exam
ined for organic geochemical content. The general picture which emerges, for the 
shales anyway, is that the amount of soluble organic compounds, the geolipid 
fraction, diminishes with increasing age and that the overall composition tends 
increasingly towards a preponderance of hydrocarbons, with a corresponding 
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progress towards graphitization of the insoluble organic debris. These progressive 
changes can be ascribed largely to slow thermal and catalytic processes taking 
place in the sediment after burial, compaction, and lithification [57-61]. Absolute 
age appears to be of much less significance than the thermal history of the rocks 
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Fig. 23. Gas chromatograms of alkane fractions from the Green River shale (Eocene). [JOHNS, R. B., 
T. BELSKY, E. D. MCCARTHY, A. L. BURLINGAME, P. HAUG, H. K. SCHNOES, W. RICHTER, and M. CALVIN: 
The organic geochemistry of ancient sediments. - Part II. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 30, 1191 (1966)] 

as brought about by deep burial or contact with igneous intrusions. Two examples 
of ancient sediments will be discussed here briefly by way of illustration of the 
approach used. 

The Green River shale, of Eocene age (50 x lOb years), is held to have been laid 
down in shallow lakes. It is not known what the actual contributions of the land 
plants and aquatic plants were. The gas chromatograms of the alkane fractions 
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from this shale are shown in Fig. 23. The n-alkanes show the marked dominance 
of the odd carbon numbers in the C30 region, corresponding to the hydrocarbons 
of higher plants, while the n-C17 alkane, which is so prominent, may correspond 
to the hydrocarbon production of algae. Of course, these correlations are only 
tentative, but they should serve to stimulate further research. The branched and 
cyclic alkanes, which are largely isoprenoid, parallel the known pattern of abun
dance of isoprenoids in plants and animals; thus, abundant CIS' C20 , C30 , and C40 . 

The peak in the branched cyclic fraction around 40 minutes elution time corre
sponds to perhydrocarotene (C40) [62]. The peaks in the C30 region are now being 
studied by combined high resolution capillary gas chromatography - mass spec
trometry [63]. We hope to identify each of the steranes and triterpanes and then 
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Fig. 24. Gas chromatogram (capillary column) for lower molecular weight range of alkanes from Green 
River shale (Eocene). [MCCARTHY, E. D.: PH. D. THESIS, Berkeley (1967)] 

attempt a direct correlation with the steroids and triterpenoids present in various 
genera of contemporary plants and animals. Fig. 24 shows a capillary gas chroma
togram run with a lower boiling fraction taken from the total alkanes of the Green 
River shale. The increased discrimination afforded by capillary columns is note
worthy. The peaks due to pristane and phytane are quite sharp and it is evident 
that these alkanes are not mixtures of several positional isomers. Their relative 
and absolute stereochemistries remain to be settled, but even the present results 
give strong support to the organic geochemist in his claim that these hydrocarbons 
are adequate biological markers. 

The Soudan shale (Precambrian, > 2 x 109 years) provides the second example 
of an extract from an ancient sediment [64, 65]. Fig. 25 illustrates gas chromato
grams obtained (capillary column) for the total alkane fraction. The pattern is 
remarkably simple, although, greater detail is revealed when the chromatogram is 
run under conditions of higher resolution. The normal alkanes are centered 
around C18 and are of a fairly narrow spread. The isoprenoids, pristane and phy
tane, are very prominent. The pattern is different from that of the Green River 
shale, and there is the further complication that the rock itself may have been heated 
by igneous contact at some time or other. The history of Precambrian rocks is 
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often little understood. These very old sediments yield only small quantities of 
extract, increasing thereby the everpresent possibility of contamination, either 
during past geologic eras, during Recent times, or even during the processes of 
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Fig. 25. Gas chromatogram (capillary column) of total alkanes from Soudan shaie (Precambrian, 
> 2 x 109 years). [HAN, J.: Unpublished data from Space Sciences Laboratory, University of California, 

Berkeley; also CALVIN, M.: Chemical evolution. London: Oxford University Press 1969.] 

extraction and separation of the geolipids. However, the importance of the in
formation to be derived, especially in relation to the appearance and early develop
ment of life on this planet, will continue to serve as an incentive for further work. 
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VIII. Geolipids - Biological or Non-Biological Origin? 

A. The Problem 
One of the major questions asked now and in the past is - can one distinguish 

lipids of biological (biogenic) and non-biological (abiogenic) origin? This question 
is clearly of great interest on two counts: first, in relation to the discovery of that 
point in time when life began, and second, in characterizing extraterrestrial samples 
as being life-originated or not. As might be anticipated, such issues have proved 
highly controversial, and there is no unified view. One difficulty is that very little 
is known of the products of non-biological processes which might conceivably 
have taken place on and within the earth's crust, on meteorite bodies, and on 
planetary surfaces exposed to solar and cosmic radiation and a variety of atmos
pheres and temperatures. At present, we have rather limited experimental data, 
drawn from reactions such as the Fischer-Tropsch. The structural and stereo
chemical uniqueness, including optical activity, which we believe characterizes 
the operation of biochemical systems (in the form of the "biological marker 
substances "), is not apparent in these laboratory products but we need much 
more direct experimentation under simulated primitive earth and extraterrestrial 
conditions. However, the problem is further complicated by the non-biological 
reactions which take place during diagenesis, maturation, and metamorphism of 
organic matter in sediments and thereby alter and sometimes destroy the original 
record, biogenic or abiogenic, contained therein. 

B. Pre-Biological Era and the Origin of Life 
We cannot at present ascertain where the borderline exists between pre

biological and biological times in the succession of Precambrian sediments 
[66, 67]. However, if we assume that pre-biological sediments did exist and are 
still to be found in the crustal rocks, then their content of organic material should 
reflect (a) the original pre-biological organic matter incorporated into the sedi
ment at the time of deposition, and (b) the diagenetic and maturational changes 
induced since then by the thermal and other stresses experienced during the long 
span of time. The latter changes should presumably resemble those experienced 
by biogenic sediments. The original pre-biological matter might have been pro
duced by a great variety of abiogenic processes. On the primitive earth the accu
mulating products would not be subject to the rapid attack by living microorga
nisms which would be the case today in any open environment. Again, the at
mospheric and terrestrial conditions must have been rather different from now. 
Both the backward search through time (organic geochemical studies) and the 
forward search to the origin oflife (chemical evolution studies) have a part to play 
in any examination of this difficult problem. Present day biosynthetic processes 
are no more than elegantly controlled syntheses and degradations - highly specific 
in relation to the particular atoms united or disunited and in the direction (stereo
chemistry) of bond formation. It seems highly likely that at least some prebiotic 
reactions were similar in general nature and products formed, but lacked the 
high speed and precise control of the later enzyme-catalyzed reactions of living 
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systems. Hence, residual organic geochemicals in Precambrian rock may not 
reveal any significant discontinuity at what may turn out to be a rather diffuse 
boundary between abiogenic and biogenic times. May we reasonably expect to 
distinguish abiogenic and biogenic pristane? It is too early to say, but as indicated 
later, it may be that overall patterns of abundance of different hydrocarbons 
and their isomers may be more significant than the presence of a single compound. 

To take a specific class of biological compounds: it is, of course possible for 
the chemist to synthesize, with some difficulty, oligopeptides which are identical 
with the natural, enzymatically-produced biopolymers. W ALD [68] has pointed 
out that such laboratory feats still count in one sense as biologically-controlled 
syntheses since the careful and deliberate invention, selection and attention of the 
human organism is required throughout. Close approximation to truly abiogenic 
conditions is afforded by the now classic "prebiotic" soup type of experiment in 
which a mixture of simple compounds, such as methane, ammonia, and water, 
is subjected to energy input (hv, electrical discharge, bombardment with high 
energy particles, heat, sound, etc.) and the products analyzed. Amino acids are 
produced in appreciable yields and the wide variety formed include all the 
biologically important ones. Those bearing asymmetric carbon atoms are racemic 
mixtures. Suitable conditions have been derived (e. g., clay catalysts, presence of 
dehydrating agents) for self-condensation of these, and of somewhat simpler 
mixtures. There is evidence for some non-random sequencing, i. e., amino acid 
units show some preference in regard to the choice of the next unit to be attached 
[69]. Presumably, the course of pre-biological chemical evolution was to some 
extent controlled by such preferences. Anyway, the main point to emerge from 
the above is that we can presently distinguish amino acid biopolymers from the 
products of current abiogenic type of experiments by the following criteria: 
(1) most of the biopolymers contain a very limited number of different Q(-amino 
acids in contrast to the very large number of all types in the complex abiogenic 
mixture; (2) nearly all the biopolymers contain only L-Q(-amino acids in contrast 
to the completely racemic abiogenic product; (3) the sequencing of the biopolymers 
is precise and almost infinitely improbable in abiogenic terms. 

These studies and their counterparts with other biological products have great 
significance for the study of Precambrian sediments and extraterrestrial materials 
(Chapters 7, 13, 18, 30). 

C. Biogenic - Abiogenic: The Present Situation 
The sedimentary, erosional and igneous processes (Fig. 26) afford a more or 

less constant turnover of the outer few miles' thickness of the earth's crust (Sec
tion VI,A). Many geologists and geophysicists now believe that the continents 
have fractured, drifted and rejoined several times in the past [10]. This turnover, 
and the efficiency of the biological carbon cycle, mean that almost all ofthe carbon 
accessible to us has been utilized at one stage or another by living organisms. In 
that sense, this carbon (and its compounds) are biogenic. Exceptions could arise 
with (1) any carbon emerging from deeper layers of the crust - juvenile, pre
sumably magmatic, carbon; and (2) carbon and carbon compounds still present 
in Precambrian formations predating the origin of life. There is no obvious major 
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present-day contribution of magmatic carbon, though WICKMAN'S estimates [39] 
of the amounts of carbon in the different sections of the carbon cycle are held to 
indicate that large amounts of carbon dioxide have been released from magmatic 
sources throughout geological time [38]. 

There are extensive deposits of carbonaceous shales of Precambrian age, 
some of great age, such as the Fig Tree and Onverwacht series of South Africa. 
Here the rocks are dated radiometrically in excess of 3000 x 106 years and the 
biogenic origin of the carbon is still controversial. The present situation is such 
that we cannot seek to use these rocks as a guide to even older ones-rather, we 
need to improve our definitions and methods, probably by examining younger 
rocks containing organic remains of acceptable biological origin. These very 
ancient sedimentary rocks (up to 3400 X 106 years) [71] certainly contain organic 
matter, but it is mostly graphitic, insoluble material, rather close in its properties 
to high grade (high percentage carbon) coal. Extremely small amounts of soluble 
lipids can be extracted, but as HOERING and others have pointed out [72], the 
extent of carbonization - presumably effected mainly by temperature and time
is discouraging. However, one can argue that the dehydrogenation and graphitiza
tion processes need not completely erase the biological record, so that even small 
amounts of compounds which retain most of their carbon skeletons, would still 
be adequate records. Thus, in the laboratory, the prolonged thermal treatment of 
a pure n-alkane (n-C28H s8 at 3750 for hundreds of hours) will convert most of the 
hydrocarbon into a graphitic powder and free hydrogen. But even after a week, a 
small percentage survives, and more importantly, is accompanied by a smooth 
5 Organic Geochemistry 
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series of n-alkanes of lower carbon number and series of alkanes and aromatic 
hydrocarbons [73]. Similar reactions appear to take place in sediments containing 
n-alkanes when they are heated. 

In the same way, the long history at much lower temperatures would lead to 
graphitization of almost all of the organic material in the Precambrian rocks, but 
a small portion of the compounds of possible biogenic origin could survive. One 
test for this would require the analysis of sediments known to have been exposed 
to high temperatures over established periods of time. Igneous dykes and sills 
cut many sediment formations; some correlation between thermal stress and loss 
of biological information should be possible. It is difficult to make reliable 
estimates of the rate at which carbon skeletons are broken down in a rock, but 
simple calculations have been made for hydrocarbons. It is possible, but not 
certain, that the small amounts of normal and isoprenoid alkanes detected in the 
older Precambrian rocks represent the residuum of carbon skeletons (not neces
sarily alkanes) synthesized at that time. They could have migrated in at some later 
date, but if we assume they were indigenous, then the second question is: were they 
biosynthesized or were they synthesized by some abiogenic process? 

As already mentioned, all- or most - of the carbon atoms at the earth's 
surface have been processed at one time or another by living organisms. We could 
say that the compounds built from them are therefore "biogenic" but this de
scription is not particularly helpful, for biological history is reflected much more 
closely at the molecular rather than the atomic level. Once again, we return to the 
fundamental problem: which of the compounds present in a given situation are 
"biogenic"? How can we discriminate between biologically-formed compounds 
and those formed abiologically, and the various intermediary classifications - al
tered biological, altered abiological- which presently require definition? The 
problem is obviously complex and, to some extent, an exercise in semantics. 
However, we must attempt to define this problem, for it represents the principle 
hurdle for the biological marker concept. 

Consider a metasedimentary rock (a thermally altered sediment) which 
originally contained biologically-derived organic debris. For simplicity, let us 
concern ourselves only with the hydrocarbon extract, which can be assumed to 
contain complex mixtures of normal, branched, and cyclic alkanes and a range of 
aromatic hydrocarbons. Let us assume further that some of these alkanes will 
have retained in whole or part the biologically-derived carbon skeleton (biogenic), 
but some of this will have suffered drastic rearrangement or breakdown (degraded 
biogenic), while some alkanes will have been synthesized from carbon-containing 
molecules, such as carbon monoxide, or from graphitic sheets, during the thermal 
processes (abiogenic). 

The basis for definitions used here is whether or not most of the carbon
carbon bonds in the given compounds were formed biologically or abiologically. 
Of course, although we may now agree on a suitable nomenclature for compounds 
where we know their origins, we are not able to apply the reverse procedure and 
deduce the origins from the structure of compounds, for we as yet have insufficient 
information about the products of abiogenic synthesis in rock matrices. In other 
words, we may discuss the system of nomenclature we should like to apply, but 
we are not in a position to make routine use of this nomenclature. Mixtures of 
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hydrocarbons similar to those encountered in metasedimentary rocks can be 
synthesized by processes like the Fischer-Tropsch, starting with carbon monoxide 
as the carbon source: 

co + H2 coto1,,1 , CH3(CH2)nCH3 + other hydrocarbons + H 20 

Presumably geological conditions exist which would generate mixtures of hydro
carbons. The experiments of ANDERS and his colleagues [74] with iron meteorite 
catalyst are relevant here; also, the hydrogenation of coal, some of which possesses 
a predominantly graphitic structure. Some of the hydrocarbons generated in these 
and other processes [75] are similar in structure to those formed biologically or 
by degradation of biological material. 

The search for true, abiogenic lipids in geological materials does not look 
promising. Most supposedly abiogenic oils and carbonaceous residues in igneous 
and hydrothermal deposits are likely to be degraded biogenic or mixtures of 
biogenic and degraded biogenic materials. Table 3 is an attempt to provide some 
sort of classification for naturally occurring organic compounds. 

D. Biogenic - Abiogenic: Possible Criteria 
It has been pointed out [37] that no single criterion can be used to characterize 

life and the distribution of organic compounds is unlikely to provide a water-tight 
exception. Of course, a whole set of biological marker compounds would provide 
many criteria, though admittedly of a similar type. Their detection would serve to 
indicate, not life, but rather its functioning, past or present. Throughout this 
chapter, we have been attempting to correlate molecular structure and biological 
origin; the correlation must become progressively more difficult and unreliable 
the more altered the sample. 

In summary, the criteria which may be used are: 
(1) Precise molecular structure of individual compounds, including relative 

and absolute stereochemistry, and the consequential optical activity or isotopic 
composition; 

(2) The relative abundance of the various positional and steric isomers of an 
individual compound; 

(3) The relative abundance of individual members of homologous series of 
compounds; 

(4) The relative abundance of different types and classes of compounds. 
Another way of putting the above is as follows: If a particular structure is 

identified, then the biogenically significant feature would not really be its presence, 
but rather the absence or low abundance of related or isomeric structures, which 
would be expected to be present if abiogenic processes had been operating. 
Absence of certain compounds may be highly significant for biogenicity. 

We can illustrate the above points by reference to the generalized distribution 
of isoprenoid compounds in living organisms. The following points emerge 
(Cf. V,A): (i) the biological monomer unit is the C5 compound, the isopentenyl 
pyrophosphate; in terms of utilization of these units by telomerization and 
polymerization, most organisms contain ClQ, C15 , C20 , C30 , and C40 isoprenoids 
S* 
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Table 3. Tentative classification of naturally occurring organic' compounds 

Compounds Examples Geologic Suggested 
occurrences classification 

Original, slightly rearranged, Pristane, phytane, As in the Green Biogenic (biological 
or degraded, biosynthesized isoprenoid acids, River shale markers) 
carbon skeletons with or sterane and (Eocene Age) 
without functional groups, triterpane 
but with largely correct hydrocarbons 
stereochemistry 

Original biosynthesized carbon Range of For example, Degraded biogenic 
skeletons heavily degraded; n-alkanes formed hydrothermally 
small fragments recognizable by thermal altered sediments 
as smaller molecules with alteration of and extracts-
correct positional substitution single n-alkanes? Abbott Mercury 
and stereochemistry Mine and oil from 

deep wells at 200° C 

Original biosynthesized carbon Organic debris in For example, Degraded biogenic 
skeletons heavily degraded and metasedimentary Precambrian 
small fragments reacted further rocks Thucolites 
to form range of complex 
products and polymeric 
material 

Original biological material CH4 , CO2 , C, Volcanic gases, Degraded biogenic but 
completely degraded to volatile etc. diamonds? structurally indistin-
compounds and graphitic guishable from 
residues abiogenic [unless iso-

topic data informative] 

Original magmatic carbon Carbon, CO2 , Volcanic gases, Magmatic 
etc. igneous rocks? 

Small molecules, methane, etc., ? ? Abiogenic. The carbon 
carbon sources subject to source material would 
non biological reactions or likely be degraded 
catalysis biogenic b 

Organic constituents of Hydrocarbons Infall of Meteoritic 
meteorites carbonaceous 

meteorites 

• Propose that the terms "organic" and "inorganic" be restricted to compounds containing car
bon and those not containing carbon, respectively. On this definition, CO2 and calcium carbonate 
would be termed" organic ", although the latter is certainly borderline. The value of this terminology 
(Section 4, i) is that confusion with biogenic/abiogenic is avoided. 

b One can envisage further variations on these items in the table. Thus, thermal alteration of an 
abiogenic mixture could well produce organic debris almost indistinguishable from degraded biogenic. 
Again, partial biological reworking of abiogenic material could produce a similarly confusing situation 
where both types of molecule are present. 

in reasonable abundance, and in some cases, a further series, C4S , Cso -+ (CS)n as 
rubber, with values of n in the tens of hundreds of thousands. Compounds based 
on the C2S and C3S skeletons are very rare. (ii) Most isoprenoid compounds 
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display a characteristic pattern of carbon-carbon linkage for the Cs units of 
head-to-tail or tail-to-tail, depending on the total carbon number. Thus, the 
C IO , CIS, C 20 and (CS)n, where n>8, compounds are mostly linked head-to-tail, 
while the C30 and C40 compounds have two head-to-tail residues joined tail-to-tail. 
(Head is the branched carbon end.) MCCARTHY and CALVIN [12J have discussed 
this point very thoroughly. (iii) Where stereochemical variations are possible, 
certain features generally prevail, and the positions of oxygenation tend to be 
consistently related in the same series of compounds. Steroids and triterpenoids 
illustrate this point well, almost invariably having an oxygen at the 3 position, 
which is residual from the enzymic opening and cyclization of squalene epoxide. 

E. Meteorites, the Lunar Sample, 
and Extraterrestrial Planetary Analysis 

From time to time over the last hundred years, organic chemists have applied 
their techniques to the study of the carbon compounds of meteorites, which at 
present provide us with our only samples of extraterrestrial matter. Those 
meteorites which contain appreciable carbon, the carbonaceous chondrites, make 
up only a very small percentage of the total number of falls. Porous and friable, 
these chondrites are very readily contaminated with terrestrial debris, vapors, and 
small particles, such as pollen grains and microorganisms. There have been many 
bitter exchanges over the validity and meaning of analyses reported for meteorites, 
including the very well known Orgueil, which fell near the village of Orgueil, in 
France in 1864. The present consensus of opinion seems to be that Orgueil and 
certain other carbonaceous chondrites do contain an appreciable fraction (say, 
2 percent) of genuinely extraterrestrial, and presumably abiogenic, organic matter, 
partly solvent soluble, but that the biological markers, which can be detected 
only in very small amounts, are terrestrial contaminants, introduced largely during 
storage and handling prior to analysis. Interest remains high in this area of 
meteorite analysis and gives some idea of what we may encounter with the lunar 
sample, but the contamination problem seems to be presently an insuperable 
obstacle to generally acceptable and definitive studies. 

Even the first samples of lunar rock will be subject to some uncertainty, 
for the conditions for collection will not absolute preclude contamination by 
terrestrial organic matter and microorganisms introduced by the lunar vehicle 
and the astronauts and their equipment. However, the level of contamination 
should be low and to some extent, measurable by controlled experiments made 
in vacuum chambers here on earth. Debris from meteoritic impact will almost 
certainly be distributed about the lunar surface, and this will present a further 
problem in discrimination. Few scientists expect any life form or even evidence 
from extinct life forms, though the one-time presence of substantial water bodies 
has some supporters. The organic analysis is expected to take the form of a 
straight survey of the composition of the organic matter without expectation of 
the presence of biological markers. The composition will be of interest whatever 
is revealed, for it should represent the result of intense solar bombardment of 
carbon compounds under ultra-high vacuum, extremes of temperature and 
prolonged contact with the lunar surface. If the amounts of organic material are 
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very low, then great care will be necessary to detect lunar compounds to the 
exclusion of terrestrial laboratory contaminants. 

The study of the organic constituents of the atmospheres and surfaces of the 
other planets in our solar system will remain a challenge for many years to come. 
The results, which will refer, in effect, to "parallel, but separate experiments", 
should tell us much about the development of our own planet and of the life on it. 
Organic geochemists can take some part in the "fly-by" sampling and earth
based spectroscopic studies which give limited information on planetary atmos
pheres and surfaces; the principle scope comes in the automated landers designed 
to analyze actual surface material in situ. The Mars lander proposed by NASA 
for 1973 is such a case. It will carry a number of experiments, including a television 
camera, biological experiments designed to detect the growth of any micro
organisms in nutrient broths and bio-organic experiments. Bio-organic studies 
have as their main aim a survey of any Martian organic compounds, principally 
in the hope of arriving at a decision as to whether their composition indicates a 
life origin or not. The problem here is vastly more difficult than the "abiogenic/ 
biogenic" question posed for terrestrial materials, for we have no right to assume 
that a Martian biochemistry would appreciably resemble our own. Chemical 
evolution experiments encourage the belief that pre-biological chemical develop
ments wherever and whenever they occur, might well take a similar path, employing 
similar basic units - amino acids, purines, etc. But we should be prepared to view 
dispassionately the analytical data telemetered back from Mars; indications of 
unexpected" order" in the relative abundances of individual compounds or series 
of compounds [76], lack of thermodynamic equilibrium, and the presence of 
only a few positional isomers and stereoisomers of an empirical formula capable 
of providing a large number of isomers, would all be suggestive of the operation 
of processes comparable in their selectivity to terrestrial biochemistry - even 
though the classes and individual compounds might be very different from our 
own. Organic geochemists working in this area propose a variety of experiments 
for Mars landers; there is fairly general agreement that a miniaturized GC-MS 
system provides the most versatile analytical facility. Pulverized Martian rock 
could be subjected to various pretreatments, such as pyrolysis [77, 78], which would 
liberate organic compounds or their degradation products in the vapor state. 
Immediate sequential analysis by the GC-MS equipment and on board data 
reduction would follow. The telemetered data received on the earth could then be 
compared with data obtained from similar terrestrial experiments using desert 
soil, for example. It seems too much to expect that the first lander will provide an 
unequivocal" yes" or "no" to the age-old question of extraterrestrial life, whether 
it be in existence or long since dead, but any data obtained on Martian carbon 
compounds will be of great intrinsic interest. 
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Organic geochemists from varying backgrounds focus several specialities 
on the analysis of geological samples in order to reach conclusions on the nature 
of the components present in a rock or sediment, their fate since burial, and the 
original form of the material in a living organism. The complexity of compounds 
extracted from rock and sediment specimens requires the discipline of analytical 
chemistry with the assistance of modern instrumentation for good results and 
meaningful conclusions. The kinds and relative weights of various component 
classes in a geological sample provide the specific data on which the geochemist 
infers the history of a sample. Any valid conclusion depends upon the accuracy 
and reliability of the methods employed in the analysis. The geochemist attempts 
to discover how much is present before stating how come it is present in the sample. 
Often it is important to know the quantity of a component before any inter
pretation is made on how it is possible for the compound to be present in the 
specimen. 

Organic geochemistry, in spite of its recent development, commonly employs 
several analytical techniques not as yet recognized as standard methods. Many 
of these procedures have been adapted from the earlier methods developed by 
petroleum and lipid chemists [1,2]. Complexity of components, small amounts 
of contamination-free extracts, and the extended implications of any results 
demand a level of sophistication beyond most analytical work. 
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Briefly the analytical method proceeds as follows: the organic matter in any 
natural sample is first extracted from the rock, then separated into component 
classes and identified by accepted procedures. 

II. Extraction 
Either the nature of the sample itself or the type components may determine 

the best extraction method for a given specimen. Solvent extraction may consist 
of removing the organic matter by simply shaking the sample with particular 
solvents, placing the sample in a solvent in an ultrasonic energy source, or by 
Soxhlet apparatus. Such an extract represents soluble or free organic matter as 
distinguished from the insoluble kerogen portion of the rock. Choice and purity 
of solvent is important since many geological samples contain little organic matter. 
Hexane itself is often used to remove hydrocarbons, including triterpenes, from 
rocks. Perhaps more commonly employed is the mixture benzene-methanol 
(4:1; v/v) which dissolves many more classes than does hexane [3]. In general 
the polarity of the extraction solvent will determine to a large extent the compounds 
removed from the specimen. Extraction at elevated temperatures usually removes 
more organic matter from the rock matrix than does a similar extraction carried 
out at room temperature, provided this is the first extraction attempted on the 
sample. 

The author's experience with Soxhlet extraction of aromatic hydrocarbons from 
East Berlin Shales, Connecticut, shows that a prior extraction of the pulverized rock 
(200~) with a solvent and using ultrasonic energy will remove most of the soluble 
organic matter from matrix, leaving little still bound to the clay particles for remov
al in the Soxhlet procedure. The methods using ultrasonic energy are inherently 
faster than the other procedures. For example, 1 hour using ultrasonic energy, 
if properly done, gives results equal to 72 hours employing elevated temperatures 
in a Soxhlet extraction. For a specimen rich in organic matter, such as an oil 
shale, second and third extractions with fresh solvent effectively remove most 
solvent extractable matter. Experimental procedures for the removal of the 
bound or kerogen matter are more varied and less generally applicable to all 
samples [4, 5]. 

VAN HOEVEN et al. [4], modifying an older procedure of K WESTROO and VISSER, 
has developed a simple method for removing the bound organic matter from the 
rock matrix. Hydrofluoric acid, prepared in concentrated solutions, free of con
tamination, dissolves the rock matrix, thus freeing the solvent-insoluble or bound 
organic matter. 

ROBINSON in Chapter 26 describes methods for removal of kerogen in speci
mens such as the Green River Oil Shale. In addition ozone is commonly used to 
remove some kerogen material from older specimens, especially Precambrian 
rocks which usually contain very little soluble organic matter. BlTz and NAGY 
have modified the standard ozonolysis procedure used by chemists for geological 
samples [6]. In this method the soluble organic matter is removed in a Soxhlet 
apparatus prior to ozonolysis. ABLESON and HOERING have also employed ozone 
to degrade organic matter from several geological samples [7]. Solvent extraction 
supposedly leaves the organic matter from the rock unaltered, even if the ex-
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traction has been carried out at elevated temperatures, whereas the ozonolysis 
drastically alters the structure of kerogen by reacting with double bonds, thus 
freeing a smaller molecule from the original material, perhaps now modified 
because of the ozone treatment. 

Pyrolysis attempts a similar approach in that the products of a reaction are 
fragments or rearrangements of the original starting material. This latter technique 
drastically changes the original organic material, even though the technique is 
much simpler in practice than ozonolysis. Several mass spectrometers have 
pyrolysis units preceding the inlet system. 

Extraction methods provide the relative percentage of organic matter in the 
rock. Many analyses in the literature fail to indicate this relationship, and as a 
result make interpretation and the significance of a particular class of compounds, 
such as free fatty acids, difficult when the weight of the total extract or rock is 
unknown. Oil Shales, such as the Green River Shale, rich in organic matter, 
contain 33 percent total organic matter, but the solvent-soluble portion, how
ever, is less than 10 percent of the shale [8]. 

III. Separation Methods 
Identification of components in a geological extract and any resulting con

clusions concerning their origin are more definite when individual compound 
classes are separated prior to spectroscopic analysis. Chromatography, clath
ration and specific chemical reactions comprise the most important geochemical 
techniques for separating complex mixtures of organic compounds. Petroleum 
chemists developed many of these separation procedures, which are widely 
accepted analytical methods for geochemistry today. 

An analytical thin-layer chromatogram of the crude extract provides much 
information on the nature or complexity of the mixture, particularly which chemical 
classes are present as well as which are absent. A chromatogram of 100-200 jlg of 
extract on Silica Gel- G (0.25 mm), developed in a solvent mixture of hexane-ether
acetic acid (95: 5: 1) will separate hydrocarbons, esters, acids, alcohols from one 
another, and from nitrogen compounds which remain at the origin. 

The hydrocarbon distribution of the mixture is evident from a similar thin
layer chromatogram developed in hexane. Such initial chromatograms provide 
a relative distribution of compound classes in the sample extract. This perspective 
is helpful in any discussion on the significance of any single component present in 
a natural sample. For example, whether the isoprenoid hydrocarbons are a 
major or minor constituent of the extract is important in any interpretation of 
the analytical results [8,9]. 

Chromatographic techniques, separation methods based on adsorption and 
partition principles, are extensively employed to fractionate complex geological 
sample extracts. Gas [10J or solution chromatography [l1J, including column 
[12J, paper, and thin layer [13-15J, may be carried out on an analytical or prepar
ative scale depending on the size of sample [16, 17]. Special types of chromat
ography also include ion-exchange and gel permeation chromatography. In ion
exchange chromatography, the stationary phase is a polymer chain containing 
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acidic or basic functional groups which attract to varying degrees ionic species 
such as acids, bases, and salts in the moving phase, thus causing differences in 
migration characteristics of the components of the mixture [18]. 

Gel filtration chromatography separates molecules according to size by 
providing pore sites on the stationary phase, such as cross-linked polydextran 
(Sephadex) [19]. These pores include certain size molecules and exclude others, 
thus effecting separation of components [20]. 

The nature of the mixture determines the type of column chromatography 
necessary to separate individual compound classes [21, 22]. The initial thin-layer 
chromatogram provides information on the relative distribution of classes, thus 
pointing to a particular adsorbent and solvent series for effective separation of 
components [23,24]. Silica Gel- G, 60-80 mesh, usually activated ca. 1200 C is 
effective in separating unsaturated from saturated substances, whereas alumina 
is recommended for mixtures of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons. A sample 
to adsorbent ratio of 1: 250 usually separates mixtures without tailing [25]. A 
common eluotropic series of solvents for column chromatography is hexane> 
carbon tetrachloride> benezene > ether> methanol> water. 

Because of trace impurities remaining on the adsorbent from the manu
facturing process, it is important to pre-wash the column with hexane or a more 
polar solvent to remove them from the gel before the sample is applied to the 
column. The bed volume of a column is dependent upon mesh size and packing 
characteristics. A rule of thumb useful for determining the bed volume is 1 ml 
per gram of adsorbent. A procedure blank examined before a sample is analyzed 
will determine the extent of contamination, or the lack thereof, for any column. 
Any thin-layer chromatogram requires the similar prewashing procedure before 
samples are applied to the adsorbent. 

Most solvents used in geochemistry require distillation. A recent study by 
KVENVOLDEN and HAYES indicates that pesticide grade solvents are contamination
free and suggest that they may be used directly from the bottle [26]. 

For certain separations of aromatic hydrocarbons, for example, alumina 
Grade I may need a certain amount of deactivation. Alumina Grades II, III, IV, 
and V (Brockman Index) can be prepared by adding 3,6,10,15 percent water 
to the grade I adsorbent. A simple technique, recommended by WOELM involves 
adding the weight percent of water to the adsorbent in a stoppered round-bottom 
flask, rotating for a short time, and allow it to equilibrate for two hours. 

Some laboratories find alumina activated at 1700 C for 2 hours as effective 
as deactivated alumina for aromatic hydrocarbons. Monitoring the effluent 
with ultraviolet light helps signal the presence of aromatic compounds. 

Column chromatography is ordinarily followed by an analytical thin layer 
chromatogram to check on effectiveness of a column, and if necessary by prepara
tive thin-layer [14]. Often helpful at this point in the scheme of the analysis is a 
silver-ion impregnated thin-layer chromatogram to detect unsaturated compounds 
within a given fraction. A 2 percent AgN0 3 aqueous solution is used to prepare 
the slurry [29]. Unsaturated compounds may be removed by preparative Ag+ 
thin-layers, or by Ag+ impregnated columns. The former technique is much more 
practical to many geochemists. Following this separation a gas chromatogram 
may give evidence of several members of a single column or thin-layer fraction. 
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Details on gas chromatography applications to geochemistry are presented by 
DOUGLAS in Chapter 5 (see Figs. 1-3). 

The best record of a thin-layer is the chromatogram itself and prepared 
chromaplates made with plastic backing are easily filed for reference. A photo
graph of a glass-backed chromatogram also provides an invaluable record for 
future reference. Any Polaroid camera with manual settings and close-up lenses is 
easily mounted for black and white or color photographs. If the chromatogram 
is photographed under ultraviolet light, a Wratten 2E filter effectively absorbs 
the excessive blue light. Pola Pan type 200, a fine-grain film, gives good even 
definition of trace compounds on chromatograms, and a pencilled label, sprayed 
with the same fluorescent dye serves as a good identification for the chromatogram. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Fig.! Fig. 2 

A 
B 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 1. Thin layer chromatogram of hydrocarbons : 1 octadecane,2 l-octadecene, 3 squalane, 4 squalene, 
5 cholestane, 6 phenanthrene. Conditions: Silica Gel- G; n-hexane developer; 0.0005 percent 

Rhodamine 6-G visualizer ; observed under ultraviolet light. 

Fig. 2. Thin layer chromatogram of hydrocarbons on layer impregnated with 2 percent silver nitrate: 
Same samples and conditions as Fig. 1. Note differences in migration values for unsaturated compounds. 

Fig. 3. Preparative thin layer chromatogram for East Berlin gray shale. Conditions: Silica Gel-G; 
n-hexane-benzene (9: 1; v/v) ; viewed under ultraviolet light. Components A and B eluted from adsorbent 

for gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. (See Fig. 9.) 

For color photography, 35 mm film, which is more economical than Polaroid, 
lends itself to a permanent set-up for color film (see Figs. 4-6). 

On thin layer chromatograms, the detection level of trace components depends 
upon the sensitivity of the particular spray reagent, its concentration, and quality 
of the spray application. For example, for hydrocarbons, Rhodamine 6 G is three 
times as sensitive as dichlorofluorescein, and a 0.0005 percent solution of the 
former fluorescent spray is more sensitive than the usually recommended 0.001 
percent solution. The latter spray gives a green background instead of a faint 
purple color which provides high contrast for the yellow lipid components. As 
little as 0.25 Jl hydrocarbon or fatty acid is visible with Rhodamine 6 Gunder 
ultraviolet light. The darker background of the Ag+ chromatograms lessens the 
sensitivity by two and requires a 0.001 percent spray solution. Alumina adsorbent 
usually shows less sensitivity than Silica Gel- G. 
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Sulfur, often present in natural samples, particularly Recent sediments, appears 
intensely purple on Silica Gel- G when sprayed with Rhodamine 6 G [30, 31]. 
It R f value is somewhat less than saturated hydrocarbons, but greater than organic 
sulfides and thiols which resemble the yellow lipid color with this reagent. 

A. Clathration 

For the separation of straight chain hydrocarbons, and other similar lipids, 
techniques such as clathration effectively separate certain classes of compounds 
according to molecular radius. Methods such as urea and thiourea adduction 
as well as molecular sieves further separate a chromatographic preparative 

,. ~ 
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Fig. 4 Fig. 5 Fig. 6 

Fig. 4. Thin layer chromatogram of hydrocarbon and sulfur compounds: 1 squalene, 2 fJ-carotene, 
3 dotriacontane, 4 octadecane, 5 di-n-octadecyl trisulfide, 6 octadecyl thiol. Conditions: Silicic acid
magnesium silicate; n-hexane developer; sulfuric acid-dichromate visualizer. Compare RJ values of 

organic sulfur compounds to saturated and aromatic hydrocarbons [30]. 

Fig. 5. Thin layer chromatogram of derivatives of N-ethyl maleimide (NEM). 1 octadecyl thiol, 2 and 3 
NEM derivative of octadecyl thiol, 4 NEM, no spot, 5 octadecyl thiol derivative with NEM, reaction 
on thin layer, 6 mixture of elemental sulfur and octadecyl thiol. Conditions: Silicic acid-magnesium 

silicate; n-hexane developer; sulfuric acid-dichromate visualizer [30]. 

Fig. 6. Thin layer chromatogram of hydrocarbons and sulfur compounds: 1 dotriacontane, 2 octadecane, 
3 elemental sulfur, 4 di-n-octadecyl trisulfide, 5 octadecyl thiol, 6 squalene, 7 p,p' -bitolyl, 8 retene. 
Conditions: Silicic acid-magnesium silicate; n-hexane-diethyl ether (94:6; v/v) developer; phospho
molybdic acid visualizer. Note the R J for elemental sulfur in this solvent system compared to hexane [30]. 

fractions [2, 32, 33]. Perhaps the only limitation is the scarcity of adduction 
agents or molecular sieves for molecules of increasing diameter. Urea will adduct 
normal and iso-compounds and alkyl benzenes compounds; thiourea accepts 
isoprenoid, small ring compounds and steranes, such as cholestane, sitostane, 
ergostane. The larger steranes will not fit into the hexagonal thiourea crystal 
lattice [34, 35]. Molecular sieves (5 A) effectively separate normal hydrocarbons 
from other type compounds [36]. Larger diameter synthetic zeolithes are available 
in 10 X and 13 X sizes, but available solvents for reflux systems become a problem 
with these materials [37-39]. A 7 A sieve removes acyclic isoprenoid hydro-
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carbons from a branched-cyclic mixture; if necessary, further fractionation of the 
cyclic fraction may be achieved using thiourea (Figs. 7 and 8). 

A recommended procedure for the separation of a hexane eluate containing 
hydrocarbons consists of a urea adduction to remove the straight chain, iso- and 
alkyl benzene components, followed by a clathration with 5 A molecular sieve 
to separate the normal hydrocarbons from the branched and iso-hydrocarbons 
and alkyl benzenes. 

The non-adduct from the urea preparation is then subjected to thiourea for 
adduction of the isoprenoid and sterane hydrocarbons. The thiourea non-adduct 
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Green River Shale (Eocene) Branched-cyclic Alkanes 
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Fig. 7. Gas-liquid chromatograms of A, thiourea adduct, and B, non-adduct portion of branched-cyclic 
hydrocarbon fraction from the Green River shale. Conditions: 1.5 m x 2 mm column 4 percent JXR on 

Chromosorb G. Programed 100-3000 C ca. SO/min. [34] 

contains larger tri- and tetraterpenes. Usually these methods fractionate methyl 
esters and fatty acids, but have not as yet been used extensively on these compounds 
by geochemists. 

B. Derivatives 

Derivative formation modified to a micro scale facilitates separations and 
identifications otherwise impossible or difficult. Often these methods precede 
instrumental methods in the scheme of analysis. For geochemical derivative 
applications, the mercury or silver ion complex with olefins and methylation of 
fatty acids find wide use on both macro and micro scales. As mentioned above, 
silver ion impregnated on thin layers effectively separates unsaturated compounds 
from saturated substances. Often the final step in a procedure preceeding gas 
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chromatography is the isolation of unsaturated components by preparative 
chromatography on silver impregnated layers [29]. Also in the literature are 
several methods for incorporating silver ion on silica gel columns to effect a 
separation of unsaturated components from a mixture [40,41]. 

C. Saponification 

Glycerides of higher fatty acids occurring in geological samples are con
verted to potassium salts by refluxing in methanolic potassium hydroxide. The 
saponification proceeds smoothly in a one-step extraction-saponification tech-
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Fig. 8. Mass spectra of A, C4oH 78 from Green River shale and B. authentic perhydro-p-carotene. 
Conditions: LKB-9000 mass spectrometer; 70 ev; direct insertion probe; evaporation temperature 

1250 ; ion-source temperature 3000 C [34]. 

nique, using a Soxhlet apparatus with a benzene-methanolic KOH (10 percent) 
reflux solution [42]. Separation of the aqueous and benzene phases isolates the 
fatty acids or their K + sal~ in the aqueous phase, while the hydrocarbons and less 
polar compounds remain in the organic phase. Conversion of the acid salts to 
the free fatty acid with HCI and subsequent extraction with ether concentrates the 
fatty acids for further chromatographic or spectroscopic analysis. 

If the organic matter is first extracted from the rock matrix by other suitable 
methods, a subsequent saponification in methanolic KOH (10 percent) will 
enable separation of the acid salts from other extract abies. 
6 Organic Geochemistry 
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D. Esterification 
Because of the polarity and boiling points of fatty acids it is convenient to 

convert them to their respective methyl esters for gas chromatography. A simple 
reflux of the fatty acids in methanol containing a trace of sulfuric acid, followed 
by extraction in benzene, comprises a simple classical method to obtain fatty acid 
methyl esters for subsequent chromatographic analysis [43]. 

Some investigators prefer boron trifluoride in methanol as an esterification 
reagent [44]. The reaction takes place in minutes compared to the conventional 
two hour reflux described above and is readily adapted to micro quantities of 
fatty acids. Because the reaction is complete in minutes, gas chromatography may 
follow immediately after conversion to the esters [45-47]. 

E. Special Derivatives 
Silylation reactions of a wide variety of polar compounds containing an 

active hydrogren permit analysis of the trimethylsilyl ether derivatives by gas
liquid chromatography. Such compounds as fatty acids, alcohols, sterols, and 
steroids, plus complex molecules having poly-functional groups, such as sugars, 
amino acids, phenols, etc., form trimethylsilyl ether derivatives with silylating 
agents such as hexamethyldisilazane, trimethyl chlorosilane, and bis-dimethyl
silylacetamide. The resulting silyl ether derivatives are more volatile, and lend 
themselves to gas chromatographic analysis. These latter compounds have lower 
boiling points and thus lend themselves to gas chromatography. The reaction is 
rapid, works well on micro amounts, and permits injection onto a column almost 
immediately after conversion to the silyl ether. 

BOYLAN introduced an interesting extension of silyl derivatives by exchanging 
the metal ion in porphyrins with silicon. A similar lowering of boiling point 
occurs, enabling analysis by gas chromatography. Before this technique, most 
research on porphyrins occurring in geological samples has been limited to 
ultraviolet and visible spectroscopy. 

2,4,7-Trinitrofluorenone (I) complexes with various aromatic compounds, per
mitting isolation from more complex mistures [52,53]. These adducts possess 
characteristic colors which makes the reagent useful as a spray visualizer for 
aromatic hydrocarbons developed on thin layers [54,55]. 

O,N NO, 

Some geological samples, particularly Recent sediments, contain sulfur which 
is extracted by some organic solvents. The origin of the sulfur may be organic 
sulfur compounds such as sulfides, thiols or disulfides, etc. N-ethylmaleimide 
selectively reacts with thiols; such a derivatization is easily carried out on micro 
samples prior to application to thin layer chromatograms [30,31]. 
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Sulfur compounds in geological extracts are often undetected because of their 
similarity to hydrocarbons with respect to polarity and reaction to some color 
visualizers. Elemental sulfur, purple under ultraviolet light, is distinguishable, but 
its Rf value is almost that of saturated hydrocarbons with thiols and sulfides 
migrating closely behind sulfur. After reaction with diethylmaleiate, the thiol 
adduct remains at the origin. The reaction is easily carried out on a preparative 
scale. 

F. Ozonolysis 
The amount of extractable organic matter from a rock is often only a small 

percentage of the total carbon content of the rock, excluding any graphite which 
may be present. The solvent-insoluble material, kerogen, described in Chapter 26 
by ROBINSON, may be partially removed from the rock matrix by subjecting 
solvent-extracted rock to ozone which attacks carbon - carbon double bonds 
to form ozonides, later isolated as esters or acids. Thus the smaller fragment mole
cules are identified by conventional methods and attributed to the original 
kerogen material [6,56]. 

Older rocks, particularly those from Precambrian times, contain only trace 
amounts of extractable organic matter, but ozone reacting with kerogen provides 
information on the indigenous carbon material. This technique will become more 
useful as interest increases in the very early terrestrial rocks. The compounds thus 
isolated are varied but present in trace quantities. Any analysis of ozonized 
extract probably requires gas chromatography followed by mass spectrometry. 
Even with mass spectra, interpretation of results is difficult. 

IV. Identification Methods 
Organic geochemistry utilizes the major analytical techniques available for 

identifying individual components in mixtures isolated from geological speciments. 
Ultraviolet, visible, infrared, and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, mass 
spectrometry, and optical rotation comprise the more important methods routinely 
employed by geochemists at one time or another. For all of these methods, 
perhaps with the exception of high resolution mass spectrometry, a pure sample 
in varying amounts must be available for analysis. Some samples can only be 
analyzed by gas chromatography in combination with mass spectrometry because 
ofthe one or so milligrams available. Even when recognized identification methods 
are applied to geochemical problems, the use of standards cannot be recommended 
too highly, as well as complete procedure blanks. Isomers, for example, present 
difficult analytical problems; several methods must be employed before definitive 
identification can be made. 

Infrared analysis readily identifies functional groups, but is less useful for 
hydrocarbons without functional groups [57]. Esters, fatty acids, unsaturated and 
hetero compounds absorb characteristically in the infrared region of the electro-
6' 
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magnetic spectrum. The fingerprint region is also helpful for identifying hydro
carbons, such as steranes and triterpanes. Infrared analysis requires relatively large 
amounts of sample, for example, 1 mg of pure material, unless microtechniques 
are used. 

Compounds containing chromophores absorb in the ultraviolet region of the 
spectrum. Many unsaturated conjugated systems readily absorb, resulting in high 
sensitivity [58, 59]. Olefins possess end absorption and fatty acids absorb at wave
lengths less than 200 mil, which is below the operational level of most spectro
photometers. Hetero and conjugated systems readily absorb ultraviolet radiation 
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Fig. 9. Gas-liquid chromatogram of hexane fraction from East Berlin Gray shale separated on thin 
layer chromatograms in Fig. 3, A and B. Note several isomers for parent peak 156 and 170. Conditions: 
Perkin-Elmer 226 chromatograph-Hitachi RMU 6 mass spectrometer; 150' x 0.020" SCOT column, 

Apiezon L, programed 100-300° C ca. 1 a/min. 

with high extinction coefficients in many cases [60,61]. Aromatic hydrocarbons 
have characteristic absorption in the ultraviolet region as well as fluorescence, 
which often help identify the particular compound. Identification from fluorescence 
is somewhat more difficult as this emission is a smooth distribution, but maxima 
often provide some supporting evidence for identification. A trace of a more strongly 
fluorescent compound may mask a weaker component, and thus requires inde
pendent confirmation by another technique. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance determines proton environment, enabling the 
analyst to identify many organic compounds isolated from geological specimens. 
Some of the problems with isomers are solved with nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy. Several dimethyl naphthalene isomers in the East Berlin Shale, 
Connecticut, have been identified from chromatography retention times, mass 
and nuclear magnetic resonance spectra. To date the method requires at least 
1-3 mg of pure compound, requiring usually a gas chromatography preparation 
preceeding the analysis. For this reason geochemistry has not as yet taken full 
advantage of the capabilities of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. 
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Mass spectrometry has been most helpful for significant research in geo
chemistry [62,63]. It is a powerful key to structure as well as molecular weight. 
Purity of the compound is important, but micro amounts are easily analyzed by 
this method [64,65]. Gas chromatography followed by mass spectrometry is 
ideal for complex mixtures available in micro amounts. Eighty or ninety com
ponents have been so separated in an aromatic fraction of the same East Berlin 
Shale, on a capillary column with mass spectra obtained on each individual 
component. Such components are often trace amounts, and difficult to collect 
for further analysis. Nevertheless, many identifications are possible with mass 
spectrometry which would otherwise be impossible [66,67]. Isomers are occa
sionally separated on a good capillary column, but the mass spectra are too similar 
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Fig. 10. Gas-liquid chromatogram of several dimethyl naphthalene isomers for comparison with 

East Berlin Gray shale in Fig. 9. Conditions: Same as for Fig. 9. 

to rely on mass spectrometry alone for identification. Such data requires careful 
interpretation as well as reference compounds for identification (see Fig. 9, 10). 

Optical rotary dispersion is a technique seldom used in geochemistry, although 
it has been applied to biogenic vs. abiogenic problems in the past. Several milli
grams of pure material are required for meaningful data. The newer instruments 
capable of measurement at various wavelengths make the method attractive for 
identifications of certain compounds possessing an asymmetric center [68-70]. 

In summary, modern instrumentation facilitates identification of components 
isolated in trace amounts from geological samples. It is important to remember 
that more than one method may be necessary for identification, and any conclusion 
is further supported by other analytical data, such as derivative formation and 
physical constants, such as refractive index, melting and boiling points. 

V. Contamination 
All too often geological samples are unavailable in large amounts, and usually 

contain relatively small amounts of organic matter. Any laboratory procedure 
must be contamination free if the results are valid. Usually contamination is 
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introduced from solvent impurities, silicone grease or plasticizers, and every now 
and then,fingerprints. A check on these sources cannot be made too often, as most 
geochemists know from experience. A better procedure is to limit any sample 
contact with grease or plastic material. Silicones and plasticizers, especially 
phthalate esters, are often contaminants. Even when this latter procedure is 
followed, a procedure blank is strongly recommended for all geochemical work. 
Such a blank follows the same experimental conditions as the sample, and any 
gross contamination is recognized and eliminated before the sample is analyzed. 
When presenting results, the data becomes more reliable when a procedure blank 
has been used. 

In conclusion, even the best method becomes that much more reliable when 
reference compounds have been used to confirm the presence of a particular 
component. More studies could easily use standard reference materials, but often 
the specific compound is unavailable or never has been available. As time passes, 
however, the geochemist himself is coming to realize that procedure blanks and 
reference compounds are routine measures for good analyses. It is hoped that 
more reference compounds will become available for this type research; the 
synthetic organic chemist has an important role in organic geochemistry for the 
future. 
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Mass spectrometry does not represent a novel physical tool in geochemical 
research. Petroleum chemists have made use of mass spectrometry for many years 
in the analysis of the components of crude oil. Such applications were concerned 
primarily with quantitative analytical problems, with emphasis on the deter
mination of compound types which constitute a given petroleum sample, and the 
number of papers on this subject is legion. In recent years - and the developments 
of recent years are primarily the subject of this review - the tremendous potential 
of mass spectrometry for the solution of structural problems has been recognized 
by the organic chemical community in general, and since then rather extensive 
and sophisticated use has been made of the technique for structural studies on 
organic compounds. The widespread application to problems of organic chemistry 
has in turn sparked intense interest in mechanistic studies on the fragmentation 
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processes of ionized molecules in the vapor state. Practical applications and 
fundamental studies combined have thus within a few years produced a substantial 
body of information on the nature of mass spectra of organic compounds, infor
mation which makes feasible a fruitful exploitation of mass spectrometric data 
for the solution of structural problems. The considerable number of volumes 
[1-lOJ addressing themselves wholly or in part to the application of mass spectro
metry to problems of organic and natural products chemistry reflects the pace 
of progress and the scope of this field; it is recommended that these works be 
consulted for a thorough initiation into all phases of organic mass spectrometric 
research and its ramifications. 

An earlier review by HOOD [l1J discussed the contribution of mass spectro
metric data to research on the molecular composition of petroleum, and the 
results of compound type analyses are presented in some detail there. In contrast, 
this chapter is intended to concentrate more heavily on modern mass spectrometric 
techniques developed during the past few years for the solution of molecular 
structures of isolated pure compounds, and to bring into focus the salient infor
mation from correlations of mass spectra with molecular structure and stereo
chemistry from an increasingly vast body of mass spectrometric literature. 

Topics of interest include modern instrumentation currently employed in 
geochemical research, the exploitation of high resolution mass spectrometry and 
computer techniques, and the coupling of gas chromatographic and mass spectro
metric instruments. Structural problems in which mass spectrometry has played 
an important role will receive particular attention and the information available 
on the mass spectra of compounds of geochemical interest will be presented. 

It is hoped that the discussion will serve to underscore the fact that mass 
spectrometry is a major and basic physical tool available to the organic geochemist. 
It provides information complementary to that obtained from other techniques, 
but does not necessarily replace them. We shall stress the type of structural 
information most readily gleaned from a mass spectral fragmentation pattern, and 
also the ambiguities and limitations inherent in such data. 

II. Instrumentation and Techniques 

A. Conventional Instrumentation 

Mass spectrometers most commonly utilized for geochemical work have been 
of the single focussing (" low resolution") type. In recent years double focussing 
("high resolution") instruments have become commercially available and several 
reports describe their application to various aspects of organic geochemistry 
(cf. section II, D and E). Technical discussions on the designs of mass spectrometers 
and the historical developments in this field can be found in the monograph by 
BEYNON [1J and ion optical considerations in the volume by EWALD and HINTEN
BERGER [12J and that edited by McDOWELL [13J; less technical summaries of the 
principles of mass spectrometer operations and designs are included in several 
other monographs (for example, KISER [14J; BRUNNEE and VOSHAGE [15J). 
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In general, quantitatively reproducible fragmentation patterns are best 
obtained employing rapid magnetic scanning (0.1-10 sec per decade in mass) while 
operating the ion source at high static accelerating voltage (preferably 8-10 Kv 
for highest sensitivity) and the ion multiplier at high gain (~150-200 volts per 
stage). Such operation demands utilization of fast response recording systems 
(~5 Kc band width), but obviates the problem caused by the dependence of the 
gain of the multiplier on kinetic energy (changing accelerating voltage) of the 
impinging ions [16]. 

For quantitatively reproducible mass spectra, the sample pressure must be 
maintained constant for the duration of the scan ofthe entire spectrum; in addition, 
all instrument operating parameters must remain constant. In a conventional 
inlet system this is assured by maintaining a reservoir sample size which is large 
compared to the leak rate into the mass spectrometer (generally in the order of 
1 percent sample depletion per hour). Using direct introduction to the ion source 
of either collected or g.l. c. effluent samples, fluctuations in sample pressure in 
the source chamber are usually rapid (in order of seconds) and, therefore, direct 
inlet temperature control and very rapid scanning are necessary to obtain a 
representative spectrum. Mention should be made of the variations in fragmenta
tion pattern produced by changes in the ion source temperature [17,18]. 

We may restrict the discussion here, then, to a brief summary of certain 
instrument characteristics of importance for geochemical applications: 

1. High sensitivity. This is an important aspect, since only submicrogram or 
even nanogram amounts of pure substance may be available for study. Many 
currently available mass spectrometers are quite capable of obtaining high 
quality mass spectra on submicrogram samples and interpretable patterns can 
be produced with samples in the nanogram range, when ion multipliers are used 
for detection. 

2. Resolution, M/LJM in excess of 1 :2,000 (10 percent valley definition) and 
a mass range of approximately 2,000 mass units. Many "conventional" or low 
resolution mass spectrometers demonstrate such performance routinely. 

3. Fast scanning capability and correspondingly fast response recording 
systems. Submicrogram samples introduced directly into the ion source (see below) 
will often be volatilized and pumped off very quickly, and a single scan of the 
entire mass range of interest should thus be accomplished within seconds 
(0.1-10 seconds). This is of particular importance for g.!.c.-mass spectrometer 
coupling arrangements, where it is desirable to obtain several consecutive scans 
while a component is emerging from a g.!. c. column. Current mass spectrometers 
may be scanned both electro-dynamically (by varying the accelerating voltage) 
and magnetically (by varying magnet current); the latter mode has certain 
advantages discussed above. 

The recording of a decade in nominal mass in tenths to a few seconds is 
normally accomplished via a recording oscillograph utilizing 2-5 Kc galvano
meters, which play u. v. light on sensitive linograph paper. Since the dynamic range 
of ion intensities is in the order of 1 to 104 and since it is desirable to measure all 
of these intensities to the same order of precision (0.1-1 percent), the use of 5 Kc 
galvanometers which display a full deflection of 2.0 inches may be a disadvantage 
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in fast scanning, compared with the ~ 2.5 Kc galvanometers which display an 
8-10 inch deflection. In the future, this problem will best be solved by digital data 
acquisition techniques [19]. A step in this direction has been reported for low 
resolution mass spectrometers where digitized data are recorded on gapless 
magnetic tape for subsequent batch processing by computer [20]. 

4. A direct ion source introduction system, discussed in more detail below. 

5. The capability of direct coupling of a gas chromatograph to the ion source 
of a mass spectrometer. One of the ensuing sections describes this technique in 
greater detail. In principle, any mass spectrometer could be used for such a tandem 
arrangement, but relatively accessible source construction is of distinct technical 
advantage. Sector instruments, in which the ion source is outside the magnet gap, 
are thus more conveniently coupled to a gas chromatograph than the corre
sponding 1800 Dempster-type mass spectrometer. Cycloidal instrument geometry, 
which places the collector slit inside the magnetic field, precludes the use of 
standard ion multipliers (due to effect of varying magnetic field on ion multiplier 
response) and is consequently not capable of scanning the entire mass range in 
seconds. 

6. Ionization. Most analytical applications involve ionization of the sample 
by electron bombardment. For a number of compound types (i.e., normal or 
branched alkanes, amines, alcohols, etc.) electron bombardment ionization results 
in molecular ions of relatively low abundance. While this is not a serious short
coming, for certain applications (i.e., mixture analysis) alternative ionization 
methods, such as field ionization [21] and chemical ionization [22], which 
repress the fragmentation pattern itself and produce relatively intense molecular 
ion peaks and M - 1 peaks, may be of distinct advantage. BECKEY and COMES [23] 
give a thorough discussion of ionization methods. 

In an electron bombardment ion source, the approximate energy of the 
bombarding electrons can be controlled (or set) from below the ionization potential 
of a molecule (~4 e. v.) to approximately 70 e. v. As the energy bombarding energy 
is increased, a value is reached at which ionization takes place which is referred 
to as the appearance potential of the ion in question [24, 25]. Thereafter, upon 
further increase in electron energy, some fraction of the energy above the appear
ance potential is imparted to the molecule from the impact, resulting in a molecular 
ion with excess internal energy of both electronic and vibrational nature which 
is responsible for the concomitant fragmentation. 

Electron energies from the value at the appearance potential to approximately 
25 electron volts sometimes alter the fragmentation patterns drastically, and the 
pattern reproducibility is correspondingly poor. Of course, at energies near the 
appearance potential, it is often possible to suppress the entire fragmentation 
pattern leaving only molecular ions. It should be cautioned that the sensitivity 
does not increase with decreasing electron energy (suppression of the fragmenta
tion), but does in fact decrease. Using low electron bombarding energies, the 
analysis of complex mixtures is facilitated [18] particularly at high resolution and 
will be discussed in that section further. Applications of low voltage techniques 
at low resolution will be discussed under appropriate sections. 
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B. Sample Handling and Introduction Systems 
The general techniques for sample handling and introduction for the mass 

spectrometric analysis of organic compounds described in some detail by 
BEYNON [1] and BIEMANN [2] are also applicable to geochemical research with 
perhaps minor modifications depending on the size and nature of sample. 

Geochemical samples of pure compounds destined for mass spectrometric 
analysis are usually obtained directly from the effiuent of a gas chromatographic 
column. It is, then, most convenient to collect such samples in an ordinary melting 
point capillary, which can be introduced directly into the ion source inlet system 
of the mass spectrometer. This straightforward collection technique avoids the 
necessity of further transferral of sample into a special introduction tube fitted 
for the mass spectrometer. Samples collected in devices from which they cannot 
be introduced into the mass spectrometer (for instance, some of the g.l. c. traps 
commercially available) can be transferred in solution (e.g., dichloromethane) to 
a melting point capillary sealed at one end, with subsequent removal of solvent 
under a stream of pure nitrogen. It is often most convenient in such cases to 
reinject the sample and recollect it in a capillary. Compounds of high volatility 
must be trapped in U-tube capillaries with appropriate cooling; the section of 
tubing containing the condensed sample can then be cut and introduced into the 
instrument. For geochemical samples which are obtained in microgram quantities 
or less, the common methods of sample introduction into the mass spectrometer 
by means of a reservoir (0.5-3 liter) and valve system, are unsatisfactory. The 
sample reaches the mass spectrometer ion source as a stream of gas through a 
pin-hole leak designed such that at any given time very little of it will be in the 
ionizing chamber. For such samples, direct introduction is mandatory. Most 
commercial mass spectrometers are now fitted with "direct introduction probes" 
as standard instrument accessories. In Fig. 1 the probe arrangement utilized in the 
authors' laboratory for geochemical analyses is illustrated. A melting point 
capillary containing the sample fits into the probe tip, which is inserted directly 
(through the valve arrangement shown and without breaking the instrument 
vacuum) into the ion source region. Upon volatilization (accomplished by the ion 
source and/or auxillary probe heater), all of the sample passes through the region 
of the ionizing electron beam. Intense spectra can thus be obtained on very small 
quantities of material. A further advantage of the direct inlet is the possibility of 
partial fractionation of multiple component samples upon carefully controlled 
heating*. 

Indeed, if a quantitative mixture analysis is desired, the direct inlet system 
cannot be used, since such analyses assume a constant partial pressure of each 
component [18]. The direct probe inlet system is an absolute necessity for very 
non-volatile and heat sensitive samples [26J, since the pressure in the ion source 
region (order of 10- 6 to 10- 7 mm Hg) is considerably lower than in a reservoir 
system such that lower temperatures are sufficient for the sublimination of such 
compounds. The lower temperature and the fact that collisions with reservoir 

* For example, preparation of volatile derivatives, e.g., silyl ethers of hydroxyl functions, acetylation 
or methylation of amino functions, etc., often yields mixtures ofthe starting material and product which 
differ greatly in volatility and many times can be fractionated in the direct inlet as indicated. 
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Fig. 1. Direct inlet system (C.E.C. 21-11OB mass spectrometer). a Pump out port. b Ion source 
block. c Source housing. d Gas inlet port. e Heated cover plate port. f Direct inlet attached to source 
housing. g Pump out line to rough pump and diffusion pump. h Inline valve. i Silver sample tip. 

j Ceramic insulator. k Probe shaft. I Quick disconnect shaft holder 
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Fig. 2. Liquid nitrogen cooled direct inlet probe 

walls after volatilization are avoided minimizes the decomposition of labile 
molecules. 

For the analysis of volatile samples (e. g., hydrocarbons, esters, etc.) the direct 
probe poses some difficulties, since volatilization may occur very rapidly even at 
the lowest operating temperatures of the ion source (approximately 70-100°). To 
overcome this problem, a liquid nitrogen cooled probe may be used (Fig. 2 
illustrates such a probe constructed in the authors' laboratory). Spectra of hydro
carbons in the range from ClO to C16 have been obtained successfully using this 
technique. The operation and use of such a probe is, however, somewhat more 
cumbersome and time-consuming. An alternative method, in which volatile 
samples are adsorbed on molecular sieves, has been described [27]. The desorp
tion process from the sieve in the source chamber is sufficiently slow to permit 
the determination of mass spectra. Since it has been suggested [28] that liquid 
phase coated solid support (g.!. c. packing) may be used for efficient g.!. c.-fraction 
collection, it may also be useful for direct introduction of samples into the ion 
source of a mass spectrometer. The most convenient, although instrumentally 
most elaborate, system for introducing volatile samples directly into the ion 
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source is the g.1. c.-mass spectrometer coupling arrangement. This technique 
(described more fully below) is utilized ordinarily for the analysis of complex 
mixtures but would be of equal advantage for the introduction of individual 
samples. Wherever mUltiple port construction of the ion source of the mass 
spectrometer permits the simultaneous connection of several inlet systems (a 
direct pro be, all-glass inlet, stainless steel inlet *, and a g.1.c. inlet), this latter 
method becomes routinely feasible and is to be recommended. Of course, this 
requires that the compound being investigated is thermally stable under the 
operating conditions and temperatures of the gas chromatograph and also that 
it is not catalytically decomposed by the hot metal components of either the 
chromatograph or the mass spectrometer, e. g., dehydration of fJ-amino alco
hols, etc. 

C. Principles of High Resolution Mass Spectrometry 
and Techniques of Data Acquisition and Processing 

The utilization of conventional, high sensitivity, fast scanning instrumentation 
with nominal mass resolutions in excess of 2,000 is not only an essential basic 
approach to the identification of relatively pure components isolated from geo
logic sources, but is also an extremely powerful physico-chemical technique of 
ubiquitous application to the myriad of organic structural problems. 

Turning to a discussion of high resolution mass spectrometry and the techni
ques involved in data acquisition and processing, we will see in the next section 
that such data adds new dimensions and scope to the fragmentation pattern 
recognition approach of conventional mass spectrometry. 

However, in this section we must now consider a brief discussion of the defect 
of nuclidic masses from integral mass numbers. The accurate atomic weights [29] 
of selected elements and isotopes of interest are given in Table 1, with reference 
to the major natural isotope of carbon defined to be 12C = 12.000000. One quickly 
notes that each element and isotope has a small but unique deviation from its 
integral mass such that if one had the capability of sufficiently accurate measure
ment of a mass in question, this would permit determination of the atomic com
position. If all possible nuclidic combinations for the elements commonly occur
ring in organic molecules are considered, it may be noted that various nominal 
(integral) mass numbers may be composed of more than one elemental and/or 
isotopic combination. In Table 2 such common nominal mass multiplets are given 
and it can be seen that they differ sufficiently in mass such that accurate mass 
measurement would permit a distinction among, and actual determination ** of, the 

* A stainless steel inlet system usually consists of a 3-liter reservoir, valving system and gold leak 
to the ion source chamber and a micromanometer (see BEYNON, 1960, pp. 147-160) for the accurate 
measurement of the sample pressure. A micromanometer is necessary for quantitative analysis of 
mixtures of compounds whose fragmentation patterns and sensitivities are known [18]. 

** This demands certain qualification with reference to the so-called virtual doublets in Table 2. 
Those doublets which differ by more than 10 m.m. u. may be separated easily by current instrument 
resolutions up to at least mass 300, and their mass measured with sufficient accuracy to distinguish 
those possibilities unambiguously. However, there are quite a few compositional doublets which differ 
in mass by less than 5 m.m.u. which cannot be resolved currently at higher masses and require the most 
sophisticated techniques and high accuracy of mass measurement (-1 ppm) to assign elemental 
compositions unambiguously. Such is not routinely the case. 
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Table 1. Atomic weights' and approximate natural abundance of selected isotopes b 

Isotope Atomic weight Natural abundance 
(12C = 12.000000) (percent) 

lH 1.007825 99.985 
2H 2.014102 0.015 

12C 12.000000 98.9 
13C 13.003354 1.1 
14N 14.003074 99.64 
15N 15.000108 0.36 
160 15.994915 99.8 
170 16.999133 0.04 
180 17.999160 0.2 
19F 18.998405 100 
24Mg 23.985045 78.80 
25Mg 24.985840 10.15 
26Mg 25.982591 11.06 
28Si 27.976927 92.2 
29Si 28.976491 4.70 
30Si 29.973761 3.1 
31p 30.973763 100 
32S 31.972074 95.0 
33S 32.971461 0.76 
34S 33.967865 4.2 
35CI 34.968855 75.8 
37C1 36.965896 24.2 
50y 49.947165 0.24 
51y 50.943978 99.76 
54Fe 53.939621 5.84 
56Fe 55.934932 91.68 
57Fe 56.935394 2.17 
58Fe 57.933272 0.13 
63CU 62.929594 69.1 
65CU 64.927786 30.9 
79Br 78.918348 50.5 
81Br 80.916344 49.5 

1271 126.904352 100 

• KONIG, L. A., J. H. E. MATTAUCH, and A. H. WAPSTRA: Nuc1. Phys., 31, 18 (1962). 
b BEYNON, J. H.: Mass Spectrometry and Its Application to Organic Chemistry. Appendix 3, 

p. 554. Amsterdam: Elsevier 1960. 

respective nuclidic composition. We will return to this point again in the next 
section. 

At this point, mention should be made of the necessity of incorporating ion 
energy focussing properties in addition to the direction focussing provided by the 
magnetic sector of a "single focussing" mass spectrometer to obtain high resolu
tion. Such a combination of energy and direction focussing ion optical paths is 
termed" double focussing" and permits high resolution and concomitant accurate 
mass measurement. 

Advantage may be taken of the ion optical properties of a radial electric field 
to provide energy (velocity, kinetic energy) focussing of an ion beam having an 
initial energy distribution. In double focussing mass spectrometer configurations, 
an electrostatic sector (radial electric field) is combined in tandem with a magnetic 
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Table 2 

Mass Doublet Mass difference Approximate 
LIM max. ident. mass 

2 H2-D -0.001548" 77 
12 H12 -C -0.09390 4,600 
13 CH_13C -0.00446" 223 
14 N-CH2 -0.01258 730 
16 O-NH2 -0.02381 1,190 
16 O-CH4 -0.03639 1,820 
19 HI9 -F -0.15027 7,500 
32 S-02 -0.01776 890 
32 S-C2HS -0.09055 4,524 
28 CO-N2 -0.01123 560 
28 CO-28Si -0.01798 900 
30 NO-C2H6 -0.04897 2,450 
36 C3- 32SH4 0.0033" 165 
36 HFO-C3 0.0011 " 55 
42 C2H2O-N3 -0.00134" 77 
48 H/sSiO-C4 +0.003142" 157 
50 C3H-H20 3 -0.00268" 130 
60 CS -N20 2 0.00402" 200 
60 13CHNO-Cs 0.0040" 200 

" Origin of some virtual doublets in computer sort of possible empirical compositions, given 
current instrument performance. 

sector [30]. Thus, aberration of the isobaric ion beam due to an initial kinetic energy 
spread (from kT, electron bombardment and fragmentation dynamics) may be 
eliminated to first order and, therefore, resolutions (MjAM) of 10,000 to 60,000 
may be attained routinely with concomitant measurement of isobaric ion beams 
to an accuracy approaching 1 part per million. 

Such capability of accurate mass measurement provides the potentiality for 
"unique" determination of the corresponding elemental composition of the species 
in question, assuming that the resolving power is sufficient to separate beams with 
the least inherent mass defect into homogeneous (isobaric) components. 

The most common elemental compositions encountered in organic structural 
studies in which the same nominal mass can have multiple components are listed 
in Table 2. Also listed are their relative mass differences and the highest mass at 
which each respective multiplet could be identified, assuming a resolution (M JAM) 
of 50,000. 

From ion optical and geometric considerations, two commercial double fo
cussing instrument designs have employed tandem arrangements of electrostatic 
(energy focussing) and magnetic (velocity focussing) fields. These differ in the 
locus of points which bring the isobaric ion beams into coincident double focus, 
thereby achieving high resolution. The Mattauch-Herzog geometry consists of 
opposed radii of curvature for electrostatic and magnetic fields and provides not 
only a point, but a plane of double focus [31]. Thus, instruments employing such 
ion optical geometry display the versatility of operation in the static mode as a 
spectrograph (photographic plate in plane of focus, allowing simultaneous spec
trum registration over an approximate 30:1 mass range), and in the dynamic 
7 Organic Geochemistry 
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mode (scan of ion accelerating voltage or, more commonly, magnetic field strength) 
as a spectrometer employing ion multiplier ion detection (assume sufficient 
amplifier band width for rapid scanning, few seconds per decade in mass with 
resolution, M/LJM, in excess of 10,000). The Nier-lohnson geometry results in a 
point of double focus [32], requiring instrument operation as a spectrometer for 
determination of the entire mass spectrum. Accurate mass measurement with 
either ion-optical geometry with a precision of a few parts per million in mass is 
easily accomplished for peaks of interest by superposition of the unknown mass 
upon that of a known mass standard peak, e. g., that of perfluorocarbon ion 
CnF2n +h by applying a periodic perturbation to the electric or magnetic sector, 
i.e., "peak matching" [33]. This is obviously a time-consuming, tedious process 
which may be best accomplished for a few relatively intense peaks of the probable 
several hundred in any given mass spectrum. True operation of such double 
focussing instrumentation as a spectrometer requires very high band width 
amplification (excess 10 Kc) for ion multiplier detection and high data transfer 
rates in data acquisition either on frequency modulated analogue magnetic 
tape [34] or into intermediate storage after analogue to digital conversion for 
transfer onto digital magnetic tape [35, 36]. 

Automated techniques for the reading and measurement of accurate masses 
from mass spectrograms are well understood and now quite routinely accom
plished [26, 37-39]. Accuracy of mass measurement in the ten parts per million 
range results from comparable linear distance measurement, but relative ion 
abundances are poor due to the non-linearity of photographic emulsions' over 
wide dynamic ranges, e.g., 1-104 [38]. However, simultaneous recording of a 
mass range (30: 1) via the integrating nature of photographic emulsions may be 
employed where the wide dynamic range is important even though the relative 
abundance measurements are poor. Current mass dispersions ('" 103 microns/ 
a.m.u.), preserving the 30:1 mass range, limit the accuracy of mass measurement 
when the photographic emulsion grain size (1-5 microns) becomes comparable 
to the beam width (a problem in practice with M / LJM in excess of 30,000). 

In the preceding discussion attention was directed to acquisition of high 
resolution mass spectra via magnetic tape recording of either the analogue signal 
(electron multiplier voltage profile) or corresponding converted digital data 
(timing increments of digitized multiplier voltage profile) on analogue or digital 
magnetic tape, respectively. Although the analogue mode is feasible [34], the 
dynamic range and accuracy of mass measurement is mediocre, compared with 
current, more extensive data on direct digitization and transfer to core utilizing 
an on-line real-time high speed digital computer [36, 40, 41]. Real-time digital 
data acquisition shows great promise of increased accuracy of mass measurement 
(probably ten- to a thousand-fold over photographic and analogue magnetic tape) 
and excellent relative peak intensity measurements with a dynamic range in excess 
of 1 part in 104 even for instrument resolutions in excess of 20,000 [41]. Such 
advantages are extremely desirable from the point of view of obtaining reproducible 
fragmentation patterns at high resolution for pattern comparison and structural 
identifications (also location of stable isotopes, e.g.,13C, D, 180, 15N, by mass 
measurement), and particularly for the analyses of mixtures of compounds where 
the fragmentation pattern of the components is indeed additive and could be 
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deconvoluted by matrix algebraic techniques (analogous to petroleum type anal
yses [11,42] mentioned in the sections on hydrocarbons). 

D. High Resolution Mass Spectra: 
Their Nature, Presentation and Interpretation 

We have seen the tasks involved in obtaining high quality data for all peaks 
in a high resolution mass spectral fragmentation pattern. Such a capability coupled 
with the usual advantages of minute sample size (microgram range) yields a 
knowledge of primary nuclidic composition, relative ionic abundance and struc
tural information in precision and detail previously unprecedented in organic 
chemical research. It hardly needs to be emphasized that molecular components 
(and ionic fragments), which differ in elemental composition, do not interfere 
(are resolved) and, therefore, the usual constraints on sample purity and mixture 
analyses applying to the use of other spectroscopic tools are alleviated significantly. 
Only compounds isomeric in elemental composition become severe analytical 
problems. Furthermore, the coupling of a gas-liquid chromatographic inlet to a 
high resolution mass spectrometer, while then demanding computer techniques 
of data acquisition, processing and presentation (either from spectrograms or 
real-time instrument operation) for its full exploitation, brings the most potent 
physicochemical techniques together for utilization on any volatile organic 
matter regardless of its elemental or structural complexity. 

Studies in natural products and organic chemistry, as well as geochemistry, 
which attempt to exploit the vast amount of compositional and relative ionic 
abundance data revealed in a high resolution mass spectral fragmentation pattern, 
are only now being realized primarily due to the developments in sophisticated 
computer data acquisition and processing facilities [26, 36, 37,40,41]. 

Since the high resolution mass spectrum of a complex organic molecule (not 
to mention mixture) may consist of several hundred ions of differing elemental 
composition and relative abundance, there arises the task oftheir mental assimila
tion and subsequent interpretation in terms of salient features of molecular 
structure and stereochemistry. 

Due to the digital nature of mass spectral data, calculation of accurate mass 
and intensity from the raw data is easily accomplished by high speed digital 
computer; also subsequent selection of all possible elemental compositions, 
sorting of data and output in any desired format is best accomplished routinely 
by computer techniques [41]. Of course, having the elemental compositions of all 
ions in the fragmentation pattern obviates any interpretative dependence upon 
the actual numerical value of the accurate (or nominal) mass, and the emphasis 
shifts to the information sought initially, e. g., the atomic compositions themselves. 

At this point, the mention of certain phenomenological differences between 
the interpretation of conventional and high resolution mass spectral fragmenta
tion patterns may be appropriate. Interpretation of conventional spectra consists 
chiefly of an attempt to deduce the atomic compositions of fragments by taking 
arithmetic differences between relatively intense peaks of interest. Generally, only 
the relatively intense peaks are of concern, since interpretation of minor peaks 
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would be both unwarranted and impossible. Furthermore, minor peaks could be 
due to impurities. For example, consider the molecular ion and the sequences of 
peaks below it, representing neutral species lost in fragmentation, e.g., M +, 

(M-15)+, (M-18)+, (M-43)+, (M-59)+, etc. One is then faced with the necessity of 
making the "best guesses" as to whether 28 a.m.u. is CH2CH2 , CO, N 2 , CH2N 
and whether M-43 is C 3H 7 , C2 H 30, etc. Other spectral' information is of some 
help in making certain decisions, e.g., consideration of the natural 13C, 15N, 180 
isotopic abundances [43,44] and metastable transitions [45] *, odd versus even 
molecular weight representing odd numbers of nitrogen atoms present, etc. 
Suffice it to assert at this point that the quantitatively reproducible feature of con
ventional spectra provide a pattern of fragments which are, in many cases, uniquely 
characteristic of the molecular structures in question and should be compared in 
every detail with authentic samples for postulation of gross structural identity. 

Utilizing high resolution techniques obviates the former aspect of the "inter
pretative" task by rendering directly all fragment compositional data and, in 
addition, yields (under on-line, real-time conditions) reproducible patterns of 
fragments generally sorted according to their heteroatomic content, e. g., CjH, 
CjHO ... CjHN ... CjHNO, etc. The interpretation of such data must be considered 
another realm, since not only are the compositional ambiguities ** minimized, but 
the salient criteria for the determination of unknown structures still include the 
initial pattern recognition approach and subsequent verification of the structural 
identity by comparison of the fragmentation pattern in question with that of an 
authentic compound or a structurally closely related compound ***. 

An important point concerns the fact that the larger the fragment being con
sidered, the more significant it may be in terms of yielding information regarding 
the molecular structure. For example, peaks at low masses « mje 100) tend to 
have their genesis in multiple processes, whereas at higher masses the formation 
of a fragment from a particular part of the molecule is often unique. 

With knowledge of the elemental compositions there is no longer justification 
to phenomenologically disregard structurally very significant peaks of very low 
relative intensity, especially when they are at higher masses in the spectrum. 

It is imperative, therefore, that these data be manipulated so that they can be 
presented for study in a format which will permit ready visual grasp of the salient 
features, not only those contained within the pattern of relative abundances of 
various carbon and hydrogen combinations, CxHyXz' within heteroatomic groups, 

* Metastable ions, m*, occur as relatively low intensity, broad peaks (often at non-integral masses) 
in a mass spectrum and are the result of an ion, mt, decomposing after acceleration into mi and a 
neutral species mo, e.g., 

These are related by the semi-empirical relation: 

*_ (mil2 
m = ----;;:;-+ . 

1 

They are of significance in demonstrating that the ions mt and mi are related by the fragmentation 
process resulting in the loss of the neutral species, mo. 

** Refer to footnote**, p.95. 
*** For example, methyl or methoxyl substitution in the aromatic nucleus of an indole alkaloid 

"shifts" the aromatic fragments by either 14 or 30 a.m.u. respectively. See K. BIEMANN, op. cit., 
pp.305-312. 
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Xz , but those revealed among any of the given heteroatomic groups. This format 
should not only be designed to reveal the kinds of ions present (odd versus even 
electron ions, degree of unsaturation, hydrogen rearrangement ions, elimination 
of neutral species, e.g., CO, H 20, molecular ions, etc.), but should preserve the 
reference frame (pattern) for ease of intercomparison of total high resolution mass 
spectral data on related compounds. 

Two computer approaches have been utilized considerably in aiding mental 
comprehension and interpretation of high resolution mass spectra, one originating 
in Biemann's group termed "element mapping" [46], the other in the authors' 
laboratory termed "heteroatomic plotting" [19, 39, 47]. Another approach, which 
combines the disadvantages of both these methods, termed "topographical 
element mapping" has been suggested [48]. A more detailed discussion of tech
niques for the presentation of high resolution mass spectra, including digital 
cathode ray tube (c. R.T.) display in real-time, may be found elsewhere [41]. 

To illustrate the presentation of high resolution mass spectral data, the real
time high resolution mass spectrum of the methyl ester of a keto acid studied in 
connection with the Colorado Green River Formation [49,50] has been chosen 
and the element map of authentic methyl 14-oxopentadecanoate is depicted in 
Fig. 3 *. In such a two dimensional array the ordinate represents increasing 
nominal mass and the abscissa increasing heteroatom content in discreet hetero
atomic groupings, such that the most carbon rich species would be the first term 
(" au") on the "main diagonal" of a matrix and the molecular ion the last term 
(" aRm "). Associated with each CjH XY ... entry is a relative abundance term, which 
in Biemann's presentation is of a semilogarithmic nature due to the inherent non
linearity of the photographic emulsion (see above). 
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Fig. 3. Element map: Real time high resolution mass spectrum of methyl 14-oxopentadecanoate 

• The authors wish to thank Dr. D. H. SMITH and Mr. B. R. SIMONEIT for these unpublished real
time data taken using a modified C.E.C. 21-110 B mass spectrometer coupled in a real-time manner 
to an S.O.S. Sigma 7 high speed digital computer, resolution 20,000, magnetic scan 10 seconds. Attention 
is directed to the excellent accuracy ( < 1 percent) of the relative abundances as determined by area 
measurements which were obtained via direct ion multiplier digitization [36]. 
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In Fig. 3 the nominal mass ranges from m/e 26 to the molecular ion region at 
m/e 270, and the grouping of ions according to heteroatomic content yields four 
columns, e.g., C/H, C/HO, C/H02 and C/H03 containing entries for composition 
and corresponding linear relative abundances. 

For comparison, the heteroatomic plots in Fig. 4 depict the high resolution 
fragmentation pattern for methyl 14-oxopentadecanoate, 1. As in element mapping, 
the ions are grouped according to heteroatomic content and then plotted as bar 
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graphs. For compound I four graphs are obtained: the hydrocarbon ions, C/H; 
the mono-oxygenated ions, C/HO; the dioxygenated ions, C/H02; and the 
trioxygenated ions, C/H03. The ordinates display both relative ion intensity 
normalized to the most intense peak (base peak) in the spectrum, and also the 
percent oftotal ionization [51], percent 1:26 , The carbon-hydrogen ratios are then 
plotted on the abscissa in such a way that the completely saturated alkyl fragments 
occur as major divisions, i.e., CnH 2n +1; Cn+IH2n+3' etc., providing 14 mass units 
between major divisions which are then divided into seven degrees of unsaturation 
(double bonds and/or rings). For example, a saturated alkane would have all 
major ions except the molecular ion falling at major CnH 2n +1 divisions. One may 
readily ascertain certain information regarding the types of ions [52] of which the 
fragmentation pattern is composed. 

The molecular ion of Compound I is found in the C/H03 plot and is, therefore, 
of composition C16H3003' Loss of methyl radical gives ion ai' CIsH2703 (see 
structure I and Fig. 4), which has two degrees of un saturation, i. e., containing both 
oxo groups. 

Other simple bond cleavages alpha to the carbonyl functions yield the acyl 
fragments: a2 , CIsH2702; a3 , C2H 30; and a4 , C2H 30 2; see Structure I and Fig. 4. 

Another group of fragments arises formally by fission of the 2,3-bond (b l ) and 
12,13-bond (b2 ) which is beta to each carbonyl function but with charge retention 
on the long chain moiety. Such processes are in fact characteristic of a long-chain 
aliphatic di-oxo-functionality and represent quite complex fragmentation pro
cesses [53]. 

A third group of fragments, representatives of a common hydrogen rearrange
ment process (McLafferty rearrangement [54]) occurring whenever a carbonyl 
function has available a gamma-hydrogen, are present at the small tic marks * 
and are labelled C1, C3H 60 2, and c2 , C3H 60, and may be depicted as shown: 

* Fragments occurring at small tic marks are odd-electron ions (ion radicals) which include 
molecular ions, fragments that arise by loss of neutral molecules, e.g., CO, H 20, NH3 , HCN, etc., and 
single hydrogen rearrangement ions. 
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This rearrangement is useful in determining whether there is substitution on the 
carbon alpha to a carbonyl group, since this fragment would then shift by the 
mass of the substituent (see discussion of alpha-methyl dicarboxylic acids, sec
tion III B). 
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Fig. 4. Heteroatomic plots: real time high resolution mass spectrum of methyl 14-oxopentadecanoate 

Turning from the high resolution mass spectrum of a pure compound, let us 
consider the information which may be ascertained from the high resolution mass 
spectra of complex mixtures isolated from carbonaceous sediments. 
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Fig. 5 a. Partial high resolution mass spectrum of the mixture of acids isolated after first ultrasonic 

solvent extraction of Alaskan Tasmanite 
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Fig. 5 b. Partial high resolution mass spectrum of the mixture of esters derived from esterification of 

the acids (Fig. 5 a) and subsequent clathration, i. e., branched-cyclic esters 

The spectra of three mixtures have been chosen to illustrate the vast quantity 
of specific information derivable from a total acid fraction, its branched-cyclic 
esters and a total basic fraction. 

The first concerns the C/H02 ions (Fig. S a) from the total free acid fraction 
isolated from ultrasonic extraction (benzene/methanol, 3: 1) of pulverized Alaskan 
Tasmanite [SS]; the second, the C/H02 ions (Fig. S b) from the branched and 
cyclic esters remaining after clathration of the normal esters from the previous 
fraction. 

In Fig.Sa several series of molecular ions may be noted: a, CnH2n+202 

(n=8-1S); b*, CnH2n_2002 (n= 1S-18); c, CnH2n_S02 (n=7-13) and a series not 
in this plot (would be coincident with series a); d, CnH2n_1402 (n= 14-17). Series a 
are saturated carboxylic acids; b are tricyclic aromatic acids (phenanthrene or 
anthracene type); c are phenyl alkanoic acids and d are naphthyl alkanoic acids. 
The intense peaks in Fig. Sa occurring at CnH2n_102 are fragments of the series a 
compounds. 

Finally, one should note ion e, whose composition is ClsH1402 (Fig. Sa) and 
C19H1602 (Fig. Sb). This composition would correspond to a cycloaromatic acid, 
such as: :?""' 

COOH 

* In Figs. Sa and b it should be noted that many of the peaks have a short line above them and 
this indicates more than seven degrees of unsaturation. For example, fragments whose C/H ratio 
display more than seven degrees of unsaturation would fall below the next lower major saturated 
division, i.e., Cn_1H2n_l; hence, such C/H ratios are indicated by the vertical line notation. Thus, the 
"boo series are plotted 21 divisions (mass units) below the major division with the correct carbon number, 
i.e., CnH2n_200x; and the "COO series 9 divisions (mass units) below, i.e., CnH2n_SOx' 
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Fig. 6 a. High resolution mass spectrum of Colorado 

A general point may be made here regarding the advantage offered by the 
heteroatomic plotting format. Fig. 5a and 5b demonstrate the ease of intercom
parison of the pattern of compounds and fragments which is permitted by presen
tation of the CjH ratios based upon simple cleavages of a normal alkane model. 
For pure substances, of course, one can with this preservation of the fragmentation 
pattern make quantitative abundance comparisons to establish gross structural 
identity. 

As a result of urea clathration of the esters of the total acid fraction, the 
normal fatty acid esters (series a) should be absent. Of course, the molecular ions 
of these branched-cyclic esters will occur one methylene number higher (CH 2) 

and Fig. 5 b is lined up such that the molecular ions fall at the same place as those of 
Fig. 5a. Also series d now occurs in this CjH02 plot since series a was removed. 
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One also notes in comparing the distribution of acids and branched-cyclic esters 
that the normals were primarily responsible for the low mass fragmentation 
pattern; whereas the molecular ions of the aromatic series are a much greater 
percentage of the total ionization of the mixture. 

The third example concerns the basic fraction of the total benzene/methanol 
extract of the oil shale of the Green River Formation [56]. It shows particularly 
intense peaks in the CjHN plot of the high resolution mass spectrum (Figs. 6 a 
and b). [It should be noted that the CjH03 and C/HN plots are very similar; this 
is due to the fact that distinction between combinations of C/H03 and CjHN is 
difficult a priori, since such peaks fall within the error limit of the mass measurement 
discussed previously (Table 2); the computer, therefore, plots both combinations.] 
Fragments corresponding to C7H9N, CSHll N, and C9H13N in the CjHN plot 
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Fig. 6 b. High resolution mass spectrum of Colorado Green 

could correspond to molecular ions of simple alkyl pyridines, and fragment ions 
at C7H gN, C9H12N, ClOH14N would be a further indication of this group of 
compounds. 

A series of alkyl indoles seems to be indicated by the fragment peaks ofC9H gN, 
ClOHlON, CUH12N, C12H14N, C13H16N, C14H 1gN, and C1sH 20N, and the series 
at ClOH9N, CuHuN, C12H13N, C13H1SN, C14H 17N and C1sH19N would rep
resent the molecular ions of C1 - C6 substituted alkyl quinolines or iso-quinolines. 
Fragment ions at even mass corresponding to this series can be noted also. 
The C3, C4, and C6 alkyl quinolines (C12H13N, C13H1SN, C1sH19N) appear to be 
present in greatest abundance. 

A fourth series is apparent from the spectrum, commencing with the peak 
of mle C9HU N and containing ClOH13N, Cu H1SN, C12H17N, C13H19N, C14H 21 N, 
C1sH 23N, to which the structure of tetrahydroquinolines (ranging from the 
unsubstituted to the C6 substituted) could be ascribed but, of course, other 
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compound types, such as cycloalkylpyridines, would also give rise to this series. 
Even mass peaks, such as the strong ions at ClOH12N, CllH 14N, C12H 16N could 
represent fragments. Alkyl pyrroles may be present, since the peaks at C1sH13N 
and C14Hll N would correspond to the ClO and C9 alkyl pyrrole molecular ions. 
The interpretation of other plots of the base fraction is difficult since many pos
sibilities must be considered, and no firm conclusions can be drawn from a single 
high resolution mass spectrum. 

It should be clear from the foregoing examples and discussion that high 
resolution mass spectral data lend themselves very favorably (compared with 
other physico-chemical techniques) to programmed logical manipulations, e.g., 
computer-aided interpretation - particularly in the sense of making correlations 
with ion types and possible fragmentation sequences, such that the predicted 
pattern and fragmentation sequence possibilities can be checked much more 
quickly than by hand (visual and mental inspection). Such attempts find example 
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in the mass spectrometric literature already, the most successful being work on 
computer programmed amino acid sequencing in small peptides initiated in three 
laboratories [57, 58a, 59-62]. Other studies hold promise for checking (or deter
mining) possible molecular ions from the fragmentation pattern alone [63]. 

E. Application of High Resolution Mass Spectrometry 
Since BEYNON [64] first demonstrated the usefulness of accurate mass measure

ment in determining the elemental composition of an ion, several groups have 
led in the development and further application to organic, bio- and geochemistry. 
To cite a few typical studies from leading laboratories, LEDERER and BARBER et al. 
[58] have investigated amino acid sequencing; BIEMANN and co-workers have 
elucidated structures of peptides, indole alkaloids and antibiotics [61,62,65,66]. 
BURLINGAME and co-workers have studied the sesquiterpenols, gaillardin [67] and 
widdrol [68], mechanistic correlations with photochemical processes [69] and 
Amaryllis alkaloids [26, 70, 71]; DJERASSI and co-workers have studied complex 
fragmentation mechanisms [72]; SAUNDERS and WILLIAMS [73] have utilized the 
technique in the chemical industry. BOMMER and VANE [74] have used high 
resolution spectra for identification of drug metabolites in the presence of impu
rities of differing elemental composition. 

1 8 e. v. .... 
112 e.v. 

1 16e.v. I 

120e.v. 

I 70 e.v. I . 
Fig. 7. Low voltage-high resolution mass spectrum ofmje 195 [after LUMPKIN, Anal. Chern. 36, 2399 

(1964)] 

The earliest application to organic geochemistry was by CARLSON et al. [75] 
who demonstrated the resolution of normal hydrocarbons from naphthyl aromatic 
hydrocarbons of the same nominal mass (12C vs. H12 ; see Table 2), and alkyl 
benzenes from alkyl benzothiophenes of the same nominal mass (32S vs. 12C2Hs; 
see Table 2). CARLSON et al. [75] also reported the identification of alkyl thiophenes 
in virgin gas oil (multiplet with monocydoalkanes). LUMPKIN [76] first demon
strated the combined use of high resolution and low ionizing voltage for the 
analysis of a complex mixture. The potential of low voltage techniques combined 
with high resolution can be seen from Fig.7 taken from LUMPKIN'S paper. At 
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8.0 e. v. only the molecular ion of a substituted carbazole appears at mle 195. As 
the bombarding energy is increased to 70 e. V., four peaks are present due to the 
sulfur-, oxygen- and nitrogen-containing, as well as the hydrocarbon, species. 
Further studies by MEAD, MEAD and BOWEN [77] and JOHNSON and ACZEL [78] 
have extended the high resolution at low voltage techniques to the more detailed 
analyses of complex petroleum fractions. 

GALLEGOS, GREEN, LINDEMANN, LE TOURNEAU and TEETER [42] have demon
strated a group-type quantitative analysis of 19 components: seven saturated 
hydrocarbons with zero to six rings, nine aromatic hydrocarbons with one to four 
rings, and three aromatic sulfur compound types, without requiring silica gel 
chromatographic fractionation of high boiling petroleum stocks. (See section III E, 
and Fig. 44.) DRUSHEL and SOMMERS [79] have described the analysis of aromatic 
sulfur compound concentrates from high boiling petroleum fractions. BAKER et ai. 
[80] have investigated petroporphyrins and determined the elemental composi
tions of selected peaks in their spectra. 

MEAD and REID [81] have reported the analysis of petroleum waxes using 
field ionization at high resolution. This technique, combined with low ionizing 
voltage at high resolution, holds promise for the quantitative analysis of complex 
mixtures. 

F. Gas Chromatograph-Mass Spectrometer Coupling 
A valuable method of analyzing geochemical samples by mass spectrometry 

consists of the direct coupling of a gas chromatographic apparatus to the mass 
spectrometer. 

Independently, gas chromatographic and mass spectrometric instrumentation 
have reached a high degree of sophistication, and their combination in one 
instrumental package furnishes an analytical technique of great versatility and 
power. The outstanding advantages of the combined operation of gas chromato
graphic and mass spectrometric equipment are its speed, sensitivity, avoidance 
of an isolation step, considerable elimination of contamination and its adaptability 
to routine analyses and data handling. 

A complete mass spectrometric analysis can be obtained in essentially the 
time required for an ordinary g.l. c. run. Every component can be analyzed, and 
the homogeneity of a single g.l. c. peak can be checked by obtaining successive 
mass spectral scans as the compound emerges from the column. 

All components enter the mass spectrometer directly and isolation of individual 
peaks is avoided - a very time consuming step in ordinary g.l. c.-mass spectro
metric analysis. Furthermore, possibilities of contamination, always a danger in 
the isolation of microgram samples, are very considerably reduced. The sensitivity 
of the mass spectrometer makes possible the analysis of trace components (i. e., 
nanogram range), which would be difficult or impossible to isolate in the con
ventional way. This also permits the use of very efficient, but low capacity columns 
(capillary columns) for the separation of a mixture. The g.l.c.-mass spectrometer 
finally provides an ideal means for the routine analysis of mixture samples, and 
computers could be used effectively for both the qualitative and quantitative 
interpretation of data. 
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Gas chromatographs can be connected directly to the mass spectrometer, with 
all of the column effiuent passing into the ion source region. Such an arrangement 
is practical for capillary columns with carrier gas flow rates of 1-3 ml/min. The 
routine use of packed columns requires the interface of an enrichment device 
between the gas chromatograph and the mass spectrometer. Four such devices
the" molecular separator" of RYHAGE [82], the fritted glass tube of WATSON and 
BIEMANN [83], the semipermeable membrane of LLEWELLYN [84] and the Teflon 
"membrane" of LIPSKY [85] - have been introduced recently and some are now 
in common use. These separators preferentially remove the light carrier gas 
molecules and a gas stream enriched in compound enters the mass spectrometer ion 
source, without prohibitive loss of resolution or sample. The separator functions 
also as a pressure reduction unit such that ion source pressures of 10- 5 mm Hg 
or less can be maintained conveniently. 

If the gas chromatograph is equipped with an effiuent splitter, part of the 
effiuent can be diverted to an ionization detector to produce a conventional gas 
chromatogram. Alternatively, or in addition, the mass spectrometer total ion 
current monitor can be used as a detector by connecting its output to a pen and 
ink recorder. In the authors' laboratory a dual-pen recorder produces simultan
eously gas chromatograms both from the output of the chromatograph ionization 
detector and the total ion monitor, providing a convenient and immediate check 
on the time-lag between gas chromatograph and mass spectrometer and possible 
loss of resolution *. 

Several complete mass spectra (from three to ten) are usually obtained from 
a single g.l. c. peak emerging from the column. Extremely rapid mass scanning 
(in the order of 0.1 to several seconds) is thus a necessity. Accurate identification 
of mass number (by simple counting) may be quite difficult under these circum
stances and the simultaneous recording of the spectrum of a marker compound
bled in from a reservoir, or by the technique of LEEMANS and MCCLOSKEY [86]
is usually necessary. Consecutive runs both with and without marker can be used 
to eliminate any uncertainties or ambiguities in the interpretation of the spec
trum [20]. 

The first attempts to couple a gas chromatograph to a mass spectrometer have 
been described as early as 1957 [87], and since then the technique has found 
considerable application in a variety of fields. Several excellent review papers [86, 
88, 89] should be consulted for detailed accounts of the technical aspects and 
applications of the method. 

Some important applications to geochemical problems are illustrated by the 
separation on a capillary column of saturated hydrocarbons up to Cll and their 
mass spectrometric identification [90]. The same group analyzed olefinic com
pounds [91] and hydrocarbons in the Cs to C9 range. Sixteen C9 hydrocarbons 
from petroleum were identified by the combination of a cydoidal focussing mass 
spectrometer (equipped with Wien filter and ion multiplier) and capillary gas 
chromatograph [92]. The combination of a gas chromatograph with a Time-of
Flight mass spectrometer· was used in the experiments of ANDERS and co
workers [93]. 

* F. C. WALLS and D. B. BOYLAN, unpublished results, this laboratory. 
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Since the introduction of separators, several interesting applications to geo
chemical work have been described using these enrichment devices. OR6 and 
collaborators [94] reported the identification of pristane and phytane in the 
Gunflint Chert. An example of the quality of data obtained in the application of 
the method to the analysis of the hydrocarbons of the Fig Tree Shale [95] is 
provided in Fig. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 shows a g.l.c. trace of the hydrocarbon extract; 
Fig. 9 is the corresponding mass spectrum of component a, scanned as compound 
a emerged from the gas chromatograph. The spectrum can be identified clearly 
as that ofthe C19 isoprenoid, pristane. EGLINTON and his co-workers [96, 97] have 
used the technique for the analysis of isoprenoid fatty acids from extracts of the 
oil shale from the Green River Formation. 

A very important extension of this technique is the combination of gas chro
matography and high resolution mass spectrometry [83,98-101]. An example of 
the results taken from BIEMANN'S laboratory is illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11, 
8 Organic Geochemistry 
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Fig. 10. Gas-liquid chromatogram of Murray meteorite 
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Fig. 11. Element map of peak 15 in Fig. 1 0 

showing the g.l. c.-high resolution mass spectrometer analysis of the organic 
constituents of the Murray meteorite. The analytical technique involves the 
pyrolysis of a sample of the meteorite, the condensation of the evolved organic 
matter in a cold trap, and subsequent flash evaporation of the condensate into a 
gas chromatograph connected to a mass spectrometer. The gas chromatograms 
illustrated in Fig. 10 are the traces obtained when a sample of Murray chondrite 
was heated over a temperature range of 25°-146°C (A), 146°-254°C (C) and 
255°-409° C (after admixture of zinc dust - E). Traces B, D and F represent blanks. 
High resolution spectra recorded on a photo plate were obtained for each peak; the 
8* 
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vertical lines in each chromatogram indicate successive exposures. The photoplate 
data are subsequently reduced by computer techniques. 

The end result of these manipulations is illustrated in Fig.ll, the element map 
(see section on high resolution) of peak 15 in chromatogram C. It will be noted 
that compositions of ions are plotted in vertical columns, labelled CH-aliphatic, 
CH-aromatic, CHS, CHO, CH02 . In the case at hand, the element map permits 
the conclusion that the major component of g.l.c. peak 15 is tridecane (mle 184, 
C13 H 2S ; the asterisks indicate abundance on a logarithmic scale [46] *) and that 
minor components are a methylnaphthalene (Cl1 H lO ), a C7-alkyl benzene (C13H 20) 

and a monounsaturated or monocyclic aliphatic compound of composition C14H 2S 

(m/e 196). Furthermore, trace amounts ofmethylbenzothiophene (C9 H sS) are seen 
to be present, but no oxygen-containing molecules or ions. 

This one example may suffice to illustrate the wealth of information that can 
be obtained from high resolution mass spectra of mixtures of g.!. c. fractions. 
However, it is also clear that the routine use of high resolution instruments and 
the necessary analysis of the data requires the extensive utilization of computer 
methods (see section II C, D). The work of HAYES [101] should be consulted for 
more details on the analysis of carbonaceous chondrites by g.l. c.-high resolution 
mass spectrometer and computer techniques. 

III. Characterization of Organic Matter 
from Geologic Sources 

A. Hydrocarbons 
The application of mass spectrometry to the analysis of hydrocarbon fractions 

obtained from petroleum represents the earliest exploitation of the technique for 
the solution of organic chemical problems. This chapter will not review the ex
tensive literature in this area. Many papers are concerned with the quantitative 
determination of compounds in mixtures; others with qualitative type analysis 
(i. e., the detection and estimation of certain classes of compounds - saturated 
hydrocarbons, olefins, aromatics - in a given petroleum fraction). The technique 
of low ionizing voltage-electron bombardment mass spectrometry often utilized 
in this connection will be discussed later (see section II E). For many of these 
applications mass spectrometry has now been replaced by gas chromatographic 
analysis, a method which lends itself equally to rapid and sensitive quantitative 
analysis of mixtures containing predominantly known components but requiring 
much less elaborate instrumentation. The review will thus cover mainly those 
investigations in which mass spectrometry played a major role in the structural 
characterization of individual compounds. 

A very extensive collection of hydrocarbon mass spectra is available [102], 
and fairly detailed discussion of aliphatic, cyclic and aromatic hydrocarbons and 
their type analysis in petroleum fractions can be found in the older literature 
[103-106]. For a review of the mechanistic aspects of hydrocarbon mass spectro
metry the volume of BUDZIKIEWICZ et al. [3] should be consulted. 

* The numbers immediately preceeding them indicate error in measurement to the nearest 
milJimass unit. m. m. u. 
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1. Normal Hydrocarbons 

Mass spectrometric identification of individual straight-chain saturated hydro
carbons is usually quite straightforward, since the smooth envelope of major 
peaks at intervals of 14 mass units (i.e., 43,57, 71, 85, etc.) corresponding to ions 
of the type CH3CH2CHt, CH3CH2CH2CHt, etc., whose intensity maximizes 
around C-4 and decreases with increasing mass, represents a characteristic pattern 
for all compounds of this type *. A typical example is illustrated in Fig. 12. Identi
fication of a specific normal alkane essentially depends on the correct recognition 
of the molecular ion. Unambiguous interpretation is trivial, unless the compound 
is impure; in particular, the identification may present a problem, if isomers are 
present which may contribute intense peaks to the fragmentation pattern. Since 
the molecular ion peaks of normal alkanes resulting from electron bombardment 
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Fig. 12. Mass spectrum of n-octadecane 

ionization are of quite low intensity, the correct recognition of the molecular ion 
may occasionally pose a problem for very impure samples. These general remarks 
are, of course, equally valid for other types of compounds, but it should be stressed 
here, since the simple pattern of normal alkanes is very easily obscured by branched 
impurities. 

Normal hydrocarbons [108] appear to occur in all carbonaceous geological 
environments thus far investigated; it appears pointless to enumerate the great 
number of studies which have utilized mass spectrometry for their identification. 

2. Branched Alkanes: Iso, Anteiso, Isoprenoidal Alkanes 

Mass spectrometry yields much more significant structural information for 
more complex hydrocarbons. In these cases, indeed, mass spectrometry is essen
tial to furnish an initial clue to the structure of the isolated compound which can 
then be checked by comparison with synthetic material. Gas chromatographic 
analysis alone would provide rapid information only in more routine cases where 
the composition of a mixture can be partially surmised from previous work. 

Since fragmentation of branched hydrocarbons occurs preferentially at the site 
of branching, peaks corresponding in mass to the fragment including the branching 
point appear as abundant ions in the mass spectrum relative to their homologues 

* This pattern is only typical for spectra resulting from electron impact at relatively high tem
peratures: 180-2500 C [17, 18] (see section II A). BECKEY has reported the comparison of the chemical 
ionization and field ionization spectra of several decane isomers [107]. 
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Authentic C21 Anteiso Alkane 267 
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M (296) 
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Fig. 13. Mass spectrum of authentic 18-methyl eicosane (C21 anteiso-) 

Authentic C,6 Iso Alkane 
-
183 
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,II ,II J II .I 
J 1M (226) 
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Fig. 14. Mass spectrum of authentic 14-methylpentadecane (CI6-iso) 

14 mass units above or below. This fact permits, therefore, the determination of 
the location of a branch in the carbon chain - information which cannot be 
obtained readily by other means. The principle is well-illustrated by the spectrum 
of an anteiso alkane (II, Fig. 13), where cleavage at the branching point, resulting 
in the loss of 29 mass units (CH3CH;) produces a very intense ion; the remainder 
of the spectrum follows the pattern expected from a simple n-alkane. A compound 
of this type is thus identified unambiguously by its fragmentation pattern. For the 
iso-alkane structure, III, by analogy, an intense peak at M-15 would be expected 
and is observed (Fig. 14). The more pronounced loss of 43 mass units would not 
be predicted necessarily since the fragment corresponding to M-43 should be a 
primary (and, therefore, not favored) carbonium ion; its great intensity probably 
results from the stability of the secondary propyl radical (CH3CH-CH3) formed 
in this process. 

II M-29 

M-43 

III M-15 
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The mass spectra of other branched alkanes are equally characteristic; 
4-methyl-alkanes exhibit intense M-43 peaks, for example, and the structure 
of 5-methyl-alkanes would be evident from the pronounced loss of 57 mass units. 

Mass spectrometry has permitted the identification of a number of anteiso and 
iso-alkanes from geological sources. JOHNS et al. [109] reported the identification 
of several anteiso- (C16 to CIS) and iso-alkanes (C16 to CIS) from the Nonesuch 
Seep Oil and VAN HOEVEN et al. [110] identified the C1s-iso-alkane and the 
C1s-anteiso compound in the Australian Moonie Oil by these methods. LEVY 
et al. [111] have shown the presence not only iso and anteiso alkanes, but also 
the 4- and 5-methyl-alkanes in paraffin wax by g.l.c. and mass spectrometric 
techniques. These papers, as well as the reports by MOLD et al. [112] and 
EGLINTON et al. [113] present mass spectrometric data on compounds isolated 
from various natural sources. 

Multibranched hydrocarbons present, of course, much more complex frag
mentation patterns, whereby peaks corresponding to cleavages of the carbon chain 
at the site of branching will again furnish the more abundant ions of the spectrum. 
Isoprenoid alkanes are compounds of particular geochemical interest belonging 
to this class, since they are usually taken as fairly conclusive evidence of the bio
logical origin of the hydrocarbon material extracted from an ancient sediment 
[109, 113, 114]. An unambiguous identification is thus of great importance, espe
cially in the case of very old rocks. For the case of two typical isoprenoids, the 
C16- (IV) and the C2o-compound (V, phytane), the intense peaks expected in 
their mass spectra are illustrated graphically in structures IV and V: 
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Figs. 15 and 16, the mass spectra of IV and V isolated from different geological 
sources, show that the actual pattern follows prediction. Photographs of original 
mass spectrometric records ofthree isoprenoids isolated from the Moonie Oil [11 0] 
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Fig. IS. Mass spectrum of CI6 isoprenoid alkane (San Joaquin Oil) 
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Fig. 16. Mass spectrum of CI9 isoprenoid alkane, phytane (Colorado Green River Formation) 
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Fig. 17. Oscillograph original mass spectra of Moonie C16 , CIS ' CI9 isoprenoid alkanes (VAN HOEVEN 
et a/.) 

are presented in Fig. 17 to illustrate some further typical patterns and the appear
ance of such isoprenoid mass spectra as they present themselves for interpretation. 
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The mass spectral fragmentation pattern is quite characteristic and sensitive to 
the position of substituents on the carbon chain. For example, the C16 isoprenoid 
(IV) could be distinguished easily from its modified isomer VI, since for the latter 
a mass spectrum exhibiting intense peaks at mle 197, 127 and 57 would be expected. 
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I m/e 57 
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I 
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In practical cases several factors combine to make interpretation somewhat 
less straightforward. One common problem is contamination by other hydro
carbon material, which, if it does not obscure correct recognition of the molecular 
ion, may lead to ambiguities in the interpretation of the fragmentation pattern 
should the contaminant give rise to abundant fragments. For instance, contamina
tion of an isoprenoid alkane with its iso-alkane isomer would produce a mass 
spectral pattern showing inordinately intense M-15 and M-43 peaks, such that 
the correct identification of the isoprenoid might be difficult or even impossible. 
Most often, nevertheless, even when small amounts of other hydrocarbons are 
present (and it is rare that geochemical g.1.c. fractions are ever really "pure"), 
the typical fragmentation pattern of the isoprenoid chain is characteristic enough 
to permit certain identification [109, 113]. Furthermore, problems of this nature 
can often be overcome by obtaining mass spectra of several "cuts" of a g.1. c. 
peak and comparing their fragmentation patterns, or else by obtaining a series 
of mass spectrometer scans: as one fraction enters the ion source (by direct intro
duction or g.1. c. inlet) comparison of successive scans provides a check on sample 
homogeneity and may lead to unambiguous identification of components. A much 
more serious difficulty may be encountered in distinguishing mass spectrometri
cally between isoprenoidal alkanes and other branched or multibranched hydro
carbons of non-isoprenoidal skeleton. The close similarity of the mass spectra 
of 2-methyl-octane and 2,6-dimethyl-heptane is an informative example [102]. 
The mass spectra of Figs. 21-23 illustrate another case. In connection with work 
on the Cn isoprenoid from the Antrim Shale, MCCARTHY and CALVIN [115] 
synthesized several branched hydrocarbons to compare their g.l.c. retention times 
and mass spectra. The g.1.c. trace (capillary column) of three C19-branched 
hydrocarbons is shown in Fig. 18. The naturally occurring isomer, pristane (VII), 
is eluted first, followed by synthetic 2,6,10,13-tetramethyl pentadecane (VIII) and 
2,6,10-trimethyl hexadecane (IX). The respective mass spectra (Figs. 19-21) ex
hibit strikingly similar fragmentation patterns: compound VIII differs from its 
isomers in the intensity of the peak at mle 183 and the abundance of the M-29 ion, 
the latter being readily explained by the structure of the compound; however, a 
distinction between compounds VII (pristane) and IX on the basis of the mass 
spectrum would be difficult indeed and, in a practical case, probably impossible. 
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Capillary column: 150' X 01" 
Split ratio: 100 : 1 
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Fig. IS. Capillary gas-liquid chromatogram of C19 isoprenoid isomeric alkanes 
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Fig. 19. Mass spectrum of authentic pristane vs. mle 113 base peak 
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Fig. 20. Mass spectrum of 2,6,10,13-tetramethylpentadecane vs. mle 113 base peak 
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Fig. 21. Mass spectrum of authentic 2,6,lO-trimethylhexadecane vs. mle 113 base peak 
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Fig. 22. Mass spectrum of pristane vs. percent 2:40 
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Fig. 23. Mass spectrum of 2,6,10,13-tetramethylpentadecane vs. percent 2:40 
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Fig. 24. Mass spectrum of 2,6,lO-trimethylhexadecane vs. percent 2:40 
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Spectra of the same compounds plotted with mle 59 as the base peak and 
showing the percent of the total ionization (percent 1:40) are shown in Figs. 22-24 
for comparison. The differences in relative intensity and percent of the total 
ionization are somewhat more apparent here; in particular, it can be seen that 
certain peaks differ considerably in their contribution to the total ionization, e. g., 
mle 59 is approximately 12 percent in Fig. 22, but approximately 20 percent in 
Figs. 23 and 24. There are similar differences in mle 113 and 183, and particular 
differences appear above mle 183 reflecting the change in structure at one end of 
the chain. However, it would be rather dangerous to postulate structural details 
without authentic comparison spectra. The limitations of the mass spectrometric 
method are clearly evident here, and the need for corroborative data (at least in 
some cases), such as comparison of g.l. c. retention times, needs no further emphasis. 
Unfortunately, only for the more common branched hydrocarbons are synthetic 
samples available and some caution should, therefore, be exercised in the assign-
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ment of definite structural terms, such as "pristane ", to hydrocarbons identified 
only by mass spectrometry. 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

In the last few years mass spectrometry has been applied extensively to the 
characterization of isoprenoidal hydrocarbons. Pristane (CI9 , VII) has been 
reported in Texas gas oil and Mid-Continent Oil [117]. In a subsequent paper 
by these authors [118], mass spectrometry was used in the identification of the 
C14 , C15 , C16 , C18 , C19 , Czo and C21 regular isoprenoids from East Texas Oil. 
DEAN and WHITEHEAD [119] first reported phytane, and MAIR et al. [120] iden
tified the CI4 and CI5 isoprenoids in a light gas oil fraction. From the Colorado 
Green River Formation the C15 , C16 , C18 , CI9 and C20 isoprenoids have been 
reported [113, 121, 122] and a series of isoprenoids has been isolated from the 
Precambrian Nonesuch Shale [113, 122]. Extensive mass spectral data are given 
also in the papers by JOHNS et al. [109] and VAN HOEVEN et al. [110] reporting 
on the isolation of a range of isoprenoids from a great variety of shales and oils, 
including the Precambrian Soudan formation [123]. Using g.l. c. and mass spectro
meter-g.!' c. coupling, ORO and collaborators have identified pristane and phytane 
in the Gunflint Chert [94] and in the Fig Tree Shale [95], both of Precambrian 
age. MEINSCHEIN and co-workers [124, 125] suggested the presence of normal and 
isoprenoid alkanes in the Soudan Shale and the Nonesuch formation on the basis 
of mass spectra of extracts. Other applications of mass spectrometry to the 
identification (or partial identification) of isoprenoid alkanes include the papers 
of MAIR [126], PONNAMPERUMA and PERING [127], BLUMER et al. [128] and 
GOHRING et al. [129]. Reports of higher isoprenoids from geological sources 
include identification of carotane (C40) in the Green River Formation [130] and 
of carotene and other pigments in Florida Mud extracts [131]. 

Isoprenoids thus far isolated have been of" regular" structure, i. e., possessing 
methyl substitution at C-2,6, 10,14. It is quite conceivable, however, that com
pounds of the isoprenoid type will be found which possess different substitution 
patterns, for example, structures derived from such precursors as squalene [115]. 
Indeed, compounds which do not bear a definite structural relationship to the 
isoprenoid class at all, but which might be derivable from more complex iso
prenoidal precursors may be present in geological formations, as the recent find-
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ing [132] of 2-methyl-3-ethyl-heptane in petroleum, which could be derived from 
the cyclic monoterpene limonene, demonstrates. Correct identification of such 
hydrocarbons is essential, however, if any valid conclusions as to biological 
precursors or diagenetic history are to be drawn. Mass spectrometry will playa 
major role in these efforts, and it is for this reason that the ambiguities and poten
tial uncertainties of the method need to be clearly understood. 

3. Cyclic Hydrocarbons 

The mass spectra of cyclic hydrocarbons are more complex than those of 
acyclic compounds and, while certain structural features may often be apparent, 
a clear-cut prediction of the fragmentation pattern in terms of structure (as in the 
case of branched alkanes) is usually not possible. Thus, the information which a 
mass spectrum furnishes on an unknown compound may be limited to the exact 
molecular weight (giving an indication of number of carbon atoms and rings or 
double bonds) and the nature of alkyl substituents (from the loss of groupings, 
i. e., M-15, M-29, etc.); more detailed deductions concerning the gross structure 
of the unknown would be dangerous, at best, except in simple cases. Mechanistic 
aspects of the fragmentation of cyclic hydrocarbons, including monoterpenoid 
hydrocarbons, are discussed by BUDZIKIEWICZ et al. [3] and an up-to-date biblio
graphy on the mass spectra of these compounds is available therein. A fairly 
detailed summary of the application of mass spectrometry to structural studies 
on monoterpenoids has been presented by McFADDEN and BUTTERY [133]. 

Examples of the use of mass spectrometry for the structural elucidation of 
simple cycloalkyl compounds are provided by the work of JOHNS et al. [109], 
reporting on the occurrence of cyclohexylalkanes in the Nonesuch Seep Oil 
(C16 to C19 compounds), and by VAN HOEVEN et al. [110], who identified these 
substances in the Moonie Oil. The mass spectrum of a representative of this series, 
Nonesuch C16-cyclohexyl alkane (X) is shown in Fig. 25. 

I 
rule 83 I 

x 

MW=224 

The molecular ion mje 224 identifies the compound as a C16 alkane possessing 
one ring, and the nature of the ring is evident from the intense peak at mje 83, 
which corresponds to a cyclohexyl carbonium ion. A molecular ion of mje 224 
would be observed also, of course, for an acyclic compound possessing a double 
bond; an olefin, however, would show a distinctly different fragmentation pattern 
(see below). The alkyl chain of X must necessarily comprise ten carbons and the 
pattern of peaks from mje 97 to mje 224 suggests the absence of branching in the 
chain. The peak at mje 83 could also be due to a methylcyclopentyl ion; a distinc
tion between these possibilities would be difficult a priori, and the identification 
would remain tentative unless confirmed by appropriate standards. The example 
illustrates, however, the power of mass spectrometry to limit possibilities for an 
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Fig. 25. Mass spectrum of n-hexadecylcyc1ohexane (Nonesuch) 

unknown to a few structural variations among which a choice can then be made 
on the basis of other data or comparison with standards. Cyclohexyl alkanes 
have also been reported on the basis of mass spectra of petroleum fractions [134] 
and in the Athabasca petroleum deposit [135]. An analysis of paraffin wax [111] 
indicated cyclopentyl- and cyclohexyl alkanes; this work, as well as that of MEYER
SON et al. [136], also reports mass spectrometric results obtained for several 
authentic compounds of this class. 

More complex cyclic and bicyclic compounds have been isolated from petro
leum. LINDEMANN and LE TOURNEAU [137] report the mass spectra of fourteen 
novel compounds, including various methyl bicycloheptanes, bicyclooctanes and 
bicyclononanes, as well as methyl-substituted cycloheptane and cyclohexane 
derivatives obtained from oil fractions. In this work a gas chromatograph-mass 
spectrometer combination was utilized. 

4. Steranes and Triterpanes 

Recent identifications of a number of steroid and triterpenoid hydrocarbons 
in geologic materials provide a very interesting illustration of the application of 
mass spectrometry to geochemical structure problems. First indications of the 
presence of such molecules were obtained on the basis of mass spectra of complex 
hydrocarbon mixtures. O'NEAL and HOOD [138], SCHISSLER et al. [139] and 
MEINSCHEIN [140,141] reported the presence of sterane-type compounds in oil 
and sediments on the basis of characteristic peaks (see below) observed in mixture 
spectra; MEINSCHEIN'S data also suggested the presence of hexacyclic and C40 

polycyclic structures. More recently, CARLSON et al. [142] presented both high 
and low resolution mass spectral data to support the conclusion of sterane-type 
structures in petroleum. The first report on the isolation and mass spectral 
identification of individual compounds of this class was made by BURLINGAME 
and collaborators [143], who isolated the C27 , C28 and C29 steranes and a C30-

triterpane (lupane) from extracts of the Colorado Green River Formation. The 
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Fig. 26a. Mass spectrum of C27-sterane Green River Formation 
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Fig. 26 b. Mass spectrum of C2s -sterane Green River Formation 
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Fig. 26c. Mass spectrum of C29-sterane Green River Formation 
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Fig. 26d. Mass spectrum of authentic sitostane 

mass spectra of these compounds, together with that of an authentic C29-sterane, 
sitostane (XI), are presented in Fig. 26. The fragmentation pattern (peaks at 
M-1S, 218, 217, 149) is typical for saturated sterane structures. A partial inter
pretation based on the work ofDJERASSI and co-workers [144] is presented below, 
with sitostane (XI) as an example: 

217 

XI 
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The base peak at mle 217 arises by a complex fragmentation process involving 
the loss of the side chain, C-15, -16, -17 from ring D and the hydrogen attached 
to C-14, as depicted schematically in structure XI. The ion of mle 149 includes rings 
A and B and the 19-methyl group. 

The mass spectra of the three tetracyclic hydrocarbons shown in Fig. 26 
permitted the structural assignment of cholestane (XII) to the compound of 
Fig. 26 a, ergostane (XIII) to Fig.26b and sitostane (XI) to Fig. 26c. 

XII 

XIII 

By a combination of i. r., g.1. c. retention times and mass spectrometry, EGLlN

TON et al. [130] have recently confirmed these assignments. The triterpane 
(Fig. 27 a) was not identified, but the mass spectrum leaves no doubt about the 
basic skeleton of this compound. Peaks at mle 191 and mle 149, 137 are very 
characteristic for pentacyclic terpenoid hydrocarbons; indeed, as comparison with 
the spectrum of authentic lupane (XIV), Fig. 27 b, shows, a structure of the lupane
type would seem to be indicated. 

XIV 

For more detailed discussion of the mass spectra oftriterpenoid hydrocarbons, 
the papers by DJERASSI and co-workers [145,146] should be consulted. 

Mass spectrometric evidence for the presence of tetracyclic and pentacyclic 
hydrocarbons in a Precambrian sediment [143] is illustrated in Fig. 27 c. The 
spectrum is that of a mixture of compounds, but it can be interpreted as indicating 
the presence of C2 7 (MW = 372), C28 (MW = 400) steranes (note peaks at mle 218, 
217, 149), as well as of some C30 triterpane (MW = 412). 
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Fig. 27a. Mass spectrum of C 30 triterpane 
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Fig. 27 b. Mass spectrum of authentic lupane 
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Fig. 27 c. Mass spectrum of Soudan B/C Fr. 20 

Other examples of the use of mass spectrometry for the investigation of this 
type of compound include the identification of the triterpane gammacerane [147] 

xv XVI 

(XV) and the isolation of four new triterpanes from Nigerian Crude Oil [148]. 
Mass spectral data presented for the latter compounds clearly identify them as 
triterpenoid hydrocarbons but do not permit definite structural assignments. 
More recently, MAXWELL [97b] reported the identification of the diterpenoid 
hydrocarbon, fichtelite (XVI) by mass spectral and Lr. methods; extensive mass 
spectral data on other unidentified triterpanes are reported here as well as in the 
work ofHAUG [56]. Mention should be made here also of the use of mass spectro
metry by CARRUTHERS and WATKIN [149] and MAIR and MARTINEZ-PICD [150] 
in the identification of 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-2,2,9-trimethylpicene, and cyclopentano-
9 Organic Geochemistry 
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and 3-methylcyclopentano-phenanthrene, respectively, which, although not 
sterane hydrocarbons, may be considered degradation products of triterpenoid 
and steroid compounds. 

It should be stressed that mass spectrometry by itself is insufficient for the 
unambiguous structural determination of compounds of this complexity, unless 
direct comparison with known substances is possible. Even in such cases, however, 
stereochemical differences between natural product and standard may not be 
reflected in the fragmentation pattern. But it should be equally evident that mass 
spectrometric data are essential for structural work in that they provide at least 
an initial lead to the type of compound at hand. 

5.01efins 

Reports on the isolation and characterization of individual olefins from 
geological sources are not numerous. Compound type analyses have been per
formed extensively and the work ofFIELD and HASTINGS [151], FRISQUE et al. [152], 
and MIKKELSEN et al. [153] is illustrative of the methods and problems involved 
in the quantitative analysis of olefins in petroleum fractions. 

An interesting technique for the analysis and structure determination of 
individual olefins has been developed by LINDEMANN [91]. It involves a gas 
chromatograph-mass spectrometer combination with the addition of a "micro 
reactor" (either before or after the gas chromatograph), which has the function 
of reducing olefin material to the respective saturated hydrocarbon. Structures of 
the saturated hydrocarbons were determined by mass spectrometry, and cor
relation of results for different runs (with the "micro reactor" both before and 
after the gas chromatograph), as well as g.!. c. retention times, permitted deduction 
of structure and stereochemistry of the original olefin. This method was success
fully applied to the analysis of a cracked gasoline olefin-paraffin mixture and a 
considerable number of paraffins, cyclo-paraffins, aliphatic mono-olefins and 
cyclic olefins could be identified. 

Olefins from sources other than petroleum do not appear to have received 
much attention thus far (see, for example, the reports of olefins in shale oil [154, 
155]). From zooplankton - not a strictly geochemical source but pertinent here 
since it illustrates the use of mass spectrometry for structural studies on olefins
BLUMER and THOMAS [156] isolated four isomeric phytadienes (XVII-XX). The 
carbon skeleton of these compounds was established by mass spectrometry after 
hydrogenation to the saturated derivative, and the position of the double bonds 
could be ascertained by i. r. spectroscopic methods and ozonolysis, which yielded 
a C17 acid from XVII, the identical C16-aldehyde from XVIII and XIX, and a 
C1s-aldehyde from XX. 

XVII XVIII, XIX 

XX 
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These experiments permitted a definite structural assignment and indicated 
also that compounds XVIII, XIX differed only in double bond geometry. A 
similar approach revealed the structure of three mono-olefins with the pristane 
skeleton [157]. 

Olefins, even those of simple structure, cannot be characterized completely by 
mass spectrometry, since the position and geometry of the double bond is usually 
not apparent from the fragmentation pattern; spectra of isomeric olefins are very 
similar, if not identical [1-3]. 

The problem of locating unsaturation in aliphatic olefins has attracted some 
attention and for mono-olefinic compounds several practical mass spectrometric 
solutions have been reported. In one of these, the unsaturated compound is 
transformed to a mixture of two ketones via the epoxide [158]. From the charac
teristic pattern of the ketone mass spectra the original double bond can be localized. 

o 
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R-C-C-R' 

H H 
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H H 
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Another method [159] makes use of the fragmentation pattern of amino alcohols 
derived from the olefin, and in a third [160] the isopropylidine derivative (obtained 
by osmium tetroxide hydroxylation of the unsaturated compound followed by 
reaction with acetone) serves the same purpose. For example, prominent ions at 
mle 185 and 213 in the spectrum of the isopropylidine derivative XXI of cis
hexadecene define the position of the double bond originally present. The method 
is intriguing especially for its ability to distinguish between cis and trans olefins 
[160]. 

H3C~\ ,CH3 
I \ 

/ \ 

III o~o \\\ 
~I\~ 

XXI 

The method recently proposed by APLIN and COLES [162a] should be men
tioned here also. Two recent methods of potential usefulness involve hydroxylation 
of the double bond followed by the determination of the mass spectra of the vic
methyl ethers or the vic-trimethyl silyl ethers [162b, 191]. 

The ozonolysis experiments of BLUMER and THOMAS [156, 157] illustrate an
other practical approach which, indeed, in combination with g.1. c. mass spectro
metry might constitute the method of choice for geochemical studies, since 
techniques have been described [161] for the routine application of this method 
to microgram quantities of olefin. 
9* 
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6. Aromatic Compounds 

Very extensive use has been made of mass spectrometry for the analysis of 
mixtures of aromatics from petroleum fractions. The pertinent data and their 
implications regarding the molecular composition of petroleum have been 
summarized previously [11, 163]. Mass spectra of individual aromatics have been 
discussed by O'NEAL and WEIR [103], and a very comprehensive review on the 
mass spectra of alkylbenzenes is available [164]. Mechanistic aspects of the 
fragmentation of aromatic hydrocarbons are summarized by BUDZIKIEWICZ 
et al. [3]. 

In general, aromatic hydrocarbons exhibit well-defined mass spectra with 
relatively intense molecular ion peaks and few, but abundant, fragment ions. The 
most characteristic fragments of alkyl substituted aromatic hydrocarbons cor
respond to cleavages beta to the aromatic ring. For mono-substituted alkyl
benzenes, for example, the ion of mle 91 is the most prominent feature of the 
spectrum; further substitution on the ring would be evident from the shift of this 

peak by the appropriate mass increment. Thus, for alkylbenzenes, peaks of the 
series mle 105, 119, 133, etc. are characteristic, whereas for alkylnaphthalenes, 
peaks at mle 141, 155, 169, etc., would be expected. Another characteristic feature 
of aromatics with alkyl chains of more than three carbon atoms is a rearrangement 
ion at even mass (i.e., 92, 106, 120, etc., for alkylbenzenes). 

Recent applications of modern physical methods, in particular nuclear mag
netic resonance and mass spectrometry, are well-illustrated by the extensive 
investigations ofMAIR and co-workers into the mononuclear [165,166], dinuclear 
[167,168] and trinuclear aromatic [150] fractions of petroleum, studies which 
have led to the identification of a considerable number of individual aromatic 
hydrocarbons. 

Since aromatic compounds exhibit relatively intense molecular ion peaks, low 
voltage techniques can be used to advantage in the analysis of mixtures. Aromatic 
hydrocarbons have ionization potentials below 10 electron volts, such that by the 
appropriate choice of ionization conditions, spectra can be obtained which consist 
almost exclusively of molecular ion peaks. The technique makes possible also the 
analysis of aromatics and olefins in mixtures with saturated compounds, since 
the latter possess appreciably higher ionization potentials (10-13 e. v.). First 
developed by FIELD and HASTINGS [151], the method has found wide application 
to the analysis of aromatic hydrocarbon mixtures [169-172]. Considering the 
developments in field ionization [21,23] and the recent introduction of chemical 
ionization methods [22], it is to be expected that these techniques will find 
application to mixture analyses. 

Only a limited number of compound classes can be distinguished when single 
focussing (low resolution) mass spectrometers are employed for low voltage 
studies. Ambiguities arise, in particular, when hetero-aromatic compounds are 
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present in the mixture. High resolution mass spectrometers overcome this problem 
(see section II E). A number of geochemical studies have exploited the advantages 
high resolution mass spectrometry offers. For example, LUMPKIN [76] identified 
a series of acenaphthenothiophenes, dibenzofurans, acenaphthenes and carbazoles 
in the trinuclear aromatic petroleum fraction by obtaining spectra both at high 
and low resolution and high and low voltages (see Fig. 7). 

A number of analyses of aromatics by high resolution mass spectrometry have 
already been discussed in section II E. 

B. Carboxylic Acids 
A considerable number offatty acids have been isolated from petroleum. Only 

recently, however, have physical methods and mass spectrometry in particular 
played important roles in the elucidation of their structures. LOCHTE and LI1TMAN 
[174], BALL et ai. [175] and DINNEEN et ai. [155] provide summaries of work on 
petroleum and shale oil up to 1959, when the classical methods of distillation and 
column chromatography for the isolation of pure samples, coupled with synthesis 
of the presumed acid and comparison of physical constants, were major routes of 
attack. In more recent publications mass spectrometry has played a major role 
in the structural elucidation of acids. Indeed, it can be said that a mass spectrum 
provides perhaps the most unambiguous information on the structure of normal 
and branched aliphatic acids, and oxy-aliphatic acids, of any single physical 
method. Routine application of mass spectrometry techniques has been made 
possible through the extensive studies by R YHAGE, STENHAGEN and collaborators 
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Fig. 28. Mass spectrum of methyl n-pentadecanoate 

(for a review and leading references, see RYHAGE and STENHAGEN [176]) on the 
mass spectral fragmentation of normal, branched, dicarboxylic, unsaturated and 
variously oxygenated fatty acids. 

Most commonly, acids are analyzed as their methyl esters, and the mass spec
trum of methyl pentadecanoate (Fig. 28) illustrates the typical pattern of a normal 
methyl ester. Two features are characteristic: the intense even-mass rearrangement 
peak at m/e 74 and the series of odd-mass peaks of the general composition 
CnH2n_102 atm/e 73, 87,101,115, 129,etc. As shown in structure XXII, them/e 74 
ion arises by a rearrangement process (the" McLafferty rearrangement") involving 
the ')I-hydrogen atom, the latter series arises by simple cleavage of the alkyl chain. 
It should be noted (Fig. 28) that the fragments corresponding to cleavage after 
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C-6 (m/e 143), C-lO (m/e 199) are formed in somewhat greater abundance than 
their immediate neighbors belonging to the same series. As in the case of hydro
carbons, a branch in the alkyl chain is immediately evident by the enhancement 
of the intensity of those peaks formed by fragmentation at the site of branching. 
The mass spectra of phytanic and norphytanic acid methyl esters (XXIII and 
XXIV) recently isolated from kerogen oxidation products [177] are illustrative. 
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The spectra (Figs. 29 a and b, respectively) also underscore two further impor
tant points: substitution of the alpha-carbon can be deduced from the mass of 
the rearrangement ion (i.e., mle 74 shifts to mle 88 in the spectrum of XXIV, 
Fig. 29b) and fragmentation at the site of branching may in certain cases produce 
the most intense peak of the spectrum and suppress the usually dominant rear
rangement ion of mle 74 (i.e., the peak at mle 101 in the spectrum of XXIII, 
Fig. 29 a). 

The carbon number and, therefore, the structure of normal fatty acids can, of 
course, also be determined from the retention time on a gas chromatographic 
column by coinjection techniques. Definite assignments are, however, possible 
only for simple mixtures of acids. 

In recent investigations on long-chain fatty acids, therefore, mass spectrometry 
has been utilized quite extensively. COOPER and BRAY [178] investigated the 
normal acids in marine sediments. The esters were analyzed by gas chromato
graphy and their identity confirmed by mass spectrometry. COOPER [179] used 
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Fig. 29a and b. Mass spectra of phytanic acid methyl ester and norphytanic acid methyl ester 

the same technique for the analysis of normal acids in recent and ancient sedi
ments, and detected all members of the series in the carbon range 14-32. A number 
of investigations have been undertaken to establish the relationship between the 
hydrocarbon and carboxylic acid content in oils and sediments. K VENVOLDEN [180] 
determined the distribution of normal acids and hydrocarbons in Cretaceous 
shales, and compared it to that found for recent sediments. Carboxylic acids in 
a variety of other sediments [181-183] and those obtained from shale kero
gen [177, 183] have been investigated similarly. 

The studies on isoprenoid acids from petroleum and shales represent an inter
esting example of the potential of the mass spectrometric method. CASON and 
GRAHAM [184], using g.l.c. and mass spectrometry, isolated and identified the 
C14 , ClS' C19 and C20 isoprenoid acids from California petroleum. The identity 
of these substances was conclusively established by comparison with synthetic 
samples. EGLINTON et al. [96] have reported on a fairly extensive investigation 
of isoprenoid acids in shales. In the Green River Formation phytanic (C20) and 
pristanic (norphytanic Cl9) acids were isolated and identified by mass spectro
metry (see Figs. 29a and b). The gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer comoina
tion system was used. Later work resulted in the identification of the Cl4 , ClS ' 
Cl6 , Cl7 and C2l isoprenoid acids [97, 185]. These reports should be consulted 
for detailed mass spectral data on isoprenoid type acids. In a recent mass spectro
metric investigation of the same shale, HAUG et al. [186] characterized two further 
isoprenoidal acids (C9 and ClO ), and CASON and KHODAIR [187, 188] have reported 
on the Cll-isoprenoid acid in petroleum. Oxidation experiments on kerogen 
material from the Green River Formation have yielded the Cl9 and C20 iso
prenoid acids [177, 189], the mass spectra of which are illustrated in Figs. 29 a 
and b. Mass spectrometry was used in the partial identification of mono-un
saturated acids obtained from a Scottish shale oil [97, 185]. Unsaturated esters 
are readily distinguishable from cyclic isomers by their characteristic peaks at 
M -32 and M -74, but as in the case of olefins, the position of the double bond 
cannot be specified from the fragmentation pattern itself. The technique described 
by MCCLOSKEY [190] involving formation of the isopropylidine derivative would 
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be one method of characterizing unsaturated esters by mass spectrometry. Other 
methods which can be used to locate double bonds in an alkyl chain are described 
in the section discussing olefinic hydrocarbons. Other aliphatic acids which were 
identified by mass spectrometry include tX,w-dicarboxylic acids and keto acids. 
Members of the first class have been isolated from the Green River Formation 
extracts [97, 186, 191] and from Coorongite [185]. Their mass spectra have been 
studied and reviewed in some detail by RYHAGE and STENHAGEN [176]. They are 
characterized by molecular ions of low intensity and prominent M-31 and M-37 
peaks, as well as ions at mle 74 and (very characteristic for this class) at 98. Figs. 30 
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Fig. 30. Mass spectrum of dimethyl tridecane-l,13-dioate 
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Fig. 31. Mass spectrum of dimethy12-methyltetradecane-l,14-dioate 

and 31 illustrate this pattern, where Fig.30 shows the spectrum of dimethyl 
tridecane-l, 13-dioate, and the spectrum of Fig. 31 was identified as that of dimethyl 
2-methylpentadecane-l,15-dioate (XXV, MW-300), both obtained from the Green 
River Formation oil shale acid fraction [186]. An interpretation of the spectrum 
is given below and illustrates well the information which can be derived from the 
mass spectra of these compounds . 
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Interesting mass spectral results of possible future geochemical application 
have been obtained for some hydroxy fatty acids isolated from apple cutin [191]. 
For their mass spectrometric identification, these acids were converted to their 
trimethylsilylethers, a step which served two principal functions: it markedly 
facilitates their g.!. c. separation, and it permitted the position of hydroxyl func
tions to be determined. Trimethylsilyl ethers undergo the expected alpha-cleavage 
and the resulting fragments give rise to intense peaks. 
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The spectrum of TMSE (trimethylsilyl ether) of methyl 10,18-dihydroxy
octadecanoate, XXVI, Fig. 32, provides an illustration of a typical fragmentation 
pattern. The spectrum shows a relatively intense peak at mle 459 (M-15), and the 
position of the 10-hydroxy function is evident from the peaks at mle 273 and 303 
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Fig. 32. Mass spectrum of methyl 10, 18-dihydroxyoctadecanoate, di-TMSE. Peaks above mje 350 are 
shown x 10 in the figure 

corresponding to cleavage alpha to the silyl ether function. One should note also 
the M-90 (m/e 384) and M-15-90 (m/e 369) peaks due to losses involving the silyl 
ether functions. 

Mass spectra provided conclusive structural information for another unusual 
class of fatty acids. HAUG et al. [49] reported the occurrence of methylketoacids 
in Green River Formation oil shale extracts, and BURLINGAME and SIMONEIT [50] 
have reported a series isolated from its mineral matrix. Mass spectra of keto acids 
were available through the work of RYHAGE and STENHAGEN [176] and their 
identification proved to be a fairly straightforward matter. The spectrum of a CiS 

keto acid methyl ester is interpreted in section II D. 
An extensive mass spectrometric study of aromatic esters isolated from geo

logical sources has been undertaken by only one laboratory thus far [50, 192]. 
The mass spectra of only a small number of simple aromatic acids and esters have 
been studied [193-195] and the application to geochemical samples is thus not 
necessarily straightforward, although some general aspects of the fragmentation 
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pattern of phenylalkanoic acids are quite predictable. An intense aromatic ion 
corresponding to p-cleavage of the alkyl chain and a rearrangement ion (if pos
sible) are expected features. 

The aromatic ion (at m/e 91, 105, 119, etc., for a hydrocarbon aromatic nucleus) 
immediately provides the mass of this moiety and, therefore, permits the deduction 
of possible substituents; the rearrangement ion yields information about the nature 
of alpha-substituents and also the nature of the chain (if such a rearrangement 
should be impossible, i.e., no hydrogen gamma to the ring). The spectra of selected 
aromatic acid methyl esters shown in Figs. 33-35 are instructive examples taken 
from our laboratory [192]. In Fig.33 the mass spectrum of a methyl methyl 
benzoate, XXVII, is shown. The pattern excludes the ortho-isomer, but cannot 

distinguish between the para- and meta-isomers [193]. The intense rearrangement 
ion at m/e 88 in Fig. 34 indicates an alpha-methyl substituent (since the compound 
was analyzed as the methyl ester). The fact that the rearrangement occurs with 
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Fig. 33. Mass spectrum of methyl methyl benzoate 
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Fig. 34. Mass spectrum of methyl 2-methyl-4-(dimethylphenyl)-batanoate 

the loss of 101 mass units to yield the peak at m/e 119 then demands a chain of 
four carbon atoms, whereby the carbon alpha to the benzene ring cannot be 
dis substituted (since m/e 88 would then be impossible). The peak at m/e 119 re
quires an alkyl substituted (2 carbons) benzene ring, and from the absence of an 
appreciable M -15 peak, a dimethylbenzene moiety was indicated. StructureXXVIII 
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combines these features, whereby it is, of course, quite evident that the position 
of these methyl substituents on the ring cannot be determined from the mass 
spectrum alone, since the spectra of all possible isomers were not available for 
comparison. 
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Fig. 35. Mass spectrum of methyl methylnaphthoate 

The third spectrum shown, Fig. 35, is that of a naphthyl carboxylic acid methyl 
ester. The pattern demands the partial structure as shown in XXIX. 
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In the work of CASON and collaborators [196, 197J on alicyclic acids from 
petroleum, mass spectrometry has been utilized extensively, although for this class 
of compounds the correct interpretation of the data is quite difficult. The pattern 
of a cyclic ester can be distinguished readily from its mono-unsaturated isomers, 
but such important structural features as ring size or nature and number of sub
stituents on the ring are difficult to deduce from the mass spectrum alone. Thus, 
for a given unknown sample, unambiguous distinction between a cyclopentyl or 
cyclohexyl acid is often not possible on the basis of presently available mass 
spectral data of known acids. A further complication arises from the observation 
that stereochemical detail of substitution on the ring seems to have a pronounced 
effect on the intensity of certain peaks [188]. 

CASON and KHODAIR [196J have published a discussion of the mass spectra 
of various cyclopentylacetic acids and cyclopentenylacetic acids. The utilization 
of mass spectrometry in this area is illustrated by the identification of a Cll cyclic 
acid (XXX) in petroleum [197]. The mass spectrum ofthe ester and the correspond
ing amide indicated a cyclic Cll carbon skeleton with methyl substituents, but 
structure XXX could be established only after direct comparison with synthetic 
material. 

XXX XXXI 
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Further work in CASON'S laboratory [188,198] has resulted in the characteriza
tion of XXXI, and an extensive mass spectral study of extract from the Green River 
Formation in our laboratory [56] has revealed a series of saturated cyclic acids 
ranging in molecular weight (of their methyl esters) from 156 (cyclopentylacetic) 
to 212 (Cll-monocyclic acid). 

High resolution mass spectrometry holds great promise for future studies of 
acidic materials and, of course, heteroatomic compounds in general. Such applica
tions of the technique have been carried on in the authors' laboratory for some 
time. Acidic material of Green River Formation Oil Shale extracts [56, 191] and 
kerogen material [189] has been investigated in some detail. Dicarboxylic acids, 
ketoacids, aromatic and cyclic acids were shown to be present, and particularly 
intriguing, the spectra also indicated the presence of pentacyclic acids (carbon 
range C28 - C34) which could be considered degradation products of perhaps 
terpenoidal precursors. Similar studies on acids isolated from Alaskan Tasmanite 
have been undertaken [55]. A specific example from this work was discussed in 
section II D. It should be stressed that the routine exploitation of this technique 
is of major assistance in geochemical research since it rapidly provides excellent 
qualitative data on compound distribution and types. 

C. Nitrogen Compounds 
The literature on the isolation and characterization of nitrogen compounds 

is restricted to reports of analyses of petroleum or shale oil. Early studies depended 
on the separation of basic or non-basic nitrogen fractions, and the mixture analysis 
of such fractions by means of ultraviolet spectroscopy or chemical methods. The 
structures of individual compounds were established by synthesis ofthe substances 
presumed to be present and by direct comparison of physical data with unknowns. 
A considerable number of bases have been detected in petroleum by this approach. 
The reviews of LOCHTE [199], LoCHTE and LITTMANN [174], DEAL et al. [200], 
BALL et al. [175] and COSTANTITINIDES and ARICH [201] summarize the data and 
list individual compounds isolated. LoCHTE and LITTMANN [174] in 1955, for 
instance, list 25 pyridines and 32 quinolines isolated and identified from petroleum, 
shale oil and coal tar. 

Mass spectrometry has been used in this effort primarily for type analysis of 
mixtures of nitrogen compounds. Such analyses are based on the fact that a 
particular nitrogen heterocyclic ring system of composition CnH2n+zN can be 
recognized by the value of Z. Alkylpyridines, for example, have a "Z-number" 
(i. e., hydrogen deficiency) of - 5, indoles have Z = - 9, quinolines have Z = -11. 
These Z-numbers are, of course, not always sufficient to establish a particular 
skeleton, since the given value is not necessarily unique for a structural type. 
Thus, dihydropyrindines, tetrahydroquinolines or cycloalkylpyridines would all 
have a Z-number of -7, and, again, bicycloalkylpyridines or cycloalkyldihydro
pyridines could not be distinguished from alkylindoles on the basis of their 
Z-numbers, which is - 9 for both. 

A paper by LALAU [202] discusses the application of such methods to the 
quantitative analysis of pyridine and quinoline distribution in petroleum distil
lates. Using the parent and M-l peaks as primary data in a matrix calculation, 
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the presence of mono and bicycloalkanopyridines and quinolines, as well as 
cycloalkanocarbazoles and sulfur-containing basic nitrogen compounds could be 
demonstrated. DINNEEN, COOK and JENSEN [203J performed a similar study on the 
gas oil fraction derived from shale oil. Alkylpyridines, cycloalkanopyridines, the 
corresponding quinolines and indoles were shown to be present, as well as more 
complex heterocyclic ring systems, although specific assignments for the latter 
could be made only tentatively. Infrared and ultraviolet spectra (the former for 
estimation of alkyl substituents, the latter for determination of carbon skeletons), 
as well as chemical data (e.g., basic vs. non-basic nitrogen) provided supporting 
evidence for type assignments. Pyrroles constituted only a very minor portion of 
the total nitrogen compounds identified. SNYDER and BUELL [204J combined 
adsorption chromatography, ultraviolet spectroscopy and low voltage mass 
spectrometry of fractions for an analysis of cracked gas oils. They could deter
mine quantitatively the contribution of indoles, carbazoles and benzocarbazoles 
to the total nitrogen present in various distillate fractions of the oil. In an early 
paper by SAUER and collaborators [205J, a combination of ultraviolet and mass 
spectroscopy permitted the identification of pyridines, pyrroles, quinolines, indoles 
and carbazoles in cracked and virgin Kuwait oils. Quantitative abundance data 
were obtained by matrix calculations and it could be shown that among the non
basic compounds, carbazoles were present in greatest proportion. More recently, 
JEWELL and HARTUNG [206J have presented a mass spectrometric study of 
nitrogen compounds in heavy gas oils. Low voltage mass spectra of fractions and 
ultraviolet absorption showed the presence of quinolines, and probably naphtheno
quinolines. Furthermore, benzoquinolines, 1,10-phenanthroline and alkyl-1,2,3,4-
tetrahydrocarbazolenines could be identified in mixtures, while the presence of 
indole, carbazole, oc-hydroxypyrrole and oc-hydroxybenzoquinolines was strongly 
suggested from the available ultraviolet and mass spectral evidence. The same 
authors [207J, using gas chromatography for final fractionation of nitrogen com
pounds from a cracked oil, could demonstrate the presence of a homologous 
series of carbazoles from the appearance of peaks at mle 167, 181, 195, 209. 
Similarly, phenazines were indicated by the mass spectral and ultraviolet data 
(e.g., mle 180= MW of phenazine; 194=methylphenazine). 

The application of mass spectrometry to the structural elucidation of individual 
bases has been handicapped somewhat by the lack of extensive mass spectral 
investigations of pure compounds. Aliphatic amino compounds have been studied 
in some detail and reviewed recently [3J, but only a few papers deal with the mass 
spectra of aromatic nitrogen compounds which are the predominant types isolated 
from petroleum or shales. BIEMANN [208J discussed the fragmentation of simple 
alkylpyridines and pyrazines and noted that, whereas positional isomers exhibit 
similar fragmentation, the intensity of fragment peaks often differs considerably 
with substitution pattern. For example, the mass spectra of isomeric ethyl
pyridines [208J differ quite noticeably in the intensity of the M-1 and M-15 
fragment peaks. For 2-ethylpyridine, the M-1 ion is the dominant species of the 
spectrum, whereas the M-15 ion is a very minor contributor; for 3-ethylpyridine, 
however, M-15 is the base peak and M-1 is much reduced in intensity; 4-ethyl
pyridine represents a spectrum intermediate between these two extremes. A further 
important mode of fragmentation for substituted pyridines possessing an alkyl 
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chain of at least three carbon atoms is a McLafferty type rearrangement leading 
to an odd-mass ion. Quinolines and isoquinolines exhibit fragmentation patterns 
which can be rationalized by similar mechanisms: beta-cleavage and the 
McLafferty rearrangement are dominant pathways whenever possible, and 
y-cleavages are observed for alkyl substituents at position C-4 and C-8 of the 
quinoline ring. The papers by CLUGSTON and MACLEAN [209] and SAMPLE 
et al. [210] should be consulted for detailed interpretation of the fragmentation 
of oxygenated quinolines [211] and of alkylquinolines and isoquinolines. 

Mass spectra of C-alkyl- and N-alkylpyrroles and pyrrole carboxylic esters 
have been reported and analyzed by DJERASSI and his co-workers [3]. Spectra of 
indoles are available through the work of BEYNON [1]. Excellent summaries of 
mass spectral data on N-heterocyclic compounds have recently been pub
lished [3, 212] and should be consulted for the mechanistic aspects of the inter
pretation of these mass spectra and leading references to the literature. 

The data available and the nature of these compounds ordinarily do not 
permit the unambiguous structural definition of aromatic bases by mass spectro
metry. Successful structural elucidations of nitrogen compounds by physical 
methods have resulted, therefore, from a combination of techniques, particularly 
n. m. r., u. v. and mass spectrometry, whereby the last two provided the molecular 
weight (indicative of structural type) and fragmentation pattern (indicative of size 
of substituents and, in some cases, position). VAN METER et al. [213] isolated a 
number of pyridines and pyrroles from shale oil naphtha. A summary of results 
by the Bureau of Mines, Laramie, is available [155]. Mass spectra of the pure 
compounds gave the molecular weight and some indication of structural features, 
and final identification was made by comparison of other physical data (m. p., i. r.) 
with known samples. HELM et al. [214] reported the first definite identification of 
carbazole in virgin Wilmington petroleum; after purification of the compound by 
g.l. c., the structural assignment was made on the basis of its mass spectrum 
(MW = 167) and comparison of other spectral data. Alkyl substituted homologs 
of carbazole (C-1- C-10) were found to be present also. 

Individual nitriles have been identified by JEWELL and HARTUNG [215] in 
hydrogenated furnace oils. On the basis of ultraviolet and mass spectra, dicyano
benzene, cyano-2,3-dihydroindene, cyanonaphthalene, dicyano-2,3-dihydroindene 
and dicyanonaphthalene have been identified. The presence of other aromatic 
nitriles was suggested by the mass spectra of various fractions. The assignment 
of methylcyanonaphthalene to the substance obtained as the benzene eluate from 
an alumina column may be incorrect, however, since the spectrum published 
(peaks at m/e 167, 149, 113, 112, 104, etc.) shows striking resemblance to that 
obtained from "octoil", a common contaminant. Mention should be made here 
also of the identification of aliphatic nitriles (C12 to CiS) in Colorado Shale 
Oil [154], although mass spectrometry was not utilized in this study. The com
bination of fluorescence spectrometry, infrared and mass spectrometry was used 
for the identification of alkyl-pyridines, -pyrindines and -indoles and pyrrolo
quinolines [216] in petroleum. The now available modern methods of fractiona
tion and analysis are well illustrated by the results of BRANDENBURG and 
LATHAM [217]. Individual bases belonging to the cyclohexyl pyridine, pyrindine 
and quinoline structural types were isolated by successive chromatography of a 
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Wilmington petroleum extract on several different g.l. c. columns, and structural 
assignments were made on the basis of n. m. r., u. v., i. r. and mass spectral data. 
Thus, 2-(2',2',6' -trimethylcyclohexyl)-4,6-dimethyl pyridine (XXXII) and 2,4,7 a, 
8,8-pentamethyl-trans-cyclopenta-(f)-pyrindane (XXXIII) have been reported, al
though, unfortunately, no detailed account of the data is available as yet. 

XXXII XXXIII 

The former base (XXXII) had been isolated previously from petroleum [174, 
199]. Both are rather interesting structurally, since their carbon skeletons appear 
to incorporate an isoprenoid arrangement. No studies have been reported as yet 
of bases isolated from shales themselves, although a preliminary mass spectro
metric investigation utilizing both high and low resolution mass spectrometry 
has been undertaken on the bases from the Green River Formation [56]. An 
application of high resolution mass spectrometry to the analysis of a base mixture 
is illustrated in Fig. 6 and discussed in section II D. Similar studies on total base 
fractions of extracts have been performed on other sediments such as the Pierre 
Shale, Wyoming [56]. 

D. Porphyrins and Pigments 

Not surprisingly, porphyrins, although of great geochemical significance, have 
not been subjected to intensive mass spectrometric investigations until very 
recently [218]. The non-volatility of these compounds precluded their study until 
direct introduction systems became available. Even then, the vaporization of 
porphyrins into the ion source requires very high temperatures (250-350° C). The 
literature contains a number of papers on the mass spectra of porphyrins. The 
spectra of nickel etioporphyrin [219], vanadyl etioporphyrin [220] and meso
porphyrin and ferric mesoporphyrin chloride dimethyl ether [221] have been 
reported and more recently quite extensive studies on porphyrins and chlorins 
have become available [222-227]. 

From these studies it appears that future geochemical work on these substances 
would benefit greatly from the utilization of this technique. The cyclic tetrapyrrole 
ring system is quite stable under electron impact and in simple derivatives the 
molecular ion is usually the most abundant species. In general, fragmentation 
proceeds with loss of substituents on the ring system, thus providing an excellent 
means of identifying the size and nature (i. e., ethyl, ester, etc.) of the substituent 
grouping. 

In geochemical applications the complex mixtures, which all isolated por
phyrin samples represent, pose a problem for the interpretation of the resulting 
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spectra. However, even in cases where the structure and substitution of a single 
component may be impossible to determine, the method at least provides infor
mation on the number of components in a mixture and their molecular weights 
(also elemental compositions by accurate mass measurement), which, if a particular 
ring system can be recognized from the ultraviolet spectrum, already enables one 
to draw certain deductions about its substituents. 

The literature on the application of mass spectrometry to porphyrin geo
chemistry is not extensive. The first use of the technique seems to have been made 
by THOMAS and BLUMER [226]. They isolated a pigment mixture from the Serpiano 
Oil Shale (Triassic), which was separated into groups by extraction techniques and 
further fractionated by thin layer chromatography. The resulting fraction was 
analyzed by ultraviolet and mass spectrometry. The mass spectra of one group 
(the 2N Hel extract) indicated the presence of homologous series belonging to 
the spectral" etio " and" deoxyphylloerythrin" types. Another fraction containing 
chlorins was similarly analyzed, but they were found to degrade partially to the 
porphyrin ring systems. Vanadium porphyrin complexes were found by this 
method to consist also of the deoxyphylloerythrin and etio types with molecular 
weights ranging from 438 to 504 for the former and 436 to 492 for the latter. 
A fraction containing unknown pigments absorbing at 630 mIJ was analyzed and 
found to consist of two series of homologous compounds (molecular weight 
ranging from 430-500 and 456-498, respectively). The mass peaks observed sug
gested series of trivinyletioporphyrins, but from chromatographic and ultraviolet 
spectral evidence, the authors suggest that the vinyl grouping might have been 
generated in the mass spectrometer by loss of the elements of water. MORANDI 
and JENSEN [227J have analyzed the porphyrin constituents of Green River 
Formation Oil Shale, the shale oil produced from it and of Wilmington crude oil. 
The porphyrins from the oil shale were characterized from their ultraviolet spectra 
as being of the phyllo-type. Mass spectrometry (using an all-glass introduction 
system) indicated two series of compounds, one corresponding to homologs of 
etioporphyrins, the other corresponding to a series showing one further degree 
of unsaturation. When introduced through a direct inlet, the mass spectrum was 
quite different due to the (assumed) formation of indium complexes. The spectra 
were interpreted to indicate carboxy and alkyl substituents for one porphyrin
type in the mixture and carboxy, alkyl and exocyclic ring substituents for the other. 

BLUMER and SNYDER [229J have reported further studies using Sephadex 
LH-20 gel permeation chromatography on fractions extracted from the Triassic 
oil shale of Serpiano (Switzerland). The technique has indicated the existence of 
homologous series of pigments extending into the high molecular weight region 
(above 20,000 mol wt.). It also proved effective with separation of porphyrin 
fractions of up to molecular weight 700. Low resolution mass spectra of these 
fractions showed the presence of porphyrin nuclei containing from 7 to 23 
methylene groups attached to the periphery. However, complete resolution of 
fossil porphyrins into individual species has not been effected. 

BAKER [228J established the nonhomogeneity of petro porphyrins extracted 
from petroleum sources by low voltage mass spectrometry. More recently, BAKER 
et al. [80J have utilized accurate mass measurement of selected major peaks in 
the spectra of asphaltenes of Agha Jari, Baxterville, Belridge, Boscan, Burgan, 
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Mara, Melones, Rozel Point, Santiago and Wilmington petroleums, in addition 
to a gilsonite, Athabasca tar sand and the Colorado Green River Formation oil 
shale. These results confirm the presence of two major and one minor homologous 
series of petroporphyrins, the major being a mono-cycloalkano series (visible 
spectra similar to deoxophylloerythroetioporphyrin) and alkyletioporphyrins 
(visible spectra indicative of either incomplete f3-substitution or of bridge substi
tution). On the basis of mass and electronic spectral evidence an alkylbenzo
porphyrin structure (XXXIV) is suggested for the minor series. Partial low voltage 
mass spectra depict the molecular weight distributions and selected accurate 
mass measurements determine the elemental compositions (see section II D). The 
reader is referred to the original paper for careful study of this survey of petro
porphyrin data. 
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At the outset of this section, the lack of volatility of this class of compounds 
was noted to be a difficulty in studying their mass spectra. Recently, BOYLAN and 
CALVIN [230] have reported the preparation of volatile silicon complexes of 
etioporphyrin I, XXXV. 
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The gas chromatographic retention times and predominant mass spectral ions 
of the X,Y-SiIV-etioporphyrins are reported. Such an approach to the volatility 
problem should stimulate further research into the nature and distribution of 
geoporphyrins making use of gas chromatography and mass spectrometry for 
investigation of microquantities. 
10 Organic Geochemistry 
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E. Sulfur Compounds 

Sulfur-containing compounds are important minor constituents in petroleum 
fractions [201]. Thiols and sulfides occurring in petroleum have been summarized 
by BALL et al. [175], and the sulfur-containing constituents (mostly thiophenes) 
of shale oil are reviewed by DINNEEN et al. [155]. Several mass spectrometric 
studies on sulfur compounds of geochemical interest can be found in the current 
literature. Mass spectra of aliphatic [231] and aromatic thiols [232, 233] and 
aliphatic thioethers [231, 234, 235] have been investigated in some detail, as 
have various aromatic thioether systems [236, 237]. The mass spectra of thio
phenes, another important class of geochemical compounds, have been discussed 
in a number of reports [238-244]. For a summary of the mass spectrometry of 
various sulfur compounds - thiols, sulfides, sulfones, thiophenes - and leading 
references, the volume by BUDZIKIEWICZ et al. [245] is recommended. An extensive 
report on the mass spectra of a great number of sulfur compounds is also avail
able [246]. 

The number of individual sulfur compounds known in petroleum is consid
erable; for example, research under Project 48 of the American Petroleum Insti
tute has resulted in the identification of about 195 individual sulfur compounds 
from four crude oils representing 13 different structural classes [247]. A review 
of the sulfur constituents of petroleum has appeared [201]. Mass spectrometry 
has found use especially for the type analysis of mixtures of sulfur compounds. 
Thus, THOMPSON et al. [247, 248] estimated the abundances of thiophenes in 
crude oil. HASTINGS, JOHNSON and LUMPKIN [249] developed a matrix scheme for 
group-type analysis of aromatics and sulfur compounds. THOMPSON and co
workers [248] used low voltage mass spectrometry of sulfur compound concen
trate fractions and reported the presence of benzothiophenes, dibenzothiophenes, 
naphthanothiophenes, naphthenobenzothiophenes and homologues of these 
systems in high boiling petroleum distillates. 

Application of mass spectrometry to other studies of sulfur compounds can 
be found in the papers of NAGY and GAGNON [135], BIRCH et al. [250], JEWELL 
and HARTUNG [206], AMBERG [251], and DRUSHEL and SOMMERS [79]. DINNEEN 
et al. made a detailed mass spectrometric investigation of the sulfur compounds of 
shale oil [155]. The utilization of mass spectrometers of relatively low resolving 
power (i. e., M / L1M: 1,000-2,000) can lead to ambiguities in the identification of 
sulfur compound types, however, since certain aromatic molecules give rise to simi
lar peaks at the same nominal masses. For example, compounds of the general 
formulae CnH 2n + 2 , Cn+lH2n-lO and Cn-2H2n-6S should give the same parent 
peaks. The use of matrix calculations overcomes this problem to some extent but 
high resolution mass spectrometry constitutes by far the most elegant method for the 
recognition of individual compound types. This technique has been used repeatedly 
during the last few years for the analysis of aromatics and also sulfur compounds. 
The work of CLERC and O'NEAL [252] and CARLSON et al. [143] is illustrative of 
early attempts where resolution in the order of 3,000 was utilized. More recent 
efforts in that direction describing group type analysis of aromatic hydrocarbons 
and aromatic sulfur compounds are those of REID [173] and GALLEGOS et al. [42]. 
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Low ionizing voltages at high resolutions can be used to advantage if appropriate 
calibration data are available [77]. 

A particularly impressive example of the application of high resolution mass 
spectrometry to the group-type analysis of petrochemical fractions has recently 
been described by GALLEGOS et al. [42] and is reproduced in Fig. 36. In Fig. 36 
is shown a segment from a high resolution mass spectrum of the 800°-950° F 
fraction of an Arabian crude oil. Among the compound types identified in Fig. 36 
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Fig. 36. Segment of a high resolution mass spectrum of the 800 - 9500 F fraction of an Arabian crude oil 

are three aromatic sulfur compound types with two to four rings. It should be 
noted that for the 19 components possible only three types are redundant, i. e., 
5, 6, and 7 in Fig. 36, and are noted by the brackets. It should also be noted that 
a resolution (MIAM) of 5,000 was sufficient for this quantitative characterization 
in the mle 250-300 region. It might also be pointed out that by application ofthe 
real-time on-line computer techniques outlined in section II C such analyses could 
be completely automated with an analysis cycle time of seconds. 

For other examples and discussion of the application of high resolution 
techniques to the analysis of sulfur compounds, see section II E. 

F. Other Classes of Compounds 
Among the non-hydrocarbon compound types not discussed thus far, the 

phenols represent a group of apparently fairly general occurrence in petroleum 
fractions [201]. Mass spectrometry, however, does not seem to have been utilized 
10' 
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in structural studies of this class. Simple ketones have been reported in petroleum 
[174,201] and two reports describe the utilization of mass spectrometric data 
for partial determination of some ketone structures. Thus, alkyl-substituted 
fluorenones (C1 - C4 ) could be identified in Wilmington petroleum [253] by 
ultraviolet spectroscopy and a mixture mass spectrum which showed peaks at 
mle 194, 208, 222 and 236. An alicyclic ketone could be identified as an acetyl
isopropyl-methylcyclopentane derivative from n. m. r. and mass spectral data [254]. 

Other oxygen-containing compounds, such as benzofurans and dibenzo
furans, have been detected in petroleum fractions, in particular through studies 
utilizing high resolution mass spectrometry (see, for example, references [75, 76, 
207,213]). It can be expected that in the future mass spectrometry will be applied 
extensively to structural elucidation of oxygen heterocycles, ketones, alcohols and 
perhaps amino acid and sugar derivatives isolated from geologic sources. 

IV. Application to the Analyses 
of Extraterrestrial Materials 

In the preceding sections the results of mass spectrometric investigations into 
various classes of geochemically important compounds have been presented. The 
discussion is not exhaustive, but it is sufficiently complete to yield a good portrait 
of the spectrum of research activities. Some other research areas in which mass 
spectrometry plays a central role should be mentioned. The broad field of isotope 
ratio determinations, in particular 12C/13C and 160/80 ratio measurements of 
both the inorganic and organic matter of sediments, is one of them. A separate 
chapter (12) is devoted to a full discussion of the utilization of mass spectrometry 
in these studies. 

Another interesting and exciting application of the technique relates to the 
study of organic matter from extraterrestrial sources. The analysis of meteorite 
organics by various groups has been referred to in connection with other studies 
above. The techniques employed in meteorite studies fall roughly into three 
categories: the pyrolysis of meteoritic material and subsequent analysis of the 
total volatile organic matter thus liberated by conventional or high resolution 
mass spectrometry; the trapping of the pyrolysis products and subsequent 
separation and analysis via the g.l.c.-mass spectrometric coupling arrangement; 
the extraction of meteorites and analysis of either the total extract mixture or the 
mixture fractionated via g.l.c. into the mass spectrometer. NAGY, MEINSCHEIN and 
HENNESSEY [255, 256] first reported a mass spectrometric analysis of a total 
meteorite extract and found a distribution of hydrocarbons reminiscent of biogenic 
sources. OR6 and collaborators [257,258] have analyzed a great number of 
meteorites, primarily by g.l.c. methods and by the g.l.c.-mass spectrometer 
coupling technique; their results show a hydrocarbon distribution quite similar 
to that found for ancient sediments. The work by HAYES and BIEMANN [259] on 
the organic matter of the Murray and Holbrook meteorites has already been 
referred to. These authors utilized high resolution mass spectrometry both for 
the analyses of total pyrolysis fractions and of g.l.c. separated pyrolysis mixtures. 
Their work is of particular importance first because it gives an indication of the 
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distribution and abundance of heteroatomic species in meteorites and, secondly, 
because it illustrates the utilization of computer pre-processing and presentation 
for the analysis of geochemical samples. The employment of a Time-of-Flight 
mass spectrometer, both with and without additional g.1.c. separation, for the 
study of organic pyrolysis products obtained from several chondrites (Orgueil, 
Murray and Felix) has recently been described by ANDERS and collaborators [93]. 
The detection and identification of aromatic compounds in meteorites, paralleling 
the results of HAYES and BIEMANN [259] to some extent, is a major finding of this 
work. Since HAYES [101, 260] presents a critical review of all organic chemical 
work which has been performed on meteorites, a detailed account of all findings 
in this field is unnecessary here. 

In the near future, it is expected that lunar samples will be available for the 
analysis of possible organic matter. The extremely small quantity of organic mate
rial which these samples might contain makes mass spectrometry one of the critical 
tools for such studies. Several laboratories are presently engaged in the perfection 
of mass spectrometric techniques and analytical schemes in preparation for the 
eventual analysis of lunar samples. High resolution mass spectrometry, in partic
ular, will play a crucial role in these studies since it provides a maximum of 
structural information on such extremely small samples. 

Aside from applications to strictly geochemical work, mass spectrometry has 
found extensive use in related analytical investigations, the results of which have 
some bearing on geochemical speculations. The studies of products formed upon 
irradiation of methane, or the reaction of carbon monoxide and hydrogen, Fischer
Tropsch reaction products [261,262], or the investigation of the constituents of 
living organisms of geochemical significance, e.g., zooplankton [156,157], 
algae [131], bacteria [218], etc., are areas where the utilization of mass spectro
metric techniques has been found of advantage. 

It is felt that the present chapter serves its purpose if, besides providing a brief 
introduction to mass spectrometry and perhaps incomplete summary of currently 
available data and results, it gives an insight into the type of information most 
readily available by mass spectrometry and the techniques most fruitfully exploited 
to obtain such information. 
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I. Introduction 

The possibility that components of a mixture might be separated by parti
tioning them between a gas and liquid phase was proposed by MARTIN and SYNGE 
in 1941 [IJ, and demonstrated, by the separation of a mixture of fatty acids, by 
JAMES and MARTIN in 1952 [2]. The potentialities of this basically simple process 
were soon realised by biochemists and chemists working in many fields and in the 
past 15 years many thousands of papers devoted to the technique have appeared. 

This devotion by the chemist and biochemist augurs well for the organic 
geochemist who, entering the field today, has at his disposal in gas chromatography 
the most powerful separatory tool available, one which is perhaps the most 
significant contribution ever to be made to analytical methods. 

The technique is applicable to gases, and all liquids and solids (or derivatives of 
such) that can be distilled, and also, in pyrolysis gas chromatography, to com
pounds which can be decomposed in a reproducible manner. Moreover the speed, 
sensitivity, simplicity of apparatus and the resolution of extremely complex 
mixtures that can be obtained enhance its value to the organic geochemist. 

In this technique the mixture to be analyzed is injected into a moving stream 
of carrier gas which flows through a column. The column normally contains a 
finely divided powder, the surface of which is coated with a thin film of liquid 
phase, and separation is effected by differences in the partition coefficients of the 
11 Organic Geochemistry 
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constituents of the mixture between the gas and liquid phases. The various solutes 
comprising the mixture thus appear at the distal end of the column at different 
times, depending on how long they have been dissolved in the liquid phase. A 
detector, which normally measures instantaneous changes in the composition of 
the effiuent, is placed at the column exit and provides a signal for a strip chart 
recorder on which the chromatogram is obtained as a series of symmetrical peaks. 
Ideally, each peak represents a single solute and the time from injection to its 
maximum concentration in the detector is its retention time; for constant gas 
flow rates this is a characteristic of the compound. It follows that two compounds 
with identical boiling points, but with different partition coefficients, may easily 
be separated; on the other hand two compounds with the same partition coefficient 
will emerge as one peak. A single peak on a chromatogram should therefore be 
taken only as prima facie evidence that a single component is present; if only one 
peak is obtained on a high resolution column the evidence is better, and if only 
one peak is obtained on a variety of stationary phases the evidence for homo
geneity is considered by many satisfactory. Similarly, superposition of peaks on 
coinjection of unknown and authentic samples requires the use of more than one 
stationary phase. Thus a mixture of n-heptadecane and pristane emerge as one 
peak from a 1/8" x 5' column containing either silicone rubber (SE-30) or 
Apiezon L, whereas they are easily separated on a column containing tetra
cyanoethylated pentaerythritol (TCEPE) [3]. However, they can be separated 
on SE-30, using a column of higher efficiency (cf. Fig. 3). The superposition of 
some branched hydrocarbons from honeybee wax has also been noted on columns 
containing either Apiezon or the fluorosilicone polymer QF-l [4]. In practice, 
eluting solutes are often collected and submitted to some other spectroscopic or 
analytical examination. 

The possibility of producing artifacts during the gas chromatographic process 
both in the injector [5,6] and on the solid supports should be noted [7,8], and 
special precautions should be taken to use appropriate temperatures and to 
remove catalytic sites on the solid phase. 

The chromatographic process in which the stationary phase is an active solid 
rather than a liquid is called gas solid chromatography, solute separation being 
dependent on differential adsorption rather than partition. This technique, in 
which the solid adsorbent is commonly alumina, silica gel, molecular sieve, 
charcoal, etc., is used mainly for the separation of gases and low molecular weight 
hydrocarbons; details of these applications should be sought in appropriate 
articles [9]. 

II. Definition of Terms 
Recommendations on nomenclature and presentation of data in gas chromato

graphy were made [10] and subsequently modified [11]; space limitations allow 
only brief mention of a few important expressions. 

Relative retention data are obtained from chromatograms containing internal 
standards which should preferably be n-alkanes, although current practice in 
steroid analysis is to use cholestane and in the fatty acid field a saturated n-fatty 
acid. Adjustments should be made for the dead volume or gas hold-up of the 
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apparatus. Thus the relative retention (also called the separation factor) of solute 2, 
to an internal standard, e.g., solute 3 in Fig. 1 is given by AC/AD. This ratio may 
be expressed in terms of time (retention time) or volume (retention volume), the 
latter being the product of retention time and carrier gas flow rate. A plot of the 
logarithm of retention volume vs. carbon number is a straight line for a homolo
gous series; such linear plots have been found inter alia for n-paraffins, alcohols, 
ketones and esters [12]. In fatty acid analysis, a modification of this plot is the 
concept of Equivalent Chain Length (E. C. L.) [13J; saturated normal fatty acid 
esters have integral E. C. L. values equal to. the number of carbon atoms in the 

o A 

2 3 
I 
I 

Fig. 1. Idealized isothermal gas chromatogram showing the injection point 0, and the position of the 
air peak A; points B, C and D represent the mid-point of the curves of solutes 1, 2 and 3 respectively 

molecule. The E. C. L. values for branched and unsaturated esters are generally 
non integral, for the latter the values on polar stationary phases are greater and 
on non-polar phases less than their actual carbon numbers. 

Preferably, relative retention data should be expressed as the Kovats Retention 
Index (/) [14J which relates the logarithm of the retention time of a solute to those 
of the n-alkanes (whose Retention Index is defined as 100 times the number of 
carbon atoms in the molecule). The Retention Index is given by the expression 

/ = 100 N + lOOn (log Rx-Iog RN) 

(log RN+n-log RN) 

where Rx is the adjusted retention time of the unknown compound and RN and 
RN + n are the retentions of the n-alkanes of carbon number Nand N + n. In Fig. 1, 
if solutes 1 and 3 are pentane and hexane, the Retention Index of solute 2 is given by 

/2=500+100 (logAC-IogAB). 
(logAD -logAB) 

The separation of two solutes by g.!. c. depends mainly on their relative 
partition coefficients (equivalent to relative retention) and the column efficiency, 
the former as seen above is a measure of the position of the two peaks on the 
chromatogram, the latter is a measure of the peak width. If the bases of the solute 
peaks 1 and 3 in Fig.1 were overlapping, their separation factor would be the 
11* 
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same but the column efficiency would be much less. The resolution of solute 2 
and 3 is given by the expression, 

Resolution = 2 (~ D - ~ C) . 
x+y 

Column efficiency, which relates peak width to retention time is usually 
expressed as the theoretical plate number, 

n = 16 ( Retention time )2 
Peak width 

and since it varies with the nature of the solute the latter should be specified; 
for solute 3 in Fig. 1, 

n=16 (~Dy. 
The height of the column which is equal to one theoretical plate (H.E.T. P.) may 
be calculated from fundamental column parameters by the Van Deemter equa
tion [15]. For high resolution packed columns, in which a narrow mesh range 
of solid support containing a small amount of liquid phase is used, it is possible 
to obtain efficiencies of 500 -1,000 plates per foot. Efficiencies in excess of 1,000,000 
theoretical plates have been claimed for a capillary column [16] but PURNELL 
has cautioned on the comparison of efficiencies of packed and capillary columns. 
He has shown that the separation of hydrocarbons obtained on a 500,000 plate 
capillary column were little better than on a 5,000 plate, 7 foot, packed column 
[17]; this anomaly is due to the large gas hold up(OAin Fig. 1) in capillary columns. 
Nevertheless, capillary columns of high resolving power may be prepared, and 
Fig. 3 c represents a chromatogram obtained on such a column. 

III. Apparatus 
The basic design of a gas chromatograph incorporating a flame ionization 

detector is shown in Fig. 2. Molecular sieve traps are used in the gas lines to 
remove contaminants (commonly water vapor and hydrocarbon oils). Carrier 
gas reaching the injection port should preferably be heated; this is conveniently 
accomplished at the injection block which is normally maintained at a temperature 
higher than that of the column. Gases may be injected with a gas-tight syringe or 
with a gas sampling loop [18, 19]. Liquids and solids, dissolved in solvents of 
low boiling point, are most commonly injected with a leak-proof micro syringe 
by piercing a silicone rubber septum which seals the injection port. "Bleed" of 
plasticizers, etc., from the septum may give rise to ghost peaks under conditions 
of high injection port temperatures; they are often encountered during temper
ature programming and when operating at high sensitivity. Conditioning of septa 
[20,21] to minimize this bleed, or water cooling of the septum holder is commonly 
employed. Liquids and solids may also be introduced into the chromatograph 
in special capillary crushing devices [22, 23], and syringes for solid sampling 
are available [24]. In on-column injection the sample is delivered directly to 
the top of the column packing; otherwise the liquid is "flash evaporated" in a 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a gas chromatograph incorporating a flame ionization detector. 1-
carrier gas; 2-air; 3-hydrogen; 4-pressure regulators; 5-molecular sieve traps; 6-capillary 
restrictors; 7 - gas sampling loop; 8 - injection port and heater; 9 - column oven; 10 - chromato-

graphic column; ll-flame ionization detector; 12- amplifier; 13 -recorder 

hot zone and then delivered to the column. The column and its packing, which 
may be regarded as the heart of the apparatus (since it is here that the separation 
takes place and this ultimately limits the performance of the gas chromatograph), 
is described separately below. Effluent from the column passes to a detector, 
preferably thermostatted, the function of which is to respond to the appearance 
of a solute in the carrier gas effluent; this response should be convertible to an 
electrical signal which is displayed differentially by a potentiometric recorder 
(e.g., Fig. 3). Although many types of detectors have been described those most 
commonly used are undoubtedly: (a) thermal conductivity, (b) flame ionization, 
(c) argon ionization, and (d) electron capture detectors. Their requirements and 
achievements in terms of linearity, effective volume, time constant, sensitivity, 
etc., have been discussed many times [19,25-27]. 

Thermal conductivity detectors (catharometers) employ either a resistance 
wire or thermistor bead in a cell (or cells) which forms part of a Wheatstone 
bridge network, and require hydrogen or helium as carrier gas [26]. In general 
their sensitivity is about 3 to 6 orders of magnitude less than ionization detectors, 
although thermistor detectors occupying a very small volume have been used 
with capillary columns [28]. Currently, perhaps the most popular detector is the 
flame ionization detector (F. I. D.) which depends for its operation on the pro
duction of ions when an organic substance burns in a hydrogen flame [29-31]. 
This detector has a linear response over a wide range, it is insensitive to a number 
of inorganic vapours and it is simple to construct. Argon ionisation detectors 
are somewhat more sensitive than the F.1. D. and the electron capture detector 
[32] can detect one halogen containing molecule in 1013 argon atoms [33]. This 
detector has the particular advantage that it will selectively respond to compounds 
which are able to capture free electrons such as aromatic hydrocarbons and 
compounds containing oxygen, nitrogen or halogens. Ionisation detectors have 
been reviewed and compared [34, 35]. Another detector developed for monitoring 
radioactive effluents has been described [36]. 
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The need to characterize components separated by gas chromatography, other 
than by retention data, has been mentioned above. Two possibilities are (a) to 
trap the individual components for subsequent chemical investigation or (b) to 
couple a device with the gas chromatograph which will give some specific infor
mation regarding the emerging solute. The attachment of infrared spectrophoto
meters [37-39] (GC-IR), nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometers [40] and 
mass spectrometers [41,42] (GC-MS) has been achieved. This last technique 
(see Chapter 4) has been applied to some geochemical problems, to which it is 
particularly suited [43,44]; combined GC-MS and GC-IR instruments are now 
commercially available. Methods used for trapping eluting solutes vary with the 
size and type of samples being collected. Large samples of several grams are 
conveniently collected in variously designed, cooled, traps [18, 19, 45]; losses 
due to the formation of aerosols with high boiling solutes may be reduced by 
using electrostatic precipitators [46]. A systematic investigation for recovery 
improvement has been made [47]. Small samples may be very simply and quali
tatively collected by directing the column effiuent on to a cold surface such as 
a salt plate or millipore filter for direct infrared examination. We have conveniently 
used an empty glass melting point capillary tube for collecting solutes from i" 
high resolution columns for subsequent infrared and mass spectrometric analyses; 
capillaries containing potassium bromide powder or column packing may also 
be used. Methods for recovering gas chromatography and thin layer chromato
graphy fractions for infrared examination is the subject of a recent comprehensive 
review [49] and procedures for the identification of trapped components have 
been reviewed [50, 51]. 

For many years gas chromatograms were obtained with the column oven 
maintained at a constant temperature (isothermal operation); for mixtures boiling 
over a wide range this results in early peaks being sharp and closely spaced 
whereas late peaks are broad and widely spaced. Although such mixtures may 
be divided into a number of fractions by distillation or preparative gas chromato
graphy, and subsequently analysed isothermally, an alternative procedure is to 
increase the temperature of the column oven progressively, usually in a linear 
fashion. Thus early peaks in the chromatogram are more spread out and later 
peaks appear sharper and closer, resulting in a chromatogram of more uniform 
appearance and reduced time of analysis. Since the viscosity of the carrier gas 
increases with increasing temperature, this technique requires a differential flow 
controller in the carrier gas line for the best results. The extension of programmed 
temperature techniques to include extremely low temperatures, so called cryo
genic gas chromatography [52] offers a potential advantage to the geochemist 
examining wide range boiling mixtures such as may be found in the pyrolysis 
products of coals, kerogens, etc. A monograph [53] and other reviews of pro
grammed temperature gas chromatography are available [54, 55]. 

A more recent technique than temperature programming is flow programming 
[56, 57], in which the carrier gas inlet pressure is increased continuously during 
the analysis. Consequences of flow programming are that wide boiling range 
mixtures may be chromatographed at lower isothermal temperatures with the 
attendant advantage of analysing mixtures containing thermally labile substances. 
This lower operational temperature increases the number of liquid phases that 
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may be employed and decreases baseline drift as compared with temperature 
programming. Finally, SCOTT has shown that preparative scale separations may 
be achieved using analytical columns and flow programming [58]. 

Various pre-column techniques that have been used, include hydrogenation, 
dehydrogenation, and hydrogenolysis (so-called carbon skeleton chromatography) 
[59, 60] in which the hydrogen carrier gas, in the presence of a catalyst, saturates 
multiple bonds and removes sulfur, halogens, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, 
silicon and metals, thus producing saturated hydrocarbons; by raising the catalyst 
temperature dehydrogenation can be made to occur [61]. Subtractive precolumns, 
e.g., molecular sieve for n-paraffins [62], packings containing sulfuric acid, silver 
or mercury for olefins [63], boric acid for alcohols [64], etc., have been described. 
One of the most important ofthe pre-column techniques is pyrolysis-gas chromato
graphy in which the organic material is pyrolysed under carefully controlled 
conditions and the volatile products are swept on to the top of the column and 
subsequently separated; this method has recently been comprehensively reviewed 
[65] and a bibliography is available [66]. Typical substrates for this technique 
are polymers [67], proteins [68], micro-organisms [69], petroleum residues [70], 
etc.; the applicability of this method to large organic matrices of interest to the 
geochemist such as kerogens and coal macerals is evident. Pyrolysis of gas 
chromatographic eluates followed by further gas chromatography of the pyroly
sates to give unequivocal fingerprints has been demonstrated for saturated and 
unsaturated hydrocarbons, fatty acids, etc. [71], comparison of fragmentation 
patterns obtained by electron impact and pyrolysis g.l. c. have been made and 
it is suggested that the latter method may give information not easily obtained 
by mass spectrometry [72]. 

IV. Columns and Column Packings 
As indicated above, the essential part of the gas chromatograph is the column 

and the ultimate performance of the system will depend on it. Materials from 
which columns may be constructed include stainless steel, copper, aluminium, 
glass and plastic, their lengths may vary from a few inches to one mile and their 
diameters from 0.010 inches to several inches. By appropriate combinations of 
these dimensions we can provide preparative, analytical and high resolution 
capillary columns; it should be realised however that the first two terms are in 
some measure equivocal. Thus, although large preparative columns (diameter 
several inches) are used to separate large (e.g., 50 g) samples, columns of about 
20' x 0.08" i. d. which allow collection of enough material for mass spectrometry 
are used in this laboratory; for infrared spectroscopy collection from several 
analyses may be required. For the organic geochemist with sample sizes of one 
gram or very much less, preparative columns of (5'-20') x (!"-i" o.d.) should 
suffice for many separations; however each problem will determine specific 
requirements. For a recent discussion on preparative scale gas chromatography 
see VERZELE [73] (and references therein). Dimensions of high resolution packed 
columns are normally (10'-50') x (N'-i" o.d.), they require not more than about 
1 ~l of solution for analysis. Capillary columns (open tubular columns) are 
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normally made of stainless steel or glass [74J, ranging in length from about 
50'-500' with an internal diameter of 0.010"--0.030". The load capacity of such 
columns is small and decreases with decreasing diameter; at the same time the 
column performanq:: increases. Loads in the range 10- 6_10- 7 g are usually placed 
on the capillary column by using a stream splitting device for injection; in this 
the homogeneous mixture is split, the major portion being vented to the atmos
phere. Such small sample sizes demand sensitive detectors with a rapid response, 
and capillary chromatographs normally use flame ionisation or micro-argon 
detectors. Two monographs [19, 75J and an excellent review by DESTY [76J, 
one of the pioneers in the field of capillary chromatography, are available. Chro
matograms of a complex hydrocarbon mixture analysed on preparative, high 
resolution packed and capillary columns are shown in Fig. 3. 

The solid support in packed columns should provide a large, inert surface 
on which the stationary phase is spread in a thin, uniform film; most commonly 
used are various proprietory brands of diatomaceous earths (Chromo sorb, Celite, 
C-22 firebrick, etc.). Preparation of these supports before coating with liquid 
phase variously includes crushing, sieving within narrow mesh ranges, removal 
of fines, treating with acid and alkali, washing and treating with some substance 
which will combine with residual active sites (e.g., dichlorodimethylsilane, hexa
methyldisilazane, etc.). Other support materials include glass and metal beads, 
polytetrafluorethylene powder, inorganic salts, etc.; porous polymer beads which 
may be used without a liquid phase have been developed. Preparative columns 
commonly use 30-60 mesh supports although recently, for large scale preparative 
work, 10-20 mesh supports and very long columns have been advocated [73, 78]. 
High resolution packed columns use packings ranging from 60-120 mesh (SCOTT 
[79J recommends 120-150 mesh); the preparation of a 100-120 mesh packing 
for a 20' x IV' o. d. column is described below. Selection of the appropriate liquid 
phase is most important and its choice will often determine whether or not a 
separation can be performed. Some general requirements ofliquid substrates have 
been recommended [80J - they include thermal stability, low vapor pressure, 
ability to dissolve at least one of the components to be separated and chemical 
inertness; some studies on stationary phase temperature limitations are available 
[81, 82]. Generally, mixtures containing compounds of similar polarity but differing 
in boiling points, can be resolved on non-polar liquid phases and will usually elute 
in order of their boiling points. For the resolution of mixed polar and non-polar 
solutes, a polar liquid phase will retain the polar solute preferentially, thus 
Carbowax 400 with good aromatic selectivity has been shown to elute n-decane 
(b. p. 170° C) before benzene (b. p. 80° C) [83J. Similarly, the selective retardation 
of amines by the heavy metal salts of fatty acids has been demonstrated and a 
separation requiring 250,000 theoretical plates on a silicone column required 
only four theoretical plates on a zinc stearate column [84]. The terms polar 
and non-polar are relative only and generally ill-defined, although a number 
of workers have proposed quantitative relationships [85-87]. Examples of 
commonly used non-polar phases are squalane, methyl silicones (e.g., SE-30, 
SF-96) and the Apiezon greases, polyphenyl ethers are slightly polar and polar 
phases include the polyesters (e.g., polyethyleneglycol succinate) and polyglycols 
(e.g., Carbowaxes). Tables of liquid phases recommended for specific sample type 
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FIg. 3 A-e. Parttal gas hqUld chromatograms of the total alkane fractIOn of the Marl slate. A. Column 
4' x!" containing 10 percent SE-30 on 60-80 mesh Chromosorb-P. Nitrogen 30 ml./min. Temp. 
programmed from 120-270° C at 4° Cimino B. Column 20' x to" containing 3 percent OV-l on 
100-120 mesh Gas Chrom Q. Nitrogen 8 ml./min. Temp. programmed from 80-320° Cat 2° Cimino 
e. Column 200' xO.OI" coated with Apiezon L. Nitrogen 1 ml./min. Temp. programmed from 

70-250° C at 2° Cimino 
The chromatogram illustrated in Fig. 3C was provided by Mr. W. HENDERSON, B. Sc., of the Geo
chemistry Unit. The University, Bristol 8. Note that this chromatogram runs from right to left, unlike 

the other two 

analyses are given by KAISER [19J; such tables are also available from most of 
the g.l.c. manufacturers and supply houses. 
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Methods of coating the solid support vary, but the following is generally 
satisfactory. For packings containing 10 percent or more stationary phase the 
support is mixed with a solution containing the correct amount of phase and the 
whole is evaporated under reduced pressure in a rotary evaporator. For packings 
containing less than 3 percent stationary phase, the following procedure may 
be followed. It is virtually that of HORNING et al. [88], and is given in some detail 
for the preparation of a 20'x tV' o.d. (0.040" i.d.) column containing 2 percent 
of a silicone gum (OV-l). 

Gas Chrom P (100-120 mesh) is re-sieved to 100-120 mesh size and washed several times with 
concentrated hydrochloric acid and water, it is then washed with methanol and dried; at each step 
the slurry is evacuated (water pump) and air is allowed to enter the flask, thereby forcing the liquids 
into the pores of the support. The dry, hot support is poured into a 5-10 percent solution of dichloro
dimethylsilane (or hexamethyldisilazane) in toluene, reduced pressure being applied as above. The 
support is ready for coating after thorough washing with toluene and methanol and drying. The dry, 
hot support is poured into a 2 percent solution of OV -1 in toluene and reduced pressure is applied as 
described above. After standing, the slurry is vacuum filtered on a Buchner funnel and then air and 
oven dried. (Recently, the use of fluidised drying has been claimed to increase column performance 
[89]). A 10' x 1/16" o.d.length of stainless steel tubing, having one end plugged with quartz wool and 
a retainer of stainless steel mesh, is filled with the packing in small batches with attendant tapping and 
suction (oil pump). Two such lengths are connected with a copper sleeve, leaving no gap at the butt 
joint, the sleeve is swaged in place using an appropriate die and a KBr disc press. Primary ageing of the 
column, during which solvent and liquid phase impurities are removed, is carried out at about 3400 C 
in a slow stream of inert carrier gas. 

Various methods of coating adsorbents and packing columns are available 
[19,88] and the influence of the mode of packing on the performance of preparative 
columns has been described [90]. Methods are available for coating capillary 
columns [19, 75, 76, 91, 92], by which the inner wall is coated with a thin unbroken 
film of liquid phase; preparation and use of the more recently developed support
coated open tubular columns has been reported [93,94]. In these columns a thin 
layer of porous support is deposited on the inner wall of a capillary and the liquid 
phase is coated, as a thin film, on this supporting layer. Since these columns 
have about the same separating power as open tubular columns but have a 
larger capacity, their usefulness in coupled gas-chromatographic techniques [95] 
is evident. Capillary columns packed with support and coated with liquid phase 
have been described and evaluated [96-98]. 

v. Application of Gas-Liquid Chromatography 
to Organic Geochemistry 

As indicated above, the literature on gas chromatography is now voluminous 
and reflects the wide variety of sample types that have been analysed. This new 
dimension in analytical methodology has not, as yet, been fully exploited by the 
organic geochemist, and this serves as a justification for reference to potential 
applications in the following discussion. Gas chromatography was invented by 
a biochemist and was quickly accepted and developed by the petroleum industry; 
it is not surprising therefore that the analysis of fatty acids and hydrocarbons by 
this method has received much attention. An example is DESTY'S classic paper 
[99] on the use of capillary columns coated with squalane or Apiezon L for the 
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separation of petroleum gases and hydrocarbons. Capillary columns with polar 
and non-polar coatings have been used for the separation of petroleum hydro
carbons [100J, a mixed substrate containing squalane and the 11: complexing phase 
dipropyl tetrachlorophthalate has been used [101] for separating aromatic hydro
carbons in the boiling range 80°-180° C. Middle fractions of crude oil were 
separated on packed columns containing Apiezon or silicone oil [102J and waxes 
containing hydrocarbons ranging from C2S-C68 were analysed on a 3 percent 
SE-52 packed column [103]. High molecular weight aromatic hydrocarbons have 
been analysed including many alkyl phenanthrenes on both SE-30 and QF-l 
[104J; glass beads with very low loadings of silicone oil separated polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons up to and including chrysene [105J while coronene 
(b. p. 577° C) was separated on silicone grease [106]. Normal and isoprenoid 
hydrocarbons obtained from an oil and shales ranging in age from 60 x 106_ 

1 X 109 years, were chromatographed on a variety of liquid phases [3J and iso, 
ante iso, cyclohexyl and isoprenoid alkanes were reported in oils and shales 
ranging in age from 3 x 106-2.7 X 109 years [107J; the authors collected fractions 
from SE-30 columns and obtained further resolution of these fractions on columns 
containing 7 ring meta-polyphenylether (Polysev). The resolving power of this 
latter phase for normal and isoprenoid hydrocarbons is illustrated in their separa
tion from a variety of meteorites [108J, thus resolution of phytane and eicosane 
is not complete on a 200' capillary, coated with the virtually non-polar Apiezon L, 
but they are well separated on a 240' column coated with Polysev. Complete 
separation was also obtained on a 100' column coated with Carbowax 20 M 
(terminated with terephthalic acid). Separation on SE-30 coated packed columns 
and capillaries of some triterpanes (and nortriterpanes) has been reported [109-
111J. WOLLRAB et al. [112J, have used a packing containing thermally stripped 
Apiezon L with a thermal stability up to 350° C for the analysis of paraffins in 
brown coal. Analyses by g.l. c. of mixtures containing normal and non-normal 
paraffins using a molecular sieve column in series with a partition column 
has been reported; a subtractive technique compares chromatograms obtained 
with and without the molecular sieve column [113J, whereas elution and g.l.c. 
of the normal paraffins by a back flushing procedure has been used by others 
[114]. 

It is often convenient to convert compounds with functional groups into one 
or other of their derivatives [50J; these preferably should have greater vapor 
pressure and less polarity than the compounds themselves. Although free fatty 
acids may be analysed by g.l. c. [115J, they are commonly converted to their 
methyl esters [18J, a conversion which may be accomplished on as little as 30 Ilg 
of lipid [116]. Reviews on the analysis of fatty acids by g.l.c. are available [117, 
118J and the use of high resolution capillary columns is noted [119, 120]. Normal 
fatty acids have been analysed as their methyl esters in recent and ancient sedi
ments [121, 122J, and in meteorites [123J, using SE-30 columns, and in ocean 
water using polyester columns [124, 125]. Branched chain fatty acids in sediments 
[126J and marine bacteria [127J were reported, analysis being on columns 
containing diethyleneglycol succinate or Apiezon L. Isoprenoid fatty acids 
were isolated from petroleum [128J and an Eocene shale [129J; both teams of 
authors trapped fractions from polar columns [neopentylglycol succinate 
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(NGS) and Versamid] respectively and re-analysed the fractions on silicone 
columns. 

The position of the double bond in unsaturated fatty acid esters has been 
determined by decomposition of the ozonides in the column injector followed 
by g.l.c. of their pyrolysis products [130,131]. Gas chromatographic analyses of 
other acidic components have been well documented; reviews on methods of 
resin acid [18] and bile acid [132, 133] analysis are available. Acids from oleo resins 
have been chromatographed on SE-30 and ethyleneglycol succinate (EGS) [134] 
and from bled resins on NGS [135]. Other analyses of resin acids using Versamid 
(polyamide) [136], and QF-1 (fluoroalkylsilicone polymer) [137] have been made. 
Isomerisation and disproportionation of resin acid esters during g.!. c. has been 
noted [138]. Analysis of sediments for amino acids has until now been done by 
the conventional ion exchange methods; rapid g.!.c. techniques will no doubt 
be investigated by the geochemist. Conversion of the amino acids to the corre
sponding N-trifluoroacetyl methyl esters followed by g.1.c. on NGS has been 
reported [139, 140] and a number of reviews are available [141-143], their analysis 
on capillary columns is noted [144]. Aromatic acids obtained by ozonolysis of 
polymer-like materials in coal, kerogen and the Orgeuil meteorite were analysed, 
as their methyl esters, on SE-30 columns [145]; ozonization products of lignite 
tars were analysed, as esters, on Apiezon and polyester columns [146]. Benzene 
polycarboxylic acids, obtained by oxidation of alluvial soil, were analysed on a 
column containing SE-30 [147]. 

The analysis of sugars by g.!. c. does not appear to have been exploited by the 
organic geochemist. Monosaccharides are conveniently chromatographed as their 
trimethylsilylethers on succinate polyester phases [148, 149]; retention data for 
22 carbohydrates chromatographed as their trifluoroacetates on silicone oil have 
been published [150]. Other chemical types of high molecular weight which have 
been analysed by g.l.c. on silicone gum columns include the mono-, di- and 
triglycerides [151, 152], and methods for their analyses have been reviewed [153]. 
Polyisoprenoid alcohols ranging up to Cgo [154] and long chain oc,w-diols [155], 
in the range ClO-C26 were analysed on SE-30 as their acetates and as the derived 
saturated hydrocarbons; the free diols were also analysed on SE-30. A mixed 
phase containing SE-52 and Carbowax 20 M was used to analyse methyl ketones, 
ranging from C17-C37 , found in soil and peat waxes [156]. 

One of a number of arguments left to the organic geochemist in establishing 
the biological origin of" chemical fossils" is their retention of optical activity, 
and such optical activity has been confirmed in petroleum- and coal-derived 
hydrocarbons. The value of a gas chromatographic technique which would allow 
separation of optical isomers is evident, and this has now been accomplished in 
a number of laboratories. Enantiomeric alcohols and amino acids have been 
converted to diastereoisomeric derivatives and then analyzed on capillary columns 
coated with conventional polar and non-polar phases [157]. On the other hand 
enantiomers may be resolved using an optically active stationary phase coated 
on capillary columns [158, 159]. 

The interests of the geochemist, be they the gaseous constituents of volcanoes, 
rocks, soils, or the atmosphere of Mars, the high molecular weight compounds 
trapped within sediments or the polymeric diagenetic products of such entrap-
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ments, all come within the compass of this technique, and it is certain that its 
application will be extended beyond that of the geochemistry of hydrocarbons 
and fatty acids to some of the compound types which have been discussed above. 

Bibliography 
Of the many papers so far published on gas chromatography which are of 

potential application to organic geochemistry only a few have been mentioned 
in this short chapter. The reader is therefore encouraged to make use of the 
valuable reviews, abstracts and bibliographies which appear from time to time. 

One journal devoted solely to gas chromatography is the Journal of Gas 
Chromatography. Two others which normally contain a number of articles wholly 
on the subject are the Journal of Chromatography and Analytical Chemistry. 

One of the most valuable sources of information on gas chromatography is 
to be found in Gas Chromatography Abstracts, issued free, quarterly, to members 
of the Gas Chromatography Discussion Group of the Institute of Petroleum; 
these abstracts are also published yearly as a bound volume. The abstract indices 
are extremely well done and the first cumulative index (in press) should be of great 
value to the gas chromatographer. Preston Technical Abstracts are published as 
punched cards with two associated retrieval systems available, one uses cards 
based on an optical coincidence system, the other uses a computer tape; since 
this system adds about forty abstracts per week to its index these systems are 
continually updated. Analytical Chemistry Reviews, published in April of even 
years, contains a section on gas chromatography with a valuable bibliography 
covering the preceding two years publications, and Chromatographic Reviews, 
edited by M. LEDERER, also contains review articles from time to time. Bibli
ographies of the years work are to be found in the December issues of the Journal 
of Gas Chromatography (bibliography discontinued after December 1966), and 
manufacturers newsletters, research notes, etc., occasionally have useful bibli
ographies. 

There are many textbooks available now on gas chromatography which cannot 
conveniently be mentioned here; those included in the following reference section 
have been found very useful. Proceedings of the various symposia on gas chro
matography are normally available as bound volumes and a number of these too 
have been mentioned in the reference section. 
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Addendum 
The Journal of Gas Chromatography has been renamed the Journal of 

Chromatographic Science (since January 1969) and now publishes contributions 
on all aspects of chromatography. Preston Technical Abstract's punched card 
data are now available as bound volumes (from January 1968). A new journal 
named Chromatographia, publishing on all aspects of chromatography has 
appeared. A recent book entitled, "The Practice of Gas Chromatography" edited 
by L. E. ETTRE and A. ZLATKIS contains a useful ten page section in which text 
books and symposia publications available in 1967 are listed together with a list 
of relevant review articles, journals, organisations etc. 
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Kerogens are of geochemical interest because they represent one of the most 
abundant forms of carbonaceous materials. The term" kerogen ", or "oil-former ", 
was originally given to the organic matter in oil shales, torbanite, kukersite, and 
others. Recently, broader usage has been made of the term in describing the 
insoluble organic material present in nonreservoir sedimentary rocks and other 
rocks. The soluble organic materials associated with oil-shale kerogens are of 
particular interest because they are usually indigenous to the formation and have 
had little opportunity for migration because of the low porosity and low perme
ability of the formations. 

DOWN and HIMUS [1] published a classification of shales and coals based upon 
a number of properties including the yield of oil on distillation. By this classifica
tion, the term" kerogen rocks" describes sedimentary deposits containing insol
uble organic kerogen which on distillation yields an oil equivalent to more than 
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50 percent of the organic content of the rock. Similarly, the term "kerogen coals" 
describes sedimentary materials containing organic matter which upon distillation 
yields an oil equivalent to more than 10 percent and less than 50 percent of the 
organic content. 

In the present discussion, the term "kerogen" will be used to describe the 
insoluble organic material present in kerogen rocks. The term "bitumen" will be 
used to describe the soluble organic material present in the kerogen rock based 
upon solubility in a hydrocarbon solvent. Other nomenclature will be self
explanatory. For example, the material solubilized by methanol will be referred 
to as "methanol-soluble material". 

The discussion covers the isolation of kerogen, bitumen, fatty acids, porphyrins, 
amino acids, and carbohydrates from kerogen rocks. The procedures as described 
are intended to be informative without any implication of recommended usage. 
Other methods are applicable and in some circumstances may be preferred. Like
wise, the articles reviewed were chosen for the subject matter discussed and no 
attempt has been made to completely review the subject. 

II. Isolation of Kerogen 
One important problem in kerogen constitutional studies is the isolation of 

unaltered kerogen from its associated mineral. The problem of the isolation of 
kerogen is complicated by extreme differences in mineral content and mineral 
composition of the kerogen rock. Some kerogen rocks contain as little as 5 percent 
mineral while others may contain as much as 95 percent mineral. Some sediments 
are highly argillaceous while others highly calcareous. Some kerogen rocks 
contain large amounts of pyrite but others contain little pyrite. Pyrite is extremely 
difficult to separate from the organic material because of an apparent attraction 
for the kerogen. Thus, it is understandable that the best available separation 
techniques do not find universal application. 

Separation techniques should ideally remove all mineral matter from the 
organic kerogen without fractionating the kerogen into dissimilar components 
or altering the kerogen chemically. At the present time this has not been accom
plished. The methods to be described consist of the modified Quass, sink-float, 
acid digestion, and pyrite removal. In studies of oil shale at the Bureau of Mines 
laboratory, techniques other than those to be described such as electrostatic, 
magnetic, ultrasonic, and flotation separations have been tried with only limited 
success. 

Hand-picked samples of oil shale from the Bureau of Mines demonstration 
mine near Rifle, Colorado, are crushed to 1- to 2-inch pieces by using a large
size jaw crusher. The 1- to 2-inch pieces of sample are crushed to 8 mesh or smaller 
in a small-size jaw crusher. The 8-mesh oil-shale sample is then crushed to 100 mesh 
or smaller in a hammer mill or more recently in a disc mill, consisting of crushing 
discs contained in a barrel that vibrates in an eccentric manner. This method 
quickly crushes the oil shale to very small particle sizes. The possibility exists that 
minor degradation or oxidation of the organic material in the kerogen rock may 
occur during the crushing procedure. 
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A. Modified Quass Method 
The method as used by QUASS [2] on South African kerogen rock is an adapta

tion of the amalgamation process used for coals. The method efficiently reduced 
the ash content of the South African kerogen rock from 40 percent to about 
5 percent. HIMUS and BAsAK [3] used the method on kerogen rocks and obtained 
significant mineral removal from only one of four different samples. The modified 
Quass method as used successfully on Green River Formation kerogen rock is 
described by SMITH and HIGBY [4]. 

This method is based upon the principles of differential wetting of the organic 
kerogen and the inorganic mineral by two immiscible liquids such as oil and 
water. The organic kerogen is wet by the organic liquid phase and the mineral is 
wet by the water phase resulting in the kerogen being retained in the oil phase 
and the mineral being released into the water phase. Periodic changing of the 
water phase results in mineral reduction. New surfaces on the oil-kerogen phase 
are created by some form of kneading, mixing, or grinding action. 

Prior to this concentration procedure, the kerogen rock is crushed to pass a loo-mesh screen, 
then extracted with benzene to remove most of the soluble organic material in the kerogen rock. 
After air drying, the extracted and crushed rock is leached with dilute acid to remove mineral carbonates. 

The next step in the procedure is the preparation of a pastelike ball of the kerogen rock and an 
oily phase. Considerable practice is required in preparing a paste ball that will retain its adhesive 
nature in the water phase. This is done by mixing the extracted and acid-leached kerogen rock with 
an oily phase in the container of an attrition grinder. Sufficient oily phase is stirred with the crushed 
rock to form a paste with the consistency of a light putty. Mineral oil or n-hexadecane have proven 
satisfactory for the oily phase; however, numerous other organic materials may be useful. The n
hexadecane has the advantage over mineral oil of contributing only one impurity of known composition 
in case the oily phase cannot be completely removed from the kerogen. 

Water is added to the container along with ceramic balls and a grinding and mixing action is 
started. The mineral is preferentially wet by the water and tends to accumulate in the water phase. 
The organic kerogen is preferentially wet by the oily phase and tends to be retained in the oily phase. 
Periodic removal of and replenishing the water phase reduces the mineral content of the kerogen 
rock. The mineral "fallout" is quite rapid during the early part of the grinding; consequently, the 
water phase should be changed frequently during the first few hours of grinding. This process is con
tinued until a minimum ash value is obtained for the sample. With some kerogen rocks, the disappear
ance of the X-ray diffraction peak for soda feldspar can be followed to show the reduction in mineral 
content. 

At the end of the grinding, the water phase is removed by suction and sufficient acetone is added 
to destroy the adhesive nature of the oily phase and the kerogen. The kerogen concentrate, oily phase, 
and the acetone are removed from the grinding balls by suction after which the acetone and some 
of the oil is removed from the kerogen concentrate by filtration. The sample is air dried and extracted 
with benzene to remove the remaining oily phase from the kerogen concentrate. The sample is then 
dried at 60° C under reduced pressure. After drying, the sample is washed with hot water first by 
decanting and finally by extraction in a soxhlet extractor for 24 hours. The sample is then dried at 
60° C under reduced pressure, flushing occasionally with nitrogen. 

A comparison of the decrease in mineral content and other data obtained for 
11 kerogen rocks is shown in Table 1. Reduction in ash content amounted to 
95 percent or more for two of the kerogen rocks. In only one kerogen rock was 
the reduction in ash content less than 50 percent. There was considerable variation 
in the amount of the total organic material represented in the concentrate, ranging 
from 24 to 99 percent for the Brazilian and South African kerogen rocks, respec
tively. The assay oil/carbon ratios varied from 0.43 to 0.95 for the 11 kerogens 
which ranged in age from 12 to 300 million years. The oil/carbon ratios were not 
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Table 1. Approximate age, assay oil to organic carbon ratios, and the decrease in ash content by a 
concentration procedure for 11 oil shales 

Name and location Approximate Wt percent assay Ash before Decrease in ash 
age oil to wt percent concentration content by a 
(million years) organic carbon (percent) concentration 

ratio· procedure 
(percent) ** 

Alaska (Howard Pass) 120-215 0.95 34.1 96 
Argentina (San Juan) 190-215 0.61 82.6 58 
Brazil (Sao Paulo) 12 0.52 75.0 83 
Canada (New Glasgow) 300 0.44 84.0 60 
Colorado (Piceance Ck) 60 0.85 65.7 80 
France (St. Hilaire) 215 0.43 66.3 73 
New Zealand (Orepuki) 60 0.54 32.7 70 
Oregon (Shale City) 40 0.70 48.3 25 
Scotland (Dunnet) 250 0.67 77.8 76 
South Africa (Ermelo) 215-300 0.72 33.6 96 
Spain (Puertollano) 215-300 0.68 62.8 59 

* Reported by ROBINSON and DINNEEN [5]. 
** Concentrated by the Modified Quass Method [4]. 

related to age but undoubtedly are related to the molecular structure of the 
kerogens. The kerogens with low oil/carbon ratios have high contents of condensed 
aromatic structures that produce low yields of oil and high yields of carbon 
residue upon pyrolysis. On the other hand, kerogens with high oil/carbon ratios 
have high contents of oil-producing materials such as aliphatic and alicyclic 
structure. 

The main advantage of this concentration procedure is the absence of drastic 
chemical treatment, producing essentially a chemically unaltered kerogen concen
trate. However, the possibility of fractionating the kerogen of some kerogen rocks 
does exist. A disadvantage of the concentration procedure is the time required to 
prepare the concentrate, which is usually several days. Also, the mineral reduction 
for some kerogen rocks is very low and with most kerogen rocks the reduction in 
mineral content is not complete. However, the method is ideal for some kerogen 
rocks, for example Alaskan and South African kerogen rocks (Table 1). 

B. Sink-Float Method 
The sink-float method of concentrating kerogen takes advantage of differences 

in the specific gravity of the mineral components and the organic kerogen. For 
example, Green River Formation kerogen has a specific gravity of 1.07 [6], and the 
mineral components have a range of specific gravity from about 2 to 5. Separation 
is accomplished by centrifugation in a dense liquid medium where the lightweight 
kerogen tends to float and the minerals tend to sink. 

The sink-float technique was used by LuTS [7] in lowering the ash content of an "oil shale" 
kerogen rock sample to about 5 percent. In this procedure, finely powdered rock is suspended in a 
solution of CaCl2 having a specific gravity of 1.06 to 1.15. The mixture is centrifuged at 3,000 rpm 
until most of the organic material rises to the surface of the liquid and the mineral sinks to the bottom 
of the container. The organic material is filtered and washed free of CaCl2 • 
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HUBBARD et al. [8] centrifuged kerogen rock in mixtures of carbon tetrachloride and benzene 
having specific gravities from 1.15 to 1.40. In this method the kerogen rock, ground to pass a 100-
mesh screen, is extracted with benzene to remove benzene-soluble material and leached with dilute 
acid to remove mineral carbonates. The kerogen rock, extracted, leached, and dried, is suspended 
by stirring in a l.40-density carbon tetrachloride-benzene medium, then centrifuged. The floating 
material is removed from the centrifuge tube by aid of suction, then filtered, washed with acetone, 
and dried. The material that sinks is treated similarly. Portions ofthe "float" sample and the "sink" 
sample are retained for analyses. The remainder of the "float" sample from the first centrifugation 
is suspended in a 1.20-density carbon tetrachloride-benzene medium and centrifuged in a similar 
manner. Likewise, a portion of the material that floated on the 1.20-density medium is suspended 
in a US-density carbon tetrachloride-benzene medium and centrifuged. By this procedure, a total 
of three "float" samples and three "sink" samples of different kerogen concentration are obtained. 

The first float concentrate, representing 39 percent of the kerogen, contained 
27 percent ash. The second float concentrate, representing 6 percent ofthe kerogen, 
contained 14 percent ash. The final float concentrate with 9 percent ash represented 
only 1 percent of the total kerogen. A total of 12 percent of the kerogen was ob
tained in concentrates having 15 percent or less ash. 

The H/C ratios and the assay oil/organic carbon ratios of the sink and float 
concentrates suggest that little or no fractionation of the kerogen occurred. For 
example, the H/C ratios of the concentrates had maximum deviation of only 
1.2 percent and the assay oil/C ratios of the concentrates had maximum deviation 
of only 3.4 percent. If the kerogen had been composed of materials of widely 
different compositions and these materials had been selectively fractionated by 
the concentration procedure, greater differences would have been obtained for the 
two properties. 

The advantages ofthis concentration method are (1) the kerogen is not altered 
chemically, and (2) a concentrate of less than 10 percent mineral can be obtained. 
Elemental analyses can be determined easily at various stages of concentration; 
therefore, it is easy to extrapolate to zero ash content and obtain elemental 
compositions of the mineral-free kerogen. The disadvantages of the concentration 
method are (1) low yields of good concentrate are obtained, and (2) some kerogens 
may be fractionated. 

c. Acid Treatment 
One commonly used method of preparing kerogen concentrates is acid digestion using hydro

chloric acid, hydrofluoric acid or combinations of these acids. The acid digestion method as described 
by SMITH [6] consists of treating the finely ground and benzene-extracted rock in a polyethylene or 
other resistant container with sufficient methyl alcohol to form a thick paste. The purpose of the 
alcohol treatment is to wet the sample so that good contact between acid and rock is achieved. Mineral 
carbonates are removed by treatment of the moist rock with a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid 
(1 part concentrated HCl to 9 parts water) at room temperature until evolution of CO2 ceases. The 
suspension is filtered and the residue is washed with water. The residual rock is treated then with 1: 1 
concentrated HCl (37 percent) and water at room temperature for 1 hour followed by filtering and 
washing with water to remove mineral carbonates. The washed residue is treated with a 1: 1 mixture 
of concentrated HCl (37 percent) and HF (48 percent) and evaporated to dampness on low heat of 
about 1000 C to volatilize the reaction products of the silicates. With most rocks it is necessary to 
repeat the acid treatment and evaporation. The damp residue is suspended in saturated boric acid 
solution to prevent the formation of insoluble fluorides and then filtered. This procedure is repeated 
and the residue is washed finally with water. The residue is extracted then with 1: 1 HCl and H20, 
filtered, and washed with water. The residue is suspended in hot water and washed successively by 
decanting and filtering until the filtrate is free of chloride ions. The kerogen concentrate is dried at 
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80° C under reduced pressure. With Green River oil shale, the concentrate from this procedure contains 
3 to 5 percent mineral of which about 80 percent of the mineral is pyrite. 

The advantages of this method are (1) most of the minerals (except pyrite) are 
removed from the kerogen rock, (2) there is little opportunity for fractionation 
of the organic material, and (3) the method is rapid. The main disadvantage of the 
method is the possible alteration of the organic kerogen by the action of strong 
mineral acids. 

D. Pyrite Removal 

Pyrite is one constituent of the rock mineral that is difficult to remove from 
the kerogen by physical methods because of an apparent attraction of the pyrite 
for the kerogen. Pyrite can be removed by nitric acid digestion; however, the 
nitric acid oxidizes and nitrates the kerogen. Reduction with zinc and hydro
chloric acid removes the pyrite slowly but the extent of reduction of functional 
groups present in the kerogen is not easily predicted. LAWLOR et al. [9] removed 
pyrite quantitatively by reduction using lithium aluminium hydride, resulting in 
specific alteration of kerogen functional groups. 

The latter method consists of treating finely crushed, benzene-extracted, and carbonate-free 
kerogen rock with a tetrahydrofuran solution of LiAIH4 . Five parts of sample to one part of LiAIH4 
is placed in a flask equipped with a reflux condenser. A volume of tetrahydrofuran equivalent to 
7.5 ml per gram of sample is slowly introduced. The reaction mixture is refluxed for 30 minutes, cooled 
to room temperature, and vacuum filtered, stopping the filtration while the residue is still moist. 
The moist residue is transferred as quickly as possible in small portions to a beaker containing water. 
The water reacts with and destroys the excess LiAlH4 • The resulting mixture is acidified with 1 N HCl, 
heated to boiling, and filtered. As a result of the acid treatment the pyritic sulfur is evolved as H 2S 
and the pyritic iron remains in solution as ferrous ions. The lithium and aluminium of the complex 
are dissolved by treating the residue sufficiently with acid solution to assure complete removal of 
aluminium ions, as determined by testing the washings with ammonium hydroxide. The product 
is washed free of chloride ions by decanting and filter washing with hot water and is finally dried 
under vacuum at 60° C. 

Lithium aluminium hydride treatment successfully removed pyrite from a 
carbonate-free kerogen rock and a kerogen concentrate containing originally 
3.1 and 5.3 percent pyrite, respectively. Quantitative removal of pyrite from the 
samples was shown by chemical analysis for pyrite by a modification of the Mott 
method [10]. The disappearance of the major X-ray diffraction peak for pyrite in 
each of the samples substantiated the conclusion that the removal of pyrite was 
complete. 

III. Isolation of Bitumen 
An important and interesting phase of a study of a kerogen rock is the in

vestigation of the composition of the soluble material associated with the kerogen. 
Currently, the geochemical aspects of this type study are of considerable interest 
because of the emphasis placed on finding new petroleum source beds by the 
aid of geochemical information and techniques. Most" oil shale" kerogen rocks 
are unique and are of particular interest because the organic material is indigenous 
to the formation with little opportunity to migrate to or from other locations. 

Many different techniques for the extraction of soluble organic material from 
kerogen rocks have been devised and are being used [11-14]. For example, some 
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investigators use a range of solvents and extract the rock successively with solvents 
of increasing polarity. This tends to separate the soluble material into fractions 
of different degrees of polarity. Other investigators use mixed solvents, usually 
a hydrocarbon solvent plus a polar solvent. These extractions provide quantities 
of polar materials not usually removed with hydrocarbon solvents. 

FERGUSON [15] studied variables in the extraction of bitumen from sediments. 
Yields of bitumen roughly doubled when particle size of the sample was reduced 
from 30 to 10 microns by hammer-mill crushing. An extraction time of 24 hours 
was considered sufficient to remove more than 99 percent of the bitumen. Benzene 
was found to be more satisfactory for removing hydrocarbons than mixed solvents. 
A specially designed extraction apparatus where the sample was continuously 
stirred in boiling solvent was more efficient that a soxhlet extractor. BAKER [16] 
used the techniques of FERGUSON in studies of extracts from sediments of the 
Cherokee Group. CUMMINS and ROBINSON [17] extracted bitumen from Mahogany 
zone kerogen rock of the Green River Formation. ROBINSON et al. [18] studied 
the bitumen obtained from sections of a 900-foot core of the Green River For
mation. BURLINGAME et al. [19] isolated steranes and triterpanes from Green 
River Formation kerogen rock and a Precambrian shale. TOURTELOT and FROST 
[20] studied the extractable organic material in nonmarine and marine shales 
of Cretaceous age. HILLS et al. [21] identified gammacerane, a pentacyclic tri
terpane, in bitumen of the Green River Formation kerogen rock. EGLINTON et al. 
[22] extracted hydrocarbons of biological origin from a 1-billion-year-old sedi
ment. ROBINSON and DINNEEN [5] extracted bitumen from 12 different kerogen 
rocks of different age, different environment and of different organic content. 
ORO et al. [23] isolated and identified n-alkanes ranging from C14 to C37 com
pounds in fungal spores. Odd-car bon-numbered compounds predominated in 
the C25 to C29 range. CALVIN and MCCARTHY [24] isolated the C17 isoprenoid 
hydrocarbon (2,6,1O-trimethyltetradecane) from an ancient sediment. 

A. Extraction Technique 

The method to be described is a simple benzene extraction of the kerogen 
rock. Variations of the extraction technique, used by other investigators, are 
satisfactory and for certain applications may be more desirable. Several investi
gators have made use of ultrasonic vibration in the extraction process. 

The kerogen rock, crushed to pass a 100-mesh screen, is placed in an extractor of appropriate 
size. For samples up to 500 grams, a soxhlet extractor of size suitable for the sample is used. Consider
able channeling occurs in the large extraction thimbles and it is desirable to periodically stop the 
extraction and stir the sample. Because of this channeling, it is best to use small samples. Equipment 
similar to that described by FERGUSON [15] would be desirable. Filter aids such as sand or other 
suitable materials can be used where analysis of the residual kerogen rock is not to be determined. 
For samples of several kilograms, it has been found convenient to extract in 20 liter carboys at room 
temperature with constant stirring. Three or four charges of fresh solvent removes most of the soluble 
material. 

After placing the sample in a suitable extractor fresh purified benzene is added to the extractor. 
The extraction process is started and continued until very little colored material is removed in the 
extract. This usually is nearly complete in 8 hours, but, in most cases it is convenient to let the extraction 
continue for 24 hours. The solvent is distilled from the extract at reduced pressures. 
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B. Fractionation Technique 

A modification of the fractionation technique used by CUMMINS and ROBINSON 
[17] follows. The crude extract is dissolved in a 40 to 1 volume ratio of n-pentane 
to sample and allowed to stand overnight at 0° C and then filtered. The pentane
insoluble material removed by filtration is washed with a small quantity of cold 
pentane (0° C) and is then dried. 

One part of pentane-soluble material is placed on a prewetted column of 25 parts of alumina 
(Alcoa, F 20, 80-200 mesh, extracted with pentane, activated 400° C for 2 hours) and eluted with 
purified solvents. The column is exhaustively eluted first with pentane, followed by benzene, then a 
mixture of 10 percent methanol and 90 percent benzene. Each of the eluted fractions is stripped free 
of solvents and dried. The pentane-eluted material is referred to as hydrocarbon concentrate, the 
benzene-eluted materials as resins I and the benzene-methanol-eluted material as resins II. 

One part of hydrocarbon concentrate is placed on a prewetted column of 25 parts of silica gel 
(Davidson, 200 mesh, extracted with pentane, dried at 100° C for 2 hours) and eluted with purified 
solvents. The column is exhaustively eluted first with isooctane, followed by benzene and finally 
2-propanol. These fractions contain mainly alkane, aromatic, and polar compounds. 

The aromatic oils were further fractionated on a column of alumina eluting successively with 
isooctene, benzene, and isopropanol. The alkanes are fractioned into normal alkanes and isoalkanes 
plus cycloalkanes on molecular sieves (Linde, 5 A, extracted with pentane, activated at 240° C under 
vacuum overnight [25]. The method consists of placing the alkanes on the sieves with hot isooctane 
and subsequently removing the trapped n-alkanes with n-pentane at room temperature. 

When large quantities of branched-cyclic alkanes are prepared, the material is fractionated into 
10° C cuts in a molecular still at 10 - 3 Torr pressure starting at room temperature. The first few cuts, 
being the lowest molecular weight material, are redistilled in a spinning-band distillation column at 
1 Torr pressure. Fractions from the molecular distillation, having boiling points too high for the 
spinning-band distillation, are placed on a column of alumina (200 parts alumina to 1 part sample) 
and eluted with n-pentane, collecting 25 ml fractions of the eluting material. The solvent is removed 
from each fraction by evaporation on a hot-water bath, using dry nitrogen to speed evaporation. 
The resulting fractions from the vacuum distillation and the fractions from the alumina columns are 
suitable for trapping from GLC columns. The trapped fractions, from repeated trappings, are identified 
or classified by utilizing mass, infrared, and NMR spectral analysis. 

Thermal diffusion [17] has been used in lieu of molecular distillation for 
fractionation of the isoalkanes and cycloalkanes. Although thermal diffusion 
offers some advantage in type separation, it is much more time-consuming than 
molecular distillation. 

IV. Isolation of Acids 
The presence of fatty acids in recent and ancient sediments is of geochemical 

interest, contributing evidence for the organic origin of petroleum and other 
fossil fuels. It is of special interest to study the relationship of fatty acids and the 
corresponding n-alkanes in the sediment. The presence of other alkane acids, 
such as the iso- and anteiso-acids, isoprenoid acids, and resin acids, are also of 
interest from geochemical considerations. 

Fatty acids up to C35 were identified by MEINSCHEIN and KENNEY [13] in an 
aerobic soil sample. COOPER [26] identified fatty acids ranging from C14 to C30 

from recent and ancient sediments. A mechanism explaining the conversion of 
even acids to odd acids and odd alkanes, was proposed by COOPER and BRAY 
[27]. ABLESON et ai. [28] extracted fatty acids from several sources including 
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the Green River Formation where fatty acids up to C18 were identified. LAWLOR 
and ROBINSON [29] identified ClO to C35 fatty acids from Mahogany zone oil 
shale of the Green River Formation. The distribution of Fatty acids in some 
Lower Cretaceous sections of the Powder River Basin was studied by KVEN
VOLDEN [30]. CASON and GRAHAM [31] isolated C14 , C15 , C19 , and C20 isoprenoid 
acids from a petroleum crude. EGLINTON et al. [32] isolated C19 and C20 chain 
isoprenoid acids from Green River Formation kerogen rock. Branched-chain 
fatty acids were isolated from marine sediments and from Green River Formation 
oil shale by LEO and PARKER [33]. 

A. Extraction Techniques 
In a technique described by LAWLOR and ROBINSON [29] a sample of l00-mesh kerogen rock 

is treated with dilute acid to remove mineral carbonates and to convert salts of acids to free acids. 
The residual rock is treated then with 8 percent methanolic KOH at reflux temperature for 18 hours. 
The aqueous solution of the potassium salts of the free acids, acids formerly present as salts, and acids 
formerly present as esters is separated from the insoluble residue by filtration. Water and carbon 
tetrachloride are added to the filtrate and the mixture is shaken vigorously. By this treatment, the 
potassium salts of the acids are concentrated in the water phase and the nonacidic material is con
centrated in the carbon tetrachloride phase. After separation of the water phase from the carbon 
tetrachloride phase, the water phase is acidified with HCI, and the free acids are removed by extraction 
with carbon tetrachloride. The solvent is removed leaving the acid product as a residue. The crude 
acids were converted to methyl esters using methanol and boron trifluoride. 

In another technique, PARKER [34] extracted the rock sample with methanol while the sample 
was stirred and subjected to ultrasonic vibrations for 15 minutes. The methanol extract is recovered 
by filtration. The residue is stirred with chloroform and subjected to ultrasonic vibrations. The extracts 
removed by methanol and by chloroform are combined and saponified. The recovered acids are 
converted to methyl esters using methanol and boron trifluoride. This method does not saponify 
esters associated with any insoluble kerogen that may be present. 

B. Fractionation Techniques 

The methyl esters of fatty acids may be concentrated by adduction with urea. 
The straight-chain esters, the branched-chain esters or the total methyl ester 
fraction may be analyzed by gas-liquid chromatography (GLC). Comparison of 
retention times of unknown constituents with known standards are utilized for 
component identification. Trapped peaks from the GLC are analyzed by mass, 
infrared, and NMR spectra to provide positive identification of the constituents. 

MCCARTHY and DUTHIE [35] described a method for the separation of free fatty acids (FF A) 
from other lipids using a column of silicic acid. Coarse particles of silicic acid are selected by suspending 
100 g of the silicic acid in 400 ml of methanol and decanting and discarding the silicic acid not settling 
in 5 minutes. This is repeated once with methanol and once with 400 ml of acetone. The silicic acid 
is rinsed with diethyl ether and permitted to air dry. 

Five grams of prepared silicic acid are mixed with 10 ml of isopropanol-KOH (50 mg KOH per ml) 
and 30 ml of diethyl ether. After standing 5 minutes, the silicic acid is slurried into a glass column and 
washed with 100 ml of diethyl ether. 

The sample, dissolved in a small quantity of diethyl ether, is placed on the silicic acid and thor
oughly washed into the packing by several small portions of diethyl ether. Sterols, sterol esters, and 
glycerides are eluted as one fraction with 100 to 150 ml of diethyl ether at a flow rate of 5 ml per minute. 
The FFA are removed from the column with 50 ml of 2 percent formic acid in diethyl ether (1: 1) 
followed by 75 to 100 ml of diethyl ether. If phospholipids are present, they are removed from the 
column by methanol. 
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Attempts to isolate alcohols in a hydrolysate of kerogen by utilizing thin-layer chromatography 
with silica gel were made by LAWLOR and ROBINSON [36]. They also used thin-layer chromatography 
to purify methyl esters of kerogen acids prior to mass spectral analyses. 

V. Isolation of Porphyrins 
The study of fossil pigments as well as the study of other biological fossils 

provide information on the modification of organic debris under geological con
ditions. TREIBS [37] undertook a systematic search for well-defined organic 
pigments in rocks and found that extracts of "oil shale" kerogen rocks, as old 
as Triassic, exhibited spectral characteristics similar to those of complex metal 
salts of porphyrins. This was a particularly important discovery because por
phyrins are regarded as remnants of biological precursors, such as chlorophyll 
and hemin. 

More recently porphyrins have been studied in various other sediments and 
in petroleums. GROENNINGS [38] developed a technique for the quantitative 
determination of porphyrin aggregates in petroleum. The extraction reagent was 
a saturated solution of hydrogen bromide in glacial acetic acid. The porphyrin 
content of extracts from Green River" oil shale" kerogen rock was determined 
by MOORE and DUNNING [39]. SUGIHARA and MCGEE [40] isolated a crystalline 
porphyrin from gilsonite of the Green River Formation. BLUMER and OMENN [41] 
isolated porphyrins and chlorins from a Triassic "oil shale" kerogen rock of 
Serpiano, Switzerland. A comparison of porphyrins in "oil shale" kerogen rock, 
in shale oil, and in petroleum was made by MORANDI and JENSEN [42]. BAKER 
[43] extracted porphyrins from gilsonite and petroleum asphaltenes using 
methanesulfonic acid. HODGSON et al. [44] reviewed the role of porphyrins in 
petroleum, oil sands, oil shales, coal, and sedimentary rocks. 

The method of extracting porphyrins from kerogen rocks consists of either 
(1) extracting the soluble material from the rock prior to treatment of the extract 
with a porphyrin extraction reagent, or (2) extraction of the rock directly with 
the porphyrin extraction reagent. 

MOORE and DUNNING [39] used the first technique. The kerogen rock is crushed and is extracted 
successively with different boiling solvents. The first solvent is benzene followed by benzene-methanol 
azeotrope (60 percent benzene-40 percent methanol), benzene-chloroform azeotrope (87 percent chlo
roform-13 percent methanol), methanol and finally pyridine. The extraction is continued until the 
extract is colorless and shows no fluorescence under ultraviolet light. Each extraction requires 72 to 
96 hours. The extracts are isolated by distilling off most of the solvent at atmospheric pressure followed 
by heating at 50° C under reduced pressure. The porphyrin aggregate from each extract is isolated by 
method of GROENNINGS [38]. 

MORANDI and JENSEN [42] utilized the second technique and extracted the porphyrins directly 
from the kerogen rock with the Groennings extraction reagent. Before the procedure could be used, it 
was necessary to treat the rock with 10 percent Hel to remove mineral carbonates. 

BLUMER and OMENN [41] extracted the kerogen rock with 1: 1 benzene-methanol mixture and 
isolated the porphyrins and chlorins by solvent partitioning using different concentrations of He!. By 
this method, about 1.6 kg of the kerogen rock is exhaustively extracted with a benzene-methanol 
mixture followed by evaporation of the solvent. The dried extract is redissolved in a minimum amount 
of chloroform and the asphaltenes are precipitated by adding hot isooctane. The precipitate is filtered 
and washed with a mixture of chloroform and isooctane. The filtrate is evaporated to dryness and 
redissolved in warm diethyl ether. The ether solution is extracted successively with 2.4 N Hel, 4.9 N 
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HCI, and finally with 6.1 N HC!. The 2.4 N HCI extract is neutralized with sodium acetate and the 
porphyrin pigment is removed by ether extraction. The 4.9 and 6.1 N HCI extracts are diluted to 1.0 N 
acidity and the chlorins are recovered by ether extraction. 

VI. Isolation of Amino Acids 
Proteins and nuc1eoproteins are universal components of all living organisms. 

The isolation and identification of proteinaceous materials in sedimentary rocks 
is therefore of geochemical interest. 

The amino acid content of soils has been studied by various investigators. 
STEVENSON [45] examined soils and obtained quantitative analyses ofhydrolysates 
from the samples. ERDMAN et al. [46] made a comparative study of amino acids 
present in a recent marine deposit and those present in an Oligocene marine mud. 
VALLENTYNE [47] reviewed the occurrence of amino acids, purines, and pyri
midine in lakes, oceans, sewage, and terrestrial soils. SWAIN [48] analyzed Paleo
zoic rocks for amino acids. 

A. Extraction Technique 
STEVENSON [45] described a method for extracting amino acids from soil samples. A 50 g sample 

of finely ground, air-dry soil, from which the undecomposed plant residues had previously been removed 
by flotation on water, is refluxed with 150 ml of 6 N HCI for a period of 24 hours. The mixture is filtered 
through a Buchner funnel with suction and the residue washed thoroughly with distilled water. The 
filtrate and washings, containing the amino acids, are combined and the excess HCI is removed by 
repeated evaporation at 500 C under reduced pressure. Any humin present is separated by centrifuga
tion. 

B. Fractionation Techniques 
An aliquot of amino acid solution containing from 20 to 25 mg of O(-amino acid nitrogen is passed 

through a column of a cation exchange resin (Amberlite IR-120) in the hydrogen form. The material 
retained on the column is washed with distilled water until the eluate is neutral to litmus paper, then 
eluted with 2 liters of 5 percent aqueous ammonia followed by a washing of 500 ml of distilled water. 
The eluate from the second water washing is discarded until a positive ninhydrin test is obtained then 
the remaining eluate is retained. The eluate from the ammonia and second water washings are combined 
and the ammonia is removed by gentle evaporation. The solution is made slightly alkaline with Ba(OHh 
and evaporated to a paste to remove all the combined ammonia, as indicated by a negative Nessler's 
test. The residue is taken up in distilled water and the barium is removed as the sulfate. The final solution 
is combined with the original water eluate. 

STEIN and MOORE [49] used a column of Dowex-50 resin to separate amino acids. An aliquot of 
amino acids solution, containing approximately 6 mg of O(-amino acid nitrogen, is added to the top of 
the column and is washed into the resin with three 2 ml portions of distilled water. The column is 
eluted with 1.5 N HCI until glutamic acid appeared in the eluate, with 2 N HCI until valine appears, 
and finally with 4 N HC!. 

VII. Isolation of Carbohydrates 
Because of the high content of carbohydrates in plants relative to lipids and 

proteins, the study of carbohydrates in sediments is particularly important to 
geochemical considerations. The geochemistry of carbohydrates has been studied 
extensively; however, the exact role played by carbohydrates in the formation 
of fossil fuels remains to be learned. 
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Free sugars ranging from 10 to 3,000 mg/kg of sedimentary organic material 
were found in fresh water sediments by VALLENTYNE and BIDWELL [50] and 
WHITTAKER and VALLENTYNE [51]. DUFF [52] obtained water-soluble poly
saccharides from peat and soils. Trace amounts (less than 1 mgjkg) of glucose 
were found in hydrolysates of Green River kerogen rock by PALACAS [53]. 
SHABAROVA [54] studied the carbohydrates in sediments of marine and inland 
seas. Sugars released by acid hydrolysis of marine sediments from the Santa 
Barbara Basin were reported by PRASHNOWSKY et al. [55]. PALACAS et al. [56] 
reported the presence of carbohydrates in ancient sedimentary rocks. SWAIN and 
ROGERS [57] studied the distribution of carbohydrate residues in Middle Devonian 
Onondaga beds of Pennsylvania and western New York. 

A. Extraction Techniques 
SWAIN and ROGERS [57] described a method of extractive degradation of carbohydrates in sedi

ments. Cleaned and crushed samples are treated with 50 percent sulfuric acid to degrade carbohydrate 
materials to furfurals. The resulting solution is tested in triplicate for total carbohydrates by adding a 
phenol solution [58]. The density of the colored solutions is measured in a colorimeter and the total 
carbohydrates, expressed as glucose equivalent, are calculated by comparison with known samples of 
D-glucose. Monosaccharides are extracted and separated from the rock by acid hydrolysis. The 
quantity of sulfuric acid necessary to neutralize the alkaline constituents of the rock is determined by 
preliminary treatment with a known amount of acid and subsequent back-titration with NaOH in the 
presence of phenolphthalein. An amount of 0.5 N H 2S04 acid is added to neutralize the alkaline 
constituents plus an amount required to hydrolyze the rock sample. The sample-acid mixture is boiled 
under reflux for 8-10 hours. Then the mixture is centrifuged and neutralized with BaC03 . Desalting 
is done first by ethanolic precipitation then by passage through ion-exchange resins. The desalted 
hydrolysates are concentrated in a flash evaporator to standard volume and examined by paper 
chromatography. 

WHITTAKER and VALLENTYNE [51] describe a semiquantitative method for the determination of 
free sugars in lake sediments. The sample, suspended in 70 percent ethanol, is boiled for 5 minutes, then 
filtered while the extract is still hot. After the filtrate cools it is filtered again to remove any material 
precipitated on cooling. The extracts are deionized on ion-exchange resins to remove inorganic mate
rials. The deionized extract is concentrated by evaporation to dryness under reduced pressure at 45° C. 

B. Fractionation Technique 
WHITTAKER and VALLENTYNE [51] used unidimensional paper chromatography to separate sugars. 

A wad of folded filter paper is stapled to the bottom of a sheet of Whatman No.1 filter paper in order 
to increase the flow and maintain an even flow during the development of the chromatograms. The 
equilibrated mixture of butanol, ethanol, and water (45: 5: 50) is used as the solvent. Ten spots (5 to 
50 microliters) of standard sugar solution with three spots of unknowns interposed between the 
standard spots are placed on each of duplicate chromatograms. Chromatograms are developed for 
72 hours. Prolonged development of 7 days improves separation of nonpentose sugars; however, the 
long development removes pentoses. After development, one chromatogram is sprayed with a benzidine 
spray which reveals the position of all the sugars in the standard mixture and their counterparts in the 
unknown. Other chromatograms are sprayed with indicators for specific sugars. 

VIII. Concluding Remarks 
Much progress has been made in isolating kerogens from their associated 

minerals; however, it is apparent that additional research in this area is needed. 
This would properly include fundamental research of the properties of the mineral 
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and its relationship to the organic kerogen. It would be of interest to ascertain 
the extent and nature of any attractive forces between minerals and kerogens. 
This would require study of individual formations since it is unlikely that the 
properties of each kerogen rock are the same. 

Much development work has been expended in modifying and improving 
techniques for isolating individual compounds and pigments associated with the 
insoluble kerogen in kerogen rocks. This research has resulted in the identification 
of a significant number of compounds which provide information concerning 
the origin and transformation of carbonaceous materials. Much more data need 
to be collected and organized before logical conclusions can be drawn. In relating 
a given organic deposit with another, some improvement in organization of 
data would result if isolation procedures were standardized. 
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" Relics" of ancient organisms can be found in the biochemical systems of their 
living descendants. The exceedingly conservative nature of the evolutionary proc
ess has preserved such relics in all living species. Many basic reaction pathways 
and even many features of complicated polymer structures are derived from 
extremely remote ancestors, far beyond the ordinary fossil record. This dynamic 
preservation of the biochemical components of living cells is often quite as rig
orous as the preservation of sedimentary fossils. So infrequently have changes 
occurred which were acceptable to natural selection that some details of the 
metabolism of organisms of the Precambrian may be inferred with confidence 
from their living descendants. Unlike fossil evidence, all of the biochemical infor
mation pertains to direct ancestors. Special features of extinct collateral lines, or 
metabolic pathways that have been completely abandoned, would never be in
ferred from the living biochemical evidence. 

Chemical characteristics of organisms, particularly sequences of polymers, can 
be readily quantified and correlated using logical and statistical methods. The 
sequences already known contain as much information as thousands of morpho
logical traits. More and more data of this kind are being found by the very active 
programs in many biochemical laboratories [1]. From this wealth of molecular 
structural knowledge, it will certainly be possible to infer in detail the order of 
formation of the main phyla and classes as well as some of the biochemical details 
of common ancestor organisms. 
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In this chapter, some of the biochemical evidence for the relatedness of all 
forms of life will be sketched out. The only reasonable explanation for the observed 
detailed biochemical similarities seems to be an evolution of all organisms from 
a single common ancestor. The last such ancestor of all living things, the "proto
organism ", could already manufacture precise protein enzymes to control its 
metabolic reactions. It ultimately gave rise to the simplest bacteria as well as to 
man. Table 1 shows the relationships among various biochemical components. 
Table 2 is an abbreviated glossary. 

Table 1. Cell reactions of proteins and nucleic acids 

Catalysts Products Subcategories Starting materials 

Chromosomes --> Chromosomes Highly coiled DNA double strands Proteins 
associated with structural and Deoxyribonuc1eotides 
regulatory proteins 

DNA --> DNA Deoxyribonuc1eotides 

DNA --> RNA Messenger RNA, m-RNA Ribonuc1eotides 
Transfer RNA, t-RNA 
Ribosomal RNA, r-RNA 

m-RNA --> Protein Structural proteins Amino acids 
t-RNA Enzymes (catalytic proteins) 
Ribosomes Regulatory proteins 
Specific enzymes 

Enzymes --> Metabolites Nuc1eotides Minerals, 
Sugars CO2 and water 
Amino acids or foods 
Other small molecules 

An investigation of the observed mechanisms of mutation and evolution shows 
that, in geological time, organisms generally increase the amount of their genetic 
material through chromosomal aberrations, thereby developing the ability to 
manufacture many different though related polymers. Since the proto-organism 
contained many such closely related polymers, it should be possible to infer 
ancestral polymer structures and evolutionary development. By a consideration 
of these polymers, some of the metabolic capabilities of the precursors of the 
proto-organism can be discovered. 

Before complex specific proteins could be made, organisms must have been 
able to make precise nucleic acid polymers. This follows from the observed con
servation of the nucleic acids of the mechanism which is required to produce a 
coded protein, as is explained later. Many details of this preprotein era will be 
deciphered when the voluminous information in the nucleic acid sequences is 
worked out. Even earlier, there must have been an era of lesser ability to produce 
precise and varied nucleic acid polymers, and before that an era of chemical 
evolution where reaction rates depended upon the unique chemical properties of 
organized small molecules rather than on the properties of systematically produced 
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Table 2. Glossary 

Chromosome A small structure observed in dividing cells under the optical microscope. It is an 
extremely long (perhaps several feet) multiply coiled double strand of DNA polymer. 
There are 46 chromosomes in normal human body cells. 

Gene A term first used by geneticists for an entity located on a chromosome which deter
mines a heritable trait. It has been shown to be a portion of the double strand of 
the DNA polymer which precisely determines the structure of a particular protein. 
If it were unfolded it would be about 0.3 microns long. 

Giant These are found in the salivary glands and other organs of certain insects. They have 
Chromosomes characteristic striated patterns. They are favorite objects for genetic study and have 

been used to work out fine details of chromosomal aberrations. Portions of the 
pattern are sometimes observed to repeat, demonstrating an increase in the total 
amount of genetic material in the chromosome. 

Gene 
Doubling 

DNA 

RNA 

Proteins 

From observations on giant chromosomes and from genetic inheritance studies, it is 
found that a doubling may be represented as follows: 

ABC DE -> ABCBCDE -> A'B'C'B"C"D'E' 

chromosome 
aberration 

point 
mutations 

The letters represent regions of a chromosome which may be of various lengths, 
from a few nucleotide bases to many genes. These regions are altered by subsequent 
point mutations so that B' and B" are slightly different from B. 

A long polymer of 4 different monomeric units, the nucleotide bases. These bases 
form two complementary pairs. DNA typically occurs as double strands in which 
complementary pairs are weakly bonded at each position in the polymer. Each of 
these chains is the template for the reproduction of its complement during chromo
some division. Enzymes to catalyze the polymerization, coupled to an energy supply 
are also necessary for the synthesis of these complementary strands. 

A long polymer of four different monomeric units, the nucleotide bases. Three of 
these units are the same as those found in DNA. The fourth base and the sugar in 
the backbone connecting the bases are slightly different. These changes do not disturb 
the ability of the bases to form complementary pairs. Corresponding RNA strands 
called messenger RNA are produced by the chromosomal DNA. Each messenger 
RNA molecule leads to the production of a small number of unique protein chains 
by a complex coding process. 

Very large, complex polymeric molecules, which have many important structural, 
catalytic or regulatory capabilities. They are produced by an intricate, precise mech
anism, which builds up hundreds of individual amino acid monomeric links into a 
precisely determined linear sequence, using 20 different kinds of amino acids .. The 
chemical specificities of the various amino acids then interact to fold this long chain 
into a more or less compact three-dimensional structure, which is the actual functional 
entity. In the case of enzymes, this folded molecule acts as a kind of specialized machine 
for the manipulation of specific molecules, catalyzing metabolic reactions. The in
formation determining the precise linear order of the amino acid links resides in the 
nucleotide sequences of the chromosomes, the genes. The genes produce a type of 
nucleic acid, messenger RNA, which carries this information to the cytoplasm, and 
participates, along with transfer RNA, ribosomal RNA, and certain enzymes in the 
protein-manufacturing complex. Some proteins function as regulators of the rate of 
production by the genes of each individual messenger RNA, in a highly-integrated 
feedback system. 
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Fig. 1. General aspects ofthe phylogenetic tree of life inferred from the details of biochemical structures. 
All living phyla seem to be derived from a proto-organism with many metabolic capacities, nucleic 
acid genes, and protein enzymes produced using the genetic code. This genetic code is virtually un
changed in all organisms today. The proto-organism in turn is descended from a metabolon which 
could replicate its nucleic acids but could not produce coded proteins. Preceding this, the chemistry 
of nucleic acids and of small molecules evolved. Extinct organisms, whose nature cannot be inferred 

from biochemical evidence from living species are suggested by dashed lines 

polymer catalysts (Fig. 1). The nature ofthe reactions of basic metabolism probably 
still reflects the potentialities of these small molecules. 

For billions of years, evolutionary change has been a repetitive process 
producing many billions of generations of organisms, each organism differing but 
little from its parent(s) and from its offspring. Changes have generally occurred, 
and been selected for, one step at a time. There seems no one logical place in this 
sequence of stages to mark the division between living and nonliving. We will give 
the name "metabolons" to the organized chemical entities capable of growth 
and metabolism which were on the direct ancestral line to the proto-organism. 

Since the metabolons of the era of chemical evolution were simple and 
contained few traits, it will be difficult to collect convincing evidence from bio
chemistry alone for any particular course of their development. However, it is 
possible that even the secrets of this remote era may be pried out using a combina
tion of disciplines. A number of workers are attempting to describe this era with 
other approaches. Starting with the available elemental constituents and energy 
sources of a primitive planet containing no life, attempts are being made to work 
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out theoretically [2] and experimentally [3] the nature of the organic compounds 
which might have been available for the first living things. Model systems are 
being investigated to determine the catalytic and organizing properties of simple 
biochemicals. Attempts are also being made to describe the stages by which 
chemical reaction, on the primitive earth, in the presence of sunlight, could have 
developed a series of discrete, autocatalytically growing metabolons. From these, 
complex life would develop by a continuation of the processes of growth, change, 
and selection. Many years ago such a development was proposed by HALDANE 
and by OPARIN [4] in broad, general terms. What is now being attempted is a 
step-by-step, detailed biochemical study, each step of which is simple enough to 
be examined in sufficient detail to achieve final scientific acceptance. 

Simultaneously, a search is proceeding for fossil evidence of simple organisms, 
such as algae and bacteria, and for very ancient chemical residues [5]. One day 
the biochemical, chemical, and geological approaches may well support each 
other extensively. The evolution of life may then be traced convincingly through 
many understandable steps all the way back to chemical simplicity. 

II. Biochemical Unity of Life 
It has become clear that the basic metabolic processes of all living cells are 

very similar. A number of identical compounds, mechanisms, structures, and 
reaction pathways are found in all living things so far observed including such 
diverse cells as those of human liver or skin, or of paramecia, or bacteria, or onion 
root tip. Many experiments demonstrating these common features have been 
performed [6]. 

1. All cells utilize polyphosphates, particularly adenosine triphosphate, for 
energy transfer. These polyphosphates are manufactured in photosynthesis or in 
the oxidation of stored food. Their decomposition is coupled to the organic 
syntheses of thermodynamically unstable products needed by the cell. The experi
mental observation of these detailed synthetic reactions of scores of compounds, 
each unlikely to occur by chance, supports the theory of a common origin. 

2. Cells synthesize and store similar compounds - sugars, fats, starches, 
and proteins - using similar reaction pathways. These compounds are degraded 
with release of energy in a similar way in most cells. 

3. The metabolic reactions are catalyzed largely by proteins, which are linear 
polymers of definite structure composed of various sequences of twenty amino 
acid building blocks. A number of the proteins have identifiable counterparts 
known as homologues in most living things. The amino acid sequence of homo
logous proteins are often nearly identical and they have similar three-dimensional 
structures and functions. Experimental systems can be set up in which biochemical 
reactions involve cooperation between catalytic proteins from widely different 
biological species. 

4. Proteins are manufactured in the cell by a complex coding process. The 
sequence of amino acids in each protein is determined by a sequence of nucleotides 
in the chromosomal DNA, the gene. Three consecutive nucleotides specify one 
amino acid. There is a complex mechanism, involving both protein and nucleic 
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acid enzymes, which catalyzes this translation process. The code, that is, the 
correspondence of amino acids to nucleotide triplets, is almost identical in all 
organisms which have been studied [7]. 

5. All organisms have a mechanism for duplicating their nucleic acid polymers 
(DNA) and for producing extra transcripts (RNA) called messengers which serve 
as templates in the process of protein synthesis. Such complex mechanisms and 
processes as these must have been devised by evolution from simpler yet similar 
components, traces of which necessarily remain in their modern descendants. 

6. There is a relatively small number of ubiquitous small compounds which 
take part in metabolic processes: for example, nicotinamide, pyridoxal, gluta
thione, the flavenoids, the carotenes, the isoprenoid compounds, and iron sulfide. 
More complex components are lipid membranes, coenzyme A, the heme groups, 
and chlorophyll. Since there are millions of possible compounds of comparable 
size and energy, it seems most unlikely that these particular ones would have been 
chosen independently by organisms. These small compounds often act in conjunc
tion with proteins and are the catalytic centers of enzymes. The protein portion 
increases the efficiency of the reaction and determines the specific compound, or 
small number of compounds, that will react, but does not alter the basic nature 
of the reaction. 

That so many similar things could have originated independently in different 
organisms by chance is incredible. Consider the probability of duplicating the 
sequence of amino acids in just one polymer 100 units long. Since anyone of 
20 amino acids could occur in each position, there are 20100 different polymers 
that could be constructed! It is improbable in the extreme that two totally unrelated 
organisms would by chance have manufactured and selected two structures with a 
degree of similarity as great as that observed. The phenomenon of organic evolution 
is illustrated even more impressively by these aspects of biochemistry than by 
biological, morphological, embryological, or fossil evidence. 

The biopolymers, the synthetic pathways, and the small molecules that are 
common to all living things have been preserved almost unchanged since the time, 
perhaps more than three billion years ago, when all the organisms now living, 
including bacteria, spinach, oysters, and people, had a single ancestor. This latest 
common ancestor of all life, the proto-organism, may have represented a kind of 
"common divisor" of the metabolic chemistry shared by present living things [1,6]. 
It would have had a degree of complexity sufficient to include all these common 
components. Sooner or later it must have happened that one organism gave rise 
to two persisting lines of descent whereas all of its contemporaries have died out. 
At the time that it lived there may have been nothing outstanding about this 
organism. There is no reason to believe that this organism could have come 
together by chance; it was far too complex. The inferred biochemical structure 
of this primitive cell shows evidence that it was itself the product of many evo
lutionary steps, very similar in nature to steps which have occurred more recently. 
Implicit in the inferred structure of the proto-organism and the principles of 
evolution is a wealth of information about the far more primitive organisms which 
preceded it. 
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III. Biochemical Evolution 
In overall aspect, a general description of the evolutionary process is applicable 

to all levels of complexity, including chemical evolution. Suppose that a functioning 
organism (whether of modem complexity or of primordial simplicity) already 
exists and is competing successfully with other organisms; then an evolutionary 
step requires the following succession of events: 

1. A new characteristic, X, becomes available to the organism by some rare 
chance event - for example, the addition of an extra piece of genetic material to 
a chromosome, the synthesis of a critical high-energy small molecule, or the 
absorption of a single rare molecule from the environment. 

2. The presence of X in the organism must encourage processes which lead to 
the production or absorption of more X by the organism; X is then available 
continuously, instead of rarely. 

3. The new organism, incorporating X, is more successful than others in some 
niche available to it. This new organism therefore becomes established. 

If successful, each such characteristic X involves reciprocity. Both X and the 
entire organism prosper. If the new and old organisms inhabit the same environ
ment, in direct competition, the old one will become extinct. If the new organism 
is better fit to survive in an accessible slightly different environment but less fit 
in the original one, the two populations will both survive. By the accumulation of 
further evolutionary steps, the two populations will then become increasingly 
different. 

The evolutionary process is extremely conservative because older cell com
ponents come to be relied upon by many later additions. For example, acetate is 
fundamentally involved in energy transfer systems and is also an essential starting 
material in the synthesis of such diverse metabolites as sugars, fats, and amino 
acids; it is extremely unlikely that any other compound could advantageously 
replace it in all four capacities simultaneously. Any change in such a very old 
component, even though the change might have some particular advantage, would 
coincidentally disturb so many other things that it would almost always be 
extremely disadvantageous to the organism. This conservation is well illustrated 
in the amino acid sequences of proteins. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the first 
halves of the cytochrome c sequences from a number of diverse species. At many 
positions the amino acids are common to all. At other positions, replacements 
with chemically related amino acids are observed. Occasionally one or a few 
amino acids have been inserted or deleted (in this example, at the amino end). 
Changes in sequence, although relatively frequent, are accepted very rarely by 

Fig. 2. Sequences of the first half of the cytochrome c proteins from 18 species. References to the 
original reports are given in Reference 1. The amino acids common to all sequences or else the alter
native amino acids or" allele groups" are shown at each position. The inferred sequences ofthe common 
ancestors at each divergence point, or node, in the phylogenetic tree of Fig. 3, are also displayed. 
Sites are left blank where no single amino acid was most likely. The punctuation, described in detail 
in Reference 1, indicates degrees of uncertainty in some of the details of the sequences. One letter 
abbreviations for the amino acids are as follows: A - alanine; C - cysteine; D - aspartic acid; E
glutamic acid; F-phenylalanine; G-glycine; H-histidine; I-isoleucine; K-lysine; L-leucine; 
M-methionine; N-asparagine; O-tyrosine; P-proline; Q-glutamine; R-arginine; S-serine; 

T - threonine; V - valine; W - tryptophan 
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natural selection. On the average a single such change may be incorporated in a 
particular protein perhaps once in a few million years. An identical change 
observed in two sequences would usually be produced by only one mutational 
event, occurring in the common ancestor of both. From such inferences at all the 
109 amino acid positions in these cytochromes, we have constructed a phylogenetic 

HUMAN 

CYTOCHROME C 
CHICKEN 

5 --HORSE 

CANDIDA 
KANGAROO 

TUNA FISH 

Fig. 3. The phylogenetic tree of species derived from the (complete) protein sequences of Fig. 2. The 
branch lengths are proportional to the number of amino acid changes between the observed sequences 
and the inferred ancestors. The point of earliest time cannot be inferred directly from the sequences. 
We have placed it from other considerations. Similar trees derived from other proteins such as hemo
globins, insulins and immunoglobulins may illuminate the finer details of the history of selected 

organisms 

tree of these species. (By a somewhat different mathematical procedure, a similar 
tree was derived by FITCH and MARGOLIASH [8].) Our tree, similar to that generally 
accepted on classical grounds, is shown in Fig. 3. The topology of this tree is 
optimal in that it requires the occurrence of a minimum number of mutational 
events. The amino acid sequences of the ancestors at all branch points, the nodal 
sequences (see Fig.2), were inferred with good confidence from the observed 
sequences on the three branches from each node. For each position, the amino acid 
observed in the majority of the three branches was chosen [1]. Most of the amino 
acids are unchanged from the ancestors. In some few places, indicated by blanks, 
the occurrence of two or more amino acids seemed equally likely. 
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The branch lengths shown are proportional to the number of mutations 
inferred. (The longer lengths are foreshortened by a statistical effect; the correction 
for this has not been applied to this figure.) The amount of change in human 
cytochrome c seems to be no greater than that in any of the far more primitive
looking organisms, including yeast, that have been studied. The branch lengths 
then bear a rough relationship to the geologic time which has elapsed. Each family 
of proteins has its own distinct rate of evolution, however, so that such branch 
lengths give only relative times. 

The genetic complement of mammals contains perhaps 105 to 106 genes. The 
proteins from each of these genes, when compared with similar ones from other 
species, contain information about the homologous proteins of our ancestors. 
Those which have been added recently, such as the fibrinopeptides, are changing 
so rapidly that the ancestry of closely related species, such as sheep, cattle, and 
several kinds of deer, may be traced [1, 9]. By contrast, those which were already 
present in the proto-organism are changing very slowly. 

The proto-organism may have contained about 200 protein catalysts or 
enzymes for its metabolic activities. This number is based on an estimate of the 
number of metabolic reactions held in common by many diverse phyla. The struc
tures of most of these 200 primordial proteins would have been highly conserved 
in present day species, since so many later structures and functions would have 
come to depend on them. The great amount of information contained in these 
sequences, when they are worked out, should permit the reconstruction of the 
ancestral relationships of all of the main phyla. Coincidentally, many aspects of 
some extremely ancient protein and nucleic acid structures should also be ob
tained. 

IV. Increase in Genetic Material 
The evolutionary mechanisms by which an organism with 200 genes has 

developed into one with 105 or more genes have been intensively investigated by 
geneticists and biochemists. The study of the globins gives us some insight. In 
man, there are at least four different hemoglobin proteins which occur in the 
blood at some time during life. A fifth protein, myoglobin, which has functions 
similar to hemoglobin is found in muscle. All five of these proteins are recognizably 
related in their amino acid sequences, particularly in the region where the heme 
group which carries oxygen is attached. Their functions and their three-dimensional 
shapes as determined by X-ray crystallography are very similar. These sequences 
are so similar that they could not have originated independently by chance. The five 
genes that produce them must have had a common origin. The globin genes must 
have doubled on several different occasions. A known process which could 
account for this is chromosomal aberration which is of relatively frequent occur
rence and which presumably is the basis for the great increase in the total amount 
of genetic material in modem organisms, compared to their primitive ancestors. 
At each doubling, the cell acquired the capacity to manufacture two identical 
proteins by means of two distinct genes. Subsequently, each of these genes was 
subject to independent" point" mutations, each producing a change of one amino 
acid. The protein structures gradually varied independently and came to perform 
slightly different, though related, functions. 
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Several other families of related proteins have already been investigated
digestive enzymes, immunoglobulins, and peptide hormones, to name a few. It 
appears from these investigations that chromosome or gene doubling is an impor
tant mechanism for the increase in the amount and variety of genetic material. 

It is also possible to increase the amount of genetic material by duplicating 
portions of genes. A single protein of increased length is then produced. This 
latter process has clearly taken place in ferredoxin, an enzyme deeply involved in 
the photochemical processes. The reduction of its prosthetic group, FeS, is a key 
photochemical event in photosynthesis. The enzyme further catalyses the forma
tion of A TP by radiation and the synthesis of pyruvate from CO2 , These functions 
suggest the incorporation of its prototype into metabolism very early in bio
chemical evolution, even before complex proteins and the complete modern 
genetic code existed. An examination of the amino acid sequence of ferredoxin 
shows clearly that it has evolved by doubling a shorter protein which may have 
contained only eight of the simplest amino acids. There is some evidence still 
visible that this half molecule in turn was derived from a short repeating sequence 
of four amino acids [10]. 

Through protein studies, the existence of the following previously known 
mechanisms for increasing the genetic material of organisms has been confirmed 
(see Table 2). In order of the frequency of their occurrence, there are three main 
types: 

1. Doubling of a portion of a gene, or an insertion or deletion of a few nu
cleotides in a sequence. 

2. The doubling of a gene, leading to the production of two separate loci, 
initially producing identical proteins. 

3. The addition of extra, whole chromosomes. 
The natural rate of each of these types of error in chromosome replication 

and the low probability that the resulting structures will be beneficial limit the 
rate of evolution. The products of each of these processes, when they occur, are 
subjected to intense natural selection and are seldom preserved. In general, it is 
the rare survivors that we observe. 

The process of genetic mutation results from the chemical modification of a 
nucleotide in the gene sequence or from copying errors. When one nucleotide in 
the sequence of a gene is changed, it usually leads to the production of a protein 
with one changed amino acid. Compared to the processes of increasing the genetic 
material, this kind of change is relatively frequent. 

The development of new metabolic capabilities is greatly facilitated by a 
duplication of already existing genetic material. Otherwise, the development of 
new metabolic capacities would require the synthesis and adaptation of random 
nucleotide sequences or the adaptation by point mutations alone of existing genes 
which already have other essential functions. Examples from protein sequence 
studies demonstrate that there are two favored processes for the addition of new 
metabolic capabilities. 

First, when the gene for a protein is doubled, as in (2) or (3) above, only one 
of these new genes is required for the continued production of molecules with the 
previous function. Since the other gene product does not need to perform this 
exact same function, previously forbidden structural changes in it may now be 
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accepted by natural selection. It can change fairly rapidly by mutations of the 
individual nucleotides and can come to fill a new and useful function, related to 
the old one but different. 

Secondly, when a portion of a gene is doubled, as in (1) above, one end of the 
enlarged protein continues to perform the old function while the new section is 
free to adjust its structure by nucleotide change. The new section of the protein 
may increase the specificity or efficiency, or it may acquire some new function. 

Of the almost infinite number of possible combinations of chromosomal 
aberrations which might have occurred, only a very insignificant fraction have 
actually occurred in living organisms. It seems very likely that many which could 
have occurred but in fact did not might have proved beneficial and been accepted. 
The evolutionary path that was actually followed was based on rare random 
events, the acceptable mistakes. At any given time the future of biochemical 
evolution is largely indeterminate because of these many possible alternatives. 

On the other hand, the evolutionary past of an organism is unique. It can be 
inferred from living evidence, using evolutionary principles. Each organism or 
structure or function had ancestors which were very similar to itself, but simpler. 
(This is generally true even if it had more complex immediate ancestors.) In a 
particular case, generally only a few of the possible slightly simpler ancestors were 
plausible. In tracing a structure back through time, it must be remembered that 
all of the other structures and functions of the cell would also have been simpler, 
not only the one we happen to be considering. At a great distance in time, the 
information becomes noisy, but this limitation on inferences is partially compen
sated by the greater simplicity of the organism. 

V. Before the Proto-Organism 
Many of the principles of evolution determined by genetic studies are also 

applicable to biochemical details. Furthermore they can be applied to the inferred 
biochemical components of the proto-organism. Many of these components 
resemble one another so closely that it is evident that they must have had common 
ancestors. One example for which we have the best quantitative evidence is found 
in the nucleotide sequences and three-dimensional structures of the transfer RNA's. 
These are specific catalysts involved in the manufacture of proteins, acting to 
translate the information contained in the nucleic acid" messengers". Each mem
ber of the transfer-RNA family possesses two specific active sites. One site deter
mines which amino acid it carries; the other determines which triplet of the nucleo
tide messenger sequence it will recognize. In the translation process, these enzymes 
line up consecutively along the messenger. As each achieves its proper position, its 
amino acid is attached to the growing protein chain (see Fig. 4). 

It is known that all t-RNA's within one individual have a number of structural 
features in common, including their general size and shape. Their close similarity 
must be due to a common origin. The probability is extremely small that a cell 
could synthesize independently even two structures which would function smoothly 
in the coding process. However, it is relatively easy for nature to create such 
similar structures by the production of redundant genetic material (by doubling 
or other chromosomal aberrations) followed by the accumulation of independent 
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m-RNA- - - ~G-U-C-G~C~C-G~G-C-U-A-C~U-U~C 
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Fig. 4. Details of protein manufacture. The process occurs on the surface of a ribosome (r-RNA) 
using t-RNA which has previously been attached to its specific amino acid. In the translation process, 
the t-RNA enzymes line up consecutively along the messenger. As each achieves its proper position, 
its amino acid is attached to the growing protein chain. The letters A, C, G and V represent the four 
types of nucleotide bases. A-V forms one pair; C-G forms the other. The known chemical details 

are somewhat more complex than is indicated here, but follow the principles illustrated 
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Catalytic nucleic acids ("enzymes") 
Catalytic non -coded peptides 
Catalytic small molecules 

Fig. 5. The phylogenetic tree of t-RNA. These catalysts function in the translation of the messages 
of the genes into specific proteins. It is conjectured that the t-RNA structures now specifically re
cognizing the 20 different amino acids are derived from a single proto-t-RNA by successive doublings 
and mutations of the one gene which originally coded for it. The specific ability to incorporate the 
various amino acids into proteins developed gradually. The divergence in time of the t-RNA polymers 
can be deduced from their known structures. The lengths of the solid lines represent relative numbers 
of changes actually observed in the t-RNA's whose sequences have been determined. The ability to 
discriminate alanine from serine could not have developed before the branch point, A. The ability 
to discriminate between serine and tyrosine could not have come before the later branch point, B. 
The following amino acid abbreviations are used: Ala-alanine; Val-valine; Phe-phenylalanine; 
Tyr-tyrosine; Ser-serine. Dashed lines indicate possible locations of other t-RNA sequences yet 

to be worked out. 

mutational changes in the separate genes. The development of the specificity of 
the genetic code seems to represent such a succession of doublings and minor 
changes in the genes which produce the t-RNA molecules. 

The sequences of five t-RNA's, those for alanine, tyrosine,serine, phenylalanine, 
and valine, are completely known for yeast [1]. From these, ancestral sequences 
can be inferred and a tentative phylogenetic tree can be drawn (see Fig. 5). The 
lengths of the branches are proportional to the number of changes from the 
ancestral sequences. The trunk of the tree is arbitrarily placed in the middle. The 
other t-RNA's will fill out the tree in a manner somewhat like that indicated by 
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the other dashed lines. This tree represents a complex "phylogeny" of macro
molecules all within one ancestral lineage, before the proto-organism. The ancestral 
single molecule is proto-t-RNA occurring in the far more primitive metabolon. 

From the observed similarity of the structures of all the t-RNA's and from 
the nature of the evolutionary process, we can infer several further properties of 
the metabolon which lived before the era of coded proteins. This metabolon had 
the ability to conserve the structure of its nucleotide enzymes; otherwise, we could 
not today still observe so much similarity among the different t-RNA's. It must 
therefore have had an accurate nucleotide-transcription mechanism. It may 
already have had a separate "memory", such as a proto-DNA chromosome. 

Proto-t-RNA must have imparted some competitive advantage to the 
metabolon so that natural selection preserved it. Proto-t-RNA most probably 
acted as a nonspecific catalyst polymerizing amino acids. The mechanism would 
have been similar to the one still used today. (This polymerizing mechanism could 
hardly have arisen at a later time. Once the divergence of the specific t-RNA's 
had occurred, it would be almost impossible for nature to introduce a new feature; 
the simultaneous adaptation to this new feature by all the divergent t-RNA's 
would be extremely unlikely.) This primeval organism was capable of producing 
proto-ribosomes and at least one nucleic acid messenger, since both of these are 
essential to the polymerizing mechanism. The messenger corresponded to the first 
gene for a protein; the t-RNA's and the genes for protein enzymes then evolved 
together. Presumably, the protein produced by this messenger was advantageous, 
even though the translation process may well have been ambiguous. The particular 
amino acids in the protein would depend on mass balance and other chemical 
factors, as well as on the specificity of the amino acid-t-RNA reaction at that time. 
A number of other cell functions had probably already come to depend on protein 
before the code evolved. At this level of complexity, the metabolon had the 
following characteristics: nucleotide enzymes, including proto-t-RNA; structural 
nucleic acids, including proto-ribosomes; proto-messenger-RNA; and the genetic 
nucleic acids necessary for the reliable reproduction of all these. It also had amino 
acids, the above-mentioned protein, and such amino acid polymers as it could 
synthesize by other more primitive mechanisms. Some ofthese primitive polymers 
still survive, for example, glutathione and polyglutamic acid. 

The organization, structures, and functions of the metabolon will be consid
erably clearer when many more of the polymer structures of the proto-organism 
have been inferred. The mathematics of inferring the common ancestry of polymers 
is straightforward, and the practical limit depends on our ability to collect a 
sufficient amount of suitable polymer-sequence data. To understand better the 
earliest stages of evolution, it will be advantageous to combine evidence from 
many sources. 

VI. Evolution of Chemical Organization 
A. Biochemical Inferences 

Before the era of large, systematically coded polymers, the metabolon must 
already have achieved considerable complexity. The succession of reactions lead
ing to the synthesis of the ubiquitous small molecules used in metabolism may 
14 Organic Geochemistry 
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have been strongly conserved by evolution just as the structures of protein and 
nucleic acid polymers were. If so, the succession of reactions producing each 
compound today may represent a recapitulation of the evolutionary events which 
originally built up the chain of reactions. It may be possible, then, to infer self
consistent functional ancestors with greatly simplified primitive metabolic path
ways [11]. By a logical process of stripping away the peripheral components, 
those on which other components do not critically depend, we may be able to 
simplify the large body of known metabolic processes and arrange them in a rough 
chronological order of their addition to the metabolons. This would sketch out 
many details of the presently unknown era represented by the dotted lower trunk 
of the phylogenetic tree of Fig. 1. The very oldest components would become 
evident. These in turn could suggest possibilities for studies approaching this era 
from the opposite direction, that of the natural development of a more complex 
organization from a primordial, chemically simple world. 

B. Astronomical and Geological Considerations 
The compounds available to the first metabolons must obviously have been 

those which were produced by nonliving processes. Inferences about the nature 
of prebiological conditions may be drawn from thermodynamic equilibria, from 
special processes implicit in the evolutionary history of the earth, and from 
geological observations. Components evidently available from the beginning 
include phosphates, polyphosphates, CO2 , H20, N 2, H2 , CO, H2S, NH3 , Mg+ + 
and other metal ions, and FeS and other minerals. Various reactions have been 
proposed for the development of more complex compounds through the absorp
tion oflight or other energy [12]. The nonliving production of thermodynamically 
unstable substances by light would be the archetype of the energy utilization 
process in the meta bolon, which evolved into the efficient, complex, highly 
regulated process of photosynthesis in modern plants. 

C. Fossil Evidence 
Recent studies [5] have been directed at the detection of preserved remnants 

of actual chemical components of ancient organisms. It is too soon to tell what 
the practical limit of these studies may be in tracing the actual chemistry of the 
earliest living things; but if fossils can be found in which degradative processes 
have not been too severe, they will be of much interest. 

D. Model Laboratory Experiments 

Complex structures can develop naturally from less structured ingredients 
because of the inherent chemical properties of systems. Cocrystallization and 
coacervate formation are well known examples. Intricate living processes have 
developed by the repeated operation of this potentiality of nature. Laboratory 
experiments have been directed at the self-organization of components into 
complexes such as coacervates, membranes, enzyme aggregates and polymers 
[4, 11]. Other experiments study the cooperative catalytic properties of these 
and other important primitive biological components. 
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The stages of self-organization must have been added to the metabolon one 
at a time. Once the self-organization and possible function of any such stage 
have been understood, then the plausibility of the previous existence of the 
necessary components must be shown. To study the first evolutionary stages, 
laboratory experiments with simulated primordial conditions, or theoretical 
considerations, such as chemical thermodynamics, are used to establish the 
nature of the essential first complex compounds, e. g., amino acids, sugars, fats, 
and nucleotides. 

One day these four approaches may well support each other so thoroughly 
that the evolution of life can then be traced back through many understandable 
steps all the way to chemical simplicity. When this has been done, it will be seen 
that the" origin of life" was not a single unique event, but rather, a continuous 
development of the potentialities inherent in the building blocks and the energy 
flow of the universe. 
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Fossils have been simply defined as traces of ancient life. Paleontology, the 
study of these remnants, can thus well be thought of as four-dimensional biology 
[1]. To adapt one description of biology, "the aim of paleontology is to understand 
the structure, functioning and history of ancient organisms and of populations 
of such organisms" [2]. Because of the nature of their material, however, pale
ontologists have often needed information on aspects of modern life that have 
scarcely interested neontologists. Examples that might be cited are the whole field 
of actuopaleontology (with close links to forensic medicine - see below), the study 
of population structures not only of living communities but also of dead assem
blages [3], and the detailed morphological study of preservable tissues. 

Attempts to base a more precise definition of fossils upon their age or con
dition [4] are clearly artificial and largely undesirable. GEIKIE long ago pointed 
out that the term "fossil" is as applicable to the bones of a sheep buried under 
the gravelly flood deposit of a modern river as to extremely ancient organic 
remains [5], and this view is endorsed by workers on Recent death assemblages 
studying organisms which have been dead for only a matter of months or at 
most a few years [6]. The problem of whether to regard" chemical fossils" [7] 
as true fossils is largely a semantic one. BROUWER [8] follows STIRTON in redefining 
fossils as "recognizable remains of living creatures from the geological past ", 
to exclude, for example, coal seam components that are no longer" recognizable" 
as the remains of organisms. Since the passage from the biosphere to the lithosphere 
is transitional, however, varying degrees of recognizability are inevitable. 
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The marked differences observed between fossils collected from strata that, 
from their superposition alone, were known to be of different ages, early led to 
the recognition that organisms have changed progressively with time. The demon
stration of these changes is one of the aims of paleontology which in this way 
supplies knowledge of the course of evolution [9]. A recent work is available 
summarizing this distribution of organisms in geological time [10]. The recognition 
of these changes led to the deduction that the relative geological age of strata 
could be determined from their fossil content, and this method forms the basis 
for establishing the chronology needed to order earth history or stratigraphy 
[11, 12]. 

The study of fossils as originally living organisms in relationship to their 
ancient environment is known as paleoecology [13-15] a subject which is closely 
linked with paleobiogeography [16, 17], the study of the former distribution of 
plants and animals. In turn, stratigraphy, paleoecology and paleobiogeography 
form the basis for the reconstruction of paleogeography. Paleobiogeography may 
be assisted by geochemical means. Modern biogeochemical provinces are those 
regions of the earth's surface that differ from adjacent regions in their content of 
certain elements or compounds, and which thereby impress specific biological 
characteristics on the local fauna and flora. Major changes in paleogeography 
occurred in the past, and it should be possible to reconstruct paleo biogeochemical 
provinces from the petrology and geochemistry of the rocks as well as to seek 
independent evidence for them by geochemical analysis of their contained fossils 
[18]. 

The basic data for these studies are fossils systematically classified and accu
rately identified by name [19]. The reliability of identifications of fossils as well 
as the information that can be gained from their study may be increased by the 
use of a variety of analytical and observational methods [20] which have recently 
been summarized [21]. Successive attempts to lay proper emphasis on other than 
purely systematic approaches to fossils [22] were signified by the introduction 
of such terms as paleobiology and paleoethology, neither name now used ex
tensively. With the fuller recognition that true taxonomy involves explanation 
as well as description [2] the need for such division ceased to exist. Within a 
unified paleontology, however, it is useful to recognize disciplines by adding the 
prefix paleo- to the relevant biological disciplines, as illustrated in the above 
paragraphs and by other more specialized examples, such as paleoneurology [23], 
paleopsychology [24], paleopathology [25], paleo biochemistry [26] and paleo
genetics [27]. The subject of this volume, organic geochemistry, is a recent 
addition to these disciplines, and exemplifies reductionism in paleontology: the 
study of successively lower levels of organization. Explanation by reduction 
implies its opposite, which SIMPSON [2] has termed composition, "explanation 
goes up as well as down the scale of levels of organization". The relating of geo
chemical discoveries to geology is thus a compositional process, requiring knowl
edge of paleontology acquired from all its disciplines, as well as from the rest 
of geology. 

When considering these and all other aspects of paleontology the effects of 
fossilization must be evaluated, even though their study is not a prime objective. 
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II. Taphonomy: The Study of Fossilization 
The study of the processes involved in the conversion of a formerly living 

organism to a fossil is known as taphonomy [28-30]. The fossilization processes 
have ultimately to be reconstructed from a study of the available end products, 
the fossils and their enclosing sediments. Since these end products are the results 
of many processes, often conflicting or reversible, attempts have been made to 
investigate the several component processes separately and also by experiment. 
Almost all fossilization processes can be considered to have a selective filtering 
action, allowing certain remains to survive whilst destroying most others. For 
an organism to be preserved as a fossil is the exception rather than the rule and 
the fossil record is inevitably an incomplete one. SIMPSON [31] has estimated 
"that on the order of 1 to 10 percent of all the species that ever lived are recoverable 
as fossils and that, of those, on the order of 1 to 10 percent have so far been found 
and described". That these figures are of the right order of magnitude is suggested 
by the following examples. In two different modern environments, tropical river 
alluvium and reef limestone, NEWELL [32] has estimated that only about 0.1 per
cent and 2 percent of the numbers of species inhabiting the respective areas are 
preservable. In a well documented Recent example [33], the number of fish scales 
recovered from surface sediments of a shallow lake was only 4 percent of the 
number expected from fish that died in the pond. There are several sources of 
bias which have to be taken into account in estimates of survival in the fossil 
record. SIMPSON [31] has listed and discussed collection and other sources of bias 
in detail and some of them will be discussed in the present chapter. 

Many accounts are available describing and classifying the states of preserva
tion of fossils [5, 8, 34-36] and the reader is referred to them for a systematic 
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Fig. 1. Simplified flow chart of possible fossilisation processes that can affect a community of organisms; 
feedback can occur from all post mortem stages. Many subdivisions of the death assemblage can be 
recognised based on mode of formation [91,95], and these are necessary for paleoecology. Additional 
assemblages that have been named include the remnant assemblage (Iiptocenosis) and burial assemblage 

(taphocenosis) but these appear to have little value 
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treatment since this topic will receive only incidental mention here. The processes 
of fossilization responsible for these various states of preservation, however, have 
only rarely been discussed outside the German literature, and a consideration of 
these processes is most important to organic geochemistry. An attempt will there
fore be made to set out a framework for discussion of these processes, emphasizing 
factors which should be borne in mind by the geochemist. A flow chart and 
schematic illustration of some of the fossilization processes to suggest the field 
embraced by taphonomy are given as Figs. 1 and 2; Fig. 3 portrays the possible 
fates of components of living communities and death assemblages. 

There are many incidental references to individual aspects of fo~silization 
scattered throughout the literature of paleontology, and many other relevant 
facets may be found in literature on soil science, fuel technology, limnology, 
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and eventually are exposed to weathering. (After JOHNSON [202], Fig. 1) 

microbiology and general biochemistry among others. It should be emphasized 
that this article is in no sense meant to be exhaustive and doubtless much will 
necessarily have been overlooked. It is likely that the organic geochemical 
approach will be a stimulus to research in taphonomy. 

III. Biostratinomy* 
Biostratinomy is the investigation of changes and processes which have 

affected the carcass of an animal or remains of a plant from the time of their 
death until burial in a sediment [37, 38]. The term may also be used to denote 
those changes and processes. The restriction of the term biostratinomy simply 
to a study of the relative dispositions of fossils to each other and to the enclosing 
sediment appears unjustifiable. The study of present day phenomena as a means 
of elucidating the biostratinomy of fossils has been called, paradoxically, actuo
paleontology [39]. 

• In the literature, terms dealing with fossilization have been used in different senses by different 
authors. The usage here follows that of the original authors wherever possible. 
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A. Biological Factors in Biostratinomy 
All organisms occupy some place in a complex food web and large numbers 

of them will be destroyed by predation, scavenging or microbial decay in early 
stages of what may be regarded as the biostratinomic pathway. An example is 
afforded by the copepod crustaceans. Free swimming copepods are today among 
the most numerous of marine animals, being produced at an estimated rate of 
nine hundred per cc per year, but they form the base of the pyramid of marine 
life and are probably totally consumed by predators. Although their small size 
and lack of strongly mineralized skeleton are also important factors, this fact 
of predation helps to explain the great rarity of copepods as fossils in the geological 
record, and the fact that free-swimming forms are unknown until the Tertiary 
(and then only in freshwater deposits). Parasitic representatives are known much 
earlier in the form of cysts in Jurassic echinoid skeletons, a highly specialized 
adaptation but one favoring preservation (and incidentally implying a much 
earlier origin for the free swimming forms from which the parasitic forms evolved). 

The nature of the living organism's adaptation to its environment contributes 
largely to its post-mortem fate: sessile benthos or infauna (animals living in 
sediments forming the sea floor) for example, are more likely to be preserved 
than other aquatic creatures, and aquatic creatures more likely to be preserved 
than terrestrial. One striking example of this is the concentration of amphibians 
in a Permian siltstone described by DALQUIST and MAMAY [40]. Offour hundred 
skeletons, 90 percent represent Diplocaulis, 8 percent Trimerorhachis and only 
2 percent others. The deposit is thought to have formed by the drying out of a 
watercourse, allowing time for the truly terrestrial forms to walk away from the 
area, and thus accounting for their absence from the deposit, but killing the 
amphibians en masse. Such adaptations favouring fossilization may, however, 
be anulled by other factors. CRAIG and JONES [41] have suggested that although 
the chances of transportation of the shells of epifaunal benthos (those animals 
living on the sea floor) in the Irish Sea are greater than those of infaunal species, 
the probability of their destruction is not necessarily greater since infaunal 
skeletons are weaker. Furthermore, only one third of the infauna have preservable 
hard parts compared with over half the epifauna; overall, epifaunal species are 
about four times more abundant than infaunal. 

1. Structure and Composition 

Organisms with hard parts are more likely to be represented as fossils than 
those without. Approximately 44 percent of all known phyla lack such preservable 
hard parts [31] and the rarity of such phyla in the fossil record is one of the chief 
causes for the long recognized imperfection of that record. It is partly for this 
reason that plants are generally rarer than animals as fossils. A thorough review 
of the inorganic chemistry [42] and mineralogy of organic tissues has recently 
been provided by LOWENSTAM [43] and much data is available in the biological 
literature [44-46]. The structure of the hard parts themselves can influence their 
preservability and the fate of such hard parts cannot be considered simply in 
bulk physical or chemical terms; account has to be taken of microstructure and 
the relative disposition of hard parts and readily decomposable soft parts. The 
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lamellibranch Nucula nucleus is common in the bottom fauna of the Deep Channel 
near Heligoland whereas the similar sized Venus ovata is rare. Yet quantitative 
determinations of shells occurring in the sediment show the reverse relationship. 
A recent change in fauna could explain this, but KESSEL [47J states that it is due 
to the relatively greater amount of organic matrix between the prisms of Nucula 
shells which leads to a more rapid breakdown of the aragonite shell than occurs 
in Venus. On the other hand the preservation of organic material may be favored 
by a microstructure which effectively seals off the compounds from the action 
of degradative agents. 

With the exception of plant cuticles and the exines of spores (composed of 
the very stable cutin and sporopollenin), structures which appear tough and 
resistant in plants may not always be those least likely to be broken down. Many 
instances are known of the preservation of the delicate growing points and other 
non-woody parts of plants. The several layers of the plant cell wall differ not 
only in chemical composition but also in ultra texture due to the characteristic 
arrangement of the cellulose microfibrils [48-50]. This is of considerable import
ance in connexion with the degradation of plant material both before and after 
burial. The course of structural degradation of the thick-walled lignified elements 
of wood has been demonstrated by BARGHOORN [51-54J, and by BARGHOORN 
and SCOTT [55]. It has been most frequently observed that the central layer of 
the secondary wall (the S2 layer) is the first to decay, while the primary wall and 
adjacent outermost layer of the secondary wall (S1) are only affected in badly 
degraded specimens. 

Size and shape are also important factors affecting preservation: small, 
compact corpses tend to be preserved intact more readily than those of large 
organisms or organisms in which the body is diffuse or much branched. 

In the unusual conditions of formation of the Eocene Geiseltal lignite, the 
tissues of small vertebrates tend to be better preserved than those oflarger animals, 
presumably because the tanning fluids could permeate the bodies of these small 
animals more rapidly than larger corpses. Bulky plant tissues probably stand a 
better chance of good preservation because their permeable cell wall material 
(absent in animal tissues) permits rapid infiltration. 

2. Autolysis 

Many organisms, or their deciduous organs or tissues, will have undergone 
natural processes of senescence [56J before becoming involved in the biostrati
nomic process. This fact is particularly relevant to the geochemistry of fossil 
leaves. Before the leaves of the broad-leaved trees fall, there is generally a decline 
of proteins, nucleic acid and chlorophyll, accompanied by mobilization of carbo
hydrates and organic acids and an increase of yellow and red pigments. Many 
esoteric metabolites doubtless remain in fallen leaves in addition to the surface 
lipids, pigments and lignin skeleton that are common to most. Terpenoids, 
although commonly deposited in greatest quantity in the perennial parts of trees, 
are also present in leaves. This applies particularly to the conifers since their 
leaves, whether seasonally deciduous or evergreen, are not readily decayed and 
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may build up into considerable deposits on the forest floor. The formation of 
oil-bearing soils through this process has been suggested. 

Up to 90 percent of the dry weight of an arthropod cuticle may be resorbed 
during the rapid enzymatic autolysis that takes place before moulting [57]. The 
nature of the compounds resorbed from the old cuticle varies with the arthropod, 
but both inorganic and organic constituents may be removed. Some moults are 
distinguishable from corpses on morphological grounds. Decomposed moults of 
crabs differ from corpses in that the fourth cephalic segment remains attached 
to the thorax, rather than detaching with the carapace [58]. Chemical data from 
Recent moults and corpses could usefully be compared with data from their 
fossil counterparts. Many cells in a large organism will continue life processes 
for a considerable time after somatic death. Tissue death and complete disorgani
zation eventually occurs when reserves have been metabolized. Living tissues 
deprived of oxygen will continue to operate enzyme systems resulting, for instance, 
in deaminations, decarboxylations and hydrolytic processes. The tissues of 
green plants may still respire sugars through lactic or alcoholic fermentation 
paths under anaerobic conditions, thus providing energy for other catabolic 
processes. Autolysis will result in a considerable alteration in the chemistry of 
the tissues and may also alter the subsequent course of microbial degradation 
where this follows. Little is known of the possibilities of inhibition of autolytic 
processes in biostratinomy, but it may be conjectured that in many cases the 
infiltration of substances inhibitory to enzyme activity has occurred early in the 
fossilization process. This is of course open to experiment. 

3. Viability 

The tissues of seeds and the spores of lower organisms and microbes may 
remain viable for lengthy periods [59, 60], and those of some species will be 
continuing many of the life processes in the state of dormancy when other parts 
of the same organism or species are well advanced towards fossilization. Seeds 
of the Indian Lotus (a water-lily, N elumbo nucifera Gaert.) may still be viable, 
that is capable of germination if returned to favorable conditions, after burial 
in peat for over one thousand years [61], possibly as long as 3,000 years [62]. 
Clearly these seeds have resisted not only the degradative attack of microorganisms 
but also the chemical action of the peaty water which is often toxic to all but 
select groups of microorganisms. It must be remembered that these seeds are 
utilizing stored material in order to keep their life processes going and that how
ever slowly these are proceeding, they will ultimately lead to the breakdown 
of structure. The longer a tissue remains alive without an external energy supply 
the greater will be the internal degradation. From the point of view offossilization, 
the case of the Indian Lotus is of little consequence, for unless it is killed and 
chemically fixed early, it cannot be expected to produce a structurally well pre
served fossil, despite its apparent resistance. The fact that quiescent tissues may 
retain their chemical integrity for so much longer than the material of the matrix 
in which they are buried (e.g., peat) is of some importance to the geochemist. 
The possibility of the presence of living material, particularly in young sediments 
and soils, should be constantly borne in mind since their inclusion in samples 
for analysis will substantially affect the conclusions regarding the persistance 
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and degradation of certain organic compounds in the sediment. A simple reliable 
test for seed viability using tetrazolium salt has been described and may be of 
wide application [60, 63]. 

4. Attack by Other Organisms 

Microbial decay (Chapter 11, this volume) of organisms begins immediately 
after death, unless inhibited by rapid burial or other less usual factors such as 
desiccation, the presence of antibiotic substances secreted by other organisms 
[64], or large populations of bacteriophages or predatory organisms which 
considerably reduce the population of the bacteria and fungi responsible for 
decay. Early suspension or exclusion of microbial decay may be partly or solely 
responsible for the retention of decomposable organic material in those fossils 
from which it has been isolated. 

The rate and nature of decay, whether aerobic or anaerobic, are influenced 
by a number of factors. From forensic science it is known that moisture speeds 
the decomposition of human carcasses by the bacteria normally present in the 
body and that the optimum temperature range is 21°-38° C (70°-100° F). Diseased 
subjects decompose more quickly than healthy ones, fat subjects more quickly 
than lean, and old individuals rather slowly. Eight progressive stages have been 
recognized in aerobic decomposition of exposed human bodies and these stages 
doubtless apply to other terrestrial vertebrates [65]. Associated with each period 
of decomposition are different characteristic scavenging insects. From a study 
of the insects found associated with mammalian skeletons in the Californian 
Pleistocene asphalt pits, PIERCE [65] has found that the first five stages are 
represented, indicating that the submergence of the carcasses was slow and took 
up to five months, whereas at present day slower-submerging seeps, seven stages 
can be observed. The eight stages may be summarized as follows (an asterisk 
indicates those genera found fossil at the La Brea pit). 

Period I 

Period II 

Period III 

Period IV 

Period V 

Period VI 

Period VII 

Period VIII 

Table 1 

Fresh carcass; autolytic decomposition of proteins to amino acids by enzymes. 
Fermentation by larvae of flies: Calliphora, Muscina, Musca (*puparia of which are 
found fossil). 

Bacterial decomposition for first three months, breaking down amino acids to 
ptomaines. Flies: Sarcophaga, Lucilia (*puparia); Bacteria: Proteus, Escherichia. 

Formation offatty acids and start of caseous product formation, third to sixth month. 
Beetle: *Dermestes; Moth: Aglossa. 

Formation of caseous products such as adipocere, third to sixth month. Beetles: 
Korynetes, Necrobia, Piophila, Anthomyia. 

Ammoniacal fermentation, black liquefaction in fourth to eighth months. Flies: 
Phora, Lonchaea; Beetles: 0 phyra, * Silpha, N ecrodes, * N icrophorus, * H ister, Saprinus; 
Bacteria: Proteus, Bacillus. 

Desiccation, sixth to twelfth months. Scavengers principally mites. 

Extreme desiccation, one to three years. 

Debris, over three years. Beetles: Ptinidae, *Tenebrionidae (significance unclear). 
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From such detailed palaeoecologial associations inferences can be made as 
to the state to which the organic material is likely to have decomposed. Conversely, 
the organic geochemical facies could independently suggest what processes of 
decomposition a fossil had undergone, and thus enable the reconstruction of a 
more detailed paleoecology. 

Little is known of the detailed chemical changes which occur during decay 
in the geologically more important sub aquatic environments, partly because of 
the difficulty of study under such conditions. KRAUSE [66] has studied post 
mortem in vitro breakdown of plankton under fresh water, and notes that one 
quarter of the mean weight is lost immediately after death, probably by the loss 
of soluble body substances due to an increase in permeability of the cell membrane, 
a normal accompaniment of cell senescence. Almost one third of the body sub
stance is lost within a few hours, one half within one day, and only one quarter 
remains after one month. The breakdown of such plankton is only slightly faster 
under aerobic than anaerobic conditions. In natural waters, this dead plankton 
would approach the lake floor, at some time after the first day. SCHAFER [39] 
has recently published detailed accounts of the grosser aspects of decay for one 
region, the North Sea. Whale corpses on a beach, for example, will suffer a rapid 
aerobic decay of organic compounds forming gases in the visceral cavities which 
lead to inflation of the body. Mummification of some soft parts may ensue due 
to the evaporation of water, but when the body cavity is eventually breached, 
viscous blubber escapes, forming a dark brown aureole around the carcass, 
impregnating and cementing the sand into concretions. Similarly, adipocere can 
accumulate by saponification of the fats, which are more resistant to decomposition 
than proteins. This can occur during decomposition under water or under moist 
conditions on land and has been responsible for the preservation as "pseudo
morphs" within historic times of carcasses of terrestrial and marine animals 
[67-71]. The oldest fossil preserved by this means appears to be from the Geiseltal 
Eocene, where the brain and spinal chord of a frog were preserved. Later occurrences 
include the Pleistocene giant deer M egaceros and mammoth, with well-preserved 
subcutaneous fat; the literature has been summarised by BERGMANN [72]. 

Several observations have been made on the decay of fish [39, 67, 73] which 
suggest that articulated skeletons can only result from the slow processes of 
anaerobic decay. Under aerobic conditions decay is complete within a week or 
two, although increased salinity will retard decomposition. Carcasses with large 
visceral cavities float to the surface due to gases developing in the body cavity 
and the hard parts are strewn as fragments over a wide area. When anaerobic 
conditions prevail, however, as in stagnant basins, scavenging benthos is pre
cluded, skeletons are articulated and well-preserved and putrefaction proceeds 
slowly, resulting in the preservation of organic material. 

Some plant material dug out of lake sediments of Recent origin still appears 
green and little decayed. Chlorophyll has been identified in the Geiseltal Eocene 
lignite. Observations on the fine structure of such material as well as experiment
ally treated plant material are certainly required. In connection with their investi
gations on the origin of coal balls, STOPES and WATSON [74] carried out an 
experiment to test the suspected preservative powers of sea water [75]. Fresh 
plant parts were placed between layers of peat in a glass vessel and covered 
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with sea water to which were added various living and dead mussels and cockles 
along with fragments of shells of these creatures. The jars were completely filled 
with sea water and covered. After ten months almost all traces of the animal 
soft parts had disappeared, leaving only the shells, and the water was clear and 
without smell. The plants were found to be green and fresh-looking, and when 
sectioned the cell contents were seen to be more or less perfectly preserved with 
chloroplasts and nuclei still intact. Some of the plant material was then sealed 
in a glass tube with some of the clear liquid and left exposed to light. A footnote 
in their paper shows that no change had taken place over a further two years. 

Some idea of the length of time that has elapsed since death and before burial 
may be obtainable from the attitude of the preserved hard parts. During decay 
maceration of the hard parts commonly follows a definite sequence which can 
be determined for specific conditions, as MULLER has described. Vertebrates tend 
to have their jaws detached at a very early stage in this sequence, and this has 
been so frequently noted in fossil skeletons that WEIGELT [76] referred to it as 
his "lower jaw law", although there are certainly exceptions [77]. Skull and 
limbs then become disconnected, ribs loosen; limb disarticulation is followed by 
vertebral column disarticulation, but before this is completed, disintegration of 
the bones starts. Selective scavenging of large well-muscled limb bones has been 
invoked for their rarity in the Alaskan Pleistocene, and for the comparative 
abundance of the less-muscled, denser lower limb bones [78]. A Recent clupeid 
fish carcass arches dorsally, reaching a maximum recurvature three days after 
death, before the ventral side splits open. Subsequently the head recurves more 
or less strongly until finally it becomes detached from the body. All stages in this 
sequence are preserved in fossil clupeids from the Oligocene of the Mainz basin 
[30]. By applying such observations to fossil assemblages the least decayed 
specimens should be recognizable which should in turn yield the most organic 
chemical information. One such detailed study has been made of the Liassic 
ichthyosaurs of the Holzmaden Jurassic Posidonienschiefer, which has enabled 
the probable conditions of death and burial to be reconstructed [79]. Some 
organic geochemical data are also available for this deposit [80]. 

Saprophytic breakdown of tissues by fungi, algae and bacteria may form new 
organic compounds in situ. The paths of attack followed by these organisms may 
be dictated by the microstructure ofthe host organism. MOORE [81] (see Chapter 11, 
this volume) has described how Carboniferous Coal Measure plant structures may 
be completely pseudomorphed by filaments of fungi, presumably the organism 
responsible for much of the decay. 

Parasites and symbionts may hasten degradation. Thus mycorhizal associates 
typically occur in situations rich in organic material, such as forests and heaths, 
and lead to rapid aerobic degradation of the underground parts when the host 
plant dies. 

Boring organisms of at least eight invertebrate phyla and three plant groups 
may hasten the breakdown of hard tissues [46, 82, 83] partly by direct destruction 
of organic and inorganic tissue, but also by enabling bacteria to gain access [84] 
and by reducing their resistance to mechanical breakdown. Some of these borers 
feed off the organic matrix as they ramify through dead or living skeletons, but 
the majority do not [48]. Boring occurs by mechanical means, or through the 
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agency of acids, CO2 , enzymes, or sequestering agents. Borings have been de
scribed from many fossils [85-87]. Boring marine algae, possibly also fungi and 
bacteria, are instrumental in causing the centripetal replacement of aragonite 
skeletons by micrite - a fine grained mosaic of aragonite crystals [88]. Skeletons 
are first bored or pitted, the penetrating filament then dies and decays, and the 
vacated tubes are filled, by some unknown process, with micrite [89]. By repetition 
of this process, observed by BATHURST in sediments from a Bahamas lagoon, much 
of the shell comes to be surrounded by a micrite envelope. For some reason, this 
envelope resists diagenetic solution and remains after the skeletal aragonite has 
been dissolved during diagenesis, forming a mould within which a growth of 
coarse calcite crystals can take place to form casts of the original skeleton. At 
least some of these algae secrete a chemically stable mucilage that enables the 
micritization process and thus plays an important part in the preservation of hard 
parts. SHEARMAN and SKIPWITH [90] have claimed that these mucilages may be 
recognizable as acid-insoluble organic residues in rocks of all ages back to the 
Lower Paleozoic, and that they account for a large part of the" kerogen" of 
limestones. 

B. Physico-Chemical Factors in Biostratinomy 

These factors vary according to the environment in which the organism dies, 
and their parameters are being defined as the result of recent work by geochemists, 
sedimentologists and paleontologists [11, 13,91-93]. The effects of these factors 
on the dead organism will often be the same as on inorganic particles. Sometimes, 
however, the properties peculiar to organic remains will lead to their selective 
destruction or preservation under certain physico-chemical conditions. 

1. Dynamic Selection and Mechanical Destruction 

As during sedimentation of mineral particles, dynamic selection of organisms 
may take place during transport [29]. The dead remains of various forms may be 
transported together in associations that do not reflect any single life environment. 
Under these conditions there is much winnowing and sorting of organic remains 
by size, shape, and effective specific gravity. The remains of young and small 
organisms may thus be separated from those of older and larger forms, although 
HALLAM [94] has recently shown that for marine molluscan death assemblages, 
water-current sorting is less important than the selective destruction of small size 
grades. Less commonly, the fossils of an older rock formation are weathered free 
of rock matrix and become incorporated in a younger formation in association 
with fossil forms that lived much later and under quite different conditions [32]. 
All such assemblages have been termed death assemblages or thanatocenoses 
(Fig. 1) to distinguish them from the original community living in one area at one 
time, the biocenosis [91, 95]. Studies of the orientation of skeletons within the 
thanatocenosis are important in paleoecological reconstruction [30]. 

Mechanical destruction of invertebrate skeletons by abrasion under water has 
been investigated by several workers [94, 9~99]. CHA VE'S results show that the 
durability of skeletal materials is more variable than that of normal sedimentary 
mineral grains. The skeletal mineralogy does not exert a clear influence on this 
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durability, and although size has some effect on durability it is not a controlling 
factor. The major factor as noted in the last section is the microstructure and the 
correlated disposition of organic matrix in the skeleton. Thus dense, fine-grained 
skeletons are more durable than skeletons with much openwork. The destruction 
of mollusc shells has also been studied in Recent shallow seas, and the results of 
this applied to a number of fossil occurrences [100]. The shape of a skeleton will 
affect its dynamic properties; gastropods, for example, usually withstand frag
mentation better than lamellibranchs [94]. 

2. Oxidation-Reduction and Hydrogen Ion Potentials 

Oxidation-reduction (redox-Eh) and hydrogen ion potentials (PH) are impor
tant factors for the delimitation of stability fields of sedimentary and skeletal 
particles. A classification of non-clastic, non-evaporite sediments based on pH 
and Eh is shown as Fig. 4, and a similarly based diagram showing the field oc
cupied by the natural environments as Fig. 5. The actual range and distribution 
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(After GARRELS and CHRIST [174], Fig. 11.2) 

ofEh-pH measurements made in natural aqueous environments is shown in Fig. 6. 
It is important to recall that Eh and pH are dependent variables [101], being 
symptomatic of biological and chemical reactions that are occurring. Since living 
systems playa major role in controlling the aqueous milieu, measurements of 
Eh-pH may often indicate ecology [102]. Conversely, if Eh-pH conditions could 
be reconstructed from the mineral species, and ultimately perhaps from the 
organic molecules present in a fossil and its surrounding sediment, detailed 
paleoecological reconstruction would be possible. 

In the presence of oxygen (aerobic environment with positive Eh) rapid 
decomposition takes place and the organic content is largely destroyed, even the 
most resistant parts being metabolized [103]. In the absence of oxygen (anaerobic 
environment, negative Eh) putrefaction occurs with extensive resynthesis by micro
organisms commonly yielding a preservable body, often rich in organic material. 
Such anaerobic conditions often occur in poorly ventilated marine basins, the 
classic example being the Black Sea which is rich in HzS below 150 m and con
sequently accumulates up to 35 percent organic material in the bottom deposits. 
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Fig. 6. Distribution of Eh-pH measurements of the natural aqueous environments. (After BAAS

BEeKING et al. [102], Fig. 31) 

The position of the zero oxidation-reduction surface relative to the sediment
water interface, whether above, coincident with, or below it, will determine 
whether chemical changes take place before, during or after burial (i. e., during 
diagenesis) in aquatic environments. It may be impossible to distinguish in a 
fossil when certain of these changes took place and hence their effects will be 
considered together here. It may also be difficult to determine whether particular 
features observed in fossils are the result of biological or physico-chemical activity. 
An example of this is the difficulty in assessing whether the removal of cellulose 
from the cell walls that occurs during structural degradation of plant tissues is 
due to microbial activity or to chemical hydrolysis. The anatomical characteristics 
and chemical composition of ancient wood from presumed sterile environments 
are very similar to those of wood that has been degraded by fungi. The course 
of structural degradation in the cell walls of the woody tissue has been mentioned 
briefly in the previous section in relation to the microstructure and chemical 
composition of the cell wall material. The sequence of degradation has been 
studied in most detail in ancient and buried wood which shows no clear evidence 
of extensive attack by microorganisms [51-54, 104-107]. The investigations of 
V AROSSIEAU and BREGER [1 08J are of special interest since the samples of degraded 
wood studied by them were of known age and had been buried under more or 
less sterile conditions and in similar circumstances. The wood, mostly piles under 
buildings ranging in age from 30 to 600 years, was exposed when Rotterdam was 
bombed in 1940. Their results clearly confirmed earlier reports that lignin is the 
15' 
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most resistant of the cell wall constituents under the conditions of burial, and 
also demonstrated that in the most decayed parts of the older samples the 
methoxyl content of the lignin was reduced indicating some degradation of the 
lignin. (In this connection reference may be made to a recent Symposium on the 
degradation of lignin in geological environments [109].) Cellulose was found to 
disappear progressively with age resulting in the characteristic" lignin enrichment" 
of the decayed wood. This was greatest in the outermost layers of the wood 
(Fig. 7). Humic materials which are not present in new wood were found in samples 
450 years old. 
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Fig. 7. Cellulose and lignin content oftwo successive, l-cm outer layers (L 1, L 2) in four spruce samples 
which were buried for an increasing period of time. The cellulose content in the outermost l-cm layers 
decreases rapidly with increasing age. The cellulose content of all second layers shows a similar al
though not as pronounced trend. The lignin content of two successive layers of each pile increases with 

increasing duration of burial and is greatest in the outermost layer. 
(After V AROSSIEAU and BREGER [108], Fig. 6) 

Cellulose has not been identified in fossils older than the Tertiary (up to 
50 million years) and this has a much lower DP * than normal cellulose from 
living plants. This reduction in size of molecule however probably occurs fairly 
rapidly, geologically speaking, for a similar reduction in DP is found in cellulose 
from the wrappings of Egyptian mummies, ca. 5,000 years old. Lignin has been 
demonstrated in Paleozoic plants as dioxane-soluble fractions giving the charac
teristic color reactions for lignin, and as extracts with a typical (non-angiosperm) 
lignin UV absorption spectrum [50]. 

3. Microenvironment of the Decaying Organism 
The decaying organism may create its own microenvironment exhibiting dif

ferent Eh-pH conditions from that of the macroenvironment. EMERY [110] has 
noted the presence of pyrite internal molds offoraminifera, diatoms and radiolaria 

* DP = degree of polymerization. 
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in the tops of cores from the sea off southern California. Such early pyrite is 
formed in neutral or alkaline environments by the reaction between the sulphide 
resulting from breakdown of organic matter and bacterial reduction of sulphates, 
and iron brought in as detrital minerals [111, 112]. Since the tops of these cores 
are above the level of zero Eh, EMERY has suggested that local spots of negative Eh 
were produced by the decomposing protoplasm of the organisms more or less 
isolated from the positive Eh of the matrix. Pyrite infilling of plant and animal 
cells or skeletons may occur very soon after death [113-118], and favor their 
preservation as fossils. One of the few experiments on fossilization that have been 
performed showed that humified wood could be replaced by marcasite by the 
action of colonies of anaerobic sulphur bacteria living in the wood cells in the 
presence of iron and calcium sulphate solution [119, 120]. 

The difficulty of interpreting when such mineralization of a dead organism took 
place is well illustrated by pyrite spherules. These are known from rocks of all 
geological ages and were recently suggested to be formed by some unknown 
organism, now represented by the organic material enclosing and/or enclosed by 
such spherules, rather than being deposited within resistant parts of other organ
isms after death. This suggestion was only disproved by the failure to demonstrate 
any such organism directly precipitating pyrite in Recent sediments rich in 
spherules [112]. The presence of organic material within the spherules (LOVE'S 
"matrix body") is due either to the incorporation of original cell contents or to 
the immigration, deposition, and possibly polymerization of soluble organic 
material interstitially after formation of the pyrite [121]. 

Glauconite is another mineral that may form under marine conditions before 
burial (i.e., during halmyrolysis) and may be associated with decaying organic 
matter. It readily fills in small shells such as foraminifera and thus leads to their 
preservation as casts. Similarly early replacement of hard parts may take place 
by phosphatization [122], dolomitization, silicification, and ferruginization. 

Analysis of alewife fish adipocere" concretions" shows them to contain more 
than thirty times the total amount of fatty acids present in carcasses, as well as 
showing many differences in elemental composition [70], This relative increase 
of lipid material during adipocere formation seems to be due to concentration 
from the surrounding medium, although others believe it to derive autochthonously 
from proteins [72]. Such concentration (perhaps analogous to some permineraliza
tion) is believed to occur rapidly and illustrates the chemical changes that can take 
place at an early stage of fossilization. It is known that skeletal debris can 
"scavenge" elements preferentially from sea water [118, 123], from sediments of 
the sea floor [124] (and also during diagenesis [125]) with an efficiency partly 
related to the internal surface area of the debris, which in turn depends on the size 
of the crystallites comprising the skeleton. Little is known about the possibility 
for similar scavenging of free organic molecules. 

4. Salinity 

Increasing salinity retards bacterial activity and, in extreme cases, preservation 
can occur or be enhanced by "pickling" in salt. Specimens of woolly rhinoceros 
from the Pleistocene asphalt deposits of Galicia have the skin preserved with 
traces of rock salt in it. Salt impregnation during deposition is thought to have 
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prevented bacterial decomposition of the flesh and skin whilst in the asphalt [30]. 
Since organisms with hard parts are normally rare in hypersaline environments, 
however, fossils will also be rare. 

5. Temperature Effects 
Temperature plays a direct role in the rare cases of preservation by freezing, 

exemplified by Pleistocene woolly mammoth and rhinoceros of the Siberian 
permafrost. Desiccation, too, demands abnormal temperatures, and is thus likely 
to be confined to tropical and subtropical regions. Specimens of the Cretaceous 
dinosaur Anatosaurus are known with the skin preserved, probably by desiccation, 
and show how unusually good preservation may result from the suspension of 
normal decomposition by extreme conditions before normal diagenetic processes 
lead to the mineralization of the fossil. 

Under more normal conditions temperature may control some aspects of 
fossilization. Although the proportions of mineral species precipitated by marine 
organisms may vary with temperature [43, 126], and thus provide a basis for 
paleothermometry [127], there is commonly some" vital effect" which will mean 
that after death the hard parts will be metastable. In some parts of the Cretaceous 
Chalk, aragonitic fossils are almost totally lacking, their original presence being 
demonstrable only from impressions (external molds) left on the attachment 
areas of calcite-shelled oysters, which prove that aragonitic shells were destroyed by 
dissolution in the bottom waters of the Chalk sea. Lowering of the temperature 
of sea water increases the solubility of aragonite and calcite and of atmospheric 
CO2 , thus lowering the pH. JEFFERIES [128] calculates that sea water will dissolve 
aragonite but not calcite at temperatures below 10° C. Thus temperature can be 
responsible for the selective dissolution of hardparts under marine conditions. 

6. Selective Dissolution 

Skeletal minerals are unstable under the conditions prevailing at the sediment
water interface in the ocean, with the order of decreasing solubility: high magnesium 
calcite, aragonite, low magnesium calcite, opal, apatite [123]. This leads to a selec
tive dissolution of skeletons, and accounts for the relative enrichment of phosphates 
in ocean floor sediments [123] and the production of chemical lag deposits [129]. 
Such selective dissolution is well documented from both Recent and fossil examples 
[130-135], and is confirmed by phase equilibrium studies [97,98,136]. 

Ammonite shells, for example, are composed of aragonite whereas the aptychi 
of these shells are composed of calcite. In bituminous shales such as the Jurassic 
Posidonienschiefer (v. i.) therefore, ammonites are found largely dissolved out 
whereas their aptychi are well preserved [130]. Similar differential dissolution 
may occur even in limestones: the Jurassic Solnhofen limestone has aptychi 
preserved in the apertures of ammonites only seen in" ghost" outline [137]. 

Dissolution by sea water may be active at the very depths and latitudes where 
it should be most highly supersaturated with calcium carbonate. CLOUD [138] has 
explained the corrosion of limestones in lime-precipitating regions by diurnal 
variation in pH (7.7-8.3), probably caused by the liberation of CO2 by plants at 
night [139], implying solution and precipitation according to the direction of 
change. The normal" compensation depth" below which skeletal carbonates go 
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into solution is about 4,000 m, and results from the high concentration of carbon 
dioxide caused by increased hydrostatic pressure and reduced temperature. 
Solubility of calcium carbonate in sea water increases with salinity and decreased 
temperature; the apparent solubility product increases about threefold on exposure 
to 1,000 atm. pressure [140]. In the colder waters of Antarctica the compensation 
depth shallows to ca. 500 m [140]. No such compensation depth appears to occur 
for biogenous silica [141]. In the marine environment calcareous shells may be 
dissolved before burial (according to JARKE [142] even during life), in which case 
no trace will be preserved, or during and after burial (sub solution of HElM 
[143], HOLLMAN [144]) whilst the sediment is still plastic; this results in all stages 
from" ghost" preservation to total destruction [145, 146]. Since the speed of 
solution is proportional to the effective solution surface of the shell, it implies 
that if large, thick-shelled organisms found in a deposit show signs of corrosion 
then destruction of thinner shelled and smaller organisms must have occurred 
[135, 142]. Although CO 2 is responsible for solution in free sea water, during 
burial under anaerobic conditions H 2 S has a solution effect at least equal to that 
of CO2 , MOSEBACH [145] has demonstrated that it is not necessary for the H2S to 
be oxidised to sulphuric acid to cause such solution, and this also explains the 
lack of gypsum crystals that should otherwise result from dissolution of shells. 
HECHT'S [67] experiments have shown that the richer a sediment is in decompos
able organic substances, the more likely it is that calcareous shells will be dissolved. 
HELLER [80] found a similar inverse relationship between organic matter and 
calcium carbonate in the Jurassic Posidonienschiefer and explained it by: increased 
solution by H2S resulting from breakdown of SH-containing amino acids, in
creased acidity due to presence of short-chain organic acids resulting from various 
degradative paths, and by formation of water-soluble chelates with calcium by 
amino acids. 

The absence or brittleness of bones in and around adipocere-preserved fossils 
has been explained by decalcification brought about by the fatty acids [72]. 
Phosphatic and "horny" skeletal parts (such as some brachiopods, arthropod 
cuticles, nautiloid anaptychi, hooks of belemnite arms, surfaces of fish scales, 
.graptolites and snail opercula) will survive in acid environments where calcareous 
parts will be dissolved. It is also in these environments that organic compounds 
are likely to be preserved and hence such hard parts should repay the attention of 
the geochemist. 

Lamellibranchs with an outer conchiolin periostracum will soon lose their 
inner aragonitic nacreous layer, as SORBY first observed. Eventually the whole shell 
will become flexible, and it is at this stage that impressions may be made on the 
shell, either by foreign objects or from other regions of the same organism 
(" Palimpsestformation" of RICHTER [135]). Finally the periostracum detaches in 
wrinkles from the dissolving shell [67, 135, 142]. Such corrugated lamellibranchs 
are known from many geological horizons and fossils are known with. the 
periostracum and ligament preserved when the rest of the shell is represented only 
by molds or casts [147]. Similarly wrinkled fossil arthropod cuticles and deformed 
bones have been shown by experiment to result from decalcification [67,86, 148], 
although doubts have been expressed as to the possibility of leaching out calcium 
carbonate from the bone mineral [130]. 
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Selective dissolution may result during early diagenesis from the advance of a 
"solubility front" through a recently deposited sediment. This front may exist at 
the transition zone between oxidation and reduction layers and be characterised 
by acid pH values [142]. 

IV. Diagenesis 
A. Diagenesis and Metamorphism 

Diagenesis is the term used to comprise all those changes that take place after 
burial within a sediment and thus to its contained fossils, without crustal move
ment being directly involved and excluding the effects of weathering [149, 150]. 
With increasing temperature and pressure, diagenesis passes into metamorphism, 
with extensive changes in mineralogy and fabric of the rock. There is no natural 
boundary between diagenesis and metamorphism [151], but Fig. 8 illustrates the 
approximate temperature and pressure conditions responsible for diagenesis and 
metamorphism [152]. Whereas metamorphism tends to produce more uniform 
rock series by obliterating previous differences in composition and structure, 
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Fig. 8. Approximate temperature and pressure conditions (in kilo bars, equivalent depth of burial in 
kilometer-km) responsible for metamorphism. An average geothermal gradient of IOOjkm has been 

assumed in excluding the field below this line. (After WINKLER [152], Fig. 1) 

diagenesis tends to differentiate sediments by unmlXlng components [153]. 
Although fossils are known from both contact and regionally metamorphosed 
rocks, they are rare. Their rarity in regional metamorphic rocks is largely explained 
by the fact that such metamorphism begins and centers in precisely that part of a 
geosynclinal belt which is characterized by largely unfossiliferous sediments [154]. 
Pressure-temperature fields for the formation of particular metamorphic rocks 
are known, and suggest that only the most stable families of organic compounds 
could survive for any length oftime under such circumstances [155]. Experimental 
work has shown that after heating, mineral prisms in the lamellibranch shell will 
develop small gas bubbles released from the included conchiolin. Similar bubbles 
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have been found in Middle Jurassic lamellibranch shells which are recrystallized 
by contact metamorphism [156]. Distorted fossils from metamorphic rocks have 
been widely used to determine the stress-field in which the rock formed. 

B. Geochemical Phases of Diagenesis 
FAIRBRIDGE [157] has suggested that diagenesis may be subdivided into three 

distinctive geochemical phases, each of which tends towards equilibrium, only to 
be upset by the introduction of a new set of environmental parameters. The first 
phase, syndiagenesis, is the early burial phase of bacterial activity in which the 
organic matter provides the nutrient for bacterial metabolism and also for infauna. 
The dissolution discussed in the previous section may be continued or initiated, 
and pyrite-preserving dead organisms may continue to grow below the zero redox 
potential level to form nodules. The second phase, anadiagenesis, is the deep burial 
phase of compaction and cementation, which may pass into metamorphism. 
Inorganic chemical reactions predominate, and authigenic (growth in situ) min
erals form. The third phase is epidiagenesis, the meteoric phase which passes into 
weathering, and is initiated by tectonic emergence of the basin. Calcareous fossils 
that escaped syndiagenetic dissolution are commonly destroyed at this stage and 
are recognizable in the rock as hollow molds. Oxidation of pyrite takes place. 
Recurrences of anadiagenesis and epidiagenesis are to be expected in thick rock 
sequences containing unconformities. 

C. Syndiagenesis 
Syndiagenesis occurs within the top few meters of a newly formed sediment, and 

leads to great changes in the organic content of the sediment; these changes have 
been summarized by DEGENS [158]. Sediment inhabitants may rework the sedi
ment and consume organic constituents, resynthesizing new compounds within 
the sediment, which may thus be thought of as "biometasomatism" [158]. The rate 
and completeness of these changes will be correlated with the position of the zero 
Eh level relative to the sediment-water interface, and be dependent on the sedi
mentation rate. The bacterial population falls off rapidly with depth, while Eh 
becomes increasingly negative and pH increases slightly, until more or less constant 
conditions are reached at a depth of a few meters. Porosity and water content 
continue to decrease downwards. 

As has already been mentioned, many of the factors discussed under bio
stratinomy will operate also during diagenesis, particularly in syndiagenesis, and 
these need not be reiterated here. Attention will be confined to processes more 
characteristic of diagenesis. 

Burial by some means is essential for fossilization, but the chances and rate of 
burial are obviously not the same in all environments. The rarity of upland animals 
and plants in the geological record is due to the fact that they inhabit regions of 
erosion rather than deposition [29]. On the other hand, aquatic organisms and 
those that live near water are in close association with the deposition of sediments 
and are favorably situated for quick burial. Consequently, the greater part of the 
fossil record consists of organisms that lived in water, especially in the sea or near 
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the margins of streams, lakes or swamps. Thus most of the fossil record is the 
record of lowland or marine basins of aqueous sedimentation [32]. In such 
environments the decomposing organism may hasten its own burial since the 
ammonia released will create centres of alkalinity, around which silica will go 
into solution and carbonate precipitate [159, 160]. Further carbonate diffusing 
in will be precipitated, causing the early local growth of calcite-cemented concre
tions in which fossils will be protected from compaction, and in which residual 
organic compounds may be sealed [119]. The" burial" of organisms by lavas, 
although strictly non-diagenetic, has preserved a few fossils [161]. These occur 
largely as external molds although cell structure has been recorded from sub
sequently permineralized wood from such situations. 

Unusual conditions of burial, although by definition rare, may be of exceptional 
importance in view of their preservation of organic compounds. Trapping within 
amber, known from several Mesozoic and Tertiary localities, or submergence in 
natural asphalt seeps are well documented examples. The Eocene lignite of 
Geiseltal is renowned for the remarkable preservation of skin, hair, connective 
tissue, muscle, cartilage, glands and vascular tissues, adipose cells, pigmented 
chromatophores, red blood corpuscles, and even epithelial cells with intracellular 
bridges and nuclei [38, 162-164]. This preservation probably results from the 
rapid tanning action of humic acids released during coalification, a process also 
responsible for the preservation of human carcasses in more recent peats [165]. 
Bones, although soft, are found in the Geiseltallignite but not in nearby lignites. 
It is thought that calcareous groundwaters, derived from the Muschelkalk region 
to the south, permeated the brown coal swamp neutralizing the humic acids and 
enabling the bones to survive. 

Such tanning is one means of histological fixation which can be accomplished 
by a variety of reagents and processes, which simultaneously inhibit enzyme 
autolysis and microbial action. Cell organelles may retain their integrity if the 
cytoplasm becomes fixed and subsequent mineralization would not need to take 
place to preserve them. The spiral chloroplast of a fossil Spirogyra from the 
Eocene [166], cells within the prothalli of Carboniferous ovules, and the cluster of 
pigment granules around the nucleus of the alga Sphacelaria from late Glacial 
clays, are examples of plant cell organelles preserved probably by fixation. It is 
possible that carbonized fossils include more material from the cytoplasm than 
permineralized fossils, although in both cases the cell contents will have been 
altered to humic or coaly material. Reports of recognizable cell inclusions, espe
cially nuclei, occur in the older paleobotanical literature. Although some of these 
inclusions may be genuine [167], others may be masses of altered organic material 
derived from the original cell contents and inner parts of the cell walls. This is 
commonly seen in petrified tissues in which organic material may be forced to the 
centre by diagenetic crystallization within the cell lumen. 

D. Later Diagenetic Processes 
The syndiagenetic processes described above may be accompanied by processes 

mainly operative during later diagenesis which have been reviewed by BATHURST 
[168]. They can be summarized as cementation, recrystallization, authigenesis 
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[169], differentiation, replacement, solution (v.s.) and compaction. In reconstruct
ing the course of these processes, the paragenesis (sequence of development of a 
mineral suite) can be deduced from microscopic study of the textural relations 
(fabric) which the minerals have to one another [170]. Diagenetic alteration may 
not always be detectable optically or mineralogically however. Recent work 
suggests that such cryptic alteration may be revealed: by using trace element data 
in a model to derive estimates of the degree of alteration [171]; by the occurrence 
of systematically "foreign" isotope abundances [172]; and by population analysis 
of variance in chemical composition indicating departure from the disequilibrium 
compositions characteristic of living populations, and indicating diagenetic ap
proach to equilibrium [173]. Additional thermodynamic studies of mineral 
equilibria during diagenesis may enable the prediction of particular reactions 
[101,174,175]. 

1. Cementation 

Cementation, the precipitation of minerals in voids of a sediment, reinforces 
skeletal hard parts by filling in spaces vacated by the decay of organic material 
(usually termed permineralization or impregnation), and forms casts (of drusy 
mosaic) where previous solution has left molds of organisms [168]. The increased 
permeability resulting from an abundance of skeletons at a particular horizon 
in a rock may provide a route for rapid permineralization. Also by differential 
cementation of the matrix, trace fossils may be enhanced [176]. Such cement is 
supplied from the solution and redeposition of minerals (especially skeletal 
minerals) at different levels of burial. The commonest cementing minerals are 
silica, calcite, dolomite, and siderite. The cement may grow syntaxially (in 
crystallographic continuity) on its skeletal foundation forming, for example, solid 
calcite crystals from the originally reticular crystals of echinoderm skeletons. 

The early formation of concretions has already been referred to, but concretions 
and nodules may also form around fossils by local cementation and differentiation 
(redistribution by solution and diffusion) at later diagenetic stages. 

Amorphous silicification, commonly resulting from impregnation by hot spring 
waters, is an extreme example of rapid cementation which may lead to exceptional 
preservation as in the Pre-Cambrian Gunflint chert [177], the Devonian Rhynie 
chert [178], and much silicified wood [159]. A striking feature of permineralized 
fossil plants when compared with animals is the frequency with which their" soft" 
tissues are preserved. This is undoubtedly due to the existence in the plant of 
fairly rigid cell walls which are not only responsible for the fossil retaining much 
of the original shape of the plant, but also serve as a permeable network through 
which the mineral solutions may penetrate all parts of even the most delicate 
tissues of the higher plants. The chemical nature of the plant cell wall probably 
has some influence on such silicification. Silica and sodium silicates are readily 
and firmly adsorbed onto cellulose as well as forming complexes with other 
organic substances. In undegraded cell walls silica may be deposited in the 
intercapillary spaces, whereas in partially degraded lignified cell walls it is depos
ited in the framework originally occupied by cellulose and therefore reflects the 
micellar structure of the wall [159, 179]. 
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After dissolution of hard parts, remaining organic tissues may form nuclei 
around which specific cementing minerals are concentrated, perhaps creating a 
reactive environment for adsorption processes. Organic linings from foraminifera 
which have been revealed in Cretaceous flints by fluorescence microscopy may 
have been preserved in this way. Similar shell membranes described from silicified 
Paleozoic radiolaria, however, have been suggested to result from natural chro
matographic separation [180] of degradation products by the silica gel, rather 
than being of primary origin [181, 182]. Many examples are known of such 
diagenetic formation of structures which can be interpreted as primary morpho
logical features [177, 183]. It becomes increasingly difficult to be certain of the 
origin of such structures when dealing with organisms that have no close extant 
relatives. Part of the paleontologist's task is to recognize and disentangle these 
diagenetically superimposed features from original structures. 

2. Recrystallization 

Recrystallization (neomorphism of FOLK [170]) is the transformation of 
crystal size, form or orientation within one mineral species and its polymorphs 
[170]. This normally leads to an increase in grain size, although under certain 
conditions grain diminution can occur. Fossils may ultimately be destroyed by 
such crystal enlargement or only distinguishable by a "dust line" from their 
matrix. At earlier stages small and fragile skeletons and original microstructure 
may be destroyed, and organic compounds hydrolysed. The relevance of re
crystallization to the preservation of organic material is illustrated by the 
inversion of originally fibrous aragonite of mollusc shells to its more stable, 
coarsely crystalline polymorph, calcite. Fabric details show that this recrystalliza
tion may be completed before cementation has lithified the matrix [184], and 
that it takes place with no intermediate production of cavities. The process has 
been carried out experimentally [185]. Organic laminae and original micro
structure of the original shell may then be retained in the replacing mosaic [156, 
170, 184, 186-188]. This is in striking contrast to most originally aragonitic shells, 
which have suffered solution followed by cavity-filling by calcite (casts), in which 
case microstructure will be destroyed and organic material lost. Detailed analysis 
and codification of the processes of recrystallization have been given by FOLK 
[170]. 

3. Replacement (Metasomatism) 

Replacement (or metasomatism) is the replacement of one mineral by another 
through gradual substitution [189]. In its broadest sense this term thus includes 
some recrystallization [170], but it is customary to restrict it to changes in gross 
composition, such as occurs in the replacement of calcite by quartz. This process 
is responsible for the preservation of many fossils. The finest details of micro
structure may still be recognizable, so that molecule-for-molecule replacement 
has been invoked, even though this is unlikely in view of the dissimilarity of the 
molecules often involved [159]. The replacing mineral may preserve the shape 
of the original skeletal mineral (pseudomorphism), but volume changes may take 
place [190] and be signified by changes in porosity, by bulging, compression, 
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folding and tensioh- or contraction-cracking [189], resulting in features (such 
as beekite rings) which might be taken for primary skeletal morphology. 

The processes of transport and reaction involved in replacement will be 
largely controlled by the available size of opening, which may range from super
capillary to intralattice. The most faithful replacement takes place in openings 
of smallest size, and is accomplished by diffusion [191] through the solid phase. 
Grosser replacement takes place by mechanical transportation in fluids carrying 
compounds either in solution or a dispersed state [192]. Any diagenetically stable 
mineral can be found replacing fossils, and numerous examples have been listed 
by LADD [35]. A well known example is that of dolomitization [193, 194]. This, 
like many replacement phenomena, is selective: originally aragonite skeletons 
are more readily replaced than the matrix, which in turn is more readily replaced 
than calcite skeletons. Dolomitization commonly destroys all microstructure in 
fossils, although exceptions have been recorded [195]. Ore minerals introduced 
from an igneous source, although beyond the sphere of diagenesis, may preserve 
fossils [196] but doubt exists as to whether the ore mineral primarily replaced 
the organism, or a pre-existing diagenetic mineral [197]. 

4. Compaction 

Compaction may directly affect fossils by breaking, crushing and distorting 
them [198, 199], and such fossils form useful measures of the amount of compac
tion of the enclosing sediment [200]. Clean shell-breaks have been thought to 
develop under high burial pressure and to suggest rapid deposition, whereas 
plastic deformation of empty shells may suggest slow sedimentation with slow 
decay of organic substances [130]. Wood that must have been plasticized, perhaps 
by bitumens, has been found filling cracks in the Jurassic Posidonienschiefer 
[130], and compaction plays an important part in directing such mobilization. 
As local discontinuities within the sediment, fossils may dissolve very locally 
under increasing overburden pressure and cement the sediment to form an 
enveloping concretion [200]. Smaller skeletons may be destroyed by such pressure 
solution, and stylolites may develop within larger skeletons [135]. 

v. Weathering 
When rocks are exposed to the atmosphere by erosion they undergo weathering, 

which upsets any equilibrium achieved during diagenesis. The chemical effects 
of weathering include hydration, hydrolysis, oxidation, reduction, carbonation, 
and attack by acid and alkaline solutions. These same processes have already 
been described as operating during biostratinomy and diagenesis. Fossils inter
rupted by the supervention of other factors before such processes could be com
pleted may therefore resume earlier courses of chemical change during weathering, 
or have them reversed. Some fossils may have selectively withstood dolomitization 
during diagenesis, for example, and retained their original calcite skeletons, but 
groundwater solutions descending to the water table will leach out such skeletons 
and leave a hollow mold in the dolomite matrix [195]. For some distance below 
the water table these minerals may be redeposited and thus permineralize or 
replace other fossils. 
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Addendum 
Since this account was written, the valuable review volume "Diagenesis in 

sediments" [150J has been published. The chapter entitled "Phases of diagenesis 
and authigenesis" by Fairbridge is especially relevant. 

Further discussion of the incompleteness of knowledge of the fossil record, 
with particular reference to adequate sampling, is available [204]. 

KENNEDY and HALL [205J have suggested that if conditions are suitable for 
the preservation of organic content then skeletal aragonite will not be converted 
to calcite. Amino acids surviving from the organic matrix would form a hydro
phobic surface layer, thus preventing the catalytic effect of water essential to the 
aragonite-calcite transformation. 
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The fundamental factors controlling the form and content of sedimentary 
rocks are the location and extent of tectonism, the processes operating within 
the contemporary geographical environment, and post-depositional compaction 
and lithification. Investigations in sedimentology are normally ultimately directed 
to the elucidation of these factors. 

Surfaces on the earth's crust are uplifted and downwarped by forces usually 
considered to originate within the mantle. The uplifted areas may be regarded 
in some instances as areas oflow entropy [1], and agents such as wind, water, and 
ice remove materials from the uplifted ground. The materials are transported 
until they are finally trapped in areas of downwarp in the earth's crust, where 
they might accumulate to great thicknesses and become converted from loose 
sediment to indurated rocks. 

The sources of sediment - the uplifted areas - comprise previously-formed 
rocks which may be igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic, but in any case they 
are mainly formed of silicate minerals. The source rocks are broken down in situ or 
as they are being transported to the site of sediment accumulation by the trans
porting agent. In both circumstances the source rocks are open to decay by 
physical, chemical, and biological means. The physical processes include the 
freezing and thawing action of ice between grain boundaries. The chemical dis
integration involves solution, hydration, oxidation, and hydrolysis. Biological 
processes involve the action of root-wedging and leaching of elements from the 
rock. 

The weathering and breakdown of the source rocks produces materials which 
fall into two main groups, solids and solutions. The solids are classified primarily 
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according to size, which might reflect an even more fundamental difference in 
composition. Particles greater than 2 mm in size are normally rock fragments 
and the sediments comprised of them are referred to as gravels or, when indurated, 
conglomerates. Grains whose sizes fall between 2-0.06 mm are usually minerals 
and are called sand when loose, and make-up sandstone when indurated. Silt 
refers to particles in the size range 0.06-0.004 mm, and the grains are again usu
ally monomineralic. Particles less than 0.004 mm across are referred to as clay, and 
these are made up of clay minerals which are hydrous aluminium silicates and 
which lithify into mudstones and shales, thereby making up the argillaceous rocks. 

The materials carried in solution are divided according to their chemical 
composition, and include silica, iron, sodium, etc. There are naturally-occurring 
colloids which bridge the gap between solutions and solids. 

Sedimentary rocks have originated in a variety of ways, and it is difficult 
and perhaps not essential to find unity in a classification of them. There are 
sediments which are residual (i.e., left at the source after transportation of the 
main mass of detritus) and there are the transported products themselves. The 
transported sediments are deposited by essentially physical means, thus grains 
transported in traction and suspension are deposited because the entraining current 
no longer has sufficient energy to move them. Sediments carried in solution are 
either deposited chemically or biochemically. But whilst some rocks are evidently 
chemical deposits, e.g., salt, or biochemical, e.g., coal, many are certainly not 
chemical or biochemical, and some are demonstrably both. It has been common 
to subdivide rocks into clastic (transported), non-clastic, and limestones and 
dolomites (which embody both) [2]. Residual rocks are mostly clays and shales 
and are classified, unsatisfactorily, with the transported or clastic rocks. 

II. Clastic Rocks 
Clastic rocks are subdivided primarily according to grain size, since this 

parameter is of some importance with respect to the strength of depositing 
currents and proximity to the source. The groupings are conglomerates, sand
stones, and shales. 

Another factor of some importance is composition. Quartz is the most inert 
of the common rock-forming minerals. Weathering of the source rocks, chemical 
and mechanical disintegration of the transported sediment, and local weathering 
and abrasion within the site of accumulation are events which are continually 
concentrating quartz by the selective breakdown of the less stable grains. The 
extent to which quartz is concentrated by these means depends upon intensity of 
weathering and available time. Time is usually far more important. Also the time a 
sediment is available for breakdown depends upon how quickly it is yielded from 
the source, how soon it reaches the site of deposition, and, when there, how 
rapidly it is covered by new sediment. Evidently the time available for breakdown 
is controlled by the rate of uplift of the source, the rate of downwarp of the area 
of accumulation, and the proximity of both these to each other, i. e., location 
and extent of tectonism. 

Processes operating within the environment of deposition will affect the 
texture of sediments. High energy conditions will sort out the grains according 
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Fig. 1. Illustrating the basis for classifying clastic sedimentary rocks; the example taken is the sand
stones. Broadly, rate of uplift and downwarp (tectonic intensity) and the degree of weathering control 
composition of sediments. Physical energy, again broadly speaking, control texture. The clastic 
sediments are classified on objective criteria capable of quantification (texture; composition), such 
that the more fundamental controls are immediately reflected. The other control of sediment prop
erties is the lithological nature of the source, but this is not expressed in the diagram, and is of less 

importance 

to size, shape, and specific gravity; low will not. Deposition from a VISCOUS 

medium will not sort out sedimentary particles; non-viscous will. 
The classification of clastic sediments is given in Fig. 1. The argillaceous rocks 

are subdivided into residual and transported. The residual shales are further 
subdivided on the basis of mineralogy of the coarser grains. With increasing 
amount of silica, iron, etc. shales grade into non-clastic rocks. 

III. Non-Clastic Rocks 
Non-clastic rocks originate in a number of ways: primary chemical or bio

chemical precipitation and secondary segregation subsequent to deposition. It 
is often difficult to distinguish between primary and secondary precipitates. The 
non-clastic rocks are subdivided on the basis of chemical composition. 

A. Siliceous Sediments 
The siliceous sediments include radiolarites and diatomites, which are bio

chemical, and other types of cherts and flints, some of which are chemical. The 
silica occurs in a variety of forms, opal and chalcedony, but older siliceous 
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sediments of this type recrystallize into quartz. Most naturally occurring waters 
have silica values of < 50 ppm, where it is in true solution. Silica in the colloidal 
state may be precipitated by evaporation, cooling, and addition of electrolytes, 
and the precipitation of dissolved silica may be brought about by organisms 
(diatoms, radiolarians), adsorption, and reaction with cations [3, 4]. ALEXANDER 
et al. [5], ILER [6], KRAUSKOPF [3], OKAMOTO [7], and DEGENS [8] discuss the 
chemistry of silica more fully. 

Organisms such as diatoms have a great capacity for removing silica from 
sea water [9], and diatomaceous sediments are seen forming today [10], and in 
the past [11]. Diatoms have been active since mid-Mesozoic times, when they 
appear to have taken over the role of fixing silica from the sponges [12]. Radio
larians have been active as silica fixers since the Lower Paleozoic when they 
produced quite thick sequences of chert. Great thicknesses of organic siliceous 
deposits probably build up where waters rich in silica well-up on the margins 
of oceans or basins; in the euphotic zone the silica is used to build up some 
phytoplanktonic skeletons which then settle to the bottom. Some of these 
skeletons dissolve and finally reprecipitate around the more resistant skeletal 
remains [11]. 

Some nodular chert found in limestones may have formed as a chemical gel 
(and gelatinous silica has been found in a California lake [13]). 

B. Iron-Bearing Sediments 

Iron-bearing sediments have been studied in some detail and reference may 
be made to JAMES [14,15], WHITE [16], TAYLOR [17], and GARRELS [18]. 

Iron is present in most sedimentary rocks; the average shale has around 
6 percent of iron oxides. But at times during the geological past, conditions have 
been such that great thicknesses of iron-bearing rocks (ironstones make up iron 
formations which are defined as rocks with greater than 15 percent Fe) have accu
mulated. It is generally agreed that many ironstones accumulated in shallow-water 
marine conditions, but some are non-marine and the large Precambrian ore bodies 
may be lacustrine [19, 20]; some are residual. Ironstones are classified by their 
chemistry, being split up into sulphides, carbonates, silicates, and oxides. The 
stability relations of various iron minerals in sea water has been given by HUBER 
[21] and by GARRELS and CHRIST [22]. 

Iron sulphide usually occurs in the mineral forms pyrite and marcasite, which 
are the products of sometimes local and sometimes regional reducing conditions. 
The reducing conditions are known to be either above or below the sediment
water interface. Pyrite forming on the sediment surface has been recorded by 
LOVE and MURRAY [23], and EMERY [24], whilst MORRETI [25] has described 
the presence of pyrite in the interior of shells which are enclosed in limestone. 
Pyrite is believed to have formed in acid or alkaline conditions and marcasite in 
acid conditions [26, 27]. Some formations are extensive black shales which are rich 
in pyrite and organic matter, and these must indicate widespread reducing 
conditions as are found today in the Norwegian fjords and in the Black Sea, 
where pyrite is actively forming [28, 29]. 
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Siderite, the iron carbonate, is mostly of diagenetic origin. It replaces shells, 
and precipitates in pore spaces which were probably within the sediment at the 
time of deposition. Reworked siderite replacements are to be found in the over
lying sediments, thus indicating the penecontemporaneous nature of its formation. 
Chamosite, often found in association with siderite, frequently has an oolitic 
form, and is believed to be a primary precipitate by some [17, 30] but secondary 
by others [31]. The oxides of the hematite and limonite group are believed to be 
both primary and secondary in origin [32, 33]. 

Whilst great quantities of iron are transported to the sea, a good deal of it 
is in detrital form and may be transported via clay minerals [34]. Iron is believed 
to be transported in streams as a stabilized ferric oxide hydrosol. However, the 
manner of deposition has been a problem, not only a chemical one but also a 
sedimentological one. Iron formations often lack detrital sediments. In explanation, 
low-lying land surfaces, drained by sluggish streams, which border the areas of 
deposition have been proposed. 

C. Phosphatic Sediments 
Phosphatic sediments are not common, but deposits, usually thin, are found 

on most continents. Phosphates are normally associated with diastems or un
conformities and have as mineral associations calcite, pyrite glauconite, and 
fluorite. The associated fossils are generally those of creatures which build up 
phosphatic shells or skeletons, and are commonly inarticulate brachiopods, fish, 
and conodonts. Phosphates are structurally and compositionally complex, with 
much isomorphous replacement [35-37]. 

Phosphate occurs as a crust on surfaces as pebbles, nodules, ovulites, and 
ooliths. KAZAKOV [38] divided phosphates into two types, platform and geo
synclinal, each with a different association. The formation of phosphate is not 
certain. It undoubtedly occurs as a replacement of calcareous shells [39, 40] 
and even wood in recent sediments [41]. But it may also occur as a primary 
precipitate, and BLUCK [42] gives textural evidence which might lead to that 
conclusion. Phosphates appear to be found in areas of upwelling, e. g., California 
[24], and also possibly in estuarine conditions without upwelling [43]. Long 
after deposition, phosphates can suffer much change in elemental composition [8]. 

D. Evaporites 
Evaporites have been studied by STEWART [44], BRIGGS [45], BRAITSCH [46], 

BERSTICKER et al. [47], and many others (see BORCHERT and MUIR [48]). Evapo
rites refer to minerals which have been concentrated by evaporation (excluding 
calcium and magnesium carbonate). Although there are numerous evaporite 
minerals, the predominant varieties include halite, gypsum, and anhydrite. 
Evaporites are seen forming today, and great thicknesses are known to have 
formed in the past. 

When an original volume of sea water, 3.5 percent salinity, is evaporated to 
50 percent original volume, CaC03 is precipitated, but at 10 percent original 
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volume NaCI begins to crystallize out; below that further sulfates, chlorides, and 
potash salts crystallize out. The composition of sea water is such that on evapo
ration 1.5 percent solid is yielded; 78 percent of that solid is halite. Since evaporite 
deposits are thousands of feet thick, parent columns of water miles deep are 
implied. This difficulty is overcome by having a continuous supply of water move 
across the lip of an evaporating area which may be subsiding and which is partly 
cut off from the sea. A further problem lies in the fact that the proportions of 
minerals found in evaporite deposits are not the same as would be expected 
from the straight evaporation of sea water. Many deposits have much calcium 
sulphate and virtually no sodium chloride. To overcome this problem, it has 
been suggested that the denser brines from which sodium chloride would pre
cipitate would move out of the basin, along the floor, by a reflux action. 

The two dominant evaporite minerals are gypsum and anhydrite. Many 
investigators have found evidence for the replacement nature of anhydrite [40, 
49-53J and some believe that the primary mineral is always gypsum. MURRAY 
[53J has summarized the gypsum-anhydrite-gypsum replacement relationships 
observed by numerous workers. 

Evaporites form in basins, some with considerable subsidence, which are 
largely cut off from the sea by organic (reef) growth, or by land or sea movement. 

IV. Diagenesis 
When the sediments have accumulated on the floor, they are subject to a 

great number of changes. The word" diagenesis" is intended to cover the changes 
taking place during this period. The framing of a definition of diagenesis is dif
ficult since on the one hand the sediment is temporarily deposited whilst in transit 
from source to depositional site and is open to changes which might be regarded 
as weathering or diagenesis. On the other hand if they suffer great changes after 
deposition then metamorphism is said to begin. Diagenesis, then, refers to those 
reactions between minerals, biota, and enclosing fluids, which normally take 
place within the sediment after its deposition and before its metamorphism. 
Workers have sometimes found it convenient to split diagenesis into those 
processes which take place at the sediment-water interface (halmyrolysis) and 
those taking place after consolidation (epigenesis). 

The diagenetic processes involve solution and precipitation using the enclosing 
fluids as an agent of transfer. The evidence of these happenings are recognised 
in the rocks by solution pittings, pore-filling cement, and mineral segregations. 
There are groups of variables which control the course of diagenesis: the composi
tion of the sediment and enclosing fluids, and the heat and pressure supplied by 
the weight of superincumbent strata. But the diagenetic reactions are slow, and 
the degree of heat and pressure is continually changing; the system is open and 
there is much metastability between mineral assemblages [54]. 

There are a number of rather poorly defined stages in diagenesis which occur 
after the sediment is laid down and before metamorphism. They are split into 
three [55J, and are considered with reference to different rock types. 
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A. Early Diagenesis: The Sediment-Water Interface 
At the time of sediment deposition, minerals, biota, and enclosing fluids are 

not in equilibrium. And during this time two major groups of changes take place, 
biological and chemical. 

Biological effects are derived from the burrowing activity of organisms which 
ingest great quantities of sediment. The main effects, apart from displacement 
of much of the sediment, is the maceration of grains, solublizing, and changes 
in the pH. The pH and Eh conditions at the sediment-water interface are largely 
controlled by organisms in some environments. 

Chemical changes at the depositional interface depend not only upon the 
reagent groups, sediment and water, but also on the rate of sedimentation and 
the degree of water circulation. Where the rate of deposition is slow and the 
circulation of water inhibited, the conditions approach those of a closed system. 
Stagnant water of this type gives rise to a reducing, mildly acid environment, 
and sulphides might grow at the sediment interface. Hydrogen sulphide is produced 
by bacteria Desulfuvibrio in the Black Sea [28]. In environments with more 
circulation, mildly oxidizing conditions might favor the growth of glauconite [27], 
siderite, hematite, and phosphates. Within shells where soft parts are decaying, 
local reducing conditions may allow for the growth of pyrite [24], and areas of 
reduction in a surrounding oxidizing environment is thought to favor growth 
of glauconite [56, 57]. Dolomite is seen to grow on the sediment surface [58] 
and gelatinous chert is now found in this position [13]. Where conditions for 
more rapid sedimentation are obtained, the effects of diagenesis on the surface are 
much reduced by virtue of the short exposure of sediment at anyone time, i. e., 
the surface is quickly covered over. 

Clays are particularly susceptible to changes in this position. Experimental 
work [59] and observations in natural environments show the instability of 
montmorillonite in sea water, with illite and chlorite as the newly-born clays [60]; 
but in another environment chlorite is growing from illite [61]. Clays were seen 
in experiments to release A120 3 , Si02 , and Fe20 3 to the adjacent artificial sea 
water [62]. 

B. Early Diagenesis: Newly Buried Sediment 
Beneath the sediment-water interface the sediment comprises essentially solids 

with variable interstitial waters. Here the water may have an increase in pH 
[63,64], or a decrease in pH [65]. Eh is variable but is regarded as generally nega
tive [66], and silica content of interstitial waters is generally higher than on the 
surface. 

Organic matter exerts a strong influence on the course of diagenesis within 
the sediment [66]. ZOBELL [67} has shown that the bacterial count changes from 
6.3 x 106 gram 2 inches below the surface to 103 g at about three feet below the 
surface (see also LIMBERG-RuBAN [68]). Where water circulation is good, aerobic 
bacteria may be able to live in the near-surface layers, but anaerobic bacteria 
may predominate below. The extent of bacterial activity is controlled by the 
nature of the sediment and the rate of sedimentation. In experiments it has been 
found that the rate of organic decay is greater in sands than it is in clays [69]. 
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Further considerations of the decay of organic matter in sediments are given 
by DEGENS [8]. 

Two processes in clays, which may have an initial porosity of up to 85 percent 
[2J, are the compaction and expulsion of pore water. Muds tend to act as semi
permeable membranes impeding the movement of ions and so concentrating 
them [70, 71]. Substitutions continue in the clay lattice, and the pore waters 
may become enriched in certain constituents. Segregations of iron, silica, and 
calcite in shales, undoubtedly of early burial age, attest to local centers of pre
cipitation. Many sideritic ironstones of the Carboniferous formed in this way, 
as perhaps did some of the Cretaceous flints. 

In sands the changes at this stage are thought to be the solublizing of amorphous 
(some biochemical) silica and quartz dust. Clays, if present, may replace chert, 
and then undergoing compaction, and suffer base exchange. In the areas of high 
pH, brought about by ionic substitutions in the clays, there may be solutioning 
of quartzes [72]. The dissolved silica may precipitate in areas of low pH, 
forming overgrowths on quartzes. There is a considerable petrographic literature 
in this field [40, 72, 73, 74]. 

During this early burial stage there are many changes in the composition and 
mineralogy of evaporites [50, 51, 53J; ironstones [17J and pyrite, commonly found 
filling shells in lithologies which include limestones, owe their origin to this period. 

C. Late Stage Diagenesis 
Diagenesis in the late stage is induced by the load of superincumbent strata. 

During this stage the heat and pressure resulting from loading are probably 
far more influential than pH and Eh. With increase in loading, diagenesis 
passes into metamorphism. At depths of 20,000 ft the pressures may exceed 
20,000 lbs./sq. in. and temperatures may be greater than 1500 C [55]. At these 
depths interstitial waters tend to increase in salinity and chlorinity and may 
vary from being less than sea water to being ten times as great [75]. 

The effects of this stage on clays are the expulsion of pore water by compaction 
and some mineralogical changes. These latter have been studied by BURST [76]. 
(During this period authigenic minerals such as feldspar may form in shales.) 

Sandstones with a good deal of clay (greywackes and subgreywackes) show 
some of the feldspars going over to muscovite, illite being replaced by chlorite, 
and the dissolving-out of chert. Clays may begin to replace quartz. Pure quartz 
sandstones with more pore space, and with quartzes in grain-to-grain contact, 
show effects of solutioning at the grain boundaries, particularly where small 
amounts of clay are present [72, 74]. With deep burial the increased temperature 
and pressure, whilst increasing the solubility of quartz, decrease the solubility 
of calcium carbonate which then precipitates and replaces both the quartz and 
the previously-formed quartz overgrowths [73]. 

v. Carbonate Rocks 
Carbonates as discussed here include the minerals calcite, aragonite, and 

dolomite. Rocks which contain over 50 percent ofCaC03 or MgC03 are regarded 
as carbonates and account for about 20 percent of all sedimentary rocks. Dolomites 
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are generally the replacements oflimestones. Limestones, although often occurring 
in areas oftectonic stability where the inclusion of clastics (terrigenous) is inhibited 
by low-lying surrounding land, can sometimes form on fairly rapidly subsiding 
areas. Here the clastics are excluded by distance from land, or because they are 
trapped in periferal areas of downwarp. 

For the most part, limestone is made up of whole or fragmented remains of a 
biological origin of one type or another. But not all CaC03 is extracted from the 
enclosing waters (mostly marine) by biochemical means, some is due to direct 
precipitation. The distribution of lime-rich sediment on the present earth surface 
has been summarized by RODGERS [78]. There are three main classes of carbonate 
sediment: deep water oozes (due to the accumulation of CaC03-fixing pelagic 
organisms which fall to the sea bed) are not found before the Cretaceous; coral 
reefs, almost confined to the warm seas of cold latitudes; and finally, asso
ciated with the reefs, are the platforms of carbonate accumulation, again most 
abundant in the warmer regions, but like the coral reefs are found in the colder. 
By far the most abundant limestone type falls into these two latter categories 
and attention is therefore confined on these. Over the past decade there has been a 
considerable advance made in the understanding of carbonate rocks. The recog
nition that limestone textures might be interpreted in terms of physical energy at 
the time of deposition, the distinction between recrystallized and pore-filling 
calcite, and critical investigations of sites of recent carbonate sedimentation have 
all brought about this advance in understanding. 

Essentially limestones are treated as clastic rocks which have occasionally 
been subject to organic controls, rather than the converse. There are, however, a 
number of factors which distinguish them from other clastic (terrigenous) rocks. 

1. Limestones are endogenetic: the components of which they are made are 
derived almost wholly from within the very basin of accumulation. In this sense 
large particles are not deposited near the source in the same way as seen in 
other clastic rocks. Limestones are made up of the tests of organisms and large 
organisms can live next to small; both may die at or near the place of their habita
tion when alive, and become buried to form a limestone. 

2. Organisms can bind or hold the sediment so as to reduce the effects of 
would-be-active currents, or they can build ramparts well above the surrounding 
sea bed (reefs) .• 

3. Limesand or gravel is highly porous in instances where the component 
organisms are irregular in shape. The result is that mud or fine sand can percolate 
through the pores and give the final rock the look of a poorly sorted sediment. 

4. The composition of the rock tells a good deal about the environment of 
accumulation. 

Limestones have been subjected to numerous attempts at classification; 
currently the most successful one is that of FOLK [79]. However, much of the 
intention of a rock classification is to allow immediate assessment of environment. 
This might involve more parameters than texture and composition alone. It 
might involve the types of organisms, the degree of burrowing, etc., and for that 
reason many European geologists have used the term" microfacies ", which takes 
into account more details of the rock in question. 
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It is essential to distinguish between limestones which, because of organic 
growth at the time of deposition, have not behaved as a clastic sediment, and those 
which have behaved as a clastic sediment. The first are referred to as autochthonous 
rocks, the second as allochthonous rocks. 

Autochthonous Allochthonous 

increasing mud content 

~ Fabrics: 

reef mud with grain grains in mud grains with pore 
growth calcite 

/./' 

~/ 
// 

,/ 

- ~/4D1[inlim. --
algal sheets 

Imrrrri I II 

Folk classification: 

Micrite Sparite 

Dunham classification: 

Mudstone-Wackestone -Packstone -Grainstone ---

Fig. 2. Illustrating the basis of the classification of limestones. Autochthonous limestones are those 
where the physical processes of sedimentation are greatly controlled by the biological processes. 
But the allochthonous limestones have had more physical energy relative to biological activity ex
pended on them. One of the most sensitive components to winnowing currents is lime mud, which 
therefore becomes an indicator of current activity. Ancient limestones recrystallize easily; but the 
nature of the calcite between the component grains of the limestone permits the recognition of what 

was lime mud, and what was a cavity, or pore space free of lime mud 

A. Autochthonous 
Whilst it might be said with some justification that most limestones have to 

some degree suffered from organic control over the free movement of their constit
uent grains on the floor at deposition, there are three types where organic control 
is very prominent: (1) reefs; (2) mounds and banks; and (3) essentially tabular 
shaped laminated limestones. 

Most of the morphological and biological varieties of reefs which now exist on 
the earth's surface have been identified in ancient rocks: barrier reefs in the 
Permian of west Texas [80]; fringing reefs in the Tertiary ofthe Middle East [81]; 
and atolls in the Mississippian of Illinois [82]. Coral reefs have been described 
from the Silurian of Gotland [83] and algal reefs from the Precambrian of South 
Africa [84]. Reefs are characterized by a framework of organisms capable of 
resisting normal wave attack, with the framework holding fragments of broken 
reef materials. The ecology of modern corals and algae has been summarized by 
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CLOUD [85]. As a generalization it may be said that the corals tend to be the 
frame-building element and the algae tend to bind the structure and also to bind 
to the structure those materials which are loose. With an upward growth rate of 
t-2 m/1oo yrs [86], subsidence is needed to allow the reef to grow upward. But 
since both the algae and the corals do not live in deep water the subsidence cannot 
greatly exceed the reef growth rate without the reef dying off. Reefs are therefore 
prone to grow in areas where the rate of subsidence changes markedly in one 
direction; for example, when the subsidence is too great it grows towards land. 

Mounds and banks are common in the geological past. They may comprise 
banks of organisms such as oysters [87], crinoids [88], brachiopods, or they 
may merely be mounds of mud with no diagnostically associated organisms 
[89-91]. The mounds have characteristic growth forms and oversteepened 
slopes with sliding of the mud [90]. The binding organisms are not definitely 
known, but algae have been suggested, and such plants may disintegrate leaving 
little recognizable evidence of themselves [91, 92]. 

The essentially planar, or tabular-shaped, organically-bound carbonates are 
the result of algal activity the remains of which are referred to as stromatolites 
(although some stromatolites are mound-like). Such laminated carbonates have 
been recognized in most rocks since the Precambrian. They often contain a 
moderate amount of organic material [93]. Laminae form by the secretion of a 
mat of filaments which rapidly cover the sediment surface such as to bind the 
grains and make them resistant to erosion [94]. Lamination has been described 
as noctidiurnal, where the organic matter grows faster than the supply of carbonate 
during the day (forming an organic layer), but slower than the rate of carbonate 
supply to the mat during the night (forming a carbonate layer) [95]. 

The lamination takes various shapes, and these have been recently classified 
[96]. The environment of accumulation very largely controls the shape taken up 
by the lamination, and nearly all deposits of this kind are found on the areas 
bordering bodies of water. Recent algal growths have been described from the 
Bahamas [94,97], Florida [98], Persian Gulf [93], Australia [99], and Northern 
France [100]. In ancient sediments stromatolites are recognized by a number of 
features: alternations of carbonate matter with carbonaceous matter; the growth 
forms of the laminae; cavities under dome-shaped laminae; associations of growth 
forms, etc. 

The fate of organic matter in stromatolites requires consideration. Algal 
sediments, in often being porous, are subject to a good deal of leaching. This is 
accentuated by the fact that stromatolites occupy the zone between land and 
water which, with fluctuations in water level, is subject to waves of percolating 
ground water. The relative changes in sea level can be numerous [101]. It is 
possible that algal growth is accompanied by fungal growth, particularly inside 
many of the cavities. 

B. Allochthonous 
The allochthonous rocks are those which are believed to have behaved as 

clastic sediments. They are classified according to the Folk scheme (Fig. 2) where 
the basis of subdivision is texture and composition. The limestones with mud 
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between the components are referred to as micrites, and the limestones with clear 
calcite between the grains are referred to as sparites. It is assumed that the clear 
calcite is mainly pore-filling, and therefore that the sediment has been well sorted 
(high energy). 

Intraclasts refer to fragments of lithified limestones which have formed in the 
same area of deposition and at roughly the same times as limestones into which 
they are incorporated. Most ooliths are believed to form in water not more than 
a few feet deep, where fragments, thrown up in a solution supersaturated with 
respect to calcium carbonate, act as nuclei around which precipitation takes place 
[102, 103]. But the presence of ooliths is not proof of waters of these depths 
existing at the time and place of the formation of the rocks. The ooliths are 
commonly swept from very shallow waters into deeper waters. Pellets are roundish 
or distinctly oval grains of microcrystalline calcite which are believed to be of 
fecal origin. They sometimes contain a relatively high percentage of organic 
matter. Fossils refer to the skeletal fragments, and the importance of these in 
determining the environment oflimestone accumulation has already been stressed. 

The lime mud, which may form deposits of carbonate mudstone in addition 
to being incorporated in with other grains, is believed to have formed in a number 
of ways. The abrasion of skeletal fragments produces fine-grained carbonate, 
since many organisms which secrete carbonate shells break down into individual 
crystals. Biological activity, e.g., boring sponges [104J, produces fine-grained 
carbonate, and some organisms themselves disintegrate into mud-sized grains [12]. 
Chemical precipitation of aragonite is believed to take place on some broad, 
shallow platforms such as the Bahama Bank. A solution of CaC03 can remain 
in a supersaturated state for a long time without crystallizing out. DEGENS [8J 
believes this is due to the presence of Mg+ + in sea water. Mainly due to evasion 
of CO2 , spontaneous crystallization in the form of whitings is thought to take 
place in the Bahamas [105J and the Persian Gulf [106]. Not everyone is con
vinced of the spontaneous crystallization of calcium carbonate. LOWENSTAM 
and EpSTEIN [107J found that aragonite needles on the Bahama Bank have the 
same isotopic composition as algaly-secreted needles, yet are different from the 
isotopic composition of the aragonite in ooliths. BROEKER and TAKAHASHI [108J 
found that some of the aragonite in whitings is thousands of years old, although 
they do believe in chemical precipitation of aragonite. 

The diagenesis of carbonate sediments has received a good deal of attention in 
recent years. In the early stages aragonite may begin cementing grains on the sea 
floor [109, 110J, aragonite may dissolve or convert to calcite, and high-magnesium 
calcite may change to low-magnesium calcite [111, 112]. There may be much bur
rowing [98J and algal boring [113J, and dolomite grains may grow on the surface 
or within the sediment. Where the limestones are near the land, fresh waters may 
percolate through them and deposit calcite in the pore space so forming beach 
rocks [114]. There may be reducing conditions below the sediment surface with 
the development of pyrite; with a slight change in sea level the pyrite may become 
oxidized. In the later stages of diagenesis the finer (micite or mud) fraction may 
begin to recrystallize to a coarser mosaic [115, 116J, and some of the remaining 
pores may be infilled with calcite. The calcite presents something of a problem in 
that in recent environments the cementation by calcite is thought to be achieved 
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in fresh waters [117, 118J, and by inference ancient limestones must be cemented 
in the same way. Those limestones not cemented by pore-filling calcite may suffer 
solution under pressure. 

Glossary 

Argillaceous 

Authigenetic 

Endogenetic 

Entropy 

Euphotic 

Chert 

A clay which has been hardened by recrystallization into an indurated rock. 

Usually refers to minerals formed with or after deposition of the sediment. 

Derived from materials which formed near the site of sediment accumulation. 

Residual energy. 

Within the light zone of the sea, in which plants grow and multiply. 

A rock which is composed of chalcedony and cryptocrystalline quartz. 

Diastems 

Pelagic 

Tectonism 

Small breaks in deposition, where time is not represented by sediment at the point in 
question. 

Refers to organisms which are not dependent on the sea floor for their living. 

As it is used here, refers to changes in elevation of the earth's surface, which are brought 
about by forces existing within the earth's interior. 

Table 1 

Mineral Composition Crystal System 

Anhydrite CaS04 Orthorhombic 
Aragonite CaC03 Orthorhombic 
Calcite CaC03 Hexagonal 
Chalcedony Si02 None 
Chamosite Fe3AI2Si20 lO . 3 H2 O Monoclinic 
Dolomite Ca(Mg, Fe)(C03h Hexagonal 
Fluorite CaF2 Cubic 
Glauconite KMg(Fe, AI)(Si0 3)6 . 3 H 2O Monoclinic 
Gypsum CaS04 ·2H2O Monoclinic 
Halite NaCI Cubic 
Hematite Fe20 3 Hexagonal 
Limonite H2Fe20 4 (H2O)x None 
Opal Si02 (H 2O)x None 
Pyrite FeS2 Cubic 
Siderite FeC03 Hexagonal 
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Organic matter in sediments has to be regarded as the residue of organic life, 
and is, in the geological sense, a fossil. An exception to this rule may be carbona
ceous material produced in early Precambrian times by abiotic processes taking 
place before the first living cells came into existence. Therefore, organic matter 
may be found in sediments even older than organized organic life. At present 
we find it in fossil form in sediments as old as 3 x 109 years. Organic carbon 
became more important and more abundant with the development and diversi
fication of life. 

Phytoplankton and bacteria are and were the main producers of organic 
matter throughout the history of the earth and thus account for most of the 
organic matter found in Recent and ancient sediments [1, 2]. 

II. Incorporation of Organic Matter into Sediments 
The preservation of organic matter is almost exclusively restricted to aquatic 

sediments. Depending on where and how those sediments were formed, they 
contain varying proportions of materials from pre-existing rocks that were trans
ported somehow to the site of deposition and of other components that were 
formed in situ. 

The same principle applies to the organic materials. Sediments may thus 
contain allochthonous organic matter, that was transported to the site of deposition 

* Editors' Note: Dr. WELTE suffered a prolonged illness shortly after preparing the Chapter out
line printed here. This illness unfortunately prevented him from writing the complete Chapter. 
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from elsewhere and they may also contain an autochthonous portion, that origi
nated at the site of deposition. 

Autochthonous and allochthonous organic matter differ in composition. 
Whereas the autochthonous material resembles more closely the primary biological 
products, the allochthonous fraction is mainly composed of diagenetically formed, 
secondary reaction products, like humic acids and kerogen. Thus the allochthonous 
material represents the more stable residual organic matter that has already 
experienced at least part of the sedimentary cycle. 

III. Distribution of Organic Matter in Space and Time 
Different environments of sedimentation are represented by different types 

of sediments with different proportions of autochthonous versus allochthonous 
organic matter and all the pecularities of the contributing biological realm. 
Sedimentary rocks formed by chemical precipitation, like certain carbonates 
and evaporites, rarely contain larger quantities of allochthonous organic matter, 
as compared to detrital rocks, like sandstones or shales. 

Beyond these more basic differences the specific mode of deposition of a 
certain sediment will result in a variety of geometrical distribution patterns of 
organic matter within the rock. 

This may range from a sheet-like, repeated concentration of organic matter, 
e. g., in certain oil shales, to a very uniform, finely disseminated pattern as in 
certain limestones or shales or to the enrichment of coarse organic debris as 
found in some sandstones. 

The amount of organic matter preserved in ancient sediments fluctuates 
during earth history. It was high during Cambrian time, low in the Silurian, 
again high in the Carboniferous, low during the Permo-Triassic and rose toward 
the Tertiary to reach another high [3]. There is good reason to assume that this 
phenomenon is related, at least in part, to highs and lows in the primary organic 
production. Such changes, especially in regard to phytoplankton productivity, 
were shown by TAPPAN and LOEBLICH [2]. 

Other reasons for changes in organic carbon production and preservation 
may be looked for among climatic and tectonic events. BITTERLI [4], for instance, 
states that the formation of bituminous sequences is favored at turning points 
in the paleographic history, such as those related to orogenic phases and during 
epeirogenic (or eustatic) oscillations and consecutive transgressions or regressions. 

On the other hand major changes in the organic production during earth 
history may very well have changed the CO2 and O2 balance in ocean waters 
and the atmosphere as suggested by TAPPAN and LOEBLICH [2]. This in turn 
may influence such processes as the precipitation of carbonates and the develop
ment of higher plants and animals. 

IV. Role of Organic Matter 
in Sediment Formation and Compaction 

After sedimentary particles have settled to form a sediment they undergo 
diagenetic changes. Organic matter, especially, being principally unstable under 
geologic conditions, is subjected to those diagenetic changes. According to the 
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abundance of organic matter a sediment may be more or less influenced during 
its diagenetic path. 

Organic matter supports microbial metabolism. This in turn influences in
organic chemical reactions by changing pH and Eh conditions (production of 
CO2 and H 2S). Furthermore, poorly understood complex formation and chelation 
processes will occur. After microbial activity comes to a halt the mere presence 
of carboxyl, hydroxyl and amide groups within the organic material will ensure 
chemical reactions also involving the inorganic matrix. 

Finally, physical and mechanical properties of a sediment, such as water 
retention capacity, porosity and compressibility are to some degree controlled 
by the amount of organic material within the sediment [5]. 

V. Conclusions 
Organic matter in sediments is not just a component left over from former 

organic life; it plays an active role in the formation and diagenesis of sediments. 
Unlike the inorganic components, only small amounts (about 1-2 percent) of 
organic matter may strongly influence the post-depositional behavior of a sedi
ment. 

A careful study of the occurrence and distribution of organic matter in Recent 
and ancient sediments will be a powerful tool for reconstructing such important 
aspects of earth history as the evolution of the atmosphere, climatic conditions 
of the past, and the development of life. 
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I. Introduction 
Recent developments in the field of geomicrobiology as applied to the organic 

content of rocks are of fascinating potential. Individual organic compounds and 
related series of compounds can now be isolated from rocks. The fullest inter
pretation of the results is dependent upon the existing and rapidly growing 
knowledge concerning the biological nature of the organic matter contained in 
these rocks. Such a source of information is largely provided in geological science 
through micropalaeontological research concerned with the biological contents 
of sedimentary rocks of all geological ages from the Precambrian to the present 
day. The most pertinent observations are those concerning remains composed 
entirely of organic matter, as distinct from studies of remains in which an inorganic 
protective cover, shell, or test is mainly preserved. Initial investigations were 
concerned with the isolation of the more resistant total organic entities, e.g., those 
with a resinous or" chitinous" composition, released by acid maceration processes 
as "acidic residues". In this manner the studies of palynology and micro
planktonology were developed, the former concerned with pollen and spores, the 
latter with fossil microplankton or with remains which morphologically bear 
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comparison with modern plankton. Recent investigations of the entire organic 
content of rocks, as released by acid digestion of the inorganic constituents with 
little or no subsequent differential maceration of the organic matter, have provided 
additional information concerning the nature of the organic content. In particular, 
preserved cell structures and tissues and various types of amorphous groundmass 
organic material including resinous, "humic", and bituminous substances have 
been examined. The total isolation of organic matter and the relatively non
destructive processes employed in its isolation have demonstrated the presence, 
nature, and method of attack of geomicrobiological agents concerned with 
degradation processes. This aspect of study, more analogous to modern micro
biology, is referred to as geomicrobiology or palaeomicrobiology and is prin
cipally concerned with the presence and activities of a range of microorganisms 
referable to as bacteria, actinomycetes, fungi, and algae. 

The wellknown preservation of plant remains as carbonized or petrified 
tissues has unfortunately led to the general view that organic matter is likely to 
be preserved as carbonized or bituminized residues, which may contain some 
degree of original structure but with little of its original or near original com
position. Micropalaeontologists are increasingly aware of the perfect preservation 
of the finest structural details in organic remains from fossil sediments, e. g., the 
preservation of cell walls, cell contents, cells in a state of division, and vegetative 
and reproductive processes in organic connection. They are also aware of the 
organisms and processes of biological degradation in geological times. It is 
therefore not surprising that modern organic geochemistry demonstrates the 
presence of a wide range of organic substances preserved in rocks, or that chemists 
believe such compounds may be directly derived from the organic parts of the 
fossil remains themselves. 

The appropriate range of geological conditions for the aggregation of organic 
matter and the requisite environmental conditions conducive to its preservation 
in sediments allow organic matter to be represented in a wide variety of sedi
mentary rock types. The parameters of the physico-chemical and biological 
environment necessary for this preservation are considered in this volume. They 
may be indicated by the mineralogical composition or diagenetic changes in the 
sediment, but the microbial association and organic content itself is further 
indicative of the environmental conditions. This may be exemplified by the 
presence of microplankton in a typical marine habitat and the presence of land
derived vegetal debris, spores, and planktonic algae in a freshwater habitat. After 
initial burial, subsequent geological conditions must be such that the entombed 
organic matter is preserved by retention within a closed physico-chemical system. 
In part, this is dependent upon the kind of rock in which the material was originally 
entombed. Thus, in porous or pervious rocks, e.g., sandstones, some siltstones 
and limestones, there is a greater opportunity for the introduction, over geological 
time, of oxygenated solutions which could cause alteration or destruction of some 
or all of the original organic matter. At the same time, non-original organic 
compounds and even particulate organic matter may be introduced. Impervious 
and non-porous rocks, largely composed of finely divided clay minerals and with 
some degree of carbonate or siliceous inorganic cement, not only reveal a better 
preservation of the organic matter but are less liable to alteration or addition. 
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Other geological conditions may profoundly alter the original composition of 
the organic matter. After completion of the original diagenetic processes, time as 
such appears to have little effect, as instanced by the preservation of bacterial, 
fungal, and algal remains in Precambrian rocks and by the presence of viable 
bacteria in the Permian salt deposits [1]. Of more significance are factors involving 
depth of burial of the sediment and its association with periods of folding or 
faulting, with igneous intrusion and extrusion, and with regional crustal move
ments. Changes of pressure and temperature or physical deformation lead to 
alteration or metamorphosis of the organic matter. Severe changes ultimately 
convert the organic material into a carbonized or " graphitic" film, destroying its 
original composition and detailed structure, but sometimes preserving the original 
morphological characteristics. The oldest recorded organic remains (3,200 + 
million years [2] from the Fig Tree Formation of Africa) are so preserved. Not 
all alterations reach this final stage and organic remains show intermediate 
changes analogous to rank changes in coal. Thus, a specific miospore, whose 
characteristics are well known under normal conditions, may be compared with 
the same miospore preserved in rocks involved in milder metamorphic changes, 
e.g., differing depths of burial, approach to structural complexity, or igneous 
intrusion. The changes seen in the spore involve deepening of the color, while a 
differential color pattern is retained and suggests some progressive chemical 
alteration. In these cases the total organic matter may not be uniformly altered, 
for under the prevailing temperature and pressure conditions of metamorphism 
some parts may be more readily carbonized while others retain their pigmentation. 
The organic matter may thus provide a sensitive indicator of lower metamorphic 
grade by organic geochemical analysis. 

The organic matter originally available for preservation in sediments will vary 
for several reasons, for example: 

1. The nature of the original organic material which may have changed with 
geological time as biological evolution proceeded. 

2. The source of the organic material, i. e., from plants and animals in mixtures 
of varying proportions. 

3. The derivation of the organic matter, i. e., mainly microplankton in marine 
enviroments; mainly land-derived vegetation in lacustrine enviroments; the 
possibility of admixture in varying proportions in "inshore" platform sediments, 
or in estuaries, deltas and lagoons. 

4. The degree to which autochthonous material formed in the given environ
ment is affected by the addition of allochthonous material of a different type 
admitted by water or wind transport. Such conditions frequently depend on the 
form and bathymetric nature of the sea floor or water body. 

5. The extent to which the organic material has been degraded by micro
biological activity and the nature of this activity. The oxidative processes of 
biological activity may be terminated at various stages and selective attack may 
concentrate more biologically stable organic residues. 

6. The extent of the contribution made by extra-cellular enzymes derived from 
micro-organisms, either by direct addition to the organic matter or by increasing 
the proportion of water-soluble or colloidal material. 
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7. The physico-chemical (oxidation or reduction) and biological parameters 
of the site of preservation. These control the final possible stage of selective 
degradation by bottom-dwelling benthon and the indigenous microbiological 
population, which continues its activities during the diagenetic stages of rock 
formation. 

8. Rocks of the same age but from different sites may illustrate some, many, 
or even all of the above affects, with differences dependent upon the local biological, 
physico-chemical, and geological conditions. 

The initial chemical composition of the organic matter preserved in a given 
rock will depend on factors listed under 1-7 above. The final chemical composition 
will be related to further geological factors, for example: 

1 b. The properties of the containing rock which may effectively seal off the 
organic matter, preventing oxidation and renewed biological activity. The 
remarkable preservation of organic matter in chert is a well known example. 

2 b. The geological history of the rock. Occurence or exposure within a zone 
of oxidation, weathering, or erosion can deplete or change the organic content of 
the rock. 

3 b. The geological sequence of which the rock forms a part. An impermeable 
cover protects the rock from percolating solutions and conversely a porous cover 
provides a means of access for solutions and encourages chemical change. Porous 
rock may also store gases derived from the underlying organic rich sediment, thus 
indirectly aiding chemical changes by removing one member of the system. 

4b. The total depth of burial beneath younger sediments; depth is reflected 
by the geothermal gradient and changes in the physico-chemical system. 

5 b. Geological conditions involving direct temperature changes, as caused for 
example by the nearness of injected or ejected masses of molten igneous rock. 

6 b. Conditions involving pressure and temperature changes engendered by 
geological structural movements. Faults, folds, and more severe structural 
upheavals may lead to metasomatic or metamorphic alteration of the organic 
matter and to the formation of bitumenastic or asphaltic substances or to carbon 
or graphitic films. 

In summary, the organic matter in rock of the same age occurring in differing 
places will differ initially as indicated under conditions 1-7 and in addition, the 
final chemical composition will depend on factors 1 b-6 b. The various chemical 
compounds represented in the initial organic matter will themselves react dif
ferently to changes in pressure and temperature. 

II. Accumulation of Organic Material 
A. The Marine Environment 

Considerable pertinent information concerning the nature of organic matter 
in the marine environment has resulted from studies of recent deposits. Such 
works as those of BADER et al. [3J, BORDOVSKY [4J, and TRASK [5J are sources 
of detailed information in this respect. VALLENTYNE [6J discusses the molecular 
nature of organic matter in lakes and oceans and lists the various chemical 
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compounds known in these and related environments; this work carries com
prehensive literature references. 

The principal source of organic matter is the autochthonous population of the 
surface waters and, in particular, the Phytoplankton. Unicellular algae, diatoms, 
peridineans and dinoflagellates may be present together with zygospores, cysts, 
protective coverings, and various representative forms of the resting stages in life 
cycles. Zooplankton remains add their counterpart and other organic detritus of 
allochthonous origin may contribute. The greater part of the microplankton is 
consumed by predators; ofthe remainder, microbiological decomposition accounts 
for some 70 percent, leaving about 30 percent of microbiologically stable material 
available for preservation. The principal marine microbiological agents are 
bacteria which live free in the water or are attached to organic material. Their 
distribution is uneven for they are particularly abundant only in the surface 
waters and in the organic detritus of the sea floor. The bacterial biomass shows 
a parallel relationship to that of the plankton and in certain cases may be similar. 
KRISS [7] estimated the average bacterial biomass to be 20.8 mg/m 3 for the 
Caspian Sea, 20 mg/m 3 for the oxygenated zone of the Black Sea and approxi
mately 0.1 mg/m3 for the Pacific Ocean. BORDOVSKY [4] refers to the chemical 
composition of marine organisms and in particular stresses the importance of 
algae and bacteria as the principal contributors. The decomposition of organic 
matter by autotrophic organisms is in part compensated by synthesis and trans
formation in the bodies of heterotrophic organisms. Nevertheless, part of the 
organic matter is discarded and eventually precipitated, and corresponds to the 
biologically stable portion. Organic matter is present in the seas in true solution, 
in colloidal suspension or solution, and as particulate suspension of organic 
detritus of dead and living organisms and their skeletal and exoskeletal remains. 
The proportions may differ but the dissolved content is often tens or hundreds 
oftimes that of all other forms of organic matter. In inland water, colloidal solution 
may playa more important role. DATSKO [8] cites the following proportions for 
the Sea of Azov: true solution 66 percent; colloidal solution 22 percent; in 
suspension 12 percent. 

The eventual sedimentation of organic material is accomplished in several 
ways. The descent of particulate matter is relatively rapid and may amount to 
80-1,920 m in a day, the principal factor being particle size. The soluble compounds 
are partly absorbed by clay minerals and BADER et al. [3] account for some 
53-62 percent of decomposition products in this way. Coagulation and ageing 
of colloids form an essential part of the process, and the biochemically stable 
residual materials (humus) form as condensation products of carbohydrates, 
proteins and their derivatives. The small proportion of bitumens present, such as 
the lipids of Phytoplankton, are believed to be resistant to biological oxidation. 

Other organic matter includes the particulate allochthonous material and the 
particulate remains of planktonic or benthonic organisms. Incorporated are the 
local algal contributions of the green, red, and brown algae and occasionally of 
higher plants which colonize the coastal regions or shallow water zones of many 
seas. Bottom-dwelling populations of animals may either extract nutrients from 
the sea water by filtration and precipitation (seston feeders) or collect detritus 
from the sea floor (detritus feeders). By their action in working over the sediment 
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these animals bring about chemical changes in the organic matter and add a 
contribution from their own metabolism. They are in turn the subject of predatory 
attack. The whole of the organic matter is further worked over by bacterial, actino
mycete, and possibly fungal action. In this sphere of activity bacteria are the main 
contributors to further decomposition and the synthesis of new compounds by 
enzymic processes~ Some 30-40 percent of the carbon content of an organic 
substrate is converted to new compounds while 60--70 percent is liberated as CO2 

or under particular conditions as hydrocarbons. The availability of assimilable 
organic matter is the main factor which limits the development of bacteria in 
bottom deposits. The bacterial biomass is significant in the sediments of some 
seas; ZHUKOVA [9] found a variation of between 57 and 12,000 million bacterial 
cells per gram of natural sediment in the upper centimeter of the Northern Caspian 
Sea, while KRISS [7] recorded a bacterial biomass of 15-30 g/m3 from the hydrogen 
sulphide regions of the Black Sea, a figure approaching the biomass of bottom
dwelling organisms. 

SPARROW and JOHNSON [10], in reviewing the literature concerning fungi in 
oceans and estuaries, have remarked on the presence of active fungi at all levels 
in the water bodies and sediments of ocean basins and shallow seas. The fungi 
included members of the Mucoraceous Fungi, yeastlike fungi, Actinomycetes, 
Fungi Imperfecti, Ascomycetes, and Phycomycetes, which are forms essentially 
parasitic or saprophytic and variously concerned with the breakdown of cellulose, 
pectic substances and other carbohydrates and, to some extent, lignin. HOHNK [11], 
in a study of German coastal waters, showed a landward increase in the abundance 
of Phycomycetes with an accompanying decrease in the frequency of Ascomycetes 
and Fungi Imperfecti. The precise role of fungi in decomposing organic detritus 
in the sea is not known; fungi are actively concerned, but their role may be indirect 
and related to changes in the environment of pH, oxygenation, hydrolysis, 
nitrification, and ammonification, etc. They may also function in association with 
bacteria or even algae. 

Despite the vast quantity of phytoplankton produced in the oceans and 
seas, estimated at 9 x 1010 tons of dry matter annually [12], only a small quantity 
reaches the sea floors. TRASK [5] estimated that 2 percent reached the sea floor 
in the shallows, as against 0.02 percent in the open sea. USPENSKIY [13] believed 
that only 0.8 percent of the primary production of organic matter escaped decom
position and was precipitated. 

The organic matter in marine sediments is a complex mixture which includes: 

1. Original and altered protein material and its decomposition products, 
including amines, amino acids, and amino complexes. DEGENS [14] has shown 
some of these compounds are developed during early diagenetic stages. DEGENS, 
PRASHNOWSKY, EMERY, and PlMENTA [15] describe differences in the relative 
abundance of amino acids with depth in the sediment which they ascribe to 
preferential survival in response to differences of pH, Eh and concentration and 
the action of interstitial water in bringing about solution and redeposition. 

2. Carbohydrates. These highly oxidized compounds are rapidly hydrolized 
enzymatically to carbon dioxide and water, but various carbohydrates, including 
cellulose and sugars, have been detected in sediments. DEGENS, REUTER, and 
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SHAW [16] considered carbohydrates to be both the survivors and the products 
of diagenetic changes. 

3. Lignin, although not a normal constituent of marine organisms, may be 
present as a stable biological entity derived from land organisms. 

4. Pigments of various types, include chlorophyll-like compounds, carotenoids, 
and porphyrins. These compounds have been isolated from sediments and rocks. 
ORR, EMERY, and GRADY [17] described pigments obtained from recent sediments; 
these were intermediate in character between chlorophyll and the porphyrins 
found in crude oil. These authors, HODGSON and PEAKE [18] and HODGSON, PEAKE 
and BAKER [19] variously refer to the presence of organo-metallic complexes, 
such as the vanadyl and nickel porphyrins, in recent sediments, in post-glacial 
lake sediments and in rocks of various geological ages ranging from Devonian 
to the present day. Porphyrins were not represented in the Precambrian rocks 
studied [19]. 

5. Lipids are derived from phytoplankton metabolism and are further syn
thesized by microbiological activity from carbohydrate and protein sources [4]. 
The relative stability of fatty acids in sediments and their presence in rocks led 
HOERING and ABELSON [20], to regard them as of great promise in tracing the 
biological record back to the earliest known rocks. The presence of solvent
extractable lipid fractions, especially the hydrocarbon content, has been established 
in many sediments and they have been reported from the most ancient rocks. 
Lipids normally make up only a small proportion of the organic matter in sedi
ments; TRASK [5] estimated the mean for recent sediments as 0.06 percent. Lipids 
are of particular interest in relation to the genesis of oil. 

6. A further content consists of humic materials and residual unspecified 
organic matter. DEGENS, EMERY, and REUTER [21] established the presence of 
benzoic acid derivatives in the humic acid fraction of recent sediments and regard 
lignin as originating in allochthonous material. The presence of humic matter in 
deep ocean sediments far removed from land [4] suggests an association with 
autochthonous marine material. Humic acids may derive in part from proteins. 
For recent deposits [4] a relationship exists between humic acid concentration 
and particle size. Humic acid content seems to vary directly with total organic 
carbon in recent and in ancient sediments. The degree of humification also 
increases with increasing total organic content. The content of humic matter in 
different types of sediment in the northwestern Pacific is given as: 33.7 percent in 
clay and silt clay muds; 28.8 percent in silts; 27.2 percent in fine sands; 22.8 percent 
in medium and coarse sand; 14.9 percent in gravels [4]. 

DEGENS, EMERY, and REUTER [21] conclude that organic matter can be 
preserved under oxidizing as well as under reducing conditions. Under oxidizing 
conditions the marine organic contributions are largely eliminated, whereas under 
reducing conditions they are partially preserved, along with continentally derived 
organic material. Differences in the type of organic matter may be expected under 
these two environmental conditions, in accord with micropalaeontological 
evidence, for considerable microfloras and/or microfaunas are preserved in marine 
deposits from Precambrian to the present day. These collections are derived in 
the main from the shallower platform accumulations or from inshore localities 
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in past oceans, but a proportion of this fossil organic material has been transported 
from land. It is significant that when reducing conditions in the environment are 
deduced from the mineralogical constitution of the rock, organic material is well 
represented, in a good state of preservation. The most important factors in the 
preservation of organic matter are those connected with the environment of 
accumulation and the early diagenetic changes which take place. 

B. The Non-Marine-Brackish or Freshwater Environments 
These environments cover a range of conditions starting from terrestrial 

accumulations to the sea as the eventual repository of materials. A series of 
interconnected environments lie between these extremes. Each of the separate 
environments is formed under specific physiographic conditions and, dependent 
upon the requisite geological conditions, each may be preserved and represented 
at appropriate points in geological time. On the other hand, many such environ
ments are transitory and suffer destruction by erosion. Their sediments, which 
have been formed under specific conditions, may then be transported by fluvial 
or marine action into other environments which culminate in inshore or shelf 
accumulations in the sea. In such circumstances it is important to ascertain for 
a given rock whether there has been a single cycle of organic accumulation or 
more than one cycle of accumulation and change. The latter occurrence introduces 
the strong possibility of further partial biological selectivity under the changed 
conditions, with the probability that additional organic material may be produced 
in the new environment. The problem is effectively that of subjecting allochthonous 
and autochthonous constituents to differing environments but there is particular 
emphasis on the nature and content of the allochthonous material. 

The starting point is terrestrial vegetation which has been preserved in situ as 
peat or has decomposed into litter and its subsequent inclusion into soils and/or 
water bodies. Water bodies such as lakes may contain sediment with a high 
proportion of organic ooze composed of the products of biological degradation 
of a terrestrial flora and, as an allochthonous constituent, the more stable remains 
of that flora. To this is added autochthonous phytoplankton in which algae are 
the predominant constituent. Lake deposits, which are governed by physiographic, 
climatic, and depth factors, may contain alternately organic rich and inorganic 
rich layers, each pair perhaps a millimeter thick and representing an annual 
deposit or varve. Under certain circumstances lagoonal, and even inshore gulf 
sediments may show similar features due to seasonal accumulation [22]. 

Rivers play the main role in the transport of allochthonous organic matter 
from inland sources to the sea, via the intermediate depositional environments 
of estuarine, deltaic and alluvial deposits. They are, in part, responsible for the 
establishment of extensive mud flat environments. The content and proportion 
of the various forms of organic matter in river water vary in relation to relief, 
climate, and other factors. For plains flow the organic matter may reach 40-50 
percent of the mineral content, with a predominance of substances in either true 
or colloidal solution. For rivers in mountain tracts the organic matter may be 
only 4-5 percent of the mineral content and is mainly carried as detritus. For 
major rivers SKOPINTSEV and KRYLOVA [23] considered the mean annual organic 
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content to vary between 10 and 43 mgjl, the average being not less than 20 mgjl. 
Chemically the greater part of this matter is typified by high resistance to biological 
attack with a wide range of the CjN ratio (8 to 36) indicating the degree of trans
formation and the depletion of proteinaceous material. Humus derivatives account 
for a high proportion of the organic matter of river waters and consequently of 
the sediments associated with fluvial transport. 

c. Terrestrial Vegetation and Structural Elements of Plants 
Detailed accounts of the organic compounds formed by plants are contained 

in other chapters. At this stage it is necessary to refer to the major groups of 
compounds and their relationship to plant structure. 

The carbohydrates and allied compounds form a group of which the cell uloses 
are the major constituent of cell walls, accompanied by starch and pectin. Pectin 
is also a constituent of saps and fibers. Chitin, a related substance, forms resistant 
cell walls or coverings in some plants, e.g., fungi. The pentosans or plant gums 
are an essential part of this complex. 

Lignin is associated with cellulose fibers in the strengthening of the cell wall 
and refers to a structural type rather than a single substance. An allied group of 
compounds, the" lignans ", is also present in wood. These compounds possess 
aromatic nuclei as do the allied plant constituents, the anthocyanins and the 
catechins. 

Proteins and other nitrogeneous compounds, vegetable proteins, both as 
enzymes and structural units, are readily broken down by degradation processess 
to amino acids. The green pigment chlorophyll contains nitrogen and is concerned 
in carbohydrate synthesis. The more stable porphyrin derivatives are present in 
fossil organic matter. The alkaloids form an important nitrogen-based group of 
compounds but their contribution to plant structure is of minor significance as is 
that of the nucleic acids. 

Fats, glycerides offatty acids, and waxes (esters offatty acids and fatty alcohols) 
are of vital importance to plant life. Polymerized and crosslinked structures based 
on fatty alcohols and acids are present in cutin, exine, and suberin, the fundamental 
units of cuticle, spore exines, and cork. In these materials the long-chain aliphatic 
compounds exist together with lignin and tannins, and the resultant membranes 
are resistant to anaerobic oxidation and chemical treatment. 

The resins are amongst the plant products with the highest resistance to 
chemical and biological attack and are capable of polymerization; plant latex, or 
rubber, is related in function but not chemical structure. 

The plant substances referred to above are genetically related, and the com
plicated conversions in plant life are based on a relatively restricted number of 
primary reactions which play an important part in the cycles which govern life 
processes, e. g., the Calvin and Krebs cycles. These processes which occur in the 
living plant do not terminate with the death of the higher plant. During the 
degradation of the dead plant material the cycles continue under the influence 
of the attacking microorganisms. 
18 Organic Geochemistry 
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D. Decomposition of Wood and other Plant Remains 

The decomposition of wood has played a major part in the derivation of 
organic deposits, whether of fossil soils, peats, coals, or of deposits in the non
marine environment. It is therefore of some importance to consider the degrada
tion process involved. Decomposition of wood [24] is almost exclusively a 
biological process, carried out by a restricted group of organisms. The Hymeno
mycete fungi, with a few contributors from the ascomycetes and Fungi Imperfecti, 
are almost the sole organisms concerned. This is accomplished by fungi active 
within either living or dead wood, by fungi which decompose litter, and by fungi 
which live symbiotically with the tree, their mycelia forming mycorhiza within the 
roots. Cell walls in wood contain several layers which either vary in composition, 
or in the ratio of lignin to cellulose. These layers, according to their composition, 
are specifically attacked by fungi. Thus, M erulius iacrymans, which is responsible 
for brown or dry rot, digests the cellulose and hem i-cellulose, leaving lignin. Fornes 
annosus, active in white rot, preferentially attacks lignin and hemicellulose, the 
enzymes responsible being hadromase for lignin breakdown and cellulase for the 
hydrolysis of cellulose and hemicellulose. GOKSOYR [24], NORD and VITUCCI [25], 
and NORD and SCHUBERT [26] have considered the chemical nature of these 
changes, and FLAIG [27] described the chemical changes which follow fungal 
conversion of lignin to humic substances. Other workers, e.g., SHRIKHANDE [28] 
and REGE [29], refer to the production of colloidal mucus on biochemical decom
position by fungi and describe it as a mixture of carbohydrates and proteins. 
Bacteria may work in conjunction with fungi, particularly in the later stages of 
decomposition when they are capable of breaking down hemicelluloses, cellulose, 
and pentosans. GOKSOYR [24] referred to aromatic compounds (e.g., pinosylvin) 
in the heartwood of trees, which are biologically inert and inhibit the action of 
microorganisms. Nevertheless, some fungi employ oxidative enzymes to detoxify 
such wood. The mechanism of fungal attack on cellular tissue is specific and 
largely follows the structural pattern of the wood cells. The active hyphal tip of 
the fungus produces hydrolytic enzymes which diffuse into and digest the substrate, 
the hypha growing into the digested region and maintaining contact with the 
substrate. BAILEY and VESTAL [30], SAVORY [31] and REESE [32] describe the 
process for cellulose and refer to the direction of attack as being predetermined 
by the orientation of the cellulose fibrils. 

The study of modern peats also illustrates the processes outlined above. 
KUZNETSOV et ai. [33] described three principal layers in peat: a surface layer in 
which oxidizing conditions persist; an intermediate layer of alternating oxidizing 
and reducing conditions; the lowest layer which is a reducing environment. 

The total bacterial population of Russian Berendeyevo swamp peat consisted 
of 700 million bacteria per gram of dry peat in the surface layer and 25 million 
at depths of 25-50cms and 6 meters. NEOFITOVA [34], in a study of the fungal 
flora from the surface layers of the Gladkoye Boloto peat bog, isolated 74 species 
of fungi belonging to 24 genera; of these, 54 species were Hyphomycetes and 16 
were plant molds. The surface layers of the peat (50 cms.) contained 3 million 
fungal spores per gram in summer and 170 thousand in winter; no live spores were 
present below 60 cms. Experimental observations led to the conclusion that fungi 
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were the chief organisms concerned in peat formation and that bacteria further 
decomposed the tissue of the dead plants. 

During sedimentation of allochthonous organic matter in water bodies and 
as a result of the activities described above, there is a concentration of the more 
biologically stable material. Thus lignin-type compounds and derivatives, rep
resented as "humus ", predominate, accompanied by representatives of the plant 
products referred to earlier, e. g., fats and waxes, resins and polymers such as cutin, 
exine, and suberin. A portion of the organic matter consists of carbohydrates and 
resistant chitinous remains, while derivatives of proteinaceous material and of 
pigments may be retained. This material may form the organic oozes of lakes in 
association with inorganic sediment, as exemplified by geological deposits such 
as the cannel coals. A particular ingredient may be of special importance, e. g., 
the exine of spores, in which case the geological counterpart is a spore cannel. 
Where plankton accumulate in large quantities, autolysis of the dead cells is 
accompanied by release of readily assimilable substances which are mineralized 
by the bacterial population in the descending order protein, carbohydrate, and 
hydrocarbons. HELLEBUST [35] showed (for marine phytoplankton) that the 
4-16 percent of photo assimilated carbon normally excreted could rise to as much 
as 17-38 percent at the end of a diatom bloom when large numbers of empty 
frustules were present. Among the substances excreted were glycolic acid, proteins, 
amino acids and peptides, glycerol, mannitol, and a chloroform-soluble fraction. 
Certain algae secrete a single substance, e. g., Chlorella sp. gives proline, and 
Olithodiscus sp. gives mannitol. Surface plankton are represented in most lake 
bottom sediments despite the biological degradation which continues within the 
upper surface of the ooze. Thus, algae of the type Botryococcus form an integral 
part of the organic matter of cannel coals and other carbonaceous deposits of 
Carboniferous age, so that some cannels are referred to as algal cannels. The 
continued activity of bacteria and fungi in the sediments adds further metabolites. 
In some cases the content of these organisms may be appreciable (e. g., DRATH [36]) 
but the activity appears to be restricted mainly to the surface layers of the sediment. 
The data in Table 1 (after KUZNETSOV et al. [33]) indicate the change with depth 
in the composition of the ooze of the freshwater Lake Chernoye at Kosino. 
VALLENTYNE [37] examined some of the biochemical aspects of limnology and 
reported that the dispersed organic matter (dissolved and colloidal) exceeds the 

Table 1. Composition of the organic matter in the oozes of Lake Chernoye at Kosino' 

Depth from Ash content Components (percent) of organic matter 
surface of (percent 
ooze (m) dry wt.) alcohol/benzene hemicellulose cellular tissue humic 

extract complex 
(lipid fraction) 

0.15 49.3 7.4 14.5 7.7 62.0 
1.0 49.1 5.8 8.9 5.6 62.0 
2.0 47.3 5.4 7.5 4.4 66.8 
3.0 48.6 4.6 7.0 4.4 68.7 
5.0 46.6 4.9 6.3 6.6 70.6 

a After KUZNETSOV et al. [33]. 

18* 
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particulate organic matter by a factor of 5-10. The organic content of lakes, 
varying in age by up to 10,000 years, included a wide range of amino acids and 
quantites of free sugars comparable with those found in fresh algae; carotenoids 
and substances related to chlorophyll were also recorded. 

The further aerobic and anaerobic bacterial attack on pre-existing organic 
material which has been transported to the sea leads to a further increase in the 
proportion of biologically resistant materials, including humic compounds, resins, 
cutin, suberin, chitin, and possibly toxic heartwood tissues. These compounds 
form the allochthonous constituents of estuaries, deltas, and marine inshore 
environments, and may be preserved in oxidizing environments as the main or 
sole organic constituent. Where the environment is reducing, they will be preserved 
alongside localized autochthonous material. 

Few attempts have been made to differentiate marine and freshwater sediments 
by their organic content, but DEGENS and BAJOR [38] studied German Carboni
ferous sediments of known marine or freshwater origin. The marine sediments 
contained a high amino acid content, especially of arginine and cystine, and on 
this basis identification was made. 

III. Application of Organic Geochemical Studies 
In studying the organic content of rocks, attention should be paid to the 

geological circumstances surrounding the formation of the rock, for example, 
whether it was of marine or non-marine origin. This can be variously established 
by field observation, by the palaeontological content of mega- and microfossils 
and, in certain circumstances, by the mineralogical composition and the distribu
tion and concentration of minor elements. The conditions prevalent at the time 
of accumulation, e. g., oxidizing or reducing conditions are of considerable impor
tance with respect to the organic material preserved. Recognition ofthe biological 
origin, nature, and relative proportions of the organic material is an important 
prerequisite for chemical examination. In some rocks concentrations of principally 
one type of organic material are observed. With modern micropalaeontological 
techniques several different types can be isolated and selected for individual study. 
A knowledge of the chemical composition or chemical decay process of single 
organisms or their remains (or of groups of such) would greatly increase the ease 
of interpretation. Where samples permit, these organisms or groups of organisms 
might be studied at various stages of their geological history, or at any given time 
after different conditions of preservation or physico-chemical change. Thus both 
the source of the organic material and the nature and degree of the biological 
degradation are important. A prerequisite to such studies may well be a considera
tion of modern representatives of the fossil groups and an evaluation of the relative 
stability of known chemical compounds. It may be unfortunate that chemical 
procedures for extraction of organic matter bring together compounds which are 
chemically related but which need not necessarily be related in their biological 
origin. The term "kerogen" was originally applied to the organic matter of oil 
shales, torbanites, "Kerosene shales ", etc., but these rocks actually carry a 
biological content similar to that of many other sediments, and examples are 
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known from both marine and non-marine depositional environments. The term 
has been used to denote total organic matter, both soluble and insoluble, but its 
more restricted use implies the insoluble organic content of rocks. There has been 
confusion over this term and interpretations based on these varied uses must 
thereby differ. 

No reference has been made in this account to the content of animal matter, 
or its degradation products in the organic complex. The contribution is more 
difficult to assess but must be considerable under favourable circumstances. 
Animal microfossils are abundant in many sediments. 

A. States of Preservation 
Reference has been made to the detailed structural (morphological) preserva

tion of plants and other organisms, but chemical composition of the preserved 
material has received little study. Well-preserved structures include the cell walls 
of bacteria, fungi, and algae, the latter with such detail that cell contents, nuclei, 
and organizational details permit taxonomic reference to modern groups. BRAD

LEY [39] in his detailed study on Green River Shale (Eocene) described a solid 
Spirogyra which still contained its spiral chloroplast. The cell walls and internal 
structure of plants are preserved in coals and in a variety of rocks. The more 
resistant cuticles ofleaves including stomatal apparatus are known from Devonian 
times, and the detailed structures of Devonian, Carboniferous, and younger woods 
have been described. Entire fructifications of plants containing spores or pollen 
are known and some show the effects of specific parasitic or saprophytic attack. 
NEVES and TARLO [40] recorded isolated osteocytes from fish scales in the 
suspension obtained on maceration of a Carboniferous rock. The extended cells 
and their finely branching processes were represented by unbroken cell walls 
which the authors considered must have a chemical composition akin to that of 
cellulose. Cell contents were retained in some cases. NEVES and TARLO [40] also 
refer to the presence of cellulose-like polysaccharides in fossil dentine. 

DOBERENZE and LUND [41] obtained electron micrographs of collagen fibrils 
in decalcified bone of Jurassic age and noted the similarity to the collagen from 
Pleistocene bone. The wide range of structural (morphological) detail preserved 
and the recognition of cellulose, lignin, and chitinous materials in these bones 
suggests the possibility of identifying further original organic substances. DOM
BROWSKI [1] has made the remarkable claim that he has cultured viable bacteria 
from primary crystalline salt deposits of Precambrian, Middle Devonian, Silurian 
and Permian ages. In particular he found those of Permian age (Bacillus circulans) 
to be active after a dormancy of 180 m. y. and listed their physiological charac
teristics. The original chemical constitution is thought to have been preserved by 
dehydration and reversible denaturing of protein, consequent upon salification. 
CARLISLE [42] showed that the skeleton of the Cambrian fossil, H yolithellus, 
includes chitin and a protein structurally related to sclerotin. ABELSON [43] 
reported a range of amino acids in an Orodovician trilobite Calymene (approx. 
360 + m. y.) and pointed out the new field of study concerning the composition 
of the skeletal structures of fossils such as the "chitinous" brachiopods, the 
arthropods, and the graptolites. HARE [44] considered that the oxidation products 
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of certain amino acids were present in progressively larger amounts in older fossil 
shells of M ytilus and believed oxidation to be one of the possible mechanisms 
involved in fossilization. 

It is likely that considerable revision of the processes involved in fossilization 
will become apparent once detailed geochemical investigations have been made 
of separate organisms and distinct groups of organisms. 

IV. Techniques of Geomicrobiological Study 

The following considerations are most pertinent with regard to actual experi
mental procedures in geomicrobiological studies: 

1. Recognition of the type of rock is important in allowing identification of 
the conditions of the original preservation process and the subsequent geological 
history. The rock types may vary widely: cherts, coals and oil shales, siltstones, 
shales, limestones, salt deposits, sulphide ores, bauxites, tonsteins, and fossil 
remains, e.g., bone, fossil wood, and amber. From these varied occurrences 
microbiological remains have been recorded at periods throughout dated geo
logical time. 

2. The techniques used depend upon the nature of the rock concerned and 
care must be taken to ensure that the microorganisms recorded were contained 
in the rock and do not represent external contamination. 

3. Recognition of the microorganisms is often difficult for several reasons 
including the following: (a) The dimensions of the organisms approach the limit 
of resolution of the light microscope. They require application of sophisticated 
electron microscopic techniques (reflected or transmitted electron beam) and the 
use of replicas. (b) Taxonomic identification poses problems. Despite the variety 
of forms, there is commonly a lack of known biological affinity between them. 
Many modern microorganisms are only identifiable on the basis of reproduction 
processes or characteristic life cycles and form; some characteristics may be 
physically or chemically dependent on the environment. Identification often rests 
on morphological similarity with present day forms, which must be vague and 
can be merely a guide to possible biological affinity. Recognition (but not iden
tification) on the basis of form is possible in the absence of genetic affinity. The 
use of indeterminate systematic categories for descriptive recognition includes 
certain groups of organisms, e.g., the Acritarcha, a group which covers most of 
the microfossils which are apparently unicellular and composed of organic matter. 
(c) Microorganisms may show distinctive relationship symbiotically with one 
another or parasitically with a host. Such relationships are difficult to imply from 
an examination of fossil materials but they have been recorded. Microbiological 
activity on plant and animal remains results in characteristic lesions. The associa
tion of specific bacteria and fungi with particular tissues is recorded for various 
geological periods (RENAULT [45], MOODIE [46]). A selective effect, following 
presumed enzymatic ingestion of tissue by fungi, has been demonstrated. (d) Fi
nally, the population of microbiological remains in a specific environment is 
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often distinctive, e.g., soil populations; similar data have been recorded for 
rocks [47,48]. 

Factors (a) through (d) are considered in the selection of the available tech
niques. In general they involve: (1) In situ study of the microorganisms in the 
rock by methods which provide either a thin section of the rock for examination 
by transmitted light, or a specially polished and etched surface which enables 
reflected light to be used, amyl acetate peels to be taken and replicas to be made 
for electron microscopy; (2) Physical or chemical action on the inorganic constit
uents isolating the organic material for direct study following acid digestion, or 
for chemical maceration and differential oxidation. 

A. "In Situ" Studies 
One great advantage of in situ studies lies in the avoidance of external con

tamination. It also permits examination of microorganisms in their context with 
the host and in their association with other organisms and with the organic and 
inorganic constituents. The organisms are observed substantially free from 
breakage and alteration resulting from processing. The disadvantages lie primarily 
in the technical problem of producing a thin section of a heterogeneous inorganic
organic rock satisfactory for study by transmitted light; in addition, the mineral 
content gives rise to optical interference. There is also the subjective difficulty of 
identifying sectioned material. The method generally employed involves the 
cutting of the thin section, impregnation with polyester resins and mounting in 
a similar medium for grinding. To reach the desired thinness, final grinding may 
be carried out with mild abrasives only, such as magnesia in glycerine, and 
finished by hand honing. From such a surface an amyl acetate peel removes a 
thin film of organic matter, which adheres to the peel particularly if the surface 
has been mildly etched. The peels may be examined optically and they can be 
utilized as the basis for the replicas needed for electron microscopy. Specially 
polished and etched surfaces may be studied with oil immersion and reflected 
light techniques. Thin sections of rocks which contain a high proportion of 
lenticular organic matter, particularly when embedded in a clay or carbonate 
matrix as in oil shales and carbonaceous rocks, may be difficult to prepare. In 
such cases, small blocks (1 em side) are subjected to alternate treatment with 
hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids for removal of inorganic matter (or treated 
with nitric acid if pyrites is present) and then dehydrated and placed in phenol for 
a short period. The softened and spongy block of organic material is washed free 
of phenol, dehydrated with alcohol, and finally introduced to graded mixtures of 
xylene/paraffin wax. The wax-impregnated block is then cut on a rotary microtome 
affording very thin, mineral-free, sections of organic matter. 

B. Study of Isolated Organic Material 
The microfossil content of rocks is generally studied by dissolving the inorganic 

matrix of the rock (acid digestion) or alternatively, the rock may be disintegrated 
by physical techniques. 
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Chemical Treatment 

The acid digestion technique used depends upon the inorganic content of the 
rock. Thus, acetic and hydrochloric acids dissolve the carbonates of limestones, 
hydrofluoric acid dissolves silicates, and nitric acid attacks mineral sulphides, e.g., 
pyrites. The acids are employed singly or in combination as dilute aqueous 
solutions. The majority of rocks, particularly shales and siltstones, require treat
ment with hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids, the latter digestion being carried 
out in polyethylene containers. Complete digestion may take days or weeks 
depending on the size of the rock fragments used, the particle sizes of the inorganic 
minerals, the concentration of the reagents, and the temperature at which the 
reaction is allowed to take place. The size of rock fragment depends on the nature 
of the investigation; if isolated remains, e.g., miospores, are being investigated, 
the rock may be crushed, but the isolation of plant fragments is facilitated by 
splitting the rock into thin slices along the bedding planes. Slow reaction using 
dilute acid is preferable, as rapid disintegration tends to break up the fragments 
of organic matter. Centrifugation, density separation, and flotation techniques 
are employed for both initial and final separations of the organic and inorganic 
matter. In certain circumstances, short periods of ultrasonic vibration are effective 
in separating residues, but they may result in partial disintegration of the organic 
fragments. 

In the study of geomicrobiological remains, plant fragments, and the total 
organic content, the preferred technique is controlled acid digestion at room 
temperature. Further mechanical processes are undesirable, and the undried 
material is mounted in glycerine jelly or" Cellusize" for microscopic study. Some 
part of this material may be heavily colored or included within the degraded and 
colloidal groundmass of organic matter. Certain tissues can be "cleared" and 
separated from the groundmass by differential oxidation of the latter by a macera
tion process involving nitric acid, fuming nitric acid, or a mixture of potassium 
chlorate and nitric acid. This destructive process leads to a concentration of 
waxes, resins, and the more acid resistant structures, and is a technique used in 
the concentration of miospores. The differential nature of the attack is well known 
(MOORE [47]) and various stages of breakdown can be obtained. Short periods 
(e.g., 10 minutes) of acid maceration may be used to" clear" material and longer 
periods (e.g., 6-12 hours) to destroy the groundmass and release the contained 
portions of certain organisms and cell structures. The macerated material is 
treated with dilute base, e.g., potassium or ammonium hydroxide, to dissolve the 
oxidized humic or ulmic constituents and is then washed and mounted for optical 
study. At appropriate stages the isolated organic matter can be mounted in 
paraffin wax for microtome sectioning, or treated with epoxy resins and mounted 
in Araldite, prior to ultramicrotome sectioning for the electron microscope [49]. 

Although the extracted organic material is commonly red, brown, and yellow 
and preserves optical differentiation, it may be stained with water- or alcohol
soluble biological stains. The objectives are increased resolution of optical detail, 
improved photographic contrast, and differentiation of organic content on the 
basis of affinity for stains. Little is known concerning the mode of interaction of 
stains with fossil material, but much of it stains readily. The stains commonly 
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used are gentian violet, safranin, methyl green, basic or acidic fuchsin, and Bismark 
brown. Cotton blue is used for fungal remains. 

Lignites and brown coals being prepared for the extraction and concentration 
of pollen and spores are processed with a 10 percent solution of potassium 
hydroxide followed by acetolysis. Extraction of miospores from bituminous coals 
is achieved by maceration using fuming nitric acid, potassium chlorate, and conc. 
nitric acid (the Schulze process), or bromine and nitric acid (the Zetsche Kalin 
process). In recent years the petrographic constituents of coals and their contained 
structures have been studied mainly by the oblique illumination of polished 
surfaces under oil immersion, as inaugurated by STACH [50]; the earlier studies 
of coal by thin section and transmitted light were carried out by THIESSEN [51]. 

The advantages in studying isolated organic material lie principally in the 
improved selection and in the better resolution and appearance of microorganisms. 
The concentration of material thereby facilitates comparison and identification. 
The disadvantages follow from disassociation of some components and the absence 
of information concerning the in situ association of an organism with organic and 
inorganic constituents. It is essential to compare both thin section and extracted 
materials if the problems referred to on p.278 are to be resolved. 

V. The Presence of "Bacteria, Actinomycetes, 
Fungi, and Algae" in Rocks 

Reference has been made to the difficulties inherent in identifying groups of 
organisms whose genetic affinity is unknown. In the discussion below no such 
absolute classification is implied, but general similarities in morphological form, 
a knowledge of reproductive methods, association with other material, and a 
known habit are all variously used in referring forms in rocks to their modern 
counterparts. At the present time this range of microorganisms is largely concerned 
with the destruction of organic matter. ZOBELL [52-54] has referred to more than 
100 species of bacteria and related organisms (Bacillus, Bacterium, Mycobacteria, 
Proactinomyces, Actinomycetes, and Micromonospora) known to attack a wide 
range of organic substances in soils and sediments. They are tolerant of tempera
tures between - 10° C and 105° C, and live forms have been removed from water 
depths in excess of 5,000 meters and from muds exceeding 100,000 years in age. 
They are adaptable and are not controlled by environment since their metabolic 
activity is capable of rapid change. Their biomass may range up to 500 g/m3 in 
sediments and soils and constitute from 2-15 percent of the organic matter in 
soils, sediments and water. Whilst a pH of 6.5-8 is usual, specialized bacteria can 
exist in highly acidic (pH 1) or in highly alkaline environments. WAKSMAN [55] 
referred to the ubiquitous distribution of the actinomycetes which form 13--46 
percent of the population in the surface layer of an organic-rich soil and which 
increase to 65 percent at depth. They are present in the waters and deposits of 
lakes and form 10--45 percent of the microbial population of the water. They are 
active in the decomposition of chitin, lignin and cellulose and flourish at pH 7 
but are inhibited by acid conditions. The action of fungi has been referred to; 
fungi are less susceptible to variations in pH and can flourish under extremely 
acid conditions. 
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A. Bacteria in Rocks 

VAN TIEGHEM [56] first recorded fossilized bacteria, present in a Carboniferous 
shale. Subsequently, examples of the accepted forms (coccoid, bacilloid, filamental, 
and spirillar) and their distictive arrangements (diplococcoid, staphylococcoid, 
and streptococcoid, and several bacilloid) have been recorded from every geological 
system, including the Precambrian, and from rocks as different as peats, coals, 
carbonaceous shales, flints, limestones, saline deposits, bauxites, fireclays, iron and 
manganese ores, and phosphate deposits. The preservation of bacteria or their 
spores varies from the presence of the actual cell wall to mineral replacement of 
this wall, or to sheath-like coverings of the wall. The association of fossilized 
bacteria with plant tissues and with animal and insect remains have been described, 
and in many instances the pathological association with fossil bone or plant 
tissue was related to characteristic lesions (MOODIE [46], RENAULT [45]). The 
associations recorded have been referred to autotrophic or chemautotrophic 
forms, or to groups which include iron bacteria, nitrate- and sulfate-reducing 
bacteria, calcareous and saprophytic bacteria (PIA [58]). The presence of living 
bacteria in various modern and recent sediments, including sulfur and iron 
deposits, tufa and peats, provides a functional analogy with past occurrences. 
RENAULT [57] identified and described some twenty fossil species, mainly from 
Carboniferous rocks and related their specific attack to certain cells of plants, to 
bones, fish teeth, and coprolitic remains. A stratigraphic list of bacterial remains 
is included in the Swansea Symposium Volume of the Geological Society of 
London (MOORE [59]). The literature contains frequent reference to what are 
possibly fossil bacteria, and many workers have noted resemblances to modern 
forms and referred to Crenothrix, Sphaerotilus or Lyngbia. Recent work, e.g., 
CLOUD [60], BARGHOORN and TYLER [61], records various forms of bacteria or 
forms with actin om orphic affinity, from the Precambrian Gunflint Cherts 
(1.9 x 109 years). SCHOPF, BARGHOORN, MASER, and GORDON [62] reported rod
shaped and coccoid bacteria from this source. Electron microscopic techniques 
revealed the organically preserved cell wall and its imprint in the rock as a replica. 
The bacteria were relatively undisturbed and resembled modern bacteria of the 
genera Siderocapsa and Siderococcus. Electron microscopic studies allowed 
SCHOPF, EHLERS, et al. [63] to identify sheath bacteria Sphaerotilus catenulatus, 
spiral thread forms Gallionella pyritica and segmented microbes allied to Beggiatoa, 
preserved in pyrites from a Carboniferous rock. These bacteria were generically 
similar to present day forms occurring in a comparable reducing environment 
and illustrate an ecologic association which has persisted for at least 250 million 
years. 

Reference has already been made to the claim that viable bacteria can be 
extracted from salt deposits (DOMBROWSKI [1]). The form Bacillus circulans from 
Permian salt crystals was comparable with rare present-day forms inhabiting 
concentrated brines. KUZNETSOV et al. [33] refer to counts of bacteria from 
Devonian, Carboniferous, and Permian rocks, the numbers ranging from 35-117 
million per gram of rock in situations where oil had been developed in the rock. 
It is doubtful what significance can be attached to these figures, for no bacteria 
were recorded in associated rocks which did not contain oil. 
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B. Actinomycetes and Fungi in Rocks 

Remains of fungi in rocks are well known and consist of mycelia and fungal 
spores which are difficult to identify unless connected, as are conidiophores, to 
hyphal material. The occurrences of the main classes of fossil fungi have been 
recorded [59], the earliest record of a recognized saprophytic fungus being from 
the Silurian rocks. There are earlier records of fungi from the Precambrian, but 
the majority of the remains are known from the Carboniferous and later rocks, 
particularly the Tertiary, when the higher fungi (Ascomycetes and Basidiomycetes) 
are well represented. Descriptions of remarkably well-preserved fungi with 
complete reproductive systems and cell contents, have been given by BERRY [64]. 
Other remains consisting of fine filaments 0.7-2.0 J..l in diameter, which may be 
genetically related to filamentous bacteria, the actinomycetes, or the Fungi 
Imperfecti, have received consistent reference in the literature. WEDL [65] described' 
certain remains from animal shells as Saprolegnia ferox; KOLLIKER [66] regarded 
similar organisms as fungi, and RENAULT [57] referred to aseptate filaments in 
the bark cells of Carboniferous plants as the saprophytic fungus Phellomyces and 
in shales, oil shales and cannel coals as the saprophyte Anthracomyces cannellensis. 
The latter organism was regarded as the agent responsible for the degradation of 
Carboniferous organic material. KmSTON and LANG [67] described similar 
remains from the Devonian and compared them with Archaeothrix contexta and 
A. oscillatoriformis and, while they were regarded as possible fungal hyphae, they 
were thought to be suggestive of the Trichobacteria Beggiatoa or Oscillatoria. In 
recent years the Actinomycetes, with affinities placing them between Fungi and 
Bacteria, have received considerable attention. There seems to be some indecision 
regarding the systematic position of these organisms, q. v. DRECHSLER [68], 
HENRICI [69], WAKSMAN [55], and BERGEY [70], but their morphological charac
teristics are well defined. Thus, according to W AKSMAN, the Actinomycetes form 
elongated, usually filamentous, cells; the filaments are usually 1 J..l or less (and do 
not exceed 1.5 J..l) in diameter. They multiply by special spores (oidospores) or by 
conidia; the former are formed by segmentation or simple division, the latter are 
formed singly at the ends of simple conidiophores. The saprophyte Anthracomyces 
cannellensis, and the forms Polymorphyces minor and P. major, [71], Palyno
morphytes diversiformis, [72], and" Phellomyces" (MOORE [47]) constitute a group 
which have morphologic similarities with the Actinomycetes and may be related 
to these or to Bacteria or Fungi. Forms such as Anthracomyces are common in 
degraded organic matter whilst Phellomyces is present in cellular tissue and 
resembles a fungus in its action. This group of organisms is widespread in 
carbonaceous rocks and ubiquitous in distribution. Members of this group have 
been recorded in the organic matter of the Precambrian Nonesuch Shale [49]. 
Forms offungi which attack fossil bones, Mycelites ossifragus, are described [46]. 

Hyphae and other fungal structures are normally well preserved, and HARE 
and ABELSON [73] refer to the presence of chitin in the cell walls of fungi, yeasts, 
and green algae. Fungal spores are thick walled and dark in color and frequently 
appear to retain their internal contents; they are common in organic material 
which has suffered widespread biological degradation. They are believed to be 
present in Precambrian rocks. PFLUG [74] named four species of Polycellaria 
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with resistant cuticula which he regarded as the conidia of Fungi Imperfecti. 
MOORE and SPINNER [49] note conidia attached to hyphal threads in the Pre
cambrian Nonesuch Shale. Under favorable conditions fungi produce chitinous 
schlerotia as resting stages in a life cycle; these schlerotia occur in cellular tissue 
in coal, particularly Cannel Coals. DRATH [36] described a succession of schlerotia 
from a Polish Cannel Coal and they have been observed in basin type oil shales 
and Tertiary coals [75]. The proportion in some coals was sufficient to warrant 
the establishment of the coal maceral Schlerotinite for classification of these 
fungal ingradients; TAYLOR and COOK [76] consider Schlerotinite to be discrete 
fusinised resin bodies and not entirely related to fungal production. 

The importance of fungal spores in palynology was also recognized by 
GRAHAM [77] who suggested a classification for these remains. The Carboniferous 
fossil fungi from the Silesian Coal Measures were shown to contain mycelial 
tissues, hyphae and reproductive organs [79]; a further work [75] is concerned 
with a palaeo mycological investigation of Tertiary coals. The authors stress the 
importance of fungal content and particularly of resting stages, hypnospores, 
uredospores, teleutospores, chlamidospores, and conidia. They believe fungi play 
a large part in the coal forming processes and refer to Funginite in the sapropelitic 
sediments and infer the presence of fungi to be environmentally diagnostic. 

C. Presence of Algae in Rocks 
The algae constitute a complex group of organisms with a geological history 

extending from Precambrian times. The oldest known organic remains, circa 
3,200 million years old [2], contain carbonized remains of filamentous algae. 
Definite cellular organisms, including Gurif/intia, Animikiea, and Archaeorestis, 
from the Precambrian Gunflint Cherts [60,61] are related to present day blue
green algae. BARGHOORN and SCHOPF [80] recorded the perfect preservation of 
septate filaments in Australian Precambrian cherts, the cell walls and contents 
being indicative of blue-green algae. Resting zygotes and a structure resembling 
the Oscillatoriaceae, Nostocaceae, and Ulotrichales amongst modern photo
synthetic algae were recognized. PFLUG [74] has identified two new species of 
algae, Filamentella plurima and Fibularis funicula, in the Precambrian Algonkian 
of the Canadian Shield Belt Series (1.1 x 109 years); they are preserved in siliceous 
carbonaceous rocks. A number of workers, including PFLUG [74], TIMOFIEV [81], 
and ROBLOT [82], have described microorganisms which may be unicellular algae, 
zygospores, or cysts related to algae. They are either referred to as" sporomorphs" 
or are included in an indeterminate systematic category which contains most of 
the apparently unicellular microfossils composed of organic matter, e.g., 
Acritarchs. The category is not restricted to Precambrian remains but these 
remains are sufficiently common in the Late Russian Precambrian or Riphean, 
which covers a time span of 1,000 million years, for Russian workers to have 
effected subdivisions of the rocks based on this organic microfossil content. It 
would be impossible in the present work to list individual records and a classifi
cation of fossil algae in geological time. The reader is referred to the Swansea 
Symposium Volume of the Geological Society of London [59] for such detail. 
The records are continuous throughout geological time and the present main algal 
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subdivisions are recognized. The Lower Cambrian [83J saw new groups of algae 
appear, including the Dinoflagellates. Filamentous blue-green algae are known 
from the Ordovician [84J and Devonian; CROFT and GEORGE [85J described three 
new genera and species of blue-green algae (Kidstoniella fritschi, Langiella 
scourfieldii, Rhyniella vermiformis) from chert. The well-preserved sheaths, cell 
walls, cell contents and heterocysts enable direct reference to present day classes 
of algae. By Ordovician times, algae, presumably of the class Protophyceae or 
Xanthophyceae, had become prominent. Gleocapsomorpha is the main organic 
constituent of Kuchersiti Estonian oil shale, occurring in perfectly preserved, 
golden brown colonies showing cell structures and as degraded remains. Related 
algae have continued to be an important constituent of organic residues of lake, 
swamp and estuarine deposits, especially throughout the Carboniferous and 
Permian. The present day alga Botryococcus brauni Kutzing (BLACKBURN and 
TEMPERLEY [86J) is well known, and related forms, e. g., Botryococcus Pila and 
Rheinschia, have been recorded from Carboniferous shales, cannel coals, and 
basin-type oil shales. The boghead cannel coals contain high proportions of these 
algae amongst their sapropelic constituents. In the later Mesozoic and Tertiary 
times, the algae have been shown [87J to be increasingly important. In particular, 
new planktonic groups such as Diatoms, Coccoliths, and Silicoflagellates appeared, 
and there was a large increase in numbers of the Dinoflagellates and other groups 
known at the present day. Some of these new groups inhabited both marine and 
freshwater environments, particularly during Tertiary times. Since that time there 
have been few significant changes in the algal flora. 

D. Presence of Other Fossil Groups in Rocks 
There are several important groups of common microfossils which may make 

significant contributions to the organic content of rocks. Some are undoubtedly 
related to algae, others are of unknown affinity or are the fragmentary remains 
of higher plants. Together they are considered as fossil microplankton and are 
classified on a morphological basis. The principal groups are referred to below. 

1. Acritarchs 

These are mainly single-celled organisms with a resistant (presumably 
chitinous) integument and are related to algae or fungi. The majority are considered 
to be cysts, akinetes, and resting spores of algae and are simple rounded bodies 
(sporomorphs), spined forms (acanthomorphs), or polygonal shaped (polygono
morphs) and heteromorphic types. Their occurrence in sediments, known to be 
marine, suggests a phytoplanktonic association. They are present in Precambrian 
rocks and are the dominant forms of microplankton in the Lower Palaeozoic. 
Their importance declined during the Upper Palaeozoic. 

2. Hystrichospheres 

Directly related to the algae, being the cysts of the dinoflagellates [88J, they 
consist of a highly resistant membrane bearing tubular or branching spines. They 
vary in size between 10-100 microns. The group was relatively unimportant 
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during the Palaeozoic but was an important member of the phytoplankton during 
Mesozoic, Tertiary and present times. 

3. Dinoflagellates 

Planktonic marine Protista, these organisms possess a thick organic cell wall 
often carrying spines, the surface of which is divided by furrows into a system of 
angular plates. They are largely responsible for plankton blooms and carry 
pigments. They occur as important fossils in the Tertiary and Mesozoic rocks and 
have a history which extends back into the Palaeozoic. 

4. Coccoliths 

Consisting of a spherical, often thick, organic membrane which is covered 
with minute calcareous plates (coccolith, 2-10 microns), they are dominantly 
marine, planktonic, unicellular organisms and may assume varied forms. The 
plates form a high proportion of some limestones and chalks, particularly in 
Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks. 

5. Silicoflagellates 

These marine planktonic organisms are related to coccoliths but have a 
framework of organized silica rods, outside of which lies a layer of cytoplasm. 
They are known from Mesozoic, Tertiary, and recent deposits and appear to have 
shown little development. 

6. Diatoms 

This group contains unicellular or colonial forms of microscopic algae. The 
skeleton walls are composed of pectin impregnated with silica and they carry a 
detailed surface sculpture. Many diatoms favor organic rich waters and others 
are found where extensive decay is taking place. The chromatophores contain a 
wide range of pigments. Diatoms are known from both marine and freshwater 
environments and may be planktonic or bottom-living. Fossil diatoms are known 
from the Mesozoic but were more important elements in the Tertiary and in 
recent sediments. 

7. Chitinozoa 

These fossils are of unknown systematic position but resemble the chitinous 
protozoa and the hydrozoa. They consist of symmetrical, cylindrical, bell, flask, 
or funnel-shaped chitinous membranes, usually as individuals or joined together 
and range in size between 0.1-0.3 mms. They were discovered in acid-insoluble 
residues and are known to range only from the Ordovician to the Devonian. 

8. Spores and Pollen 

They are derived from terrestrial vegetation and are therefore of greatest 
significance in freshwater deposits. They also contribute to the organic content 
of inshore marine sediments. 
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(a) Miospores 

The miospores and megaspores of the earlier land plants are characterized by 
distinctive haptotypic features of triradiate or monolete patterns. They are 
extremely variable in form and possess a resistant structural wall or exine consisting 
of cutin, resins and waxes, and chitinous substances. They appeared in the Upper 
Silurian and were of considerable importance in the Devonian and Carboniferous 
and of less importance thereafter in Permian and Triassic times. 

(b) Pollen 

Pollen grains have a wall structure with a resistant exine, similar to the 
miospores, but are generally and broadly characterized by germinal furrows or 
by colpae on the exine which are either monocolpate, or tricolpate. Acolpate 
grains do not possess a furrow. Pollen grains are rare in the Carboniferous but 
become dominant in the Permian and thereafter constitute the principal elements 
in palynological analyses to the present day. 

VI. Geomicrobiological Attack 
on Specific Fossil Material 

The specific material SUbjected to attack must still be biologically recognizable 
if the method and nature of the attack is to be evaluated. In general, only part of 
this attack is represented by the evidence from any given piece of material, but 
by comparison of related material with differing degrees of degradation it is 
possible to evaluate the total effect. In the circumstances described below, the 
attacking organism is preserved in situ on, or within, the material. 

A. Miospores 
The form and structure of spores and of the several layers of the outer wall 

(in tine, exine) are well known, but the chemical composition ofthis wall is unknown. 
It has been referred to as "sporopollenin". From the diversity of structure and 
color differentiation on one and the same spore, the walls are likely to have a 
variable composition, which may lead to selectivity in attack by microorganisms. 
The material studied [72] was contained within a chert of Carboniferous age, the 
organic matter representing the decayed remnants of a terrestrial vegetation, in 
which the processes of decay were arrested by saturation with siliceous water. 
The organism Palynomorphytes diversiformis, Fig.1a-h, which was observed to 
attack miospores, is related to the actinomycetes or fungi and was probably 
saprophytic in habit. The forms recorded possess a dark, relatively thick, cell wall 
with hyaline or pale yellow highly refractive contents. The commonest forms are 
coccoid cells, 0.75-1.5 ~ across but they may be ovoid up to 2.0~. The cells occur 
singly, in diplococcoid pairs, or they may form chains of cells in the streptococcal 
manner. Ovoid or elongated cells provide a linear beaded filament between 2-3 Jl 
and 10-20 ~ long, with the ends marked by a highly refractive larger cell; such 
beaded filaments may be branched. Filaments, with well defined parallel walls 
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Fig.l. a) Miospore Densosporites sp. attacked by Palynomorphites diversiformis on central region and 
concentric filiments within the annular region. Chert band, Upper Oil Shale Group, Carboniferous, 
Scotland. (x 1,000). b) Miospore Endosporites sp., Palynomorphites investing saccus of spore with cocci 
and fine filaments radially arranged. Erda Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. (x 1,000). 
c) Miospore" Palynomorphites pseudomorph" of Lycospora. Filaments representing position of equa-
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resembling hyphae, vary from 0.75-1.511 in width and are straight, flexuous, 
polygonal, curved, or concentric. Branching is a common feature and is usually 
associated with a rounded cell, or swollen vesicle. In its branched form the organism 
resembles the saprophytic fungus, Anthracomyces cannellensis, which RENAULT 

[57] recorded on the surface and within microspores and megaspores. The effects 
on the spore exine vary with the main structural features of the spores, though 
all spores of however divergent character, were invested by the organism. The 
principal effects were the following: 

1. In spores with little structural differentiation of the exine, the surface was 
colonized by cocci or short beaded filaments which often coalesced to enclose 
circular or hexagonal areas in which the exine was totally destroyed, e. g., on spores 
such as Punctatisporites sp. 

2. In spores with a well defined triradiate mark on the central body and a 
thin equatorial flange of differing composition, the result was to reduce or destroy 
the flange, then to destroy the exine of the central body and cause a break-up of 
the spore into segments, e.g., Lycospora. When the attack led to the development 
of filaments, these remained to give a "fungal pseudomorph" of the spore (Fig. 1 c). 

3. In spores such as Densosporites (Fig.Ia) possesing a central area and a 
wing or cingulum with an inner thickened zone and an outer equatorial flange, 
the attack is surprisingly different. The inner thickened zone is preferentially 
selected and filled with an anastomosing mass of fungal hyphae. Thereafter the 
central area and later the equatorial flange are destroyed. With total destruction 
of the spore wall there only remains a ring of hyphal filaments to indicate its 
original presence; the ring in turn breaks up into segments [72]. 

4. In spores with strong ornamentation and thick rugulae protruding from 
the surface, the attack is restricted to the thinner exine and follows an irregular 
pattern, leaving strong hyphae to form a" palynomorphytes skeleton" of the spore, 
as for Convolutispora and Leiotriletes [72]. 

A considerable number of bodies (Fig.Ic) consist solely of an interconnected 
meshwork of cocci, beaded filaments and filaments of Palynomorphytes, repre
senting fungal "pseudomorphs" or "skeletons" of unknown original material. 
These are additional to the fungal schlerotia which were attached to cellular 
structures, or were freed and occurred in the degraded humic or sapropelic matter. 
The organic content was therefore profoundly affected by fungal metabolism and 
by the presence of fungal remains. ELSIK [89] described the attack of related 
saprophytic fungi on Tertiary spores and pollen. GOLDSTEIN [90] summarized 

torial flange and positions of the triradiate mark; spore exine totally destroyed. Chert band, Upper 
Oil Shale Group, Carboniferous, Scotland. (x 500). d) Cellular material attacked by hyphae of 
"Phellomyces", wood mainly destroyed. Erda Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. (x 1,200). 
e) Carbonized wood cells. Filaments following cell walls; coccoid cells of bacteria type line the interior 
of the cells and are isolated in groups within the cells. Erda Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. 
(x 500). f) Vascular cell structure; the form is represented by filaments of" Phellomyces". Erda Tonstein, 
Upper Carboniferous, Germany. (x 1,000). g) Carbonized material, consisting essentially of minute 
bacteria like cells and short filaments. Erda Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. (x 1,000). 
h)" Phellomyces" filaments, in a complex branching pattern forming a" matte" of hyphal remains and 

organic matter (dark). Erda Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. (x 1,000) 

19 Organic Geochemistry 
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the attack of modern aquatic and soil-inhabiting fungi on spores and pollen and 
drew attention to the effects of Phycomycetes, both filamentous forms, and 
Chytrids. The latter tend to colonize the surface anG'to draw their substance from 
the exine or from within the spore body. Examples of fossil spores with this type 
of fungal attack occur in carbonaceous shales from the Coal Measures of 
Staffordshire. 

B. Cellular Tissue 

MOORE [47J has described the microbial degradation of organic matter in a 
group of carbonaceous sediments formed in the non-marine environment as 
shallow water bodies or subhydric soils. They are referred to as tonsteins, rocks 
which are closely associated with coal seams of various ages. In these rocks 
recognizable tissue was preserved as host material to the still contained or attached 
microbiological parasitic or saprophytic organisms. Carbonized cellular tissue 
(Figs.1 e and g) was invested by chains or groups of cells with thick, dark walls and 
hyaline contents resembling the bacterium Micrococcus hymenophagus Renault. 
Fragments of apparently carbonised wood consisted entirely of these minute (Ill) 
bacterial cells. Although fungal hyphae were occasionally present, bacteria 
appeared to be the principal agents of degradation. 

Non-carbonized cellular material, consisting of tracheids, vascular and 
parenchymatous tissues, was degraded by the organism Phellomyces, which 
resembles the form Phellomyces dub ius, described as a saprophytic bark fungus by 
RENAULT [57]. In its simplest form, the organism consists of straight, aseptate 
filaments or hyphae, 0.5-1.511 wide, which follow, or occur within, the cell walls. 
The filaments may assume the rectangular or hexagonal pattern of the cell walls, 
or, by branching, form a more complex pattern. In the tracheid fragment (Figs. 2a 
and d), filaments are visible within the cell walls, and they emerge where the walls 
have disappeared to form centers simulating a conidiophore or complex vesicle. 
Under severe degradation, the cell walls are destroyed and the filaments and 
coccoid cells remain to form a "Phellomyces pseudomorph" of the original 
structure (Fig.2d). Phellomyces may also form a complex interweaving mass of 
filaments within the cells, or throughout the entire cellular material (Fig. Ih). 
This organism, with its resistant chitinous walls, was largely responsible for the 
breakdown of tissues. Its mode of action has been described [24J and it is presumed 
that enzymatic processes are involved. Other fungal remains are represented by 
red brown fungal spores (Sporonites unionus Horst), often attached to fragments 
of disorganized wood (Fig. 2g). 

C. Groundmass Organic Matter 

This composite matter consisted of partly degraded, but still recognizable 
tissue and pale yellow amorphous material together with microbiological remains. 
It is difficult to differentiate between those microbiological remains which are 
included with, or preserved within, already degraded material and those which 
have been actively concerned with a later stage of further degradation. 
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1. In this category, fragments of cell walls invested with Phellomyces and 
pseudomorphs of cell walls are preserved (Figs. 1d and f), together with disorgan
ized material. The commonest ingredient is the saprophytic fungus, Anthracomyces 
cannellensis Renault, with its straight, sinuous or branching filaments, 2.0~2.9 Il 
long and 1.0 Il wide, ending in a &mall spherical conidium. The organism produces 
a felted mass of filaments which spread through the material and form an integral 
part of the organic content Fig.2e. Where the organic matter is highly degraded, 
Polymorphyces minor and P. major Moore [71J are present. These are rounded, 
ellipsoidal or polygonal organisms with a thick, dark, smooth or beaded outer 
wall and a clearer centre containing cells or beaded filaments, possibly of fungal 
affinity. Small spherical or ellipsoidal brown cells, 0.5~ 1.0 Il across, referred to 
bacteria, occur singly, in pairs or with a trifid arrangement and are associated with 
cellular material or scattered through the groundmass (Fig. 2 b); they resemble 
Micrococcus hymenophagus Renault. Larger forms, 1~21l across, with thick, dark 
brown walls and transparent centres, occur only in the groundmass and are 
referred to Micrococcus Guignardi Renault (Fig. 2 b). The bacillus form is repre
sented by chains of coccoid cells resembling Bacillus ozodeus Renault; others are 
rod-like with either rounded ends or terminating in a spore or vesicle. They are 
generally 5~ 10 Illong x 0.5~ 1 Il wide with pale brown or hyaline contents and are 
always associated with highly degraded organic matter in association with 
Polymorphyces. The groundmass commonly shows chains of dark, thick-walled, 
bacteria-like cells with a microreticulate pattern in which M. hymenophagous is 
prominent; the organization suggests a bacterial colony. In highly-degraded 
material, colonies of dark red-brown, thick walled cells with spherical vesicles 
arising directly from the main filament or present on short branches resemble 
the form of actinomycetes and especially that of the modern genus Micromono
spora. 

2. The pale-yellow amorphous material is generally devoid of contents such 
as those described above, but does contain small, thick-walled, dark red cells in 
irregular groups or in concentric colonies. The colony has developed circumferen
tially leaving within it still further degraded and colorless amorphous material 
(Fig. 2i); larger colonies of 6 or 8 dark red cells of presumed fungal affinity were 
also present. 

The various organisms described are considered to represent bacteria, 
actinomycetes and fungi. The known modern environmental conditions under 
which these organisms flourish allow certain parameters regarding the possible 
fossil environment to be suggested. The medium was acid (fungal activity, 
pH 3.5~ 5.5; actinomycetes, circa pH 7) but conducive to a high rate of metabolic 
activity. The pH was therefore above 4.5 and nearer the range 5.5 to 7.0 (the 
critical value for bacteria is pH 4.5), with high humidity and temperature and 
sufficient calcium, magnesium and potassium for biological activity. Such condi
tions were unfavorable to the continued formation of peat or general organic 
debris, since microbial activity would occur as rapidly as accumulation of organic 
matter. The rocks contained 1~2 percent organic matter. 

The degraded organic matter then entered an intimately mixed organic
inorganic aluminium silicate colloid or gel, analogous to soil colloids. Separation 
of these phases led to the in situ development of kaolinite macrocrystals of various 
19* 
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Fig. 2. a) Tracheid degraded by" Phellomyces" filaments. To the left filaments predominate, to the right 
filaments are present within existing cell walls; extreme right filaments converge to a red brown 
conidiophore. Erda Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. (x 1,200). b) Single coccoid and groups 
of presumed bacteria cells resembling Micrococcus hymenophagous REN. M. Guignardi REN. Thin 
section of Constance Tonstein, Lens Group, Upper Carboniferous, France. (x 750). c) Colony of thick 
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forms [47,48] in which the organic colloidal particles [91] were closely packed 
by polar adsorption on the surfaces of the orienting mineral particles, which were 
thereby joined together. Thus, fine organic matter is enclosed within the macro
crystal along lamellar planes while colonies, e.g., of Anthracomyces cannellensis, 
are included within the developed vermiform crystals. 

D. Algal Material and Resin Globules 

Algal colonies of a type similar to Botryococcus were infrequently present in 
the rocks referred to above and in no instance were they seen to be attacked by 
microorganisms (Fig. 2c). It is possible that the organisms specific to their attack 
were not present. On the other hand, the preservation of algal material in rocks 
which contain highly degraded plant tissues may merely indicate the restricted 
opportunity for attack on planktonic material reaching a degradation environ
ment which is predominantly humic. DRATH [36] indicated the degree to which 
boghead algae may be attacked by fungi. The Polish boghead coal described 
consisted of three main constituents (plus a very small content of what may be 
considered as humic ingredients, i.e., fusinite and semifusinite, 0.1 percent; 
vitrinite, 1.0 percent; and exinite, 1.0 percent): (1) alginite (representing algal 
colonies) with an average content of 23.3 percent and maximum of 33.9 percent; 
(2) eualginite (heterogeneous matrix material derived from the destruction of algal 
colonies by fungi), average content 70.4 percent, maximum 86.9 percent; (3) chitinite 
and semichitinite (representing fungal schlerotia), average content 0.7 percent, 
maximum 1.7 percent. 

Resinous materials, though rare in the above rocks, is often present as deep 
red, rounded or irregular entities in rocks such as the basin-type oil shales. They 
are often suspended in the organic ooze and show displacement by entry. They 
appear to be particularly resistant to attack by the normal microbiological 
population. 

walled resinous algal cells. Erda Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. (x 400). d) Complete 
degradation of wood cells; straight and branching filaments of" Phellomyces" produce a pseudomorph 
of the original cell pattern (see a). Common remains in degraded groundmass organic matter. Erda 
Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. (x 800). e) Completely attacked groundmass organic 
material; dark wood tissue; cocci, elongate cells and short filaments represent organisms" Phellomyces" 
and Anthracomyces. Erda Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. (x 1,200). I) "Phellomyces" 
filaments with circular or elliptical habit as seen in groundmass organic matter. Erda Tonstein, Upper 
Carboniferous, Germany. (x 1,000). g) Red brown cellular bodies attached to wood fragments; similar 
to Polymorphites and regarded as a saprophytic fungus. Erda Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. 
(x 1,000). h) Fungal hyphae arising from wood fragments; one carries swollen vesicle suggestive of 
conidiophore formation; note detail of preservation. Erda Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. 
(x 1,200). i) Colonies of thick walled red brown cells, found in the organic groundmass; believed to 
be saprophytic fungi related to Polymorphites. Erda Tonstein, Upper Carboniferous, Germany. 
( x 1,200). k) Thin section of" spore cannel" (right angles to the bedding), showing high concentration 
of spores (or algae) embedded in the organic detritus. Tasmanite. Permian Age. (x 200). I) Thin section 
of algal cannel (right angles to bedding) showing high concentration of pale yellow algal colonies related 
to Botryococcus occurring in the organic detritus. Boghead Coal, South Africa. Permo-Carboniferous 

Age (x 200) 
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VII. Information 
Provided by Geomicrobiological Studies 

The chronologic and stratigraphic importance of the major groups of 
microfossils studied in Palynology and Microplanktonology is shown by their 
effective use in the correlation of rocks and thus of the order of events in earth 
history. The ubiquity of distribution, the great numbers of specimens available, 
and the fact that the majority of these remains are of organic constitution, make 
them particularly significant in the study of organic geochemistry. Changes in the 
chemical composition of organic matter in rocks may be related to the appearance 
of different groups of these organisms at a specific geological time. Major environ
mental differences are indicated by the microfossil content, since certain types of 
microplankton are entirely marine, while others inhabit freshwater. Land-derived 
spores, blown or washed out to sea, give rise to an allochthonous content in an 
otherwise predominantly marine, autochthonous deposit. Partially degraded 
cellular fragments and the structureless material referred to generally in fossil 
sediments as " humic constituents ", "resin like bodies" or" dark red brown" and 
"pale yellow" resinous materials, are indicative of the part played by humic 
constituents. Biological examination of organic matter would assist the evaluation 
of the proportional representation of the various materials present and the 
interpretation of the chemical analysis. Separation of the biological ingredients 
followed by chemical analysis would aid the interpretation ofthe differing chemical 
composition of organic matter in sediments. In certain rocks, the organic matter 
may well be formed by a group of related organisms or substances, e. g., micro
plankton of the Lower Palaeozoic marine sediments, or microplankton algae in 
some freshwater lake sediments (Fig.21). 

The distribution over geological time of the more important groups of 
organisms is well known (see Figs. 3 and 4) and representatives of some groups 
exist at the present time. It is possible to compare the chemical composition of 
related organisms at different periods in geological time and to examine the effects 
of time and method of preservation on their final chamical composition. Reference 
(p. 267) has been made to the possible chemical changes resulting from preservation 
under various geological conditions involving heat and/or pressure. Chemical 
analysis of such material may elucidate these conditions and it may be possible 
to simulate the conditions under laboratory control. There is also the possibility 
that organic geochemical analysis would provide a sensitive indicator to the lower 
metamorphic grade in rocks. 

In studies concerned with the microbiological degradation of organic matter, 
the information is chiefly environmental in character, either in terms of the site 
of formation or conditions of preservation. Such information is evidenced [92] 
in the study of tonsteins, where the degraded organic material and microbial 
population suggest an environment analogous to soils. The selectivity of microbial 
degradation leads to a progressive concentration of the more biologically stable 
organic ingredients, particularly in rocks which form a suite bridging across 
several related environments. Thus, the related suite containing coal, cannel coals, 
boghead coals, and basin-type oil shales (as distinct from marine) shows changes 
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in organic content which are ascribed to the biological degradation and physico
chemical processes affecting a contemporaneous vegetation and resulting peat 
swamps. The cannel coals, bogheads, and oil shales constitute sapropelic organic 
accumulations with allochthonous and autochthonous contents formed under 
shallow water conditions. The environmental controls include: the position of the 
locus of accumulation in or near a peat swamp; the nature of the drainage and 
the possibility of wind transport; the potential for supply of the various ingredients; 
the selection of material which results from physicochemical alteration and 
microbial degradation, leading to concentration of the more stable remains; the 
amount of detrital mineral matter available and the state of dilution of the organic 
ingredients by inorganic matter. 

The chemical composition of the preserved organic matter depends on these 
factors and is particularly influenced by the content of the microorganisms and 
their metabolic products. 

Other, similarly related suites of rock include shales, seat earths, carbonaceous 
shales and coal, and bauxitic, lateritic, and other types of soil accumulation [12]. 
The close inter-relationship of organic and inorganic matter in the formation of 
sediments, or of crystalline matter, is illustrated by the occurrence of a mixed 
organic-inorganic colloid paste or gel (p. 291). Fungi and algae cause aggregation 
of mineral particles either mechanically or as a result of impermeable metabolic 
products [93-95]. Bacteria and algae [96] precipitate crystalline calcium car
bonate, the bacterium Macromonas bipunctata Bergy acting in symbiotic rela
tionship with the green alga Synechococcus elongatus Nag. The flagellate bacterium 
Vibrio desulphuricans [97] was responsible for the initial formation of colloidal 
sulfur, which, on ageing, resulted in crystallisation. Unusual forms of dolomite 
crystals with degraded organic matter also enclosed within the crystals, have been 
noted. EVANS [98] has referred to the solubilization effects which certain organic 
compounds have on various minerals and on other organic compounds. Under 
experimental conditions, such relatively water-insoluble minerals as carbonates, 
phosphates and silicates were brought into solution by A.T. P. 

The relationship of microorganisms with sulfide and oxide mineral deposits 
is well known, but it is not clear whether bacteria are directly and metabolically 
involved or whether they affect the equilibrium relations between various ions. 
These matters have been discussed by many workers, particularly EHRLICH [99] 
and BAAS BECKING [100]. The association of bacteria with Carboniferous pyrite 
[63] has been established, and LOVE and AMSTUTZ [101] have reviewed evidence 
for microscopic pyrite from the Devonian Chattanooga Shale and the Rammels
berg Banderz. Of particular interest is the organic matter which is associated with 
the framboidal or syngenetic pyrite. 

FRASER [102] described a modern forest peat in which 3-10 percent copper 
by dry weight was present as a chelated compound bound up with the organic 
colloidal complex and associated with 60-80 percent organic matter. LOVERING 
[103], from experimental evidence, considered the copper to be precipitated as a 
result of the action of waste products of bacterial metabolism. 

The inclusion and preservation of microbiological remains in rocks indicates 
a lack of serious secondary alteration. Thus their presence within Precambrian 
cherts and limestones proves the rock to be of primary formation with little or 
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no subsequent modification. Within some cherts and limestones, the otherwise 
scattered organic fragments are aligned and compressed by their exclusion from 
the growing crystal lattice e. g., stylolites. In others, the finer organic matter is 
included within cryptocrystalline material. 

The most significant contribution made by geomicrobiology is towards the 
completion of the fossil record, a matter of intrinsic value in the evolutionary 
plethora. The effects of microorganisms on all other forms of life, their ubiquity 
and their power to colonize and to affect every known environment, transcend a 
wide range of disciplines. 

The present hiatus in geomicrobiological studies and the emphasis upon 
Precambrian studies, follows from the fact that these simple organisms are the 
earliest known forms of life on Earth. Such information touches upon the origin 
oflife and is the direct concern ofthe geologist, chemist, biochemist, biologist, and 
biophysicist. The presence of large and highly complex organic molecules in 
Precambrian rocks raises considerations of chemosynthesis, but the undoubted 
presence of bacteria, algae and fungi indicates the action of biological photo
synthetic processes and the early establishment of a biological ecology. On present 
evidence [60J, photosynthesis in a biological sense began well over 2,000 million 
years ago. Most of the presently available geomicrobiological evidence from the 
Precambrian refers to shallow-water, inshore deposits. HINTON and BLUM [104J 
favor a terrestrial origin of life in which small and sheltered niches would favor 
the synthesis of complex organic compounds. The 1965 Symposium on the 
Evolution of the Earth's Atmosphere touches upon models proposed for the 
formation of the Earth [105J, its atmosphere and early life [106]. 

The search for identifiable organic remains in ancient sediments and the 
biochemical and chemical analysis of these remains may give a deeper insight into 
the evolutionary process. 

Finally, in extra-terrestrial matter as represented by the Type I Carbonaceous 
Chondrites [107J, KAPLAN, DEGENS, and REUTER [108J isolated aromatic and 
aliphatic hydrocarbons, amino acids, and sugars. The absence of pigments, fatty 
acids and nucleic acids, in conjunction with other biochemical considerations, led 
these authors to conclude that the organic matter was chemo-synthetic rather 
than biochemical. The isolation by micropalaeontological techniques (particularly 
from the Orgueil Type I Carbonaceous Meteorite) of carbonaceous matter having 
discrete patterns resembling those known in a biological organization has led to 
the consideration of the existence of extra-terrestrial life. The presumed organic 
entities have been described by NAGY [109J and the matter though unresolved 
is one of absorbing interest. 

VIII. Geological Distribution 
of the Main Groups of Other Microfossils 

So far, only those microfossils which are entirely or predominantly formed of 
an organic integument have been described. There are other microfossils which 
are abundantly represented in sediments of various ages and which, by the decay 
of their soft parts or by reason of the constitution of their skeletons or protective 
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coverings, may be expected to add significantly to the overall organic content of 
a sediment. In many cases the remains represent known creatures, in others the 
biological relationships are entirely unknown. A selection of the more important 
groups, mainly marine, is referred to below and included in Figs. 3 and 4 which 
also indicate their geological time range. For fuller information, reference to the 
following should be made: GLAESNER [110], FRITSCH [111], DOWNIE [112], 
POKORNY [113], DAVIS [114], Leitfossilien der Mikropalaontologie [115], 
LINDSTROM [116]. 

Foraminifera, marine unicellular, chambered protozoa-chitinous inner mem
branes. Lower Palaeozoic-Recent. 

Radiolaria, marine protozoa, pseudo chitinous, muscinoid membranes, dense 
nuclear material, oil and pigments. Ordovician-Recent. 

Ostracods, marine and freshwater, bivalved crustaceans, chitinous and calcar
reous, profuse in organic-rich sediments. Cambrian-Recent. 

Scolecodonts, marine, jaw elements of polychaete worms - chitinous. Ordov
ician-Devonian - Jurassic-Cretaceous, and Present. 

Conodonts, marine, affinity unknown, tooth-like forms, collagen - calcium 
phosphate with apatite. Cambrian-Trias. 
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Fig. 3 

Figs. 3 and 4 indicate the main groups of microfossils but are not concerned 
with precise biological subdivisions of each group or with the rarer microfossils. 
Their intent is to emphasise the possible organic contribution to sediments by 
expressing the geological range of the organisms and by indicating the prevalent 
environments in which they occur, e.g., marine and non-marine. In their inter-
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pretation the Figures are schematic, for at anyone period in geological time and 
at a given place there may not have existed both marine and non-marine environ
ments; it is likely that the marine sequence may have alternated with non-marine 
episodes. The Figures do not indicate continuity of the environments but rather 
the nature of the available material when the environments did occur. No attempt 
is made to express the relative abundance of the contribution for any group. A 
narrow area is used to show the appearance of a given group and a wider area 
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Fig. 4 

signifies more common occurrence for that group. The forms which are pre
dominantly organic in constitution are shown in black, while other forms are 
unshaded. 

Fig.3 is concerned with groups which occur in the marine environment 
including: Bacteria, Fungi, Algae, Acritarchs, Hystrichospheres, Dinoflagellates, 
Coccoliths, Diatoms, Silicoflagellates, Chitinozoa, Foraminifera, Radiolaria, 
Ostracods, Conodonts and Scolecodonts. 

Fig.4 lists the principal forms or sources of organic material available to the 
non-marine environment including: Bacteria, Fungi, Algae, Spores and Pollen, 
and Plant remains. Certain animal remains referred to, e. g., Ostracods, also inhabit 
freshwater environments. 

The following glossary refers to microorganisms mentioned in the text and is 
not intended to represent the complete record of microorganisms known to 
geological science. The summary attempts to correlate fossil organisms with 
modern representatives insofar as this has been done by authors recording their 
geological occurrence. The basis is rarely that of genetic affinity. It is frequently 
based on either morphological similarity, or an environmental association. 
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Fossil Record 

Bacteria 

S phaerotilus catenulatus 
Gallionella pyritica 
Siderocapsa type 
Siderococcus type 
Crenothrix 
Bacillus circulans 
Bacillus ozodeus 
Micrococcus hymenophagous 
Micrococcus Guignardii 
Beggiatoa sp. 
Lyngbia type 

Glossary of Microfossils 

Presumed modern relationship 

? Sphaerotilus natans Sheathed Eubacteria 
? Gallionella ferruginea Stalked Eubacteria 
? Siderocapsa ssp. 

? Siderocapsaceae 
? Siderococcus ssp. 
Crenothrix ssp. 
Bacillus circulans 
Bacillus ssp. 
Micrococcus ssp. 
Micrococcus ssp. 
Beggiatoa ssp. ? Bacterial or Algal 
Lyngbia ssp. ? Algal ?Oscillatoriaceae 

Fungi, Actinomycetes (Mycelial Eubacteria), Bacteria 

Anthracomyces cannellensis 
Palynomorphites diversiformis } 
Phellomyces dubius 
"Phellomyces" 
Archaeothrix contexta 
Archaeothrix oscillatiformis 
M ycelites ossifragous 
Polycellaria ssp. 
Polymorphyces minor 
Polymorphyces major 
Saprolegnia ferox 

Algae 

Kidstoniella fritschi } 
Langiella scourfieldii 
Rhyniella vermiformis 
Animikiea septosa 
Gwiflintia 
Archeorestis 
Filimentella plurima 
Fibularis funicula 
Spirogyra sp. 
Botryococcus braunii 

Pila } 
Rhienschia 
Gleocapsomorpha 

Fungal, ?Basidiomycetes (Pucciniaceae) 

?Fungal unclassified or Actinomycetes (Mycelial Eubacteria) 

?Fungal or Actinomycetes (Mycelial Eubacteria) 
?Fungal or Algal ?Oscillatoriaceae 
?Fungal 
Fungal conidia? Fungi Imperfecti 
?Fungal, Actinomycetes, or Bacteria 
?Fungal, Actinomycetes, or Bacteria 
Saprolegnia ferox Fungal, Saprolegniales 

Algal- Schizophyceae - Stigonemataceae 

? Algal? Schizophyceae - Oscillatoriaceae 
Algal? Ulotrichaceae 
? Algal or problematical 
Algal ?Nostocaceae 
?Algal 
Algal Zygnemataceae 
Botryococcus braunii, Xanthophyta (Heterocontae) 

Algal Xanthophyta (Heterocontae) 

Algal? Protophyceae 
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In 1947, in his classical paper on the thermodynamic properties of isotopic 
substances, H. C. UREY [1] laid the foundation of modern isotope geochemistry. 
At the same time, A. O. NIER [2] designed a new mass spectrometer which 
allowed the measurement of small differences in isotope abundance ratios. A 
modification in the Nier-type mass spectrometer and a refinement in instrumenta
tion techniques by McKINNEY et al. [3] finally initiated stable isotope studies 
of the type that will be discussed in this review. 
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The early work done in the field of stable carbon isotope biogeochemistry 
can be described as a reconnaissance survey, because little was actually known 
at that time of the 13C content in the various biological and geological materials. 
This introductory chapter of isotope biogeochemistry was largely written by 
BAERTSCHI [4], CRAIG [5], LANDERGREN [6], NIER and GULBRANSEN [7], RAN
KAMA [8], WEST [9], and WICKMAN [10]. 

A significant breakthrough in isotope research started about 1960. PARK and 
EpSTEIN [11, 12] and ABELSON and HOERING [13] discovered that photosynthetic 
carbon dioxide reduction may label the various metabolic products to different 
extents. Both groups of authors realized the significance of this observation for 
studies on the biosynthetic pathways of carbon and the geological carbon cycle. 

Applying data by BIGELEISEN [14] on the relative velocities of reactions under
gone by isotopically-labeled molecules, SILVERMAN [15] and SACKETT et al. [16] 
showed that thermal cracking of carbon-carbon bonds in various organic materials 
may introduce isotope fractionation. 

The present trend is to analyze pure and chemically well-defined carbon 
compounds and to study the isotope relationships between co-existing organic 
phases in sediments or in metabolically related compounds. This feature is 
analogous to the approach of the geochemist, who is generally more interested 
in the element or isotope composition of individual minerals than in the chemistry 
of a homogenized rock powder. 

B. Scope of Studies 
There are a great number of specific problems, both in the field of biology 

and geology, where carbon isotope data can be used profitably. The significant 
application to biology lies in the delineation of biosynthetic pathways through 
a comparison of isotope ratios in discrete biochemicals. Inasmuch as organisms 
can be studied in their natural habitat, the advantage of stable carbon isotope 
methods over radiocarbon techniques becomes evident. 

In geology on the other hand, we are principally dealing with two sets of 
problems. The first one is concerned with the diagenetic fate of organic matter 
through geologic time; the second one tries to gain more insight into the nature 
of pre-biological carbon in terrestrial and extraterrestrial bodies. 

During our discussion, there will be ample opportunity to see the intimate 
relationship between carbon-containing compounds from living and fossil 
organisms. Furthermore, it will be shown that information on the distribution 
of carbon isotopes in biological and geological material is essential to under
stand the complex biogeochemical cycle of carbon through time and space. 

II. Methods of Analysis 
A. Combustion System for Organic Matter 

The working gas of carbon isotope ratio mass spectrometers is usually carbon dioxide. Thus, 
the first step in sample preparation requires conversion of organic carbon to carbon dioxide, and 
purification of the carbon dioxide from any contaminating gas contained in the system. This is ac
complished following a procedure outlined by CRAIG [5]. 

20 Organic Geochemistry 
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The equipment required for the combustion of the organic matter is illustrated in Fig. 1. The 
operation starts by placing the samples, if a solid, in an alundum boat in quantities sufficient to 
provide about 10-15 cc at N. T. P. of carbon dioxide. Carbonate-containing samples require acidifica
tion prior to combustion to release the inorganic carbon as CO 2 , The boat is subsequently placed 
in a quartz combustion tube which is half-filled with copper oxide. After the system is closed and 
pumped down to high vacuum, oxygen is admitted and combustion carried out to completion at 
temperatures in the neighborhood of 900° C. During combustion, the generated gases are continuously 
recycled via an electrically operated Toepler pump to secure a total conversion of carbon monoxide 
to carbon dioxide; a liquid-nitrogen-cooled trap provides a simultaneous collection of carbon dioxide. 

Following a suggestion of SACKETT and THOMPSON [17], the CO2 is passed over hot (500° C) 
manganese dioxide and copper to remove contaminating sulfur and nitrogen oxides. A set of cooled 

TO DIFFUSION PUMP 

N, 

FURNACE 

ST 

TOEPLER MANOMETER 
PUMP 

Fig. I. Carbon combustion apparatus [5, 16]. Legend: D - acetone-dry ice trap; N" N2 -liquid nitrogen 
traps; 11,1'" ~ - to mechanical pump; S - tube equipped with break seal for thermal cracking studies; 

ST - carbon dioxide transfer tube; 7; T2 - thermocouple pressure gauge 

traps, filled with acetone-dry ice and liquid nitrogen, finally separates the carbon dioxide from any 
water or gas contaminant. The carbon dioxide yield can subsequently be measured in a calibrated 
manometer, after which the gas is transferred to a sample tube for mass spectrometric analysis. 

A variety of techniques have been proposed for the extraction of the carbon compounds from 
liquid or gas samples such as petroleum or methane [5, 18-20]. 

B. Mass Spectrometer Analysis 
The basic details of the mass spectrometer commonly used in stable isotope work have been 

described by NIER [2]. Improvements in design [3] have increased the precision of the Nier instrument 
by more than 50 percent. 

The instrument is a 60° sector-type mass spectrometer and contains a double collecting system. 
The analysis starts by feeding the CO2 sample via a small gas leak into the source of the mass spectro
meter where the CO2 is ionized. The ions, after being accelerated in an electrostatic field and focused 
into a single beam, have to pass through a magnetic analyzer where they are separated according 
to their mass. The resolved ion-beams upon hitting a collector become neutralized. The electric 
current thereby released is electronically amplified and recorded on a potentiometric recorder. 

The 13C/,2C ratio is determined by comparing mass 45 (13C'60'60) with mass 44 ('2C'60'60). 
Variations in mass 45/44 ratio are measured relative to an isotopically known standard gas. An inlet 
system incorporating a magnetically-operated valve allows a switch over from the standard CO2 
to the unknown CO2 gas in a matter of seconds permitting a rapid comparison of carbon isotope 
ratios of both gases under the same mass spectrometric conditions. 

The complete D13C procedure requires an amount of sample typified by about 20 mg of dry 
marine phytoplankton and about two hours for combustion, collection, and mass spectrometry. 
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C. Isotope Standards 
In the literature, the 13C/12C ratios are reported in a number of different ways. This is unfortunate 

because it makes it more difficult to compare the results of the various authors. The reference scales 
most frequently used include the Stockholm, NBS (National Bureau of Standards, Nos. 20,21 and 22), 
Wellington, Nier-Solenhofen limestone, Basel, and PDB-Chicago standards. In order to be consistent 
throughout this survey, it was decided to select the most commonly used standard, i.e., the PDB
Chicago standard, as a reference scale. All data reported differently have been adjusted to the PDB 
standard using the appropriate conversion factors [21, 15] in order to facilitate comparison of published 
information. 

The carbon isotope data are reported as (i-values, which are deviations in parts per thousand 
(per mil) of the 13C/12C ratios of the samples from that of the CO2 obtained from the belemnite 
standard (Peedee Formation, Upper-Cretaceous, South Carolina), abbreviated PDB-standard, used 
by the University of Chicago group [5, 21]. (i-values are defined by the formula: 

where 

(i13C=( :, -1)X 1,000 

R = 13C/12C ratio in the sample 

R, = 13C/12C ratio in the standard. 

A negative (i13C implies that the sample is depleted in 13C relative to the chosen PDB standard. In 
contrast, a positive (i 13C means an enrichment in 13C relative to the PDB standard. 

Appropriate corrections are commonly applied for the 170 contributions to the signal for mass 45, 
the error due to mixing of sample and standard at the analyzer tube inlet, and the tailing of the mass 44 
peak under the mass 45 peak [21]. The precision of the reported analyses is ±0.2 per mil or better. 
At present most laboratories engaged in isotope work achieve a precision of ± 0.05 to 0.1 permil 
depending on type of sample material. 

D. Sample Material 
This review is based on more than 5,000 carbon isotope data which have been largely obtained 

from the literature. Unpublished results of more than 500 analyses are also included in the figures: 
they have kindly been made available by M. BLUMER, W. G. DEUSER, K. O. EMERY, R. L. GUILLARD, 
J. A. HELLEBUST, J. M. HUNT, W. M. SACKETT, H. G. TRUPER, and S. W. WATSON. 

The individual samples have been systematically grouped under class of compound and have 
been plotted in the form of cumulative frequency diagrams (2 sigma range) to summarize the informa
tion in a comprehensive form (Figs. 15-21). 

III. Isotope Fractionation by Living Matter 
A. Photosynthesis 

Substantially all living matter is a product of photosynthesis directly as green 
plants or indirectly as animals and organotrophic (i. e., not directly photosynthetic) 
plants. Let us, therefore, briefly consider the main avenues of carbon dioxide 
reduction during this process and ear-mark possible isotope fractionation 
barriers. For a comprehensive account of photosynthesis one may consult 
CALVIN and BASSHAM [22J, BASSHAM [23J, and BONNER and VARNER [24]. 

1. Environmental Effects 

Plants extract carbon from two sources, atmospheric CO2 , and molecular 
CO2 and HC03' in the hydrosphere. Thus, the isotope composition of an organ
ism will be influenced by the c5 13C of the carbon source utilized during photo
synthesis. 
20' 
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It has long been recognized that atmospheric CO2 is depleted in 13C relative 
to the inorganic carbon pool of the oceans which contains about 98 percent of 
all the non-biological carbon in the atmosphere-hydrosphere system. The equi
librium fractionation in the exchange: 

has recently been determined [25J; the carbon isotope fraction between gaseous 
CO2 and HC03 decreases from 9.2 to 6.8 permil over the temperature range 0° to 
30° C, the lighter carbon species being enriched in the CO2 , This fractionation 
occurs in the hydration stage, not in the passage of atmospheric CO2 through the 
air-water interface. Consequently, in isotopic equilibrium, the molecular CO2 

present in any natural water body should have the same b 13C value as the atmos
phere [26J, whereas the HC03 should be enriched in 13C by about 7 to 9 permil 
relative to atmospheric CO2 , The ratio of the carbonic acid substances in solution 
is principally pH and temperature controlled. For example normal sea water 
(pH 8.5) contains more than 99 percent of its dissolved inorganic carbon as 
HC03, whereas fresh waters are usually acidic (pH 5-7) and thus have pre
dominantly molecular CO2 , In turn, the carbon isotope differences observed 
between fresh waters (light) and marine waters (heavy) can no longer be inter
preted to be exclusively a result of the large biogenic CO2 contributions to rivers 
and lakes [27, 28]. 

It is known that for gas molecules the velocities of isotopic species are propor
tional to the inverse square root of the molecular weights. For carbon dioxide one 
can write: 

This implies that collisions of CO2 of mass 44 with a photosynthesizing leaf are 
1.1 percent more frequent than those of CO2 of mass 45 [29]. In consequence land 
plants are expected to be substantially depleted in 13C relative to marine plants 
because the latter utilize dissolved and not gaseous CO2 during photosynthesis. 

Preliminary data on the carbon isotope distribution in marine and terrestrial 
organisms seemed to support this inference [5J. Recent experiments with marine 
phytoplankton populations, however, cast doubt on the reality of the postulated 
large kinetic effect [30J. These experiments indicate that the observed carbon 
isotope fractionation is principally determined by pH, water temperature, con
centration of carbonic acid species, and growth rate of the organisms. As a general 
rule, maximum fractionation is achieved when pH and water temperature are low, 
the dissolved CO2 concentration is high, and the growth rate is moderate (Fig. 2). 
The experiments further indicate that molecular CO2 is the exclusive carbon 
source during photosynthesis. Ifmolecular CO2 is highly abundant and in isotopic 
equilibrium with the large HC03 pool in the sea, the observed fractionation 
between cell carbon and HC03 may be as high as - 28 permil. As the molecular 
CO2 pool becomes effectively drained due to a number of environmental or 
biological circumstances, the isotopic equilibrium between molecular CO2 and 
the pool of ionized carbonic acid species is broken down; 13C enriched molecular 
CO2 is released from the HC03 and is subsequently taken up by the plants. This 
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Fig. 2. Temperature and CO2 concentration effects in laboratory cultured marine plankton [31]. 
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Fig. 3. Respiration effects in laboratory cultured marine plankton [31] 

will result in a lowering of the observed fractionation between CO2 and HCO,3 ; 
in the present case a minimum plateau value of about - 12 is achieved (Fig. 2). 

Recent data [31] which showed pronounced differences for marine plankton 
from warm water (low latitudes) and cold water (high latitudes) can now be 
reasonably explained in terms of changes in water temperature or other environ
mental characteristics. The total spread in 613C between the various natural 
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plankton samples so far examined is about 15 permil (-12 to - 27) which is 
exactly the range predicted from the aformentioned laboratory-cultured phyto
plankton population. 

Phytoplankton cultures kept in darkness for 12 days show a depletion in 13C 
by as much as 5 permil relative to the 13C-content at the beginning of the period 
of dark respiration (Fig. 3). Thus isotope fractionations in living material occur 
in both synthetic and degenerative processes [30]. 

2. Metabolic Effects 

The first reaction of carbon dioxide reduction in photosynthesis is a carboxyla
tion reaction involving ribulose-1,5-diphosphate (RuDP) and 3-phosphoro
glyceric acid (PGA). From here a stepwise formation of various sugars takes place 
and the monosaccharide conversion via phosphorylated derivatives will proceed. 
The available data suggest, that a subsequent polysaccharide synthesis from 
mixtures of sugar nucleotides will not result in a significant rearrangement of the 
individual carbon skeletons. 

An examination of the carbon isotope relationship in this portion of the 
photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle is of interest. PARK and EpSTEIN [11, 12] 
have shown that the enzymatic fixation of CO2 leading to PGA is accompanied 
by a maximum 17 permil depletion in 13C. They concluded that this carboxylation 
step is the major metabolic event controlling the isotopic carbon composition of 
the plant as a whole. It was further suggested that except for the chloroform
extractable lipids, no other major biochemical compound is labeled isotopically 
differently from the total plant. However work by DEGENS et al. [32] indicates 
that different carbohydrates in an organism show different degrees of 13C-depletion 
relative to the starting CO2 • Namely individual sugars are spread over a wide J 13C 
range whereas the total sugar fraction is isotopically identical to the whole plant. 

The biosynthesis of amino acids follows a rather complex pattern. Principally, 
intermediates of the glycolytic pathway (e.g., phosphoenolpyruvate, pyruvate) 
and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle (e.g., (X-ketoglutarate, oxalacetate, gly
oxalate) supply the necessary carbon skeletons from which by reductive amination 
or transamination amino acids arise. In view of the numerous ways in which 
carbon skeletons can be arranged in the TCA-cycle, there is ample opportunity 
for carbon isotope fractionation. 

Differences in J 13C between the various amino acids in a protein hydrolyzate 
are vividly displayed in a study by ABELSON and HaERING [13]. The internal J 13C 
variations cover a range of about 17 permil. Most enriched in 13C are serine, 
threonine, glycine and aspartic acid, whereas the leucines and aromatic amino acids 
are most depleted in 13c. Of further significance is the observation that the 
carboxyl functions of amino acids are generally enriched in 13C by as much as 
20 permil relative to the remainder of the molecule. This characteristic has great 
importance in the evaluation of isotope data from ancient sediments. The internal 
isotope fluctuations within and between amino acids are not reflected in the 
J13C of the total protein which actually exhibits the same J13C content as the 
associated carbohydrate fraction. This implies that under conditions of steady 
photosynthesis, the material balance of carbon isotopes will always remain 
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constant; in most instances, the constant will be determined at the RuDP-PGA 
barrier. 

Lignin is a major biochemical compound in higher plants, but simple inter
mediates, e. g., hydroxybenzoic acids, are known from many primitive organisms. 
The theory has been advanced that certain quinoid derivatives are involved in the 
electron transport of cell respiration, instead of being only physical impregnations 
of the maturing cell. The starting point of all phenylpropanoid compounds is 
either phenylalanine or tyrosine. Since these two amino acids belong to the ones 
most depleted in 13C, this characteristic will be reflected in the lignin fraction. 
Of course, if the lignin fraction of a plant represents 50 percent or more of the total 
organic matter, the isotope difference relative to the other biochemicals present 
will grow smaller for reasons of material balance. 

The biosynthesis of lipids involves the oxidation of pyruvate to acetyl co
enzyme A and carbon dioxide. From acetyl CoA the formation of the various 
lipids proceeds. It has been demonstrated by many investigators [11, 12, 15] that 
lipid materials tend to be depleted in 13C by several permil relative to the plant 
organic matter as a whole. PARKER [33] has extended this knowledge by showing 
that the maximum fractionation between the individual fatty acids of an organism 
can amount to 4 permil, and that different organisms display various degrees of 
13C depletion in lipids, i. e., about 4 to 15 permil relative to the total plant. Another 
interesting aspect of the isotope chemistry of lipids is worth mentioning. It was 
observed [11, 31, 32] that an increase in lipid content results in a lowering of the 
J 13C difference between the lipid fraction and the total plant. This is probably 
linked to the glyoxylate cycle which is responsible for the conversion of lipids to 
carbohydrates. 

The major steps of carbon isotope fractionation during photosynthesis are 
enumerated below. The Roman numerals I to VII indicate the positions where the 
principal fractionation barriers exist (numbers in parenthesis refer to the maximum 
fractionation in terms of J13C): 

I. Inorganic-organic boundary effects (uptake of CO2 by the plant 
cytoplasm) (7) 

II. Carboxylation at the RuDP-PGA-Ievel (17) 
III. Sugar interconversions (11) 
IV. Amino acid interconversions (15) 
V. Respiration (decarboxylation reaction) (20) 

VI. Fatty acid interconversions (4) 
VII. Lipid-carbohydrate conversions (18) 

The reference body is dissolved or atmospheric CO2 . A change in J 13C at 
Step I is kinetically controlled as CO2 passes from the atmosphere into the 
plant cytoplasm during photosynthesis. However, it was mentioned earlier that 
there is some doubt on the reality of the postulated large kinetic effect. 

The total J13C range of Step II is 17 permil. This represents the maximum 
fractionation at the ribulose-l,5-diphosphate/3-phosphoroglyceric acid level [11]. 
A brief outline of the photosynthetic carbon fractionation at Steps III to VI has 
already been presented in our discussion. It is noteworthy that the J13C in cellulose 
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and lignin will remain unaltered since these compounds do not participate actively 
in the metabolic turnover of carbon. The glyoxylate cycle (Step VII), counteracts 
the 13C depletion introduced during respiration (Step V) and lipid formation, by 
converting fats into carbohydrates. A further isotope" homogenization" may be 
accomplished via the glycolytic pathway which involves the degradation of hexose 
to pyruvate (oxidative pentose phosphate cycle), or via the tricarboxylic acid 
cycle which acts as an incinerator for carbon skeletons. As a consequence of these 
effects, b13C differences between coexisting biochemical compounds become less 
pronounced. 
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Fig. 4. ,,13e in various biochemical constituents isolated from marine plankton [32]. For comparison, 
the ,, 13e in representative Recent and ancient sediments is included. Diamond-shaped figures 
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Finally, the sum of the negative changes in b13C across the various barriers 
must be matched by an increase in 13C at some other points. Zero potential 
relative to the inorganic carbon pool utilized during carbon fixation is obtained 
under steady state photosynthesis by translocation of CO2 during assimilation, 
and the removal of CO2 during respiration. The CO2 hereby released from the 
system is enriched in 13C to the same extent as the cell carbon is depleted in 13C. 

The isotopic compositions in various types of living matter have been sum
marized in Figs. 4 and 5. The diamond-shaped figures represent the I sigma values 
and are obtained from the more detailed diagrams in the appendix of this chapter. 

For comparative purposes, isotope determinations on cultures of the marine 
chemoautotrophic bacterium N itrosocystis oceanus are included. This bacterium 
assimilates CO2 via the reductive pentose phosphate cycle [34]. The observed 
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carbon isotope fractionation between HC03 and cell carbon is about twice that 
commonly found in marine phytoplankton. The pH at the start ofthe Nitrosocystis 
growth is about 7.6, but this is rapidly lowered to pH 5.5 by oxidation of ammonia. 
Under those conditions, most of the dissolved carbon is present as molecular 
CO2 , Phytoplankton grown under such circumstances would exhibit a frac
tionation (cell carbon-HC03 ) of about - 28 permil, rather than - 35 permil 
shown by the bacterium. While it is possible that the high fractionation of Nitro
socystis results from efficient fractionation in an enzymatic carboxylation at the 
ribulose-l,5-diphosphate level, it seems more likely that it is due to the greater 
abundance (25-30 percent) of 13C-depleted lipid compounds in Nitrosocystis. 
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In contrast, marine sulfate reducers, grown on yeast extract and sodium 
lactate, are isotopically only slightly different from their carbon substrate (Fig. 5). 
KAPLAN and RITTENBERG [35], in relating their observed fractionation effects 
in sulfate reducing bacteria to the participation of the carboxyl function oflactate, 
observe a depletion in 13C by a few permil. 

IV. Isotope Distribution in Sediments 

A. Recent Sediments 
Organic matter in Recent sediments has about the same isotopic composition 

as the organisms living in the environment of deposition. The mean D13C of fresh 
water sediments amounts to - 25 permil, whereas marine muds are generally 
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5 permil heavier, i.e., - 20 permil. Only the sediments deposited in river estuaries 
show a terrestrial influence and t513C gradations can frequently be observed. To 
illustrate the type of gradation pattern that may occur, the results from near-shore 
sediments from the Mississippi Sound area are presented in Fig. 6. The systematic 
increase in 13C with increasing distance from the shore line can either be attributed 
to the lesser influence ofland derived organic detritus (t5 13C ""- 25 permil), or the 
diminishing effect of light fresh water bicarbonate (t5 13C "" - 5 to -10 permil). 

The similarity in t5 13C values in deep sea sediments and shelf deposits is 
striking and can only mean that contributions of organic debris from land are of 
minor significance as soon as we leave the immediate environs of the river inlets 
(Fig. 7). 
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Bacterial populations and burrowing organisms will not grossly modify the 
c513C of recent sediments. Of course, their activities will result in metabolic waste 
products, some of which subsequently give rise to so-called humic materials. 
These compounds are similar in their 13C content to the original biochemicals. 
During the process of fermentation and decomposition, carbon dioxide and 
methane of widely different isotopic composition are produced [36J, the isotope 
relationships displayed in such a system are illustrated in Fig. 17 (see appendix, 
this chapter). 

In conclusion, the c5 13C data for Recent sediments are compatible with the 
general biological and geological viewpoint that the bulk of the organic debris 
contained in sedimentary deposits is derived from the local biomass. Contribu
tions of fresh water organic matter to marine environments are negligible, and 
substantially restricted to the small amounts of adsorbed organics on detrital clay 
minerals. 

B. Ancient Sediments 

After the major nutrients such as proteins and non-cellulose carbohydrates 
have been largely eliminated from sediments by action of, inter alia, micro
organisms and burrowing animals, the further diagenetic degradation of organic 
matter is that of a slow non-biological maturation. This process essentially involves 
the elimination of functional groups, breaking of carbon-carbon bonds, and a 
reorganization of the resulting reaction products. Given sufficient time, the 
carbonaceous fossil organic matter will eventually end up as CO2 , methane, and 
graphite. The question immediately arises: what does this trend mean for the 
carbon isotope composition in the various intermediary stages? 

It is well established [14J that the substitution of a heavy for a light isotope 
lowers the vibrational frequencies and the zero point energy of a chemical bond. 
Consequently, to break a 12C-12C bond should require less energy than to part 
a 13C_12C bond. Since energy differences become more effective as the carbon
carbon bond dissociation energy in organic molecules decreases, the extent of 
carbon isotope fractionation will depend on the terminal bond dissociation 
energies i. e., those resulting in the loss of single carbon atoms as methane, and 
therefore, vary accordingly. 

Other factors important in the diagenetic fractionation of carbon isotopes 
include the preferential elimination in the early stages of diagenesis of 13C-rich 
compounds such as proteins or carbohydrates. Furthermore, a decarboxylation 
of a molecule, where the carboxyl carbon is 13C enriched, will cause a lowering 
of the 13C-content in the organic residue, while a 13C-enriched CO2 is simul
taneously released. And finally, isotopic exchange reactions, for instance, between 
carbon dioxide and methane, might produce fractionation effects, although no 
conclusive laboratory experiments bearing on this phenomenon have been made. 
The isotopic equilibrium constants for such simple systems can be calculated by 
means of spectroscopical data and the techniques of statistical mechanics [5, 14,37]. 

1. Coal 

Coal is a product of plant debris that has undergone severe physical and 
chemical alteration throughout geological history. Because of its structural 
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character, lignin is regarded as the predominant biochemical starting material 
for all coals. In essence, the bulk of the carbon is organized in aromatic nuclei as 
in substituted benzenes, naphthalenes, diphenyls, and phenanthrenes, or their 
multiples. A substantial fraction of the non-aromatic carbon is arranged in 
hydroaromatic rings. 

In view of the extensive diagenetic alteration, it is quite remarkable that this 
process has not left any recognizable imprint on the c513C of various coals. There 
is no correlation between isotopic composition, degree of coalification, and 
geologic age of the coals (Fig. 8). The data fall close to the mean of wood c5 13C of 
- 25 permil [5, 38, 39]. It appears, therefore, reasonable to assume that little 
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isotopic fractionation occurs during diagenesis, and that the former land plants 
had essentially the same isotopic composition as modern wood specimens. To 
further underline this concept, J 13C data on thermally metamorphosed Tertiary 
coals are presented in Fig. 9. 

Gases generated during the coalification include principally methane and 
carbon dioxide. Relative to coal, methane is highly depleted in 13C, in contrast to 
CO2 which contains more 13C. In view of the uniform carbon isotope distribution 
in coals of all ranks, types, and ages, one has to assume that the isotopic composi
tion of the aromatic coal structure is inherited without isotopic fractionation from 
former lignin precursors. It also implies that whatever happens during coalifica
tion, particularly in terms of CO2 and methane production, the enrichment in 
13C in one compound must be matched by a decrease in 13C in the other. 

2. Petroleum and Gases 

Most crude oil source rocks are sediments which were deposited under marine 
conditions. This was generally interpreted to mean that marine organisms re
present the principal source for petroleum. With the advance of carbon isotope 
biogeochemistry, this geologically reasonable interpretation was partly abandoned 
in favor of a new hypothesis which assumes large contributions of organic matter 
from land. In the following discussion, however, isotope information is presented 
that agrees with well-rooted principles of geology, i.e., J 13C-values are consistent 
with a marine origin for most petroleum occurrences. 

In this connection, a comparison of present-day marine plankton and crude 
oil is quite revealing. Analogous to the coal-wood relationships, there is no J 13C 
difference established between petroleum and its proposed biological source 
(Fig. 10). The range for crude oils is similar to the range observed for marine 
plankton. This is particularly so if one considers lipid compounds as a major 
precursor of hydrocarbons. Values for Recent biological hydrocarbons and fatty 
acids obtained from marine plankton fall in the J 13C range of - 25 to - 26 perm iI, 
which is exactly the mean for all crude oils. 

An interesting age relationship can be recognized which may largely be due 
to fluctuations in environmental conditions throughout the earth's history 
(Fig. 10). We have previously seen that the J 13C in marine phytoplankton is 
predominantly environmentally controlled, i. e., pH and water temperature 
excercise a major influence on the final J 13C in the cell carbon by determining 
the ratio and amounts of the dissolved carbonic acid species in the sea. The isotopic 
variations displayed in Fig. 10 may thus simply reflect changes in these environ
mental parameters in the ancient ocean. For example, the rather negative J13 C 
values in the Triassic and pre-Devonian crude oils may have been caused by a 
slight increase in the atmospheric CO2 pressure. This phenomenon would cause 
a lowering of the pH in the former sea but simultaneously an increase in the molec
ular CO2 content. Under such circumstances, the phytoplankton population may 
utilize a CO2 which is in isotopic equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 and aqueous 
bicarbonate, and a J13C of about - 28 permil for the cell carbon is expected. In 
contrast, if the isotopic equilibrium between the molecular CO2 and the pool of 
ionized carbonic acid species is broken down due to inter alia - a decrease in 
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atmospheric CO2 pressure or an increase in water temperature-<5 13C values as 
low as -12 permil may be obtained for the plant material. 

It was already pointed out that diagenesis will preferentially eliminate the 
13C-enriched carbohydrate/protein fraction, thus concentrating the light carbon 
isotope in the organic residue. On the average, the fossil biomass in marine 
sediments is about 6 permillower in <5 13C compared to Recent marine sediments 
(- 26 vs. - 20 permil). A crude oil generated from a -12 permil plankton would 
thus be expected to have a <5 13C of -18; and a crude oil formed from -28 permil 
plankton would yield a <5 13C of - 34. In comparing the actually measured <5 13C 
in petroleum from various geologic ages (Fig. 19), there is a good agreement 
between predicted and analytically determined <5 13C values. 

The primary factors that control the isotopic carbon variation in naturally 
occuring gases liberated from organic matter during diagenesis are determined by 
the strength of terminal carbon-carbon bonds, the diagenetic temperature, the 
geologic age, and the maturity* of the parent material [16]. At temperatures 
below 100° C the extent of isotopic fractionation in methane is considerable; 
namely <5 13C values as low as - 60 to - 80 permil may be produced from organic 
matter with a <5 13C of - 25 permil. These values are in the same range as the bac
terial CH4 fractionation data obtained during the fermentation of methanol [40]. 

Interpretations of carbon isotope values for methane, however, are complicated 
by the fact that the gas might equilibrate isotopically with CO2 which commonly 
is highly enriched in 13e. The isotope exchange reaction can be written: 

i2co2 + 13CH4 ~ 13C02 + 12CH4· 

Following equations developed by CRAIG [5], and assuming that isotopic 
equilibrium is established in this system, effective temperatures can be computed. 
Since the kinetics of this exchange are unknown, equilibrium considerations are 
very difficult to make [18, 41, 42]. 

In conclusion, the carbon isotope data in crude oils are consistent with the 
geological consensus that the biological source material for petroleum is pre
dominantly of marine origin. Age differences are attributed to a number of 
influences which include fluctuations in water temperature, photosynthetic CO2 

fixation mechanisms, or pH effects. The general trend of increasing paraffinicity 
with depth of burial or time, may also be responsible for some of the variation in 
<513e. Fluctuations in <513C between hydrocarbons of a single oil are related to 
carbon number, odd/even characteristics, or molecular structure (e.g. aromatic 
vs. chain hydrocarbon). The <513C in methane and CO2 liberated in the course of 
formation of petroleum, coal, or kerogen, is dependant on differences in reaction 
rates and isotope exchange equilibria. 

* Since the maturity of fossil organic matter will determine its observed 13C/12C fractionation 
to methane at a given temperature, one may utilize this information for studies concerned with the 
recognition of petroleum source rocks. This will principally involve a thermal degradation of a sedi
ment sample at a given temperature, e. g., 200° C, and for a given time, and the analysis of the methane 
liberated. The degree of isotopic fractionation between the starting organic matter and the produced 
methane may eventually be used as an index of diagenetic maturity of the sediment organic matter. 
The smaller the difference in 013C between the two organic phases, the more matured the organic 
matter should be. Consequently a sediment which exhibits a large fractionation is less likely to be 
considered as a petroleum source rock. 
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Fig. 10. Carbon isotope distribution in crude oils of various geologic ages and, for comparison, organic 
material and compounds of Recent origin 

3. Kerogen 

Most fossil organic matter is found in shales, slates, and schists. The relative 
quantity present in sandstones and limestones is comparatively small. In connec
tion with unmetamorphosed sediments, the term kerogen is frequently used for 
the finely disseminated organic matter insoluble in organic solvents; in meta
morphosed sediments, the organic material is more commonly named" graphite". 

Chemically, kerogen appears to be a denatured form of humic acid. The loss 
in oxygen and nitrogen and the gain in carbon when compared to humic acids can 
essentially be linked to dehydration, decarboxylation, loss of methoxyl and 
carbonyl groups and deamination phenomena. Due to the resulting increase in 
aromatic structures, kerogen becomes similar to coal, and in the final stage, the 
organic residue will resemble graphite. 

The carbon isotope composition of all ancient sediments of fresh water and 
marine origin is close to - 26 permil, except for early Paleozoic and in particular 
Precambrian samples that show more negative 613C values (Fig. 11). This rela
tionship may mean that environmental conditions in the older Paleozoic and 
Precambrian time were somewhat different from those established during later 
geological periods. In this connection, it is noteworthy that the 613C in marine 
limestones (CO,3) does not show a systematic trend throughout earth history. 
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From the more than 4,000 limestone samples reported in the literature the 
majority have a <5 13C close to zero with a I sigma range of + 2 to - 1 (Fig. 12). 
One may thus safely assume that the <5 13C of the bicarbonate source in the sea 
stayed fairly uniform through time. The isotopically light organic matter in the 
Precambrian sediments is, therefore, most likely a consequence of a higher 
abundance of molecular CO2 in the Cambrian/Precambrian sea as a function of a 
slightly lower pH relative to present day conditions or colder temperatures. This 
would result in a maximum fractionation for green plants of - 28 permit. Since 
a lowering of pH or a change in temperature will significantly affect the solubility 
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characteristics of CaC03 , perhaps, the appearance of shell-forming organisms at 
the Cambrian/Precambrian boundary can be linked to it. 

It was mentioned previously that the 613C values of marine lipids are spread 
over a wide range. However, significant 613C differences from the organism as a 
whole are only found where the lipid content is small. Since in general marine 
plankton has a high fat content (about 20 to 40 percent) isotopic differences from 
the total plankton become small for reasons which have previously been outlined. 
In this manner, the observation of ECKELMANN et al. [43] and KREJCI-GRAF and 
WICKMAN [44], may find its explanation; they found that crude oils and their 
associated shales have essentially the same isotopic composition. 

In a similar fashion to coals, the finely disseminated organic matter in sedi
ments, after the early microbiological stage has passed, appears to be isotopically 
unaffected by diagenesis. Even metamorphism does not significantly change the 
isotope pattern of the carbonaceous material; this was clearly demonstrated in 
studies on metamorphosed and unmetamorphosed sediments from otherwise 
identical geological settings [6, 38, 45]. 

V. Primordial Carbon 

A. Igneous Rocks 
There are several ways one might conceivably obtain information on the 

613C of primordial (prebjological) terrestrial carbon. One approach is a study of 
carbon associated with igneous rocks. The other alternative involves a comparison 
of the 613C in gases associated with thermal areas. In doing so, a controversial 
picture is obtained (Fig. 12). Namely, one set of data suggests a 613C of about 
- 4 to - 8, whereas another set of data indicates a 613C of about - 23 for the 
primordial carbon (Fig. 21). However, the basalts, on which the figure of - 23 per
mil was obtained, are almost certainly contaminated with biogenic carbon [5]. 
Therefore, an independent check by another method is advisable. 

In Table 1, the carbon content in various biological and geological materials 
is presented together with their mean 613C. It is apparent that limestones and 
shales represent the only major exogenic sinks which take care of magmatic 
carbon released continuously during the history of the earth. Taking the relative 
proportions of carbonate and shale carbon into consideration, one can estimate 
the 613C of their common source. A 613C value of about - 6 relative to PDB 
standard is obtained. In view of the close agreement between geological estimates 
which are based on the relative abundance of shales, limestones and sandstones, 
and the geochemical carbon balance (Table 1), a 613C of - 23 for magmatic 
carbon as inferred from elemental carbon inclusions in basalts becomes rather 
unlikely. Instead, carbonatites, certain graphites, diamonds, and carbon dioxide 
from thermal areas appear to be the closest representatives of magmatic carbon 
(Fig. 12). 

Unfortunately, little is known of the carbon isotope distribution in magmatic 
rocks, and studies in this direction are worth pursuing. For instance, granites 
are supposed to have formed by crustal melting (anatexis); if sediments have been 
21 Organic Geochemistry 
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granitized this way, this characteristic may still be reflected in the " l3C of carbon 
in granite. 

Table 1. Biogeochemical balance of carbon [46-48] 

Carbonates (calcite + dolomite) 
Shales and Sandstones 
Coals 
Petroleum 
Ocean (HCO" + CO,,2 + dissolved CO2) 
Atmospheric CO2 
Living matter (land) 
Living matter (marine) 
Dissolved organic matter (marine) 

Carbon 
g/cm2 a 

2,340 b 

633 
1.1 
0.035 
7.5 
0.125 
0.054 
0.00005 
0.53 

o 
-26 
-25 
-26 

o 
-7 
-25 
-20 
-27 

Mean (magmatic carbon) --6 

a Gram per square centimeter earth surface. 
b Corresponding to a layer -100 m thick over the whole surface of the earth. 

B. Meteorites 
Meteoritic carbon falls into three discrete groups, yet a certain trend is notice

able (Fig.13), i.e., the materials most enriched in carbon have in general the 
highest ,, 13C values [50, 51]. Carbonaceous chondrites (Type I) have a mean 
,, 13C that corresponds with terrestrial magmatic carbon, whereas normal chon
drites fall into the range of land plants. 

In following a concept developed by MASON [49] and others, it is conceivable 
that carbonaceous chondrites (Type I) represent primitive materials, perhaps 
aggregates of dust from the primordial solar nebula, from which other chondrites 
were formed by a thermal metamorphism. This would result in partial or complete 
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Fig. 13. Isotopic composition of organic carbon in meteorites [50, 51] 
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loss of volatile compounds and a lowering of the carbon content. Such a loss 
may be accompanied by isotope fractionation of the kind observed in Fig.13. 

In this context, the observation by CLAYTON [52], showing an about 60 permil 
enrichment in 13C in meteoritic dolomites over the associated organic carbon, 
is quite revealing. This fractionation is in the right direction, if we assume that 
a decarboxylation mechanism yielded a CO2 enriched in b13C which subsequently 
was used as a source in the dolomite formation. One may also propose that, 
different from earth, the production of organic carbon exceeded by far the forma
tion of carbonates, and that this stage actually came late in the history of the 
carbonaceous chondrites. That is at a time when the residual carbon pool may 
already have been highly enriched in l3C, due to a slight preference of 12C-extrac
tion during the inorganic synthesis of carbon-containing molecules. So far, 
dolomite is known from carbonaceous chondrites but not chondrites, and in all 
probability a cause and effect relationship between organic matter and carbonates 
may be anticipated. 

Several papers have appeared recently which assume a biogenic origin for 
the organic matter contained in carbonaceous chondrites. The idea has even 
been put forward that photosynthetic organisms were principally involved in 
the production of this extraterrestrial organic material. Here is not the place 
to review these claims critically, but the close agreement between the b13C in 
terrestrial magmatic carbon and in the Type I carbonaceous chondrite should 
make everybody aware that isotope data do by no means support such inference, 
but that they are more in line with an abiotic origin of meteoritic carbon. 

VI. Summary and Conclusions 
All isotope information pertinent for the reconstruction of the carbon cycle 

in nature has been summarized in Fig. 14. A b13C of -6 for the magmatic 
carbon source is postulated. This is close to the isotopic composition now 
present in the atmosphere. In this way, significant carbon contributions by 
volcanic gases will not change the isotope composition of atmosphere and hydro-
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Fig. 14. The carbon cycle in nature 
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sphere. Only the partial CO2 pressure and eventually the pH in sea water will 
be affected. 

The uniform isotope ratios for all post-Precambrian carbonates and organics 
can only mean that we are dealing with a rather complex biochemical system, 
where the production of organic matter and the formation of limestones is in 
a well-balanced state. From the wider range in the isotope composition of Pre
cambrian organic matter, we may infer that the carbon cycle was still in a state 
of flux. 

Diagenesis and metamorphism does not alter the isotope composition of 
the organic matter to a large extent. A complete melting of the whole rock and 
exchange with magmatic carbon is required to erase the isotope record, "orre
sponding to a lowered content of 13C which was imprinted during photosynthesis. 

Appendix 
This chapter is based on a collection of all carbon isotope data which have 

been used in the preceding discussion. More than 5,000 individual analyses have 
been grouped in such a way as to facilitate a convenient comparison of the various 
samples (Figs. 15-21). The list of publications from which the isotope data were 
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obtained include about 500 titles. The author regrets that due to lack of space 
no proper credit can be given here to all sources of information. 

Terminology: 2 sigma (cr) range: all data came within the 99 percent probability 
range, i.e., out of 100 measurements 99 came in the specified range. 1 sigma range: 
all data came within the 66 percent probability range. 
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I. Introduction 
Hydrocarbons are compounds that are composed solely of carbon and hydro

gen atoms. Saturated, unsaturated, and aromatic hydrocarbons are the three 
principal classes of naturally occurring hydrocarbons. These classes differ in their 
chemical and metabolic * activities and relative abundances in organisms and 
sedimentary deposits. Saturated hydrocarbons are called paraffins, a name derived 
from the Latin parum affinis, which means slight affinity. Paraffins or alkanes are 
trace constituents of biological lipids, but alkanes are the most stable and abundant 
hydrocarbon constituents of terrestrial rocks. Unsaturated hydrocarbons are 
commonly referred to as olefins because ethylene, a gaseous unsaturated hydro
carbon, was found to react with chlorine and bromine to yield oily products. Its 
trivial name" olefiant gas" or oil-forming gas gave rise to the term olefin which 
has come to denote compounds related to ethylene. Olefins are more abundant 
than alkanes in biological lipids. Squalene, a polyolefinic triterpene, is an anabolic * 
intermediate of plant and animal steroids which may be the precursors of some 
aromatic hydrocarbons in terrestrial rocks [1]. Aromatic hydrocarbons contain 
at least one six-carbon ring structure with alternate single and double bonds, a 
benzenoid ring system, and they owe their family name to the fact that certain of 

'" Metabolism is the sum of processes concerned with the synthesis (anabolism) and destruction 
or degradation (catabolism) of protoplasm and its molecular constituents. Metabolic, anabolic, and 
catabolic, as used in this chapter, pertain to the metabolism, anabolism, and catabolism of biological 
compounds respectively. 
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these compounds have pleasant odors. Aromatic hydrocarbons are far more 
abundant than olefins but less abundant than alkanes in sedimentary deposits. 
The concentrations of aromatic hydrocarbons in organisms are negligible. Most 
aromatic hydrocarbons are metabolically and chemically less active than olefins. 

Scientific interest in the origin of hydrocarbons was enhanced by the discovery 
and commercial utilization of petroleum. Hydrocarbons are principal constituents 
of crude oils, and studies of the origins of hydrocarbons are commonly viewed as 
an integral part of studies of the origin of petroleum [2]. A consequence of these 
studies is the discovery that certain hydrocarbons in petroleum resemble biological 
compounds [3]. This discovery has led to the widespread use of hydrocarbons in 
paleobiological, exobiological, and geological investigations [4], but heated con
troversies about meteoritic hydrocarbons emphasize the need for a careful 
appraisal of diverse theories and relevant data on the origins of hydrocarbons [5]. 
In this chapter, we will consider the pertinence of the chemistry of carbon, evo
lutionary concepts, metabolic processes, and natural environments to the com
positions, distributions, and scientific potentials of terrestrial hydrocarbons and 
their possible precursors. 

Organic compounds generally may be made by either abiotic or anabolic 
reactions. Carbon atoms are chemically unique in their abilities to combine with 
one another and with atoms of other elements in an infinite number of ways. The 
infinite variability of organic reactions makes it impossible to prove that a specific 
compound was produced by a specific reaction or sequence of reactions. Synthetic 
chemicals, such as plastics, may be made from abiotic or biological intermediates, 
and any biological compound may theoretically be made by abiotic reactions. 
Whereas the chemical versatility of carbon precludes absolute determinations of 
the origins of organic compounds solely on the basis of their compositions, certain 
highly selective processes do apparently yield organic compounds for which 
origins may be reliably deduced, and if we may accept the universality of chemical 
and physical laws, the same criteria may be used for evaluating the origins of 
terrestrial and extraterrestrial organic materials. 

Most highly selective reactions are directly or indirectly associated with life. 
Active catalysts and reactive intermediates may produce high yields of organic 
products of specific structures, and if these products are complex, they can usually 
be recognized as biological compounds or artifacts. Reactions carried out in 
attempted imitation of molecular evolution may also duplicate some biological 
compounds. Fox believes that such duplication may limit the value of chemical 
fossils [6], but as WALD suggests, the directive influences of scientists and of 
ubiquitous biological materials may be confused with abiotic directive influences 
[7]. Although most scientists agree that the molecular constituents of the first 
organisms were formed abiotically, MORRISON explains why the continuity 
between these molecules and organisms was probably neither quantitatively 
important nor qualitatively persistent. He logically proposes that life arose from 
the "rare but interesting deviates" in an abiotic assemblage of molecules in 
primordial waters [8], and he notes that in the subsequent period of biological 
evolution a discontinuity between the free energy distribution curves of the abiotic 
and self-replicating molecules must have developed either instantaneously or 
rapidly. This discontinuity and the sparsity of the rare molecular deviates directly 
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involved in the origin of life, which MORRISON describes, would ensure that bio
logical molecules are analytically distinguishable from any natural assemblage of 
abiotic compounds. 

Additional confirmation of the compositional distinctiveness of biological 
molecules may be indirectly deduced from the inadequacies of mathematical 
considerations of reproduction. WIGNER shows the quantum mechanical impos
sibility of keeping genetic information from growing increasingly disordered as 
it is transmitted [9], but W ALD points out that some disorder is a prerequisite to 
evolutionary processes. Variations are needed if natural selection is to be operative, 
and the survival of the fittest apparently serves to reduce the disorder which must 
result from information transfers during reproduction. W ALD states, "Order in 
living organisms is introduced not beforehand, by preconceived design, but after 
the fact - the fact of random mutation - by a process akin to editing" [10]. 

In essence, biological evolution apparently preserves and enhances the order 
of transferred genetic information which in turn controls the production, combina
tion, and degradation of metabolic intermediates in organisms. Metabolic reac
tions, unlike abiotic reactions which are defined by quantum mechanics, follow 
well-defined and numerically restricted pathways. Organisms are largely isolated 
systems with directed metabolisms. Plants and animals, in widely different 
environments, make and use many of the same compounds. A general uniformity 
in the biological code is clearly indicated [11], and the conformity between 
morphologically and molecularly determined phylogenies effectively establishes 
that life maybe characterized at the molecular as well as at the cellular level [12]. 

Admittedly, the enigma of life may cast some doubt on the adequacy of any 
theoretical explanation of evolution. The discussions above are based on the 
premise that organic substances obey the same chemical laws as inorganic sub
stances, but Fox suggests that complex carbon compounds are operationally 
easier to make than theoretical considerations permit [6]. Although substantial 
data indicate that thermodynamical laws govern the reactions of carbon, the 
controversies about whether or not molecular remnants of pre-existent organisms 
can be analytically distinguisned from products made solely by abiotic reactions 
may not be resolved completely by theoretical considerations. 

Experimental data acquired on natural samples may provide an insight into 
the compositional controls that metabolic and abiotic reactions exert on organic 
substances. Conditions that exist in various regions of the Earth apparently 
insure the availability of different carbon compounds whose compositions are 
determined mainly by either biological or abiotic processes. Metabolic and 
abiotic reaction rates have markedly different temperature and environmental 
dependencies. Metabolic activity is greatest under moderate temperatures and 
oxidizing conditions, whereas abiotic syntheses of complex organic compounds 
requires either high thermal or irradiation energies and reducing conditions [13]. 
Thus, at the Earth's surface, organisms dominate the production and utilization 
of carbon compounds, and fossil records indicate that this biological dominance 
has persisted for more than three billion years [14]. Estimates of biological 
productivity and fossil fuel reserves suggest that former life has made 104 to 108 

times more organic materials than are retained in ancient rocks [15]. Compositely, 
the antiquity and abundance of life seemingly establish that the remnants or 
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elimination products of pre-existent organisms were effectively the sole sources of 
carbonaceous materials that were initially incorporated into the sediments which 
formed extant sedimentary rocks. 

Sedimentation subjects the remnants of former life to conditions that change 
progressively. At relatively shallow depths beneath sediment surfaces, organisms 
frequently deplete the supply of atmospheric oxygen, and anaerobes commonly 
replace aerobes as the principal forms of life. Biological activity, food substances, 
and available oxygen normally decrease with increasing depth in a sedimentary 
column, and sediments beneath sufficient overburden may undergo lithification. 
The temperatures and pressures of rocks and their organic constituents generally 
increase with depth. Overall the sedimentation process gradually moves organic 
materials from biologically to abiotically active regions. 

It is suggested that abiotic reactions produce, as well as alter, carbonaceous 
substances in ancient rocks [16]. Certainly, abiotic alternations can destroy all 
structural and distributional characteristics which may distinguish biological 
remnants from abiotic products, and the resemblances between organic materials 
in rocks and abiotic substances may be both real and deceptive. The principal 
deficiency in most abiotic theories of the origin of carbon compounds in rocks 
appears to be the failure of these theories to propose a plausible source of abiotic 
reagents and catalysts. It seems unlikely that conditions within a specific rock or 
magma volume may release abiotic carbon, hydrogen, and catalysts in reactive 
forms and intimate associations at temperatures and pressures which permit their 
combination as complex hydrocarbons. Furthermore, the rocks with mild thermal 
histories and low permeabilities which contain the great preponderance of hydro
carbons apparently are better suited for the retention of altered and unaltered 
biological remnants than for the production or incorporation of completely 
abiotic carbon compounds. 

Disparities in the compositions of organisms and fossil organic substances 
may be traced mainly to variations in the catabolic activities, stabilities, and 
solubilities of biological remnants and their alteration products. It is not in the 
best interest of life that carbon and energy be wasted in the production of organic 
materials which are retained for geologic time in rocks. The remarkable efficiency 
of the carbon cycle attests to the ability of organisms to conserve carbon and 
energy. This ability apparently results from the great rates of metabolic reactions, 
for otherwise the destinies of active biological molecules are left to chance or 
abiotic reactions. Life continues because the speed of biological processes permits 
organisms to control the structures and abundances of their molecular constit
uents. We may expect that this control is accomplished by a balance between 
anabolic and catabolic reactions. Organisms may not maintain high metabolic 
rates by producing compounds in large quantities which are not utilized in large 
quantities, and thus only minor anabolic products may have low catabolic 
activities. 

An ambiguity may develop about the origins of minor biological products. 
The dominance that metabolic processes exert on organic substances at the Earth's 
surface apparently does not extend to the organic compounds which escape the 
carbon cycle, and the role of abiotic reactions in this escape may be significant. 
Many metabolic reactions are reductions, and in the reducing micro-environ-
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ments within cells, abiotic reactions which are prohibited by atmospheric oxygen 
may occur. It is possible that minor anabolic products with low catabolic activities 
are in reality abiotic attritions, but this possibility would be difficult either to 
prove or to disprove. 

Irrespective of whether or not the minor and catabolically least active constit
uents of organisms are anabolic products that may have undergone minor abiotic 
alterations within living cells, the greatest resemblance between cellular and 
preserved carbonaceous substances is observed for relatively large, chemically 
stable compounds that are present in fossil organic materials in higher concentra
tions than in organisms. Low water solubilities and low catabolic and chemical 
activities are commonly shared characteristics of ancient organic compounds 
which are structurally and distribution ally similar to compounds in plants and 
animals. 

II. Gross Compositions and Distributions 
of Natural Hydrocarbons 

Organic geochemists seek to detect the existence, kind, and antiquity of life, 
to determine paleoenvironmental conditions and to define the origins of eco
nomically important organic materials. All these objectives may be achieved by 
recognizing and tracing processes associated with the production and alteration 
of biological compounds. Basically, the requirements for the recognition and 
definition of processes are much the same. Only ancient processes that have 
changed systems are detectable, and information about the initial, intermediate, 
and final states of systems are needed to trace such processes. 

Carbon compounds are remarkably constituted for defining natural processes 
that occur at moderate levels of energies. Both homologous and chemically 
dissimilar organic compounds may undergo structural and/or distributional 
changes which precisely define conditions that exist in most of the accessible 
regions of the Earth's crust. Because organisms produce select arrays of carbon 
compounds, biological remnants may serve as indicators of evolutionary as well 
as of physical and/or chemical processes. Abiotic products are geochemically less 
useful than certain biological compounds, for the composition of a randomly 
synthesized carbon compound neither defines the reactants nor indicates the 
sequence of reactions that formed this compound. Likewise, the geochemical 
usefulness of a simple or an extensively-altered molecular remnant oflife is limited, 
since it may not be distinguished from an abiotic compound. 

Certain hydrocarbons apparently have great potentials in geological, paleobio
logical and exobiological investigations. Many complex hydrocarbons found in 
nature are sufficiently stable to retain the structural order that may characterize 
biological remnants [17], and these hydrocarbons or their precursors may have 
been important in biologic evolution. Hydrocarbons are ubiquitous but minor 
products of plants and animals [18]. Extensive analytical results indicate close 
structural and genetic relationships between the non-hydrocarbon and hydro
carbon constituents of biological lipids. 

BLOCH lucidly discusses the role of lipids in evolutionary development. He 
writes, "Biochemical unity, in the broadest sense, prevails for many if not all of the 
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processes that are common to all organisms and constitute the essential and 
minimal manifestation of life. Biochemical diversity, on the other hand, is the 
molecular expression of cellular differentiation and specialization of function ". 
Lipids probably form structural components of cytoplasmic and intercellular 
membranes. BLOCH suggests that differences in the lipid patterns of various 
phylogenetic groups show that the invention of certain lipid molecules were 
decisive events in evolutionary diversification. He notes the absence of sterols 
and polyunsaturated acids in procaryotes and the presence of these compounds 
in eucaryotic* cells as evidence in support of his suggestion [19]. 

It is not an easy task to establish the specific genetic ties that may exist between 
the hydrocarbons and the acids and alcohols in biological lipids. The low metabolic 
activities and abundances of many hydrocarbons apparently contribute to a 
general lack of interest in their biosynthesis, and we lack direct information about 
the anabolism of most hydrocarbons, except terpenes, in organisms. Also, dif
ferences in the compositions of lipids and the catabolic activities of individual 
lipid compounds make it difficult to ascertain which compositional and con
centrational variations in naturally occurring hydrocarbon fractions are attribut
able to biological fluctuations, abiotic alterations, and physical redistributions, 
respectively. 

In our laboratory, we have gathered analytical data on biological and sedi
mental lipids for the purpose of determining the controls that different natural 
processes may exert on hydrocarbon compositions. We have arbitrarily concen
trated our attentions on CIS and larger (>CIS) organic compounds. This restric
tion simplifies sample recovery and reduces ambiguities about the origins of 
compounds, because: (1) >CIs lipids can be semi-quantitatively recovered, by low 
temperature evaporative processes, from their solutions in the volatile solvents 
which are used in extractions and chromatographic separations, and (2) the prob
ability that uncontrolled reactions may yield a specific carbon compound is many 
times less for a > CIS compound than for a compound in the CC CIS range. Our 
analyses have been mainly spectrometric and spectroscopic analyses of complex 
liquid-solid chromatographic fractions of organic extracts and their hydrogenated 
or dehydrogenated products; however, many capillary gas-liquid chromatograms 
(GLC) and tandem GLC-mass spectra (GLC-MS)** have also been obtained of 
selected fractions. 

Comparisons of the structural types and distributions of > CIS hydrocarbons, 
acids, and alcohols from organisms, fecal materials and sedimentary deposits 
indicate that: (1) the concentrations of olefinic hydrocarbons, principally terpenes, 
in organisms greatly exceed the concentrations of these compounds in fossil 
organic matter; (2) the alkanes in organisms and sediments are largely isoprenoids, 
steranes, and n-paraffins which structurally resemble biological acids and alcohols, 

• Procarytoes (bacteria and blue-green algae) have only one structurally defined membrane, the 
cytoplasmic membrane; while in eucaryotic cells the membrane-bound cytoplasm contains organelles 
(nuclei, mitochondria, etc.) which are also enclosed by membranes. 

*. A tandem GLC-MS or GC-MS consists of a gas-liquid chromatographic column connected 
in series with an inlet of a mass spectrometer. Alkanes eluted from the G LC column as chromatographic 
peaks pass directly into the mass spectrometer, and mass spectra are obtained ofthe individual peaks. 
The retention times and mass spectra thus obtained are used in determining the structures of the 
alkanes. 
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but the relative abundances of alkanes of specific carbon numbers differ signifi
cantly from the relative abundances of analogous acids and alcohols within most 
extracts; (3) the concentrations of alkanes in fecal extracts and those of Recent 
sediments are comparable, and these concentrations are an order of magnitude 
greater than the concentrations of alkanes in the average biological lipid; (4) 
aromatic hydrocarbons are present in negligible or trace quantities in biological 
lipids, and the aromatic hydrocarbons in Recent marine sediments are most 
commonly detected in sediments which are buried at depths in excess of a few 
feet; and (5) non-alkyl substituted phenanthrene, pyrene, chrysene, fluoranthene, 
triphenylene, 1,2-benzanthracene, perylene, 1,12-benzperylene, and coronene are 
the prominent polycyclic aromatic constituents of Recent marine sediments, 
whereas alkyl substituted polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons predominate in the 
aromatic fractions from ancient rocks and crude oils [3, 20]. 

A permitted interpretation of the above analyses is: (1) the low concentrations 
of biologically abundant terpenes in sedimentary deposits suggest that these 
compounds are catabolically and chemically too active to escape the carbon 
cycle and to accumulate in appreciable quantities in sediments; (2) the low 
catabolic and chemical activities of alkanes make it possible for these compounds 
to be preferentially concentrated and preserved among the remnants of former 
life; and (3) most aromatic hydrocarbons are not formed within living cells, but 
the simplicities and locations of aromatic fractions in some Recent marine sedi
ments suggest that anaerobes participate in the production of certain aromatic 
hydrocarbons. Sterols and isoprenoids are the probable biological precursors of 
many aromatic hydrocarbons. Abiotic production and alteration as well as 
physical redistribution may cause the compositional and concentrational dif
ferences between the aromatic compounds in Recent sediments and those in 
ancient rocks [3, 20]. 

Students of the origins of hydrocarbons disagree mainly about the origins of 
alkanes. Most scientists do not concur with the view that > C1S alkanes in sedi
ments are largely products of enzymatically controlled reactions. HUNT, PHILIPPI, 
BRAY and EVANS, and other investigators believe that the production of alkanes in 
"source rocks" is indicated by compositional and concentrational variations of 
alkanes in Recent and ancient sedimentary deposits, and they cite substantial 
analytical evidence in support of their belief [21]. The analyses of HUNT, presented 
in Table 1, show conclusively that many Cenozoic and Paleozoic rocks contain 
much higher concentrations of hydrocarbons than do Recent sediments, and the 
general compositional differences between crude oils and the organic extracts of 
"source rocks ", as determined by HUNT, are shown in Fig. 1. Extensive data on 
the compositional and concentrational variations of hydrocarbons in Recent and 
ancient sedimentary deposits are also discussed by PHILIPPI and BRAY and 
EVANS [21]. 

Some of the disagreement on the role of" source rocks" in the formation of 
alkanes may be traced to problems associated with sampling methods and with 
distinguishing between compositional and concentrational changes produced by 
chemical or physical processes. Additional attention will be paid to the origins of 
alkanes after the identifications, quantitative assays, and biosynthesis of individual 
and homologous hydrocarbons have been considered. 
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Table 1. Distribution of hydrocarbons and associated organic matter in Recent and ancient non-reservoir 
sediments [21] 

No. of Average composition and ranges (ppm)" 
sam-

Hydro- Asphalt Kerogen pies 
carbon 

Recent sedimentsb 

Mediterranean Sea 1 29 461 9,000 
Gulf of Mexico 10 32 (12- 63) 275 (113- 790) 6,400 (3,800- 9,100) 
Gulf of Batabano, Cuba 10 40 (15- 85) 575 (136-1,023) 17,100 (2,900-34,900) 
Orinoco Delta, Venezuela 10 60 (27-110) 555 (283-1,355) 10,500 (7,500-14,700) 
Lake Maracaibo, Venezuela 8 68 (24-116) 1,060 (266-1,600) 26,900 (13,700-41,500) 
Cariaco Trench, Venezuela 16 105 (56-352) 1,250 (224-2,600) 25,000 (8,100-31,200) 

Ancient sediments 
Shales 791 300 600 20,100 
Carbonates 281 340 400 2,160 

" Ranges for Recent sediments are shown in parentheses. In this and subsequent tables the 
hydrocarbon is defined as the organic matter extracted from the rock that contains only the elements, 
carbon and hydrogen. The asphalt is the soluble non-hydrocarbon material and the kerogen is the 
insoluble organic matter remaining in the rock. 

b All samples are clay muds except those from the Gulf of Batabano, which are carbonate. 

SOURCE RESERVOIR 

CHEROKEE SHALE EXTRACT BARTLESVILLE CRUDE OIL 

WOODFORD SHALE EXTRACT MISENER CRUDE OIL 

Fig. 1. Compositions of oils extracted from reservoir sands and from the presumed source rock 

22 Organic Geochemistry 
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III. Hydrocarbons as Biological, Environmental, 
and Chemical Indicators 

HILL and WHITEHEAD note that triterpenoids as well as steroids display a 
phylogenetic pattern. They report a progressive change in the steroid and triter
penoid contents of plants. Bacteria, possibly the simplest plant forms, contain 
neither steroids nor pentacyclic triterpenoids [22]. Blue-green algae, the most 
primitive form of algae which rival bacteria in their simplicity, are also devoid of 
sterols, whereas as stated by BLOCH all representatives of major algal divisions 
synthesize sterols [23]. Angiosperms, the dominant type of modern flora, produce 
a great variety of sterols and pentacyclic triterpenoids [22]. Based on the distribu
tion of triterpanes within the plant kingdom, HILL and WHITEHEAD propose that 
the triterpanes in a Nigerian crude oil were more likely derived from land plants 
than marine organisms. They suggest simple plant forms or perhaps protozoa as 
sources of gammacerane in the Green River oil shale bitumen. Gammacerane is 
the parent hydrocarbon of tetrahymanol, the first pentacyclic triterpenoid alcohol 
isolated from an animal [24]. 

CLARK comprehensively reviewed the analyses of n-paraffins in biological 
materials [25]. The concentrations of odd-carbon number n-paraffins substan
tially exceed the concentrations of even-carbon number n-paraffins in the lipids 
of many organisms. This odd-carbon preference is usually most pronounced over 
specific carbon number ranges. n-Paraffins from many higher order plants display 
a strong odd-carbon preference in the C23 to C36 range, whereas neither n
pentadecane (n-C15) nor n-heptadecane (n-Cd and rarely n-nonadecane (n-C19) 

are singly abundant in algal alkanes. EGLINTON et al., propose that n-paraffins 
and other alkanes may be useful in chemical taxonomy [26], and CLARK and 
BLUMER [27] discuss n-paraffin distributions in marine organisms and marine 
sediments. The latter authors note that benthic algae may be grouped into two 
categories on the basis of their hydrocarbon distributions. n-C17 predominates in 
red and green algae, but n-C15 predominates in brown algae. A moderate pre
dominance of an odd-carbon n-paraffin, n-C17 , was observed in only one planktonic 
algae, Syracosphaera carterae. 

Limited data indicate that n-paraffin concentrations show environmental as 
well as taxonomic differences. CLARK and BLUMER observe that a sample of 
Chondrus crispus and a sample of the Fucus species of seaweed from Falmouth, 
Massachusetts, contained four times as much n-C19 relative to other n-paraffins as 
any other algae sample from another location. They suggest that this variation in the 
n-paraffin distributions ofthese Falmouth samples may be due to environment [27]. 
Results obtained in our laboratory and by other investigators are also indicative 
of an environmental variation in n-alkane distributions. We analyzed the lipids of 
cow manure from New Jersey to test the hypothesis that the catabolically less
active alkanes in plant lipids would be concentrated relative to fats and oils in the 
manure lipids. We found the n-paraffins from the manure were distributionally 
similar to plant n-paraffins, and n-nonacosane (n-C29) was the most abundant 
alkane in our samples [20]. ORO et al. tested our hypothesis directly by analyzing 
pasture plants consumed and manure produced by cows in Texas. They observed 
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a marked similarity in n-paraffin distributions from the plants and manure, but 
n-hentricontane (n-C31 ) was the most abundant n-paraffin in their samples [28]. 
Similar variations have been observed in the concentrations of n-paraffin in 
Recent sediments. Data obtained in our laboratory show that n-C29 or n-C31 is 
present in the highest concentration in alkanes from various Gulf of Mexico 
sediments, whereas n-pentacosane (n-C2S)' or n-heptacosane (n-C27), is found in 
the highest concentrations in alkanes from lake sediments in Canada and the 
northern United States. 

BLUMER, MULLIN and THOMAS [29] present a significant study of pristane, 
2,6,10,14-tetramethylpentadecane, in the marine environment. They review the 
distribution of pristane in marine organisms. Their analysis of zooplankton, 
shows that the genus Calanus, which lives predominately in cold waters, contains 
ten times more pristane than other genera. Metabolic studies of Calanus hyper
boreus under starvation conditions at four degrees Centigrade reveal that lipids 
serve as the main metabolic substrate. Because pristane is less utilized for energy 
than other lipid components, pristane concentrations increase in the lipid fractions 
of starving Calanus. BLUMER et al. believe that the metabolism of pristane by 
Calanus has assumed special importance. This buoyant hydrocarbon (density-
0.78) apparently permits Calanus to conserve energy that they would otherwise 
waste in swimming to maintain their position in the water column during periods 
of" diapause ", and the key position of Calanus in the marine food chain suggests 
that Calanus may be a major primary source of pristane in the marine environment. 
They propose that the phytol group in the chlorophyll molecule, which Calanus 
obtain from ingested phytoplankton, is converted into pristane in three steps: 
hydrogenation of the double bond, oxidation of the alcohol to acid, and decarboxy
lation to the saturated hydrocarbon [29]. These reactions are: 

22· 

Phytol 
H, 

CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 
I I I I 

CH3CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2CH20H 

0, 
-H20 

Dihydrophytol 

CH3 CH3 rn3 CH3 
I I I I 

CH3CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2COOH 

Phytanic acid 
-Co, 

CH3 rn3 CH3 CH3 
I I I I 

CH3CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH3 

Pristane 
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It may be noted that a conditionally and energetically favored conversion of 
phytol to pristane could be accomplished by hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis 
as follows [20J: 

CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 
I I I I 

CH3CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2CH2CH2C = CHCH20H 

3 H, 
-H20 

Phytol 

CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 
I I I I 

CH3CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH2CH2CH2CHCH3 + CH4 

CH3COO

Acetate 

Pristane Methane 

Table 2. Biosynthesis of terpenoids and steroids [30] 

CH 3COSCoA -----+. CH 3COCH 2COSCoA 

Acetyl-CoA Acetoacetyl-CoA 

CH2 CH3 CH3 1 
)CCH2CH20-®<p!a <-, --- )C(OH)CH2CH20H<-' --- )C(OH)CH2COSCOA 

CH3 CH2COOH CH2COOH 

Isopentenyl pyrophosphate 

CH3 1 
)C=CHCH20-®<P! 

CH3 

Dimethylallyl pyrophosphate 

Mevalonate Hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA 

CH CH3 
3 I )c = CHCH2CH 2C = CHCH20-®<P! 

CH 3 

Farnesyl pyrophosphate 

~ 

Geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate 

[ 
Sesquiterpenes (CI5) 

Triterpenes (C30) 
Steroids 

~ ~ 
Carotenoids 

(C40) 

Diterpenes 
(C20) 

a O-®<p! indicates pyrophosphate group. 
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IV. Biosynthesis of Hydrocarbons 
and Related Compounds 
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Biological acids, alcohols, isoprenoid hydrocarbons, and presumably alkanes 
are biosynthesized from acetate units. The greater part of biological branched
chain and methyl- or isopropyl-substituted cyclic acids, alcohols, and olefins 
are either terpenoids or compounds derived from terpenoids, such as steroids, 
sapogenins, and plastoquinones. A number of biosynthetic steps are common 
to the formation of all terpenoids and genetically related compounds. Mevalonate, 
the coenzyme A, eoA, derivative of dihydroxy-3-methylpentanoic acid, is a key 
intermediate in terpene synthesis. Common metabolic intermediates are also 
involved in the biological production of linear acids and alcohols and probably 
n-alkyl-substituted cyclic acids and alcohols. Malonate, 1,3-propandioate, is a 

Table 3. Biosynthesis of fatty acids (animal tissues) [31] 

No. malonates No. carbon atoms 
reacting per acid molecule 

de novo synthesis 

x 2x+2 Acetyl-CoA + x (Malonyl-CoA) l 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

I 
Palmitic ~ A9 (Palmitoleic) 

de novo 0' j E 
lE 

All (cis-Vaccenic) 

Stearic ~ A9 (Oleic) ~ 

lE lE 
Arachidic All 

lE lE 
Behenic A13 

lE lE 
A1S Lignoceric 

~ 

Saturated 
~ 

Monoenoic 
~ 

Dienoic 
acids acids acids 

E = elongation mechanism by addition of 2C from acetyl-CoA to preformed acids. 
DS = desaturation mechanism by removal of 2 H from preformed acids. 

~ 

Trienoic 
acids 

key intermediate in the latter syntheses. The two major reaction pathways out
lined here indicate how terpenoid and linear compounds are made in organisms. 

The biosynthetic pathways leading to fatty acids in plants and animals are 
similar. Palmitic (n-hexadecanoic) acid and palmitoleic (,19 n-hexadecenoic) acid 
are the dominant acids in animal tissues, whereas stearic (n-octadecanoic), oleic 
(,19 n-octadecenoic) and other C18 acids are dominant in plant tissues. The reason 
for this variation is not known, but it can be attributed to the specificity of the 
fatty acid synthetase systems. Animal synthetase releases free palmitic acid from 
the coenzyme A linkage by some deacylating mechanism, whereas plant synthetase 
releases stearic acid to the medium [31]. 
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Terpenes are the most abundant biological hydrocarbons. Terpenes contain 

an integral number of isoprene (~»C-C = C) skeletal units, but compounds 

composed of five and seven isoprene units are not found in organisms. Mono
terpenes (C lO), sesquiterpenes (CIS)' diterpenes (C20), triterpenes (C30), and tetra
terpenes (C40) are distributed through the plant kingdom. 

""::: CH3 CH3 

CH3 CH3 

Squalene * Cholestane 

CH3 

Squalene is the triterpene which is most commonly produced by animals. Steroids 
are biosynthesized in plants and animals from squalene. Cholesterol (a C27 

steroid), the C24-C27 bile acids, and the C18-C19 sex hormones comprise the 
principal stereoidal constituents of animals. Plants contain a variety of C27 to 
C29 steroids, and the C29 steroids are the dominant type. Some terpenoids and 
steroids display strong physiological activities. Carotenoids (tetraterpenes) are 
photochemically active precursors of Vitamin A, a diterpene. Although olefinic 
hydrocarbons are a major fraction of the mono- and tetraterpenoids in plants, 
the preponderance of biological isoprenoids are alcohols, acids and multifunc
tional derivatives. A vast body of information is available on the biosynthesis 
and structures of steroids and isoprenoids [30]. 

n-Paraffins are the most abundant biological alkanes. Bacteria produce great 
quantities of methane, frequently called "marsh gas", and n-paraffins in the C1 to 
C62 range are reported in organisms [32]. Published analyses indicate that C2 

through C6 and C36 or larger n-alkanes are biologically less abundant than their 
C1 and C7 to C36 homologs. Pristane, an isoprenoid type alkane, is abundantly 
present in a variety of unicellular and multicellular marine and terrestrial animals 
[29]. Non-isoprenoid branched chain alkanes and olefinic and acetylenic hydro
carbons are found in plant waxes and seed lipids. Rose petal wax contains iso
paraffins **. Anteiso ** - in addition to isoparaffins - are constituents of tobacco 
leaf, wool, and sugar cane waxes [33]. Ethylene is released by ripening fruit. 
Coffee beans yield 1,3-butadiene, and polyolefinic linear hydrocarbons in the 
C13 to C28 carbon number range appear in olive oils. Dahlia, mugwort, dog grass 
and other members of the Compositae family produce allenes and acetylenes [18]. 

Metabolic studies of hydrocarbons are mainly limited to investigations of the 
structures, abundances, and isotopic compositions of hydrocarbons in organisms 
and to identifications of metabolites which are produced by organisms from 
hydrocarbon substrates. Most lines of evidence gathered from these studies 
suggest that hydrocarbons and nonhydrocarbons in biological lipids are bio-

* Squalene structure is drawn in this conformation to resemble a sterol configuration. 
** Isoparaffins and anteisoparaffins are 2-methyl and 3-methyl substituted branched chain 

paraffins respectively. 
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synthesized and catabolized by similar enzyme systems. Isotopically, hydro
carbons and other lipid components have lower 13C contents than the non-lipid 
components of organisms [34J, and the metabolites of hydrocarbons are generally 
organic acids and alcohols. Normal and branched-chain alkanes and olefins are 
commonly converted to fatty acids by w-oxidation. Dibasic acids, dihydric 
compounds, and hydroxy acids are normally products of biodegradations of 
cyclic hydrocarbons [35]. 

Investigations of the biosynthesis of alkanes are limited in scope. KLEIN finds 
that the non-saponifiable and non-steroidal or" hydrocarbon" fractions of lipids 
produced from I- I4C-acetate, in a cell-free system from yeast, are radioactive [34]. 

Table 4. Schematic representation ofbiosynthetic pathwaysfor C29 compounds in Brassica oleracea [36] 

Palmitic acid 

b) 

0= site of 14C label. 

Calculations, based on his analyses, show that the radioactivities of the hydro
carbon and nonhydrocarbon fractions of these lipids are equal. KOLATTUKUDY 

reviews the attempts to incorporate acetate into biological paraffins and presents 
a detailed study of the biosynthesis of n-nonacosane (n-C29), 15-nonacosanone, 
and 15-nonaconsanol in cabbage and broccoli leaves, Brassica oieracea, in which 
these compounds are the principal constituents of the cuticular wax [36]. Three 
major pathways, which are shown in Table 4, have been proposed for the bio
synthesis of n-C29 and its derivatives in this plant [36]. 

KOLATTUKUDY [36J employed a variety of 14C-Iabeled intermediates and 
labeled 15-nonacosanone as well as inhibitors to investigate the precursor
product relationships and biosynthetic pathways of the C29 compounds in 
choppings and disks of broccoli leaves. The specific activities of the C29 compounds 
which were isolated from the leaves after administration of carboxyl (I_I4C) 
labeled acetate decreased from n-nonacosane to 15-nonacosanone to 15-non
acosanol, and labeled 15-nonacosanone was not metabolized by leaf disks. (I_I4C) 
C10 through CIS fatty acids were individually incorporated into the C29 compounds 
of leaf cuttings, and a sharp increase in the percent of label incorporated was 
observed on going from cuttings administered CIO to C14 fatty acids to those 
administered CI6 to CIS fatty acids. Uniformly (U-14C) and carboxyl (I_I4C) 
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labeled palmitic acid yielded C29 compounds of equivalent activities, and palmitic 
acid was more rapidly incorporated into the C29 fraction by the leaf cuttings than 
was n-pentadecanoic acid. Imidazole, which inhibits the a-oxidation offatty acids, 
did not inhibit acetate incorporation into the C29 compounds of the leaves. 
3-(4-chlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (CMU), apparently a potent inhibitor of 
photophosphorylation, limited the acetate incorporation into fatty acids more 
severely than acetate incorporation into the C29 compounds of broccoli leaves [36]. 

On the basis of these experimental results, pathways a and b of Table 4 are 
effectively ruled out, and KOLATTUKUDY presents the working hypothesis for the 
compartmentized biosynthesis of C29 compounds in B. oleracea which is shown 
diagrammatically in Table 5. 

Table 5. Biosynthesis of n-nonacosane in broccoli leaves [36] 

De novo synthesis 

C 2 --> --> --> --> --> --> --> C 16 

/ / / 1 
C lO --> C 12 --> C 14) 

Unsaturated acids 

- - - - - --> [C30] 

Although it may be logically assumed that alkanes generally are biosynthesized, 
as is n-nonacosane, in much the same ways as are structurally, isotopically, and 
metabolically related acids and alcohols, the findings of KOLATTUKUDY and 
analytical results discussed above clearly suggest certain non-equivalences in the 
anabolisms of alkanes and of acids and alcohols in biological systems. CLARK 

and BLUMER observe that the high concentrations of n-pentadecane and n-hepta
decane cannot be correlated with the relative abundances of palmitic and stearic 
acids in different benthic algae [27] and I have previously reported marked 
distributional differences between alkanes in biological and sedimental samples 
and acids and alcohols in organisms [20]. These differences seemingly confirm 
that biological reasons exist for the production of alkanes, but our knowledge 
of why organisms make one homolog in preference to another is usually more 
incomplete than our knowledge of how the compound is made. In the case of 
alkanes, our dependencies on metabolic studies of acids and alcohols for an 
understanding of how and why alkanes are biosynthesized may be excessive. 

The purpose here is not to deny that we may benefit from the insight which 
the vast body of information on the biosynthesis of acids and alcohols provides 
about the anabolic production of hydrocarbons, but rather to indicate the need 
for data that pertain to the metabolism of alkanes. This need may be most 
apparent for the non-isoprenoid type of cycloalkane. Only mass spectral type
analyses indicate the presence of n-alkyl substituted cyclopentanes and cyclo
hexanes in biological lipids [20]. These analyses, however, do suggest great 
structural resemblances between alkanes from organisms and Recent sediments. 
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Structural ties are also demonstrated for all types of alkanes in Recent and ancient 
sedimentary deposits [20], and identifications establish the presence of n-alkyl
cyclohexanes in ancient rocks [33]. Ample analytical evidence proves the wide
spread distributions of cyclopentyl and cyclohexyl hydrocarbons in petroleum, 
but seed oils of the family Flacourtiaceae are as yet held to be an exclusive source 
of cyclopentenyl acids in organisms. 

JOHNS et ai. recognize the dilemma concerning the origins of cyclohexyl 
substituted n-alkanes in Precambrian rocks. They suggest that mono-olefinic 
acids with double bonds in the 6 (,16) or 7 (,17) position may undergo cyclization 
and decarboxylation to form n-alkylcycloalkanes [33]. Their suggestion is note
worthy in that it directs attention to a testable hypothesis of hydrocarbon genesis. 

BLOCH discusses the reactions that form unsaturated acids in organisms. 
Olefinic compounds are produced metabolically by dehydrogenation and de
hydration of saturated compounds. Aerobic desaturation or dehydrations of long 
chain fatty acids normally yield ,19 mono-olefinic acids. Exceptions to the 9,10-
specificity of oxidation de saturations are noted in Mycobacterium phiei and 
Bacillus megatherium which make ,110 and ,15 monoenoic acids respectively. 
Anaerobic bacteria biosynthesize monoolefinic acids by successive additions of 
C2 units to ClO - and C12-fJ-hydroxy acids that are derived in the conventional 
way from acetyl-CoA and malonyl-CoA. Experimental results verify the path
ways of the anaerobic synthesis of unsaturated acids. It is demonstrated that the 
successive elongations of 3-decenoate and 3-dodecenoate maintain the double 
bonds in the same positions relative to the methyl terminals of the fatty acid 
chains. Thus, 3-decenoate yields the ,17-C14 , ,1 9-C16 , and ,111-ClS acid series, 
whereas 3-dodecenoate forms the ,1 7-C16 and ,1 9-ClS acids [37]. WOLFF reports 
,1 3-mono-olefinic acids in plants of the Compositae family [38]. 

As only ,17 -C14 and ,17 -C16 acids and no ,16 -monoenoic acid appear commonly 
in biological lipids, polyolefinic acids may serve more suitably than mono-olefinic 
acids as non-isoprenoid cycloalkane precursors. One reason for favoring poly
olefinic acids is that such precursors are more reactive and versatile than mono
olefinic acids, but bond systems of the divinyl-methane type found in most poly
unsaturated fatty acids would not be expected to undergo cyclization reactions 
as do the conjugated bond systems in terpenoids. Our knowledge of the bio
synthesis or biological precursors of n-alkyl substituted cycloalkanes remains 
sadly inadequate. 

v. Origin and Preservation of Hydrocarbons 
As suggested already, carbon compounds may provide the best means of 

tracing many natural processes which have occurred within most of the accessible 
regions of Earth during the geological past. The great potential of carbon com
pounds in paleoenvironmental and/or paleobiological investigations results from 
the unique chemical flexibility of carbon and the systematic variations in the 
chemical and physical properties of carbon compounds. At moderate temperatures 
and redox potentials, carbon compounds may be found that will undergo struc-
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tural or distributional changes which precisely define the chemical or physical 
processes which are operative on these compounds. Also, because biochemical 
unity is a minimal manifestation of life, stable molecular remnants of life may 
retain their identities as biological products. It has been noted as well that fossil 
records and the conditional dependencies and relative efficiencies of metabolic 
and abiotic reactions leave little doubt that pre-existent organisms were effectively 
the sole source of the organic materials initially emplaced in sediments which 
have formed extant sedimentary rocks. 

It seems generally agreed that biological lipids are the principal source of the 
CIS and larger hydrocarbons or their precursors. The evidence supporting this 
agreement is substantial, but the issue of how alkanes are derived from lipids is only 
partially resolved. Although the scarcity of fossil olefinic hydrocarbons and a 
consensus that aromatic hydrocarbons are derived from isoprenoids or steroids 
has removed major motivations for debate on the origins of these compounds, 
considerations of the geochemical significance of olefinic and aromatic concentra
tions in natural systems may provide some insight into the origins of alkanes. 

In dealing with the general problem of the origins of fossil organic materials, 
one is forced to recognize certain limitations. Many biological molecules are 
either metabolically too reactive or chemically too unstable to be preserved in 
sediments at concentrations that exceed analytical blanks in laboratories or 
biological blanks in rocks. ABELSON has indicated the necessity for appraising 
molecular stabilities [39], and CLARK and BLUMER justifiably point to contam
ination as a source of error in organic geochemical research [27]. It is in regard to 
the stabilities or activities and minimal concentrations of geochemically important 
organic compounds that we may now consider olefinic and aromatic hydro
carbons. 

Of the major types of hydrocarbons in organisms, olefins are the most abundant 
and aromatic hydrocarbons are the least abundant. Although abundance alone 
does not define the metabolic rates of biological compounds, we may accept for 
the purposes at hand that it does. Thus, for biological molecules generally, we may 
assume that the series carbohydrates, proteins, fatty acid, alcohols, olefins, alkanes, 
and aromatic hydrocarbons is arranged in order of decreasing metabolic activity. 
Without restating previous discussions, the low concentrations of olefins in fossil 
organic matter suggest that the geochemical potentials of compounds which are 
metabolically (catabolically) and chemically more reactive than olefins are limited, 
whereas the structural ties which relate the relatively abundant aromatic hydro
carbons in sediments to isoprenoids and steroids suggest that abiotic alterations 
that do not destroy the biological identities of biological compounds may enhance 
their geochemical potentials. Because alkanes are catabolically and chemically 
less reactive than olefins, alkanes may have the greatest geochemical potential of 
all biological molecules. 

Returning to the issue of whether > CIS alkanes in ancient rocks are mainly 
altered or unaltered molecular remnants of ancient life, we may assume that the 
ubiquity, distributions, I4C contents, physical properties, and structures of 
alkanes in organisms, soils, and Recent marine sediments establish beyond 
reasonable doubt that some biosynthetic alkanes escape the carbon cycle. Further
more the energies of degradations of specific biological alkanes, determined by 
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ABELSON [39], as well as their presences in rocks of essentially all ages confirm 
that a major portion of these hydrocarbons can retain their structural integrities in 
most sedimentary environments, Thus, the issue here is apparently not whether 
some alkanes are molecular remnants of former life but rather how many or what 
proportion of the alkanes in ancient rocks were derived as alkanes from biological 
lipids, 

In retrospect, it seems apparent that analytical capabilities have strongly 
influenced our thinking on the origins of hydrocarbons generally and alkanes 
specifically, The" source rock" concept was developed prior to 1920, many years 
before analytical techniques and methods were available for the detection and 
identification of alkanes in most rocks, This concept logically presumed that the 
vast quantities of hydrocarbons found in petroleum reservoirs were formed in the 
only other rocks then known to contain hydrocarbons, namely organic-rich 
shales or" source rocks ", Even today, it is not possible to refute the argument that 
biological remnants are converted into> CIS alkanes within sedimentary deposits, 
Certainly the aromatic hydrocarbons must be derived mainly in this manner, and 
disproportionation reactions which may provide the energetically favored ways 
of changing terpenoids and steroids into aromatic hydrocarbons would also yield 
cycloalkanes [20, 40], 

Nonetheless, I believe that the emphasis on the chemical conversions of acids 
and alcohols into alkanes and the alteration or maturation of alkanes is excessive. 
Alkanes in organisms and in rocks are effectively shielded from chemical reagents 
by other organic compounds which are both more reactive and abundant than 
alkanes. Many of the analytical data on the hydrocarbon constituents of rocks 
which have been cited as evidence of the production or alteration of alkanes may 
be interpreted equally as well in terms of the physical redistribution of these 
compounds. JOHNS et al. note, for example, that the decrease in the odd-carbon 
preference of n-paraffins which BRAY and EVANS present as an indicator of "source 
rocks" may merely reflect the variations in n-paraffin distributions in biological 
sources [33], CLARK and BLUMER show that n-paraffins from cultured plankton 
are distributed similarly to n-paraffins in some crude oils [27]. 

Some deductions concerning the origins of alkanes may be drawn from a 
study of the gas-liquid chromatograms shown in Figs. 2-9. Fig. 2 presents a GLC 
of alkanes from bat guano. It is assumed that the latter alkanes are largely a 
composite of paraffins from insects which the bats consumed. The GLC in Fig. 2 
is markedly similar to the GLC's of alkanes from pasture plants and cow manure 
[28], but it does not closely resemble the GLC of bacterial alkanes from Vibrio 
ponticus shown in Fig. 3. Comparisons of the chromatographic peaks in Figs. 2-9 
with those of reference n-paraffins, pristane, and phytane in Fig. 9 indicate that 
n-paraffins are commonly the most abundant type of alkanes in organisms and 
sedimentary deposits and that pristane and phytane are usually present in alkanes 
from ancient rocks or crude oils. Pristane and phytane peaks appear, also, in 
Figs. 3 and 4, however it should be noted that contaminants may be the source of 
the phytane peaks in the alkanes from Vibrio ponticus and Recent sediments. 
CLARK and BLUMER note that phytane is not detected in alkanes which they have 
isolated from algae and Recent sediments. As they state, the apparent absence of 
phytane in their samples is geochemically significant [27]. The Ubiquity of phytane 
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Fig. 2. Gas-liquid chromatogram of alkanes from bat guano. Age ~ 5 x 103 years. Apiezon L-capillary 
column 

14 
150°C 

16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 
300°C holding 

Carbon number of n-paraffins 

Fig. 3. Gas-liquid chromatogram of alkanes from Vibrio ponticus. Age < 20 years. Apiezon L-capillary 
column. Sample supplied by T. S. OAKWOOD, Pennsylvania State University 

in ancient rocks and its established absence in organisms would confirm either 
that phytane is produced in sediments or that extant organisms do not make 
phytane as did some of their progenitors. 

Although contamination may explain the" phytane" peaks in Figs. 3 and 4, 
these GLC's indicate much the same distributions of n-paraffins that CLARK and 
BLUMER found for n-paraffins from some algae and Recent sediments [27], and 
a comparison of these distributions with those of the n-paraffins from the Eocene 
sediments and crude oils in Figs. 5-7 show, as JOHNS et al. have noted [33], that 
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Fig. 4. Gas-liquid chromatogram of alkanes from Recent marine sediment. Age ~ 5 x 103 years. 
Apiezon L-capillary column. Sample supplied by Jersey Production Research Company, Tulsa, 

Oklahoma 

CARBON NUMBER OF n-PARAFFINS 

Fig. 5. Gas-liquid chromatogram of alkanes from Eocene rock. Age ~ 4 x 107 years. Apiezon L-capillary 
column 

n-paraffin distributions may not serve as reliable indicators of" source rocks". 
This comparison shows specifically that the distributions of > C1S n-paraffins in 
Vibrio ponticus and crude oils are similar, whereas the distributions of n-paraffins 
from bat guano resemble those of n-paraffins from Eocene rocks more closely 
than those of n-paraffins from some Recent sediments. 

Mass spectral type analyses of biological and sedimental alkanes are presented 
in Table 6. These analyses indicated approximately the same mean compositions 
for > C1S alkanes from organisms and sediments generally, but paraffins and 
mono- and dicycloalkanes appear more concentrated in the alkanes from organ-
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Fig. 6. Gas-liquid chromatogram of alkanes from Cretaceous crude oil. Age ~ 1 x 108 years. Apiezon L

capillary column 
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Fig. 7. Gas-liquid chromatogram of alkanes from Cambrian crude oil. Age ~ 5 x 108 years. Apiezon L
capillary column 

isms and other sedimentary deposits. PHILIPPI discusses the systematic changes in 
compositions and concentrations of alkanes that result from the oil generation 
process [21]. The large standard deviations recorded in Table 6 for the analyses 
of alkanes from various sources and the GLC's in Figs. 2-8 may partially explain 
why a diversity of opinions exist about the origins of alkanes. It seems that either 
chemical alterations or physical redistributions of biological products may be 
indicated by different portions of the data under consideration. I prefer to stress 
the affects of physical processes rather than chemical alterations on alkane 
compositions because I believe hydrocarbon movements exert a greater control 
than do chemical reactions on the concentrations and distributions of > C1S 

alkanes in rocks. 
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Fig. 8. Gas-liquid chromatogram of alkanes from Precambrian crude oil. Age ~ 1 x 109 years. 
Apiezon L-capillary column 
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Fig. 9. Gas-liquid chromatogram of reference n-paraffins, pristane, phytane, androstane, and squalane. 
Apiezon L-capillary column 
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Many of the data that are cited as evidence for the generation of > CIS alkanes 
in "source rocks" may also be indicative of hydrocarbon migrations. It is not 
unreasonable to assume that the redistributions of hydrocarbons which lead to 
the emplacement of natural gas and petroleum in reservoir rocks may enhance 
the concentrations of some hydrocarbons in organic-rich shales, and one would 
expect the compositions of the hydrocarbons absorbed on these organophilic 
rocks to resemble the mobile hydrocarbon-rich or petroleum phases in sedimentary 
deposits. Neither is the fact that the concentrations of > CIS alkanes in early 
Quaternary to Paleozoic rocks are several times greater than the concentrations 
of alkanes in Recent sediments conclusive evidence of the production of alkanes 

Table 6. Mass spectrometric type analyses of the saturated hydrocarbons (n-C 7 eluates from silica gel 
columns) from crude oils, organisms and Recent and ancient sediments 

Sample Percents of saturated hydrocarbon types a 

Paraffins Cyc10alkanes 
(J 

1-ring 2-ring 3-ring 4-ring 5-ring 6-ring 
(J (J (J (J (J (J 

Organisms (11) 24.9 (6.2) 27.5 (2.8) 14.8 (1.4) 11.1 (2.5) 10.0 (2.1) 5.8 (2.6) 5.9 (2.6) 

Sediments: 
Recent marine (12) 21.6 (6.2) 23.6 (2.5) 17.3 (2.4) 16.7 (1.1j 11.6 (1.5) 5.9 (1.0) 3.3 (0.6) 
Ancient (19) 20.6 (6.0) 22.2 (3.6) 18.5 (2.9) 14.7 (3.2) 11.8 (3.2) 6.2 (1.2) 6.1 (2.7) 
Crude oils (5) 26.1 28.5 20.2 13.0 7.6 3.5 2.8 

a Percentages given for samples are averages of the number of samples shown in parentheses 
to the right of the sample designations. Standard deviations in the percents of different types of hydro
carbons in the various samples are presented to the right of percentage values. 

in these rocks. The sedimentation cycle causes a substantial turnover of terrestrial 
rocks, and the movements of hydrocarbons from rocks subjected to high tempera
tures as well as the migrations of hydrocarbons during petroleum-forming 
processes may enhance the alkane concentrations of many rocks of intermediate 
geological ages. Evidence that certain very old rocks have lost alkanes is provided 
by the low alkane contents of many Precambrian rocks [41]. 

It is obvious that some alkanes are produced or altered in ancient rocks. 
Adamantane, tricyclo (3,3,1,1 3 •7)-decane, is not found in organisms, but it is widely 
distributed in crude oils. BOGOMOLOV shows that heating petroleum with clay in
creases the adamantane content of the oil. He proposes that adamantane is a re
arrangement product ofmonoterpenes [42]. Undoubtedly there are other alkanes 
in ancient rocks that are products of rearrangements or degradations of terpenes. 
All the CI6 through C22 hydrocarbons in the same isoprenoid series as pristane 
are found in ancient rock samples. Pristane (CI9) and phytane (C20) are commonly 
the most abundant and 2,6,1O-trimethyltetradecane (Cd is usually the least 
abundant of the C16-C22 isoprenoid alkanes in rocks. JOHNS et al. [33J and 
MCCARTHY and CALVIN [43J suggest that the CI6 to CI9 isoprenoid alkanes in 
rocks may be formed by cleavages of bonds in compound with the skeletal struc
ture of phytol. If these cleavages occur near the skeletal end which contains the 
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hydroxyl group in phytol, two cleavages are required to form the Cl7 isoprenoid 
as shown: 

Since the C l6 , C lS ' and C l9 isoprenoids require only one cleavage, JOHNS et al. [33] 
and MCCARTHY and CALVIN [43] suggest that their abundances in rocks may 
exc~ed the abundance of the C17 isoprenoid because it is more likely that one 
bond should be broken than two. 

Irrespective of the mode of formation of the Cl6 to C22 isoprenoids in rocks, 
the low or negligible concentrations of the Cl7 isoprenoid in fossil alkanes clearly 
indicates that pristane, phytane, and the C21 isoprenoids have not been extensively 
degraded to the Cl7 isoprenoid because the cleavage of one or more single bonds 
in any of the C l8 to C 22 isoprenoids could yield the C l7 isoprenoid. Similar and 
complementary evidence of the stabilities of alkanes in sedimentary environments 
is provided by the analyses of MARTIN, WINTERS, and WILLIAMS. Their data show 
that certain Ordovician crude oils, which are among the oldest oils produced 
commercially, contain much higher concentrations of odd-carbon number than 
even-carbon number ClO to C20 n-paraffins [44]. Since degradations of n-paraffins 
would statistically produce approximately equivalent amounts of odd- and even
carbon number products, the strong preponderance of odd-carbon number n
paraffins in the Ordovician oils suggests that degradations have not destroyed 
the apparently biologically controlled distributional pattern of the n-paraffins in 
these 4 x 108 year old samples. 

It is important to note that the retentions of distributional patterns of specific 
alkanes which appear in approximately the same concentrations in rocks of dif
ferent geologic ages places certain limitations either on the kinds or amounts of 
alkanes forined in ancient sedimentary basins. As suggested previously in this 
chapter, the great compositional differences between the principal organic 
constituents of rocks and organisms probably results mainly from the extensive 
abiotic alterations that most biological remnants undergo in sediments. Thus, 
these compositional differences may be viewed as evidence of the inability of 
abiotic reactions to duplicate biological products in natural systems. If we may 
accept this inability for the relatively stable alkanes as well as for less stable 
biological compounds, the general distributional and concentrational uniformities 
observed for specific alkanes in rocks of different geologic ages could not pertain 
if abiotic reactions were forming or altering a substantial portion of fossil alkanes. 

In conclusion, the potentials of alkanes in chemical taxonomy, paleobiology, 
and geological research cannot be fully realized without extensive additional 
research. As EGLINTON and HAMILTON show by their investigation of leaf 
epicuticular wax, the development of these potentials will require interaction 
between students of biology, biochemistry, chemistry, physics, and geology [45]. 
Alkanes are compounds with a bright future and apparently a definable history. 
23 Organic Geochemistry 
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The fatty acids continue to be one of the most rewarding types of organic 
compounds studied by geochemists. Almost without exception every research 
group concerned with fatty acid geochemistry has produced qualitatively new 
data and relationships. Several factors make fatty acids favorable organic molecules 
for geochemical study; they are major components of most organisms, many of 
them have the intrinsic chemical stability to persist for geologically long periods 
of time, and sufficient chemically-different types of carboxylic acid occur naturally 
to carry useful information about their origin and transformations. 

Very little is known about the geochemical occurrence of fatty alcohols. The 
straight chain alcohols occur less frequently and generally in much lower con
centrations in the biosphere than do the corresponding acids. Nevertheless, they 
should have an interesting geochemistry, if for no other reason than that they are 
relatively rare and may be indicators of special environments, such as lakes 
receiving forest runoff. Because so little data is available on the alcohols, this 
chapter will be concerned mostly with the acids although the concepts discussed 
may apply to the alcohols. The reader may want to refer to Chapters 13,19 and 24 
for further information on the fatty alcohols. There has been considerable geo
chemical interest in phytol, the branched chain alcohol which is a side chain of 
the chlorophyll molecule. This interest, centered on likely degradation products 
of phytol rather than phytol itself, will be discussed directly. 

It has been known for a long time that fatty acids occur in materials of geolog
ical interest. SCHREINER and SHOREY [1], investigating soil chemistry in 1908, found 
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dihydroxystearic acid in soils of low fertility. Since then geochemical interest in 
the organic acids has steadily grown as new tools and broader interests evolved. 
In a very lucid manner BERGMANN [2] reviewed much of the early work on fatty 
acid geochemistry. Research on the organic acids associated with petroleum, in 
particular the napthenic acids, was summarized by LOCHTE and LITTMANN [3], 
a good deal of the research being the work of LocHTE and his graduate students. 
VALLENTYNE [4] includes fatty acids in his general review of organic matter in 
lakes and oceans. DEGENS [5] devotes a large part of his recent book to organic 
geochemistry with some mention of fatty acids. Instead of an exhaustive review 
of the literature an attempt has been made here to critically examine and relate 
several recent studies. At the same time it is hoped that enough factual background 
material has been included to allow the reader to construct a conceptual frame
work in which to evaluate fatty acid geochemistry and perhaps to some extent 
organic geochemistry as a whole. A few of the elements of such a framework can 
be stated. 

Almost without exception all the organic matter found on the surface of the 
earth is derived from once living organisms. This is certainly true for the fatty 
acids. In discussing fatty acid geochemistry it is useful to consider a model. The 
simplest model is organic carbon flowing from organism to Recent sediment and 
hence to ancient organic deposit. To elaborate on this model let us consider a 
marine bay, although other environments would do equally well. A marine bay 
is an ecological system - a community of organisms, never a single organism or 
even a single species. Most of the inorganic carbon (e.g., CO2) converted to 
organic matter by the plants is quickly oxidized back to inorganic carbon (C02) 

again by the community. A small amount of organic matter is not destroyed but 
is trapped in the top sediment. This material is further modified by bacteria and 
detritus-feeding animals (Chapter 11). As the top sediment is buried under more 
sediment, biological activity gradually ceases and the organic matter of the Recent 
sediment, already highly modified, begins the slow chemical and physical trans
formations which will eventually change it into the organic matter of an ancient 
sediment or perhaps into petroleum. Such a model allows many questions. For 
fatty acids we can ask" whose" fatty acids are finally preserved? Are such" fossil 
acids" those of the most abundant member of the community, those of the major 
photosynthetic producers, or those of bacteria? Are the fatty acids, possibly of 
unusual structure, present in minor members of the community ever preserved? 
There is much to be learned about the origin, transformation and eventual fate of 
fatty acids, but substantial data and important generalizations are already ap
pearing. 

The comparative biochemistry of the fatty acids is the first consideration 
necessary for understanding fatty acid geochemistry. Fortunately the comparative 
occurrence and distribution of fatty acids in organisms has been discussed in 
other Chapters. Both HILDITCH and WILLIAMS [6] and MARKLEY [7] give 
extensive surveys of the comparative literature as well as useful introductory 
material on the nomenclature, and physical and chemical properties of the fatty 
acids. Shorter reviews by SHORLAND [8, 9] give additional comparative data and 
discuss biosynthetic pathways to various acids. An article by MEAD et al. [10] 
provides a concise introduction to the fatty acids, long chain alcohols and waxes, 
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and may be of use to the hurried reader. The comparative literature is weighted 
toward acids of plants and animals of economic importance to the fats and oil 
industry. However, a balanced picture of likely fatty acid patterns for typical 
environments will result from critical reading. 

Table 1. Percent composition of the total fatty acids of selected organisms 

Acid Ryegrass' Mixed plankton b Bacteria isolate C 

12:0 0.03 
12:0 0.4 0.77 
12: 1 0.2 
13:0 0.06 

14:0 0.17 2.7 
14:0 1.4 9.60 3.4 
14: 1 0.5 0.95 

15:0 0.17 57.0 
15:0 1.00 
15:1 

16:0 0.14 
16:0 10.6 26.00 15.0 
16: 1 4.1 13.00 11.0 
16:2 

17:0 5.4 
17:0 3.0 
17: 1 

18:0 0.2 
18:0 1.5 6.3 2.0 
18: 1 4.6 8.0 4.1 
18:2 11.6 3.2 
18:3 62.8 4.3 

20:0 0.4 5.8 

>20: 1.9 16.0 

Note-12:0 means n-dodecanoic acid and 12: 1 means dodecenoic acid, etc. 
• SHORLAND [8]. 

Blue-green algae d 

2.2 

21.0 
tr 

1.4 

17.0 
3.7 

2.6 
2.8 
4.2 

19.0 

b P. L. PARKER [20] and P. L. PARKER, unpublished data; plankton tow made in Arcansas Bay, 
Texas. Sample includes phytoplankton, zooplankton and detritus; "i" indicates iso plus anteiso 
acids; data based on OLC of methyl esters, peak area proportional to concentration. 

C PARKER, VAN BAALEN, and MAURER [11]. This bacteria is one of four species isolated from the 
top of Baffin Bay, Texas. Data based on OLC of methyl esters. 

d PARKER, VAN BAALEN, and MAURER [11]. The sample was a natural bloom of Trichodesmium 
erythaeum. Contained 27 percent 10:0. Data based on OLC of methyl esters. 

The fatty acid compositions of several organisms are shown in Table 1. The 
organisms selected include both common and rare species and some of the fatty 
acid patterns may at first appear strange. The saturated, straight chain, even 
carbon number acids are major acids, with palmitic acid (I) being the first or 
second most abundant acid, of most organisms. Saturated, straight-chain, odd 
carbon-number acids are present in most organisms but often only in small amounts. 
Straight-chain, even carbon-number acids with one or more double bonds are the 
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CHiCH2)14COOH 

(I) C16:0 or Palmitic Acid 

CH3(CH2h\c_ )CH2)7COOH 

H/ -~H 
(II) C1S :1 or Oleic Acid 

CH3 
I 

CH3CH2-C-(CH2)lOCOOH 

I 
H 

(III) anteiso-Cl5 or 12-methyltetradecanoic acid 

CH3 
I 

CH3-C-(CH2)12COOH 

I 
H 

(IV) iSO-CI6 or 14-methylpentadecanoic acid 

H H H H 

I I I I 
CH3-C-(CH2h-C-(CH2h-C-(CH2h-C-CH2COOH 

I I I I 
CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 

(V) phytanic acid or 3,7,1l,15-tetramethylhexadecanoic acid 

(VI) phytol or 3,7,1l,15-tetrarnethylhexadec-2-enol. 

Fig. 1. Structural formulas of fatty acids 

second major type of naturally occurring fatty acid. Oleic acid (II) is widely 
distributed, often in higher concentrations than palmitic acid. Polyunsaturated 
acids with two, three, and sometimes more double bonds are common constituents 
of natural lipids, molecules with 16, 18,20,22 and 24 carbon atoms being favored. 
Saturated acids with single and multiple methyl branched-chains of both even and 
odd carbon number are of special interest to organic geochemists, partly because 
they are atypical and rare in most organisms. Anteiso-C15 (III), iSO-C16 (IV) and 
phytanic acid (V) are representative of the branched-chain acids. Space does not 
permit mention of the variety of other naturally occurring fatty acids, although 
anyone of them may some day be shown to be of geochemical significance. Nor 
has any mention been made of the chemical combinations of fatty acids in the 
lipids of organisms, for example, phospholipids and glycerides. The trivial names 
of the common fatty acids will be used. Only when necessary will both systematic 
names and trivial names be given. An abbreviation system will be adopted. For 
example, C16 : 0 refers to the straight-chain 16 carbon acid with zero double bonds. 
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II. Geochemical Occurrence of Fatty Acids 
In 1961 WILLIAMS [12] reported dissolved fatty acids in Pacific Ocean waters. 

Similar results were obtained by SLOWEY et al. [13] for water from the Gulf of 
Mexico. The concentrations were small but considering the vastness of the sea, 
they have biological and geochemical significance. Adsorption of dissolved ma
terial on clay is one mechanism for transferring organic matter from solution 
into a sediment. Typical data for fatty acids dissolved in sea water are given in 
Table 2. The acid patterns qualitatively are like that shown in Table 1 for plankton, 
but quantitatively they are more complex. Several of WILLIAMS' samples [12] 
contained high concentrations of three unidentified acids which he suggests may 
be C15 : 0 , C17: 0 , and C19: 0 , based on gas chromatographic retention times. If so, 
it would be a very interesting observation and is good reason for further study of 
acids in sea water. WILLIAMS [14] later reported ten-fold lower fatty acid con
centrations for water around Vancouver Island, which would be lOO-fold lower 
than the water from the Gulf of Mexico. Unfortunately, total dissolved organic 
matter was not measured for any of the samples so that there is no basis for 
meaningful comparison of concentrations. JEFFREY et al. [15], in a more detailed 
study of lipids in sea water from the Gulf of Mexico, found higher concentrations 
than WILLIAMS. Of more interest, they report relatively high C15 : 0 , C17 : 0 and 

Table 2. Fatty acids dissolved in sea water a 

Acid 

10:0 
12:0 
13:0 
14:0 
14: 1 
15:0 
16:0 
16: 1 
16:2 
16:3 
17:0 
18:0 
18: 1 
18:2 
18:3 
19:0 

>19 

Total 

Pacific 
Ocean b 

Ilg/l 

0.4 

1.8 

6.6 
14.6 

15.5 
22.2 

14.1 

89.7 

Gulf of 
Mexico' 
Ilg/1 

21 
329 

14 
7 

91 
161 

49 

700 

a Filtered through 0.45 11 Type Millipose filters. 

Vancouver Gulf of Mexico 
Island d 

Free acids 
Ilg/l 

percent 
distribution 

0.09 
0.32 

1.6 3.91 
0.26 
3.13 

1.53 17.14 
0.41 0.16 
0.5 0.32 

4.52 

0.80 10.0 
52.68 

0.25 
1.42 

1.97 2.36 

7.07 

Sterols 
percent 

3.95 
4.36 

1.65 
21.48 

7.67 
3.38 

4.95 
5.95 

14.06 

3.95 
21.14 

7.4 

b WILLIAMS [12]; Ilg/l; 15:0, 17:0 and 19:0 were very tentatively identified; 16:1 and 18:1 were 
present in some samples; water taken at 1,200 m depth. Total acids. 

, SLOWEY et al. [13]; Ilg/I; water taken at 50 m. Total acids. 
d WILLIAMS [14]; Ilg/l; water taken at 20m. Total acids. 
e JEFFREY et al. [15] and JEFFREY [47]; percent composition of fatty acids. 
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C19 : 0 concentrations, especially for the acids esterified by the sterol fraction of the 
total dissolved lipids. Both groups of workers noted non-systematic changes in 
fatty acid pattern with water depth and location. Detection and conclusive iden
tification of dissolved material at these low concentrations is extremely difficult 
and it may be some time before a clear picture emerges. The data thus far available 
suggests that detailed study of the dissolved acids with respect to time of year, 
water depth and location will produce many interesting results. 

Fatty acids have been found in Recent and ancient sediments by several in
vestigators. The results of these studies, although carried out independently, 
overlap and will be discussed so as to bring out their relationship to each other. 

Fatty acid 

12:0 
13:0 
14:0 
14:0 
14: 1 

ia 15:0 
15:0 
15:1 
16:0 
16:0 
16: 1 
17:0 
17:0 
17: 1 
18:0 
18:0 
18: 1 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

C 16+C 18 
2C17 

Table 3. Fatty acids in Recent and ancient sediment 

Recent sediment Ancient sediment 

Baffin Bay' San Nicholas b Eagle Ford b 

l1g/g I1g/g l1g/g 

0.73 
0.21 
0.97 
2.6 1.05 0.18 
0.5 
3.1 
1.3 0.74 0.20 
+ 
1.3 

11.0 17.02 0.50 
5.5 
1.1 
1.1 0.70 0.32 
0.8 
0.84 
3.0 3.83 0.38 
7.5 
+ 0.70 0.18 
+ 2.36 0.14 

0.65 0.12 
2.49 0.10 
0.75 0.08 
4.00 0.08 
0.81 0.08 
3.71 0.08 
0.47 0.06 
3.11 0.06 
0.24 0.04 
1.39 0.08 

6.8 14.9 1.71 

Green River C 

percent 

2.5 
7.0 

3.0 

4.0 

7.0 

5.0 

7.5 

5.0 
5.2 
4.0 
6.5 
5.0 
5.6 
3.0 
4.1 
2.0 
3.7 
2.3 
4.6 

1.5 

• P. L. PARKER [20]; average of 9 surface grab samples; I1g fatty acid per g dry sediment; "i" is 
iso and "ia" is iso plus anteiso acid; method used would not detect molecules with more than 20 carbon 
atoms. + indicates trace amounts. 

b COOPER [16]; I1g/g; method excluded unsaturated and branched-chain acids. Age Upper 
Cretaceous. 

C LAWLOR and ROBINSON [18]; percent composition of total fatty acids; acids were 1 percent 
ofthe total organic matter; acids with 10 and 11 and 31-35 carbon atoms were also found. Age Eocene. 
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In his study of the straight-chain, saturated acids in Recent and ancient sediments, 
COOPER [16] brought several important problems in fatty acid geochemistry into 
sharp focus. Some of his results are given in Table 3 along with some additional 
data for comparison. Allowing for the fact that his method excluded branched
chain and unsaturated acids, COOPER'S data for the acids of recent sediments 
(Table 3) are similar to those for the acids from marine plankton (Table 1). How
ever, the fatty acid patterns of his ancient sediments are strikingly different from 
those of Recent sediments and of living organisms in that the ancient materials 
are relatively enriched in odd carbon number fatty acids. The ratio, C16 + C1s/2 C17 , 

a measure of the even-odd relative concentration, is 14.9 for the Recent sediment 
and 1.71 for the ancient sediment. COOPER [17] accepted the concept of high even
odd ratios for Recent material and low even-odd ratios for ancient sediments and 
proposed a mechanism to explain it. The mechanism postulates that each fatty 
acid can lose CO2 to form an unstable radical which reacts to form either a fatty 
acid of one less carbon atom or a normal paraffin of one less carbon atom. 

o 
II 

RCH2-COH -+ RCH; + cO2 + H" 

RCH;+R'H -+RCH 3 +R'· 

o 
II 

RCH;+(O) -+RCOH+H20. 

If this process continued for a long time a sediment with a high even-odd ratio 
would be transformed into one with a low even-odd ratio and the overall chain 
length would progressively decrease. This hypothesis was especially useful for 
petroleum geochemistry. Normal fatty acids have long been considered a likely 
source material for the normal paraffin fraction of petroleum. KVENVOLDEN [19], 
like COOPER, found low even-odd ratios for the fatty acids extracted from similar 
Cretaceous sediments. However, his even-odd ratios for both Recent and ancient 
sediments showed a broader range than COOPER'S. PARKER [20] has reported 
ratios as low as 2.3 for Recent sediments. The biological and geochemical processes 
that determine the fatty acids in a given sediment are certainly complex and may 
differ significantly from case to case. It is clear that the chemical nature of the 
biological source material varies with the individual environment and, fur
ther, that post-depositional chemical transformations play a significant part. 
KVENVOLDEN'S data indicate that the fatty acid concentration in Recent sediments 
is adequate for the generation of the amount of n-alkanes found in ancient sedi
ments. Experimental evidence for such changes is also known and is cited below. 

JURG and EISMA [21] have presented experimental evidence for the production 
of hydrocarbons from fatty acids. Behenic acid (C22: 0) was heated with bentonite 
clay at 2000 C. The normal C21 alkane, which would be formed by decarboxylation 
of the fatty acid, was the chiefreaction product. But significant amounts of normal 
C24 to C36 alkanes were produced indicating that simple decarboxylation is not 
the only reaction taking place. When the experiments when carried out at 3000 C, 
C23 and C24 fatty acids as well as acids with less than 22 carbon atoms could be 
isolated [22] from the product. Details ofthese experiments are given in Chapter28 
of this book. 
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At the present time the origin of the high molecular weight (20-36 carbon 
atoms) fatty acids found in Recent and ancient sediment is not known. MEINSCHEIN 
and KENNY [23J found this material in soil where it can be explained as being 
derived from plant waxes. However, plant waxes are not generally abundant in 
marine environments. HOERING (personal communications, 1967) has obtained 
high molecular weight (C20 to C3S) dicarboxylic acids by mild oxidation of 
sediments. It may well be that certain marine environments receiving runoff from 
highly-productive land areas would accumulate plant waxes. Other marine 
environments not receiving organic rich runoff might not accumulate waxes. If so, 
perhaps a detailed study of both types of recent environments would give some 
insight into ancient environments. The origin of these long chain acids may be 
solved soon. 

ABELSON and PARKER [24J and ABELSON et al. [25J examined several Recent 
and ancient sediments for fatty acids. They were able to detect even carbon
number saturated acids in the 5OO-million-year-old Alun shale, thus giving some 
hope that fatty acids might be found in still older sediments. HOERING and 
ABELSON [26J found that mild chromic acid oxidation of a sediment, which had 
previously been freed of fatty acids by exhaustive solvent extraction, produced a 
new suite of saturated, straight-chain even and odd carbon-number acids. They 
suggest that oxidation frees long-chained aliphatic structures which are bound 
somehow into the insoluble organic matter (kerogen) of the sediment. They have 
used this "kerogen-oxidation" technique on the Precambrian McMinn shale 
(1,600 m. y.) and obtained a complete suite of saturated, straight-chain acids at 
each carbon number from Cll to C21 . These acids may represent portions of 
molecules laid down by organisms at the time sediment was formed. 

LAWLOR and ROBINSON [18J, in their detailed investigation of the Green 
River shale (Eocene) from Wyoming, have studied the fatty acids present in 
various samples of the shale. They found a straight-chain, saturated acid at each 
carbon number from ClO to C3S with even carbon-numbered acids slightly pre
dominating. They point out that their data indicate that paraffins are being formed 
from acids. HOERING and ABELSON [26J found very similar results from the Green 
River shale. RAMSAY [27J studied the distribution of " free" fatty acids in two 
samples taken from 1100-ft. and 1900-ft. levels of the Green River formation. He 
found the same C10 to C30 series already mentioned. He makes two observations 
concerning the acids: (1) for both depths the even-odd ratio is the same with 
respect to the lower acids (C12--C1S), but shows a definite decrease at the deeper 
level for the longer chain acids (C19-C29) suggesting that the two groups of acids 
may have different histories; (2) the total quantity of acid isolated was five times 
less at the deeper level. This, along with a corresponding increase observed in the 
hydrocarbon content and even-odd ratio, is further evidence that fatty acids may 
give rise to hydrocarbons. It is reassuring to note that so long as comparable 
experimental procedures are used there seems to be fair agreement among in
vestigators on kinds and amounts of fatty acids found in the Green River shale. 

The importance of experimental technique, especially the isolation procedure 
prior to instrumental analysis, is well illustrated in the case of the branched-chain 
fatty acids. LEO and PARKER [28J, using a chemical procedure designed not to 
exclude any type of acid, found a homologous series of iso-(IV) and anteiso-(III) 
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branched-chain acids in Recent and ancient sediments. The CIS branched-chain 
acids were especially abundant. Higher organisms and marine plankton do not, 
insofar as present surveys go, contain enough branched-chain acid to account for 
the observed concentrations without postulating selective preservation. Bacterial 
lipids are a possible source and PARKER, VAN BAALEN and MAURER [11] have 
recently isolated bacteria from Recent sediments and shown that two of the four 
species isolated have the iso and anteiso CIS acids as their major fatty acids. 
PETERSON [29], in a thorough study of fatty acid distributions in Recent sediments 
off the coast of Washington state, found similar patterns of branched-chain acids. 
He suggests that the methyl-branched CIS and normal CIS :O are sensitive indi
cators of depositional environment. 

EGLINTON et ai. [30] and RAMSAY [27] have recently discovered isoprenoid 
fatty acids in the Green River shale. Besides phytanic acid (V), they found iso
prenoid acids with 14, 15, 16, 17, 19,20 and 21 carbon atoms. Earlier investigators 
did not report these acids. The reason was that they used the urea adduction 
method in their purification procedure and this method excludes molecules with 
branched chains. The high concentrations of isoprenoid acids found in the Green 
River shale indicate that these compounds will be useful biological tracers in 
future studies of Recent and ancient materials. CASON and GRAHAM [31] had 
previously isolated the C14 , CIS' CI9 and C20 isoprenoid acids from a California 
petroleum. The key to understanding the origin of these related acids is considera
tion of phytanic acid. Phytanic acid is found in a variety of organisms in small 
amounts and its geochemical route may be direct from organism to sediment. No 
single abundant source of this acid has yet been reported. However, as pointed 
out by RAMSAY, the structural similarity between phytanic acid (V) and phytol (VI) 
strongly suggests that phytol is the precursor. Chlorophyll, which contains 
phytol as an ester-linked side-chain, is an abundant organic constituent of Recent 
sediments, so there is little doubt that enough material is available. If phytanic 
acid is indeed derived from phytol, then the other isoprenoid acids may have been 
formed by more extensive decomposition of phytol. The C21 acid requires a 
different origin. Other naturally occurring isoprenoid compounds which could 
serve as source material include a C20 isoprenoid di-ether found by KATES, 
YENGOYAN and SASTRY [32] in halophyllic bacteria and the CIS isoprenoid alcohol 
farnesol which replaces phytol in certain bacterial chlorophylls. Whatever the 
ultimate source of these isoprenoid units, their geochemical occurrence is wide
spread. BLUMER [33] has done extensive work on phytol-related hydrocarbons 
in recent ecological systems. BENDORAITIS, BROWN, and HEPNER [34] isolated 
pristane, and DEAN and WHITEHEAD [35] phytane from petroleum. ROBINSON, 
CUMMINS, and DINNEEN [36] systematically studied the isoprenoid hydrocarbons 
in the Green River shale. The reader is referred to the chapter on hydrocarbons 
(Chapter 13) for a more detailed discussion of these results and for a discussion of 
the significance of isoprenoid hydrocarbons as biological markers in Precambrian 
sediments. Here it is sufficient to point out that fatty acids and alcohols, especially 
phytol, are probably important precursors of isoprenoid hydrocarbons. 

The unsaturated fatty acids merit special consideration because taken to
gether they account for more than half of the fatty acids of most organisms. Most 
investigators have used chemical procedures, such as urea adduction, which 
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excluded unsaturated acids so that there is not much data available. Poly
unsaturated acids are generally supposed to be too unstable and too reactive 
toward other components of cellular debris to persist in a sediment for geologically 
long periods of time. ABELSON [37] demonstrated this by heating Chlorella cells 
at 1900 C for varying periods of time in the absence of oxygen and measuring the 
fatty acids left. He found that the polyunsaturated acids disappeared quickly but 
that oleic acid (II) was relatively stable. PARKER and LEO [38] observed a similar 
change in fatty acid patterns of successive layers of living and recently-living blue
green algal mats. The uppermost living layer was rich in unsaturated acids while 
in the lower layers the unsaturated acids were absent. ROSENFELD [39] measured 
the decrease in iodine number with depth in sediment and arrived at the same 
conclusion. His sample was a 48 inch core of recent marine mud estimated to be 
440 years old at the base. The fact that extractable polyunsaturated acids are rare 
in sediments does not necessarily mean that these molecules have been destroyed 
but rather that in undergoing partial reaction, such as hydrogenation, addition, 
etc., they have lost their biochemical identity. The carbon skeleton of these reactive 
molecules may well serve as a major building block for kerogen formation, in 
which case the acids not directly detected could be geochemically the most sig
nificant ones; information relative to the structure of kerogen is urgently needed. 

Unsaturated fatty acids are not completely absent in geological materials. 
Both C16: 1 and C1S: 1 are present in Recent sediment in significant amounts. LEO 
[40] detected C16:1 and C1S:1 in both the Green River shale and the Thermopolis 
shale (Cretaceous). RAMSAY [27] found C1S :1 in the D'Arcy oil and tentatively 
identified it as oleic acid (II). If this is indeed oleic acid and if it is the originally 
deposited material, then oleic acid is very stable, for RAMSAY gives the age of the 
D'Arcy oil as Carboniferous (250-300 million years). PETERSON [29] reported the 
highly unsaturated C20 : 5 to be present in a 2 meter core from a highly reducing 
Recent sediment. He indicates that such occurrences were not general in his work 
and suggests that they may be due to relatively unaltered organic matter. The 
occurrence of such highly unsaturated acids in sediment demonstrated the 
importance of source material and specific depositional environment. 

NAGY and BITZ [41] found that the Orgueil meteorite contained straight
chain, saturated acids with from 14 to 28 carbon atoms and with little even-odd 
preference. If these acids are actually an original part of the meteorite, then the 
organic geochemistry of other non-terrestrial materials should be very interesting 
in years to come. 

Fatty acids have been detected in a variety of other geological materials. While 
sea water has been discussed at some length in this article, the literature contains 
little mention of freshwater although GORYUNOVA [42] reports high concentra
tions of high molecular weight fatty acids in lake water. LEO [40] analyzed two 
samples offossil bog butter (see BERGMANN [2]) and found that relative to modern 
butter the polyunsaturates had almost vanished and about one-half of the tri
glyceride bonds had been broken. The bog butter was approximately 300 years 
old by 14C dating. VISWANATHAN, BAI and PALLAI [43] studied the fatty acids in 
raw and treated sewage. They found less fatty acid in aerobic eflluent than in 
anaerobic eflluent which is consistent with the geochemical experience of the 
reactivity of organic matter. 
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III. Concluding Remarks 
Organic geochemistry as an active field of research is new. In the case of the 

fatty acids the answers are not yet in, but the tools have been sharpened. The fact 
that at least four distinct and structurally different chemical types of fatty acids 
are found in living organisms means that by measuring ratios of these to each 
other and to hydrocarbons, insight into the origin, changes and fate of organic 
matter can be gained. There are many types of Recent environments which have 
not been studied with regard to fatty acids. New investigators might profitably 
study environments close to their laboratories. BRADLEY [44], in a search for 
modern analogues of the Eocene lakes that gave rise to the Green River shale, 
has demonstrated how very interesting and fruitful a study of the organic matter 
in a present day lake can be. 

IV. Experimental Procedures 
As pointed out earlier, recent advances in organic geochemistry are closely 

related to advances in experimental technique. Recent progress is due to the 
rapid development of new instruments and apparatus which has taken place in 
the last two decades. The following brief account will serve to introduce the non
geochemist to some of the current experimental procedures. The Chapter of this 
book devoted to techniques should be consulted for details. 

A. Extraction of Fatty Acids from the Sample 
Fatty acids are readily extracted from organisms with solvent mixtures such 

as methanol-benzene or methanol-chloroform. Either a Soxhlet apparatus or 
sonication serves to speed the extraction. Care must be taken to avoid direct 
heating ofthe sample if the unsaturated acids are of interest. 

It is difficult to extract all the fatty acids from recent and ancient sediments. 
A fatty acid, labeled with 14C and added to a sediment, is difficult to recover in 
high yields. Fig. 2 illustrates a procedure for the extraction and purification of the 
total soluble fatty acids from a Recent sediment. EGLINTON [30] et al. have found 
that slightly more acid can be recovered if the sediment sample is partially de
mineralized by hydrofluoric/hydrochloric acid (1: 1) prior to extraction with 
organic solvent. They also use sonication to speed the extraction. COOPER and 
BRAY [16, 17] extracted the acids as the potassium salts from air-dried sediment. 
In their procedure the sediment was refluxed with methanol-KOH and the fatty 
acids extracted (CCI4) after acidification with HCI. One might expect that the 
"methanol-KOH method" would give slightly higher yields. Hydrolysis of ester 
bonds linking fatty acid residues to the insoluble kerogen matrix could free addi
tional acids. However, no such increase has been noted for Recent sediments in my 
laboratory. HOERING and ABELSON [26] have found that additional fatty acid is 
rendered extractable if the sediment is subjected to a mild chromic acid oxidation. 
There has been no systematic comparison of different methods by different 
workers on a standard sample. 
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B. Purification 
It is usually necessary to separate the fatty acid fraction from the rest of the 

lipid extract. This separated fatty acid fraction mayor may not require further 
purification depending on the design of the total experiment. Separation and 
purification were accomplished (Fig. 2) by solvent extraction. Inorganic salts and 

Frozen recent sediment 
I 

Treat with dilute HCl to remove carbonate 
Wash with distilled water to remove inorganic salts 
Recover sediment by filtration 

I 
Extract moist sediment with methanol with stirring and ultrasonic vibrations for 30 min 
Filter, save both fractions 

I 
Extract moist sediment with chloroform with stirring and ultrasonic vibrations for 30 min 

(Filter, dry and weigh sediment) 
I 

Reduce volume of combined methanol and chloroform on rotating evaporator at 50° C 
I 

Wash organic phase with water to remove inorganic salts 
(add chloroform if necessary to cause phases to separate) 

I 
Evaporate organic phase to near dryness under stream of nitrogen 
Hydrolyze with KOH-methanol (3 percent) on steam bath for 1 hr. 

I 
Extract basic solution with hexane to remove non-acidic lipids. Save KOH-methanol phase 

I 
Acidify KOH-methanol with HCl and extract fatty acids into a few ml. of hexane 

I 
Prepare methyl esters by BF3-methanol method 

I 
Gas-liquid chromatography 
Infra-red Spectrometry 
Mass Spectrometry etc. 

Fig. 2. Flow-chart of the extraction and purification of total fatty acids from sediment 
(LEO and PARKER [28]) 

water-soluble organic compounds were removed in a water-chloroform system. 
Non-acidic lipids such as hydrocarbons were removed by a KOH-methanol vs. 
hexane partition. COOPER and BRAY [16,17] included a similar acid-base extrac
tion procedure in their extraction and separation method as did LAWLOR and 
ROBINSON [18]. EGLINTON et al. [30] recovered "free fatty acids" from the total 
lipid extract by passing the total extract through a column containing potassium 
hydroxide supported on silicic acid. In their method the total soluble fatty acids 
would be obtained by hydrolysis of the total lipid extract prior to the column 
separation. 

Further purification of the fatty acid fraction has been carried out by several 
investigators. Urea adduction of the fatty acids or their methyl esters was used by 
COOPER and BRAY [16], LAWLOR and ROBINSON [18], and HOERING and ABELSON 
[26]. In this method straight-chain, saturated acids form a clathrate structure 
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with urea. By decomposing the urea clathrates with water, the straight-chain 
acids are recovered. Column and preparative thin layer chromatography have 
been used to further purify methyl esters by RAMSAY [27] and PETERSON [29]. 

C. Identification and Quantitative Determination 
Gas-liquid chromatography (GLC) is the single most useful tool for the 

qualitative and quantitative determination offatty acids. It can readily be combined 
with chemical modifications and other physical tools. Pure standards of the 
material sought are generally needed. WOODFORD and VAN GENT [45] have shown 
that GLC retention times plotted against carbon number yield a family of straight 
lines; one for each homologous series. This serves as an internal check on the 
identification of peaks. 

Identification of GLC peaks can be confirmed in a number of ways. GLC on 
a second liquid phase which shifts the relative retention time of the unknown 
peak is easy and useful. U nsaturation in a fatty acid can be detected by bromination 
or hydrogenation of the sample. The GLC peak due to an unsaturated acid will 
not appear in the resulting GLC chromatogram. The GLC chromatogram shown 
in Fig. 3 illustrates the complex pattern of acids found in a highly purified extract 
from a sediment. 

Fatty acids and their esters have fairly characteristic infrared spectra. 
O'CONNOR [46] has summarized many of the useful correlations between IR 
spectra and structure. As in the case of G LC, IR can be used as a fingerprint if 
standards are available. The identification of individual GLC peaks can be con
firmed by trapping the substance in a glass tube as it emerges from the GLC 
instrument. This is then used to obtain an IR spectrum. Fig. 4 illustrates how IR 
can be used to confirm an identification. The observed splitting in the region 1360 
to 1380 cm -1 is characteristic of methyl iso-branched acids. 

The mass spectrometer is a very powerful tool. The mass spectra of trapped 
GLC peaks yield especially valuable structural information. Fig. 3 illustrates the 
use of GLC-mass spectrometry in the identification of two compounds which had 
not previously been reported in sediment. The reader is advised to turn to Chapter 4 
for a discussion of this powerful method. 

The isolation of dicarboxylic acids with 12, 13, 15, 16, 17 and 18 carbon atoms 
from the Green River shale provides geochemists with yet another type of organic 
acid which will doubtless be looked for in other sediments and which will add to 
our understanding of the chemical transformations ofthese materials in geological 
time [48]. A bacterial origin was suggested for these acids. 

Recently BLUMER and COOPER [49] have shown that several of the isoprenoid 
acids found in ancient sediment are present in Recent sediment. They suggest 
that phytol is converted to a few isoprenoid acids, mostly phytanic and pristanic 
acids, by organisms, then these decompose very slowly to give the other isoprenoid 
acids found in ancient sediment. 

This brief mention of experimental methods is meant to point out some 
techniques in general use. The critical reader will also take note of our need for 
new and better techniques. Contamination during laboratory operations becomes 
24 Organic Geochemistry 
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Fig. 3. (EGLINTON et a/. [30].) a) Gas-liquid chromatogram of the free fatty acid fraction (as methyl 
esters) of a sample from the Green River shale. Conditions: 3 m by 3 mm column containing 1 percent 
SE-300n Gas Chrom P, temperature programmed from 150° to 300° C at gO/min. Flow rate, 20 ml/min. 
The base-line signal for injection of solvent alone is also shown. b) Mass spectra of isoprenoid fatty acids 
(as methyl esters) isolated from the Green River shale. Spectra obtained by combined gas chromato
graphy-mass spectrometry (2 m by 4 mm column containing 6 percent SE-30 on Gas Chrom Q; tem
perature, 190° C, and scan time 2 seconds) on fractions trapped from a Versamid column (3 m by 6 mm 

column containing 3 percent Versamid on Gas Chrom Q) 
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an increasing hazard as the scale of the experiments diminishes. Skin lipids, soaps, 
detergents, bacterial action are ever-present risks. 

I 
1100 I I I ~ 

I!IOO I 0 
FREQUENCY (eafl ) 

Fig. 4. (LEO [40].) Infrared spectra of fatty acids (esters ot). Top: Methyl isotetradecanoate (i-C14), 

standard. Middle: Methyl isopentadecanoate (i-Cis), sample peak collected from GLC. Bottom: 
Methyl pentadecanoate (CiS :0 )' standard. Note: All the above were in solution in carbon tetrachloride. 
The substance whose spectrum appears in the middle figure was not pure but contained a-CiS as well. 
Iso acids can be distinguished from their corresponding anteiso and normal forms in that they show a 

doublet in the range from 1360 to 1380 cm - 1 
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I. Introduction 
Although fossil carbohydrates were separated from Tertiary and Cretaceous 

materials as early as 1922 by GOTHAN [1] and other workers (see VALLENTYNE [2], 
for review of early literature) it was only recently that active work has been done 
on these substances. PALACAS [3] seems to have been the first to identify mono
saccharides from Paleozoic and from pre-Cretaceous Mesozoic rocks (Table 1). 
In addition to several monosaccharides which he characterized chromatographic
ally, D-glucose was identified chemically in Devonian Marcellus Black Shale. 
Subsequently ROGERS [4] identified additional monosaccharides from Devonian 
and other rocks mainly employing chromatographic and enzymatic methods. He 
repeated PALACAS' chemical determination of D-glucose from Marcellus Shale 
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and further characterized D-xylose from the same black shale by crystallization 
and chemical methods. D-glucose was characterized by converting the crystals 
into N-p-nitrophenyl-fJ-D-glucosylamine-m.p. and mixed m.p. 1840 C and 
[oc]l/-200° (approx.) in pyridine (c. 0.007). D-xylose was characterized by con
verting the crystalline residue into di-O-benzylidene-D-xylose dimethylacetal, 
[m. p. and mixed m. p. 211-2120 C and [oc]~3_7° (approx.)in chloroform (c. 0.015)]. 

Other studies [5-9] have shown that carbohydrate materials are widely 
distributed in rocks of many ages, and bear a relationship to source materials and 
environments of deposition of the sediments. 

Table 1. Carbohydrate components of sedimentary rocks [10] 

Formation Age Component sugars 

glucose galactose arabinose xylose 

Stonehenge Ordovician + 
Simpson Ordovician + (?+) 
Upper Chambersburg Ordovician + 
Marcellus Devonian + (?+) 
Woodford Upper Devonian + 
Des Moines Pennsylvanian + 
Missouri Pennsylvanian + 
Leonard Permian + (?+ ) 
Schuler Jurassic + 
Green River 
Elko 

Eocene 
Miocene 

+ 
+ 

(?+) 

('7+ ) (?+) 
+ + 

(?+) 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

+ 
+ + 

(?+) 

rhamnose 

+ 

(?+ ) 

The rock was treated with hot 0.5 N sulphuric acid and the sugars identified chromatographically 
(indicated by +). 

The organic material from which these carbohydrate residues were obtained 
was finely divided and disseminated through the rocks and was not referable to 
any recognizable fossil species. Water extraction yielded, as monosaccharide, only 
10-15 percent of the total carbohydrate content of the rock as determined by a 
phenol-sulfuric acid test cited below. For this reason, in the studies noted above, 
hot dilute sulfuric acid was used to extract the monosaccharides from the rocks. 
Presumably the bulk of the residual carbohydrates occur as polymers, or are 
complexed with humic substances in the rock [10, 11]. 

The general range of values of total carbohydrates of sedimentary rocks is 
given in Table 2. The determinations of total carbohydrates are based on a 
phenol-sulfuric acid test for furfurals in which the absorption maximum of the 
colored product is compared to that obtained for D-glucose. 

The carbohydrates and related substances that have been recorded from 
geologic samples are shown in Figs. 2-9.The hexoses (Fig. 1) have been found in 
sediments [3, 8-10, 12-15]; the configuration, however, is known only for glucose 
and galactose. The pentoses, of unknown configuration (Fig. 2), have also been 
found in sediments, rocks and fossils (see references cited for hexoses) but in 
somewhat smaller amounts. Uronic acids (Fig. 3) have been reported in sediments 
and rocks [4, 12]. Sugar alcohols (Fig. 4) have been questionably identified from 
Devonian rocks in unpublished studies by the writer. Amino sugars (Fig. 5) have 
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Table 2. Total carbohydrate content of some geologic samples [12] 

Geologic formation Age and location Description Carbohydrate Absorption 
content; maximum 
range in of colored 
parentheses product 
(ppm) (mil) 

Coutchiching Early Dark green biotite 11 490 
(3 samples) Precambrian, slate and phyllite (6-14) 

Ontario (basinal) 

" Carlim -Lowville" Early Middle Dense, dark gray, 37 n.d. 
(1 sample) Ordovician, carbonaceous, pyritic 

Pennsylvania stylolitic limestone; 
graphitic residue on 
stylolites (neritic) 

Burket Shale Late Devonian, Black fissile shale, 17 n.d. 
(1 sample) Pennsylvania with Paracardium doris 

Pocono Sandstone, Early Coal (paludal) 126 488 
Burgoon Member Mississippian, 
(1 sample) Pennsylvania 

Twin Creek Limestone Middle Jurassic, Light gray thin-bedded 31 490 
(4 samples) Wyoming limestone (neritic) (14-55) 

Twin Creek Limestone Middle Jurassic, Pale gray-brown 23 490 
(9 samples) Utah sublithographic (6--45) 

limestone (neritic) 

Mariposa Shale Late Jurassic, Dark gray micaceous 18 n.d. 
(3 samples) California argillite (basinal) (10-30) 

Twist Gulch Formation Late Jurassic, Pale gray soft, calcareous 48 484--487 
(7 samples) Utah shale (alluvial) (14-88) 

Arapien Shale Middle Jurassic, Pale gray calcareous 24 486 
(1 sample) Utah carbonaceous gypsiferous 

shale (alluvial) 

Smackover Formation Late Jurassic Dark grayish brown, 55 482 
(1 sample) Louisiana, Waller fine to medium grain, 

B-1, 10,630-10, slightly calcareous 
635 feet argillaceous bituminous 

sandstone (neritic) 

Schuler Formation Late Jurassic, Medium to light gray 21 482 
(1 sample) Louisiana, Greene silty shale or siltstone 

9085-9086 feet (neritic) 

Smackover Formation Late Jurassic, Medium light gray 20 482-490 
(5 samples) Louisiana, Bolinger pisolitic algal coli tic (0-66) 

Well limestone (littoral) 

La Casita Shale Late Jurassic, Sooty black fissile 163 486 
(1 sample) Mexico shale (basinal) 

Smackover Formation Late Jurassic, Light gray oolitic 1-11 484--488 
(2 samples) Louisiana, limestone 

Timmons Nol, (littoral reef) 
10,579.5-11,267 feet 
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Fig. 1. Hexoses that have been found in geological samples 
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Fig. 2. Pentoses that have been found in geological samples 
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Fig. 3. Uronic acids that have been found in geological samples 
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been noted in lake and bog sediments in the course of analyses for amino acids 
(Fig. 6). 

Oligo saccharides (Fig. 7) have not been definitely identified as such in geo
logical materials, but cellobiose, cellotriose, laminaribiose, etc., were formed as 
enzymatic products of cellulase- and laminarase-treated Devonian shales [4]. 
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Polyhydroxy alcohols 

CH,oH 
I 

HOCH 
I 

HOCH 
I 

HCOH 
I 

HrOH 
CH10H 

Mannitol 

rH,oH 

HrOH 

HorH 
HrOH 
HCOH 

I 
CH20H 

D-sorbitol 
(D-glucitol) 

Fig. 4. Polyhydroxy alcohols that have been found in geological samples 

Amino sugars 

CH,oH 

t\HOH 

H~ 
NHl 

D-glucosamine 

H45HOH 
NH2 

D-galactosamine 

Fig. 5. Amino sugars that have been found in geological samples 

Several unidentified, possibly oligosaccharide, compounds having low Rr values 
were noted on paper chromatograms of acids hydrolyzates of Devonian rock 
samples. 

Starch, cellulose, mannan and xylan (Fig. 8) have been found in sediments [12] 
and cellulose and possibly starch have been recorded from fossils [2]. Laminarin 
(Fig. 9) has been recorded from Devonian shales [4] and chitin from fossil insects 
[16]. Bacterial polysaccharides are questionably recorded from sediments [17]. 

II. Methods of Analysis of Fossil Carbohydrates 
The aims of carbohydrate analyses of geological samples, including Recent 

sediments, rocks, and fossils are the following: first, to learn whether the sample 
contains carbohydrate material in any form; second, the total amounts of carbo
hydrates present; third, what monosaccharides are present and their amounts; 
and fourth, what polymeric material including polysaccharides may occur and 
their amounts. Finally, an attempt is made to understand the sources, conditions 
of sedimentation and diagenesis, and possible evolutionary implications of the 
carbohydrate residues. 

A recommended procedure for study of geological samples suspected to 
contain carbohydrates is as follows: (1) test the sample for total carbohydrates 
by phenol-sulfuric acid technique, or less desirably, by distillation of the sample 
with acid; (2) if carbohydrates are present, analyze a sample for free sugars by 
water extraction and a chromatographic method or for combined sugar units by 
acid extraction and chromatography; (3) analyze a sample for glucose, galactose 
and possibly other monosaccharides by an enzymatic method which provides 
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Oligo saccharides 

~CHZ~H ~OH o OH 

HO OH OOH 

OH CHzOH 

Cellobiose 
4-0-fJ-D-glucopyranosyl-D-glucose 

also cellotriose 

~~~o r~HOH 
H~ ~ 

OH OH 

? Laminaribiose 
3-0-fJ-D-glucopyranosyl-D-glucose 

? also laminaritriose, -tetraose, -pentaose, -hexaose 

Fig. 7. Oligo saccharides that have been detected as degradation products of glucosan- and laminaran
polysaccharides in enzymatic analyses of geological samples 
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Fig. 8. Some polysaccharides that have been found in geological samples 
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information as to configuration; (4) analyze a sample for polysaccharides by 
enzymatic methods if enough original material is available; and (5) compare 
analytical results with analyses of modern counterparts of organic geochemical 
material. 

Rock and fossil samples are prepared by cleaning the exterior surfaces of dirt, 
plant growths, and weathered crusts; washing the surface with concentrated 
chromic acid solution to destroy contaminating organic material; crushing and 
powdering the sample under sterile conditions; and storing the powders in glass 
Jars. 

Analytical reagents are used as "controls" and blank runs are obtained for 
each procedure described here. Depending on the procedure used, the results on 
geological samples are considered to be valid to 1-5 ppm for most of the colori
metric and chromatographic analyses, and 0.1-1 ppm for enzymatic tests and for 
some of the gas chromatographic tests. 
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III. Total Carbohydrates 

A. Distillation Techniques 
Where only trace amounts occur the presence of carbohydrate materials and 

a general idea of their contents in geological samples may be detected by the 
reaction of pentoses and hexoses with 12 percent hydrochloric acid to form 
furfural and 5-hydroxymethylfurfural, respectively (Fig. 10). The procedure is 
complicated by the inclusion of hydrocarbons, heterocyclic compounds and other 
substances in the RCI distillates of geological samples [7] (Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 10. Ultraviolet absorption spectra of furfural and 5-hydroxymethylfurfural obtained by hydro
chloric acid treatment of arabinose and glucose respectively; pH of spectral solution 3 [6] 

B. Phenol-Sulfuric Acid Technique 
A method of DUBOIS et al. [18] is useful for total carbohydrates in geological 

samples as it is reasonably quantitative at low concentrations. Simple sugars, 
oligosaccharides, polysaccharides and their derivatives, including methyl ethers 
having free or potentially free reducing ( - CRO) groups, will produce an orange
yellow color when treated with phenol and sulfuric acid. 
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IV. Monosaccharides 
A. Water Extraction of Free Monosaccharides 

Pulverized samples of 1-5 g of modern sediment or 500-1,000 g of rock are 
extracted for 8-10 hours with distilled water under reflux at the boiling tempera
ture of the mixture. The mixture is centrifuged and desalted first by ethanolic 
precipitation and then by use of electric-desalting equipment or by ion-exchange 
resins. The desalted solution is concentrated to a standard volume. Desalting is 
done on Dowex 50(H + ) 8 percent cross-linked, or similar cation-exchange resin 
followed by Duolite A-4(OH-) or equivalent weak anion exchange resin and 
finally by Dowex 50 or Amberlite IR-20(H + ) resin again. The three columns are 
mounted one above the other. 

B. Alcohol Extraction of Free Monosaccharides 
Ethyl alcohol may be used in place of water for extraction of free sugars. The 

solution is desalted on ion-exchange resins and concentrated to a standard volume 
as above. 

C. Acid Extraction of Monosaccharides 
The purpose of this method is to completely hydrolyze all the carbohydrate 

polymers in the sample and to identify the combined sugar units. Amounts of 
samples comparable to those above are used for acid hydrolysis. The alkaline 
constituents of rock samples are first determined by preliminary acid extraction 
of a I-gram sample of powdered rock and subsequent back titration with NaOH 
in the presence of phenolphthalein. The pulverized samples are boiled under 
reflux for 8-10 hours with 0.5 N sulfuric acid; alternatively, the sample is pre
treated with cold concentrated (72 percent) sulfuric acid for 2-4 hours, the solution 
is diluted to 0.5 N and extracted as above. The hydrolyzate is centrifuged and 
the solution neutralized with BaC03 , followed by desalting and concentration as 
described above. During neutralization and concentration the pH is maintained 
in the 5-7 range and alkalinity, which tends to degrade the carbohydrate materials, 
is avoided. 

D. Infrared Spectra of Monosaccharides 
A preliminary idea of the makeup of the carbohydrate-bearing sample may be 

gained from infrared spectral analysis [19]. In addition to the C-H stretching 
region (2,800-3,000 cm -1) and the CH2 symmetrical bending vibration (1,400-
1,460 cm - 1) of cellulose, the following absorption bands of the pyranose ring are 
often prominent though not definitive: 967, 917, 891, 880, 867, 844, and 770 cm -1. 

The principal use of infrared, as well as of nuclear magnetic resonance spectra [20J 
of carbohydrates is in structural studies. 

E. Paper Chromatography of Monosaccharides 

Separation of carbohydrate extracts containing about 5 ppm or more mono
saccharides is carried out on Whatman No.1 filter paper, general solvents: (1) 
butanol: acetic acid: water (4: 1 : 5) or (2) pyridine: ethyl acetate: water (1: 1 : 3 or 
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Fig. 11 a-f. Ultraviolet absorption .. fingerprint" spectra of hydrochloric acid distillates of some 
Jurassic geochemical samples showing substances that may interfere with determination of furfurals. 
a) 1-Schuler prodeltaic sandstone, Nat. Gas and Oil No.1 Napper, 9,770-9,774 feet (may represent 
mixture of furan and anthracene); 2 - Schuler littoral sandstone (same as 1),9,885 feet (may represent 
anthracene); 3-Schuler littoral sandstone (same as 1), 10,184-1O,187feet (may represent mixture of 
furan and anthracene). b) I-Smackover neritic limestone, Ohio No. B-1 Waller, 10,491-10,535 feet 
(may represent mixture of furan, furfural and purine such as adenine); 2-Smackover oOlitic littoral 
limestone, Charter No.1 Bolinger, 10,574-10,575.5 feet (may represent mixture of furan, furfural and 
pyridine. c) 1- Smackover oolitic, stromalolitic, littoral limestone, Carter No.1 Bolinger, 10,568.5-
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Fig.12a and b. Carbohydrate paper chromatograms of geochemical samples. a) Leonard Series 
limestone, Middle Permian, Word County Texas, two samples developed in different solvents. Middle 
Pennsylvanian Missouri or Des Moines Series limestone, Tom Green County, Texas. b) Simpson 
limestone, Middle Ordovician, Eaton County, Texas. Green River Oil Shale, Lower Eocene (Mahogany 

Ledge), Uinta County, Utah [3] 

10,569.5 feet (may represent mixture of furan and purine); 2-(same as 1), 10,560.5-10,561.5 feet (may 
represent furfural); 3 - (same as 1), 10,603.5-10,605.5 feet (may represent mixture offuran and purine). 
d) 1- Smackover oolitic, stromalolitic limestone, Placid No.1 Odom, 10,250-10,255 feet (may repre
sent mixture of furan and a little furfural); 2-(same as 1), 10,299.5 feet (may represent pyrazine); 
3-(same as 1), 10,570 feet (may represent aniline). e) I-Smackover algal oOlitic limestone, Carter 
No.1 Bolinger, 10,591.5-10,592.5 feet (may represent naphthalene); 2-Schuler neritic gray shale, 
Carter No.3 Davis, 12,964 feet (may represent mixture of furan and pyrimidine). I) 1- Schuler littoral 
pink siltstone, Nat. Gas and Oil No.1 Napper, 9,265-9,272 feet (may represent mixture of quinolinic 
acid and furfural); 2 - Buckner littoral red mudstone and anhydrite, Carter No.1 Hope Fee, 5,770.5 feet 
(may represent mixture of furan and anthracene); 3-Schuler alluvial red-green mudstone, Jackson 

No.1 Green, 9,098-9,115 feet (may represent pryidine) [7] 

25 Organic Geochemistry 
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2:5:7); from 1 to 80 lil of sample is spotted on chromatogram; development is for 
about 24 hours; general sprays: (1) aniline: phthalic acid: water-saturated butanol 
(0.9 g: 1.6 ml: 100 ml) [21] or (2) a 3 percent solution of p-anisidine:HCI in 
aqueous n-butanol [22] or (3) a mixture of equal volumes of 2 N AgN03 and 
concentrated ammonia. 

A solution containing a series ofstandard monosaccharides is co-chromato
grammed with several samples to be analyzed (Fig. 12). The developed and stained 
chromatogram is cut into strips and scanned in a densitometer. If a manual 
densitometer is used, quantitative estimations are made using an area x density 
method. 

An alternate method is the use of a recording densitometer and integrator 
which gives more reproducible results than the preceding method. Paper chromato
graphy of sugars, however, does not have a reproducibility of more than 10-
15 percent. 

F. Automated Carbohydrate Analyzer 
An analyzer for carbohydrates similar to the automatic analyzers used for 

amino acids has recently been described [23]. Mixtures of sugars are frac
tionated as borate complexes on strongly basic anion exchange resin in borate 
form by elution with borate buffers. The eluate is reacted continuously with a 
phenol-sulfuric acid mixture and the absorbancy of the colored reaction products 
is monitored and recorded. 

G. Thin-Layer Chromatography of Carbohydrates 
The extraction and concentration offree or polymeric carbohydrates is carried 

out by the methods described above. Thin-layer plates are prepared using silica 
gel and calcium sulfate, Kieselguhr G, powdered cellulose, or commercially
prepared plates such as Eastman K 301 R can also be used for separation of the 
sugars. The chromatograms are developed in BuOH-HOAc-H20 (4: 1: 5), 
PrOH-EtOAc-H20 (3:2: 1), or EtOAc-pyridine-H20 (1: 1 :3) and are stained with 
one of the sprays described above (Fig. 13) [24]. 

rb 

rb 0 rb 

o 0 0 br 

6 D br o 

1 A glu man Xyl Rho Rib Aro Gal 

Fig. 13. Thin layer one-dimensional chromatogram of monosaccharides, silica gel plate (Eastman 
K 301 R), solvent butanol-acetic acid-water (4: 1 :5) stain aniline and phthalic acid; colors of spots: 

br, brown; rb, reddish-brown 
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H. Gas Chromatography of Carbohydrates 

Individual sugars may be separated on gas-chromatographic columns as their 
methyl ethers, acetates or as their trimethylsilyl or chloromethyldimethylsilyl 
derivatives. 

Fully methylated and partially methylated glycosides [25, 26] are obtained by 
refluxing methylated sugars with methanolic HCI for several hours. The methyl 
glycopyranosides are separated on Apiezon M on Celite 545, or similar gas chrom
atographic columns, using thermal conductivity detectors. An alternate method 
uses flame ionization detectors. One of the major problems in this and following 
methods of preparation of carbohydrate derivatives is the formation of anomers. 

Monosaccharide acetates are prepared [27Jby treating 1 to 5 mg of individual 
sugars with anhydrous sodium acetate (10 mg) and acetic anhydride (1 ml). The 
crystalline sugar acetate is dissolved in CCI4 , acetone or ethyl acetate, and a 
1-2 III aliquot is injected onto a 5-10 foot gas chromatographic column (Chromo-
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Fig. 14. Gas chromatograph of a mixture of glycose acetates; 5' x 1/8" column packed with SE-30 on 
60/80 mesh chromosorb W; programmed 175-2750 C, aU.1, injector and detectors temps. 3000 C, 
helium flow rate 25 ml/min. 0.2 III of pentacetates of rhamnose, arabinose, xylose and ribose and 
hexacetates of glucose, galactose and mannose in EtOAc, 1 mg/ml; hexoses did not separate under 

these conditions 

25* 
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sorb W, 80-100 mesh and XE-60, ECNSS-M, or other suitable adsorbent) with 
a flame ionization detector (Fig. 14). The method is relatively freer of anomer 
formation than the other derivative preparations, but the 0(- (or /3-) anomer of 
mannose typically is formed. 

Alditol acetates are prepared [28] by reducing the glycose mixture with sodium 
borohydride for three hours; excess borohydride is neutralized with acetic acid 
and the solution evaporated to dryness; the dry mixture is refluxed for four hours 
with a mixture containing equal amounts of acetic anhydride and pyridine (ca. 
1 cc/l00 mg of sugar); the solution is cooled and directly injected into the gas 
chromatograph for analysis. 

Trimethylsilyl ethers are prepared [29] by treating 10 mg of carbohydrate 
with 1 ml of anhydrous pyridine, 0.2 ml of hexamethyldisilazane and 0.1 ml of 
trimethylchlorosilane for five minutes or longer. From 0.1 to 0.5 III of the resulting 
reaction mixture is injected on a gas chromatographic column, 6 feet 0.25 inches 
packed with 3 percent SE-52 or similar absorbent and equipped with a flame
ionization detector. 80 

Rhamnose 70 
Arabinose 

Xylose 
60 

.. 
50 ~ 

Galactose 

40 

30 

20 

10 

2~8---2~6--~M~~~~--~20--~'8~~'~6--~'4--~'2~--t~0--~--~~--L4--~--~~ 

Retention time 

Fig. 15. Gas chromatogram of chloromethyldimethyl silyl derivative of sulfuric acid extract of 
Trimerophyton robustius (DAWSON), Lower Devonian, Cap Aux Os, Quebec; column QF-l, electron 
capture detector, operating temperature 1700 C, He flow rate 30 mlJmin, attenuation 8, 0.1 III of solution 

added to column 

Chloromethyldimethylsilyl ether derivatives of sugars are prepared [30] by 
reacting 5 mg of each sugar with 1 ml of dichloromethyltetramethyldisilazane and 
chloromethyldimethylchlorosilane * in either pyridine or dimethylformamide for 
approximately 30 minutes at room temperature. Microgram quantities are injected 
directly on the gas chromatography column where flame ionization detectors are 
used (Fig. 15). When nanogram (10- 9) quantities are to be injected, 1 III of the 
reagent solution is diluted with 1 ml of n-hexane; in this case an electron capture 
detector is used. 

* Available from Applied Science Laboratory, Inc., State College, Pennsylvania. 
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I. Enzymatic Detection of Monosaccharides in Geologic Samples 
Enzymatic methods have been developed for the analysis of glucose and 

galactose in geologic samples and for the determination of water-soluble poly
saccharides [4]. 

D-glucose and D-galactose are detected by enzyme-oxidase preparations * 
The use of these oxidases is discussed by ROGERS [4, IIJ and SWAIN and ROGERS [8J. 

The glucose-oxidase technique is a coupled enzyme system based on the 
following scheme of reaction: 

D-glucose + O2 + H 20 glucose-oxidase) H 20 2 + gluconic acid 

H 0 d d h peroxidase "d' d h 2 2 + re uce c romogen ~~==-=------» OXI lZe c romogen 
(o-dianisidine) 

The purification and properties of the enzyme, its commercial applications and 
specificity are described by BENTLEY [31J, UNDERKOFLER [32J and MCCOMB, 
YUSHOK and BATT [33]. The method is specific for D-glucose with the exception 
that 2-deoxy-D-glucose is oxidized at 12 percent of the rate for glucose. See 
ROGERS [4, 11J for protocol in the glucose-oxidase technique. 

The galactose-oxidase determinations are based on the following schematic 
reactions: 

D-galactose + O2 galactose-oxidase) D-galacto-hexodialdose + H 20 2 

H 0 d d h peroxidase "d' d h 2 2 + re uce c romogen ~-"-'-'-==-=--~) OXI lZe c romogen. 

In contrast to the glucose-oxidase enzyme, the galactose-oxidase enzyme also 
attacks D-galactosamine and other monosaccharides, galactosides and oligo
saccharides [34]. ROGERS [4, IIJ presents the protocol for the galactose-oxidase 
techniques and discusses its geochemical applications. 

V. Enzymatic Detection of Polysaccharides 
The analysis of geological samples for polysaccharides was discussed by 

ROGERS [4, 11 J and by CARLISLE [35]. Most of the carbohydrate materials in rock 
samples are believed to occur in polymeric form [4,10, IIJ and are separable from 
the rock matrix only by extraction of the rock sample with acid. This process 
destroys the glycosidic bonds of polysaccharides to yield monosaccharides, frag
mentary polymers, furfurals and other products. 

According to ROGERS [4, 11J however, some of the material extractable from 
rocks with hot distilled water includes enzymatically-detectable polysaccharides, 
specifically {3-1,3 glucans (such as laminarans and related sugars) and {3-1,4 glucans 
(such as celluloses and related sugars); other mixed-linkage polysaccharides that 
might be detected are cereal glucans, lichen en (from lichens), callose and amylose 
(from higher plants). 

Chitin has been detected by enzymatic analysis in a Cambrian H yolithellus [35 J 
(CARLISLE, 1963). The chitinase enzyme preparation was obtained by treating 
mushrooms (100 g) with 35 percent (w/v) sodium chloride solution (100 Ill) at 4° C 

* Available from Worthington Biochemical Corporation, Freehold, New Jersey. 
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for 48 hours followed by purification on Sephadex. Fragments of fossil material 
and of locust wing, as a control, were digested with the enzyme preparation for 
72 hours and the samples were chromatographed using I-butanol: ethanol: water 
(4:1:5) as solvent. N-Acetylglucosamine was shown to be present with ELSON 
and MORGAN reagents which convinced the author that his determinations of the 
presence of chitin were valid. 

VI. Carbohydrate Components of Some Living Materials 
of Geologic Importance 

Certain carbohydrates are characteristic of, although not in all cases restricted 
to, certain classes of organisms. For example in the carageenan of Irish Moss 
(Chondrus crispus-Rhodophyta) a 3,6-anhydro-D-galactose residue is joined by a 
{3-1,4 link to aD-galactose 4-sulfate residue in the form of a chain of alternating 
links, together with other modifications [36]; guluronic and mannuronic acids 
and 6-deoxy-L-galactose (fucose) are typically found in the Phaeophyta [36], 
galactosamine is common in the cartilage of animals [36]. The reader is referred to 
PIGMAN [36] or other treatises on carbohydrates for further information on the 
restricted occurrences of certain sugars. 

As a basis for comparison of fossil carbohydrate residues with those of Recent 
organisms, analyses of Recent specimens are herein summarized from studies by 
FOGG [37], HOUGH et al. [38], ROGERS [12, 39], SWAIN [17] and SWAIN et al. 
[14, 15]. 

The acid-extractable monosaccharides of freshwater algae, in addition to 
glucose and galactose (Fig. 16), include arabinose and xylose. Arabinose has been 
recorded in gums obtained by aqueous extraction of N ostoc and other blue-green 
algae [37], and as part of an amorphous polysaccharide complex in Anabaena [37]. 
HOUGH et al. [38] suggested that the xylose in several blue-green algae they 
studied is part of a mucilaginous complex. 

Among marine algae (Fig. 16), the Chlorophyta had relatively large amounts 
ofrhamnose, the Pheophyta (Fig. 16) are rich in ribose, and the Rhodophyta have 
abundant galactose, all in addition to glucose. Galactose is a prominent component 
of the algal polysaccharides agar and carageen an. HOUGH et al. [38] and FOGG 
[37] found rhamnose as a minor but widespread component of mucilaginous 
polysaccharides in algae they studied. 

The carbohydrate content of a typical species of lichen is shown in Fig. 16. 
It consists almost entirely of hexoses but small amounts of pentoses are present 
in several species and Parmelia phycodes has a considerable content of xylose 
and rhamnose. 

The horsetail Equisetum arvense has appreciable amounts ofpentoses including 
arabinose (Fig. 16). 

The principal carbohydrates of Phylloglossum, a rare cryptogram thought to 
be a lycopod, were found [41] to consist of sucrose, glucose, and fructose. 

The species of bryophytes studied also contain important amounts of pentoses 
in addition to the generally predominant hexoses (Fig. 16). Polypodium vulgare is 
notable for its high content of mannose as well as of pentoses. 
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Other species of higher aquatic plants studied by SWAIN, PAKALNS and BRATT 

[15] contain significant amounts of xylose or arabinose or both, in addition to 
glucose and galactose (Fig. 17). 

The carbohydrates of several species of marine animals (Fig. 17) are mainly 
glucose and galactose, with lesser amounts of ribose in some species. 
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VII. Carbohydrate Components of Rock Samples 
Precambrian rock samples studied by SWAIN et al. [15] contained carbo

hydrates in small amounts (Table 3). D-glucose and D-galactose were verified 
enzymatically in several samples and those two sugars as well as arabinose were 
tentatively separated chromatographically (Table 4). The sources of the Pre
cambrian carbohydrates, if they are indigenous to the rock, could have been 
Protista or Thallophyta of primitive seaweed type. Remains of Protista have been 
recorded from the sequence of Precambrian formations from which the carbo-
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Table 3. Total carbohydrate contents of Precambrian rocks [15], using phenol-sulfuric techniques 

Formation Locality Type or rock Total 
Carbohydrate 
(ppm) 

Coutchiching Ontario Chlorite schist 6-14 
Soudan Minnesota Carbonaceous schist 7-8 
Thomson Minnesota Argillite 25" 
Cuyuna Minnesota Argillite 16 
Biwabik Minnesota Argillite O-tr 
Biwabik Minnesota Algal chert tr 
Rove Minnesota Argillite O-tr" 
Rove Ontario Carbonaceous argillite IS" 
Rove Minnesota Anthraxolite O-tr 
Wynniatt Victoria Island Argillite 9 
Killiam Victoria Island Argillite 0 

" Presence of D-glucose verified by glucose-oxidase test. tr = trace. 

Table 4. Monosaccharides in Precambrian samples (ppm) [15] 

Formation Galactose Glucose 

Coutchiching 

Thomson 0.19 a 0.19 a 
0.41b b 

Rove, Gunflint 0.29b 

Rove (Anthraxolite) 0.87 a 
0.30 b 

" Paper chromatographic analysis denoted by " a". 
b Enzymatic analysis denoted by " b ". 

Arabinose Unknown 

a" 

0.09 a 

Absorption 
maximum 
(mil) 

488 
488 
486 
486 
488 
490 
490 
484 
490 
488 

Total 

0.47 a 

0.29b 

0.87 

hydrate-bearing samples were obtained [42,43]. Metazoans, the remains of which 
might also have yielded the above monosaccharides, have not been found in any 
direct form of fossil remains in the Precambrian sequence. 

The total carbohydrates of Paleozoic and younger sedimentary rocks studied 
[4,6-10,14,15] range from traces to over 600 ppm. Values obtained for various 
facies of the Onondaga Beds, Middle Devonian of the eastern United States were 
typical (Table 5). The rock samples richest in carbohydrates are gray shales and 
limestones of predominantly nearshore origin or where offshore plankton accu
mulations have occurred. In the case of the Paleozoic rocks [8, 15], thallophytic 
vegetation and primitive higher plants of both marine and nearshore terrestrial 
origin are believed to account for most of the residues studied. Furfural residues, 
presumably derived from carbohydrates were found [7,9] to be more abundant 
in littoral Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks than in marine basinal or alluvial facies 
of the same ages, presumably owing to a more plentiful supply of plant sources in 
the littoral environment. 

The ribose content [4] of Devonian dark shales (Table 6) may have been 
contributed by phaeophyte algae or by micro-organisms acting on settled plankton 
or both. Mannose residues of some of the Devonian dark shales could have been 
supplied by marine yeasts under nearshore conditions [44]. Glucuronic acid-
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Table Sa. Stratigraphic distribution of glucose equivalent measurements [8] in Lower Onondaga 
formation, Devonian, of Pennsylvania 

Subdivision 

Esopus shale, eastern Pennsylvania 
(2 samples) 

Huntersville chert, western and southern 
Pennsylvania (8 samples) 

Beaverdam Run shale, southern and south
western Pennsylvania (9 samples) 

Environmental type 

Prodeltaic and deltaic shale 

Neritic depressional shale bor
dering low-lying source area 

Neritic depressional black shale 

Glucose equivalent 
(ppm) 

12 
(8-16) 

52 
(0-238) 

49 
(0-125) 

Table 5b. Stratigraphic distribution of glucose equivalent measurements [8] in Middle Onondaga 
formation, Devonian, of Pennsylvania 

Subdivision 

Scoharie shale, eastern Pennsylvania 
(4 samples) 

Nedrow limestone northwestern 
Pennsylvania (6 samples) 

Needmore shale central and southern 
Pennsylvania (11 samples) 

Environmental type 

Inner neritic to prodeltaic fine 
clastic shelf 

Inner neritic carbonate shelf 
bordering low-lying source area 

Inner neritic carbonate shelf 
bordering low-lying source area 

Glucose equivalent 
(ppm) 

11 
(5-18) 

185 
(10-392) 

31 
(0-70) 

Table 5c. Stratigraphic distribution of glucose equivalent measurements [8] in Upper Onondaga 
formation, Devonian, of Pennsylvania 

Subdivision 

Buttermilk Falls, limestone and chert, 
eastern Pennsylvania (4 samples) 

Moorhouse limestone, northern 
Pennsylvania (3 samples) 

Selinsgrove, limestone, and shale, 
central Pennsylvania (21 samples) 

Environmental type 

Inner neritic carbonate shelf 
bordering fine clastic shelf 
source area 

Inner neritic carbonate shelf, 
bordering low-lying source area 

Inner neritic fine clastic shelf 
with local carbonate banks 

Glucose equivalent 
(ppm) 

34 
(3-67) 

54 
(13-128) 

36 
(3-70) 

Table 6. Monosaccharide compounds of Paleozoic rocks [4, 14], based on paper chromatographic 
separation 

Geol. unit Age Gal Glu Man Rha Ara Xyl Rib Fru Gluc Unkn 
acid 

Antarctic sample Cambrian x x x x 
Onondaga Gr. Devonian x x x x x x 
Marcellus Fm. Devonian x x x x x x x x x x 
Chemung Gr. Devonian x x x x x 
New Albany Fm. Devonian x x x x x 
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xylose associations in some of the Devonian samples studied may have originated 
in the hemicelluloses of larger land plants, judging from present day occurrences. 
Such associations have not yet been found in pre-Devonian samples studied. 
Glycerol residues [1OJ which appear to be associated with glucose in some marine 
Ordovician rocks may have originated in the polyhydroxy-alcohol sorbitol which 
occurs in some modern seaweeds in the form of food reserve glycosides in the 
Rhodophyta, or in bacteria. 

VIII. Carbohydrate Components of Fossil Specimens 
The total carbohydrate contents of a set of 38 specimens of fossils (Table 7) 

ranged from 4 to 900 ppm. Absorption spectra of the colored products obtained 
by the phenol-sulfuric acid tests for total carbohydrates indicated that both 
hexose residues (l max 490 mil) and pentoses (l max 480 mil) were present in the 
specimens [1]. 

Table 7. Total carbohydrates of Paleozoic fossils [15] based on phenol-sulfuric acid technique 

Phylum Age 

Foraminiferida Pennsylvanian 
Coelenterata Silurian 
Bryozoa Ordovician 
Brachiopoda Ordovician-Pennsylvanian 
Annelida Ordovician-Devonian 
Ostracoda Ordovician-Silurian 
Trilobitomorpha Devonian 
Plantae Ordovician-Permian 

Specimen, (ppm) of 
powdered sample 

300 
55 
15 
4-383" 

11-163 
153-347 
14-20 
22-260" 

" Presence of D-glucose verified by glucose-oxidase test. 

Matrix, (ppm) of 
powdered sample 

104 
47-160 
7-126 

36-132 
15 
50-72 

In the fossil specimens studied [15] the supposed neritic types are slightly 
higher in total carbohydrates than the littoral types, the reverse from that observed 
in the associated rock samples. Paleozoic fossil specimens from geosynclinal rocks 
studied typically yielded more carbohydrates than the associated matrix; in shelf
environment samples, however, Paleozoic fossils contained less carbohydrates 
than the matrix. Mesozoic and Cenozoic fossil specimens and associated matrix 
were more nearly equal in amount. 

Only small amounts of monosaccharides have so far been extracted from 
individual species of pre-Recent fossil plants and animals (Table 8). Glucose has 
been identified chromatographically in a Devonian brachiopod, in a Mississippian 
Lepidodendron and a Pennsylvanian Cordaites. These three fossils also gave posi
tive glucose-oxidase tests for D-glucose. Small amounts of D-galactose have also 
been detected enzymatically in Devonian, Mississippian and Permian plant fossils. 
Other chromatographically-determined monosaccharides in the Lepidodendron 
fossil include xylose and rhamnose. HOUGH et al. [38] recorded a mucilaginous 
polysaccharide from the algae N ostoc that contained 10 percent rhamnose, 
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25 percent xylose and the rest hexosans or hexuronic acids. At present it is un
certain whether the rhamnose and xylose of the Lepidodendron was part of the 
woody tissue of the plant or whether a mucilaginous polysaccharide of micro
biologic origin may have formed on the decaying Lepidodendron. 

Except for several unresolved, possibly oligosaccharide, compounds having 
low R f values in paper chromatograms, the only polymeric carbohydrates so far 
found in Paleozoic rock samples studied are those that ROGERS [4, 11] separated 
from a Devonian dark shale. He characterized a P-l,3-linked polysaccharide by 
enzymatic means, and also tentatively identified P-l,4-linked polysaccharides. 
In the enzymatic identification of these polysaccharides ROGERS [4, 11] identified, 
as enzymatic products, a number of oligo saccharides, such as laminaribiose, 
cellobiose, etc. which helped to bear out the P-l,3- and p-l,4-linkages. 

Table 8. Monosaccharide components of some Paleozoicfossils (ppm) [15] 

Species Age Gal Glu Xyl Ara Rha Unkn Sum 

Echinocoelia sp. Devonian tr-b b 0.31a a,b a 0.31 a 
Zosterophyllum sp. Devonian 6.3 b 20b 
Callixylon sp. Devonian 26.2 b Ob 
Lepidodendron sp. Mississippian 0.18 a 0.47 a, b 95a 0.21 a 1.63 a 
Lepidophloios sp. Pennsylvanian 1.17 b 1.34 b 
Cordaites sp. Pennsylvanian 0.07 a, b 0.09 a, b 0.05 a 0.01 a 0.22 a 

0.005 b 0.33b 
Sigillaria sp. Permian 0-D.02 b 0-3.5 b 

a Paper chromatographic analysis denoted by" a". 
b Enzymatic analysis denoted by" b". 

The reports of earlier workers on occurrences of cellulose, hemicellulose, and 
several individual sugars in Mesozoic and Cenozoic plant fossils and lignite have 
been summarized by VALLENTYNE [2]. Many of these reports are based on 
colorimetric and solubility tests, but in a few instances X-ray powder diagrams 
were taken of the cellulose fraction [45] and D-glucose and other sugars charac
terized chemically [46, 47]. Glucosamine was isolated from Miocene insect wings 
and was firmly characterized by crystallization and measurement of specific 
rotation of the phenylhydantoin derivative [16]. 

The presence of chitin in a Cambrian Pogonophora, Hyolithellus micans 
Billings was detected by enzymatic analysis [35], the analysis was based on 
separation of N-acetylglucosamine by paper chromatography of the chitinase
treated fossil material. 

The results of these studies seem to confirm existing paleontologic evidence 
that microscopic Thallophyta and possibly a few larger algae were the principal 
Precambrian plants. The wide variety of monosaccharide residues in Paleozoic 
rocks and fossils is an indication that the principal polysaccharides of modern 
aquatic and perhaps terrestrial organisms were in existence by Devonian time. 

The stratigraphic value of the study of carbohydrate residues in rocks appears 
to rest mainly in their indications as to source-organisms, provenance and environ
ment of deposition of the carbohydrate material. 
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IX. Thermal Studies of Carbohydrate Residues 
When crushed Devonian sha~e samples were heated in air [4J and in nitrogen 

[14J and then tested for total carbohydrates, yields were similar or slightly reduced 
up to about 150-1800 C in which range an increase of up to 30 percent in air and 
275 percent in nitrogen were obtained. Above 200° C yields became lower, and in 
the sample heated under nitrogen, yield was zero at 2250 C. The clay minerals of 
the shale appear to act as a protective medium for the carbohydrates up to about 
2000 C, above which the protective mechanism breaks down. Pre-heating of the 
sample up to about 150-1800 C seems to increase the yield of carbohydrate 
materials by breaking the glycosidic bonds of polymeric materials. 

A sample of Devonian shale was analyzed by the acid-hydrolysis and chromato
graphic methods described above [4J. A duplicate sample was heated in air at 
1500 C for 24 hours before analysis. The unheated sample yielded: galactose 
0.39 ~g/g; mannose 0.58 ~g/g; glucose 0.82 ~g/g; and fructose 0.78 ~g/g. After 
thermal treatment only 0.30 ~g/g of galactose was present. 

X. Suggested Additional Research 
Some of the problems in the geochemistry of carbohydrates that need further 

study and for which analytical methods have been developed are the following: 
(1) further documentation should be made of monosaccharide, oligosaccharide 
and polysaccharide components of modem plants and animals that have geologic 
importance; (2) thermal degradation of carbohydrate compounds should be 
studied, both of isolated compounds and of organic and inorganic mixtures, and 
thermal stability series established for carbohydrates; (3) geochronologic series 
of fossil animal and plant remains should be examined for their carbohydrate 
components to find out whether any recognizable evolutionary changes may have 
occurred in these compounds with the progress of time; (4) examination of amino 
sugars and sugar alcohols of modem organisms and their geochemical equivalents 
may provide valuable information as to metabolic conditions in primitive or
ganisms; and (5) carbohydrate analyses of selected rock facies will enable the 
geologist to interpret paleoenvironmental conditions to a greater extent. 

Several improvements need to be made in the separation and the charac
terization of carbohydrate residues in fossils and rocks. Acid extraction is appar
ently effective in separating only 30-60 percent of the polymeric carbohydrate 
residues in rocks. Gas chromatographic analysis of esters of carbohydrate residues 
seems at the present time to offer the best possibilities for geological samples, but 
many improvements need to be made. Enzymatic tests for certain monosaccharides 
are very useful but need to be developed for more compounds. Polysaccharide 
analysis by enzymatic means, also very useful, hopefully will be improved and its 
coverage extended to more compounds. 
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Addendum 
Since this chapter was submitted several other studies of fossil carbohydrates 

have been completed, including examination of free sugars and polysaccharides 
as well as of acid extractable sugars (AI, A2, A3, A4). Free sugars have been 
separated from several species of Paleozoic plants (Rhynia, Calamites, and 
Lepidophloios); galactose and glucose are generally the most common in the 
specimens but large amounts of ribose and rhamnose in several specimens suggest 
a bacterial origin (A 4). The latter may represent contaminating material from 
either Holocene or older geological sources. The same explanation may hold for 
those specimens in which free sugars considerably exceed combined sugars (A I-A 3). 

By means of enzymatic analyses using (X-amylase, fJ-amylase and purified 
cellulase preparations, traces of linear (X-I ~4 glucopyranose units (starch) 
and linear fJ-l ~4 glucopyranose (cellulose) were detected in Devonian Rhynia, and 
Pennsylvanian Calamites (A 4). 
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The study of thermal degradation of simple reducing sugars such as glucose 
is complicated by the fact that dimer or polymer substances (A 5) are formed on 
heating the sugar. Glucose alone was found to degrade with an activation energy 
of approximately 22 Kcal/mole in the temperature range 1800 to 2500 C. In 
artificial association with montmorillonite, the activation energy of degra
dation is about 21 Kcaljmole. In artificial association with Devonian black 
shale, however, the activation energy of degradation is about 25.4 Kcal/mole. 
The preservation of carbohydrates in ancient geological materials indicates 
that other factors may be involved in the occurrence of sugars in ancient rocks 
or perhaps that much of the carbohydrate geochemical material may not be in its 
original form. 
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This chapter attempts to review the geochemistry of isoprenoids *. The impor
tance of this field is being increasingly appreciated. Some of this data has previously 
been summarized in the monographs written by BREGER [1,2], and articles by 
DOUGLA~ and EGLINTON [3], KROEPELIN [4] and others. Isoprenoid compounds 
are regarded as significant biological markers because their degree of structural 
specificity is indicative of biogenesis. The chapter is principally concerned with 
those isoprenoids containing oxygen functions, although in some cases some 
attention must also be given to the related hydrocarbons. 

* Throughout this chapter the stereochemistry has been indicated where possible. The stereo
chemistry must be defined for the identification and complete characterization of organic compounds 
possessing asymmetric centers. 
26 Organic Geochemistry 
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I. Structure and Stability of Terpenoids 
from the Geochemical Viewpoint 

Terpenoids may be characterized as natural products which are built up of 
5-carbon subunits arranged according to the isoprene rule [5, 6]. The molecule 
only rarely consists of one isoprene unit of five carbon atoms (hemiterpenes); 
frequently they are composed of ten (monoterpenes), fifteen (sesquiterpenes), 
twenty (diterpenes), thirty (triterpenes), or forty carbon atoms (tetraterpenes or 
commonly called carotenoids). Poly terpenic compounds are not scarce in nature 
(caoutchouc, balata, etc.). The terpenes may be hydrocarbons, alcohols and their 
esters, aldehydes, ketones, oxides or rarely peroxides, but more frequently are acids 
and lactones. The terpene classes consist mostly of isomeric compounds having a 
characteristic molecular formula for each group: ClOH16 for monoterpenes, 
C15H24 for sesquiterpenes including even more highly unsaturated substances. 
The latter are predominately carotenoids, typical representatives of which are 
polyenes containing conjugated double bonds. On the other hand, the special 
case of a relatively highly saturated terpenic alcohol is represented by phytol (I), 
the alcoholic moiety of an ester of the most important and widely distributed plant 
pigment, chlorophyll. 

""" 
CH20H (Phytol) 

VIII (Phytane) 

IX (Pristane) 

X 

XI 

XII (F arnesane) 

In general, the occurrence of terpenoids is confined to the plant kingdom; 
apart from steroids, terpenic derivatives occur in the animal kingdom only rarely 
and then in small amounts. The latter substances, are derived mostly from plant 
material which is later modified (pristane, carotenoids, vitamin A, and others). 
From this point of view, the existence of squalene (originally found in shark liver) 
is not really typical. From the geochemical point of view, we may deduce that most 
ofthe terpenoids and their derivatives are likely to be of plant origin. 

Because of the unsaturated character the low-molecular weight terpenes are 
often unstable and quite readily undergo changes such as polymerization, oxida
tion, or reduction. However, if such a process results in saturated cyclic or aliphatic 
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derivatives, or if cyclic compounds become aromatized, the final products may be 
remarkably stable and possibly even survive for millions or hundreds of millions 
of years in various geological formations [7-10, lOa]. 

Hydrocarbons are the final residue from the changes affecting isoprenoids 
during fossilization, particularly because microorganisms do not attack them to 
any degree. One example of the changes of monoterpenic hydrocarbons, originally 
preserved as turpentine oil in wood stumps of some species of Pinus, was demon
strated by SKRIGAN [11]. During fossilization the principal original component 
of turpentine, IX-pinene (II), which is still partly preserved in the younger layers 
of wood stumps covered by peat, gradually changes entirely. In the lower layers 
of fossil stumps of such peat only p-cymene (III) and p-menthane (IV) are present. 
We may conclude that isomerization and a process analogous to disproportiona
tion on metal catalysts occurred there. 

MULLIK and ERDMAN [12] demonstra'ted to what extent increased temperature 
may bring about changes, particularly in carotenoids. The increase in temperature 
and pressure in moist sediments rich in organic material from the sea floor was 
responsible for the production of large amounts oflow-molecular weight aromatic 
hydrocarbons (benzene, toluene, m-xylene, and others). This fact suggests a direct 
possibility of deriving crude oil from isoprenoid substances. 

Acids from the geochemical viewpoint are interesting because oftheir abundant 
occurrence, particularly in the exudates of conifers as the so-called "resin acids". 
Along with other diterpenes, they constitute the essential part of resins which 
very often may be found in the fossil or subfossil state (amber, kauri copal, and 
others). When they become fossilized, decarboxylation is typical; consequently, 
the hydrocarbon produced is later subjected to changes analogous to those 
mentioned for pinene. The chemistry of the changes may best be demonstrated 
by diterpenic acids of the abietane type (V) from various Pinus sp., which are 
converted at the same time to both retene (VI) and fichtelite (VII). The above 
process which takes place in wood stumps sunk in peat for different lengths of 
time has been well described by SKRIGAN [13]. 

+ 

II III IV 

+ 

V (Abietic acid) VI VII 

Other oxygen-containing terpenoids undergo analogous changes. For instance, 
the change oftriterpenic substances from North Bohemian brown coal has largely 
26+ 
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been demonstrated in conjunction with the analysis of montan wax [14-19]. 
(For a review of all the triterpenic substances identified and the products of gradual 
aromatization and alteration into hydrocarbons, see pp.4lO-412, 419.) 

Without doubt, the most common organic compounds in various geological 
formations are products derived from phytol (I). Examples of their occurrence are 
observed in Precambrian sediments [7-9], chert [10], oil shale [20,21], crude 
oil [22-24, 24a] and its fractions [25], low temperature carbonization tars [26,27], 
and recent sediments [28]. Several theories on the mechanism of derivation have 
been developed (cf. BOGOMOLOV [22]), but the essential fact is that the final products 
are especially the hydrocarbons 2,6,lO,14-tetramethylhexadecane (phytane VIII), 
2,6,lO,14-tetramethylpentadecane (pristane IX), 2,6,1O-trimethylpentadecane (X), 
2,6,1O-trimethyitridecane (XI) and 2,6,10-trimethyldodecane (farnesane XII). The 
content of these hydrocarbons in Green River oil shale has been studied by 
ROBINSON et al. [21]. From a core taken at various depths ranging from 1,036 to 
1,923 feet all the above products of phytol degradation have been isolated; it is 
worth noting that the relative amount of phytane decreased with depth, whereas 
that of C15 ' C16 , C18 , and C19-hydrocarbons tended to increase. Once formed, 
phytane appears to be extremely stable as a rule, as can be seen by its presence 
in the oldest sediments yet investigated [9, lO]. The above relative decrease in 
quantity might be explained by different mechanisms of changes of phytol in 
various geological layers rather than by a stepwise degradation of phytane pre
viously formed. 

In a large number of cases, it is impossible to follow the degradation of oxygen
containing terpenoids. From SKRIGAN'S paper [11] there is also a probable change 
of monoterpenic alcohols from turpentine into substances of a less well defined 
phenolic character; the occurrence of isoprenoid acids in crude oil [29] or shale 
[29a] may be regarded as one of the final stages in decomposition of phytol or 
its degradation products. Identification of the final degradation product in a 
geological formation does not mean it is always possible to ascertain the parent 
material. For example, the occurrence of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(partly carcinogenic) in soils [30] may be connected with the origin oftriterpenoids 
only in a general way. The existence of a remarkably interesting hydrocarbon, 
adamantane (XIII), which was isolated for the first time by LANDA and MACHACEK 
from Hodonin crude oil [31], or its thio analogue, thioadamantane (XIV) [32], 
suggests a terpenoid origin [22]; however, see addendum. 

One of the factors effective in the conversion of terpenoids may be the presence 
of sulfur. DOUGLAS and MAIR [33] proved by their experiments that even at very 
low temperatures (up to 1500 C) both terpenoids and steroids react in the presence 
of sulfur to form aromatic hydrocarbons; principally, this process is dehydrogena
tion. The composition of certain natural sulfur compounds may be derived from 
the products of cleavage of terpenoids; for instance, 1,4,4-trimethyl-4,5,6,7-
tetrahydroisothianaphthene (XV) was obtained [34] from a concentrate of the 
kerosene fraction of Middle East crude oil. 

The fate of volatile terpenoids, which evaporate in enormous amounts into 
the atmosphere from living plants, was considered by WENT [35]. Since there are 
no common mechanisms responsible for the degradation of these substances, 
volatile terpenoids accumulate after rainfalls in river deltas and their sediments 
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are altered to bitumens or asphalts. This suggests a possible relation to petroleum 
formation. 

XIII XIV XV 

II. Mono- and Sesquiterpenoids 
Occurrences of mono terpenic substances are not mentioned to any large 

extent in the literature. This may be due to a relatively high volatility, as well as 
instability. Therefore, their occurrence in older formations is something of a rarity. 

Terpin-hydrate ClOH 200 2 (XVI) was found as a crystalline substance, m.p. 
120-1210 C, in pine logs buried for at least 500 years. Originally called Flagstaffite 
[36], the identity of this very common terpenic derivative (produced, e. g., by a 
hydration of pinene) was proved mainly by melting point and mixed melting 
point determinations. 

The hydrocarbons p-cymene, ClOH14 (III) and p-menthane, ClOH20 (IV), have 
been identified in a similar material, as described above [11]. In this case, the age of 
the buried pine logs has been estimated to be 6-8 thousand years. Hydrocarbons 
were steam distilled from the logs and the resulting fossil turpentine separated by 
fractional distillation. 

Instead of ex-pinene, which is typical of the light fraction of a similar distillate 
from recent pines or from the wood stumps covered by peat of age 1.5 up to 
3 thousand years, the aromatic p-cymene was obtained along with the fully 
saturated hydrocarbon. 

4-Isopropylidene cyclohexanone C9H140 (XVII) in lignite resins [37] from 
Central German brown coal, is also undoubtedly the degradation product of some 
monoterpenic derivative contained in the original resin. 

XVI 
~H 

~H 
XVII 

Adamantane, ClOH 16 (XIII), a crystalline hydrocarbon (m. p. 2680 C sealed tube), 
derived from crude oil (Hodonin, Czechoslovakia), is also related to substances 
of terpeniC"character [22,31]. It was isolated from the light fraction of this high
boiling crude oil in the form of crystals (d 1.07), specifically of the cubic system 
in accordance with the symmetry of the molecule. 

In connection with adamantane, thiaadamantane (XIV), C9H14S, (m. p. 3200 C 
sealed tube) has been identified [32] in Middle East oil from Agha Jari, South Iran, 
and crystallized from the distillate fraction boiling at 780 /3 mm. 

Sesquiterpenes have not been widely reported, obviously due to their instability. 
The several reports do not permit a decision on whether the native terpenic 
derivative was a sesquiterpene or another polyprenoid, since the fossil substance 
in question is now a high polymer. One of such statements [38], for example, 
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describes the isolation of a high molecular weight unsaturated hydrocarbon 
(C1sH 28)n from peat wax separated by deresinification in organic solvents followed 
by chromatography on an alumina column. A white crystalline compound, m. p. 
2300 C, is thought to be related to a hydrogenated bicyclic sesquiterpene. Among 
the sesquiterpenoid derivatives there are, for instance, hydrocarbons of molecular 
formula C1sH 20 , C1sH 26 , and C1sH 28 , extracted with alcohol from Italian brown 
coal [39-41] in the environs of Fognano, or the hydrocarbon C1sH 26 , isolated 
from the brown coal from Steyer, Piberstein [42]. Two similar hydrocarbons 
of molecular formula C1sH 26 were isolated from North Bohemian coal [43]; it 
has been proved by the use of mass spectroscopy that these hydrocarbons are 
tricyclic and substituted with methyl or ethyl-groups; neither mass- nor IR
spectra resemble any of the large number of the saturated sesquiterpenes described 
so far. In some cases (cf. ROBINSON et al. [21] and KOCHLOEFL et al. [26]), the 
hydrocarbon farnesane, C1sH 32 (XII), along with the products of degradation of 
phytol, was also obtained. Thus, it is not clear whether in the above case we are 
concerned with a product of the full hydrogenation and/or dehydrogenation of 
the sesquiterpenes, farnesene or farnesol, or a product derived from phytol. 

Destructive distillation of a fossil resin [44] from a bed of lignite deposits in 
Warkalay, India, produced an oil which on fractionation yielded blue-colored 
fractions. These apparently contained azulenes, typical products of dehydrogena
tion of a large number of cyclic sesquiterpenoid compounds. 

Also from a crude oil there were often isolated alkylnaphthalenes, which may 
be regarded as products of dehydrogenation of some sesquiterpenoid substances. 
These compounds were established for the first time in Rumanian crude oil [45], 
and characterized in more detail in an oil of Trinidad origin [46]. From the 
fraction (b. p. 267-278° C), alkyl naphthalenes were extracted selectively with 
furfuraldehyde; from this enriched fraction picrates were formed in ethanol. By 
treatment with alkali an oil was regenerated from the latter, and this fraction, 
when cooled, yielded crystals of 2,3,6-trimethylnaphthalene. After the mother 
liquors were distilled, the fractions were transformed into picrates and/or 
styphnates, and when subjected to another crystallization, respective derivatives 
were isolated. Further treatment with base converted them into crystalline 
1,2,5-trimethylnaphthalene (m.p. 31 0 C) and liquid 1,2,7-trimethylnaphthalene. 

III. Diterpenoids 
Diterpenes are the most common isoprenoids in fossils. In addition to low 

volatility, this fact may be due to their relatively wide occurrence in the plant 
kingdom, essentially in a concentrated state. Resins found in trees, particularly 
conifers, are composed mainly of diterpenoids. The outpours form drops of 
considerable size, which are quite readily preserved since they were formed by 
ample flora and frequently have accumulated for long periods of time. This is why 
at present some of the fossil resins are being extracted for technical purposes 
(kauri copal, Manila copal or amber). Deposits of amber were formed, e.g., in 
Baltic area [47-49], during the Lower Oligocene under the climatic conditions 
favorable for an abundant growth of the Pinus silvatica, P. baltica and P. cembrifolia. 
For information on their composition and transformation, see Chapter 25. 
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Fichtelite C19H 34 (VII) is one of the longest-known and chemically best 
examined fossil diterpenes. Remains of coniferous trees in peat and lignite beds 
often contain white or yellowish paraffin-like deposits either crystalline or 
amorphous in appearance. These deposits have been referred to as "earth resins" 
(see STERLING and BOGERT [50J) and given different namt:s by various investigators 
(e. g., fichtelite, phylloretine, tekoretine, scheererite, branchite, hartite, hatschetite, 
etc.). Nearly all such naturally occurring materials are a mixture of hydrocarbons, 
the chief constituents being fichtelite (VII) and retene (VI). 

The method of isolating pure fichtelite (m. p. 46.50 C, ethanol) and the deter
mination of its constitution have been the topic of several papers; for the reviews, 
see SIMONSEN and BARTON [51J. Quite commonly it has been isolated by fractional 
crystallization from organic solvents, but there is no doubt that modern chromato
graphic methods, especially adsorption column chromatography on silica gel and 
primarily preparative gas chromatography, would lead to the same compound. 
For the purification of fichtelite by chromatography on alumina, the reader is 
referred to SKRIGAN [13J, RUZICKA and his co-workers [52, 53J, and others who 
determined its structure, shown by formula (VII). The absolute configuration has 
only recently been established [54]. 

Retene C18H18 (VI) is the product associating (see the scheme above) the origin 
of fichtelite with resin acids, particularly of the abietane type. Therefore, it is a 
widely distributed hydrocarbon occurring predominantly in peats, lignites, and 
brown coals. To separate it from fichtelite and other impurities, chromatography 
is again recommended; to characterize this aromatic hydrocarbon (m.p. 990 C) 
the picrate (m. p. 1240 C) can be used, unless it is preferable to employ spectral 
methods (IR, UV, NMR and mass spectrometry). 

Iosene C2oH 34 (XVIII), along with fichtelite, is another hydrocarbon frequently 
found in various brown coal deposits, as indicated by the large number of syno
nyms for this fossil diterpene, such as hartite, hofmanite, branchite, rhetenite, 
krantzil and bombiccite. The exact formula, however, was later recognized by 
BRIGGS [56J, who identified it as ex-dihydrophyllocladene (XVIII), which still 
occurs in different species of recent conifers such as Phyllocladus, Dacrydium, 
Podocarpus, Sciadopitys, Cryptomeria. 

Iosene has been isolated by extraction from coal samples, using carbon 
disulphide and crystallization from ethanol. As in the case of fichtelite, chromato
graphic methods would again be of great assistance in isolating iosene. The 
pure hydrocarbon melts at 73.40 C, (ex)D + 23.75°. 

Agathene dicarboxylic acid (XIX) is contained in some recent fossil resins 
(kauri copal, Manila copal) as demonstrated by RUZICKA and HOSKING [57J. 

Cl ~COOH 
>GtV 

tOOH 

XVIII XIX 
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Phytol (I) undergoes very rapid degradation and thus cannot be found in the 
fossil formations. It changes to a variety of derivatives occurring abundantly as 
hydrocarbons or acids, as has already been shown above. Principles for the 
isolation of substances of analogous character are given in detail in Chapter 1; 
only one example is provided of the processes aimed at detecting imperceptible 
amounts of aliphatic hydrocarbons in chert (see ORO et al. [10]). The finely 
powered (100 mesh) siliceous sample was either demineralized by hydrofluoric 
acid or extracted in a Soxhlet extractor with benzene and methanol (3: 1). The 
hydrocarbon fraction was eluted with heptane from a silica column and the 
hydrocarbons isolated analyzed by programmed gas chromatography on a 
capillary column coated with Apiezon L in combination with mass spectroscopy. 
The whole procedure proved the presence of n-paraffinic hydrocarbons, pristane, 
C19H40 (IX) and phytane, C2oH42 (VIII). 

In another case of isolating isoprenoid acids from crude oil (San Joaquin Valley, 
California), the following methods [29] have been applied: the concentrate of 
naphthenic acids was fractionated by distillation, the products were concentrated 
by thiourea adduction and then analyzed by gas chromatography. A subse
quent crystallization yielded altogether four acids of isoprenoid character as fol
lows: 2,6,1O-trimethylundecanoic, C14H2S02 (XX), 3,7,1l-trimethyldodecanoic, 
ClsH3002 (XXI), 2,6, 10, 14-tetramethylpentadecanoic, C19H3S02 (XXII), and 
3,7,11,15-tetramethylhexadecanoic, C2oH4002 (XXIII) acids. 

2,2,6-Trimethylcyclohexylacetic acid, Cll H400 2 (XXIV), was isolated from 
the last mentioned crude oil and its identity verified by synthesis [58]; we may 
presume, however, that this product of decomposition was not obtained from 
diterpenic derivatives but rather from some of the carotenoids. 

~COOH xx 

~COOH XXI 

COOH XXII 

COOH XXIII 

(XmOH 
XXIV 
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IV. Triterpenoids 
Triterpenoids constitute a large group, the common precursor of which is the 

aliphatic isoprenoid, squalene (XXV) [59]. Having in general complicatedchemi
cal structures, these compounds usually contain four or five carbon rings. The 
recent triterpenes are widely distributed in higher plants and, on the basis of their 

XXV Squalene 

chemical structure, are divided into several groups; for more detailed description, 
see monographs [59,60]. The large number of asymmetric centers in cyclic 
triterpenes gives rise to several stereoisomers of high optical activity, which are 
often preserved even in fossil triterpenes or substances produced later with 
time [61]. In peats and brown coals, derivatives of betulin (XXVI) have very often 
been identified; betulin is assigned to the lupeol series present to a large extent 
in the outer bark of white birch [62]. Pentacyclic triterpenes in the pure state are 
highly crystalline with high melting points and, considering their chemical struc
ture, exhibit remarkable stability. They can thus be regarded as a source of 
organic matter remaining from the original biomass in all fossil formations
whether in recent sediments in the original form or in ancient ones in a transformed 
state. They are presumed to be the source of crude oil hydrocarbons with both 
aromatic as well as nonaromatic nuclei [63J, and thus modified, constitute a 
component of the optically active material in petroleum [61]. 

In earlier work on the composition of organic matter in sediments, many 
effective working methods, particularly chromatography, were not available to 
produce satisfactory results both in the isolation and identification of triterpenic 
compounds. In spite of the difficulties mentioned above, RUHEMANN and RAUD 
[37J, having conducted laborious crystallizations from the extract of Central 
German brown coal, succeeded in isolating a major amount of individual organic 
compounds and some triterpenes, namely betulin (XXVI), allobetulin (XXVII) 
and other unidentified compounds with thirty carbon atoms. The same substances, 
accompanied by some others, were obtained by MUENCH [64J from another 
German brown coal. Somewhat later LAHIRI [65J used chromatographic methods 
to separate extracts from Mitchell Main coal, and spectroscopic analysis (IR and 
UV) of some of the chromatographic fractions ascertained the presence of aromatic 
and triterpenic compounds. More detailed reviews of earlier papers dealing with 
triterpenes in fossils were written by BERGMANN [66J, JAROLIM and co-workers [15]. 

Using column chromatography, CARRUTHERS and COOK [67J isolated in 
high-boiling fractions from an American petroleum, a high-melting crystalline 
substance of the approximate composition C30H4602' which was later identified 
by BARTON and co-workers [68J as oxyallobetul-2-ene (XXVIII) by means of 
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comparison with an authentic specimen. Its presence supports the idea of at least 
a partial plant origin of the petroleum mentioned above. IKAN and McLEAN [69], 
using chromatographic analysis for an un saponifiable fraction of the extract from 
Scottish lignite, isolated in the sterol fraction a triterpenic ketone, friedelin (XXIX) 
and the corresponding alcohol, friedelan-3p-ol (XXX). The triterpenic alcohol 
(XXX), accompanied by a mixture of sterols, was found in Scottish peat [70] from 
Cumbernauld. In Israel "young peat", IKAN and KASHMANN [71] identified the 
same triterpenes (XXIX, XXX) and sterols, employing chromatographic separa
tion on activated alumina and thin layer chromatography. 

30-1.0 
~'" 

HO HO 

XXVI Betulin XXVII Allobetulin 

XXVIII Oxyallobetul-2-ene XXIX Friedelin 

XXX Friedelan-3p-ol 

An extensive and so far unfinished study of the chemical composition of the 
extract from North Bohemian brown coal, the age of which is estimated strati
graphically to be 30-50 x 106 years, has recently been initiated by Czechoslovak 
chemists SORM and co-workers [14-19]. 

The benzene extract of this wax coal from the mine "Josef-Jan ", which is indus
trially produced as montan wax, was first separated by the authors into wax, 
resin, and asphalt fractions on the basis of solubility in 2-propanol. 

More than 30 individual compounds were isolated by the authors by crys
tallization and various types of chromatography. Employing IR, UV, mass 
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spectroscopy and NMR, and also by comparison with naturally extant triterpenes, 
they identified more than twenty triterpenic and aromatic compounds; for some 
other isolated compounds they determined the partial structure, which was estab
lished on the basis of spectroscopic measurements, physical constants and chemical 
reactions. For the review of isolated compounds see Table 2 in Experimental. 

Such a complete analysis of one fossil material makes it possible to follow 
and consequently determine some of the chemical processes that take place 
during coalification of the deposited material. It may be inferred, for instance, 
that under conditions enabling dehydrogenation a gradual aromatization of triter
penoid rings took place (XXXIII -+ XXXVII -+ XXXIX -+ XXXV) in the A ring 
and proceeded through B, C, and D rings up to E rings, with the angular methyl 
groups being commonly eliminated at the same time. As may be demonstrated 
by the examined substances, some triterpenic compounds became completely 
aromatized, forming methylated picenes (XXXVI), and the path was proved 
experimentIy in the laboratory by the authors. The other materials, too, showed 
that chemical transformation of triterpenic substances into aromatic poly
condensed hydrocarbons might be regarded as quite common [11, 13, 72-74]. 
Even from the paleobotanic point of view, such studies are of interest, since some 

XXXI Octahydrotetramethylpicene XXXII il(-Apoallobetulin 

XXXIII Allobetul-2-ene XXXIV Tetrahydrotrimethylpicene 

XXXV Tetrahydrotrimethyl picene XXXVI 1,2,9-Trimethylpicene 
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xxxv I I Bisnormethyl-2-desoxyallobetul-triene XXXVIII IX-Apooxyallobetul-3-ene 

XXXIX Pentanormethyl-2-desoxyallobetul-heptaene XL Allobetulone 

o 

XLI Friedelan-31X-ol XLII Dehydro-oxyaUobetulin 

HO HO 

XLIII OxyaUobetulin XLIV Ursolic acid 

of the discovered triterpenes also occur in recent plants. If sufficient analogous 
results are available, certain conclusions might possibly be drawn about the 
flora present in the locality during a given age. Additionally, use might also be made 
of the results obtained by other methods such as pollen analyses, paleobotanic 
examination of plant debris and the like. 

Using modern experimental microtechniques and physicochemical measure
ments made on minute quantities of substances, the research workers of Profes
sor CALVIN'S group [75J from California proved the occurrence of biogenic 
pentacyclic triterpanes in an Eocene and Early Precambrian shales. In the reducing 
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medium of these sediments, the oxygen functions in the original triterpenic and 
steroidal compounds were gradually removed. The authors believe that the reduc
tion of the original oxygenated isoprenoids was a non-stereospecific reaction, not 
brought about by microorganisms. Recently HILLS et ai. [61] isolated three 
pentacyclic triterpenes from Nigerian crude oil. It was found that the hydro
carbon (m. p. 292-297° C) previously isolated from Green River oil shale bitu
men [20] is according to physical data identical with gammacerane, C30HS2 
(XLIV a). Thus this represents a further optically active and exactly defined triter
penic derivative obtained from fossil materials in addition to the substances 
listed in Table 2. 

XLIV a 

v. Steroids 
At present steroids are classified as terpenoids. The former originate from the 

basic structural unit by a biochemical synthesis through a triterpenoid inter
mediate type (C30) of squalene, C30Hso (XXV), [59] by the elimination of several 
carbon atoms. From the geochemical point of view, the steroid alcohols containing 
an aliphatic chain, the so-called sterols (XL V, R = H, - CH 3, - C2H s), are of 
special interest. All of them possess JS-unsaturation and OH-group in position 3. 
Owing to several asymmetric centres in the molecule, they can exist as several 
stereo isomers. The sterols are thus optically active, and the compounds derived 
from sterols of triterpenes are thought to be responsible for the optical activity 
of crude oils [63]. Oxidation or, more properly, dehydrogenation reactions, which 
often participate in geochemical changes of organic substances, give rise to 
derivatives of aromatic hydrocarbons, particularly phenanthrene, C14H lO (XL VI), 
and probably of anthracene, C14H lO (XLVII), in the case of a rearrangement 
[76,77]. 

21 22 

26 

27 

XLV Sterol 

XLVI Phenanthrene XL VII Anthracene 
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The sterols are widely distributed as free sterols or esters of higher aliphatic 
acids in nature. They are classified on the basis of occurrence as zoosterols, phyto
sterols, mycosterols, and marine sterols. Cholesterol (XLV, R = H) is the principal 
sterol in vertebrates, but invertebrates have a wide diversity of other sterols 
occurring in significant quantities. The sterols, common components of the un
saponifiable fractions of lipids, are crystalline in the pure state. From the geo
logical point of view, it is important to recall that they are relatively stable with 
regard to their chemical structure. Thus they may be preserved either as the original 
or transformed compound, forming essential constituents of the geological bio
mass. No wonder they are present in most special geological formations containing 
organic matter. 

For example, recently their presence has been established in chromatographic 
fractions of lipids from several samples of sea water by the use of the Liebermann
Burchard color reaction [78]. In an analogous way, Liebermann-Burchard 
visible spectra indicate that sterols other than cholesterol are present in both 
recent marine and fresh-water sediments [79]. TLC made it possible to confirm 
the presence of 17-keto-steroids in some medicinal muds [80]. 

Many papers were devoted to the isolation and identification of sterols from 
soils, in as much as steroids of various types undoubtedly occur in soil in a practi
cally non-transformed state. It can be presumed that earlier work on this subject 
(until about the 1950's) is not satisfactorily convincing because the technical 
standard at that time was insufficiently exact. In accordance with BERGMANN'S [66] 
opinion, phytosterol isolated by SCHREINER and SHOREY [81], and notably 
"agrosterol" [82] (m. p. 2370 C), are not likely to have been individual sterols 
but a mixture related to the triterpenic betulins; moreover, the same substances, 
which were later isolated from montan wax [83] and lignite [84], were certainly 
rearranged triterpenes. The other earlier works, which tried to prove the existence 
of sterols in various fossil materials (petroleum, black shales, asphalts, muds, 
guano, lignite, calcinated shells) by means of unsatisfactory chemical reactions, 
should at present be evaluated with some reservation (for review, see BERG
MANN [66]). 

With the help of colorimetric analysis TURFITT [85] studied some samples of 
English soils for their sterol content and found that cholesterol is rapidly destroyed 
biologically in aerated soils, but is more stable in wet, acidic conditions in the 
absence of oxygen. In conjunction with hydrogenation experiments, effective 
techniques of column chromatography, IR-, and particularly mass spectrometry 
were helpful in proving the presence of sterols and probably penta- and hex acyclic 
triterpenes in several subsoils [86]. Recently, chromatographic separation was 
used for analyzing unsaponifiable fractions of the extracts from various peats 
and coals [87-89]. In many cases, isolation of individual sterols was carried 
out successfully. One of the most commonly occurring sterols is f3-sitosterol, 
Cz9HSOO (XLV, R=-CzH s), often accompanied with f3-sitostanol, Cz9H s2 0 
(XLVIII). 

The last-mentioned sterol was isolated from Scottish peat moss samples [87]. 
It was obtained, along with f3-sitostanol, from Canadian peat moss and both 
compounds were identified on the basis of oxidation and catalytic hydrogenation 
experiments [88]. IKAN and McLEAN [69] obtained these compounds from 
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HO 

XLVIII fJ-Sitostanol 

Scottish lignite belonging to the Oligocene period, and later also from "young" 
Israel peat [71]. f3-Sitosterol was also identified in a Russian peat [89] showing 
a high degree of decomposition by a comparison of physical constants, chro
matographic values and IR-spectra of isolated and authentic specimens and their 
esters. From this viewpoint it follows that the occurrence of unchanged sterols 
in recent fossils may be quite common, which is in accord with the opinion that 
peats, lignites, and coals are related to each other in having been formed from 
plant material such as mosses, marine and marsh plants, grasses, and tree parts [71]. 

The occurrence of biogenic steranes (hydrocarbons possessing a steroidal 
carbon skeleton without any oxygen functions) in ancient sediments has recently 
been established [75] as well as triterpanes in non-marine Green River (Colorado) 
shale of Eocene age and in Soudan Iron shale (Minnesota) of Early Precambrian 
age, the latter being of marine origin. The steranes C27 , C28 and C29 were 
separated from the branched-cyclic alkane fraction by preparative GLC and 
their tetracyclic structures elucidated from their mass spectra by comparison with 
those of authentic steranes and triterpanes. The authors assume the occurrence 
of several isomers of each homologous sterane, which may be interpreted 
in terms of abiogenic reduction of natural precursors (ergosterol, etc.). Mass 
spectrometry also detected sterane skeletons in other recent marine sediments [90] 
and petroleum [91]. In addition, MEINSCHEIN [90] refers to the presence of sterenes, 
unsaturated hydrocarbons with a sterane skeleton, in some sediments and crude 
oils. Having isolated this group of substances with the use of column chromato
graphy on alumina, he established that their mass spectrometric cracking patterns 
differed from those of the steranes. He assumes that the unsaturation occurs both 
in the alkyl group located in the 17-position and in the sterol ring system. 

It is noteworthy that the mass spectra of the organic matter of the Orgueille 
meteorite contain peaks suggesting a steroid skeleton; analogously, neither IR
nor UV -spectra exclude the presence of saturated steroid nuclei (for a review, 
see MURPHY and NAGY [92]). 

VI. Polyterpenoids 
The longest isoprenoid molecules are obviously those of natural rubbers 

whose aliphatic chains are composed of many isoprene units (IL). They have been 

[-CH2- T=CH' CH2(CH2- T=CH .CH2)XCH2-~>CH' CH2-] 

CH, CH, CH 3 

IL 
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preserved almost in the original state in certain German lignites and are named 
"monkey hair"; they are presumed to have been derived from latex-bearing plants 
or trees. In the course of the coalification process the sulfur present caused them 
to become partially vulcanized [93J (cf. BERGMANN [66J). 

VII. Taxonomic Importance of Terpenoids
"Biological Tracers" 

From the geochemical viewpoint, the presence of isoprenoid compounds 
may be regarded as especially significant. With regard to the high degree of 
structural specifity which is indicative of biogenesis, some of them even deserve 
the denotion "biological markers" and/or" tracers". This term includes especially 
hydrocarbons such as phytane, pristane, farnesane, and others. If the secondary 
contamination of a geological substance is excluded, there can be no doubt 
that living organisms also participated in forming a sediment containing the 
above mentioned isoprenoids. This fact is clearly demonstrated in this Chapter. 

When trying to make another use of the material gathered on fossil isoprenoids, 
which would be analogous to the chemotaxonomic conclusions on recent flora, 
we are faced with considerable difficulties. This chapter only provides proof that 
in earlier sediments there occur primarily the changed products of the original 
isoprenoids, making it almost impossible to identify the original chemical structure. 
Fichtelite (VII), for instance, may be derived from any resin acid of the abietane 
type, whereas retene (VI) may be derived from an even larger group of tricyclic 
diterpenoids. When studying fossil sediments, we are merely restricted to the 
analysis of a deposit representing a mean value of material "in situ" or the 
material transported to this place. Unlike the chemotaxonomic studies of the 
recent flora, there is seldom the chance in geochemical studies to examine material 
of an undoubtedly uniform origin. losene (XVIII), for example, somehow indicated 
that it possibly originated from some conifers related to those in which at present 
phyllocladene is found (see p.407); a paleobotanical proof of much greater 
value is furnished by the discovery of a fossil that can be identified as the part 
of the conifer in question. Abundant occurrence of the derivatives of betulin in 
brown coals [14-19, 37, 64J, bears evidence that the source of this fossil material 
is very probably connected with Betula or related plants, which typically contain 
triterpenes of this type. However, the same cannot be unequivocally said about 
the origin of crude oil, although it has been confirmed that a derivative of betulin 
is also present there. The conclusion of a partial plant origin for the crude oil 
under consideration is possibly very tenable. 

VIII. Experimental Procedure 
Flow diagram I presents the procedure of the isolation of terpenic substances 

from North Bohemian brown coal [14-19]. The resin fraction (1,500 g) was 
chromatographed on 15,000 g neutral alumina with the use of a special eluotropic 
series (see Table 1). A-E portions obtained by using a solvent or mixtures of 
solvents were rechromatographed on a sufficient excess of neutral alumina by 
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means of the same solvents stated above. Thus, portion A (225 g) was chromato
graphed on 7,000 g of alumina and separated into 232 fractions which gradually 
crystallized to yield some compounds. Analogously, portion B (390 g) was chro
matographically separated into 667 fractions, portion C (200 g) into 275 fractions, 
portion D (90 g) into 170 fractions, and portion E (570 g) into 183 fractions. 

Table 1. Chromatography oj the resin Jraction oj Bohemian montan wax 

Part Solvent Total volume Total weight Description 
lit res grams 

A Petroleum ether 450 225 fatty consistence 
yellow-brown 

B Benzene 350 390 semisolid red-brown 
C Chloroform 350 200 semisolid red-brown 
D Chloroform-alcohol (1: 1) 300 90 solid red-brown 
E Chloroform-alcohol 300 570 solid black 

(1: 1) + 5 percent acetic acid 

As a further example of the procedure, the separation of portion B is described 
in more detail. Portion B was first adsorbed in a chloroform solution on un
activated alumina (500 g) and after evaporation of the solvent it was trans
ferred, together with this alumina, to the top of a column of neutral alumina 
(9,000 g) of activity (III). Elution was carried out subsequently by means of 
petroleum ether, chloroform and ethanol, or, respectively, their mixtures, and 
1.5 I fractions were collected. After evaporation of the solvent the dry residues 
were dissolved in a mixture of benzene and chloroform and allowed to crystallize. 
The crystalline mixtures were separated further by fractional crystallizations 
until individual compounds with constant melting points were obtained. Thin 
layer chromatography served as a control for the determination of the contents 
of chromatographic fractions as well as a criterion of the purity of the isolated 
components. Fig. 1 shows the Rf values of some oxygenated triterpenes isolated 
in this way. From the fractions 40-163, which were eluted by means of petroleum 
ether, the substance (XXIX) (m. p. 253-255° C) was thus crystallized. The IR spec
trum (Fig. 2) showed a peak characteristic for a keto group in a six-membered ring 
(1,709 cm- 1) which was identical with the spectrum of an authentic specimen of 
friedelin. In the fractions 225-258 eluted by means of a petroleum ether-benzene 
mixture, a substance (m. p. 285-286° C) crystallized which was identified, according 
to the mixed melting point with its acetate and by the comparison of the IR-spec
trum (Fig. 2) with that of an authentic standard, as friedelan-3/3-01 (XXX). This 
proof was also confirmed by the fact that oxidation ofthis substance with chromium 
trioxide in pyridine yielded the ketone friedelin (XXIX). In the same way the 
structure of substance (XLI) was also confirmed. 

Other physical methods were also utilized for the determination of some 
structures of the isolated substances. For example, the structure of substance 
(XXXI) isolated from eluate A was determined as follows: the mass spectrum of 
this substance contained a molecular peak at mass mle 342; thus its elementary 
composition was corrected to C26H 30 , which was not possible to establish 
27 Organic Geochemistry 
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Fig. I. T.l.c. diagram of some oxygenated triterpenoids isolated from brown coal: 1, friedelin; 2, 
allobetulone; 3, friedelan-3j1-o1; 4, friedelan-3()(-ol; 5, oxyallobetulin; 6, betulin. Kieselgel G, chloroform 

with ether (8 percent) 

Fig. 2. Infrared spectra of friedelan-3j1-o1 (XXX) [94J, friedelan-3()(-ol (XLI) [94] 
and friedelin (XXIX) [15] 

previously on the basis of the elementary analysis alone. The UV - and especially 
the IR-spectrum contained peaks for an aromatic system of the phenanthrene 
type and, moreover, the IR-spectrum proved the presence of the geminal dimethyl 
group (CH 3}zC <, which was also found in the partially hydrogenated product 
(1,368; 1,380; 1,387 cm- i ). By dehydrogenation with selenium at 3500 C, either 
2,9-dimethylpicene or the substance (XXXV), which was also isolated from 
brown coal, were obtained. The NMR spectrum detected three methyl groups 
always attached to a fully substituted carbon atom (r 8.94; 4.05; 4.11) and one 
methyl group linked to an aromatic ring (r 7.28). Only the composition of 
octahydrotetramethylpicene corresponds in all points to these findings for 
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Table 2. Triterpenoic and related compounds isolated from Bohemian montan wax 

Number Compound M.P. (0C) Formula [a]6° Functional groups 

? 227 C30H SZ -28.8 hydrocarbon 

XXXI Octahydro-2,2,4a,9- 233-235 Cz6 H 30 -34.2 aromatic hydrocarbon 
tetramethylpicene 

XXXII a-Apoallobetulin 203-206 C30H4SO +65.5 unsaturated ether 

XXXIII Allobetul-2-ene 249-250.5 C 30H4SO +47.6 unsaturated ether 

XXXIV Tetrahydro-l,2,9- 230-231.5 C ZS H 24 +50.0 aromatic hydrocarbon 
trimethylpicene 
? 275-275.5 C2sH 24 + 146.1 aromatic hydrocarbon 

204-205 C2s H 24 aromatic hydrocarbon 

XXXV Tetrahydro-2,2,9- 251-252 C2sH 24 0.0 aromatic hydrocarbon 
trimethylpicene 

XXIX Friedelin 253-255 C 30H SOO -21.6 ketone 

XXXVI 1,2,9-Trimethylpicene 277 C2sH 20 aromatic hydrocarbon 

XXXVII 23,25-Bisnormethyl- 261 C2sH 40O +8.4 aromatic ether 
2-desoxyallobetul-
1,3,5-triene 

XXXVIII a-Apooxyallobetul-3-ene 289-291 C30H460Z + 70.3 unsaturated lactone 

XXVIII Oxyallobetul-2-ene 363 C30H460Z +75.2 unsaturated lactone 

XXXIX 23,24,25,26,27- 250 C z6H 2SO + 150.8 aromatic ether 
Pentanormethyl-
2-desoxyallobetul-
1,3,5,7,9,11,13-heptaene 

XXX Friedelan-3f3-ol 285-286 C 30H s2O +20.7 alcohol 

XL Allobetulol1(; 228-229 C30H4S02 +84.4 ketoether 

XLI Friedelan-3a-ol 310 C 30H SZO +24.2 alcohol 

XLII 3-Dehydrooxy- 338 C30H4603 +91.3 keto lactone 
allobetulin 

XXVII Allobetulin 266 C 30H SOOZ +50.7 hydroxyether 

XLIII Oxyallobetulin 347 C30H4S03 +46.0 hydroxylactone 

XXVI Betulin 254-255 C30H SOO2 +26.4 unsaturated diol 
330 trisubst. double bond, 

polyalcohol 
267-269 C30H SOOZ hydroxy ketone 

? 196-198 C30Hs204 

XLIV Ursolic acid 285-287 C30H4S03 +63.3 carboxylic acid 
253-256 C30Hso03 +83.8 polyalcohol 

this substance. The results of the analyses of substance (XXXV) also facilitated 
the determination of its structure in a similar manner. 

At present thin-layer [95, 96J and gas chromatography [97-99J of triterpenic 
compounds have been elaborated in detail and new papers on mass spectro-
scopy [100J of these compounds are being published. 
27* 
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Addendum 
The paper of NOMURA, M., P. VON R. SCHLEYER, and A. A. ARZ [Alkyladaman

tanes by rearrangement from diverse starting materials. J. Am. Chern. Soc. 89, 
3657 - 3659 (1967)] presents the following information: a variety of substances, 
including isoprenoids, such as cholesterol, cholestane, abietic acid, cedrene, 
caryophyllene, camphene, and squalene, formed different alkyladamantane mix
tures on reaction with AlBr3 or AICl3 "sludge" catalyst (110°-130° C; 2-5 days). 
E.g. methyl-(1 %), dimethyl-(16 %), trimethyl-(26 %), tetramethyl-(35 %), methyl
ethyl-(traces), dimethylethyl-(3 %), trimethylethyl-(12 %) and other alkyl-adaman
tanes were produced from cholesterol. This fact may explain how the adamantane 
derivatives came to be present in petroleum. 

BURLINGAME, A. L., and B. R. SIMONEIT [Isoprenoid fatty acids isolated from 
the kerogen matrix of the Green River formation (Eocene). Science 160, 531- 533 
(1968)] demonstrated by oxidation the presence of a series of isoprenoid acids 
[XXI, 4,8,12-trimethyltridecanoic, 5,9,13-trimethyltetradecanoic (norphytanic), 
XXIII (phytanic acid) and 4,8,12,16-tetramethylheptadecanoic acid] bound to the 
insoluble kerogen matrix. This confirms the indigenous nature of the original 
insoluble material. A similar series of free acids and dicarboxylic acids were 
found in the same material [HAUG, P., H. K. SCHNOES and A. L. BURLINGAME: 
Isoprenoid and dicarboxylic acids isolated from Colorado Green River shale 
(Eocene). Science 158, 772-773 (1967)]. However, similar isoprenoid acids have 
also been detected in quite recent marine sediments [BLUMER, M., and W.1. 
COOPER: Isoprenoid acids in Recent sediments. Science 158, 1463 -1464 (1967)]. 

HENDERSON, W., V. WOLLRAB, and G. EGLINTON [Identification of steroids and 
triterpenes from a geological source by capillary gas-liquid chromatography and 
mass spectrometry. Chern. Commun. (1968) 710-712] presented the utility of 
gas-liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry for identification of 
traces of steroids and triterpenoids in fossils, e. g. cholestanes, stigmastane, 
hopane, gammacerane, etc. 

MURPHY, Sister M. T. J., A. MCCORMICK, and G. EGLINTON [Perhydro-f)
carotene in the Green River shale. Science 157, 1040-1042 (1967)] demonstrated 
the surprising and unique finding of carotane, though the instability of the original 
f)-carotene (cf. 12) is well known. 
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The occurrence of carotenoids in recent sediments is typical of the geochemistry 
of any class of organic substances: it is primarily an analytical problem. Analysis 
of organic compounds in recent sediments is most challenging, and at the same 
time most frustrating. The difficulty of attempting to identify qualitatively or 
quantitatively trace quantities of organic material within a fantastically compli
cated matrix of other organic materials (most of whose make-up is still largely a 
mystery) is compounded by the fact that most often this organic matrix is itself a 
very minor component of an essentially inorganic system. Add to these purely 
chemical problems such insoluble questions as how to obtain a representative 
laboratory sample from an inhomogeneous sedimentary system many cubic kilo
meters in extent, or how to obtain from the field a sample sufficiently undisturbed 
so as to prevent chemical and especially biochemical changes. Pondered coldly 
and logically, such an analytical problem becomes insuperable and ought never 
be attempted. Yet, as a matter of fact, such attempts are made and, more surpris
ingly, often are made successfully. This chapter, then, will not simply enumerate 
the kind and quantity of carotenoids found in various sediments, but will try to 
investigate critically the literature of the subject and interpret it in light of the 
analytical problems involved and the techniques presently available. 

KARRER and JUCKER [1] have defined carotenoids as "yellow to red pigments 
of aliphatic or alicyclic structure, composed of isoprene units (usually eight) 
linked so that the two methyl groups nearest the center of the molecule are in 
positions 1: 6 while all the other lateral methyl groups are in positions 1: 5; the 
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OH 

HO 

OH 

HO 
">...n .~ 

HO OH 

Fig. 1. Structures of some typical carotenes and xanthophylls 

series of conjugated double bonds constitutes the chromophoric system ... ". In 
Fig. 1 are listed the structures of a few common carotenoids which specifically 
demonstrate some of the types of oxygen-containing functional groups that occur. 
The chemistry and biochemistry of this class of pigments has been considered in 
detail elsewhere [1-3]. 

Carotenoids are generally subdivided into two classes: carotenes, which are 
hydrocarbons, and xanthophylls, which contain oxygen. This division historically 
has been made on the basis of the partition of the carotenoids between hexane 
and 90 percent methanol in a two-phase system. A hie ratio is then commonly 
used to represent the proportion of xanthophylls (hypophasic) to carotenes (epi
phasic). In almost all cases this separation is remarkably complete. However, 
carotenoids possessing a single hydroxyl group as well as some with two hydroxyl 
groups show intermediate solubility [4], a most important point which will be 
discussed later. 
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II. Literature 

A. Carotenoids in Living Organisms 
Carotenoids are ubiquitous in nature [5, 6]. They occur in all green plant 

tissue as integral constituents of the photosynthetic process and also can be found 
in some non photosynthetic bacteria and fungi. These organisms synthesize their 
own carotenoids and provide the source of carotenoids which are found in most 
of the animals. Mammals need carotenoids for Vitamin A production but their 
function in the lower animals is often vague although none the less essential. The 
occurrence of these red pigments in almost all organisms makes them prime ob
jects for evolutionary study [5, 6J; results have not been overly promising yet. 

The principle carotenoids in the chloroplasts of higher plants [7J are p
carotene, lutein, violaxanthin, and neoxanthin. Flowers and fruits contain many 
rather exotic carotenoids. These latter represent very minor percentages of the 
total found in phanerogams but they are sometimes important for their nutritional 
value. It is in the cryptogams, especially the algae, that the diversity of nature is 
clearly shown by the qualitative [5, 6J and quantitative [8] proliferation of 
xanthophylls. Table 1 shows the major carotenoids to be found in algal classes; 
minor components are not shown but demonstrate even greater variation. 

Table 1. Qualitative and quantitative distribution of the major carotenoids of the algal classes· 

Algal class Carotenes Xanthophylls 

dominant mgj100 g dominant mgj100g 

Predominantly fresh-water 

1. Chlorophyceae p-carotene 10-50 lutein, violaxanthin, neoxanthin 70-350 
2. Xanthophyceae p-carotene zeaxanthin-like unknowns 
3. Chrysophyceae p-carotene 10-40 fucoxanthin 250-320 
4. Cryptophyceae (X-carotene zeaxanthin, diatoxanthin 
5. Charophyceae p-carotene lutein 
6. Euglenineae p-carotene lutein, antheraxanthin, neoxanthin 
7. Cyanophyceae p-carotene echinenone, myxoxanthophyll 

Predominantly marine 

8. Diatomophyceae p-carotene 2-30 fucoxanthin 65-550 
9. Dinophyceae p-carotene 9 sulcatoxanthin (peridinin) 70 

10. Phaeophyceae p-carotene 3-30 fucoxanthin 11-180 
11. Rhodophyceae p-carotene 2-30 lutein, violaxanthin, neoxanthin 8-180 

taraxanthin 

• Adapted from GOODWIN [5, 6], PARSONS et al. [8], and various literature sources. 
b Ratio of xanthophylls (hypophasic) to carotenes (epiphasic). 

hje b 

7 

11 

19 
8 
6 
6 

One interesting fact not explicitly shown in Table 1 is that fucoxanthin is the 
major xanthophyll of the algae (diatoms) that make up approximately 85 percent 
by weight of the plant biomass [9J of the oceans. Assuming that 1.9 x 1019 tons 
of organic carbon are produced in the oceans per year, that algae are 45 percent 
carbon by dry weight, and that fucoxanthin constitutes 0.3 percent by dry weight, 
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then 6.8 x 1016 tons, or 200 mg/sq.m. of ocean, are synthesized each year. If 
fucoxanthin is 75 percent of the total xanthophylls in the algae in which it occurs, 
if the h/e ratio is 7, and if the other 15 percent of the algae have about the same 
carotenoid content, the yearly production of carotenoids in the ocean is 1.2 x 1017 

tons or 360 mg/sq. m. The total pigment production on land is about the same order 
of magnitude but here no one single carotenoid predominates. Since fucoxanthin 
is the carotenoid produced in the greatest quantity on a world-wide basis, it is 
interesting that its structure only lately has been established [10]. 

B. Carotenoids in Sediments 
The occurrence of carotenoids in lake sediments (which is often overlooked) 

was first reported by LYUBIMENKO [11] in 1923 and in marine sediments by 
TRASK and Wu [12] in 1930. Since that time, carotenoids have been shown to 
occur in the recent sediments of all environments studied: a cave, lacustrine 
deposits, sapropels, a river estuary, an intertidal sand, and marine sediments. 
Historical reviews to 1960 have been given most adequately by VALLENTYNE. 
DUNNING [15] also reviewed the subject in 1963. ERDMAN [16, 17] has speculated 
on the role sediment carotenoids may playas progenitors of petroleum. He pointed 
out that, although recent sediments contain most of the hydrocarbons normally 
present in crude oil, the low molecular weight aromatics are unique in being absent. 
Carotenoids were shown both theoretically and experimentally [18, 19] to be 
probable precursors of such aromatics as toluene and xylenes, and this fact was 
used to argue for the necessity of diagenesis for formation of petroleum [17]. 

Although about twenty different carotenoids have been tentatively identified 
in sediments, only six have been unequivocally confirmed. VALLENTYNE'S [20] 
identification of J1-carotene in Searles Lake sediments is a classic example of one 
of these six carotenoids, as can be judged by the spectral data published later [15]. 
Generally, carotenoids disappear rapidly in sediments with age, the two oldest 
coming from a Searles Lake sediment [20] estimated to be 20,000 years old and 
an interglacial gyttja [21] estimated to be 100,000 years old. 

It is not surprising that many different carotenoids have been found in sedi
ments; it is surprising that fucoxanthin has been reported [22] only once in recent 
marine sediments. A plausible explanation turns on some observations by 
HARVEY [9]. He believes that only minute amounts of dead plants ever reach the 
ocean floor. Phytoplankton are eaten by herbivorous zooplankton which in turn 
are eaten by omnivorous and carnivorous zooplankton, some of which are notably 
voracious and void much undigested food. Whatever escapes these organisms 
may well provide food for the bottom fauna which tend to be scavengers. Just as 
the major weight of marine algae are diatoms, so the main weight of marine 
zooplankton are copepods [9] whose characteristic xanthophyll is astaxanthin. 
Thus the chances are not great that large quantities of undecomposed fuco
xanthin sediment reach the ocean floor. The greatest possibility of this happening 
ought to be an area where phytoplankton production is high and bottom de
composition is low. Some of the anaerobic basins off the coast of Southern 
California fit this description, and it is here where fucoxanthin might best be sought 
in recent sediments. 
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Even though fucoxanthin has not lived up to prior expectations as an estimator 
of past sedimentary history, at least one successful application of carotenoids as 
paleobiological indicators has been made. Since myxoxanthophyll is unique to 
the blue-green algae (Cyanophyceae), and since these algae are responsive to 
pollution, ZULLIG [23, 24] used the changes in myxoxanthophyll content with 
depth of sediment to determine the past history of several Swiss lakes. It also has 
been shown that the carotenoid content of recent marine sediments is appreciably 
higher than recent terrestrial sediments [25] when expressed as a function of total 
organic carbon. No explanation of the phenomenon was advanced. The caro
tenoids still show promise as indicators of past history above and within sediments 
[26] but the difficulties encountered in their analysis is the most probable reason 
for their neglect compared to amino acids, sugars, and hydrocarbons. 

III. Experimental Techniques 

A. Sampling 

For years, agricultural science has used statistics to good effect in sampling 
problems. The geochemist recently has begun to look to statistics for design and 
analysis of prospecting surveys [27, 28]. But little work has been done on the 
problems of sampling as they effect the determination of trace organic compounds 
in inhomogeneous sediments. At least three basic approaches are possible. A 
single sample may be taken and this used on the assumption that it is" representa
tive". Since organic geochemical analyses are time consuming, each one involving 
many days or weeks of work, this is not a difficult assumption to make. Another 
method may be to take some number of samples, pool and homogenize them, 
and analyze an aliquot. This will provide an answer with a built-in" average" but 
leaves the question of confidence limits unanswered. Still a third approach would 
be to make analyses on each of a number of separate samples. 

Unpublished work by the author [29] demonstrates the results obtained when 
carotenoids were analyzed [25] by a refinement of the third method enumerated 
above. A number of cores were taken at each oftwo locations within each of three 
environments. Cores within each location were about one meter apart, cores at 
different locations within an environment were tens of meters to kilometers apart 
(cf. ERDMAN [17] for maps). Carotenoid contents and hie ratios are shown in 
Table 2. While the variation between cores within each location is, as expected 
a priori, generally less than between cores in different locations within each 
environment, it is surprising that these differences are not greater. It means that 
the sediment systems studied here not only varied widely at great distances but 
also at quite small distances. Most organic geochemists would be satisfied that 
the differences among the three environments are real; most statisticians and 
chemists would vehemently deny that any conclusions could be drawn from data 
with such wide variation. Until someone spends a few years doing a statistical 
study of the variance normally found in such systems and of the confidence limits 
needed to draw valid conclusions from the data, a large amount of faith and 
intuition are a prerequisite for a worker in this field. 
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Table 2. Carotenoids in the 0-15 em. horizon of Recent sediments [29J 

Bellefontaine Marsh 
(brackish) 

Location 1 
Location 2D 

Mississippi Sound 
(marine lagoon) 

Location 1 
Location 4 

Gulf of Mexico 
(shallow marine) 

Location 3A 
Location 4 

Mg. carotenoidsjl,OOO g org. carbon 

duplicate 
determinations b 

25 
30 

28 
21 

Environmental average 

127 
318 

140 
264 

193 

Environmental average 

217 
350 

233 
317 

300 
400 

Environmental average 

average 

27 
26 

27 

153 
291 

222 

250 
356 

303 

hje ratios 

duplicate 
determinations b 

3.3 2.7 
7.0' 3.5 

average 

3.0 
3.5 

Environmental average 3.3 

3.8 
2.1 

3.3 
3.0 

3.2 3.4 
2.6 

Environmental average 3.0 

11.7' 3.7 
2.5 4.1 

3.5 
3.8 

3.6 
3.5 

Environmental average 3.6 

, These values are so high as to justify discarding on the basis of experimental error. 
b Duplicates are not aliquots. Each was determined on different core samples from each location 

within the environment. 

B. Hypophasic Epiphasic (hje) Ratios 
The real enigma of sedimentary carotenoids is the report that their hie ratios 

are unity or lower [30] even though values of 3-10 are usual for the higher plants 
and 4-9 for algae. This has been attributed to preferential oxidation of the 
xanthophylls, even though there is some question of whether this chemical ex
planation is in fact true, especially since sediments are very often oxygen deficient. 
Besides, a careful review of the literature together with some simple calculations 
shows that an almost equal number of papers report an hie ratio in the range of 
plants as express the opposite view. The most extensive experimental survey of 
hie ratios as a function of depositional environment [25J found values of 1.3-3.6: 
low compared to plants but much higher than those claimed to be so characteristic 
of sediments. An inquiry into these discrepancies is interesting because of some 
of the basic analytical problems it emphasizes. 

It has been mentioned that, although carotenoids are generally separated into 
carotenes and xanthophylls on the basis of their distribution between hexane and 
90 percent methanol, the mono hydroxy and some of the dihydroxy carotenoids 
are appreciably soluble in both phases. This is a well-known phenomenon in the 
case of the monohydroxy compounds and is not especially disturbing since this 
class of carotenoids is known to constitute a very small percentage of naturally 
occurring mixtures. That the dihydroxy carotenoids, lutein and zeaxanthin, are 
appreciably soluble in the epiphase of a hexane: 90 percent methanol system is a 
published [4] but mostly ignored fact, a fact that becomes important since one 
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or both ofthese compounds is usually a major percentage of most plant xanthophyll 
fractions. SCHWENDINGER and ERDMAN [25J used a hexane: 95 percent methanol 
system to circumvent this particular problem and obtained consistently high hie 
ratios of 1.3-3.6 for aqueous recent sediments ranging from fresh water through 
brackish to marine. These are much closer to the values of 3-9 expected from such 
probable source material as plants. Lest such a logical and simple explanation 
seems to solve this particular problem once and for all, the work of WHITE and 
ZSCHEILE [31J ought to be mentioned; they found that partition coefficients 
of carotenoids were dependent on the carotenoid components of the mixture being 
studied. Besides, it is certain that other materials (essentially colorless) come 
through the sediment extraction-purification scheme, but equally uncertain what 
effect these unknown substances also may have on the distribution of carotenoids 
between hexane: 95 percent methanol in so far as they change the hie ratios. To 
further confuse this initially simple solution to what really is a vexing problem, 
it is certain that at least two other possible sources of error exist in the analyses 
normally used. Before discussing these, some description of the analytical proce
dures are necessary. 

C. Spectrophotometry 
The analytical method used almost universally to determine the gross quantity 

of carotenoids in sediments is some variation of the plant assay methods enu
merated by GOODWIN [32]. In outline form, the material to be tested is homo
genized and extracted with a suitable solvent, this solution saponified with base 
and carotenoid pigments extracted with ether. These pigments can be transferred 
to a more suitable solvent and their quantity determined using a colorimeter with 
a suitable filter or a spectrophotometer set at, say 452 m~. The hie ratio can be 
obtained similarly after distribution of the carotenoids in the recommended two
phase system, using a colorimeter or a spectrophotometer set at 452 m~ for the 
carotenes and 445 m~ for the xanthophylls. Modifications of solvents (absolute 
methanol, acetone, aqueous acetone) or of some of the manipulations (nitrogen 
atmosphere, sonic dispersers, choice of base) depend on preference of the investi
gator. Assuming these preferences produce only second-order corrections, the key 
to all these methods lies in the proper use of an instrument. This requires some 
explanation. 

Underlying present use ofthe automatic electronic gear no laboratory can now 
afford to be without, is the" Principle of Modern Instrument Infallibility" which 
can be stated as follows: If an electronic instrument is utilized somewhere in the 
analytical scheme, the results must be correct. A most important corollary is: the 
more expensive the electronic apparatus used, the more exact is the data produced. 
This is in no way meant to disparage these marvelous devices, it is mentioned 
simply to emphasize that no amount of automation will ever replace the need for 
the analyst's good technique, precise judgment, and intelligent interpretation. 
What, then, can a colorimeter or a spectrophotometer do and, more important, 
what can they not do? 

Both colorimeters and spectrophotometers operate in the visible light region 
on the same basic principles: light from an integral source is directed through the 
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solution to be analyzed and detected in some way so that an electrical signal 
which may be amplified is generated sufficient to operate a visual indicator. The 
amount of light absorbed by the solution is then assumed to be in some manner 
proportional to the material to be analyzed. A colorimeter passes all of the source 
light or, at the very least, some large percentage of it (e.g., mostly red or mostly blue 
by the use of glass filters) through the solution, thus automatically integrating the 
area under the spectral curve of the compound(s) in solution. However, it is 
incapable of discriminating between wavelengths except through the use of filters, 
which is to say, inexactly. Assuming that the compound(s) to be analyzed have 
well known spectra and that the spectra of possible impurities are equally well 
known and are sufficiently different so that a filter can discriminate between the 
two sets of spectra, a colorimeter can produce results of almost any desired 
accuracy. 

A spectrophotometer disperses the source light into a spectrum and passes 
parts of this spectrum through the solution. The narrowness of the band passed 
through the solution is essentially directly proportional to the expense of the basic 
instrument. Thus a spectrophotometer discriminates between wavelengths but 
integrates only a very small area beneath the spectral curve, and is useful for 
determining a spectral curve or for analyzing a compound once its spectrum is 
known. Recording and double-beam instruments enhance the usefulness but do 
not alter the basic operating principles of spectrophotometers. This ability to dis
criminate between wavelengths is extremely useful for the analysis of a single 
compound containing a sharp spectral peak but can be most unwelcome when 
simultaneously analyzing for a family of compounds with similar spectra peaking 
at various wavelengths. Application of these remarks to the analysis of the families 
of compounds making up the carotenoids, xanthophylls and carotenes is not 
quite so obvious as it seems. 

The spectra of carotenoids are greatly influenced by solvent but it is fair to 
say that major absorption peaks will be somewhere between 400 and 575 mil no 
matter what the solvent with the range 420-525 mil including most of the maxima. 
This is the reason for the use of a filter when analyzing with a colorimeter. Since 
the maximum for p-carotene is 425 mil in hexane, and this compound is a major 
component of most higher plant carotenoid arrays, this is the wavelength often 
chosen when analyzing carotenoids and carotenes with a spectrophotometer, with 
the 445 mil setting for xanthophylls being a more or less empirically found value 
also derived from work with higher plants. The use, then, of these particular 
wavelengths depends on the rather fair assumptions that the carotenoids of higher 
plants are essentially very similar mixtures and do not contain significant amounts 
of interfering substances when isolated by the recommended extraction-separation 
scheme. But the application of this same reasoning to the analysis of sediment 
carotenoids is not quite so logical. Algae in many cases are known to contain 
xanthophyll arrays quite different from higher plants [5, 6J and they are a possible 
major source material for sediment carotenoids. In this case, the empirical setting 
of 445 mil no longer necessarily holds and even integration of areas under curves, 
either using a colorimeter or the area under the experimentally determined curve 
[25J, is still rather unsatisfying in the absence of more pertinent standards. The 
difficulty is not only with spectral maxima but also with extinction coefficients 
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since fucoxanthin, the major xanthophyll in brown algae, has an extinction co
efficient approximately half as large as the" normal" xanthophyll extinction co
efficients. However, in the absence of absolute standards, integration methods are 
more likely to provide mutually comparable results. This could account, in part, 
for the often found low hie ratios for sediments and for the more nearly normal 
values found when a curve-integration method was used [25]. 

Spectra of pure {3-carotene samples and carotenoids extracted from recent 
sediments [29] are shown in Fig. 2. Despite the fact that absorption maxima of 
carotenoids shift with change in type of solvent, the spectra of {3-carotene in 

1.0 
A. pure J1-carotene 

0.8 

hexane 

B. extracts from Mississippi 
Sound sediments 
in methanol 

C. extracts from terrestrial 
and deep marine sediments: 
xanthophyll fractions in 
methanol 

80.6 

xanthophylls 
1 cm cell 

Tamarack Swamp, 
PA. 

] ... o 
'" 

/Okefenokee Swamp, 

~ 0.4 
GA. 

400 500 600 400 

carotenes 
1 cm cell 

/' impurities 

500 600 
wavelength in mil 

400 500 600 

Fig. 2. Typical spectra of pure J1-carotene and carotenoid extracts from sediments 

hexane and absolute methanol are almost superimposable (Fig. 2 a). Absolute 
methanol was the somewhat unusual solvent chosen [25, 29] both for extraction 
of sediments and spectral work. The saponified extract from a Mississippi Sound 
sediment [17, 25] demonstrates the appearance of typical spectral curves (Fig. 2 b). 
It is interesting that the three spectra of total carotenoids, carotenes, and 
xanthophylls are quite similar except that the absorption maximum is displaced 
toward higher wavelengths in the case of the carotenes and lower wavelengths in 
the case of the xanthophylls as compared to the total carotenoids. The spectrum 
of the xanthophyll fraction of Mississippi Sound, a marine lagoonal environment, 
is similar to the spectrum of the same fraction from Santa Barbara Basin, a deep 
marine environment (Fig.2c). Both differ from the spectra of the xanthophyll 
fractions of two terrestrial aquatic sediments: Tamarack and Okefenokee Swamps 
(Fig. 2 c). All these mixtures are far too complex to allow identification of com
ponents by position of spectral maxima. 

VALLENTYNE [14] warned of the difficulties inherent in listing absorption 
maxima for carotenoids without specifying solvent. Even more basic are the 
generally ignored difficulties inherent in reporting spectral data without specifying 
the limits of error of the instrument used [15]. The author's laboratory [29] used 
28 Organic Geochemistry 
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two spectrophotometers: a manual Beckman DU and a recording Beckman DK -1. 
The Beckman DU had been specially rebuilt at the factory and wavelengths were 
known to be accurate; it was used to obtain exact absorption maxima of spectra 
of special interest as they were observed on the recording instrument. Although 
the Beckman DK-1 had been reconstructed in this laboratory, absolute wave
lengths could be reproduced to ± 2 m~ at best, yet this was far better than most 
other similar instruments that were critically investigated. Such factors as gear 
lash, reproducibility of initial instrument settings, and inaccuracies of the chart 
paper (to name but a few) must be taken into account when interpreting wavelength 
positions from any recording spectrphotometer. Further, rising background ab
sorption can shift spectral peaks a number ofm~ and recording speed may have a 
great influence on peak height. Even such basic preliminaries as checking instru
ment base line, cell match, and noise level are all too often bypassed. 

Spectrophotometers seldom suddenly cease functioning; they usually fail over 
a period of time. Unless a regular maintenance and calibration program is followed 
assiduously, the point in time at which the instrument was no longer reliable 
cannot be traced and the appropriate spectra rerun. Such malfunctioning of in
struments unfortunately is not rare and too strict adherence to the" Principle of 
Modern Instrument Infallibility" can produce strange results. 

The presence of interfering substances is another possible source of error. 
Saponification of the initial extract is performed to remove neutral fat and to 
remove the chlorophylls which interfere in a number of ways with carotenoid 
analysis [32]. Procedures for pigment analyses in plants are well established. But 
mention has been made previously of the complex nature of sedimentary organic 
matter: a product not only of plants and animals living above the sediment but 
also of biological, biochemical and chemical activities within the sediment. To 
apply analytical techniques developed for plant analyses to sediments without 
investigating their applicability is an invitation to error. Here the error is to 
assume that, in sediments as in plants, saponification will remove any tetra
pyrrole pigments present. The author has found, often to his dismay, that this last 
assumption need not be true. Since it was routine to use a double-beam recording 
spectrophotometer for all scanning as well as analytical work, sediment extracts 
many times were found to contain unsaponifiable tetrapyrrole pigments as shown 
by absorption peaks between 400-420 m~ and 550-670 m~ (Figs.2b and c). 
Whether these are of some obscure microbial origin or a degradation product of 
chlorophyll is a matter for conjecture. What is important is that these pigment 
impurities often were present in sufficient quantities to cause gross errors unless 
suitably corrected in some way; in this case by integrating the curve between 420 
and 500 m~ to avoid the Soret peak. Using a colorimeter for analyzing such extracts 
without previously checking the spectral curve could have been a disaster. 

One last observation ought to be made about spectral curves of sediment 
organic extracts. No matter how carefully these extracts are" cleaned up ", a back
ground absorption from minute quantities of unknown materials is always present. 
This normally does not appear to be too intense in the visible region (400-700m~) 
but does intensify rapidly as the wavelength gets shortt:r so that most extract 
spectral curves go offscale by about 250-230 m~ in the ultraviolet region. The 
lower part of the visible region (400-500 m~) where the carotenoids absorb is a 
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borderline area as far as this background absorption is concerned (Figs. 2b and c). 
However, it would be interesting to have something more definitive on its nature 
and intensity so as to be sure that this is not still another source of error. 

D. Chromatography and Countercurrent Distribution 

An obvious question by now ought to be: why not use chromatography to 
separate the red and green pigments and whatever other impurities are present, 
quantitatively determine the carotenoids one by one, and get a complete picture 
of their occurrence in sediments? This would certainly circumvent most of the 
difficulties mentioned so far. TSWETT first demonstrated the use of chromatography 
by separating plant pigments on an alumina column over half a century ago. 
STRAIN [7J, among others, has shown how useful column chromatography can 
be for investigating chloroplast pigments. Procedures for separation and identifica
tion of the carotenoids from plants have been well worked out. These have been 
applied to sediments with some successes [20, 22J but they are far outweighed by 
the failures which is one of the reasons for the many tentative but few conclusive 
identifications of carotenoids in recent sediments. Again, the explanation turns on 
the fantastic complexity of the mixture in question, on the minute quantities that 
can be extracted from large volumes of sediment only after much tedious work, 
and on the indeterminate amount of material that always is lost through decompo
sition or other means on the chromatographic substrate. It is obvious that the 
procedures used to separate carotenoids from plant extracts using column 
chromatography cannot be applied to sediment extracts without gross modi
fications. 

Thin layer chromatography of carotenoids [33J is a technique that shows some 
promise. However, over the last five years, paper chromatography of chloroplast 
pigments [34, 35J has been developed into an unusually powerful tool. Methods 
for quantitative estimation of carotenoids by paper chromatography also have 
been developed [36, 34]. 

ANDERSEN and GUNDERSEN [21 J separated gyttja carotenoids using paper 
chromatography and were able to identify p-carotene and suggest that fuco
xanthin and lutein or related compounds also were present. Most of the red pig
ments seemed to be contaminated by tetrapyrrole impurities with the likelihood 
that shifting of xanthophyll peaks could have been serious. ZULLIG [24J extended 
paper chromatographic methods successfully to the quantitative estimation of 
myxoxanthophyll in lake sediments. Personal experience of the author was that 
paper chromatography was applicable to separation of sedimentary carotenoids 
but that unidentified lipids extracted also from the sediments interfered with, and 
often reversed, the usual positions of the individual xanthophylls. Decomposition 
of the carotenoids on the paper was common despite precautions. Elution of 
sufficient material for spectrophotometric identification was most difficult at best, 
impossible normally. 

There is one method that should be especially applicable to this problem. 
Using a 200 tube countercurrent extractor, CURL [37J was able to resolve naturally 
occurring mixtures of carotenoids into carotenes, monols and polyols and the 
further separate the polyols into dihydroxy, dihydroxy monoepoxide, dihydroxy 
28" 
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diepoxide, and higher polyol carotenoids. Each group then was passed through 
a magnesium oxide column to effect the final separation into individual substances. 
Exploratory work by the author has convinced him that such a system, with minor 
modifications, would work well for the analysis of carotenoids in sediments but 
this method was never pursued beyond confirming that the hie ratios of the sedi
ments being studied were indeed well above unity. 

IV. Conclusion 
If this chapter has sounded pessimistic, almost hopeless, the impression created 

is incorrect. Much is known about the kind and quantity of carotenoids in a 
number of specific sediments. More needs to be done to obtain some picture of how 
carotenoids are distributed through sediments, how long they last, and what their 
ultimate fate is. Some of the analytical problems that must be involved in such an 
undertaking were reviewed and the pertinence of such commentary to the inter
pretation of past work was stressed. That an organic geochemist must also be a 
geologist, in the sense expressed by RUSSELL [38J, now ought to be clear. Earlier 
it was stated that the organic geochemist needed a large faith and a fine intuition; 
to this should be added an infinite patience and a good sense of humor. 
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Proteins account for most of the nitrogen compounds in living systems and in 
fact make up a sizable fraction of the bulk weight in many organisms, often over 
50 percent on a dry-weight basis [1]. Peptides and free amino acids, though 
present in all living cells as metabolic intermediates and products, make up only 
a relatively small fraction of the nitrogen compound!! present [2, 3J. 

As enzymes, proteins catalyze a tremendous variety of complex biochemical 
reactions. Antibodies, many bacterial toxins, and numerous plant products are 
proteins [2]. As structural components, proteins constitute such diverse materials 
as muscle, silk, and sponge. Combined with other materials proteins form a 
number of important compounds such as the various hemoglobins and cyto
chromes. 

Proteins function in biological mineralization processes, forming organic 
matrices intimately associated with and in large part protected by the mineral 
phase involved [4-7]. A study of these mineralized proteins is of particular 
significance to paleontological and geological work because of the very nature 
of the fossil record [8J and the possible interpretation of past biochemical proces
ses. Mineralized proteins also provide a useful system for the study of protein 
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diagenesis, since potentially destructive agents such as microorganisms, moisture, 
and oxygen must penetrate the mineral phase before reaching the organic matter 
within [9]. 

Although the various proteins in living systems exhibit a wide variety of 
properties and functions, they are all made up of the same relatively few amino 
acids, Only about twenty amino acids are found commonly as hydrolysis products 

Table 1. L-amino acids isolated from acid hydrolysates of proteins 

NH 2 0 
I II 

Group L-amino acid Formula R-C-C-OH Abbreviation 

(* asymmetric carbon atom) 

NH2 0 
I II 

Neutral Glycine H-C-C-OH GLY 
I 
H 

NH2 0 
I II 

Alanine H3C-i*-C-OH ALA 

H 

NH2 0 
I II 

Valine H C-CH-C*-C-OH 
3 I I 

VAL 

CH3 H 

CH 3 NH2 0 
I I II 

Isoleucine H5C -C*-C*-C-OH 
2 I I 

ISO 

H H 

NH 2 0 
I II 

Leucine H3C-CH-CH2-C*-C-OH 
I I 

LEU 

CH3 H 

HO-CH-CH2 0 
I I II 

Imino Hydroxyproline CH2 C*H-C-OH HPR 

"N/ 
I 

H 

CHc CH2 0 
I I II 

Proline CH2 C*H-C-OH 

"N/ 
PRO 

I 
H 
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Group L-amino acid 

Hydroxyl Serine 

Threonine 

Acidic Aspartic acid 

Glutamic acid 

Sulfur Cystine 

Methionine 

Aromatic Tyrosine 

Phenylalanine 

Basic Hydroxylysine 
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Table 1. (Continued) 

NH 2 0 
I II 

Formula R-C~C-OH 

(* asymmetric carbon atom) 

NH 2 0 
I II 

HO-CH2-C*-C-OH 
H 

H NH2 0 

I I II 
H3C- C*-C*-C-OH 

I I 
OH H 
o NH 2 0 

II I II 
HO-C-CH2-C*-C-OH 

I 
H 

o NH 2 0 
II I II 

HO-C-CH2-CH2-C*-C-OH 
I 

NH 2 0 
I II 

H 

CH2-C*-C-OH 
I I 
S H 
I 
S NH2 0 
I I II 
CH-C*-C-OH 

2 I 
H 

NH 2 0 
I II 

H3C-S-CH2-CH2-C*-C-OH 
I 

H 

NH 2 0 

HOO~ CH2-~*-~-OH 
- I 

H 

NH 2 0 

O I II 
~ /; CH2-I*-C-OH 

H 
NH2 OH NH 2 0 
I I I II 

CH2-C*-CH2-CH2-C*-C-OH 
I I 
H H 

Abbreviation 

SER 

THR 

ASP' 

GLU' 

CYS 

MET 

TYR 

PHE 

OH-LYS 

a The amino acids asparagine and glutamine are converted by acid hydrolysis respectively to ASP 
and GLU. 
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Table 1. (Continued) 

NH2 0 
I II 

Group L-amino acid Formula R-C-C-OH Abbreviation 

(* asymmetric carbon atom) 

NH2 
I 

NH2 0 
I II 

Basic Lysine CH 2-CHz-CHz-CH 2-C*-C-OH LYS 

I 
H 

NHzO 
I II 

Histidine HC=C-CHz-C*-C=OH HIS 
I I I 
N NH H 
'\/ 

C 
I 
H 

NHzO 
I II 

Tryptophane U=~-CHz-\*-C-OH TRY 

'" /CH H 
N 

I 
H 

NHz H NH2 0 
I I I II 

Arginine HN = C-N-CHz-CHz-CHz-C*-C-OH 
I 

ARG 

H 

Table 2. Other amino acids and some ninhydrin-positive compounds found in geologic materials 

Name Formula 

H 0 
I II 

D-amino acid R-C*-C-OH 
I 
NH2 

CH 3 H 0 
I I II 

D-alloisoleucine HSC2-C*-C*-C-OH 
I I 
H NH2 

NH2 NH 2 0 
I I II 

Ornithine (ORN) CH2-CH2-CH 2-\*-C-OH 

H 
o H NH 2 0 
II I I II 

Citrulline (CIT) H2N-C-N-CH2-CH2-CH2-i*-C-OH 

H 

Probable source 

Racemization of protein 
L-amino acids (Fig.!) 
Bacteria and 
other organisms 

L-isoleucine 

Arginine 

Arginine 
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Name 

oc-aminobutyric acid 

y-aminobutyric acid 

p-alanine 

Cysteic acid 

Methionine sulfone 
(MET SUL; 
sulfoxide has one 
less oxygen on the 
sulfur atom) 

Diamino pimelic acid 

Taurine 

Urea 

Ammonia 

Amines 

Glucosamine 

Galactosamine 
( = chondrosamine) 
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Table 2. (Continued) 

Formula 

NH 2 0 
I II 

CH3-CH2-I*-C-OH 

H 

NH2 0 
I II 

CH2-CH2-CH2-C-OH 

NH2 0 
I II 

CH2-CH2-C-OH 

NH 2 0 
I II 

HS03-CH2-C*-C-OH 
I 

H 

o NH2 ° 
II I II 

H3C- S- CH2-CH2-C*-C-OH 
II I ° H 

NH 2 0 
I II iH2- C*-C-OH 

CH2 NH2 0 
I I II 
CH2-C*-C-OH 

NH2 
I 

HS03-CH2-CH2 

° II 
NH2-C-NH2 

NH3 

OH H H OH H 0 
I I I I I II 

CH2-C*-C*-C*-C*-C-H 
I I I I 

OH OH H NH2 

OH H OH OH H 0 
I I I I I II 

CH -C*-C*-C*-C*-C-H 
2 I I I I 

OH H H NH2 

Probable source 

Glutamic acid 

Glutamic acid 

Aspartic acid 

Cysteine and cystine 

Methionine 

Bacteria 

Cysteic acid 

Arginine 

Deamination of amino 
acids 

Decarboxylation of 
amino acids 

Chitin and shell organic 
matrix 

Shell organic matrix 
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of proteins (Table 1). Some of the nonprotein amino acids found in geologic 
environments are listed in Table 2. 

The primary structure of proteins is the linear sequence of amino acids in 
peptide linkage. In protein synthesis by living cells this sequencing of amino acids 
is accomplished by the purine and pyrimidine base sequence in the nucleic acids 
with a triplet of bases coding for a specific amino acid [10]. It is this genetic code 
that limits the number of amino acids found in proteins. This code, with its 
associated enzyme systems, further selects only a single optical isomer of each of 
the amino acids having one or more asymmetric carbon atoms (Table 1). 

Of the protein amino acids, only glycine lacks at least one asymmetric carbon 
atom. Other amino acids isolated from acid hydrolysates of proteins are optically 
active, a property apparently restricted to materials of biologic origin. The 
usefulness of optical activity as an aid in determining the mode of origin of amino 
acids in geologic materials will be considered later in the chapter. 

The complete characterization of a protein would include its amino acid 
sequence as well as its three dimensional configuration (secondary and tertiary 
structure). This data is difficult and time consuming to accumulate and is available 
at the present time only on a very few soluble proteins [l1J, none of which are 
apparently preserved in geologic environments. The amino acid composition of 
protein material, on the other hand, is relatively easy to determine. Although 
giving only limited characterization of protein material, it may still provide 
useful data in evaluating the effects of geologic environments on proteins. 

After a short discussion on the nitrogen cycle and a brief review on the reported 
occurrences of amino acids in the geologic record, we shall consider the changes 
in the amino acid composition (including the D and L configuration) in the shell 
proteins of M ercenaria from a series of fossil shells and in a series of recent shells 
which were treated to simulate the geologic environment. Application of the data 
will be made to geochronology, geothermometry, and to the mode of origin of 
amino acids found in various geologic environments. 

II. Nitrogen Cycle 
The path of nitrogen from the atmosphere through the biosphere and back to 

the atmosphere involves a number of steps in which microorganisms playa vital 
role [12, 13J. The nitrogen cycle has no doubt differed in kind and degree in the 
geologic past as life itself has changed with the environment. The most primitive 
nitrogen cycle possibly consisted in both synthesis and decomposition via electric 
discharge, ultraviolet, and thermal mechanisms with a resulting steady state 
reservoir of nitrogen-containing carbon compounds. 

With the "invention" of photosynthesis and nitrogen fixation, organisms 
utilized atmospheric materials to manufacture their own supplies of essential 
organic compounds. Organisms filling ecological niches at various parts of the 
nitrogen cycle obtained food and energy in return for nitrogen fixation or denitri
fication. In present day soils the total quantity of living microorganisms within 
the zone of nitrogen exchange is of the order of one ton per acre [12J. 

The part of the nitrogen cycle involved in releasing nitrogen from the decom
position of plant and animal material is of more direct concern to the problems 
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of this chapter. It seems probable that over geologic time biologic processes have 
synthesized an amount of organic material comparable to the total mass of the 
earth [14]. Compared to the amount of organic matter in sedimentary rocks [15J 
and in the biosphere, this indicates that the efficiency of the nitrogen cycle in 
material balance approaches 100 percent. 

The carbon to nitrogen ratios in organic material of various ages should give 
some indication of the relative stability of organic nitrogen compounds to other 
non-nitrogenous organic material. Studies of the carbon to nitrogen ratios in 
present day soils [16, 12J and in sediments and rocks of various lithologies and 
ages [17-19J indicate that the extreme values differ only by one or at most two 
orders of magnitude. Soils and Recent sediments have CjN values from five to 
around fifteen, or about the same as the range found in microorganisms [13]. In 
sedimentary rocks CjN ratios vary from near that found in soils to values of 
over 100. 

In a series of six Paleozoic shales STEVENSON [19J found the CjN ratio varied 
from less than 10 to nearly 40. Subtracting out the fixed ammonium nitrogen, the 
variation in the CjN ratio in the six samples was only from 35 to 43. Low values 
of the CjN ratios in rocks appear to be due to the presence of fixed ammonium. 

In a series of igneous rocks STEVENSON showed that more than half to over 
95 percent of the total N was present as fixed ammonium. In none of the rock 
samples (sedimentary or igneous) is there any trend with the geologic age of the 
sample. There does seem to be a correlation with the type of organic matter 
originally deposited and in the lithology involved. 

While most of the nitrogen is in the form of ammonium, at least a small 
fraction of the nitrogen appears to be in the form of carbon-containing compounds. 
Depending on environmental conditions organic nitrogen compounds sometimes 
escape the fate of the nitrogen cycle and are preserved to some degree in sedi
mentary materials. To what extent these materials can move around in the 
geologic column is not clear, but it may be that some of these organic nitrogen 
compounds are in a kind of steady state concentration transported by ground 
water from more Recent soils and other zones of biologic activity into more 
ancient sediments. 

Since microorganisms are themselves made up of appreciable quantities of 
protein material and since they also play an important role in nitrogen metabolism 
[20J, a consideration of the distribution of microorganisms should be helpful in 
evaluating the geological occurrences of amino acids and other organic nitrogen 
compounds. 

The distribution of microorganisms is not easy to determine. Because of their 
ubiquitous presence in the surficial zone of the earth, it is not always possible to 
know whether the observed presence of certain living organisms in samples 
brought from the depths of the earth were actually living there or were introduced 
during the collection of the sample. Enough data have been assembled, however, 
to indicate that there are few places on or in the crust of the earth where living 
organisms cannot live [21-23]. 

Where living organisms do exist, and this includes anerobic as well as aerobic 
environments, organic material is being synthesized and degraded. Therefore, when 
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a particular organic-rich sediment was formed may not be as important to the 
preservation of the organic material as the question of how much alteration has 
been or is being accomplished by living organisms as a part of the nitrogen cycle. 

III. Geologic Occurrences of Amino Acids 
(Free and Combined) 

A. Fossils 
ABELSON first pointed out the significance of the amino acids found in fossil 

shells [24-26]. He showed that the thermally more stable amino acids like alanine, 
glycine, valine, proline, and the leucines were present in older fossil materials, 
while the thermally less stable amino acids were either absent entirely or present 
only in trace amounts. 

A dramatic difference in the amount of peptide-bound amino acid material 
was found between fossil and Recent shells of M ercenaria. In the Recent shell 
sample nearly all of the amino acids were peptide-bound as insoluble protein 
components (insoluble in trichloroacetic acid). Less than one percent of the total 
amino acids recovered were free. In the Pleistocene sample less than 40 percent 
of the amino acids were protein-bound (TCA insoluble), while the free amino acid 
fraction amounted to 20 percent of the total. In the Miocene shell none of the 
amino. acids were detected in peptide linkage. 

FLORKII' et liT. [27,28J showed that the organic matter in a series of fossil 
nacreous shell structures was physically preserved so well that the distinctive 
pattern observed for Recent Cephalopod Molluscan classes can readily be 
recognized in electron micrographs of the fossil structures. Amino acid composi
tions of these preserved matrices, however, showed that the original composition 
had been modified. The amount of nitrogen in the nacreous shell structure of 
Nautilus dropped from 0.4 percent in the Recent specimen to 0.01 percent in the 
Eocene specimen. Glycine and alanine are the most abundant amino acids in the 
Recent Nautilus, while serine is the most abundant in the fossil specimen. 

In a study of the early diagenesis of the insoluble amino acid-containing 
components in a series of radiocarbon-dated Mytilus shells [29J, it was found 
that the amino acid composition of this insoluble fraction changed progressively 
with time, as shown in Fig.l. In Recent samples the glycine and alanine concen
trations are about equal and together make up nearly 60 percent of the total 
amino acids from the insoluble fraction. In older shells the glycine progressively 
decreases relative to alanine so that in an Upper Pleistocene sample from a marine 
terrace (14C age> 30,000 years) the alanine to glycine ratio was 15 [30J *. 

A later study by DEGENS and LOVE [31 J of a sequence offossil shells of Gyraulus 
from the Tertiary of Steinheim, Germany, showed a remarkable similarity in the 
amino acid ratios of the fossil specimens compared to a Recent Planorbis. The 

* Treatment of the insoluble protein from a Recent shell with 0.1 N HCI at 110° C for a few hours 
yielded insoluble residues with amino acid compositions parallel to that found in the fossil series [30]. 
Analysis of the soluble fraction from these treatments showed that little, if any, of the amino acid 
material was being destroyed, but rather some components of the insoluble fraction were being taken 
selectively into solution. 
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Fig.l. Early diagenetic changes in the shell proteins of Mytilus. Amino acids from the acid hydrolysates 
of the insoluble fraction in M ytilus shells. Micromoles of amino acids found in this fraction are 

indicated per gram of shell [29, 30] 

fossil series had less than one tenth of the total amino acids as the Recent sample, 
but such presumably unstable amino acids as threonine, serine, and cystine were 
reported present. No trends with time were apparent, and differences were inter
preted as reflecting environmental or evolutionary changes. 

A recent study by JOPE [32, 33J on the amino acids in fossil brachiopod shells 
shows little similarity with shells of their nearest Recent relatives. The ages of the 
fossils ranged from Cretaceous to Silurian and in all cases showed the presence 
of such presumably unstable amino acids as serine, threonine, and arginine. 

FOUCART et al. [34J have made a study of the combined amino acids in some 
Paleozoic graptolites and have compared them to the amino. acids in the surround
ing rock. The level of amino acids in the rock is about one fifth of that in the 
graptolite fragments. The amino acid ratios, however, are not greatly different. 
Most of the amino acid fraction in both the graptolite and the rock is made up 
of serine, glycine, alanine, glutamic acid, and aspartic acid. 

Fossil bones and teeth have been the subject of a number of amino acid 
studies [24, 35-38]. In addition, reports on the electron microscopy of the organic 
matrix of fossil bones are of significance [39,40]. In general the results parallel 
the work described on shells. The organic matrix of tooth dentine and bone is 
largely made up of the protein collagen. Collagen is characterized by a glycine 
content of about one third of its total amino acid residues. In addition, collagen 
contains hydroxylysine and hydroxyproline, a characteristic which is often used 
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to distinguish collagen from other proteins. Collagen also has a distinctive pattern 
in the electron microscope. 

The structural preservation of collagen in bone samples of Pleistocene and 
Miocene ages and even in Devonian and Triassic samples has been reported [41,38]. 
Amino acid ratios from Late Pleistocene bone, while showing a number of 
similarities to Recent collagen, also reveal a number of significant changes in
dicating that the chemical integrity of the organic matrix has been modified during 
fossilization [37]. 

A recent study by ARMSTRONG and T ARLO [38] includes data on a fossil 
Pliosaur tooth and bone and some conodonts. A bone of Upper Jurassic age and 
the rock material surrounding the bone were both analyzed for amino acids. The 
rock matrix was found to have all the amino acids found in the bone but in even 
greater concentrations. HELLER [42] has found concentrations of free amino acids 
in rocks near fossil bones and shells and has interpreted this as indicating organic 
matter coming out of the fossil into the surrounding rock. Perhaps the organic 
matter originally present around the bone provided an environment for anerobic 
microorganisms to flourish, and the remains of this system have been super
imposed on the original in situ deposit. More data are clearly needed to interpret 
the mode of origin of many of the amino acid occurrences in fossils. 

B. Sediments and Rocks 
ERDMAN et al. [43] recovered several amino acids from an Oligocene marine 

sediment and compared them to the amino acids in a Recent sediment. As in the 
earlier study of shells by ABELSON [24], the more thermally stable amino acids 
were relatively more abundant in the older sediment. Amino acids have been 
reported from sediments as old as Precambrian. HARINGTON reported [44, 45] 
the presence of several amino acids in crocidolite asbestos of Precambrian age 
from South Africa; serine was the most abundant amino acid. Several amino 
acids, including serine, have been reported [46] recently from the Mountsorrel 
Bitumen, a Carboniferous mineralization associated with some dolerite dikes. The 
authors considered the possibility of an abiogenic origin for the amino acids. 
Previously an abiotic origin for the hydrocarbon fraction had been postulated [47]. 

SELLERS [48] in a systematic study on the stabilities ofthe various amino acids 
in sediments found that most of the amino acids present in a sample of a Recent 
marine sediment were also found in a sample of Miocene mudstone. The Miocene 
sample, however, had less than 10 percent of the total amino acid concentration 
of the Recent marine sediment. Heating of both Recent and Miocene samples 
in sealed bombs resulted in the appearance of some additional ninhydrin-positive 
materials, one of which was tentatively identified as alloisoleucine, the diastereo
isomer of isoleucine. The absence of alloisoleucine in the unheated samples seems 
significant in view of some recent findings discussed later in the chapter. 

Studies on the amino acids in marine [49] and lake sediment [50] cores show 
generally decreasing total amounts with depth but highly irregular distributions 
with respect to many individual amino acids. The water-sediment interface shows 
the highest concentration of amino acid material with the sediment surface 
containing as much as three to four orders of magnitude more amino acid material 
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(free and combined) than the overlying water. This implies that biologic activity 
is responsible for the bulk of the sediment surface amino acids, and as the micro
biologic activity decreases with increasing depth of sediment so does the total 
amount of amino acid material. 

C. Soils 
Though not as extensive as the sediment-ocean interface, the soil represents 

the sediment-atmosphere counterpart and shows a number of similarities. Micro
biological activity is again a maximum near the surface and diminishes with 
depth [13]. The area distribution is heterogeneous with samples only a centimeter 
apart showing vastly differing biologic activity. Arctic tundra soils that are frozen 
most of the year may have over a million bacteria per gram. Even desert soils 
with near oven-dry conditions have considerable numbers of microorganisms 
present [13]. 

Work on the nitrogen content of soils shows that much of the nitrogen is 
present as ammonium ions. The 'fraction present as fixed nitrogen increases with 
depth and presumably is an integral part of the clay structure [51]. 

The amino acid distribution in soils shows a marked correlation with 
microbiologic activity. Roots of plants are known to excrete free amino acids 
and even peptides [12, 52]. Disintegration and decomposition of dead micro
organisms produce a variety of free amino acids and peptides. STEVENSON [53] 
has found over 30 ninhydrin-reactive materials in soil samples including all the 
protein amino acids, some degradation products like ornithine, and amino sugars. 
He also identified diaminopimelic acid, which is presumably restricted to bacteria. 

A recent study by SOWDEN and IVERSON [54] on the free amino acids in soils 
has shown that although the water-extractable free amino acid concentration is 
quite low (0.01 to 1 microgram per gram of soil), there is another fraction of free 
amino acids extractable with carbon tetrachloride amounting up to 100 times as 
much. This appears to be the result of injury to microbial cells releasing free amino 
acids within the cells. Compared to the total amino acids obtained by hydrolysis, 
the free amino acid fraction made up one percent or less. 

D. Meteorites 
Occurrences of amino acids have been reported [55-57] from several samples 

of meteorites including both carbonaceous chondrites and stony chondrites. 
Although in lower concentrations, the amino acids in stony chondrites have a 
somewhat similar pattern to that in the carbonaceous meteorites. Some of the 
thermally less stable amino acids such as serine, threonine, and aspartic acid are 
present. The origin of the amino acids in meteorites has been variously proposed 
to be 1) biologic in situ, 2) contamination, or 3) abiotic. 

E. Hydrosphere 
Several reports on the organic matter in sea water [58, 59] indicate that most 

of the common amino acids are present. JOHANNES and WEBB [60] have shown 
that living zooplankton release appreciable amounts of dissolved amino acids. 
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The difficulties in quantitatively extracting amino acids from sea water are many, 
and the extraction process itself often results in the loss of some amino acids 
originally present. The concentration level of amino acids in sea water is somewhat 
more uniform but much lower than in the sediments near the water-sediment 
in terface [61]. 

Trapped sea water or connate water in Paleozoic and Tertiary sediments have 
been shown [61J to be fairly rich in amino acids including the less stable amino 
acids serine, threonine, and aspartic acid. Because of the low level of bacterial 
contamination found, it was concluded this was probably not a significant source 
of the amino acids. 

Ground water is included in the hydrosphere and is of extreme importance 
because of its possible role in transporting and redistributing organic matter 
throughout the geologic column. Only indirect evidence is available on the 
presence of amino acids in ground waters. Carbon to nitrogen ratios have been 
reported [62, 63J from a number of samples of ground water. The values seem 
to be independent of depth and run from near 5 to nearly 40. Most of the values 
are near 10, a value similar to that found in soil organic matter. 

F. Atmosphere 
Although the atmosphere is usually not considered as a major source of 

biochemical material, recent studies [64, 65J have shown measurable quantities 
of organic matter are present in the atmosphere. The atmosphere is an effective 
agent in the transportation of surficial material of the earth including both living 
and fossil organisms. The recent study of DELANY et al. [66J has indicated that 
much of the dust collected on the island of Barbados had been transported over 
5,000 km. The quantity of dust collected indicates that a sizable fraction of the 
deep sea clay is probably wind transported. The organic constituents of the dust 
included remains of both marine and fresh water organisms. Obviously amino 
acid-containing material is present. In other studies [55, 67J it has been found that 
dust settling out from the atmosphere contains appreciable quantities of combined 
amino acid material. Rain collected at the earth's surface often has appreciable 
amounts of organically combined nitrogen [68J, much of it in the form of pollen, 
spores, bacteria, and dust, all originally of terrestrial origin. 

G. Amino Acids from Nonbiological Sources 
Before WOHLER'S synthesis of urea in the early 19th century all organic com

pounds were assumed to be products of biological processes. The nonbiological 
synthesis of organic compounds has progressed from WOHLER'S relatively simple 
synthesis of urea to recently constructed macromolecules like insulin with 51 amino 
acids in peptide linkage [69,70]. 

It might be argued that these non biologic syntheses are in fact biological since 
human intervention and direction are involved. The work of MILLER [71J and 
others, however, has shown that even under simulated primitive earth conditions, 
it is possible to synthesize a large number of biologically important compounds 
including amino acids and polypeptides [71-76]. The amino acids so synthesized 
29 Organic Geochemistry 
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are not optically active but are racemic mixtures of both the D and L amino acid 
configurations. 

It is conceivable that there may be amino acid deposits or occurrences which 
have been synthesized by abiotic processes during the geologic history of the 
earth. Problems in the use of optical activity as an indicator of mode of origin 
will be considered later. 

IV. Problems of Contamination 
There is little doubt that both combined and free amino acids are present in 

most geological materials. Are these in situ occurrences of the amino acids and 
hence essentially as old as the host rock from which they are extracted, or is it 
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Fig. 2. Amino acids in a single human fingerprint compared to standard amino acid mixture containing 
0.01 micromoles of each amino acid [67]. Third line is a lOX recorder amplification of the center 

chromatograph. NHrGlu in the standard is glucosamine 

possible that samples have been contaminated by more recent material before or 
after collection of the sample? Running a laboratory blank may reveal some of 
the possible sources of laboratory contamination but will reveal nothing about 
in situ contamination of the sample before collection. 

A possible and a potentially serious source of contamination is found in the 
fingerprints of persons who handle samples [67, 77, 78]. This surface contamina
tion is not easily eliminated even by extensive acid-prewashing treatments. Amino 
acids have been detected in fingerprints made on paper twelve years previously [79J. 
The pattern of amino acids found in human fingerprints shown in Fig. 2 is char
acterized by rather large amounts of some of the thermally less stable amino 
acids like serine, threonine, and aspartic acid. Cystine is apparently absent. 

Reagents often used in extracting amino acids have sometimes enough amino 
acids in them to cause problems in interpretation. Even reagent-grade chemicals, 
such as hydrochloric acid which is often used in dissolving samples and in peptide 
hydrolysis, have sometimes been found to contain appreciable amounts of amino 
acids [67J. The amino acid pattern is very much like that of the fingerprint in 
Fig. 2. 
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Other possible sources of contamination include paper and cloth used in 
wrapping specimens, saliva from sneezing, and dust from the atmosphere. Al
though it may not be realistic to eliminate the problem, a knowledge of the 
unavoidable background of possible contamination from these sources is critical 
for the appraisal ofthe occurrences oflow-Ievel amounts of amino acids in geologic 
environments. 

v. Nonprotein AminQ Acids in Fossil Shells 
Some amino acids not normally present in proteins have been found in a 

series of fossil shells of M ercenaria [80]. These nonprotein amino acids appear 
to be degradation and racemization products of the original amino acid constit
uents of the shell proteins. We have studied the diagenesis of shell proteins in a 
sequence of progressively older M ercenaria shells extending from the shells of 
living animals to as old as Miocene. Shells with radiocarbon ages from 1,000 to 
33,000 years are included in the study. 

Many molluscan shell structures appear to be fair approximations to closed 
systems, so that the amino acids found in fossil shell structures should be repre
sentative of in situ diagenesis. Experiments of heating shell fragments of M ercenaria 
both in water and in concentrated solutions of amino acids indicate little exchange 
of material within the shell structure itself [81]. 

The shells of living mollusks contain a proteinaceous organic matrix charac
teristic of the type of shell structures present [7, 82]. Most shells have more than 
one type of shell structure and therefore more than one type of organic matrix. 
These differ in amino acid composition as well as in several physico-chemical 
properties. The largely insoluble nature of the organic matrix of most recent 
molluscan shells has made it difficult to study the intact proteins for molecular 
weight, amino acid sequence, etc. Amino acid composition is relatively easy to 
determine and can be a useful parameter in determining organic matrix types for 
recent mollusk shells. 

In fossil shells the organic matrix is progressively more soluble with age. The 
amino acid composition is readily determined, and comparison with its recent 
counterpart reveals changes in the amino acid pattern due primarily to in situ 
diagenesis of the organic matrix. 

A. Sample Preparation 
Fragments of shell structures of a few milligrams to a gram, depending on the amino acid content, 

are placed in a Pyrex test tube 150 xiS mm. Polyethylene tubes 13 x 100 mm with a lip and an 0.006" 
hole drilled in the bottom are placed in each sample-containing Pyrex tube. Twice the stoichiometric 
amount of 12 N HCI plus 1/2 ml of 6 N HCI is added to the polyethylene tube. These are then placed 
in a vacuum centrifuge, where the acid rapidly dissolves the sample and gives a final solution 6 N in HC\. 
The centrifuging keeps frothing to a minimum and the vacuum enables the reaction to be completed 
in three to four minutes at near 0° C to break down proteins and peptides to free amino acids. 

After hydrolysis the samples are transferred to polyethylene tubes and twice the stoichiometric 
amount of 48 percent HF is added to precipitate Ca++ as CaF2 • After centrifuging, the supernatent 
is transferred to a second polyethylene tube and evaporated to dryness in the vacuum centrifuge 
over NaOH. 

Standard amino acid mixtures carried through the same procedure show negligible losses and 
little or no racemization. Earlier attempts at ion-exchange desalting resulted in significant losses of 
several amino acids. 
29* 
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B. Amino Acid Analysis 
To determine quantitatively submicrogram amounts of amino acids, a sensitive instrument 

(see Fig. 3) based on the ion-exchange method of SPACKMAN, MOORE, and STEIN has been developed 
[83, 84]. The system uses It mm inside diameter Teflon columns and regulated nitrogen pressure to 
force the buffers through the system. Pressure is also used to force the ninhydrin reagent into the 
mixer and heating coil. The system is highly stable, sensitive, and capable of greater than one percent 
reproducibility at the nanomole level on consecutive runs. 

A system of automated sample injection and multiple-column analysis allows the rapid loading 
of several samples followed by the continuous unattended analysis of each individual sample. 

The basic amino acids are analyzed on a single ion-exchange column using pH 4.4 citrate buffer 
at 50° C. This allows for the resolution of ornithine from lysine, and glucosamine from galactosamine 
with a total analysis time of It hours for each sample. 
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Fig. 3. Flow diagram of amino acid analyzer 

The samples are drawn in with a syringe into 100 cm lengths of 32 gauge Teflon tubing, which are 
then connected through an automatic switching valve to the top of the column. A timer programs the 
flow consecutively through each sample tube injecting the sample into the column ahead of the buffer. 

For the analysis of the acidic and neutral amino acids separate columns for each sample are used 
and are connected to a second automatic switching valve, which is programmed to allow flow con
secutively through the different columns. At the high pressure side there are separate lengths of tubing 
which contain just enough of the pH 3.25 and 4.25 buffers, as well as 0.2 N NaOH for regeneration, for 
each analysis. This eliminates the need for a timed buffer change during each run. 

The ninhydrin is added to the effiuent stream by pressure applied to a Teflon coil containing 
ninhydrin reagent to produce a two-to-one mixture of buffer to ninhydrin reagent. The entire effiuent 
line leading from the column through the heating coil to the colorimeter is of 32 gauge Teflon tubing. 
A chromatogram from a standard amino acid mixture is shown in Fig. 2 showing the sensitivity of the 
instrument to 0.01 micromoles of each amino acid. 

C. Results 
In a Recent Mercenaria shell there is considerable vanatIOn both in the 

amount and in the composition of organic matrix from one structural layer to 
another. The shell is made up largely of three calcified structural units laid down 
by different parts of the mantle. The total amino acid composition, as well as the 
per cent of amino acids per gram of shell weight, for each layer is shown in Fig. 4. 
The inner and outer layers both have over twice as much organic matrix per gram 
of shell as does the middle layer. The middle layer has relatively more aspartic 
acid and less glycine than either of the other layers. In the series of shells used in 
this study, only a single structural unit, the inner layer, was used. 

Fig. 5 shows the amino acid patterns for three of the samples: Recent, Upper 
Pleistocene, and Miocene M ercenaria shells [85]. The total amino acids recovered 
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Fig. 4. Amino acid composition of the individual shell layers in Mercenaria [81]. Total amino acids 
recovered: outer shelllayer-21 micromoles per gram; middle shelllayer-8 micromoles per gram; 

inner shelllayer-16 micromoles per gram 

decreases progressively from 16 micromoles per gram of shell to one micromole 
per gram of shell. In addition to this overall decrease the amino acid ratios change 
in a systematic way with progressively older shells. Threonine, serine, cystine, 
histidine, and arginine decrease to very low amounts or are absent entirely in the 
Miocene sample. Aspartic acid is the most abundant amino acid in the Recent 
shell but drops to the eleventh most abundant in the Miocene. Alanine, glutamic 
acid, proline, valine, and the leucines make up over 80 percent of the total amino 
acids found. 

Of particular interest and significance is the presence of nonprotein amino 
acids in fossil specimens. One example is ornithine, derived from the protein 
amino acid arginine. The ornithine-to-arginine ratio increases from zero for the 
Recent shell to essentially infinity with the absence of arginine in the Miocene shell. 

Another example, alloisoleucine derived from isoleucine, increases from es
sentially zero to an equilibrium value of approximately 1.3 times the isoleucine 
value. In a I,OOO-year-old shell the alloisoleucine-to-isoleucine ratio is approxi
mately 0.1. Samples of isoleucine when heated in water in sealed tubes yield 
nearly identical equilibrium values. An equilibrium mixture of alloisoleucine and 
isoleucine different from a 50: 50 mixture indicates a difference in the free energy 
of formation of the two diastereoisomers. 
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Fig. 5. Amino acids from the inner layer of Mercenaria shells [81, 85]. Total amino acids recovered 
are indicated in micromoles per gram of shell. Bottom pattern obtained by heating a fragment of a 
Recent shell in water in a sealed tube for three days at 1600 C. a-ABA and y-ABA are a and y amino 

butyric acids 

Allothreonine, the diastereoisomer of threonine, was not resolved in the 
present experiments. Some evidence of its presence, however, comes from a 
marked broadening of the threonine peak indicating the possible presence of 
allothreonine. Threonine is nearly absent in the older fossil specimens. 

D. Laboratory Simulation of Geologic Environments 
Fragments of Recent M ercenaria shells heated to temperatures between 150 and 

2000 C in the presence of water in sealed tubes yield amino acid patterns closely 
resembling the patterns found in fossil shells of Mercenaria [81]. The amount of 
water does not seem to be critical as long as some excess is present relative to the 
amount of organic matter. Apparently decomposition of amino acids without an 
excess of water present, results in amino acid patterns very different from that 
found in fossil materials [50]. 

pH can be expected to playa significant part in the kinetics of amino acid de
composition. We have found that pure arginine is relatively stable in acid so
lutions but in basic solutions decomposes readily to ornithine and urea. Similarly 
the reaction of isoleucine to alloisoleucine is accelerated in alkaline solutions. The 
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pH dependence, although a complicating factor, may not be a serious problem 
for carbonate shell amino acids, since any water entering the shell would tend to 
be buffered by the C03' ofthe shell. By taking actual shell fragments in the heating 
experiments presumably the pH ofthenatural environment would be approximated. 

Fig. 5 also shows a chromatogram of a shell fragment from a Recent M ercenaria 
heated at 160° C in water in a sealed tube for three days. Aspartic acid decrease rela
tive to glutamic acid. Threonine and serine decompose relatively quickly. The 
ornithine-to-arginine ratio and also the alloisoleucine-to-isoleucine ratio change in 
a similar way to that found in the series of fossils. The equilibrium ratio of alloiso
leucine to isoleucine is virtually identical in the prolonged heating experiments to 
the Miocene fossil specimen. The resemblance of the amino acid pattern to that in 
the series of fossils suggests a close approximation of the laboratory treatment to 
the natural environment. 

There is no single heating experiment that will duplicate the results in a partic
ular fossil during a single run. This is because ofthe very different activation energies 
for the various reactions. For example, to duplicate the alloisoleucine to isoleucine 
ratio found in the Upper Pleistocene sample it is necessary to heat the shell in water 
at 140°C for approximately six days. To get a similar ratio for ornithine to arginine, 
slightly less than one day at 140°C duplicates the Upper Pleistocene ratio. To 
duplicate the threonine and serine values found in the Upper Pleistocene sample, 
only around eight hours of heating are necessary. 

E. Potential Application to Geothermometry and Geochronology 
Each amino acid has its characteristic activation energy, which can be deter

mined by a study of the kinetics of decomposition at a series of temperatures. 
Time and temperature are the main variables. With two unknowns (time and 
temperature) for each equation, it should be possible to define both time and 
temperature by the use of two or more amino acid reactions, e. g., arginine-to
ornithine and isoleucine-to-alloisoleucine. 

A knowledge of the temperature dependence of the rate of chemical reactions 
can be useful in predicting rates of reaction at lower temperatures, where the 
reaction rate is too slow for laboratory study. Preliminary work at our laboratory 
suggests that decomposition studies at several temperatures between 88° and 
225° C may be useful in predicting reaction rates at temperatures between 
0° and 30° C and thereby be of potential use in both geochronologic and geo
thermometric studies. Comparison of results with data from older fossils indicates 
that the method might be useful for shells at least as old as Miocene. 

The amino acid pattern of fossil shell structures should also be useful for 
stratigraphic correlation. Samples of 100 mg or even less are usually sufficient. The 
presence of reworked older fossils in a younger deposit should be readily detected 
by a comparison of the amino acid patterns of the shells in a fossil assemblage. 

VI. Optical Configuration of Amino Acids in Fossils 
To gain further insight into the possible mode of formation of fossil amino 

acid occurrences we have made a preliminary study of the optical configuration 
of the amino acids in fossil shells [85]. 
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Table 3. Structural formulae for the isomers ofisoleucine 

CH 3 NH2 0 
I I II 

H sC2-i*-i*-C-OH 

H H 
L-isoleucine 

H H 0 

I I II 
H SC2-f*-f*-C-OH 

CH 3 NH2 
D-isoleucine 

CH 3 H 0 
I I II 

H SC2-C*-C*-C-OH 
I I 

H NH2 
D-alIoisoleucine 

H NH2 0 

I I II 
H SC2-f*-f*-C-OH 

CH 3 H 
L-alIoisoleucine 

As indicated earlier in the chapter, most of the amino acids have only one 
asymmetric carbon atom with two possible optical isomers designated as D and L 
amino acid. Four protein amino acids (hydroxyproline, hydroxylysine, threonine, 
and isoleucine) have a second asymmetric carbon atom (see Table 1). In addition 
to the D and L optical isomers, these each have two diastereoisomers designated 
as the D and L allo amino acids. This is illustrated in Table 3 for isoleucine. 

Amino acids synthesized by total inorganic synthesis are racemic mixtures of 
optical isomers and diastereoisomers and therefore show no optical activity. In 
contrast the amino acids isolated from acid hydrolysates of biological proteins are 
optically active. Alkaline hydrolysis leads to extensive racemization of amino acids. 
It would seem that the property of optical activity would be useful for distinguishing 
the mode of origin of amino acid mixtures found in various geologic environments. 

To determine the optical configuration of the amino acids we have utilized the 
very specific enzyme L-Amino Acid Oxidase, which destroys only the L-configu
ration of the amino acids leaving the D-amino acid intact [86]. As a confirmatory 
check the enzyme D-Amino Acid Oxidase was used as well as some of the specific 
decarboxylases. Aliquots of the amino acids isolated from the shells were treated 
with the enzymes, after which the enzymes were precipitated with trichloroacetic 
acid and the solution placed on the amino acid analyzer. Untreated aliquots were 
run for comparison. The difference between the two runs reflects the amount of L 
or D amino acid acted on by the enzyme. Not every amino acid is acted on by the 
enzymes. The amino acids listed in Table 4 are reactive and have been calibrated 
by standard solutions of the D, L, and DL amino acid configurations. 

The results show the Recent shell contains only L-amino acids, while in the 
Miocene sample the amino acids are virtually racemized to equal amounts of 
D and L amino acids. 

The Upper Pleistocene sample (age approximately 70,000 years) shows ap
preciable racemization with approximately 25 percent of the D-amino acids 
present. The insoluble residue from the Upper Pleistocene shows that some 
racemization has occurred while the amino acids are presumably still in peptide 
linkage. 

It appears that the L-amino acids are not stable but eventually racemize to 
form an optically inactive racemic mixture of D and L amino acids indistinguish
able from the amino acids synthesized in the laboratory. An exception, however, 
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Table 4. Percentage of D-amino acid isomers in the inner layer of shells of M ercenaria [85] 

Recent, Upper Upper Miocene, 
total pleistocene, pleistocene, total 

total insoluble 

Glutamic acid <5 22 11 47 
Proline 0 31 19 52 
Alanine 0 40 10 51 
Valine 0 28 5 52 
Alloisoleucine >98 100 >95 
Isoleucine 0 0 0 <5 
Leucine 0 26 5 48 
Tyrosine 0 25 16 50 
Phenylalanine 0 25 8 49 

has been found for isoleucine. From the data in Table 4 it appears that L-iso
leucine does not racemize to D-isoleucine but rather to D-alloisoleucine. The 
second asymmetric carbon atom (Table 3) apparently does not easily racemize, 
if at all, since there are no readily ionizable groups on the atom nor is it adjacent 
to a carboxyl group for enolization. Thus L-isoleucine from biologically produced 
proteins racemizes to D-alloisoleucine (to racemize to D-isoleucine would require 
simultaneous racemization of both asymmetric carbon atoms). In the Miocene 
shells of Mercenaria only D-alloisoleucine and L-isoleucine were found, whereas 
all other amino acids were present in a racemic mixture. In Recent sheIl fragments 
prolonged heating in water in sealed tubes yielded racemic mixtures of most 
amino acids but only L-isoleucine and D-alloisoleucine. Although these rela
tionships were discovered in shell amino acids, they are of general application to 
biological proteins and their diagenesis in geologic environments. 

A. Criteria for Mode of Origin 
It would appear that the isomeric composition of isoleucine, because of its 

very stable second asymmetric carbon atom, should be useful in distinguishing 
the mode of origin of specific geologic occurrences of amino acids. Isoleucine 
is always present in protein hydrolysates. Recent samples should have largely 
L-isoleucine, while in older samples progressively increasing amounts of D
alloisoleucine should be present to an equilibrium ratio of alloisoleucine to 
isoleucine. Isoleucine of non-biological origin would be expected to be racemic 
mixtures of both D, L-isoleucine and D, L-alloisoleucine. The presence of only 
L-isoleucine in very ancient rocks would suggest contamination by recent bio
logical material. These criteria for mode of origin are summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5. Criteria for mode of origin of amino acids based on isomeric composition of isoleucine 

Isoleucine Isomers Present 

I. Only L-isoleucine 

2. L-isoleucine and D-alloisoleucine 

3. D, L-isoleucine and D, L-alloisoleucine 

Significance 

Recent biological origin 

Biological origin (probably older than Pliocene 
if isomers are in equilibrium) 

Abiotic origin 
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VII. Discussion and Summary 
Although work is just beginning on the optical configuration of isoleucine 

and other amino acids in problems of geologic interest, it is possible to make a 
few preliminary observations on some of the reported geologic occurrences of 
amino acids with regard to the presence or absence of alloisoleucine. In a series 
of fossil carbonate shells we have found progressively increasing amounts of 
alloisoleucine relative to isoleucine. This seems to be the result of in situ diagenesis 
on the original shell proteins, which contained only L-isoleucine. The rock matrix 
around the fossil shells has no appreciable amounts of alloisoleucine, although 
there are significant amounts of isoleucine and other amino acids [30]. The absence 
of alloisoleucine suggests that the amino acid material in the rock matrix is bio
logically recent and not in situ as it is in the shell. The absence of alloisoleucine 
reported [48J in unheated Miocene sediments, but its probable presence in heated 
samples, also seems to indicate that the amino acids in certain Miocene sediments, 
at least, are of recent biological origin. 

Chromatograms of amino acids from some meteorite samples [55, 57J, as well 
as from a Precambrian asbestos sample [44J, show little or no alloisoleucine. This 
seems to be consistent only with a recent biological origin for the amino acid 
fraction. From these few examples it appears that some geologic occurrences of 
amino acids may not be as old as the host rock but rather of more recent biological 
origin. 

FLORKIN [28J and GREGOIRE [87J and their group have made a number of 
studies relative to the preservation of the organic matrix in fossil mollusk shells. 
From electron micrographs the physical preservation of organic matrix tissues 
has been demonstrated for Paleozoic shell structures. It seems possible, however, 
that physical preservation may not necessarily imply that the original chemical 
integrity has also been preserved. Although direct comparisons are difficult 
because Paleozoic forms are largely extinct, enough is known on present-day 
shell structure types to make reasonable estimates of the original amino acid 
composition of many extinct forms. In general the amino acid composition re
ported for these very ancient shells is totally unlike any recent shell structures that 
have been reported. The amino acids in these Mesozoic and Paleozoic shells seem 
to be greatly altered from the original composition and possibly consist of a 
mixture of in situ amino acid material with material of more recent origin. 

One of the most interesting aspects of the very thorough and systematic work 
reported by GREGOIRE [87J has been the evidence for fossil peptide-bound amino 
acid material. Based on the biuret reaction for the peptide bond, positive reactions 
have been obtained for fossil nacreous shell structures as old as Ordovician. These 
results are intriguing. If peptides of the original shell structures still persist in 
material this old, then the possibility exists of extracting the amino acid sequences 
of at least part of the original proteins involved. Comparison with similar data 
of Recent shell proteins should then reveal important phylogenetic and evolu
tionary relationships as well as information on early mechanisms of shell forma
tion in mollusks. 

Our data, however, leads us to believe that peptide bonds are hydrolyzed in 
geologically short times of 104 to 106 years [89]. In older fossils the total amino 
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acid concentration is essentially equivalent to the free amino acid fraction. Further 
data are necessary to resolve the obvious differences in the results of these studies 
on peptide bond stability. It is possible that amino acids and peptides may form 
complexes in sedimentary materials that would increase their resistance to decom
position [13]. If simple heating experiments of the amino acid-containing samples 
in water cause changes to occur in the peptide and amino acid fractions, it seems 
likely that geologic time alone would accomplish similar results at ambient 
temperatures. Our data on shell structures strongly suggest this, and experiments 
with proteins and amino acids in other pH environments suggest general validity 
of these results for other geologic materials. 

In summary, there have been a number of studies ofthe amino acids in generally 
random samples of geologic interest. Samples representing most of the geologic 
column including the Precambrian have been reported to contain several amino 
acids including some relatively unstable ones. This somewhat confusing picture 
will only become clearer when more systematic studies are made and more of the 
diagenetic reactions of the amino acids are learned. The ability to simulate geo
logic environments in the laboratory should make it possible to better understand 
the reactions in nature and to be able to say something about their rates at various 
temperatures in the earth. The application of enzyme techniques to the determina
tion of optical configuration of amino acids in geologic environments promises 
to be a significant aid in the elucidation of the age, as well as the mode of origin, 
of many geologic occurrences of amino acids. 
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Addendum 
Amino acids isolated from samples of the Precambrian Gunflint Chert include 

substantial amounts of the amino acids serine and threonine and little or no 
alloisoleucine [1, 2]. This pattern of amino acids seems consistent only with a 
recent biological origin for at least some of the amino acids found. This would 
imply in situ contamination of the chert with recent organic materials. 
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An alternative possibility is that the chert matrix has protected the amino acids 
against normal diagenetic reactions. To check this possibility, samples of Gunflint 
Chert were heated in the presence of water at 1650 C for periods of 1 day and 
longer. If the chert stabilized the amino acids it should be evident in such an 
experiment. Instead, at the end of the experiment serine and threonine had 
been destroyed and significant amounts of alloisoleucine had been formed, a 
result almost identical to the heating experiments of shells [3J which in turn 
compared closely with the amino acids isolated from a natural series of fossil 
shells. There seems to be no stabilizing effect on the amino acids by the chert 
matrix. 

These results emphasize the need to critically evaluate the occurrences of 
amino acids in geologic environments. It appears that there is a ubiquitous back
ground level of recent biologically produced amino acids that makes it difficult 
to interpret the results of amino acids found in very ancient materials. 
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The history of life is encoded in the variety of the chemical structures of 
organic materials which have survived to the present time. Crude petroleum 
and bitumens represent the organic residue of some of the oldest living matter. In 
particular, petroporphyrins, are easily traceable artifacts of living systems from 
as old as a billion years upto the present. Even though the porphyrins account 
for only a trace of the carbon present in petroleum, they have great geochemical 
significance. This fact was immediately recognized by A. TREms in 1934 when he 
discovered that a wide variety of petroleum and bitumens contained porphyrins. 
He stated "The findings compel extensive geological conclusions. The demon
stration of porphyrin is just as sure and exact as the spectroscopic detection of an 
element ... The proof that chlorophyll-bearing plants played a decisive part in the 
formation of bitumens and petroleums of various origins and of all geological 
ages is brought out with full certainty" [1]. Following this announcement and 
after working with a very wide sampling of minerals, shales, bitumens and crudes, 
TREms put forward his famous postulate for the transformation of chlorophyll 
into desoxophylloerythroetioporphyrin [2]. 

The implications ofthese ideas are extremely far reaching and to a great extent 
the methods and conclusions put forward in that seminal paper are the basis of 
organic geochemistry. The method of selecting genetically related, starting mate
rial-product pairs and connecting them with feasible geochemical reactions has 
been extended to many classes of compounds. The assumption made by TREms 
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that the overall biochemistry of past organisms is similar or identical to present 
ones is implicit in all such studies. 

A highly refractory aromatic nucleus combined with peripheral groups of 
variable stability make chlorophyll chemically unique. The aromatic nucleus 
ensures geologic survival and the peripheral groups of its chemical progeny 
rather accurately reflect the environment to which the material has been exposed. 

Thus, because the porphyrins were the premier organic geochemical tracers 
and secondly because their potential information content is so great, these mate
rials continue to intrigue the geochemist. Recent refinements in separation 
techniques and methods of spectrometric identification have made the studies 
especially fruitful. 

A certain jargon usually pertains to each speciality and the field of the 
chemistry of tetrapyrrole pigments is not excepted. The term "petroporphyrin" 
to describe the plurality of porphyrins found in petroleum was'coined because of 
indications that at least some of the components were not identical with known 
porphyrins. The indications have been confirmed and these materials do consti
tute a new class of naturally occurring compounds. The designation of this class 
of porphyrins as "petroporphyrins" seems especially appropriate [3, 4]. 

The terms "complex" and "chelate" have been used interchangeably to 
designate the compounds formed from the reaction of metal ions and porphyrins. 
However, with an increasing number of studies of the coordination of the metal 
to additional ligands beyond the four porphyrin nitrogens, new terminology is 
required. In line with suggestions by a number of workers in the field, the term 
"chelate" will be used to designate the" normal" square planar metalloporphyrins, 
while the term "complex" is reserved for compounds where additional ligands 
are present to form square pyramidal or octahedral coordination spheres. 

II. Concentration and Purification of the Pigments 
An old English recipe for rabbit stew begins, "Catch a rabbit". And so it is 

with the study of the fossil porphyrin pigments. Since these pigments in both 
contemporary and ancient sources are minor constituents of the matrix in which 
they occur and because of their complex, high molecular weight structures are 
subject to alteration, their isolation has continued to challenge the chemist. For 
convenience we shall divide the methods used for obtaining the pigments into 
three groups: isolation, fractionation, and identification. 

By isolation we shall mean procedures which reject the bulk of the matrix to 
yield a pigment concentrate. The main requirements for a suitable procedure are 
first, that the integrity of pigments be preserved, second, that little or no loss of 
the pigment in the rejected matrix occurs and, finally, that the method produces 
utilizable amounts of material in a reasonable period. 

Fractionation is defined as a means of segregation of the porphyrin aggregate 
obtained from the initial isolation into homogeneous components as determined 
by some criterion, usually based on a specific physical method or methods and 
does not imply that each fraction is a pure compound. Since the quantity of 
material here is 2 or 3 orders of magnitude lower than that prior to the isolation, 
more sophisticated and precise methods should be called into play. 
30 Organic Geochemistry 
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Identification takes on various aspects but in general, means assigning the 
porphyrins to a specific spectral group or to a chemical class by establishing the 
presence or absence of functional groups. 

The following sections present selected methods for these operations. Some 
traditional ones are included as well as some taken from the current literature. 

A. Isolation of Porphyrins 
The porphyrins in bitumens are present predominantly as vanadyl and nickel 

chelates. These chelates are in many of their physical properties very similar to 
the materials with which they are associated in the bitumens, petroleums or 
sediments. For this reason, there is no single method of isolation suitable for all 
cases. The most common and convenient method, demetallation by strong acids, 
warrants the most detailed discussion. However, it does have the disadvantage 
that the distinction between the porphyrins chelated with nickel and those 
chelated with vanadium is lost. Such methods as adsorption chromatography, 
liquid-liquid extraction and a recent addition, gel permeation chromatography, 
preserve the metallo-chelates for study. 

It should be noted that the recovery of porphyrin by these procedures is not 
quantitative and all probably discriminate against the carboxylic acid porphyrins 
and against those of high molecular weight. 

1. Acid Extraction Methods 

The original and still most common method of isolation is based on demetalla
tion. Displacement of the chela ted metal converts the metalloporphyrin, which 
is essentially neutral, to a sufficiently strong base (pKb ~ 5) to be easily extracted 
from the bituminous residue with dilute aqueous acid. 

Naturally, the choice of demetallating agent is dictated by the most refractory 
chelate present. In petroleum samples, this is the vanadyl and only very strong 
acids can displace the metal. The strength of the acid needed is shown by the fact 
that HCl-acetic acid will not demetallate vanadyl porphyrins even at elevated 
temperatures, while HBr-acetic acid demetallates vanadyl porphyrins slowly at 
room temperature but rather quickly at 500 C [5]. 

Table 1. Acidic reagents for extraction of porphyrins from bitumens 

Reagent 

HBr-acetic acid 
H2S04 

HBr-formic acid 
Methanesulfonic acid 
H 3 P04 

Reference 

TREIBS [6], GROENNINGS [7], COSTANTINIDES et al. [8] 
TREIBS [9], DEAN and GIRDLER [20] 
SUGIHARA and GARVEY [10] 
ERDMAN [11], BAKER [3] 
CORWIN [12] 

Table 1 lists other reagents which have been successfully used for opening 
vanadyl porphyrins. Of these, the most widely used reagent for the demetallation 
of porphyrin aggregates in petroleum and petroleum residues is HBr-acetic acid. 
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Its use was originated by TREms [6]. After some improvements by GROENNINGS [7], 
it became the standard method for quantitative measurements of porphyrin con
tents. That the method still had certain shortcomings was recognized, so that 
COSTANTINIDES et al. critically reviewed the experimental details of the procedure 
and incorporated several further improvements into the method given below [8]. 
That any free bromine in the HBr-AcOH reagent will produce artifacts has been 
mentioned by many workers and the nature of some of the artifacts are now 
known. Treatment of deutero- or protoporphyrin in HBr-AcOH leads to a com
pound of the chlorin class [8 a] when bromine is present. 

a) Method for the Quantitative Determination of Porphyrins in Petroleum Products 

A five gram sample is dissolved in 15 ± 1 ml of toluene and poured into an ampoule with 40± 1 ml 
of reagent, which consists of a solution ofa 30 ± 2 weight percent HBr in anhydrous acetic acid ( < 0.2 per
cent H20). For the preparation of the HBr-acetic acid reagent a fritted glass inlet tube for HBr gas is 
recommended since HBr dissolves with difficulty in acetic acid. The ampoule is cooled with dry ice, 
sealed and immersed for 48 hrs. in a thermostatic bath at 50 ± 10 C and shaken frequently. 

The ampoule is opened and the reaction mixture is poured into a separatory funnel containing 
50 ml of 33 percent by volume aqueous acetic acid. The funnel is vigorously shaken. The acid phase is 
drawn otT and the oil phase washed three times with 20 ml of 50 percent acetic acid. The combined acid 
phases are boiled to remove HBr and toluene, then filtered, and brought to a suitable volume for optical 
density measurement. 50 percent acetic acid is used for dilution and the spectrum of the acid solution 
is determined in the 330-450 ml.l range. The measure of the intensity of the Soret band is made by 
integrating the area defined by the base line and the absorption curve. An integral absorption co
efficient of 65 x 108 mole- 1 cm2 ml.l is used to calculate the concentration of porphyrin aggregate in 
the sample. Duplicate determinations of porphyrin content on the same sample give results which 
do not differ by more than 3 percent. 

If a preparative rather than analytical method is required, the first portion of 
the method is used and the acid phase is fractionated by the method described in 
the section on isolation of porphyrin from oil shale. 

A number of adaptations of the basic method have been reported. An open 
container rather than a sealed ampoule can be used [13] and the digestion time 
reduced from 2 days to 2 hrs. by continuous shaking [14]. 

For solid bitumens somewhat different methods are required. A very satis
factory method for a preliminary concentration of the pigment containing fraction 
of gilsonite was given by SUGIHARA and MCGEE [15]. 

b) Solvent Extraction of Gilsonite 

Gilsonite (200 g) was placed in a Waring blender with ethyl acetate (500 ml) and agitated at high 
speed for 1 min. The suspension was allowed to settle and the liquid decanted. A second 500 ml portion 
of solvent was added, agitated, and decanted. Removal of the ethyl acetate-soluble compounds was 
essentially complete after eight extractions. Combination ofthe extracts and evaporation ofthe solvent 
gave 53.4 g of black tar. 

The tar may then be treated by any of the acid extraction methods to yield 
demetallated porphyrins or can be used as the starting point for a chromato
graphic concentration procedure. 

In shales and kerogens, still different techniques are required for the initial 
opening of the matrix. The method given by TREms for the extraction of porphyrins 
from oil shale is suitable for a wide variety of such solid samples. 
30* 
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c) Isolation of Porphyrin from Oil Shale According to TREmS [6J 

A total of 12 kg of shale (pulverized in a ball mill) is added in portions of 3--4 kg to equal amounts 
of acetic acid, heated on a steam bath for two days, cooled, filtered and thoroughly washed. The treat
ment is repeated 6 times so that exhaustive extraction is approached. 

The acetic acid extract is vacuum distilled nearly to dryness, the residue of salts dissolved in water, 
from which the complex salts together with extracted oil are quantitatively collected in a moderate 
amount of chloroform. The residue on evaporation amounts to about 100 g of dark brown oil, from 
which the odor of sulfur compounds arises. After further drying under vacuum at steam bath tempera
ture, the oil is treated in 4 portions with 100 g of hydrogen bromide-acetic acid for 4 days at 50°: the 
sealed ampoule is shaken frequently. The crude porphyrin mixture is transferred to ether in the usual 
way by addition of sodium acetate. By repeated extraction with 10 percent hydrochloric acid and 
finally 20 percent hydrochloric acid, the quantity of interest (porphyrin) is mostly separated from the 
oily impurity; however, complete removal occurs only in the course of the following acid fractionation. 

The separation yields several different basic fractions and each is subjected to further acid frac
tionation for complete separation. Treatment of the ether solution with hydrochloric acid of 2.5, 5, 10, 
and 20 percent, yields four fractions with the 2.5 percent fraction containing the main part of the 
porphyrins. The acid porphyrins (those with carboxyl functions) can be separated with dilute sodium 
hydroxide from another solution while the upper phase contains all of the etioporphyrins. 

The use of methanesulfonic acid (MSA) as a demetallating agent was dis
covered by ERDMAN [l1J and exploited by BAKER and collaborators for the 
preparation of petro porphyrins from asphaltenes [16]. 

d) MSA Extraction of Petroporphyrins 

Asphaltene (40.0 g), obtained by pentane precipitation from crude petroleum was treated with 
MSA (200 ml) in a ball mill (0.3 gallon) containing ceramic balls (usually 10 balls, I inch diameter). 
After stirring to break up lumps, the mill was closed and placed on rollers at slow speed. Heat was 
supplied with a bank of infrared lamps or a heat gun. The heat input was adjusted by trial and error 
to give a temperature at the end of a four-hour run of 105 ± 50 C. After four hours, the mill was opened, 
and 200 g of ice with 200 ml of water was added with stirring. The solution (ca. 50° C) was filtered with 
suction through an 11 cm filter funnel. 

The volume of the wine colored extract was measured and the yield assayed by volumetric dilution 
and the optical density at 546 mil due to the di-cation was determined. An £ value of 17 x 103 I mole- 1 

cm -1 was used to calculate the yield after subtraction of a small background correction. 
The porphyrins were then transferred from the aqueous acid to methylene chloride [17] (ca. 250 ml) 

in a liquid-liquid extractor [18]. The methylene chloride layer was then withdrawn from the extractor 
and the porphyrin converted from the di-cation to the free base by treatment with sodium acetate 
solution (100 ml, 5 percent w/v). The methylene chloride layer was transferred to a rotary evaporator 
and the solvent removed. The oily black residue was taken up with a minimum of benzene and applied 
to a silica gel chromatographic column (40 mm diameter; 12 cm of silica gel) which had been prepared 
with cyclohexane. The column was developed with cyclohexane/benzene, benzene, and finally with 
benzene containing 1-5 percent ether. The purified porphyrin was finally recovered by evaporation of 
the solvent. 

The use of phosphoric acid has been men tioned briefly by CORWIN [12J. 

e) Phosphoric Acid Treatment of Petroleum Samples 

The sample of crude petroleum to be treated is mixed with three times its weight of 85 percent 
phosphoric acid and heated to 180° for an hour. It is then poured onto cracked ice and treated with 
an equal volume of 5 percent He!. The mixture is allowed to stand overnight, whereupon the phases 
separate. The porphyrins will be found in the aqueous phase. When nickel or vanadyl etioporphyrin II 
is treated by this method, the removal of metal is quantitative. 

Some confusion has arisen on the use of sulfuric acid as an extractive agent for 
porphyrins. Some references purport that vanadyl porphyrins are not demetallated 
by this reagent [19J and hence cannot be extracted from bitumens or petroleum. 
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That vanadyl porphyrins are demetallated, at least in part, by 90 percent H2S04 

at room temperature was demonstrated by DEAN and GIRDLER [20J. Actually, 
sulfuric acid was used by TREms in some of his earlier work as an extractive agent 
of oil shale and later by CORWIN et at. [21]. However, its use cannot be recom
mended because, as noted by TREms, at times the porphyrin may be reabsorbed on 
the bitumen when the acid is diluted or at other times inexplicably destroyed. 

SUGIHARA and GARVEY have proposed the substitution of formic acid for 
acetic as the solvent for HBr in the extraction of porphyrins from a heavy crude 
oil [10]. With this method, a sealed ampoule cannot be used and a continuous 
flow of HBr through the reaction vessel was used instead. Further mention will be 
made of the use offormic acid in Section II, C-l. 

2. Adsorption Chromatography 

Probably the most convenient method of obtaining metallochelate concentrates 
is column adsorption chromatography. As pointed out earlier, the distinction 
between those porphyrins chelated with nickel and those chela ted with vanadium 
is not lost in this treatment. Further, the ever present danger of creating artifacts 
under the rigorous conditions of demetallation is avoided. It is not difficult to 
obtain a porphyrin concentrate of say 5-10 percent purity, sufficient for some 
types of spectral studies. However, column chromatography is in general not 
sufficiently selective to reject tightly clinging fluorescent impurities which are 
present. Therefore, one often resorts to a combination of chromatographic 
concentration followed by acid demetallation of the concentrate. Demetallation 
of such concentrates will be discussed in a later section. 

a) Isolation of Metalloporphyrin Aggregates from Crude Petroleum [22J 

Equal weights of crude oil and isooctane are mixed and shaken with an equal weight of alumina in 
an Erlenmeyer flask. The supernatant liquid is decanted and the alumina washed with 20/80 benzene/iso
octane to remove colored non-porphyrin impurities. The washing is continued until the washings are 
nearly colorless. The metalloporphyrins are desorbed by washing with 30/70 ethylene dichloride/ 
benzene until the wash liquid contains no appreciable porphyrin. A second fraction containing some 
porphyrin and other colored impurities can be recovered with chloroform containing some methanol. 
Reduction of the combined ethylene dichloride washings to dryness yields a porphyrin-rich residue 
which is then chromatographed on alumina with the same solvents as above to give a metalloporphyrin 
concentrate. 

Careful development of a chromatographic column as in the above procedure, 
yields a porphyrin concentrate of, perhaps, 10 percent purity. The difficulties 
increase rapidly, however, when a high degree of purity of the separated porphyrin 
aggregate is required, i. e., as one passes from the isolative step to the purification. 
The non-porphyrins which have been carried through the separation scheme this 
far must have chromatographic properties very similar to the porphyrins. Improve
ment in purity beyond 50 percent is achieved with increasing difficulty and gener
ally at the sacrifice of some of the porphyrins. Persistent and repeated application 
of a combination of column and partition chromatography will produce samples 
of reasonably good purity. Sufficient standardization has not yet been achieved in 
this difficult area that a broadly useful method can be set down. For this reason, 
it is best to refer to the original literature for details of this work. The particular 
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combination is highly individualistic and not necessarily repeatable on a material 
from a different source. Useful guidelines may be taken from the successful isola
tion and purification of the vanadyl porphyrins from Athabasca oil sands by 
MILLSON, MONTGOMERY and BROWN [23J. 

A promising development is the system of SNYDER for prediction of the 
separation factors of a large number of compounds found in petroleum. This 
system relates the compound retention volume to adsorbent, eluent and sample 
parameters [24]. The parameters for a number of synthetic porphyrins and their 
vanadium chelates have been reported [25]. As these parameters are confirmed 
experimentally and the listing is extended to other metallochelates (especially 
nickel), these parameters should be increasingly useful in selecting the optimum 
eluant for a required separation or purification of the petroporphyrins. 

3. Liquid-Liquid Extraction 

Because of its ease and simplicity, solvent extraction has been often used as a 
technique for concentration of the metalloporphyrin pigments. The list of solvents 
employed is long and no attempt will be made to list them. As is expected, the 
most success is achieved with polar, coordinating solvents. 

a) Aqueous-pyridine Extraction of Vanadyl Porphyrins [26] 

50 ml of oil or residuum is treated with 50 ml pyridine and 10 ml of water in an extraction funnel. 
6-20 ml of xylene may be added as an aid to separation of the layers. The partition coefficient for 
vanadyl porphyrin is ca. 0.55 to 0.65 so that essentially all porphyrins are removed after 10 extractions. 

Other successful solvent pairs include aniline-kerosene, 3,3' -oxydipropio
nitrile-hydrocarbon [23], and dimethylformamide-cyclohexane [4]. 

Countercurrent extraction by the Craig method allows close control of a 
number of variables not possible in simple extraction methods. Details of the use 
of this method on petro porphyrin concentrates have not been reported; however, 
COSTANTINIDES and ARICH so fractionated a petroleum residuum. 

b) Countercurrent Extraction of a Petroleum Residuum [27] 

50 g of residuum was fractionated in an 8-stage Craig extraction unit with 300 ml decalin and 
300 ml DMF in each stage. Before addition to the extractor, the solvents were co-saturated and steps 
taken to avoid moisture absorption by the DMF. Emulsions were broken by centrifugation. Partition 
coefficients determined on synthetic chelates are: vanadyl etioporphyrin K = 10.9 and nickel etio
porphyrin K = 1.91. 

The pigments in recent sediments, perhaps in keeping with the less fossilized 
nature of the matrix and because of their retention of solubilizing functional 
groups (i. e., keto, carboxyl), are easily recovered by solvent extraction. A typical 
procedure uses aqueous acetone. 

c) Quantitative Extraction of Pigments from Sediments [28] 

Samples of wet sediment (ca. 20 g) were extracted at least three times with aqueous acetone, 
10 percent v Iv (40 ml). The suspension was shaken for 5 min, centrifuged and the solvent decanted. The 
pigment concentration was determined from the optical density of the absorption max in the 670 m!! 
region using a coefficient of 4 x 104 1 mole- 1 cm -1 for pheophytin-like compounds. 
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It should be noted that pheophytin in 80 percent acetone has a molar extinc
tion coefficient of 5.7 x 104 1 mole- 1 em -1 at 667 mil. The values for pigments in 
sediments are, at best, estimates and may in some cases over-estimate the amount 
of pigment present. 

4. Gel Permeation Chromatography 

A newer method, gel permeation chromatography, promises to be among the 
most useful of the chromatographic techniques. Under proper conditions, this 
method separates according to molecular size. It was developed by biochemists 
under the name of gel filtration. Cross-linked polystyrene gels were prepared and 
found to be suitable for use in organic solvents [29, 30, 54]. A derivative of 
sephadex, called Sephadex LH-20, is also suitable for use in organic solvents 
[31, 54]. Two typical isolation procedures for metalloporphyrins follow. 

a) Isolation of Metalloporphyrins from Petroleum Residues [30] 

A glass column (7 x 112 cm) was packed with a polystyrene cross-linked with divinyl-benzene gel 
(Dow Chemical Co.). The gel was loaded into the column as a thin slurry in benzene and aJlowed to 
settle while benzene was passed through the column. Samples were placed on the column in as smaJl 
a volume as possible without disturbing the gel and eluted with benzene at 0.6 ml/min/cm2 of cross
sectional area. About 5 g of oil could be handled without overloading. Fractions rich in metaJlo
porphyrins follow the elution of molecules too large to enter the pores (asphaltenes). The elution of the 
metalloporphyrins may be monitored by spectrophotometric measurement of the visible bands. 
Combination of these cuts and rechromatography over alumina and silica gel produce a material of 
good purity. 

b) Isolating a Metalloporphyrin Fraction from Asphaltenes [31] 
A column (2 x 25 cm) was packed with Sephadex LH-20 (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Inc.) which 

was swollen overnight in THF. About 100 mg of asphaltene dissolved in THF (ca. 10 ml) is placed on 
the column and the flow rate of THF is adjusted to about 1.5 mljmin. The metalloporphyrin band 
develops behind the main asphaitene band. 

B. Fractionation 
Many of the methods of isolation of the petro porphyrins are applicable with 

some refinements to their fractionation. Handling problems are simplified since 
the quantity of material is much reduced. 

1. Base Fractionation 

The simplest fractionating agent is dilute alkali. TREIBS extracted ether solu
tions of porphyrins with 10 percent NaOH to remove the carboxylated porphyrins 
and leave in the ether layer the alkylporphyrins. The carboxylated porphyrins are 
then recovered by transfer into ether by acidification of the alkaline layer [1]. 

2. Chromatographic Methods 

Carboxylated porphyrins may also be readily fractionated from the bulk of 
the porphyrins by chromatography over a weak adsorbent such as cellulose 
powder. 
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Column chromatography may also be used to fractionate the porphyrin 
aggregate obtained by demetallation into fractions having rhodo-, etio-, and 
desoxophyllo-type visible spectra [3]. 

a) Chromatographic Fractionation of Boscan Petroporphyrin 

50 mg of porphyrin aggregate obtained by demetallation (see Section A-I) is taken up in a minimum 
of benzene and applied to a silica gel (Davison No. 923) (bed size 4 x 12 cm) which had been prepared 
with cyclohexane. Slow development of the column to the level of I: 1 cyclohexane/benzene, benzene 
and finally 50: 1 benzene/ether, yields fractions b, d and f with visible spectra as shown in Fig. 1. The 
visible spectrum of the porphyrin aggregate is shown in a and unresolved mixtures in c and e. 

(e) 

(0 ) 

UNCHROMATOGRAPHED 

(I) 

DESOXOPHYLLO TYPE 

(b) 

450 700 
m,u 

Fig.!. Chromatographic separation of petroporphyrin (see text for details) 

A slightly different chromatographic procedure which accomplishes the same 
fractionation has been given by HOWE [32]. 

Because vanadyl porphyrins are considerably more polar than their nickel 
counterparts, it is relatively easy to make a separation into fractions on this basis. 

b) Column Chromatographic Fractionation of Metalloporphyrin Aggregates [28J 

The metalloporphyrin aggregate (see Section II, A-2,3) is taken up in I: I benzene/n-hexane solu
tion. Development of the silica gel column with the same mixed solvent elutes the nickel porphyrins 
and subsequent development with I: I benzene/chloroform elutes the vanadyl porphyrins. 

3. The Hydrochloric Acid Number 

WILLSTATTER and MIEG [33] devised a very useful method for separation and 
determination of chlorophyll derivatives, which depends on the different distribu
tion of these pigments between ether and dilute hydrochloric acid. The name 
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"HCI Number" is given to the percentage content of acid that extracts ca. two
thirds of the dissolved substance from an equal volume of ether. However, since 
the ratio in which the pigment is distributed between the ether and the aqueous 
acid is extraordinarily sensitive to change in acid concentration, the" HCI Number" 
may be measured with sufficient accuracy in a test tube. A variation in acid 
concentration of a few percent (for example, use of 6 percent HCI in place of 
3 percent) shifts the ratio from almost zero to nearly infinity. Thus, the "HCI 
Number" is most useful as an indicator in laboratory workup procedures but is 
less useful as a constant of characterization. 

A method for the acid fractionation of a porphyrin aggregate from oil shale 
has been cited (Section II, A-I). It was noted that the 2.5 percent fraction contained 
the bulk of the porphyrin. This is certainly easily rationalized when compared 
with an "HCI Number" of 2.5 for desoxophylloerythroetioporphyrin and 3.0 for 
etioporphyrin [1]. 

C. Purification 
Preparation of purified samples of metallochelates by any of the procedures 

cited is tedious. One detects the impurities either by their fluorescence or by noting 
a high background in the absorption spectrum in the near ultraviolet in the range 
of 350 m~, i. e., just below the Soret peak. The most straightforward way of dealing 
with these impurities is an acid demetallation which quite effectively separates 
the porphyrins from the non porphyrin materials. Procedures by which vanadyl 
porphyrins can be demetallated are considered because of their refractory nature. 
The nickel chelates are more labile and generally present no unusual difficulties in 
demetallation. 

1. Demetallation of Vanadyl Porphyrins 

It sometimes may be advantageous to obtain free base porphyrins from 
concentrates rather than from the raw matrix. But in this regard, it has been pointed 
out by MILLSON, MONTGOMERY, and BROWN [33] that while the use of the 
GROENNINGS [7] method gives satisfactory results with crude oils and asphaltenes, 
attempts to demetallate purified fractions of the porphyrin pigments results on 
the other hand in almost complete destruction of the porphyrin. They found that 
the addition of a small amount of 4,4'-methylenebis (2,6 di-t-butylphenol) to the 
reaction mixture gave a good yield of porphyrin. It has generally been assumed 
that the destruction of the porphyrin was caused by free bromine in the HBr 
reagent *. Complete exclusion of free bromine from HBr is difficult and the use 
of a bromine scavenger (hindered phenol) would be expected to improve the 
yield, as was observed. In the cases where crude oil and asphaltenes are present, 
these materials certainly contain potential bromine scavengers, and, hence, an 
explanation for the success of the GROENNINGS method is apparent. 

Extraction of asphaltene with methanesulfonic acid was reported to give 
satisfactory yields [16]. Interestingly, attempts to demetallate either purified 
vanadyl petroporphyrin fractions or vanadyl porphyrins with this reagent lead 

* The structure of the bromination product has been worked out for some cases and is of the 
chlorin class [8 a]. 
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to destruction of the porphyrin. However, the addition of hydrazine sulfate to the 
reaction mixture produces essentially quantitative yields of free base porphyrin. 

It appears then, that the presence of free bromine is not the sole cause for loss 
of porphyrin in the demetallation. The destruction of the porphyrin is observed 
in both H 2S04 and MSA, while the addition of a reducing agent (hydrazine) gives 
high recoveries of the porphyrin. Hindered phenols are good reducing agents and 
it is reasonable that the efficacy of this reagent is as much due to its reducing 
powers as its ability to scavenge free bromine. Likewise, the improvement in yield 
shown by using formic acid [10J in place of acetic acid may also depend on the 
reducing potential of the former. 

a) Demetallation of Vanadyl Porphyrins [31J 
Vanadyl mesoporphyrin IX (5.0-5.5 mg) and high purity MSA (9-10 ml) together with a few 

crystals of hydrazine sulfate is heated and stirred at 50-60° C in a 100 ml 3-neck flask under a N2 
atmosphere. Demetallation of the porphyrin is essentially complete after 1-1.5 hrs. as indicated by 
loss of the vanadyl mesoporphyrin IX spectrum and the appearance of spectral peaks corresponding 
to the porphyrin di-cation. 

b) Alkaline Demetallation 

An alkaline reductive method for the removal of various chelated metals 
including vanadyl from porphyrins has been reported [34]. The method involves 
the use of lithium in ethylenediamine to convert the metalloporphyrin to the di
lithio complex which is then decomposed by water to give the free base porphyrin. 
The reagent has, until now, found only limited use and no procedure for the 
recovery of porphyrin from petroleums or bitumens has been reported; however, 
it has been shown to reduce the vanadyl porphyrin content in Boscan asphaltene 
fractions. 

2. Miscellaneous Purification Methods 
A number of procedures have been used for the final rejection of non-porphyrin 

materials following the demetaUation in order to prepare porphyrin samples 
suitable for characterization and elemental analysis. 

a) Crystallization of Porphyrins 

Crystallization by slow evaporation of a benzene solution of the porphyrin 
was used by TREIBS. Use of a mixed solvent system such as benzene-methanol may 
be necessary if the amount of sample is very small. 

It has been mentioned by V ANNOTTI that the dihydrochloride of protoporphyrin 
is soluble in chloroform and a few other selected chlorinated hydrocarbons [17]. 
This rather unusual property serves as the basis of a useful purification method 
already described, whereby the porphyrin di-cation from MSA extraction is 
transferred from aqueous acid to methylene chloride solution (see Section II, 
A-I). Crystallization of the porphyrin di-cation from the methylene chloride is an 
effective final purification step. 

Thin layer chromatography (TLC) has been found effective for the purification 
of porphyrins from acid extracts. THOMAS and BLUMER used Silica Gel G with 
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benzene as the eluant to obtain eight fractions of a complex porphyrin mixture 
from oil shale [35]. TLC can sometimes be used as a combination isolation
purification procedure if only small quantities of material are needed. 

b) Thin Layer Chromatography of Tetraphenylporphine [36] 
Kiesel Gel activated for 1 hr. at 115° and developed with 1 percent acetone in benzene, quantita

tively separates tetraphenylporphine from complex reaction mixtures. The porphyrin band on the 
TLC plate is located under a u. v. lamp and removed with a microspatula. Benzene extraction of the 
silica yields the purified porphyrin. 

The related method of paper chromatography was applied extensively by 
DUNNING to the petroporphyrins [37, 38]. While this type of chromatography is 
highly selective, it has the disadvantage that only very small quantities of resolved 
material are available for further study. 

Purification methods such as sublimation and molecular distillation which 
depend on the low but definite vapour pressure of the porphyrins are useful in 
some cases [39 a]. However, even under relatively hard vacuum (ca. 10- 6 mmHg) 
the temperatures required for volatilization of porphyrins with carboxylic acid 
groups is sufficiently high that pyrolytic reactions such as dehydration and 
decarboxylation occur. Hence, these methods are probably applicable only to the 
alkylporphyrins and their metal chelates. 

In 1962, KLESPER, CORWIN and TURNER reported the separation of a metallo
porphyrin mixture by a method analogous to gas chromatography except that the 
carrier gas, dichlorodifluoromethane, was held above its critical point [40]. This 
chromatographic method, since designated hyperpressure gas chromatography, 
promises to be among the most powerful yet devised. All of the usual advantages 
of gas chromatography such as speed and versatility appear to accrue, together 
with a separation power not previously available to the porphyrin chemist. In this 
way, separation of porphyrin homologues seems to be a real possibility [41]. 

III. Identification and Characterization 
Specialized methods are required for the identification of the petroporphyrins 

and related materials. Their properties deny the application of many of the more 
conventional methods. For example, melting points have little meaning in most 
cases, because the materials do not liquify below 300° and almost always decompose 
rather than melt reversibly. Likewise, their inertness generally makes the prepara
tion of derivatives unrewarding and finally the interpretation of the data from 
elemental analysis is troublesome because of the similarities of the analysis 
calculated for differing structures, even if the many component mixtures can be 
satisfactorily resolved. 

As is often the case, those very properties which preclude characterization by 
one means open the door to others. The chemical inertness of the porphyrin 
system is one reflection of its aromaticity, as also is its rich visible spectrum. The 
uses of the visible spectrum for identification of the pigments from the time of 
BERZELIUS and HOPPE-SEYLER down to the present are voluminous. Over the 
years, the porphyrin chemists were quick to take advantage of improvements in 
optical spectrometry which would aid in extracting structural information from 
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the electronic spectrum. In particular, they seized upon the ratio-recording spectro
photometer and made it a major tool in their research. 

In contrast to this, appreciation of mass spectrometry in the field of the tetra
pyrrole pigments has been slow in coming, but as the following sections will show, 
this method may be the most powerful yet applied. The porphyrins produce 
nearly ideal spectra when inserted directly into the ionizing beam, a simple and 
straightforward procedure on modern spectrometers. The many component 
mixtures which yield in most spectral presentations an uninterpretable picture, 
show at low voltage a mass distribution which is easily understood. The inter
pretation is straightforward and unambiguous. Fortuitously, the information ob
tained in this way nicely complements that from the electronic spectrum. 

A. Electronic Spectra 
The richness of the electronic spectra of the porphyrins and chlorins has long 

intrigued chemists and certainly in no small way contributed to their discovery 
in bitumens, etc. The distinctive sharp bands in the visible region provide a very 
sensitive indicator of their presence. Since the electronic spectra have been so 
useful to the chemist, a brief mention of nomenclature and empirical rules which 
aid in their interpretation seems in order. 

1. Porphyrins 

In an oversimplified, but useful way, the electronic spectra of the porphyrins 
can be separated into two parts, visible and near u. v. The metallochelates are 
characterized by a two-banded visible spectrum, while the free base porphyrins 
have four bands. The near u. v. band is extremely intense and named after its 
discoverer, SORET [42]. The visible part of the spectrum is the most useful, first 
because it is more sensitive to structural changes and second, because it is more 
easily observed. Hence, most of the subsequent discussion will be directed to the 
450 to 700 mil portion of the spectrum. 

The theoretical basis for the electronic spectrum of the porphyrins has been 
much discussed and is not of direct interest here. However, certain generalizations 
concerning the relative intensities of the visible bands are useful in assigning 
structural types. It was noted very early that the relative intensities of the four 
main visible bands, numbered I-IV starting from the long wavelength, varied 
markedly with substituents [42a]. Some of these types are so typical that they 
have been given specific names. Three common types designated as phyllo, etio 
and rhodo are shown in Fig.2a, band c, together with an additional type, of 
particular interest here, as shown in Fig. 2d. It will be called the DPEP type after 
the parent compound in the series, desoxophylloerythroetioporphyrin. The struc
tures of the parent compounds for each of these four series are given in Fig. 3. 

The etio-type spectrum Fig. 2 b where IV> III > II > I is characteristic of all 
porphyrins in which 6 or more f3 positions carry alkyl side chains, regardless of 
the combination or orientation around the nucleus. However, there is a diminution 
of the intensity of band III with an increasing number of open f3 positions. Deutero
porphyrin IX has a considerably less intense III band than its 2,4 diethyl analog, 
mesoporphyrin IX. 
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Isolated carboxyl groups such as those in acetic or propionic acid side chains 
behave nearly the same as alkyl groups but, depending on the number of inter
vening methylenes in each chain and the number of carboxyl groups, may have a 
barely perceptible effect on the spectrum. Comparison of coproporphyrin (tetra
methyl, tetrapropionic acid porphin) with uroporphyrin (tetraacetic acid, tetra
propionic acid porphin) shows that the absorption bands are moved about 5 mil 
to the red in uroporphyrin or ca. 1 mil per isolated carboxyl group. 

The above example of substituent effects on band positions shows that they 
are equally as useful as the intensities for identifications. Likewise, by extending 
the length of the conjugation, a vinyl group shifts the bands ca. 6 mil to the red as 
compared to its ethyl analog without appreciably altering the intensities. 

The phyllo-type spectrum Fig. 2a (IV, II, III, I) appears to arise in either of two 
ways. It is commonly associated with substitution at a bridge carbon such as 
y-phylloporphyrin from which the type name arose. However, as mentioned earlier, 
there is a diminution of the intensity of band III with an increasing number of 
open f3 positions. Therefore, the phyllo-type spectrum may also arise when there 
are four or more open positions. 

Strongly electron-withdrawing groups such as carbonyl or carboxyl conjugated 
with the porphyrin, cause band III to become most intense and produce the 
rhodo-type spectrum Fig. 2c. It is apparent that such conjugation must also be 
associated with a red shift of the absorption band [43]. 

A fourth type, the D PEP type named after the parent compound, desoxophyllo
erythroetioporphyrin is shown in Fig. 2d. This spectral type is related to the phyllo
type except that peak I is considerably intensified. Spectra of this type are ap
parently restricted to those porphyrins having an isocyclic ring, and as such are 
of particular interest here. There has been some confusion of this type with the 
phyllo-type spectrum but comparison of Fig.2a and d shows the differences 
clearly *. The intensity order for the DPEP type is IV, I, II, III while for the phyllo
type it is IV, II, III, I. 

A qualitatively different spectral type in which the long wavelength peak is 
shifted to the red (650-680 mil) and dominates the visible spectrum is generally 
identified with the chlorins (dihydroporphyrins). In these green pigments, the 
intensities of the absorption bands in the central part of the visible spectrum are 
reduced and appear as small bumps rather than strong discrete bands. 

It is customary to refer to any green tetrapyrrole pigment as a chlorin; how
ever, such a spectrum also arises by oxidation as well as reduction ofthe porphyrin 
nucleus. For example, alkyl porphyrins may be oxidized with OS04 to compounds 
having a chlorin-type spectrum and characterized as 1,2-dihydroxyporphyrins [44]. 
It will be noted that the dihydroxyporphyrins possess the same conjugated system 
as the chlorins and it is therefore quite reasonable that the spectra are similar. A 
further and germane example of the formation of green pigments under oxidizing 
conditions was mentioned earlier in regard to demetallation of metallo-porphyrins. 
The presence of free bromine in an HBr-acetic acid reagent yields in certain cases 

* For example the spectrum given by HODGSON et al. is the phyllo-type rather than the DPEP 
type [43 a]. The confusion has probably arisen because it was incorrectly assumed that petroporphyrins 
from Athabasca Tar sands were of the DPEP type. Actually they are mixtures of etio- and DPEP
types leading to a phyllo-type spectrum. See Fig. 1 and [4] and [16]. 
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a green pigment [8a]. Thus, the assumption that a chlorin-type spectrum is 
indicative of reducing conditions can obviously lead to erroneous conclusions. 

In contrast to the four-banded visible spectrum of the porphyrins, the 
metallochelates of interest here have a two-banded spectrum. The nickel chelate 
is an example of such a simple square-planar chelate. The two bands, usually 
called rt. and p, are found in nickel etioporphyrin in neutral solvents at 550 and 
514 m~ with an rt.IP intensity ratio of ca. 3. Coordination with additional ligands 
shifts the bands to longer wavelengths and reduces the rt.IP ratio. The octahedral 
complex of nickel mesoporphyrin has absorption maxima at 574 and 543 mil [45]. 

Vanadyl porphyrins also have the normal two-banded spectrum, with the 
maxima for vanadyl etioporphyrin found at 570 and 531 m~ with an rt.IP ratio of 
ca. 2. This shift to longer wavelengths and reduced rt.IP ratio as compared to the 
square planar nickel chelate can be simply considered as additional coordination 
with the oxygen (V = 0) to yield a pentacoordinate complex. 

The position and intensity of the metallo-chelate absorption bands are, in 
general, much less sensitive to alterations by substituents than are the spectra of 
the free base porphyrins. Hence, they are less useful and less used than the por
phyrin spectra. 

A different type of two-banded spectrum than that of the simple metallo
chelates is shown by the porphyrin di-cations. For the simple alkylporphyrins, i. e., 
etio, the bands are observed at ca. 550 and 590 m~ but here the P band is pre
dominant with the rt.IP ratio ca. 1/3. 

2. Metallochlorin Spectra 

The changes in the spectrum produced in going from a chlorin to a metallo
chlorin are much less than the corresponding changes in the porphyrins. In the 
most thoroughly studied case, chlorophyll a vs. pheophytin a, a shift of only 5 mil 
(from 662 to 667 m~) in the main red band is observed. The intensities of the less 
intense bands in the central part of the visible spectrum are "rearranged" and the 
Soret peak shape changed. However, all of these are dependent to some extent on 
the particular solvent used. 

B. Mass Spectra 

Use of mass spectrometry in the field of the tetrapyrrole pigments is quite 
recent and, in some of the literature reports, only an outline of the experimental 
procedure is given. Because the experimental parameters can influence the quanti
tative and even the qualitative features of the spectrum, it is felt that some detail 
in this area is needed. However, only those details which are required for the 
application of mass spectrometry of the tetrapyrrole pigments will be included. 

The low volatility of the porphyrins in general precludes introduction through 
a normal heated inlet system. Attempts to do this generally are frustrated by 
insufficient sample to obtain a readable spectrum or upon further increase in 
temperature, only pyrolysis peaks are obtained. Thus, a spectrometer equipped 
with a solid sample injection probe so that the sample is introduced directly to the 
ionizing beam is nearly essential. 
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1. Experimental Parameters 

In dealing with many-component porphyrin mixtures such as those found in 
petroleum, bitumens and sediments, two parameters are of especial importance. 
These are probe temperature and beam energy. 

BAKER et al. determined the suitable temperature range for obtaining mass 
spectra of porphyrin mixtures in the following way [16J: a series of five samples of 
petroporphyrin was introduced to the spectrometer at temperatures ranging from 
195 to 2800 C. In Table 2 is shown the mean mass of the petroporphyrins as a 

Table 2. Mean mass of petroporphyrin as a function of probe temperature 

Probe temperature 

195 
213 
233 
259 
265 

ElM 

Mean mass of etio series 
of Boscan petroporphyrin a 

459 
463 
468 
468 
468 

a Calculated according to ~' where I is the intensity of mass peak M. 

function of the indicated temperature of the probe. The center of mass of the 
porphyrin envelope moves up as a function of temperature until about 2300 C and 
then remains relatively constant, thus setting a lower level on the probe tempera
ture, while at temperatures somewhat above 3000 C pure alkyl porphyrin begins 
to produce thermal fragment peaks. Thus, a probe temperature of ca. 2600 C was 
selected. 

Since in analysis of mixtures one wishes to observe as far as possible only 
parent molecular ions without the complications of fragment ions, it is necessary 
to select an appropriate beam energy. To be certain that only parent ions were 
observed, the energy of the beam would have to be somewhat above the ionization 
potential of the molecule and below the appearance potential of the first fragment 
ion. Taking these factors into consideration, a compromise value of 12 eV is 
recommended [16]. 

2. Interpretation of the Mass Spectra of the Porphyrins 

The molecular weight of porphin is 310 (C2oH14N4) and alkyl substituted 
porphyrin must fall in the series 310+ 14 n, where n is an integer. Likewise, 
porphyrins with an isocyclic ring (desoxophylloerythro series) must have molecular 
weights of 308 + 14 m, where m is an integer 2 or greater. Table 3 shows the masses 
of these two series of porphyrins. Fig. 4 shows a mass spectrum of a typical petro
porphyrin. The peaks corresponding to the two major homologous series are 
enclosed in dotted envelopes. In addition to the two major series of alkylporphyrins, 
a minor series (amounting to 1-5 percent of the porphyrin present) exhibiting a 
rho do-type visible spectrum has been found in a variety of petroleums and 
bitumens. The small peaks between the major porphyrin peaks in Fig. 4 at 458 + 
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Table 3. Molecular weights of alkyl-substituted porphyrins 

m orn a 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Etio and phyllo Desoxophyllo-
series erythro series 

422 420 
436 434 
450 448 
464 462 
478 476 
492 490 
506 504 
520 518 
534 532 
548 546 
562 560 

a Number of methylene groups attached to the porphyrin nucleus . 

392 406 420 434 448 462 476 490 504 518 532 

Fig. 4. Partial low voltage mass spectrum of a typical petro porphyrin of marine origin 
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14 nand 456+ 14 n show the presence of these series [16]. Further investigations 
of the fossil porphyrins may well reveal that other minor homologous series of 
porphyrins are present. 

The components in an unknown series of porphyrins may be assigned to one 
or the other of the major series simply on the basis of nominal masses. High 
resolution accurate mass measurements of the major peaks may then be used to 
determine: (1) that all components of a peak are isomers, and (2) that only C, H 
31 Organic Geochemistry 
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and N are present. From these observations, in conjunction with electronic 
spectral data, which show the presence of the porphyrin nucleus, an outline of the 
structures of the porphyrins in the major series can be deduced. For example, the 
porphyrin component of the D PEP series and a mass of 420 must have at least one 
unsubstituted /3-position since only 8 methylene units are present and one is 
attached to the y bridge as part of the isocyclic ring. 

As can be seen from the above, the low voltage mass spectrum is the heart of 
the characterization technique of a petroporphyrin mixture. No other method 
deals so effectively with the complex mixtures of compounds present. Used in 
conjunction with low voltage mass spectra, electronic spectral data and chemical 
evidence do greatly extend the amount of structural information of any specific 
group of porphyrins, but in general, they must be viewed as secondary rather than 
primary methods. A second mass spectroscopic technique, high resolution accurate 
mass measurement, has already been mentioned. The knowledge of the exact mass 
and hence the molecular composition of a particular mass peak, of course, greatly 
enhances the evidence from the low voltage spectrum. 

The high voltage (70 eV) mass spectra of these materials should also be men
tioned. Since the fragmentation patterns of a number of model porphyrins are 
known, it should be possible to deduce from the fragmentation patterns of the 
petroporphyrin mixtures some structural details of the substituents. Up to the 
present, this approach has been thwarted by the low intensity of the fragment ions 
and the complexity of the mixtures. 

3. Other Spectral Methods 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and infra-red absorption (lR) spectra 
have until now been much less useful in characterizing fossil tetrapyrrole pigments 
than electronic and mass spectra. The main constraint on both hinges on the 
complexity of the spectra and sensitivity to small amounts of impurities. Especially 
with reference to NMR spectra, this statement would seem unwarranted because 
most NMR spectra may be taken with little regard to sample purity. Extraneous 
materials present in an amount of 5 or even 10 percent are often buried in the 
normal noise and can be ignored. In contrast, with materials of molecular weight 
of 500 or more even as much as 1-2 percent of a low molecular weight material 
can produce a proton resonance signal equal in size to that of the porphyrin. 
Thus, sample purity becomes very nearly the limiting factor in the application of 
NMR to the petroporphyrins. To further complicate matters, the complex 
mixtures (10-50 compounds in several homologous series) normally found in 
petroleums and bitumens present an unresolvable and uninterpretable maze at 
the present. However, as the separation and purification techniques are refined 
and high resolution NMR instrumentation becomes more widely available, this 
spectroscopic method will undoubtedly become a major tool. For a lucid descrip
tion of the application of the technique to the parallel and equally difficult field 
of chlorophyll chemistry, as well as a review of the work on pure porphyrins, see 
KATZ, DOUGHERTY, and BOUCHER [46]. 

Many of the same difficulties are met in the application of infra-red absorption 
spectroscopy to the petroporphyrin mixtures. The IR spectrum of porphyrins is 
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sufficiently complex that even with pure single compounds recognition of extra
neous bands caused by moisture, contaminants and solvent residues is difficult. 
This, together with observed shifts in shapes and positions of bands with different 
sample preparative techniques [47], has caused reluctance to place much reliance 
on the method as a means of recognition of functional groups in a complex mixture 
of porphyrins. The main uses described so far for IR spectra in this field are to 
indicate the absence of a carbonyl group by noting the absence of the 5.7 J.l 
carbonyl stretch in a vanadyl petroporphyrin sample [48] and similarly in a 
rho do-type porphyrin extract [49]. 

IV. Geochemistry 

A. The Scheme of TREIBS 
TREms identified the basic porphyrin fraction from bitumens as spectroscopic

ally identical with desoxophylloerythrin and concluded from elemental analysis 
that the material was DPEP [1, 2]. Making the explicit assumption that the 
precursor was chlorophyll a, TREms explained that vanadyl DPEP (see Fig. 5) 
resulted from a sequence of degradative steps as follows: (1) magnesium loss, 
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Fig. 5. Structures of chlorophyll a and vanadyl DPEP 
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(2) ester hydrolysis, presumably under acidic conditions, since alkaline hydrolysis 
would also open the isocyclic ring, (3) hydrogenation of the vinyl group, (4) de
hydrogenation of the green (chlorin) system to the red (porphyrin) system, (5) 
reduction of the 9-carbonyl group to CH2 , (6) decarboxylation, and (7) chelation. 

It is apparent and was so noted by TREms that if the above reactions were 
operative on chlorophyll b or bacteriochlorophyll, the same end product would 
result. By noting laboratory conditions under which these reactions would 
proceed, inferences were drawn on conditions of petroleum formation. For 
instance, it would appear from reactions 2 and 5 that acidic reducing environments 
applied at least initially. The survival of the porphyrins establishes an upper limit 
of the thermal history of the bitumens. Conversely, the observed decarboxylation 
of the propionic acid group places some lower limit on the integrated thermal 
environment. The observation of some acidic (undecarboxylated) materials per
haps further narrows the range of possible conditions. 

As will be noted subsequently, some of the conclusions reached by TRElliS 
concerning porphyrins of the etio series may be in doubt because the second 
metallochelate present is nickel, not iron as he supposed. But, in retrospect, one 
must contemplate with awe the insight provided by TREms. Only recently has it 
been possible to extend his conclusions significantly and to prove that the situation 
is more complex than he supposed. 

B. The Starting Materials 
Following TRElliS' lead, we shall assume that fundamental biosynthesis has not 

changed since the times of petrogenesis and we shall now discuss the structures of 
the possible precursors of the fossil porphyrins. 

Because of discoveries of many new plant pigments, we can call upon a much 
wider range of possible starting materials than could TREms. At the time of TREms' 
proposal, the structure of hemin had just been proved and that of chlorophyll 
proposed but not yet confirmed in all details. It is natural and correct that he 
should restrict himself to those known structures as the cornerstone of his theory. 
The fact that both the plant and animal kingdom would provide a wide number of 
biological variations on the basic skeleton as starting materials for the diagenetic 
transformations has become known only in the course of time. That it has taken so 
long to require changes in the basic scheme stands as a tribute to the original 
postulate. 

For the purposes of the discussion here, it will be useful to designate the 
tetrapyrrole pigments as belonging to the heme or to the chlorophyll family. This 
distinction is made not on a "green" or "red" basis, but on the presence or ab
sence of the isocyclic ring, because this structural difference is preserved while the 
7,8 hydrogens are lost. 

1. Types of Chlorophylls 

In recent years, there has been a vast expansion of our knowledge of chlorophyll. 
From the geochemists' point of view, the most interesting aspect of these advances 
has been the demonstration that the carbon skeletons of all chlorophylls are not 
identical. In fact, as shown in Fig. 6, the variations in chlorophyll structures dis-
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covered to date are sizeable, and even further examples of non-homogeneity may 
yet be found. H3C R2 

Designation 

Chlorophyll 

a 
b 
d 

Chlorobium chlorophyll 650 
Fraction 1 
Fraction 2 
Fraction 3 
Fraction 4 
Fraction 5 
Fraction 6 

Chlorobium chlorophyll 660 
Fraction 1 
Fraction 2 
Fraction 3 
Fraction 4 
Fraction 5 
Fraction 6 

Bacteriochlorophyll 

a 

H3C 

H---,I----( 

9 

" 0 

Substituents·,b 

Rz R3 

V M 
V F 
F M 

D M 
D M 
D M 
D M 
D M 
D M 

D M 
D M 
D M 
D M 
D M 
D M 

A M,H 

Rs 

R4 Rs 

E M 
E M 
E M 

B E 
P E 
B M 
E E 
P M 
E M 

B E 
B E 
P E 
P E 
E E 
E M 

E,H M 

R3 

II 

R4 

RlO R. Rp 

C H Ph 
C H Ph 
C H Ph 

H H Fr 
H H Fr 
H H Fr 
H H Fr 
H H Fr 
H H Fr 

H E Fr 
H M Fr 
H E Fr 
H M Fr 
H M Fr 
H M Fr 

C H Ph 

• The subscripts to the R refer to the substituent positions on the standard phorbin nucleus, 

CN' 

32 
32 
31 

35 
34 
34 
33 
33 
32 

37 
36 
36 
35 
34 
33 

32 

b M=CH3; E=CH2CH3; V=CH=CH 2 ; F=CHO; C=COOCH3; D=CHOHCH3 ; B= 
CH 2CH(CH3)2; A=COCH3 ; P=CH2CH2CH 3 ; Ph= Phytyl; Fr= FarnesyL 

, CN is the number of carbons in the molecular skeleton excluding saponifiable alcohols and 
carboxyl carbons, It therefore corresponds to the carbon numbers of the porphyrins derived by a 
standard TREIBS' scheme. 

Fig. 6. Structures of chlorophylls 

However, it should be recognized that all of the chlorophylls other than the 
a type are of limited distribution and thus must be considered as unlikely sources 
of widely distributed petroporphyrins. In particular, the Chlorobia are chemo
autotrophic, and with this requirement they must have a very restricted distribu
tion. 
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2. The Heme Family 

In Fig. 7 is shown the structure of some representative porphyrins of the heme 
family. Reduction and decarboxylation yields etioporphyrins. It is seen that it is 
possible from a strictly structural chemical point of view for a mixture of fossil 
porphyrins to arise. 

H3C R2 

H H 

R. CH 3 

3 

I 
4 

c 

ctocf H H 
6 __ 5 

C 2 

/C(. 
COOH 

CH3 

Name Substituents b 

R2 R4 R. CNc 

Protoheme IX V V M 32 

Chlorocruoroheme F V M 31 

Hemec Vc Vc M 32 

Heme a Vr V F 47 
Deuteroheme H H M 30 

• See General Reference [4] and references therein for distribution and structure proofs of these 
hemes. 

b V=CH=CH2; M=CH3;F=CHO;Vc=CH(CH3)SCH2CH(NH2)COOH; 

Vr=CHOHCH2(CH2CH=C-CH2hH. 
I 

CH3 

c CN is the number of carbons in the molecular skeleton excluding saponifiable alcohols and 
carboxyl carbons. It therefore corresponds to the carbon numbers of the porphyrins derived by a 
standard TREIBS' scheme. 

Fig. 7. Structures of some of the known hemes· 

However, as CORWIN has pointed out, the chances of finding porphyrins of 
animal origin is low since the relative amount of material from plant sources is so 
overwhelming, perhaps 100,000 to 1 [4]. This makes it likely that minor pigments 
of the heme type in the plant sources contribute more to the overall store of the 
petroporphyrins than the major pigments of animal origin. 
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C. Fossil Porphyrins 

1. Types of Pigments in Recent Sediments 

For the most part, the detection and study of the types of pigments in recent 
sediments has depended on the visible spectral evidence. Certain of the chemical 
alterations are known to proceed very rapidly on the geologic time scale, in fact, 
on any time scale. The loss of magnesium probably occurs immediately at the 
time of burial or it has been suggested that in marine sediments it occurs even in 
the water column [50]. Likewise, the hydrolysis of the phytol is so facile that its 
attachment to the tetrapyrrole nucleus for any length of time is unlikely. The first 
product that would be expected to survive long enough to be isolated from 
sediments then would be pheophorbide. Since the determinations have been 
made by optical spectra and since pheophorbide and pheophytin have identical 
visible spectra, the evidence on this point is not compelling but seems a reasonable 
possibility. Substances having a visible spectrum corresponding to the nickel and 
vanadyl chlorins have been reported in recent sediments [23, 51, 52]. Thus, it 
appears that re-chelation occurs at a relatively early stage but at just what stage in 
the degradation cannot be stated since the details of the structures of the materials 
are not known. 

2. Petroporphyrins in Ancient Sources 

TREms identified the basic porphyrin fraction from bitumens as spectroscopic
ally identical with desoxophylloerythrin and concluded by elemental analysis 
that it was DPEP. There have been over the years, a number of indications that 
the petroporphyrins were not a single species [3]. These indications came from 
many sources. For example, chromatographic results seemed to be best explained 
on the basis of a group of isomers rather than a single compound. X-ray powder 
patterns and volatility studies were similarly indicative of inhomogeniety. It 
remained, however, for the application of mass spectrometry to confirm and 
measure the degree of inhomogeniety. The porphyrins from an oil shale of Swiss 
origin were shown to contain pigments ranging from C27 to C34 and it was also 
reported [35, 53] that the porphyrin in Colorado (Green River) shale had a similar 
distribution. 

Fig. 4 shows a mass spectrum ofthe petroporphyrins oftypical crude petroleum 
of marine origin [16]. Those peaks which fall at 420, 434, 448, etc., are porphyrins 
of the desoxophylloerythro series (intact isocyclic ring). Approximately a dozen 
different porphyrins of this series are present, encompassing those with as few as 
eight methylene groups to as great as 18 or even 19. Generally, DPEP itself 
(12 CH2 groups) is the largest component of the mixture. The quantities of the 
other porphyrins of this series fall off in a symmetrical way with increasing or 
decreasing molecular weights. Those porphyrins with molecular weights of 422, 
436, 450, etc., must be of the etio or phyllo series and the distribution is similar to 
the DPEP series. 

Table 4 gives the low voltage mass spectra of a number of petroporphyrins. 
Qualitatively, it can be seen that there are fairly wide differences in molecular 
weight ranges and that in some, one series predominates while in others nearly 
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equal amounts are present. These observations are quite consistent with those of 
TREms who noted on the basis of qualitative visible spectra that the relative amounts 
of DPEP and Etio varied from petroleum to petroleum [1]. 

An analysis of the visible spectra of the porphyrins of the 478 series shows 
that these porphyrins have a relatively low intensity band III. Such a low intensity 
of band III is compatible with either incomplete f3-substitution (Section III, A-I) 
or bridge substitution. Probably both types of porphyrins are present, with in
complete f3-substitution occurring in porphyrins of lower molecular weight (5-7 
methylene groups) and bridge substitution in those of higher molecular weight 
(13-17 methylene groups). 

R R 

R 

R 

R R 

Fig. 8. Proposed structure for rhodo-type petroparphyrin 

In passing, it might be added that the basis for TREms elemental analysis 
corresponding to DPEP can now be seen (Section IV, A). Obviously, the combus
tion of a mixture whose mean molecular weight is almost equal to DPEP will give 
C, H, and N analysis corresponding to DPEP. 

In addition to the major series of porphyrins, the presence of a minor series 
(or perhaps two) has been mentioned (Section III, B-2). An alkylbenzporphyrin 
structure (Fig. 8) has been proposed for these materials and an explanation for 
their electronic spectra advanced [16]. The implications of such a structure are 
rather far reaching. No chlorophylls with such a carbon skeleton or even readily 
convertible to it have been found. Therefore, the likely source of these materials 
appears to lie in diagenesis. If the diagenetic formation of one fused aromatic 
ring is admitted there seems no reason to reject structures which include other 
similar major carbon skeleton alterations. Indeed, there are indications that in 
Triassic Oil Shale, materials with a vanadyl porphyrin-type visible spectrum extend 
into the very high molecular weight range [54]. Confirmation of this result on a 
broader range of bitumens and asphaltenes would lead one directly to the con
clusion that the porphyrin has become incorporated into the aromatic asphaltene 
sheet*. 

* Extracts from a shale of Wyoming origin, Minnelusa formation Pennsylvania age, have been 
examined by gel permeation chromatography and have been found to contain porphyrin of high 
molecular weight similar to the distribution found in Serpiano shale [54a]. 
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3. Metallochelates 

From a Swiss marl of exceptionally high porphyrin content (0.4 percent), 
TREms isolated and crystallized a metalloporphyrin, spectroscopically and 
chemically distinct from any known at that time [9]. The chelate with absorption 
bands at 573 and 534 mil and unusual stability toward acid cleavage was found 
to contain vanadium. Further investigation showed that an extremely wide 
variety of shales and petroleum contained this same chelate. TREms had some 
difficulty in formulating the chelate as his analysis even on synthetic vanadium 
chelates did not indicate the oxidation level of the vanadium nor distinguish the 
type of metal oxide bond present. Some possibilities were suggested: vanadyl, VO; 
its hydrate V(OHh; or V02 ; the latter two of which might form dimers. The 
question was not settled until some 20 years later when ERDMAN et al. showed 
that the chelate was a monomer and was correctly formulated as vanadyl on the 
basis of the vanadyl stretching frequency at 990 cm -1 [39]. 

From the same porphyrin-rich marl, TREms isolated a small amount of a 
second chelate. With some reservation, mainly because the Q( band appeared at 
552 instead of 547 mil, he proposed that this subsidiary chelate was iron. Fifteen 
years later, GLEBOVESKAIA and VOL'KENSHTEIN, in' a careful reinvestigation, 
identified the second major metallic component as nickel [57]. 

In some sources, such as gilsonite, only the nickel chelate is present, while in 
others, notably Serpiano shale, the vanadyl chelate predominates, and examples 
can be found which range in between. 

Again, to return to the iron question, it is quite apparent from TREms' data 
that he indeed had the nickel, not the iron chelate. Other cases have been cited 
where the extracts from oil shale appear to contain the iron chelate [58J; however, 
the chelate has not been isolated and its importance as a geological stabilizer of 
the porphyrins remains in doubt. 

The presence of metallochlorins in ancient sediments has been reported [55]. 
It was suggested that these pigments were the result of a reversible redox system 
at equilibrium [56]. 

D. Conclusions 
1. Geochemical Reactions 

One is here concerned with those reactions by which the chemical substances 
in living matter are converted to chemical fossils. The reactions postulated by 
TREms (Section IV, A) will be examined in light of recent knowledge, suggestions 
by later workers reviewed, and some speculations offered to account for the 
observed products. 

In the conversion of chlorophyll to porphyrin, intermediate compounds of 
varying degrees of chemical stability are formed. We will discuss the reactions 
connecting these stability levels in groups which correspond roughly to the 
severity of required conditions and perhaps coincidently to the reaction rate. 

Reactions leading to the first level comprise loss of magnesium, ester hydrolysis 
and decarboxylation of the P keto acid, and probably chelation. The loss of 
magnesium is so facile that while it is not an unimportant step, it does little to 
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define the conditions of preservation of the pigments [50]. Hydrolysis of both 
ester groups (see Fig. 5) occurs very quickly under mild conditions. After hydrolysis 
of the phytol, a stable propionic acid group remains. In contrast, after hydrolysis 
ofthe 10-carbomethoxyl group, an unstable P keto acid remains and decarboxyla
tion occurs quickly. 

The argument for chelation with nickel and vanadium at an early stage is 
based on somewhat scattered evidence. CORWIN and co-workers first showed that 
vanadyl chelates of phorbides could be produced in the laboratory under condi
tions analogous to those existing in deposition beds [21]. HODGSON and PEAKE 

found nickel chlorin pigments in muds from lake beds [52], and, finally, it was 
demonstrated by CORWIN that chelation with either nickel or vanadyl stabilizes 
the porphyrin [4]. Such stabilization is nearly a requirement if the porphyrin is 
to survive through geological time. Intuitively, one tends to regard the square 
planar chelates as more thermodynamically stable than the free base porphyrins. 
Studies by Rosscup and BOWMAN have indicated the degree of stabilization and 
suggested an explanation [59]. These workers propose that in these compounds 
the thermal stability is related to the energy of the longest wavelength (lowest 
energy) electronic absorption band. It is quite plausible that the energy of the first 
excited state is roughly proportional to the energy of dissociation, and may there
fore be used as an indicator of their stability. For nickel etioporphyrin, the energy 
of the lowest excited state is 52 kcal/mol, for vanadyl, 50 kcal/mol and a factor of 
about 1.7 in the first order rate constants for unimolecular decomposition is 
observed. On this basis, one expects both to be considerably more stable than 
etioporphyrin where the energy of the lowest excited state is ca. 46 kcal/mol. 

A second level of stability is achieved by aromatization (oxidation) of the 
nucleus and reduction of the peripheral functional groups. The dehydrogenation 
of the chi orin system to the porphyrin system at first appears as a simple "aro
matization ", analogous to the conversion of cyclohexadiene to benzene. Indeed, 
simple chlorins are readily dehydrogenated (oxidized) to porphyrins, and chlorin 
itself is so susceptible to dehydrogenation that attempted preparation of the 
copper chelate in acetic acid leads only to copper porphine. However, this is not 
so for chlorophyll itself or its derivatives. Surprisingly, these substances can be 
aromatized only under severe conditions. The explanation for this behavior was 
advanced by WOODWARD [60]. The lower periphery of porphyrins (as the formula 
is usually drawn) derived from chlorophyll (such as DPEP) is so heavily laden with 
substituents that there is not room for all of them to lie in the plane of the ring. 
Hence, there is considerable distortion of bond angles and lengths. Removal of 
hydrogen atoms from the 7 and 8 positions of a 6, y, 7 substituted chlorin (for 
example, chlorophyll) transforms carbons 7 and 8 from tetrahedral to trigonal 
hybridization. In the trigonal hydridization, substituents are forced into the plane 
of the ring with resultant distortion of bond angles and lengths. Conversely, there 
is a strong steric factor which favors the conversion of trigonal carbons, 7 and 8 to 
tetrahedral ones. Said another way, this means that such porphyrins (i.e., DPEP) 
are easily hydrogenated. On the other hand, etioporphyrins are reduced to chlorins 
only under severe conditions. It is then clear that the ease of dehydrogenation of 
the chlorins to the porphyrins depends largely on the presence or absence of a y 
substituent or isocyclic ring. Thus, the direct observation of porphyrins of the 
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DPEP series in crude petroleum places a limit on the reduction potential present, 
otherwise chlorins rather than porphyrins would be the major material present. 

On the other hand, quite strong reducing potentials were required for the 
reduction of the functional groups of pyropheophorbides under Wolff-Kishner 
conditions (hydrazine hydrate in methanol-NaOCH3 , 120°,8 hrs.) and the order 
of reduction is vinyl, 3-formyl and 9-keto [61]. Steric arguments similar to those 
advanced above, probably also explain the ease of reduction of the 9 carbonyl 
group to CH2 • The planar oxygen substituent is replaced by two non-planar 
protons thus alleviating the peripheral crowding. At the same time the carbonyl 
carbon is converted from trigonal (120°) to tetrahedral (109°) hybridization, with 
the concomitant approach to the un strained 108° interior angle of a five-membered 
ring. 

A still further level of stability is achieved by decarboxylation of the propionic 
acid group. The ratio of the carboxylated porphyrins to the decarboxylated ones 
has been cited very often as a measure of the thermal environment ofthe petroleum 
or bitumen matrix. Porphyrin carboxylic acids, when they are found at all, are 
found only in small quantities. Their absence in petroleums though may not 
indicate a similar paucity in the producing sands for selective absorption may 
playa role. Thus, about the most that can be said is that decarboxylation has 
occurred to some indeterminate degree. 

TREms considered the decarboxylation of the porphyrin acid to the correspond
ing etioporphyrins as thermally equivalent to the decarboxylation of aliphatic 
acids [2]. This comparison is not quite accurate and a more complete picture is 
possible if one considers the reaction from a kinetic point of view. Activation ener
gies for decarboxylation depends on the substituents near the carboxyl group and 
range from 30-50kcal/mol. Non-catalytic carbon-carbon bond breakage requires 
an activation energy of ca. 58 kcal/mol. Since the carboxyl group of the propionic 
acid side-chain is effectively insulated from the aromatic system, uncatalyzed 
decarboxylation probably has an activation energy close to 50 kcal/mol [62]. How
ever, the breakage of the C-C bond f3 to the porphyrin ring (P-CH2 • ·CH2COOH) 
is also a possibility. This bond is doubly activated being f3 to both the aromatic 
system and the carboxyl group. The activation energy for this reaction may be 
sufficiently low as to make the two-carbon-Ioss the preferred reaction. 

Other mechanisms involving metal ion catalysis have been suggested [63]. 
Such mechanisms would be expected to have much lower activation energies but 
still might not dominate because they are bimolecular and the concentrations of 
the porphyrins are generally low. 

In either case, the expected products would be a mixture of the 7 H, 7 Me 
homologs ofDPEP and DPEP itself, if no reactions with the matrix occur. How
ever, interaction with the media must be considered as likely and will be discussed 
in a later section. 

We conclude from this discussion of the reactions proposed by TREms that: 
(1) the reactions are neither as selective or as simple as TREms supposed and there
fore even if only those reactions were operative, many porphyrin homologues of 
DPEP would be expected to be present, and (2) additional reactions must be 
involved because the multiplicity of porphyrins found is too extensive to be 
accounted for, even though the non-selectivity of the TREms reaction is recognized. 
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A number of reactions which might reasonably occur have been suggested, such 
as devinylation, transalkylation, polymerization and pyrolysis. 

The devinylation of heme porphyrins proceeds very readily in the presence of 
fused resorcinol (complete in 0.5 hr. at 1600 C). By analogy one might suspect 
that any medium rich in hydroxy groups (Le., cellulose, starch) could act as a 
promoter for the reaction. TREIBS apparently only considered this reaction im
portant in coals where he reportedly found deuteroporphyrin [64]. We view the 
loss of vinyl groups (or their chemical equivalent, IX hydroxy ethyl) as competitive 
with their reduction. Such a devinylation reaction plus the TREms reactions on 
chlorophyll a would yield 2-desethyl DPEP. Alternately, condensation reactions 
with other aromatic materials (e.g., asphaltenes) at the vinyl group, one of the most 
reactive groups in the molecule, would produce high molecular weight products. 

H, --- H,C 

COOH CH, H 

Fig. 9. Partial structures of chlorin e6 and its C-31 decarboxylated derivative 

The "crossover" from the D PEP series to the Etio series by opening of the 
isocyclic ring was not considered by TREms. However, the fact that the porphyrins 
from common marine sources contain nearly equal amounts of porphyrins of the 
310+ 14n (Etio) series and the 308 + 14m (DPEP) series leads to the conclusion 
that opening of the isocyclic ring is an important reaction. Several mechanisms 
suggest themselves. 

Under strong alkaline conditions, the isocyclic ring of chlorophyll is opened 
to give chlorin e6 (Fig. 9). Such strongly alkaline conditions are not likely in the 
deposition beds. Complete decarboxylation and aromatization would yield a C-31 
phyllo-type porphyrin. Under acidic conditions, the 10-COOCH3 group is lost 
(by hydrolysis and decarboxylation of the f3 keto acid) leading generally to phyllo
erythrin and preservation of the isocyclic ring. 

Sufficiently rigorous thermal conditions will open the ring and probably also 
expel y substituents. For example, the porphyrins from retorted shale oil contained 
a much larger proportion of the Etio series than porphyrin recovered from the 
unretorted shale [53]. 

A transalkylation (possibly acid-catalyzed) has been proposed to account for 
the Gaussian-like distribution of molecular weights observed for the petro
porphyrins [3]. The observed symmetry of the molecular weight envelopes is 
rationalized by this mechanism because alkyl groups subtracted from one pre
sumably are added to the other. Transalkylation need not have occurred between 
pairs of porphyrins but could equally well have been between porphyrins and 
other aromatic compounds. Asphaltenes, which are condensed aromatics with 
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alkyl side-chains, 1 to 4 carbon atoms in length, seem especially likely because of 
their concentration. Thus, the envelope may represent the porphin nucleus plus 
the average petroleum alkyl chain. 

The symmetry pattern might also be explained by radical cleavage of the bonds 
f3 to the porphyrin ring and subsequent 'scrambling' of the alkyl groups during 
the termination step. The comments above concerning the source and length of 
the alkyl chains in the transalkylation apply equally here. Indeed, the difference in 
the two mechanisms is only whether the locus of the reaction is the bond rJ. to the 
porphyrin ring or the f3 bond. Facile cleavage of the f3 bonds is plausible on the 
basis of the double bond rule: single bonds to a double-bonded carbon are 
strengthened by the presence of the double bond; bonds once removed from the 
double bond are weakened. Fragmentation patterns in the mass spectra show that 
f3 bond cleavage is the predominant mode of decomposition under electron impact. 

The possibility that monomeric porphyrins may be regenerated from polymers 
with asphaltenes or kerogen has been mentioned [54]. At present, such suggestions 
are speculative. 

2. Biogenesis or Diagenesis? 

If a strict interpretation of the term biogenesis would be taken, it is apparent 
from the structural information available that the fossil porphyrins are the result 
of diagenesis. There are manifest differences in the chemical structures of the 
buried porphyrins and the biologically active tetrapyrrole pigments. It is, how
ever, pertinent to ask which portions of the petroporphyrin structure are due to 
biosynthesis and which arose by diagenesis. 

Major carbon skeletal alterations are required for the formation of benz
porphyrins (Fig. 8) from the biosynthetic pigments. Here the evidence for diagenesis 
is compelling. The diagenetic formation of one fused ring suggests that other 
structures with multiple fused rings are also present. Indication of the presence 
of very high molecular weight porphyrins [54] provides some experimental 
support for the suggestion. However, none of these classes of porphyrins are very 
abundant and altogether account for only a small fraction of the petroporphyrins. 

In the major porphyrins series (DPEP and Etio) the evidence that diagenesis 
was the major factor in fixing the carbon skeleton is less rigorous. The possibility 
cannot be dismissed that there was at one time a group of photosynthetic bacteria 
where each member possessed a distribution of chlorophylls centered at higher 
or lower masses than those of the chlorobium chlorophylls. The molecular weight 
distribution observed for the various petro porphyrins would then represent the 
remnants of a distribution of chlorophylls. Environmental requirements severely 
limit the distribution of the chlorobia, and if it is assumed that similar environ
mental restrictions hold for other producers of non-homogeneous chlorophylls, 
then these are unlikely sources of the ubiquitous petroporphyrins. 

On the other hand, if one assumes a constancy of chlorophylls through the 
geologic ages, chlorophyll a must be the major source of the nucleus of the petro
porphyrins and their carbon skeletons are a reflection of the" storage" conditions. 
Final proof of this hypothesis awaits experimental determination of the sequence 
of the alkyl groups on any of the higher molecular weight (C-34 or greater) petro
porphyrins. 
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Organic molecules have been detected in many sediments and shales, but 
structurally preserved biopolymers kept in situ in their anatomical location in 
fossils, with a lesser possibility of being introduced from outside, should constitute 
the most reliable material for studies in paleo biochemistry, or the biochemistry 
of fossils **. 

Until recently, it has long been accepted that the only organic material re
maining in fossils is present in a state approaching complete carbonisation. Since 
free amino acids were first recognized by ABELSON [1---4] in fossils of various ages, 
it has been apparent that organic biopolymers may be preserved for about 
100,000 years, which was the approximate age ofthe Pleistocene shell of M ercenaria 
mercenaria studied by JONES and VALLENTYNE [5]. They detected in this shell a 
"conchiolin" which liberated free amino acids by hydrolysis. Since their report 

* The author has to thank Dr. CHARLES GREGOIRE, who is in charge of the electron microscopy 
section in his department, for providing the micrographs reproduced in this chapter, and for reading 
the manuscript and making valuable suggestions for its improvement. 

** The use of the word "paleobiochemistry" as meaning a comparative approach to living 
organisms along the lines of phylogeny can only lead to confusion. 
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in 1960, data showing that animal proteins, identified by the liberation of their 
component amino acids by hydrolysis, may be preserved in fossils for several 
geologic ages, have been produced [6] and have been followed by a series of 
demonstrations [7-11] of other such "paleoproteins". The presence of chitin has 
also been detected in a Cambrian fossil [12]. 

II. Modern Molluscan Conchiolin 
The exoskeleton of molluscs is typically represented by the shell. Several kinds 

of shell architectures are found in molluscs. But whether external or internal, 
whether used as a protecting armor, a moisture-keeping device, a swimming 
apparatus, or in any other adaptation, the typical molluscan shell is generally 
made of three layers secreted by specialized regions of the mantle: the outermost 
thin layer named cuticle or, better still, periostracum is often uncalcified; the 
prisms' layer is laid down under the periostracum and is characterized by the 
columnar arrangement of crystals; the innermost layer has a lamellar structure and 
is named" nacre" or "mother-of-pearl" if the crystalline form of calcium carbonate 
is aragonite, whereas it is named" calcitostracum" if the crystals are calcite. The 
cuttle bone of Sepia still shows oblique calcareous particles similar to the septa 
of the chamber skeleton of Nautilus, but it has acquired a secondary structure in 
relation to its function in density regulation. The organic residue from the de
calcification of a molluscan shell has been called conchiolin by FREMY [13]. 

Fig.!. Pinctada margaritifera LINNE. Nacroin fibers. Shadow cast with palladium. x 28,000 [14J 

In nacre, the mother-of-pearl layer, the organic material is composed of fibres 
of nacroin associated with a protein component (nacrin). The amino acid com
ponents of nacroin are mostly alanine and glycine, the nitrogen ofthese two amino 
acids amounting to 83.6 percent of total N in the substance in Pinctada marga
ritifera (Fig. 1). A recent investigation in our laboratory revealed however the 
presence of chitin, a high polymer of fJ-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine, in the nacroin 
residue of the mother of pearl for all the species so far studied (Nautilus, N ucula, 
32* 
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Pinctada, Pteria, Mytilus). The chitin amounts to from 0.5 to 6 percent of the dry 
weight of the nacroin [15]. It thus seems convenient to consider the nacroin as 
a mucopolysaccharide. Nacroin constitutes various proportions of the organic 
skeleton of mother-of-pearl; in the nacre of Nautilus, this N makes up for about 
5 percent of total N. When the protein constituent of the nacre of Nautilus is 
decalcified and hydrolyzed, the amino acids forming the largest percentage of the 
total are glycine, alanine, serine, aspartic acid and glutamic acid. The fact that 
this pattern of the" conchiolin of nacre" differs from that of nacroin is due to the 
predominance of these amino acids in nacrine, the protein component associated 

Fig. 2. Nautilus pompilius LAMARCK. ConchioJin from mother-of-pearl. Nautiloid pattern of structure. 
x 50,000 [16] 

with the filament of nacroin. This protein is partly in water-soluble form, partly 
in insoluble form. Without taking any position with respect to the existence of 
two proteins, we can call these fractions soluble nacrine and insoluble nacrine. 
The insoluble nacrine is 2-3 times more abundant than the soluble nacrine. 

When the calcium carbonate has been dissolved away, the complex constituting 
the" conchiolin of nacre" appears as soft iridescent membranes. Ultrasonic waves 
dissociate these into thin membranes, permeable to electrons. Their structure can 
therefore be studied directly by the method of electron microscopy. The study of 
the fragments or leaflets of nacreous conchiolin has shown that the membranes 
are perforated by openings or pores and have a reticulated lace-like texture. 
Three patterns of structure based on differences in the size, shape and frequency 
distribution of the pores in the three classes of molluscs we have studied, were 
recognized in nacreous conchiolin (Figs. 2-4). 

In the lace-like structures described above, the strands forming the reticulated 
sheets of these structures are knobbly cords, studded with hemispherical pro
tuberances of various sizes giving to the trabeculae the appearance of "iris 
rhizomes" [18]. The conchiolin of nacre appears to consist of a core of muco-
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Fig. 3. Angaria delphinus LINNE. Conchiolin from mother-of-pearl. Gastropod pattern of structure. 
x 50,000 [17] 

Fig.4. Mytilus crenatus LINNE. Conchiolin from mother-of-pearl. Pelecypod pattern of structure. 
x 50,000 [17] 

polysaccharide fibrils, surrounded by a double coating of insoluble protein and 
of soluble protein. The studies described above have established the existence of 
the pores previous to decalcification and to treatment with ultrasonic waves or 
electron beams. 

Subsequent studies of mother-of-pearl, using replicas of inner surfaces of 
normal shells, fragments of cleavage produced by fracture, and polished surfaces 
before and after etching [18], have shown that the reticulated structures belong 
to the system of organic membranes or sheets which run as continuous formations 
in between adjacent stratified aragonite lamellae. Recently, intra-crystalline 
systems of conchiolin have been detected [19] in ultra-thin sections of shells. 
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Fig. 5. Anodonta cygnaea LINNE. Carbon replica of a polished and etched transverse section of mother
of-pearl. Brick wall appearance. Conchiolin membranes wrap the crystals of aragonite. x 25,000 [18] 

Thus, mother-of-pearl is typically composed of lace-like protein leaflets 
associated with tabular crystals of aragonitic calcium carbonate as shown in 
Fig. 5. However, several species of the class Pelecypoda (bivalves), the internal 
layer of the shell is in the nature of pseudo-nacre or calcitostracum, in which the 
mineral constituent, calcium carbonate, is in the mineralogic, prismatic form of 
calcite, and the organic component is constituted of vitreous, granular or fibrillar 
membranes without the lace-like structures characteristic of nacre [14, 20]. 

The calcitostracum replaces the nacre in Ostreidae, Pectinidae, Anomiidae, 
Ledidae and Arcidae. Prism conchiolin surrounds each prismatic mineral structure. 
The prism conchiolin is, as is the case for nacreous conchiolin, built on a fibrillar 
web (Fig. 6), but the protein combined to the latter has a very dense structure 
unlace-like in appearance, except in M ytilus. If it is true that the lace-like structure 
of the nacreous conchiolin is always embedded in a mineral structure made of 
aragonite crystals, it appears that aragonite is sometimes found in prisms, sur
rounded by their protein structure. As is the case of some gastropods and 
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Fig. 6. Vulsella vulsella. Fibrillar residue of decalcification of a calcitic prism. x 16,500 [21] 

Fig. 7. Nautilus pompilius LAMARCK. Residues of decalcification of the porcellaneous layer of the shell 
wall (living chamber) consisting of fibrils. x 38,000 [16] 
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Nautilus, it appears that, in the external layer of the shell, the prismatic layer is 
replaced by a very dense mineral structure, the porcelain component. This is 
deposited on a system of fibrils as shown in Fig. 7. 

III. Fossil Molluscan" Conchiolins " 
GREGOIRE [22, 23] has identified in fossil shells, lace-like structures which 

are similar to those described above at the level of nacreous conchiolin. When we 
were able to obtain enough material of such nacreous remains, we proceeded 
with a chemical study of them [6] and showed that the lace-like structures ob
served in fossils by the study of replicas and of decalcified material was actually 
conchiolin. The remains still give the amino acid pattern of nacreous conchiolin. 
But even more striking is the fact that the chemical composition typical of the 
conchiolin of mother-of-pearl has been found in fossil shells from the Eocene 
period (60 million years old) [6]. 
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Fig. 8. Separation by chromatography on Dowex 50, using the Moore and Stein technique, of neutral 
amino acids and acids resulting from the hydrolysis of the residue of nacre after washing out the free 
amino acids, decalcification and dialysis, of modernN autilus, fossil (Eocene) Nautilus, Recent (Holocene) 
!ridinG and fossil (Oligocene) Aturia [6]. The ultrastructures of the samples used are shown in Fig. 9 
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Fig. 9. Electron micrographs of nacreous organic remnants after decalcification with chelating agents. 
Fragments of lace-like reticulated sheets of conchiolin. a) Nautilus macromphalus SOW. (Cephalopoda, 
Nautiloida.) Recent (Nautiloid pattern). x 36,000. b) Nautilus sp. (Cephalopoda. Nautiloida.) Eocene 
(60 million years). Nautiloid pattern still recognizable in some regions. x 36,000. c) Aturia sp. 
(Cephalopoda. Nautiloida.) Oligocene (40 million years). Nautiloid pattern still recognizable. 
x 36,000. d) Iridina spekii WOODWARD. (Pelecypoda. Mutelida.) Holocene « 10,000 years). Pelecypod 

pattern [23]. x 36,000 
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Table 1. "Conchiolin" oj mother-oj-pearl. Amino acid composition: molecular Jraction per 100 molecules 
oj amino acids [6]. 

Nautilus Aturia Iridina Nautilus 

Eocene Oligocene Holocene Modern 
(60 million years) (40 million years) (> 10,000 years) 

Aspartic acid 8.7 9.0 10.1 9.0 
Threonine 5.6 3.8 1.6 1.5 
Serine 24.0 16.7 7.8 10.9 
Glutamic acid 15.6 11.9 5.0 5.5 
Proline 3.7 4.8 2.0 1.8 
Glycine 20.8 23.3 29.8 35.7 
Alanine 9.7 15.2 28.2 27.2 
Valine 3.1 5.7 4.0 2.2 
Isoleucine 3.1 3.3 2.4 1.8 
Leucine 5.6 6.2 4.0 1.9 
Tyrosine 0 0 0 2.4 
Phenylalanine 0 0 0 2.4 
Histidine 0 0 0 
Lysine 0 2.3 0 
Arginine 0 1.9 0 

Fig. 10. Conchiolin membrane from a large unidentified Pennsylvanian Nautilus (about 300 million 
years). x 29,000 [24, 25J 

The chromatograms shown in Fig. 8 are those for similar weights of nitrogen 
remaining in fragments of mother-of-pearl, the ultrastructures of which are shown 
in Fig. 9. The free amino acids were first washed out of the ground material, which 
was then decalcified and the subsequent hydrolysate subjected to dialysis. In 
each case, the chromatogram shows a distribution of neutral amino acids close 
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Fig. ll. a) Atrina (Pinna) nigra DURH (Recent). End stage of decalcification of a single prism. In the 
sheath shown here, shrinkage and wrinkling conceal the transverse striation. (From GREGOIRE [21}.) 
Phase contrast x 300. b) Pinna affinis (London, Clay, Lower Eocene, 60 million years). Elongated, 
folded and wrinkled fragments of tubular prism sheaths. The transverse striation is concealed in part 
by small mineral fragments resisting demineralization by the cheJating agent used, and, as in the living 

sample (see Fig. 11 a) by shrinking of the fragments. Phase contrast x 400 [11] 

to that of the conchiolin of mother-of-pearl. On this evidence one might infer the 
presence of this protein. Another possibility is the conservation in situ, after a 
destruction of the conchiolin, of free amino acids bound in the form of carbamates 
to the mineral portion. Nevertheless, the washings and dialysis after decalcification 
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Fig. 12. a) Atrina (Pinna) nigra DURH (Recent). Sheath fragments from decalcified prisms showing a 
transverse striation on rectangularfacets. (From GREGOIRE [21].) Phase con trast x 800. b) and c) Pinna 
affinis (London Clay, Lower Eocene, 60 million years). Debris of prism sheath facets showing small 
mineral granules disposed along the transverse striation (see Fig. 12 a). Phase contrast x 400. 
d) Inoceramus sp. (Gault, Cretaceous, 135 million years). Elongated sheath shred left by decalcification 
of a prism. As in Fig. 11 b, abundant microcrystals, escaping demineralization, subsist, either attached 

to or embedded in the substance of the sheath. Phase contrast x 400 [11] 

would have eliminated some compounds. On the other hand, in the decalcified 
residue of mother-of-pearl, particles are observed with the ordinary microscope 
which show a positive biuret reaction, characteristic of the peptide. The sum of 
these observations brings us to the conclusion that proteins are present in the 
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structures studied. We can compare (Table 1) the compositions of the" conchiolin" 
as revealed by the amounts of amino acids liberated by hydrolysis in boiling 
6N HCi. A marked similarity is apparent between the conchiolin of the mother
of-pearl of modern Nautilus and of the "conchiolin" of the Iridina from the 
Holocene. The" conchiolins" of Aturia from the Oligocene and of Nautilus from 
the Eocene contain less glycine and alanine. As the contents in serine and glutamic 
acid are higher in these samples of fossil mother-of-pearl, we must consider the 
possibility of a complete or partial loss of constituent proteins which are richer 
in alanine and glycine. 

Using the electron microscope, morphological structures similar to those 
found in the modern and fossil examples described above, have been detected 
in nacreous layers of fossil shells 500 years to 430 million years old (Fig.10) 
[24, 26, 27]. 

The submicroscopic structure of the conchiolin of the prisms in molluscan 
shells has been studied by GREGOIRE [21, 28, 29]. The inorganic part of a prism 
is made up of calcite crystals piled one upon the other. The pile is wrapped inside 
a conchiolin sheath, comprised of a fibrillar structure covered in turn by a very 
dense protein component. 

BRICTEUX-GREGOIRE et al. [11] have isolated individual prisms from fossil 
shells, namely those of Pinna affinis (London Clay, Lower Eocene) and Inocera
mus sp. (Gault, Cretaceous) and have decalcified these structures. Demineraliza
tion of the prisms, performed in saturated aqueous solutions of EDT A (ethylene-

Table 2. Comparison of amino acid compositions for" conchiolins" of prisms from modern and fossil 
shells [11] 

Modern Fossil 

Atrina nigra Pinna nobilis Pinna affinis Inoceramus 

Ilg/g per- mo!. Ilg/g per- mo!. Ilg/g per- mo!. Ilg/g per- mo!. 
cent fro cent fr. cent fr. cent fro 
N N N N 

Lysine 145 0.7 0.8 110 0.5 0.6 tf 1.58 0.7 4.8 
Histidine 70 0.3 0.4 89 0.4 0.5 tr 1.13 0.5 3.2 
Arginine 252 1.1 1.1 365 1.5 1.7 tr 0.96 0.4 2.4 

Aspartic acid 1,750 9.6 10.4 3,920 20.5 23.3 23.4 2.6 11.1 3.03 1.6 10.0 
Threonine 173 1.1 1.1 231 1.4 1.5 8.8 1.1 4.7 1.18 0.7 4.4 
Serine 530 3.7 4.0 617 4.1 4.6 27.5 3.8 16.5 3.88 2.5 16.4 
Glutamic acid 330 1.6 1.8 348 1.7 1.9 31.8 3.1 13.6 5.13 2.4 15.5 
Proline 314 2.0 2.2 316 1.9 2.2 tf tr 
Glycine 4,390 42.4 46.2 3,500 32.4 36.9 26.8 5.2 22.5 3.60 2.3 21.3 
Alanine 530 4.3 4.7 640 5.0 5.7 20.0 3.3 14.1 1.62 1.2 8.1 
Valine 930 5.8 6.3 833 4.9 5.6 9.2 1.1 5.0 1.30 0.8 4.9 
Isoleucine 334 1.8 2.0 558 3.0 3.4 7.9 0.9 3.8 0.99 0.5 3.4 
Leucine 1,220 6.8 7.4 740 3.9 4.5 12.2 1.4 5.9 1.69 0.9 5.7 
Tyrosine 2,130 8.6 9.3 1,200 4.6 5.3 tr tr 
Phenylalanine 472 2.1 2.3 508 2.1 2.4 7.6 0.7 2.9 tr 

--
91.9 100.0 87.9 100.1 23.2 100.1 15.5 100.1 

Amino nitrogen 1,930 2,020 96 20 
Ammonia 70 3.0 90 3.7 131 113 14.1 56.7 
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diamine tetraacetic acid, disodium salt, or'Titriplex III), and in 2 percent followed 
by 25 percent hydrochloric acid solutions, leaves transparent, glassy, brittle, 
sometimes tubular, fragments of substance which are the remains of the prism 
sheaths. Figs.11 and 12 show the structure of this debris, recorded photo
graphically under the phase contrast microscope using aqueous suspensions held 
between slide and coverglass. In several shreds, the characteristic transverse 
striation, along which small mineral particles are aligned, is still distinctly 
recognizable. After being washed to remove free amino acids, the isolated sheaths 
from prisms isolated from both modern and fossil specimens have been hydrolyzed 
and the products analysed (Table 2). The results confirm the protein nature of 
the material. 

IV. Graptolites 
FOUCART et al. [7] have carried out analyses on three different samples of 

fossils belonging to the order of Graptoloidea (Silurian Pristiograptus gotlandicus, 
Pristiograptus dubius; Silurian M onograptidae, gn. sp., contaminated with a few 
Retiolitidae; Ordovician Climacograptus typicalis, provisional identification). 

The calcareous rocks containing the fossils have been dissolved with cold HCI 
(0.5 N). The graptolites were separated with micro pipettes and washed repeatedly 
with cold HCI and distilled water in order to remove the soluble components 
such as free amino acids. As shown in Table 3, in addition to high amounts 

Table 3. Amino acids in hydrolysates of Graptolites, after decalcification and washings a [7J 

Pristiograptus Monograptidae gn. sp. C limacograptus 
gotlandicus and P. dubius typicalis 
(Silurian) (Silurian) (Ordovician) 

Ilg/g mole- Ilg/g mole- Ilg/g mole-
fraction fraction fraction 
per 100 per 100 per 100 

Aspartic acid 218 9 560 8.6 68 10 
Threonine 108 4.9 290 4.9 26 4.3 
Serine 214 11 550 10.6 122 22.8 
Glutamic acid 380 13.9 1,100 15.3 96 12.8 
Proline (83) (3.9) (340) (6) trace 
Glycine 280 20.1 760 20.8 89 23.4 
Alanine 103 6.3 410 9.5 40 8.9 
Valine 116 5.3 (240) (4.1) trace 
Isoleucine 97 4 230 3.6 (15) 2.3 
Leucine 190 7.8 390 6.1 (13) (2) 
Tyrosine (42) (1.2) (90) (1.1) 
Phenylalanine (87) (2.9) (110) (1.3) 

Lysine 96 3.5 (310) (4.4) 70 9.4 
Histidine 60 2.2 (84) (1.1) 29 3.7 
Arginine 128 4 (140) (2.2) trace 

Ammonia 223 

a The amounts indicated in brackets could only be calculated approximately on account of their 
low values. 
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of ammonia, amino acids are present in the hydrolysates of the three samples 
studied (Pristiograptus - 2,202 Jlg/g; M onograptidae - 5,604 Jlg/g; Climacograp
tus - 568 Jlg/g). As soluble material had been previously removed by repeated 
treatments, and as possible sources of contamination have been avoided, we 
consider that the amino acids contained in the hydrolysates are of protein origin. 
An identification of peptide linkages by means of the biuret reaction, as used by 
FLORKIN et al. [6J in the case of "conchiolin" remnants, was not possible because 
of the dark color of the graptolite fragments. 

The question can be asked as to whether these proteins were contained in the 
graptolites themselves or whether they were present in the sediment from which 
the graptolites had been removed. The analysis of one graptolitic rock, when 
compared with that of the graptolites extracted from the same rock, allowed us 
to eliminate the latter hypothesis. The results (Table 4) show that the amino acid 

Table 4. Comparison between the amounts of amino acids of protein origin in Graptolites removed from 
a rock with those found in the rock itself [7] 

l1g/g Mole-fraction 

graptolites· rock b graptolites rock 

Aspartic acid 68 12.8 10 7.4 
Threonine 26 8 4.3 5.1 
Serine 122 45.4 22.8 33.4 
Glutamic acid 96 9.6 12.8 5.1 
Proline tr tr 
Glycine 89 30 23.4 30.7 
Alanine 40 12 8.9 10.4 
Valine tr tr 
Isoleucine (15) 5.6 (2.3) 3.3 
Leucine (13) 7.4 (2) 4.3 
Tyrosine 
Phenylalanine 
Lysine 70 9.4 
Histidine 29 3.7 
Arginine tr tr 

Total 568 130.8 99.6 99.7 

• Climacograptus typicalis. 
b Ordovician limestone containing Climacograptus typicalis (from Ohio) after decalcification and 

removal of the Graptolite fragments. 

concentrations are much lower than those of the graptolites. On the other hand, 
some amino acids present in the graptolites have not been detected in the rock. 
The organic composition of the graptolite remnants is thus quantitatively and 
qualitatively distinct from that of the kerogen of the parent sedimentary rock. 
Contamination of the graptolites themselves is also eliminated. Observation of the 
fragments with the electron microscope did not reveal appreciable proportions 
of typical contaminants such as bacteria, algal filaments, "conchiolin" remnants 
and so on. On the other hand, parallelism between the results obtained for the 
three samples of different origin and geological age could hardly be consistent 
with the possibility of a contamination by exogenous organic material. 
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Fig. l3. Fragments of monograptidae and of retiolitidae (Silurian). x 52,000 [10] 

The amino acids observed in the hydrolysates of washed and decalcified frag
ments of graptolites can certainly be considered as originating in remnant fossil 
proteins belonging to the test of these animals. The three species of graptolites 
so far examined, show a similar amino acid pattern, characterized by high amounts 
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Fig. 14. Fragments of monograptidae and of retiolitidae (Silurian). x 52,000 [10] 

of serine (mole-fraction: 10.6 to 22.8), alanine (6.3 to 9.5), glycine (20.1 to 23.4), 
aspartic acid (8.6 to 10) and glutamic acid (12.8 to 15.3). Such a composition, 
particularly the high total amount of glycine, serine and alanine, suggests that 
the graptolitic proteins are of a scleroprotein nature. The study of this material 
33 Organic Geochemistry 
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Fig. 15. Cephalodiscus inaequatus (ANDERSSON): fragments of coenecium. x 20,500 [10] 

under the electron microscope is being continued by Dr. C. GREGOIRE in our 
laboratory. 

In contrast to the general belief in the chitinous nature of graptolite tests [30,31 J, 
the three samples examined did not contain any trace of chitin; this polysaccharide 
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was not revealed by the specific enzymatic method of JEUNIAUX [32] and the 
chromatograms of the hydrolysates did not disclose the presence of glucosamine. 
Furthermore, the residues of the graptolite samples did not reveal any trace of 
cellulose. The lack of chitin in graptolites contra-indicates a systematic affinity 
between Graptolites and the Bryozoa, Hydrozoa or other Cnidaria, all of which 
are provided with a chitinous test. 

The ultrastructures of the protein of Graptolites shown in Figs. 13 and 14 
may be described as meshes of bandlike material, the network being more loose 
or more tight according to the parts considered. The type of ultrastructure is 
different from that shown in the case of Cephalodiscus inaequatus (Fig.15), a 
species of a genus belonging to the class of Pterobranchia which has been con
sidered as showing systematic affinities with Graptolites. As well as Graptolites, 
the organic exoskeleton (or coenecium) of Cephalodiscus (a living Pterobranch), 
is also lacking chitin [33]. Its proteins show a high percentage of glycine [33] 
as is the case in proteins of Graptolites. On the other hand, the coenecium of 
Cephalodiscus and the tests of Graptolites differ in their ultrastructure. 

V. Fossil Bones, Teeth, and Eggs 
In electron microscopy, typical collagen fibrils can still be seen in fossil bones 

and teeth [34-37]. These collagens have been recognized as such by the similar 
composition of fossil and modern specimens [34-40]. 

As shown in this laboratory by VoSS-FOUCART [41] the decalcification of 
Dinosaur egg shells (very likely Megalosaurus) liberates two different structures: 
one composed of white ribbons forming an external and an internal net joined 
by thin hollow tubes which correspond to the air channels, the other consisting of 
thin brown sheets superposed in the mass of the shell. These two structures still 
contain proteins, the ultrastructure of which has been studied with the electron 
microscope (Figs. 16 and 17). The determination of their amino acid composition 
has been performed by ion exchange column chromatography after hydrolysis 
and has shown similarities to the amino acid composition of the shell matrix of 
hens' eggs. 

VI. Diagenetic Change 
When comparing paleoproteins with the corresponding native proteins of 

modern organisms, as in the comparison of nacre conchiolin of modern and 
fossil molluscan shells [6], the harder protein layer of modern and fossil Brachiopod 
shells [9], modern and fossil Gastropod shells, modern and fossil prism con
chiolins [11] and modern and fossil collagens, differences have repeatedly been 
observed in the patterns of amino acid composition [38-40,42]. These differences 
may of course reflect differences in the pattern of amino acids in the native state 
of both kinds of proteins. But this would be a rather naive conclusion without 
a previous critical examination of possible alternative explanations. These include 
alterations in the structure and composition of the paleoprotein after the death 
of the animal containing it, during the periods of diagenesis of the sediment 
concerned and during any metamorphism of the sedimentary rock in which the 
33* 
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Fig. 16. Fragments of decalcified Dinosaur egg shells (very likely Megalosaurus). Corpuscles of the 
thin stratified sheets. x 42,000 [10] 

fossil was imbedded. We may denote the chemical events in the time during which 
a native protein in a living animal has become a paleo protein recovered from a 
fossil by the term paleization. This term encompasses post mortem and diagenetic 
changes and implies no commitment concerning either the nature of possible 
alterations or their chronology. Paleization may also be accompanied by ultra
structural alterations. As mentioned by GREGOIRE [26J, many fossil molluscan 
shells possess" conchiolin" of altered ultrastructure as revealed by the electron 
microscope. Several kinds of alterations are described by GREGOIRE "in the form 
of discs, lenticular or spheroidal, pebble-shaped bodies, corpuscles in the form 
of knobs, perforated membranes". GREGOIRE has exposed fragments of modern 
Nautilus shells to a few of the factors involved in paleization processes, such as 
heat and pressure. He has concluded that "heat alone in open air, or associated 
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Fig. 17. Fragments of decalcified Dinosaur egg shells (very likely Megalosaurus). Fibres of the white 
ribbons forming the superficial networks and the walls of the air channels (negative x 48,000) [10J 

with pressure produced various stages of ultrastructure degradation of con
chi olin, similar or identical on the electron microscope scale to those observed 
consistently in remnants of decalcification of Paleozoic and Mezozoic nautiloid 
and ammonoid shells" [44]. 

On the other hand, in comparing the compositions of fossil proteins and the 
corresponding proteins of living organisms, attention must be paid to possible 
contamination due to an invasion of the structure by fossil organisms which were 
contemporary with the organism concerned. It is therefore important to rule 
out, by thorough control with the electron microscope, the possibility of contami
nation by epizoans, parasites and especially boring predators [26J. 

We must also bear in mind that, when dealing with such structures as con
chiolins, or other scleroproteins, we are dealing with mixtures of protein species. 
The pattern of "nacre conchiolin" [6], for instance, is the pattern of a composite 
mixture separable into several components with different amino acid patterns [14J. 
In the course of paleization protein fabrics may undergo changes due to the dif
ferent reactivities of their components, or of alterations resulting from the removal 
of end segments or side chains of polypeptides. From these changes a modified 
amino acid composition may result, to which of course no phylogenetic meaning 
should be conferred. 

VII. Phylogenetic Significance 
The above pitfalls are inherent in the comparison of paleo proteins and cor

responding proteins of living forms. However, according to our present knowl
edge, the primary structure (i.e., the amino acid sequence), which is the only 
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reliable test of homology [43J is unlikely to be modified in paleization, except 
with respect to the length of chains. 

It appears therefore imperative to study, by experimental methods, the 
phenomena corresponding to protein paleization. There is a need to isolate 
definite chemical species from composite paleoproteins and to develop micro
methods for the determination of amino acid sequences in the small amounts of 
material which can be isolated. Our aim must be to define the aspects of primary 
protein structures (amino acid sequences) which can be compared in homologous 
protein chains of fossil and modern organisms. Major contributions to our 
knowledge of the phylogeny ofbiopolymers should emerge as this area ofresearch 
develops. 
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Addendum 
Since the completion of the manuscript, new studies on the effect of thermal 

changes on modern shell proteins have been performed in the author's laboratory. 
GREGOIRE [bJ has uniformly detected biuret-positive shreds among the residual 
matrices of the pyrolysed modern samples, including those heated to 900° C, as 
was the case for fossil material of various ages (FLORKIN et al. [6J; GREGOIRE [aJ). 
The fact that polypeptide assemblages were still present in the samples heated 
to 900° illustrate the remarkable resistance of conchiolin to pyrolysis. This has 
been tentatively explained (GREGOIRE [b J) by a kind of stabilization caused by 
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the surrounding mineral matter. According to TOWE and HAMILTON [c], the 
intracrystalline matrices are deformation artefacts produced by ultramicrotomy. 
As already pointed out by FLORKIN et al. [6], AKIYAMA Cd] and MITTERER [e] 
have observed a reduction in the amount of proteins preserved, proportional to 
the age of the fossil studied. 

Concerning fossil collagen, PAWLICKI et al. [f] have detected, using electron 
microscopy, the typical striation pattern of collagen in the walls of blood vessels 
in fossil Dinosaur bone. DOBERENZ and WYCKOFF [g] have made similar observa
tions on Pleistocene bones. 

A study of amino acids of bone and dentine collagen in Pleistocene mammals 
has been accomplished by Ho [h]. He has observed that the fossil collagen studied 
generally contains less Leu, Phe and Tyr amino nitrogen and more Gly amino 
nitrogen. In Dinosaur bones (Cretaceous and Jurassic) MILLER and WYCKOFF [i] 
have found amino-acid proportions differing from those of Pleistocene bones. 
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The remnants of a former crystallization have been shown to remain trapped 
in the gas and liquid inclusions of minerals. It is therefore understandable that 
these inclusions have aroused increasing interest. One hopes, from the analysis 
of these inclusions, to gain new insight into the chemistry of the gases and solutions 
which are present during mineral formation, and to gain new knowledge of 
fundamental significance for the investigation of the conditions of formation of 
minerals and rocks. 

From Recent investigations, especially those of WAHLER [1] and GOGUEL [2], 
we know the main components of the liquid and gas inclusions of the minerals of 
some granites and pegmatites. Some disagreements about the presence of hydrogen 
and carbon dioxide have also been cleared up. However, from these investigations 
the question of trace impurities arose, especially with regard to the distribution 
of organic compounds in the gas contents of this type of inclusion. Whereas some 
statements can be made about the methane content of these minerals, the occur
rence of higher molecular weight hydrocarbons or of their derivatives must be 
considered improbable on the basis of the assumed "magmatic" origin and of the 
high temperature stress present at the genesis of these minerals. 

The analysis of the gases driven out by laboratory pyrolysis of the mineral and 
rock samples has been carried out, up to now, mainly by pressure-volume 
methods through fractional freezing-out, absorption, and combustion. Using these 
methods, GOGUEL reports the limit of sensitivity for hydrocarbons in the presence 
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of carbon monoxide to be a few mm3 STP/gram. He was only able to find traces 
of volatile organic compounds. For the first time, JEFFERY and KIPPING [3J found 
some low molecular weight saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons in inclusions. 
They used pyro-gas chromatography and at the time, these measurements were 
difficult to reproduce. The authors assumed that the hydrocarbons were formed 
(as is carbon monoxide) during the pyrolysis of the material, by a reduction of 
carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide by iron, and from the further catalytic 
reduction of the CO by hydrogen. The authors asserted that, except for these 
compounds, it was impossible to extract other organic material from the rock. 

The mass spectrometer is a very sensitive instrument for determining gases 
down to a partial pressure of about 10- 9 Torr, even in the presence of a great 
excess of inorganic gases. Thus with this method one should be able to establish 
to what extent hydrocarbons are involved in filling the gas inclusions. Fluorite 
was chosen as the first substance for investigation; its deep-violet, generally 
uraniferous varieties give off sharp-smelling gases when they are struck. This 
unpleasant smell is generally ascribed to free halogen, but conclusive evidence 
for this has not been presented. The second substance studied was feldspar. Gas 
inclusions in feldspars (especially potassium-feldspars, some of which are called 
"boiling" feldspars) have given rise to the disagreeable property of evolving large 
amounts of nitrogen during the process of ceramic manufacture. Numerous gas 
bubbles appear in the ceramic glazing and lead to production losses. 

These investigations [4,5J are limited to minerals of the Oberpfalz district 
(about 60-100 km north of Regensburg, West Germany). For comparison, some 
light-colored fluorites of the Swiss Alps, some potassium-feldspars of Norway and 
South Africa and, as a genetic counterpart, an extraordinarily fine-grained dark
violet fluorite sample which was removed from silicified wood were investigated. 
Microscopic examination of the material investigated showed inclusions of the 
order of magnitude of 10 microns, with isolated inclusions of up to 100 microns 
being found. The degree of filling is, as far as is discern able, quite variable and 
goes up to about 75 percent. With the deep-violet fluorite crystals, the so-called 
"stinkspate", the microscopic examination was made very difficult as a result of 
the almost completely opaque character of the samples. The inclusions, often found 
oriented in growth or color zones, could be observed only in very thin sections. 
It is assumed that the gas inclusions in these "stinkspate" are significantly larger 
and/or more numerous than those in the light fluorite varieties, since larger gas 
quantities are released from a small piece upon striking. 

The preparation ofthe samples was carried out in the same manner as described 
earlier [2,4]. Thoroughly cleaned granules of the sample were ground up under 
vacuum, the extracted gases were fractionally frozen out and the individual 
fractions were separately pumped into the storage container of a 600 -single
focusing mass-spectrometer. 

II. Analytical Results 
In Fig. 1 the individual spectra of the fractionated products of a "stinkspate" 

sample are summarized. The ionization, obtained by electron impact, causes, as 
a result of the severe fragmentation of gaseous organic molecules, extraordinarily 
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complex spectra. The evaluation and satisfactory assignment of such spectra are 
difficult, especially in the ppm region, and for trace impurities only the most 
abundant fragment-ions can be identified. Rough assignments according to 
compound type are ppssible. Only tentative structures can be advanced for 
individual components, since exact mass determinations are not easily carried 
out with a single-focusing instrument. A final identification was often possible 
only by a combination of gas chromatography and mass spectrometry. 

The mass spectrum of the first fraction is still relatively simple to examine. 
Nitrogen is present in large quantities, in addition to hydrogen and the noble 
gases helium and argon, as are the unfrozen remnants of water, carbon dioxide, 
and sulfur dioxide. Of the hydrocarbons, methane, ethane and propane are present. 
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The presence of ethylene and perhaps also propylene can be surmised from gas 
chromatographic investigations. In addition, the presence of mono-, di-, and 
tri-fluoromethane is demonstrated through the ions of 33,34, 51, and 69 amu *. 
Traces of hydrogen sulfide are indicated from the ratio of the ion currents of 
masses 33 and 34, which would be equally intense for fluoromethane (CH3F) on 
the instrument used. 

In the spectrum of the second fraction, more highly fluorinated and higher 
molecular weight compounds appear. The distinct peaks at mass numbers 69 
(CFt), 50 (CFt), and 31 (CF+) indicate that a large number of fluorinated ions 
are distributed in this spectrum. In addition to the strong content of thionyl 
fluoride and sulfuryl fluoride in this fraction, the ions of masses 69 and 127 can 
be assigned. Under the assumption that these peaks are due to an aliphatic 
compound composed solely of C, Hand F, one can calculate an ion C4H3Ft. 
An unsaturated compound with so high a degree of fluorination seems unlikely. 
It must therefore be assumed that this olefin-ion is first stabilized by additional 
splitting off of HF at the time of ionization. Since volatile amines and ammonia 
are also present in the contents of the gas inclusions, a further possible interpreta
tion of the mass 127 is as the nitrogen-containing ion C3NHFt. With a high 
resolution scan this peak is resolved into a doublet, so that a final decision cannot, 
for the time being, be made as to which of the previously mentioned fragments 
we are dealing with. Ions of this mass number are also preferentially formed from 
fluoroalkylbenzenes (C7HSFt), but these compounds would be expected in the 
higher-boiling gas fraction. Again SF 6 would form a strong ion current of this 
mass number, and one of the two peaks probably belongs to an ion SFt, as a 
preliminary splitting of the gas mixture in a gas chromatographic column indicates. 

In the third fraction, further fluorocompounds occur. They may include more 
highly fluorinated species, as for example the ion C3Ft. The remaining fluorinated 
ions are certainly fragments of heavier molecules. The ions of fluorine and hydrogen 
fluoride also appear in this fraction. Under increased resolving power a large 
number of double- and triple peaks at sIngle mass numbers appear and unambig
uous assignments are impossible. 

In Fig. 2, the mass spectrum of the gas evolved from a light green fluorite is 
presented for comparative purposes. In addition to the known inorganic com
pounds, the main components are hydrocarbons accompanied by smaller amounts 
of the fluoro-compounds. The content of ammonia is relatively high, as is also, 
contrary to all expectation, that of free fluorine and hydrogen fluoride. 

The main components of the gases were quantitatively determined and the 
following amounts found (in mm3 STP/g): H2, 7-48; He, 0.1-6.0 (in dark 
uraniferous minerals only); N2, 12-63; Ar, 0.05-0.3; CH4, 1-10; H 2S, 0.1-4.0; 
CO2, 7-83; and a very large amount of water vapor (a few ml). The dark "stink
spates" always contain larger quantities of gas than do the light colored fluorites. 
Using the methane content as reference, the volume percent of the remaining 
trace compounds can be roughly estimated, assuming their total concentration is 
of the same order of magnitude, at about 0.1 to 1.0 percent. Of this total, at least 
half is due to the compounds C2H6 , C3Hs, S02' SOF2, S02F2' and NH3 , so 

* 1 amu= 1/12 of the mass of a neutral 12C atom, 1 amu= 1.000317917 ME e60= 16.000)= 
1.66 x 10- 27 kg=0.931441 MeV. 
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Fig. 2. Mass spectrum of the gas extracted from a green fluorite sample (ERIKA MINE) 

that each of the remaining volatile organic compounds was present in the order 
of 10 to 100vpm, up to a maximum of 1,OOOvpm*. According to a type-analysis 
of light hydrocarbons [6], as is frequently applied in the petroleum industry, the 
ions noted in the table are typical for hydrocarbons. A similar pattern for the 

Table. Type analysis of light hydrocarbons 

Compound-type 

Paraffins 

Cycloparaffins and monoolefins 

CYc100IefinS) 
Diolefins "coda" group 
Acetylene 

Alkylbenzene compounds 

Characteristic ions 

CnHin+l 

CnHin_l 

Mass numbers 

43, 57, 71, etc. 

41,55, etc. 

67,68,81,82, etc. 

C6Ht, C6Ht 77,78,91,92, etc. 
C6HsCHi, C6HsCHj etc. 

flu oro-carbons can be set up qualitatively, taking into consideration the frequently 
occuring ions which are found in these spectra: CF+ (31), CFt (50), CFt (69), 
C2Ft (81), C3Ft (131), CH2F+ (33), C2H 4F+ (47), CHFt (51), C2H3Ft (65), 
C3H2Ft (95), and C4H3Ft (?) (127). 

* vpm=volume-parts per million. 
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By summation of the ion currents of the individual groups, one obtains 
dimensionless numbers. These values, although undoubtedly qualitative, can be 
compared with one other, since the same compound types are always present in 
the gases trapped in fluorites. The dark violet fluorspars are uranium-bearing as 
evinced by the measurable helium content. A plot of the helium concentration 
as a function of the radioactivity of the sample, is a straight line (Fig. 3). Similar 
plots of the ion currents of the CFt ion turn out to be exactly parallel with this 

10 

o 

~ 

Cl 
E 2: I hydrocarbons 

2: I F -hydrocarbons 

~ 

?:: 
:~ 4He 
g ~6 

102~_~------+---~~-4r-------~------~ 

ion currents ---

Fig. 3. Gas composition as a function of the radioactivity of the fluorite samples (abscissa in arbitrary 
units). (x = violet-colored fluorite, 0 = light-colored fluorite) 

line. If one calculates the ratios I: I (hydrocarbons)/I: I (fluoro-hydrocarbons) for 
the analysis described, the higher fraction of fluorinated compounds in the violet, 
uranium-bearing fluorites is again recognizable. The marked scatter of measured 
values is understandable when one considers that, in nature, in addition to 
pressure and temperature, many other factors, such as the solvent partner, play 
a role. The value for one sample deviated extraordinarily from the usual values. 
In the thin section of this sample, clusters of pyrite-pitchblende were clearly 
recognizable; the uranium of this sample was thus not homogeneously distributed 
in the fluorite lattice. 

According to TOORKS [7] a very strongly fluorescing, uraniferous synthetic 
calcium fluoride is obtained when one heats CaF 2 with 6 to 25 mole percent CaO 
and 0.004 to 0.5 mole percent V0 2 . KROGER [8] holds that a solid solution of 
CaV04 in CaF2 or a diadochie (Ca2F4) (CaU04) is present. RECKER [9] reports 
the same thing for syntheses effected without the addition of CaO, but in an 
oxidizing atmosphere; in a reducing atmosphere, on the other hand, a replacement 
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of parts of the CaF 2 lattice by U02 groups is conceivable. In both cases the 
uranium ions are incorporated into the fluorite structure in place of Ca 2 +, and 
certainly simple individual (CaF 8)-6 groups may be replaced by (U04 F 4)-6 ions 
(in an oxidizing atmosphere) or by (U02F6)-6 ions (in a reducing atmosphere); 
in either case the correct valencies are maintained [10]. In Fig. 4 the same rela
tionships are represented in a triangular diagram. Here also all the measured 
points lie approximately on a straight line between the apex "fluorinated hydro
carbons" and the side connecting" paraffins" and "olefins". 

paraffins 

alefins 

Fig.4. Results of the compound-type analysis (x = violet colored fluorite, 0 = light-colored fluorite) 

The mass-spectra of the gases extracted from feldspars look quite different 
(Fig. 5). The following volatile compounds could be detected in the gas inclusions: 

nitrogen 
hydrogen 
helium 
argon 

carbon dioxide 
carbon monoxide 
water 
ammonia 

methane 
ethane 
propane 
n-butane 
iso-butane 
ethylene 

methylamine 
dimethylamine 
ethylamine 
fluoromethane (CH3F) 

Furthermore, correlations could be observed between the extractable gases 
and the technological properties (in spite of good or bad melting properties): 

1. Technologically good and glassy smooth-melting feldspars have a low gas 
content; the very dark potassium feldspars, which include an appreciable quantity 
of hydrocarbons, are exceptions. 

2. Potassium feldspars contain, beside hydrocarbons, low molecular weight 
amines and ammonia, which are present to a marked degree in the so-called 
"boiling" feldspars. 

3. The appearance oflow molecular weight amines is dependent on the content 
of uranium, radium and thorium in the minerals. 
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In discussing the chemical state of nitrogen and of nitrogen compounds in 
silicate minerals, it is to be emphasized that a very large proportion of the nitrogen 
is fixed in the lattice in the form of ammonium ions [11]. One can study this 
occurrence in relation to ion exchange. The mineral can be regarded as a huge, 
well-organized polymer of which only the outer surfaces are initially accessible 
and in equilibrium with an aqueous solution. Some years ago MARSHALL [12] 
demonstrated the strong fixation of ammonium ions in the feldspar lattice. 
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Fig. 5. Mass spectra of the gases extracted from a sample of potassium feldspar (HAGENDORF-MINE) 

Investigations by the present author [5] lead to the conclusion that ion exchange 
is greatly increased by low concentrations of amines. The oxygen-silicon bonds 
that hold the structure together are very much weaker than the carbon-carbon 
bonds of organic polymers. Hence a certain low concentration of silicic acid 
exists in solution in equilibrium with the silica framework. In this way reactions 
of ammonia with the silica framework become possible. The nitrogen inclusions 
so formed are responsible for the release of nitrogen during the ceramic combustion 
which is brought about at high temperatures. High pressure investigations 
confirmed this opinion. The presence oflow molecular weight amines, amino acids 
or nucleic acids resulted in the introduction of nitrogen into the feldspar lattice. 
Little can be said about the mechanism of the reaction, but it is to be expected 
that nitrogen enters the lattice by forming Si - N - Si boundaries or Si - NH2 
compounds like water does at distorted Si - 0 - Si boundaries. 
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III. Discussion 
It is impossible at this stage in the investigation, to give an answer to the 

question of the ultimate origin of this much altered organic material. That the 
material was strongly altered by radiochemical reactions during the course of 
geologic time (the age of the Wolsendorf formation is about 185 million years) is 
proved by the results of the investigation. Through the friendly cooperation of 
Professor Dr. F. K. DRESCHER-KADEN, I obtained a sample of silicified wood, the 
core of which was filled up with very fine-grained violet fluorite. This "wood" 
contains the same gas inclusions as the other "stinkspate" samples, especially 
those characterized by the mass numbers 69 and 127 and also by sulfuryl and 
thionyl fluoride. 

These results support the hypothesis that the substances found are the decom
position products of high molecular weight substances. Volatile amines and 
ammonia which are typical decomposition products of biogenic material are 
present. A large portion of the bound nitrogen is split off as amino acids by 
hydrolysis of the "humic acids", formed by bacterial decomposition of cellulose 
and lignin. Progressive decomposition of these substances, in conjunction with 
radiochemical reactions and partial fluorination, would lead inevitably to the 
above compounds. This supposition is also in agreement with the already-observed 
high hydrogen content, hydrogen being produced by radiochemically induced 
dehydrogenation of long chain aliphatic compounds. 

If one accepts the biogenic origin of the organic material, then one could 
discuss the influence of these compounds on the solubility and recrystallization 
of mineral material. . Plants can assimilate with great ease slightly soluble or, 
under the conditions prevailing in the soil, nearly insoluble inorganic substances, 
which then recrystallize as incrustations on cell walls or within the cells. A related 
phenomenon is reflected by silicified wood, which clearly shows the replacement 
of plant-like cells by silica, but with retention of the wood's structure. Only in the 
inner core has the fiber structure of the wood disappeared and made room for 
the finely crystalline fluorite. Many examples of this type are known in botany, 
and all lead to the recognition that solution mechanisms must playa role in plant 
material balance, a role for which the aqueous solubility of the various minerals 
alone does not offer a satisfactory explanation. For this reason, the chemical 
composition of hydrothermal solutions is spiritedly discussed. 

NEUBERG, MANDL and GRAUER [13,14], as well as EVANS [15,16] found a 
considerable increase in the solubility of various rock-forming minerals and ores 
in very dilute aqueous solutions of amino acids, nucleic acids, and the so-called 
"humic acids". These results were confirmed by the author's investigations on 
feldspars [5]. SZALAY [17] found a preferential adsorption of uranyl and thorium 
ions, as well as those of the rare earths, on such humic acids, and thereby explained 
the high uranium content of biogenic sediments. Enrichment factors of up to 
10,000:1 were found. Some model experiments prove the high solubility of mineral 
matter in very dilute solutions of amines, amino-acids and nucleic-acids [18]. The 
participation of high molecular weight, apparently biogenic, organic compounds 
in the transport processes of inorganic materials in the upper crust of the earth 
34 Organic Geochemistry 
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is consequently quite conceivable. The influence of such transport reactions on 
the distribution of radioactive nuclides of the uranium and thorium series and on 
age determination by lead-lead and uranium-lead methods should be mentioned. 

One can object to the proposed biogenic origin of these organic compounds 
in the gas inclusions on the grounds that large quantities of ammonia are also 
present, in addition to hydrocarbons, in the gases extractable from light fluorites. 
It is generally assumed that the nitrogen in minerals is present as NHt ions [11]. 
Further significant portions are present as trapped elemental nitrogen. In silicate 
minerals, the additional possibility of the inclusion of nitrogen in nitride form 
exists, as MULFINGER and MEYER [19] have shown in glasses. The introduction 
of nitrogen in feldspars has been shown in this investigation. VINOGRADOV and 
co-workers [20] have succeeded in proving that an ammonia synthesis is quite 
possible in nature; this was done by the circulation of a stoichiometric gas mixture 
over various stone and mineral powders at 3500 C, in the presence of water vapor. 

Without going into the sharply disputed question concerning the origin of 
petroleum, one must mention here that the possibility of a non-biogenic synthesis 
of relatively simple organic compounds by means of a radiochemically induced 
polymerization must be considered. Thucolite is cited as a specific example of 
one such high molecular weight organic substance. "Thucolite" is an asphaltic 
material of pneumatolytic-hydrothermal origin which contains, in addition to the 
predominant hydrocarbons, U, Th, rare earths, Si02 and H 20. The material occurs 
commonly as cubic crystals which are, no doubt, pseudomorphs of uranium 
pitchbende and whose genesis is completely unexplained at the present time. 
Radiochemical reactions probably play a prominent role in the formation of 
these compounds. In the case of feldspars, a direct relationship could be detected 
between the content of organic compounds, especially of amino compounds, and 
the uranium and thorium content. Furthermore, in a recent investigation [18], 
amino acids (glycine, alanine and amino butyric acid) were isolated from highly 
uraniferous samples of fluorite, while in the light-colored, uranium-free specimens 
none of these compounds could be detected. These results make plausible the 
hypothesis that the substances found are radiochemically derived from the highly 
volatile hydrocarbons, ammonia and water trapped inside the mineral; even 
amino acids could be formed in this way during geological time. The occurrence 
of amino acids in rock-forming minerals is therefore a dubious proof of the 
previous existence of life, since an abiogenic, radiochemical origin of these com
pounds is conceivable. Further investigations which will certainly raise many 
more questions in this direction, must be carried out. At any rate, systematic 
work in this area will yield answers to many previously unsolved problems on 
the genesis of minerals and mineral deposits. 

A hypothesis advanced in 1863 by SCHt)NBEIN and in 1866 by WYROUBOFF [20], 
according to which the coloration of fluorites was caused by organic substances, 
has been out offavor since HEINRICH [21] recognized the connection between the 
uranium content of the WOLSENDORF deposits and the color and odor of the 
"stinkspate". The present investigation shows that SCHONBEIN'S hypothesis 
deserves renewed consideration. 

Light-colored fluorite becomes blue upon gamma- or X-ray-irradiation. With 
short irradiations, samples become colored in zones, but after long irradiation, 
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they took on a homogeneous coloration. Careful preparation of these zones 
followed by individual investigation of their gas contents, showed that the zones 
which became colored early in the irradiation were those of the highest organic
gas content. One specimen of colorless fluorite became blue-colored in a single 
layer, when irradiated with 1 x 105 R of 200 kV X-rays; the rest of the crystal 
remained colorless, even after a long irradiation with more than 5 x 106 R. These 
colorless regions were found to contain no measurable quantities of organic 
inclusions. 

IV. Experimental Procedures 
The preparation of the samples was carried out mainly in the same manner 

as that described by GooUEL [2]. The fraction of the sample-containing granules 
of 1-3 mm diameter was washed with freshly-distilled benzene, double-distilled 
water, and methanol, freed of adsorbed gases and solvent remnants under high 
vacuum (p= 1.10- 6 Torr), and finally ground up under vacuum in a steel grinding
container with two Widia balls, held on a vibratory mill. The grinding of the 
sample took place at room temperature. Grinding at low temperatures in order 
to minimize possible thermal reactions was not necessary. 

,.,,.,,., 

Topl.r- pump 

~ NS 72,5 

c=.Qgrinding tzItIIainer 

Fig. 6. Gas inlet section of the mass spectrometer. (MMM = micro-membrane-manometer, 
NS = standard taper joint) 

The extracted gases were pumped, with the help of a Toepler pump, into the 
inlet system of the mass spectrometer, fractionally frozen out with liquid nitrogen 
and dry-ice, and the individual fractions separately let into the storage container 
of the instrument. The occurrence of a higher boiling compound in a lower 
boiling fraction is minimized for trace impurities, as a result of the final vapor 
pressure of the substance in question and the large working volume of the gas 
inlet section (Fig. 6). 

The mass spectrometer used was a single-focusing 60° Atlas-CH 4 Spectro
meter. 
34' 
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Measurement Conditions 

Ion source "AN4 " for gas-inlet; ionization by electron impact (70 eV electrons); 
electron current, 60 ~A; slit width, ion source, 0.1 mm; ion detector, 0.3 mm; 
mass resolution, A(1percent) = 800; ion detector, secondary electron multiplier 
at 1.6 kV and 1 x 106 ohms resistance, corresponding to a multiplication factor 
of2 x 106 • For the more accurate identification and separation of ions of the" same" 
mass number (mje ratio), but of different elemental composition, it was necessary, 
in the course of further experiments, to increase the resolving power of the mass 
spectrometer considerably. By using an entry-slit width of 0.01 mm and an exit
slit width of 0.02 mm and optimal ion focusing, a resolving power of A(lpercent) = 
1,800 could be attained. This means that in the intermediate mass region at 
roughly mass number 50, two masses with the mass difference M = 0.025 amu are 
still clearly separated, and with M = 0.01 amu are still recognizable as separate 
masses. The sharp decrease in detection sensitivity was largely compensated by 
increasing the amplification factor. 

Further experiments were carried out with a combined gas chromatograph
mass spectrometer. Coupling of gas chromatography and mass spectrometry is 
extremely useful in the study of natural products where one may encounter 
complex mixtures which contain trace components that are difficult to isolate 
and to identify. Packed columns with various cross-sections were tested; a column 
diameter of 2.5 mm was chosen as optimal and a helium flow rate of 8 ml per 
minute was used. For separation of the various compounds extracted from mineral 
inclusions, three different types of columns (4-meter in length) were necessary: 
charcoal, dimethylsulfolane and polypropyleneglycol, both 5 percent on acid
washed and silanized 100-120 mesh Chromosorb. A Bieman-Watson type pressure 
reduction system produced pressure drop from 1 atm to 10- 5 mm Hg. 
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I. Introduction 
Humic acids and related pigments, collectively referred to as humic substances, 

are widely distributed in soils, natural waters, marine and lake sediments, peat 
bogs, carbonaceous shales, lignites, brown coals and other miscellaneous deposits 
[1-5]. In addition, trace amounts may be present in plants [6] and certain 
carbonaceous meteorites [7]. SZALAY [8] concluded that the amount of organic 
carbon in the earth as humic acids (60 x 1011 tons) exceeds that which occurs in 
living organisms (7 x 1011 tons). 

Humic substances are best described as a series of acidic, yellow- to black
colored, moderately high-molecular-weight polymers which have characteristics 
dissimilar to any of the organic compounds occurring in living organisms. The 
modern view is that they represent an extremely heterogeneous mixture of mole
cules, which, in any given soil or sediment, may range in molecular weight from 

* Appreciation is expressed to the National Science Foundation (Grants GP 1938 and GA 348) 
for support ofresearch in organic geochemistry. 
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as low as 2,000 to perhaps over 300,000 [2]. Humic substances differ from kerogen 
and brown coal in several important respects, including elemental composition 
(lower carbon but higher oxygen contents), functional group content (higher 
COOH and OH contents) and solubility characteristics (soluble in alkali). 

From a geological standpoint, humic substances are of importance in the 
transportation and subsequent concentration of a variety of mineral substances, 
such as bog ores and nodules of marine strata [5]. In addition, they may be involved 
in the enrichment and concentration of uranium and other metals, as their cations, 
in various bioliths, including coal [8]. It is suspected that metallic ions are trans
ported in soils and waters as stable humic complexes. Humic constituents un
doubtedly contribute to coals and oil shales. 

II. Extraction and Fractionation 
Humic substances are normally recovered by extraction with caustic alkali 

(usually 0.5 N NaOH), although in recent years use has been made of mild reagents, 
such as neutral sodium pyrophosphate [2, 9J. The following fractions, based on 
solubility characteristics, are subsequently obtained: humic acid, soluble in alkali, 
insoluble in acid;Julvic acid, soluble in alkali, soluble in acid; hymatomelanic acid, 
alcohol-soluble part of humic acid; humin, insoluble in alkali. 

German scientists further divide humic acids into two groups by partial 
precipitation with electrolyte (salt solution) under alkaline conditions. The first 
group, the brown humic acids (Braunhuminsiiure) , are not coagulated by an 
electrolyte and are characteristic of humic acids in brown coals, peat, and podzolic 
soils. The second group, the gray humic acids (Grauhuminsiiure), are easily co
agulated and are characteristic of humic acids in chernozems and rendzinas. In 
the older German literature, reviewed by KONONOVA [3J, considerabie attention 
was given to the so-called "apocrenic" and "crenic" acids, which were light
yellow fulvic acid-type substances. 

A complete fractionation scheme is given in Fig. 1. Instructions for preparing 
specific fractions from terrestrial soil are given by KONONOVA [3J and STEVEN-
SON [9]. . 

The undesirability of regarding individual components as chemically homo
geneous compounds has recently been emphasized [1-5]. According to present
day concepts, the various groups represent part of a system of polymers, and the 
differences between the fractions are due to systematic variations in elemental 
composition, acidity, degree of polymerization and molecular weight. 

Proposed inter-relationships between the main humic fractions are shown in 
Fig. 2. Most work is now being confined to the humic and fulvic acids, but no 
sharp division exists between the two. KONONOVA [3J regards the low-molecular
weight fulvic acids as being simple representatives of humic acids. The humin 
fraction does not appear to be a separate grou{r-this material probably consists 
of humic and fulvic acids intimately bound to mineral matter. Hymatomelanic 
acid may be an artifact produced from humic acids during fractionation. 

A major difficulty of all work on humic substances is that of obtaining prepara
tions free of salts, clay and complexed metals (particularly iron and aluminium). 
Clay-sized particles can be eliminated by high-speed centrifugation. Repeated 
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Soil or sediment 

I 
extract with alkali 

L 
I 

1 
(insoluble) (soluble) 

humin 
I 

treat with acid 

L 
I 

1 
(precipitated) 

Ir-------------humii acid 

(not precipitated) 
fulvic acid 

extract with alcohol redissolve in base and add electrolyte 

1 
I 

L 

hymatomelanic acid 
(precipitated) 

gray humic acid 
(not precipitated) 
brown humic acid 

Fig. 1. Fractionation of humic substances 

Humus 

(Decomposition products of organic residues) 

I Nonhumic substances I I Humic substances I 
(Known classes of organic compounds) (Pigmented polymers) 

Fulvic acid Humic acid 
(Oden) (Berzellus) 

Crenlc acid Apocrenlc acid Brown humic acids Gray humic acids 
(Berzellus) (Springer) 

Light yellow Yellow-brown Dark brown Gray-black 

-- - -- - - - - -Increase In degree of polymerlzatlon- - - - - - - -- - - - - -_ 

2,0001-- - - - - Increase In molecular welght- - - - - - - - - - - - - _300,0001 

45%--- -- - -Increase In carbon content- -- -- - --- --- ---- __ 62% 

48%--- - - - -decrease In oxygen content- - - - - --- - - - --- - __ 30% 

1,400-- - - - -decrease In exchange acldtty- - - - - -- -- - - - - - _500 

Fig. 2. Classification and chemical properties of humic substances. Adapted from a drawing by 
SCHEFFER and ULRICH [4] 

dissolution and precipitation of humic acids often leads to preparations with low 
ash contents, but this technique cannot be applied to fulvic acids, which are acid
soluble. Removal of salts and metals from most fractions can be accomplished 
by appropriate dialysis procedures, although loss of low-molecular-weight com
pounds invariably occurs. Other desalting procedures include HF treatment, 
treatment with chelating agents and passage through ion exchange resins. Proce-
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dures used for the purification of humic substances have been discussed by DUBACH 

and MEHTA [2]. 
In the case of humic acids, the wet precipitate is subjected to freezing and 

thawing to exude water, and is then freeze-dried. Air-dried preparations are brittle 
and difficult to redissolve; those that have been freeze-dried occur as soft, pliable 
powders which dissolve readily in neutral or slightly alkaline aqueous solvents. 

III. Biochemistry of the Formation of Humic Substances 
The formation of humic acids and related pigments has been the subject of 

several recent reviews [3-5, 10]. The classical theory, popularized by WAKSMAN, 

is that they represent modified lignins. Support for this view has been provided 
by the observation that lignins are relatively resistant to attack by microorgan
isms, and that humic acids have properties similar to oxidized lignins. 

BREGER [11], using RUSSELL lignin as a model, suggested that the initial step 
involved the opening of heterocyclic rings. His proposed scheme, shown in Fig. 3, 
produces a basic structure containing double bonds, acidic OH groups and a 
linear skeletal arrangement of phenyl propane-type units, (C6-C3)n. 

CH3 CH 3 CH3 

LOH l/OH LOH 
~rr-CH=CHUfr-CH=CH~rr-CH=CH-
000 

Fig. 3. Transformations of lignin into humic acid. From BREGER [11] 

Oxidation of terminal chains would generate COOH groups. In addition, 
demethylation would result in the formation of o-dihydroxybenzene units which 
could be oxidized to quinones capable of undergoing condensation reactions, 
both in the presence and absence of amino compounds. The final product would 
bear little resemblance to the original lignin molecule. 

In recent years, the lignin theory has been severely challenged. According to 
contemporary views, humus synthesis is a two-stage process which includes: 
(1) decomposition of all plant components, including lignin, into simple monomers, 
and (2) polymerization of these simple monomers into high-molecular-weight 
polymers. Algae, lichens, and mosses, which do not contain lignin, give rise to 
humic substances. 
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Most investigators now favor biosynthetic schemes based on the oxidative 
polymerization of phenolic constituents. Several sources of phenols are postulated, 
including lignins, tannins, and cellular constituents of microorganisms. 

FLAIG [12] proposed the following sequence for humic acid synthesis: 

1. Lignin, freed of its linkage with cellulose during the decomposition of 
plant residues, is SUbjected to oxidative splitting with the formation of primary 
structural units. 

2. The side chains of these units are oxidized, demethylation occurs, and the 
resulting polyphenols are converted to quinones by polyphenoloxidases. 

3. Quinones arising from lignin, together with those synthesized by micro
organisms, react with nitrogenous compounds to form dark-colored polymers. 

A schematic diagram showing the formation of humic substances by con
densation of phenols and amino acids, as exemplified by the reaction between 
catechol and glycine, is given in Fig. 4. 

& NH2-CH2-COOH 

~ OH - ~ 
~I~ 

4H++'Ie 

Condensation 
of intermediates 

j 
Brown nitrogenous 

polymers 

Cr0 NH'-~OH. 
NH 

tH2COOH 

~ ~ NH2 

I E / 

~ CHO-COOH 

fH 
CH2 -COOH 

CrN-CH2-COOH 
I ~ 
~ 

NH 

tH2COOH 

Fig.4. Formation of humic substances by condensation of amino acids and phenols, as exemplified 
by the reaction between glycine and catechol 

KONONOVA [3] used a combination of histological microscopic techniques and 
chemical methods to study the decomposition of plant residues and concluded 
that humic substances were formed by cellulose-decomposing myxobacteria prior 
to lignin decomposition. PAULI [13] also observed the synthesis of humic sub
stances by microorganisms acting on non-lignin plant constituents. SWABY and 
LADD [14] suggested that humic molecules are formed from free radicals (quinones) 
produced enzymatically within deceased cells (plant or microbial) while autolytic 
enzymes are still functioning but before cell walls are ruptured by microbes. 

The idea that carbohydrates participate in the formation of humic substances 
has persisted since the middle of the last century. The reactions involved are 
believed to be similar to those occurring during the formation of brown polymers 
by condensation of sugars and amines (the Maillard reaction). The over-all scheme 
is outlined in Fig. 5. 
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A major objection to this theory is the slow rate at which sugar-amine conden
sation reactions occur. However, drastic changes in the environment (freezing 
and thawing, wetting and drying), together with the intermixing of reactants with 
mineral material having catalytic properties, may facilitate condensation. In 
ancient sediments, the time factor becomes of minor importance. STEVENSON and 
TILO [15] found that the fraction of the organic nitrogen in some deep-sea sedi
ments that occurred as amino acids, decreased with increasing age and concluded 
that the loss was due to chemical reactions involving sugars and phenols. 

R-N-H R-N R-N-H 
I " I 

II-C·O H-C-OH CH H~~ I RNHz , I ~ 
I 

(CHOHI" (CHOHI" (CHOHI" - (CHOHI,,_I 0 
I I I HC~ CHzOH CHzOH CHzOH 

I 

ALDOSE IN AOOITION SCHIFF CHzOH 

ALDEHYDE FOAM COMPOUND BASE N-SUBSTITlITED 
GLYCOSYt.AMINE 

N-SUBSTITUTED CATION OF ENOL FORM N-SUBSTITUTED 
GLYCOSYLAMINE SCHIFF BASE I-AMINO-I-

AMADORI REARRANGEMENT 

BROWN NITROGENOUS 
POLYMERS AND 

COPOLYMERS 

DEOXY-2-KETOSE, 
KETO FOAM 

DEHYDRATION 
FRAGMENTION 

FISSION 

Fig. 5. Sugar-amine condensation reactions 

Thus, a completely satisfactory scheme for the synthesis of humic substances 
in geologic environments has not yet been developed. A lignin pathway may pre
dominate in anaerobic situations (swamps, etc.) whereas biosynthesis from phenols 
leached from leaf litter may be of considerable importance in certain forest soils. 
The frequent and sharp fluctuations in temperature, moisture and irradiation in 
terresterial surface soils under a continental climate may lead to humus synthesis 
by the Maillard reaction. 

IV. Methods of Functional Group Analysis 
A variety of functional groups, including COOR, phenolic OR, enolic OR, 

quinone, hydroxyquinone, lactone, ether and alcoholic OR, have all been reported 
in humic substances, but there is considerable disagreement as to the amounts 
present; in some cases even proof of existence is lacking. As DUBACH and MEHTA [2] 
pointed out, severe problems are encountered in the determination of functional 
groups because of incomplete reactions, adsorption of reagents, undesirable 
fractionation during manipulations, sensitivity towards acid and base at high 
temperatures and the proximity of groups which influence the specificity of 
reagents. Since the acidities of the various groups overlap, results obtained by 
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methods dependent on ion exchange or pK values must be interpreted with 
caution. Polycarboxylic acids, for example, exhibit a whole series of dissociation 
constants which decrease as successive protons dissociate. On the other hand, 
substituted phenols are often more strongly dissociated than the unsubstituted 
phenol. 

A. Total Acidity 
Total acidity of humic substances has been determined by chemical methods 

and by electro metric titrations in nonaqueous solvents. The most popular chemical 
method has been by baryta absorption. Briefly, the sample is allowed to react 
with excess Ba(OH)2' following which the unused base is titrated with standard 
acid. Reactions carried out in the presence of oxygen lead to high values. The main 
advantage of the method is its simplicity; unfortunately, arbitrary values are 
probably secured. Low results have been obtained for OH groups in certain 
substituted phenols [16, 17], as well as in phenol-formaldehyde resins [16]. 
However, results for soil humic substances have been in good agreement with 
data obtained by potentiometric titration [17, 18]. 

A second method involves an estimate of OCH3 formed in samples after 
methylation with diazomethane (CH2N 2)' Methylation is usually carried out in 
an ether suspension, although sulfolane has recently been used as a solvent [19, 20]. 
Diazomethane reacts with acidic H of a wide variety of structures, including 
COOH, phenolic OH, enolic compounds, N-H acidic groups and certain ali
phatic alcohols. On the other hand, H-bonded phenolic OH groups may not 
react [21]. Side reactions include the formation of polymethylene under the 
catalytic action of heavy metals, such as was observed by FARMER and MORRI
SON [22]. . 

Following methylation, the samples are analyzed for OCH3 by the well-known 
Zeisel method, although the Mather and Pro procedure has also been used [23]. 
In the latter case, the OCH3 is split off as methanol, which is recovered by distilla
tion and oxidized to formaldehyde with KMn04 • The formaldehyde is then 
determined by a colorimetric procedure. 

DUBACH et al. [24, 25] used still another approach to determine active H in 
soil humic substances. They employed diborane, BzH6 , which is believed to react 
with sterically hindered active H. The method, which involves an estimate of the 
H2 produced, is believed to be independent of pK values. For a soil fulvic acid, 
good agreement was obtained between total acidity determined by this method 
and the Ba(OH)z procedure. 

The Grignard reagent, methylmagnesium iodide (CH3MgI), would appear to 
be of little value for the analysis of humic substances. For coals, more promising 
results have been obtained using lithium aluminum hydride (LiAIH4 ) [26]. 

B. Carboxyl 
The Ca-acetate method has been used extensively to determine COOH groups 

in humic substances [17, 18,27-30]. Because the procedure involves ion exchange, 
and since humic substances may contain strongly acidic OH groups, strictly 
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quantitative values may not be obtained. Many substituted phenols, for example, 
undergo exchange with Ca + + ions [16, 17]. DUBACH et al. [24J and MARTIN 
et al. [25J, in an examination of a series of humic preparations from soil, found 
that the discrepancy between values obtained for COOH groups by chemisorp
tion and those calculated from active H (diborane) and total OH measurements 
became increasingly serious as the OH contents of the preparations increased. 
With humic substances, chelation reactions may lead to inaccurate values. 

Another method of estimating COOH groups is methylation and subsequent 
saponification of the resulting methyl esters. Several methylation procedures have 
been used, including CH2N 2 , and methanol in dry HCI or H 2S04, FARMER and 
MORRISON [22J found that the latter procedure gave incomplete esterification. 
BARTON and SCHNITZER [31J used a methyl iodide-silver oxide mixture as their 
methylating reagent. 

Several saponification procedures have been used for the analysis of methyl 
esters, including distillation of the liberated methanol [23J and determination of 
the drop in OCH3 content accompanying saponification [32]. A disadvantage 
of the latter procedure is that quantitative recovery of material following saponi
fication is difficult. Techniques based on titration of unused alkali with standard 
acid may give high results due to production of acidic groups during saponification. 

WRIGHT and SCHNITZER [18J employed an iodometric method to determine 
COOH groups in some humic preparations. This technique, which is based on 
ion exchange, gave higher values than the Ca-acetate method. BLOM et al. [21J 
claimed that results obtained by the method were not reproducible. 

Aromatic acids are decarboxylated when they are heated with quinoline in the 
presence of a suitable catalyst. Application of this method to soil humic sub
stances has given results comparable to the Ca-acetate method [18J, indicating 
that most of the COOH groups are attached to aromatic rings. However, CO2 

can also be released from oc-hydroxy aliphatic acids. 
Indirect methods for estimating COOH groups involve subtraction of acidic 

OH groups (to be discussed) from total acidity values. Obviously, results secured 
by this practice include accumulated errors of both determinations. 

C. Total Hydroxyl 
The two methods used most frequently to determine total OH content of 

humic substances are the following: (1) methylation with dimethyl sulfate, 
(CH3hS04' and (2) acetylation with acetic anhydride. In the first-mentioned 
method, the sample is treated repeatedly with dimethyl sulfate in an alkaline 
solution, after which the resulting precipitate is analyzed for OCR3 by the Zeisel 
method [32]. Only phenolic and alcoholic OH groups are believed to be methyl
ated; COOH groups are not esterified. Dimethyl sulfate is capable of reacting 
with phenolic OR groups that are too weakly acidic to react with CR2N 2 , and 
this has been used as the basis for determining H-bonded OR groups in humic 
acids. Unfortunately, results obtained by dimethyl sulfate are difficult to interpret 
because of possible side reactions in the strongly alkaline solution. 

The second method (acetylation) has been used more extensively. The results 
of BLOM et al. [21] and WAGNER and STEVENSON [33] indicate that many early 
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investigators probably used too short a reaction period. For reasons which are 
not clear, the acetyl content of humic acids methylated with CHzNz and saponified 
prior to acetylation, is higher than that of unmethylated samples [33]. 

Since COOH groups are also acetylated with acetic anhydride (formation of 
mixed anhydrides), a correction has to be made for COOH as determined by an 
independent method. The possibility that cyclic anhydrides can be formed during 
acetylation [20, 33] does not seem to have been taken into account in evaluating 
the method. Primary and secondary amines, as well as sulfhydryl groups, react 
with acetic anhydride, but WRIGHT and SCHNITZER [18] concluded that inter
ference from these compounds was not serious. Acetylations conducted under 
reducing conditions (detection of hindered phenols) have given inconclusive 
results [34]. 

A quantitative estimate of OH content by acetylation is obtained either by 
hydrolysis of the excess reagent and titration of the resulting acetic acid [18, 30], 
or by hydrolysis of the derivative with alkali [25, 32, 33]. MARTIN et al. [25] con
cluded that determination of the unreacted acetic anhydride gave unreliable 
results, a conclusion previously reached by BLOM et al. [21]. 

FRIEDMAN et al. [35] recently proposed a new method for determining OH 
groups in coal based on the formation of trimethylsilyl ethers, ROSi(CH3h. 
Several highly hindered phenols formed ethers quantitatively under the condi
tions employed. Adaptation of the method to humic acids and related pigments 
will require that corrections be made for the formation oftrimethysilyl esters from 
COOH groups. Humic substances may also contain nitrogen-containing func
tional groups capable of forming derivatives. 

D. Phenolic Hydroxyl 

In the Ubaldini method, potassium salts of both COOH and phenolic OH 
groups are formed by heating the material with alcoholic KOH. Carbon dioxide 
is then bubbled through the solution, and the potassium ion released as KZC03 , 

presumably originating from phenolic OH groups, is estimated by titration. 
Serious objections include the nonspecificity of the reaction and the danger of 
hydrolysis during the treatment with hot alcoholic KOH. No information is 
available as to how results obtained for humic and fulvic acids [28] compare with 
other methods. 

MOSCHOPEDIS [19] pointed out that methods based on coupling of phenolic 
OH groups with diazonium salts are valid only when the ortho and para positions 
with respect to these groups are available. Diazo-coupling was believed to account 
for only part of the total reaction with humic acids. 

Indirect methods for estimating phenol OH groups include analysis of samples 
methylated with CH2Nz. However, only those phenolic OH groups sufficiently 
acidic to react with CH2N 2 will be included with the measurement. Hydroxy
quinones of the general types I, II, and III are known to be extremely difficult 
to methylate with CH2N2 , because of the high stability of ring structures formed 
through H-bonding. 
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Until the question of hydroxy qui nones in humic substances is resolved, values 
obtained by analysis of methylated derivatives, or those calculated from total 
acidity and COOR estimations, should no longer be reported as "phenolic OR". 

E. Alcoholic Hydroxyl 

The preceeding discussions emphasize that there are no suitable methods for 
estimating alcoholic OR groups in humic substances. Several indirect methods 
have been applied, but with variable results. Thus, SCHNITZER and his coworkers 
[17, 18, 28, 30] reported significant amounts of "alcoholic OR" in humic and 
fulvic acids by subtracting" phenolic OR ", also obtained by difference (total acidity 
minus COOR by the Ca-acetate method), from total OR as determined by 
acetylation. On the other hand, DUBACH et al. [24] and MARTIN et al. [25] failed 
to detect alcoholic OR groups from the difference between active R (diborane) 
and total acidity by baryta absorption. 

WRIGHT and SCHNITZER [18] observed an increase in "alcoholic OR ", but a 
decrease in C = 0, when humic substances were extracted from soil in the presence 
of oxygen. It was postulated that some form of keto-enol transformation had 
occurred. Other oxidative changes included a slight decrease in "phenolic OR" 
and a concomitant increase in COOR. 

F. Carbonyl 

Most methods that have been used for determining C = 0 groups in humic 
substances are based on the formation of derivatives by reaction with such 
reagents as hydroxylamine, phenylhydrazine, 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine, and 
semicarbazide. Rydroxyquinones of the types shown above (I-III) will not always 
react with these reagents. The reaction is followed by either measuring the increase 
in nitrogen content of the derivative [21, 30, 34], or by analysis of the unreacted 
reagent [18, 36]. 

Procedures based on the formation of derivatives can be criticized on the 
grounds that the reagents employed may react without the participation of C = 0 
groups. Humic acids, for example, are known to combine with ammonia to form 
compounds which are nonhydrolyzable. BLOM et al. [21] concluded that hydroxyl
amine and phenylhydrazine gave high values for C = 0 in coal humic acids. 

A relatively new method for estimating >C = 0 is based on reduction to 
-CH20H with sodium borohydride (NaBR4). Reduction is carried out in an 
alkaline solution, and R2 liberated from the unused NaBH4 is estimated mano-
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metrically. The method is reported to be highly specific for C = 0 groups. MARTIN 
et al. [25] obtained values for some humic and fulvic acids which compared 
favorably with those reported using the methods mentioned above. 

The C = 0 of Quinones is difficult to estimate because of extreme variations in 
their reactivity. SCHNITZER and SKINNER [34] failed to detect Quinones in a soil 
fu!vic acid using reductometric titration and reductive acetylation techniques. 

The possible presence of terminal-ring l,4-quinones (30 to 110 meq/100 g) has 
been indicated [23] by measuring the increase in nitrogen following methylation 
with CH2N 2 • This reagent is known to combine with terminal-ring Quinones to 
form pyrazoline rings. 

+ CH2N2 ---+ 

An increase in nitrogen does not constitute unequivocal prooffor l,4-quinones, 
because CH2N 2 can also combine with other groups, such as olefinic double bonds. 

The treatment of coal humic acids with diazotized sulfanilic acid was found 
by MOSCHOPEDIS [19] to yield water-soluble addition products. These products 
were believed to arise by both a free radical mechanism involving quinoid struc
tures and by simple azo coupling with phenolic structures. The former was regarded 
as the dominant reaction. 

G. Ether 
Practically all of the humic and fulvic acids examined thus far by the Zeisel 

method have been found to contain low but variable OCH3 contents (see next 
section). 

The oxygen not accounted for in COOH, OH, C = 0, and OCH3 groups has 
often been recorded as existing in unknown ether linkages. This practice has been 
rejected by DUBACH and MEHTA [2] on the basis that, in some humic acids, four 
ether linkages would be required per aromatic ring. They suggested that part of 
the unaccounted-for oxygen exists in extremely stable Quinones and lactones. 

V. Distribution of Oxygen-containing Functional Groups 
As might be suspected from the discussion in the previous section, data 

reported for functional groups in humic acids and related pigments are difficult 
to interpret. Not only has there been a lack of standardized methods for their 
extraction, fractionation and purification, but many of the analytical techniques 
have lacked specificity. Nevertheless, sufficient information has accumulated to 
permit tentative conclusions to be drawn regarding the relative abundance of 
oxygen-containing functions. Since serious gaps in our knowledge are apparent, 
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an organization of existing information will be of value in designing future 
experiments. 

Evidence that humic acids contain significant amounts of COOH groups has 
come from the finding that values secured by reduction with diborane [24, 25J, 
and by decarboxylation with quinoline [18J, agree reasonably well with those 
obtained by methods based on ion exchange or acidity (chemisorption and 
methylation-saponification). The occurrence of appreciable quantities of COOH 
groups has also been established by infrared spectroscopy (see next section). 

Because of inadequacies in methods for estimating phenolic OH, alcoholic OH 
and C = 0 groups, values reported for these groups should be accepted with 
reservation. More of the oxygen in humic substances may exist as phenolic OH 
than has been recorded, because very weak and hindered phenols are difficult to 
estimate by existing methods. In this paper, the term "acidic OH" will be used 
rather than "phenolic OH" to refer to the fraction of the total acidity not accounted 
for as COOH groups. Other OH groups will be referred to as "weakly acidic plus 
alcoholic OH". 

The distribution of oxygen-containing functional groups in some humic and 
fulvic acids, as recorded in the recent literature, is summarized in Table 1. The 
values for COOH and acidic OH in the humic acids are in general agreement with 
data published in the early literature (see review of KONONOVA [3J). For any 
specific group, a considerable range of values is apparent, even with preparations 
obtained from the same soil type. Nevertheless, certain trends are evident. The 
total acidities of the fulvic acids (890 to 1,420 meq/l00 g) are unmistakably higher 
than those of the humic acids (485 to 870 meq/lOO g). Both COOH and acidic OH 
groups (presumed to be phenolic OH) contribute to the acidic nature of these 
substances, with COOH being the most important. If it is assumed that humic 
substances consist primarily of C6 ring units held together by -0-, -CH2-, 

-NH-, -N-, and -S- linkages (see section entitled Structural Basis of 
Humic Acids, this chapter), the conclusion would have to be made that multiple 
substitution of the ring had occurred. The concentration of exposed acidic func
tional groups in fulvic acids would appear to be substantially higher than in any 
other naturally occurring organic polymer. 

Since the functional groups listed in Table 1 were determined by a variety of 
analytical procedures, some of which produce results of questionable accuracy, 
direct comparisons are difficult. It should be mentioned, however, that not all of 
the variability between samples is due to differences in experimental techniques. 
For example, the rather high values shown for acidic OH in the humic preparations 
examined by SCHNITZER and GUPTA [30], which were from a gray-wooded soil, 
were obtained using methods identical to those that SCHNITZER and DESJARDINS 
[27] employed. The latter study was conducted on material recovered from a 
podzol soil. 

Methoxyl and C = 0 groups seem to be universally present in humic substances. 
On the other hand, not all samples are reported to contain weakly acidic or 
alcoholic OH groups. For example, DUBACH et al. [24] and MARTIN et al. [25] 
found that active H, as determined by diborane, agreed well with total acidity 
measurements by reaction with Ba(OH)2' a finding which excluded the presence 
35 Organic Geochemistry 
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Table 1. Oxygen-containing functional groups in humic and fulvic acids 

Oxygen" Total COOH Acidic Weakly C=Ob OCH3b Reference" 
(percent) acidity (meq/ OH acidic (meq/ (meq/ 

(meq/ 100 g) (meq/ plus alco- 100 g) 100 g) 
100 g) 100 g) holicOH 

(meq/ 
100 g) 

Coal and lignite humic acids 

20.0 613 260 353 111 n.d. 16 LYNCH et al. [29] 
19.6 485 174 310 225 n.d. 16 LYNCH et al. [29] 
28.7 730 440 290 0 n.d. 170 MOSCHOPEDIS [19] 

Soil humic acids 

37.1 710 280 430 0 190 n.d. MARTIN et al. [25] 
35.4 570 150 415 275 90 n.d. SCHNITZER and DESJARDINS [27] 
36.7 870 300 570 350 180 n.d. SCHNITZER and GUPTA [30] 
34.6 570 280 290 300 300 50 WRIGHT and SCHNITZER [18] 

Soil fulvic acids 

44.0 
44.7 
47.3 
47.0 
44.1 
47.7 

1,160 800 360 0 
1,238 908 330 355 
1,420 850 570 340 
1,280 610 670 330 

890 610 280 460 
1,180 910 270 490 

• Some oxygen values uncorrected for sulfur. 
b n. d. = not determined. 

100 n.d. MARTIN et al. [25] 
310 n.d. SCHNITZER and DESJARDINS [27] 
170 n.d. SCHNITZER and GUPTA [30] 
300 n.d. SCHNITZER and GUPTA [30] 
310 30 WRIGHT and SCHNITZER [18] 
110 30 WRIGHT and SCHNITZER [18] 

" Methods used by LYNCH et al. and by SCHNITZER and co-workers, are as follows: total acidity, 
baryta absorption; COOH, Ca-acetate method; acidic OH (reported as phenolic OH), difference 
between total acidity and COOH; weakly acidic plus alcoholic OH (reported as alcoholic OH), dif
ference between total OH (acetylation) and "phenolic OH"; C=O by oximation; OCH3, Zeisel proce
dure. Techniques employed by MARTIN et al. are: total acidity (active H), diborane method; COOH, 
difference between active H (diborane) and OH by acetylation; C=O, reduction with NaBH4 • In the 
latter studies, active H by diborane agreed with total acidity measurements by baryta absorption, a 
result which was believed to exclude the presence of alcoholic OH. 

of alcoholic OH groups. The humic acid from lignite analyzed by MOSCHOPEDIS 

[19] and WOOD et al. [20] also appeared to be free of alcoholic OH groups. 
A major difference between the functional group content of humic and fulvic 

acids is that a smaller fraction of the oxygen in the former can be accounted for 
in COOH, OH and C = 0 groups. Table 2 shows that whereas essentially all of 
the oxygen in some soil fulvic acids was recovered in these groups, a maximum 
of 74 percent of that in the humic acids was similarly distributed. 

The COOH content of humic substances appears to be inversely related to 
molecular weight. It was pointed out earlier that fulvic acids have lower molecular 
weights than humic acids. The results given in Tables 1 and 2 show rather conclu
sively that the proportion of the oxygen which occurs in the form of COOH is 
highest for the fulvic acids. 

BLOM et al. [21] prepared a diagram illustrating the distribution of oxygen
containing functional groups in lignites and coals as related to their carbon and 
oxygen contents. From published data on the carbon, oxygen and functional group 
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Table 2. Distribution of oxygen in some humic and fulvic acids from terrestrial soil 

0 COOH Acidic OH Weakly C=O Recovered Reference" 
(percent) (percent (percent acidic plus (percent (percent) 

of 0) of 0) alcoholic of 0) 
OH (per-
cent of 0) 

Humic acids 

35.6 13.6 19.0 12.2 4.1 48.9 SCHNITZER and DESJARDINS [27] 
36.7 26.2 24.8 15.2 7.8 74.0 SCHNITZER and GUPTA [30] 

Fulvic acids 

44.7 65.1 11.8 12.9 11.1 100.9 SCHNITZER and DESJARDINS [27] 
47.3 57.5 19.3 11.5 5.8 94.1 SCHNITZER and GUPTA [30] 
47.0 41.5 22.8 11.2 10.2 85.7 SCHNITZER and GUPTA [30] 

" Functional groups were determined as follows: COOH, Ca-acetate method; acidic OH (reported 
as phenolic OH), difference between total acidity (baryta absorption) and COOH; weakly acidic plus 
alcoholic OH (reported as alcoholic OH), difference between total OH (acetylation) and "phenolic OH"; 
C = 0 by oximation. 

contents of humic and fulvic acids it has been possible to extend this diagram to 
pigments having higher oxygen, but lower carbon, contents. The modification is 
given in Fig. 6. Admittedly, further refinements are needed, particularly with 
respect to changes in OR groups. Nevertheless, the diagram provides a com
prehensible picture of the diagenetic relationship between humic substances and 
coal. It is apparent that if humic and fulvic acids are involved in the coalification 

40 

r1:LV1CI ACIDS 

32 

45 55 

CARBON, % 

Fig. 6. Oxygen-containing functional groups in fulvic acids, humic acids, coal and lignites as related 
to carbon and oxygen contents. Adapted from a drawing by BLOM et al. [21] 

35' 
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process, the COOH groups disappear first, followed in order by OCH3 and OH 
groups. 

Unfortunately, the relationship between humic and fulvic acids is not clear. 
Proposed relationships are illustrated in the following diagram: 

Lignin -----t Primary structural units 

1 1 
Humic acids;====,-Fulvic acids 

1 I 
Coal Metabolites of microorganisms 

As indicated earlier, most investigators now appear to favor synthetic pathways 
based on condensation of simple organic molecules. However, BREGER [l1J 
maintains that humic acids represent modified lignins, and WRIGHT and SCHNITZER 

[18] have concluded that fulvic acids are formed from humic acids through an 
increase in oxygen-containing functional groups at the expense of aliphatic and/or 
acyclic material. 

VI. Structural Arrangement of Functional Groups 
as Revealed by Infrared Analysis 

Main absorption bands of humic substances (Fig. 7 a) are in the regions of 
3,300cm- 1 (H-bonded OH groups), 2,900cm- 1 (aliphatic C-H stretching), 
1,720 cm- 1 (C=O stretching ofCOOH and ketonic C=O), 1,610 cm- 1 (aromatic 
C=C and H-bonded C=O), and 1,250 cm- 1 (C-O stretching and OH deforma
tion of COOH groups). In addition, small bands are often evident at about 
1,500cm-1 (aromatic C=C), 1,460cm-1 (C-H deformation of CH2 or CH3 

groups), and 1,390cm-1 (O-H deformation, CH3 bending, or c-o stretching). 

... 
u z « ... 
'" Sl ... 
« 
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Fig. 7a-f. Infrared spectra offulvic acid derivatives: a) untreated fulvic acid; b) acetylated; c) meth
ylated; d) methylated and saponified; e) methylated and acetylated; t) esterified. From SCHNITZER [38] 
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Humic and fulvic acids have similar spectra, the main difference being that 
the intensity of the 1,720 cm -1 band is somewhat stronger in the fulvic acids 
because of the occurrence of more COOH groups (see previous section). In 
general, the spectra of humic acids resemble those of brown coals [37,38]. 

Methylation of humic substances with diazo methane (Fig. 7 c) results in an 
increase in the intensity of the bands caused by C-H stretching (2,900 cm -1), 
C = 0 stretching (1,720 cm - 1), and C-H deformation of CH 3 groups (1,460 cm - 1). 
In addition, the 1,250 cm -1 band is sharpened considerably because of the forma
tion of C-O linkages by methylation of phenolic 0 H groups. In the case of acetyla
tion (Fig. 7 b), a strong band is introduced at about 1,375 cm- 1 ; this undoubtedly 
results from CH3-C deformation of added acetyl groups. The acetylated product 
also shows enhanced absorption near 1,200 cm -1, due to phenolic and alcoholic 
acetates. 

The significance of these and other changes as they relate to the structure of 
humic substances is given in the following sections. 

A. The 3,300 em -1 Band 
Absorption due to O-H stretching nearly always occurs near 3,300 cm -1. 

There may be some contribution from N-H bands, but in most samples this is 
likely to be small. In the un as socia ted state, 0 H groups absorb near 3,600 cm -1 ; 

when associations take place, such as through H-bonding, the frequency is reduced. 
The band at 3,300cm- 1 is accordingly assigned to H-bonded OH groups. 

Wavelength (I' ) 

2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 

NUJOL 
UNO --I , , 

: , 

\/', 
, , 
, , 

\/~ , , , , , , , , 

",/l 

4000 3600 3200 2800 2400 

-1 
Frequency (cm ) 

Fig. 8 a-c. Absorption in the 4,000 cm- 1 to 2,400 cm- 1 region of: a) Parent humic acid; b) methylated 
humic acid; c) methylated and acetylated humic acid. From WAGNER and STEVENSON [33] 
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The spectra of methylated or acetylated derivatives (Fig. 7 b, c) invariably show 
prominent residual absorption at 3,300 cm -1. This has also been observed with 
brown coals, and may be due to OH groups resistant to methylation or acetylation 
[37-40]. However, interpretations based on the intensity of bands in the OH region 
must be made with caution because of possible moisture contamination, especially 
when KBr discs are employed [33,41]. 

In experiments using Nujol mulls, WAGNER and STEVENSON [33J found that 
the spectrum of a carefully dried methylated humic acid still showed a broad, 
distinct band at about 3,420 cm -1 (compare curves a and b of Fig. 8). The intensity 
of the band was reduced significantly by subsequent acetylation (curve c), and the 
absorption remaining was centered at a higher frequency (about 3,600 cm- I ). 

These changes could not be discerned in spectra secured using KBr. It is not 
known whether the residual absorption at 3,600 cm- I was due to unacetylated 
OH groups or N-H structures. 

B. The 1,720 cm-l Band 
This pronounced band largely disappears when humic substances are reduced 

with diborane [25] or are converted to salts [38, 39], thereby providing conclusive 
evidence that the major part of the absorbance in this region is due to C = 0 
stretching of COOH groups. The residual absorption may be due to saturated 
open-chain ketones or aldehydes, which also absorb at about 1,720 cm -1. The 
absence of strong absorption bands between 1,785 cm -1 and 1,735 cm -1 is 
reasonable proof that no C = 0 groups occur as anhydrides or as normal saturated 
esters. 

The 1,720 cm -1 band often shifts to a slightly higher frequency (by about 
5 cm -1) when humic substances are methylated. This shift has been attributed 
to the fact that the C = 0 of esters generally absorb at higher frequencies than the 
C = 0 of the corresponding acids [40]. The frequency of both the acid and ester 
forms are lower than normal, which can be explained by conjugation of the group 
with double bonds, or to the occurrence of aromatic acids. 

WOOD et al. [20] found that when a lignite humic acid was treated with acetic 
anhydride, or heated to above 100° C in sulfolane, bands (1,850 cm -1 and 
1,785 em -1) typical of 5-membered (IV) and 7-membered ring (V) anhydrides were 
formed. It was estimated that nearly 80 percent of the COOH groups (350 meq 
out of 430 meqjl00 g) were either paired on mutually adjacent sites, such as on 
aromatic rings, or located on attached ring structures of the diphenic acid type. 

IV V 

c=O 
'\ o 
/ 

c=o 

In a similar study, WAGNER and STEVENSON [33] found that about one-third 
ofthe COOH groups (128 meq out of389 meq/100 g) in a soil humic acid occurred 
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in sites such that cyclic anhydrides could be formed by heating with acetic 
anhydride. 

SCHWARTZ et al. [42,43] recently reported that some of the COOH groups in 
dried humic acids existed in ionized form (COO-). Water and CO2 were found 
to be evolved in a constant ratio of 4: 1 when humic acid from a lignite was heated 
at 1500 C in a stream of dry nitrogen; the water was believed to exist as the tri
hydrated hydronium ion, H30(H20)j, bound to a COO- ion (VI). 

o R-cZ 
0-

VI 

Evidence given for COO- ions was the presence of characteristic bands 
(1,550cm- 1 and 1,400cm- 1) in the infrared spectra. The work was repeated by 
FALK and SMITH [44], with negative results. SCHWARTZ et al. [42,43] themselves 
recognized that humic acids, being weakly acidic, should be unionized, especially 
in the solid state. A plausible explanation for the divergent results is that the 
sample analyzed by SCHWARTZ et al. contained salts or contaminating metals. 
On the other hand, SCHNITZER [38] reported that an ash-free fulvic acid prepara
tion contained COO - ions. 

C. The 1,610 cm- 1 Band 
Absorption at about 1,610 cm -1 has often been attributed to C = C vibrations 

of aromatic structures. However, several other reasons can be given for absorp
tion in this region; for example, non-aromatic double bonds and rings formed by 
H-bonding of OH to C = 0 of quinones (see structure I-III). Quinones normally 
absorb between 1,690cm- 1 and 1,635 cm-:- 1, but the C=O band shifts to a lower 
frequency when H-bonding occurs. 

If the 1,610 cm -1 band is due primarily to C = C vibrations of aromatic rings, 
one might expect to find a more pronounced band at about 3,030 cm -1 for aro
matic C-H stretching. However, the absence of a distinct band at this frequency 
(see Fig. 7 a) can be explained by extensive substitution of the ring. Also, the band 
may be masked by strong absorption due to H-bonded OH groups, which can 
extend from about 3,660 cm -1 to 2,900 cm -1 . 

Simple aromatic compounds invariably produce a band at 1,500 cm -1 which 
is more intense than the 1,610cm- 1 absorption. The reversal of the intensity for 
humic substances strongly suggests that structures other than aromatic C = C con
tribute to absorption in this region. Other aromatic absorption bands are too 
variable in position to be of value. 

Particular attention has been given to the possible contribution of C = 0 
stretching to the 1,610 cm- 1 band of humic acids [19,40] and coals [37,45-46]. 
As indicated earlier, the H-bonded C=O of quinones absorb in this region. The 
suggestion has been made that the release of H-bonding by methylation with 
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CH2N2 should shift the C=O band to that of the parent quinone. However, 
attempts to demonstrate a quinone band in methylated humic acids has been 
unsuccessful. An explanation given for this result is that H-bonded OH groups 
may not be methylated with CH2N2 , and, consequently, absorption in this region 
remains unchanged [19, 37, 40]. MOSCHOPEDIS [19], using humic acids from 
lignites, attempted to solve this problem by removing H-bonding through acetyla
tion; when this was done, a band at 1,660 cm -1, together with one attributed to 
the aryl acetoxy group (1,770 cm -1), appeared in the infrared spectrum. This 
appears to have been the first direct evidence for quinone structures in humic 
acids. WAGNER and STEVENSON [33] were unable to detect a quinone band in the 
spectra of acetylated humic acids from soil. However, these investigators used 
the KBr disc technique and difficulty was encountered in eliminating interference 
due to moisture. 

When humic substances are methylated with CH2N2 , the intensity of the 
1,720cm- 1 band is greatly increased, whereas that at 1,610cm- 1 appears to be 
reduced (compare curves a and c in Fig. 7). Several explanations have been given 
for this result, including: (1) release of H-bonding due to methylation of OH 
groups, with a shift of C=O absorption from 1,610cm-1 to 1,720em-1, (2) in
creased intensity of the 1,720 cm -1 band due to ester formation, and (3) elimination 
of the stretching mode of COO- ions [38]. C~H and HADtI [39] favor the first 
explanation, whereas BROOKS et al. [37] reject this hypothesis on the basis that 
a shift of such magnitude (over 100 cm -1) would be extremely rare. FARMER and 
MORRISON [22] suggested that C = 0 absorption of COOH groups must extend 
over a broad range due to varying degrees of H-bonding, and that the esters 
formed by methylation should absorb within a much narrower range, thereby 
giving a more intense peak. 

It is of interest that the spectrum given in Fig. 7 for an esterified fulvic acid 
(curvet) does not show the same relationship between the 1,720cm-1 and 
1,610 cm -1 bands as the sample methylated with diazomethane (curve c), and 
that saponification of the methylated sample did not return the 1,720 cm -1 band 
to its original position (compare curves a and d). These results are difficult to 
reconcile on the basis that the 1,610 cm -1 band was not affected by methylation 
with CH2N2 • 

Infrared studies of coals reduced with lithium aluminum hydride [45], or 
acetylated under reducing conditions [46], indicate that H-bonded C=O groups 
contribute to the 1,610 em -1 band. On the other hand, SCHNITZER et al. [38,47] 
found no evidence for quinones in soil fulvic acids by infrared examination of 
products obtained by reductive acetylation. MOSCHOPEDIS [19] examined some 
water-soluble derivatives obtained by reacting humic acids with diazotized sul
fanilic acid and concluded that the dominant reaction involved an interaction 
between the diazonium salt and quinone structures. In a subsequent study [48], 
halogenation of the coupled product was found to result in almost complete 
elimination of the 1,610 cm -1 band and the introduction of new bands at 
1,640 em -1 and in the range 2,850 cm -1 to 3,000 cm -1. No explanation was given 
for this unusual result. 

Supporting evidence for quinones in humic acids has come from electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy measurements [49-51]. The spectra 
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obtained strongly indicated the presence of remarkably stable semiquinone ion 
radicals. The exhaustive survey of ATHERTON et al. [49], which was conducted on 
a wide variety of acid-hydrolyzed humic acids, can be summarized as follows: 

1. All humic acids gave spectra of breadth 1.75 to 1.9 gauss, which were 
susceptible to oxygen effects. 

2. The signals were eliminated by reduction with sodium dithionite and re
covered by exposure to air, thereby implicating semiquinone ion radicles. 

3. The spectra could be divided into two classes, depending upon the pH of 
the soil or sediment from which the humic acid was derived. Humic acids from 
acidic environments (pH 2.8 to 4.3), such as mor humus layers, bog peats, and 
humus-containing horizons of podzols, showed four-lined spectra. On the other 
hand, humic acids from more basic environments (pH 4.3 to 7.2), such as mull 
humus layers, fen peats, and most soils, gave ill-defined, structureless spectra 
without distinct peaks. 

4. The spectra were dependent upon the overlying vegetation only in so far as 
this corresponded to the pH of the soil (see item 3). The nature of the signal was 
also independent of depth or age of the soil. 

The considerations discussed above emphasize the desirability of further 
research into the origin of the absorption band at 1,610cm- 1. The results ob
tained thus far appear to favor the view that humic acids contain quinoid struc
tures having an OH group adjacent or peri to each C = 0 (see structures I to III). 
A somewhat less positive statement can be made relative to fulvic acids, where a 
significantly higher proportion of the oxygen can be accounted for in known 
functional groups. 

VII. Structural Basis of Humic Acids 
From the data presented, it is apparent that humic substances consist of a 

heterogeneous mixture of compounds for which no single structural formula will 
suffice. Each fraction (humic acid, fulvic acid, etc.) must be regarded as being 
made up of a series of molecules of different sizes, none having precisely the same 
structural configuration or array of reactive groups. In contrast to humic acids, 
the low-molecular-weight fulvic acids have higher oxygen but lower carbon 
contents, and they contain considerably more functional groups of an acidic 
nature, particularly COOH. Another important difference is that, while the oxygen 
in fulvic acids can be accounted for largely in known functional groups (COOH, 
OH, C = 0), a high portion of the oxygen in humic acids seems to occur as a 
structural component of the nucleus (as ether or ester linkages, etc.). 

Numerous attempts have been made to devise a structural formula represen
tative of humic acids, but none has proved entirely satisfactory. The widely
quoted model of Fuchs, Fig. 9, while meeting certain requirements relative to the 
numbers of COOH, OH, and C = 0 groups, is unsatisfactory for several other 
reasons, one being that data obtained by X-ray diffraction appear to exclude 
polycondensed systems containing more than a few rings. A polycondensed 
system also fails to account for conformational changes implied by viscosity 
studies [52]. 
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Fig. 9. Structure of humic acid according to FUCHS. See KONONOVA [3J and SWAIN [5J 

Contemporary investigators favor a "type" molecule consisting of micelles of 
polymeric nature, the basic structure of which is an aromatic ring of the di- or 
trihydroxy-phenol type bridged by --0-, -CH2-, -NH-, -N-, -S-, 
and other groups, and containing both free OH groups and the double linkages 
of quinones. The typical dark color of humic acids, and their ability to be reduced 
to leucohumic acids with sodium amalgam, is consistent with this concept. In 
the natural state, the molecule may contain attached proteinaceous and carbo
hydrate residues. 

DRAGUNOV'S formula (Fig. 10) most nearly meets the above requirements. How
ever, a fully acceptable model would also need to account for the occurrence of 
significant amounts of aromatic COOH groups, some arranged in positions such 

(4) 

~OH ~T~~H E:~~z 
0_ (1) J CHz-O \ (1) J ?""'./ (1) J CHz-O 

!J H N !J 
o OCH3 0 

OH {=-c~z ? ~1(2) _ ~ 
~C\! J (I) j CH'~~~O 

«H2 0 OH 

CO- NH -C.H 1.03N 
(3) (4) 

Fig. 10. Structure of humic acid according to DRAGUNOV. See KONONOVA [3]. (1) Aromatic ring of the 
di- and trihydroxybenzene type, part of which has the double linkage of a quinone group. (2) Nitrogen 

in cyclic forms. (3) Nitrogen in peripheral chains. (4) Carbohydrate residues 
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that cyclic anhydrides (see structures IV and V) can be formed by various chemical 
treatments. The presence of 5-membered ring structures and condensed elements 
containing two or three rings is also a distinct possibility. 

The recent hypothesis ofFELBEcK [lJ that humic acid consists ofa central core 
of pyrone units (VII) held together in a chain by methylene bridges runs into the 
difficulty that the molecule lacks COOH groups, as well as OH groups which can 
be methylated readily. 

b 
r·····o 11 t···Jl 
::6-CH,---lJ-CH,J,)--CH'~ 

H ~ 
VII 

Models based on simple benzenoid systems (VIII to X) bound by oxygen and 
nitrogen bridges (see discussion of SWAIN [5J) would appear to bear only super
ficial resemblance to natural humic acids. 

(Y°yl ~ OH (y0H 

"--O~O # O~ 
HO H HO 

('y0~OH (y0H 

"--O~O~O~ 
OH OH OH 

VIII IX 

X 

VIII. Summary 
Although excellent progress has been made in recent years towards the char

acterization of humic substances, research in this area will have to be expanded 
if progress is to be maintained. Results obtained thus far indicate that the various 
fractions (humic acid, fulvic acid, and others) represent part ofa system of polymers 
whose chemical properties (elemental composition, functional group content) 
change systematically with increasing molecular weight. A solution to the problem 
of identifying and estimating quinone linkages is vital for a complete under
standing of the structures of these constituents. Other major problems remaining 
to be solved include: (1) nature of bridge units; (2) structural arrangement of 
reactive groups, and (3) genetic relationships between humic and fulvic acids and 
their role in the formation of coal and other naturally occurring carbonaceous 
substances. 
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In the present context soils are probably best described as sediments in which 
plants grow. This definition covers the range from sandy soils containing little 
organic matter to highly organic soils like peats, but excludes obviously aqueous 
media, even although these environments are capable of supporting plant growth. 
The term "lipid" is derived from the Greek word Aino~ meaning" fat", but it has 
no specific chemical connotation. BLOOR [1] defined lipids as substances of bio
logical origin, insoluble in water but soluble in "fat" solvents such as ether, 
chloroform or benzene; he classified them into simple lipids, such as esters of 
fatty acids with glycerol (glycerides) or with long-chain alcohols or sterols (waxes), 
compound lipids, containing nitrogen, phosphorus or sulphur (e.g., phosphatides), 
and derived lipids, such as free fatty acids, alcohols, hydrocarbons, steroids and 
isoprenoids. This classification, although not entirely satisfactory, is fairly generally 
accepted and will be used here with such minor modifications and additions as 
seem appropriate. 

Present trends [2, 3J in the chemical classification of soil organic matter favor 
its division theoretically into two main groups which in practice may be very 
difficult to separate: (1) humic substances, dark-colored, acidic, high-molecular 
weight substances, of indefinite structure and produced in soil, and (2) non-humic 
substances, consisting of all classes of organic compounds or their degradation 

>I< The Editors regret to report the death of Dr. MORRISON on Nov. 23rd, 1967. Dr. J. S. D. BACON 

kindly corrected the proofs of this chapter. 
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products which also occur in or are produced by living organisms and are of at 
least fairly well-defined chemical structure. Obviously, lipids fall into this second 
group which also includes carbohydrates, proteins, lignins, plant pigments and 
other diverse types of compound too numerous to mention here. 

Information on soil lipids is both meager and fragmentary. They have received 
virtually no systematic attention from soil chemists, no doubt partly because of 
the almost insuperable difficulty of the separation and identification of compo
nents until recently, but also because these lipids seemed of little significance from 
the point of view of the agronomist. SCHREINER and SHOREY, however, in their now 
classic work on the isolation of organic substances from soils, extending mainly 
over the period 1908-1914, obtained several lipid preparations which they were 
able at least partly to characterize. Since then the only extensive study of the 
lipids of mineral soils has been that reported by MEINSCHEIN and KENNY [4] in 
1957. The lipids, or, more specifically, the waxes, of peats have attracted greater 
attention because of possible commercial applications, and work in this field has 
recently been reviewed by HOWARD and HAMER [5] : peat waxes are also discussed 
as a separate topic in Chapter 24. An extensive review by STEVENSON of the 
subject of soil lipids was published in 1966 (see Bibliography). 

II. Isolation and Characterization of Soil Lipids 

A. Total Lipid Content of Soils 
It is clear that lipids usually comprise only a small part of the organic matter 

of soils, but no precise values, either comparative or absolute, can be given since 
no standard or generally accepted method of determination is available. Much 
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information in the literature on the amount of material extracted from soils by 
lipid solvents cannot be coordinated because of the use of different solvents and 
conditions. Some indication, however, is given by the amounts of material obtained 
by the continuous extraction of soils with ether, as in the first stage of the method 
of proximate analysis of soil organic matter proposed by W AKSMAN and STEVENS 
[6]. As will be seen later, this method of extraction is neither complete nor selective 
for lipids but at present it provides the only comparative values available for a 
fairly wide range of soils. WAKSMAN and HUTCHINGS [7] found that for a variety 
of soils the amount of ether-soluble material with few exceptions fell within the 
range 1-5 percent of the total organic matter. Similar results were obtained by 
SHEW AN [8] for some soils from north-east Scotland. Results obtained by such 
methods are illustrated in Fig. 1, and they do indicate that quite wide variations in 
lipid content according to soil type can be expected; high lipid values are typically 
associated with low pH, and this in turn suggests a correlation with microbial 
activity. Most of the early work in this field has been reviewed by W AKSMAN [9] 
and virtually no advance has been made since then. We still lack a reasonably 
accurate, convenient and generally acceptable method for the determination of 
total lipid in soils. 

B. Extraction 

The extraction of lipids from soils is complicated by several factors, but there 
has been little systematic study to find the most suitable conditions including 
solvents and pretreatments, for which there are obviously many possible combina
tions. Although lipids are by definition readily soluble in non-polar solvents such 
as ether, etc., not all the lipid material in soils can be extracted by such solvents 
alone. Some lipids may be associated with other organic constituents, e.g., carbo
hydrates, in such a way as to be insoluble in lipid solvents; some may be complexed 
with or adsorbed on mineral constituents, especially clays; fatty acids may be 
present as calcium or other insoluble salts. It is well known that polar solvents 
such as methanol or ethanol are effective in releasing bound lipids from tissues, 
and their solvent power may be improved by admixture with selective lipid solvents 
such as chloroform or ether. The amount of material extracted from soils is 
greatly increased by the use of such mixtures. Continuous extraction in a Soxhlet 
apparatus with mixtures of benzene and ethanol in various proportions has often 
been used to remove lipids from soils and peats. Although this method is convenient 
and economical in solvent, there is a serious risk that the use of elevated tempera
tures may have detrimental effects on the extracted lipids. The use of heat in the 
extraction oflipids from tissues has been found neither necessary nor desirable [10]. 
MEINSCHEIN and KENNY [4] and others have used a mixture of benzene and 
methanol (10: 1) at room temperature, but it is not certain that all the lipid material 
is thus extracted. In a study of the extraction of phospholipids from soils, HANCE 
and ANDERSON [11] compared several methods and found that the use of a 
succession of solvents extracted more phosphorus than an ether-ethanol mixture. 
They found also that much less lipid phosphorus was extracted from an air-dry 
than from a fresh soil, but that the difference could be eliminated by pretreating the 
dry soil with a mixture of hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids. In this study only 
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the total phosphorus extracted was determined, but similar studies involving 
determination of the total lipid extracted and also of the amount extracted by 
each solvent would be useful. 

It seems probable, therefore, that the efficient extraction of lipids from soils 
will require a preliminary treatment with a mixture of dilute aqueous hydrochloric 
and hydrofluoric acids, followed by extraction with a mixture of polar and non
polar solvents such as methanol and benzene. The procedure should be kept as 
simple as possible, compatible with efficient extraction, and, to avoid oxidative 
degradation or condensation ofthe extracted material, solvents should be removed 
at low temperatures ( < 30° C) and preferably in an inert atmosphere. 

C. Contaminants 
The extraction of lipids from soils by such methods inevitably yields dark, 

waxy products containing much material of a non-lipid nature. The amount of 
this contaminating material may, especially if continuous extraction has been 
employed, be greater than the actual lipids. Material extracted from peat by 
lipid solvents is frequently termed peat bitumen, and it seems useful to use the 
term" soil bitumen" to describe similar crude lipid extracts from soils in general. 
In the extraction oflipids from biological tissues [10J, the contaminating materials 
are largely water-soluble and may be removed by extraction with water. With soil 
bitumen, however, the nature and origin of the contaminating material is obscure; 
much of it is soluble in methanol, and probably little if any is soluble in water, 
although information on this point is lacking. At present, however, there is no 
method of proved efficacy for separating soil lipids from contaminating material. 

An obvious approach is to re-extract the bitumen with non-polar solvents such 
as hexane or light petroleum. Such a method was used by HANCE and ANDERSON 
[l1J to purify crude phospholipid extracts from soils. Peat bitumen has been 
separated by solvent extraction into three arbitrary fractions [12J (1) "resins ", 
material soluble in methanol, (2) "true wax ", material soluble in light petroleum, 
and (3) "asphalt ", material insoluble in both methanol and light petroleum. The 
relative proportions of these three fractions vary with both the solvent and condi
tions employed to extract the bitumen. The fraction of soil bitumen soluble in 
light petroleum is still dark in color, and although it probably contains the bulk 
of the lipid material, comparison of its infrared spectrum with that of the insoluble 
fraction [13J suggests that a sharp separation will be difficult to achieve by solvent 
fractionation alone. 

Another approach is the use of adsorption chromatography either alone or to 
supplement solvent extraction. MEINSCHEIN and KENNY fractionated soil bitumens 
on silica gel, eluting successively with n-heptane, carbon tetrachloride, benzene, 
and methanol. The first three solvents eluted about 20 percent of the material, and 
methanol eluted about 70 percent; up to 12 percent was not eluted. The heptane 
and carbon tetrachloride eluates seemed to be mainly saturated hydrocarbons, and 
the benzene eluates ester waxes. The more polar lipids, such as long-chain fatty 
acids or alcohols, were therefore not separated from the contaminating material. 
Some modification of this method might overcome this objection. 
36 Organic Geochemistry 
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D. Isolation and Identification of Components 
Once more no established procedures are available and at this stage only 

tentative methods can be proffered. A wide range of modern techniques for the 
isolation and identification of organic substances are considered in Chapter 3 and 
only those which appear specially applicable to soil lipids will be mentioned here. 

Adsorption chromatography in some form is certain to be useful for the separa
tion of classes of substances in soil lipid mixtures. Either column or layer techniques 
may be employed; columns can deal with relatively large quantities of material, 
but preparative layer chromatography usually gives better separations. In any 
event, thin layer chromatography is invaluable for monitoring the effluent from 
columns. The most generally useful adsorbent for both column and layer chromato
graphy is likely to be silica gel, but other adsorbents such as neutral alumina or 
magnesium trisilicate may be valuable for certain separations. An automatic 
fraction collector is a necessity for column chromatography. Jacketed columns 
which may be heated up to a temperature of about 50° C are useful in the chromato
graphy of materials not readily soluble at room temperature in the solvent of choice. 

Crude soil lipid extracts invariably contain much acidic material, and it is 
probably advantageous to separate acids from non-acids before proceeding with 
chromatographic or other procedures. Acids may be separated by extraction from 
a water-immiscible solvent such as benzene with aqueous sodium bicarbonate or 
suitable buffer solution, but this method frequently results in the production of 
troublesome emulsions. Alternatively, the acids may be neutralized, in well-cooled 
benzene-ethanol solution, with ethanolic potassium hydroxide. The addition of 
excess calcium chloride will then precipitate the acids as calcium salts which, 
after being dried, can be directly converted to methyl esters by treatment with 
anhydrous methanol and sulphuric acid. By chromatography of the methyl esters 
on silica gel or magnesium trisilicate the acids may be separated into such frac
tions as unsubstituted, hydroxy and aromatic acids. The non-acid material may 
be chromatographically fractionated without additional pretreatment or it may 
be converted to saponifiable and unsaponifiable fractions by alkaline hydrolysis. 
The acids of the saponifiable fraction may be converted to methyl esters and 
separated as already indicated. The unsaponifiable fraction may be separated 
into water-solubles, containing moieties like glycerol, inositol, choline, ethanol
amine, and "lipid-solvent" solubles, containing derived lipids such as alkanes, 
alcohols, steroids, etc., which may be separated by adsorption chromatography. 

Clathration techniques like urea adduction or the use of molecular sieves may 
be valuable in separating straight- from branched-chain and/or cyclic compounds 
prior to the application of adsorption chromatography. 

Gas-liquid chromatography (GLC) is a powerful and convenient method for 
the separation of closely related substances provided they are sufficiently volatile 
or can be converted to volatile derivatives; complex mixtures of homologous 
long-chain alkanes, and of methyl esters of long-chain alkanoic acids have, for 
example, been separated thus. The method is suitable also for quantitative estima
tion of individual components. When mixtures are insufficiently volatile for GLC, 
recourse may be made to reversed phase partition chromatography on paper or 
thin layers. 
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For the identification of individual compounds after isolation no standard 
procedure can be advocated. The methods chosen will depend on the nature of 
the compound and the amount available. More often than not the use of classical 
methods will be ruled out through scarcity of material. Any of the modern identi
fication methods described in Chapters 3 and 4 may be applicable but GLC, thin
layer chromatography (TLC), infrared and mass spectrometry are likely to be 
among the most generally useful. IR spectrometry, in addition to its application 
to the identification of pure substances, is also of value in suggesting probable 
components of partly fractionated mixtures. The importance of obtaining con
firmation of identity of substances by independent methods should not be over
looked. 

III. Chemical Nature of Soil Lipids 
Information on the nature and abundance of individual lipids in soils is not 

extensive. Early workers lacked efficient methods to separate and identify closely 
related components in complex mixtures, and modern techniques have not as yet 
been extensively applied. The following survey of lipids identified in soils is 
necessarily brief and should not be considered exhaustive. 

A. Glycerides 
From the alkaline extract of a silt loam SCHREINER and SHOREY [14] obtained 

a slightly acid oil which on saponification yielded glycerol and a mixture of 
unidentified fatty acids, some of which were unsaturated. Similar products, but in 
smaller amounts, were obtained from other soils. Although since then there have 
been no reports of the detection or determination of simple glycerides in soils, it 
seems reasonable to believe that small amounts are usually present. 

B. Waxes 
Typical waxes are mainly the esters of high aliphatic acids with higher aliphatic 

alcohols, but cyclic alcohols may also participate. Both the acids and alcohols are 
usually saturated and unbranched, with carbon numbers ranging from C12 to C34 

in which the even-numbered members predominate. Available evidence indicates 
that mixtures of waxes comprise a large part of the lipids of soils. Individual 
components are, however, difficult to separate, and evidence of composition is 
usually based on identification of degradation products. 

MEINSCHEIN and KENNY [4] concluded that the benzene eluates from silica 
gel column chromatography of benzene-methanol soil extracts consisted largely 
of waxes. The types of acids and alcohols forming the wax esters were determined 
by converting the esters to saturated hydrocarbons which were further fractionated 
by chromatography and analysed by mass spectrometry. Not only aliphatic but 
tetra-, penta- and hexacyclic hydrocarbons were detected, indicating that the soil 
wax contained normal fatty acids, normal primary alcohols together with steroids 
and probably also triterpenoids. The wax fraction examined accounted for about 
5 percent of the benzene-methanol extracts. 
36* 
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BUTLER, DOWNING and SWABY [15] obtained from an Australian green soil a 
wax which was a mixture of hydrocarbons and esters of normal fatty acids with 
normal primary alcohols. By saponification and column chromatography it was 
separated into hydrocarbon (38 percent), acid (33 percent) and alcohol (11 percent) 
fractions. GLC revealed the presence of normal acids and alcohols with carbon 
numbers from C12 to C30 with even-numbered members predominating. The 
principal acid components were C22 (13 percent), C24 (22 percent) and C26 

(21 percent); the alcohol mixture was similar. 

HIMES and BLOOMFIELD [16] very recently isolated a mixture of waxes from an 
"organic mat" which had accumulated in a soil as the result of copper-induced 
inhibition of biological activity. From an examination of the wax by IR, 
NMR, and mass spectrometry they concluded that the general structure was 
CH 3 . (CHz)xCOO(CH2)Y· CH3 . Values obtained for x and y indicated that the 
acid components were n-C14 , n-C16 , and n-C18 , and the primary alcohols were 
n-C26 , n-C28 and n-C30 . The carbon numbers of these acids seem surprisingly low 
and may not be typical of soil waxes in general. 

Recently also, MORRISON and BICK [17] saponified the neutral fraction of the 
lipids from a garden soil and by adsorption chromatography of the methyl esters 
obtained a fraction consisting of long-chain saturated fatty acids. GLC showed 
that the acids n-C18 to n-C34 were present and that about 80 percent were even
numbered. The acids n-C24 , n-C26 , n-C28 and n-C30 accounted for about 60 per
cent. The un saponifiable fraction contained normal primary alcohols from n-C18 

to n-C30 , about 90 percent even numbered, but mainly n-C22 , n-C24 , n-C26 and 
n-CZ8 • Similar results were obtained with wax from a peat. The same workers also 
obtained, from IR spectra, indications of the presence of hydroxy acids in the 
saponifiable fraction of the neutral lipids from the same sources. These could be 
present originally as esters, estolides or lactones. 

C. Phospholipids 
The subject of phospholipids in soils has been reviewed by BLACK and 

GORING [18] and more recently by ANDERSON [19]. The presence of phospholipids 
in soils is inferred from (1) phosphorus extracted from soils by lipid solvents and 
(2) the identification of phospholipid components produced by the acid or alkaline 
hydrolysis of soil lipid preparations. The amount of phosphorus thus extracted is 
small, usually 1 to 7 ppm, but 34 ppm has been reported [18]. Lipid phosphorus 
accounts for less than 1 percent of the organic phosphorus in soils. HANCE and 
ANDERSON [20] found glycerophosphate, choline and ethanolamine in approxi
mate molar ratios of respectively 1: 1: 0.2; neither inositol nor serine could be 
detected. These results suggest that phosphatidyl choline (lecithin; I) is the most 
abundant phospholipid in soils, followed by phosphatidyl ethanolamine (II). 

D. Acids 
Crude soil lipid extracts contain much acidic material the precise nature of 

which is still obscure. A large part consists of what are usually described as resin 
acids of unknown constitution; but quite a substantial portion seems to consist of 
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a mixture of higher fatty acids both un substituted and hydroxylated. From different 
soils, SCHREINER and SHOREY [21J obtained two acid preparations to which they 
assigned the same molecular formula (C24H4S02)' One which they called paraffinic 
acid had m. p. 45°-48° C and was obtained from a silt loam; the other, m. p. 
80°-81 ° C, obtained from a peaty soil, they called lignoceric acid from its resem
blance to an acid originally obtained from beechwood tar. In the light of present 
knowledge it seems probable that both of these preparations were mixtures, 
mainly of unsubstituted long-chain fatty acids. 

CH O·CO·R I 2 

CHO'CO'R' 

l OCH, 
II +/ 

CHp· p. OCH2'CH2N-CH, 
I " 0- CH, 

(I) Phosphatidyl choline (lecithin) 

CH20·CO·R 
I 
THO'~O'R' 

I II 
CHP 'r~o, CH2· CH2· NH2 

(II) Phosphatidyl ethanolamine 

R, R'=alkyl 

Recently MORRISON and BICK [17J obtained a purified lipid preparation from 
a garden soil which contained about 20 percent of free acids, 55 percent of which 
consisted of a mixture of fatty acids n-C20 to n-C34 , with 80 percent of even carbon 
number. The even-numbered acids, n-C24 to n-C32 , together made up 75 percent 
of the fraction. 

So far there are no reports of branched-chain acids in soils although they have 
been found in marine sediments [22]. 

Free long-chain hydroxy acids are present in soils. SCHREINER and SHOREY [23J 
identified 9,10-dihydroxystearic acid in 27 out of84 soils of widely different types. 
From one soil only, a Maryland silt loam low in organic matter, they obtained 
also a mono-hydroxystearic acid, m.p. 84°-85° C, which was probably ()(-hydroxy
stearic acid, but the position of the hydroxyl group was not rigorously established 
[24]. Another hydroxy acid preparation, m.p. 109°-110° C, which they called 
agroceric acid, was obtained from a North Dakota chernozem type soil [21 J; it 
had an elementary composition corresponding to C2l H 420 3 and may well have 
been a mixture. MORRISON and BICK [17J have obtained evidence from IR spectra 
of the presence of a significant free hydroxy-acid fraction in soil lipids, but no 
individual components have been identified. 

It is probable that unsaturated acids are present in soils only in very small 
amounts. KHAINSKII [25J demonstrated the presence in soil organic matter of both 
oleic and elaidic acids, and ASCHAN [26J obtained from peat an apparently un
saturated acid, Cl9H340Z' which he called humoceric acid, but more recent 
reports are lacking. 
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Lipid preparations from soils are liable to contain small amounts of aromatic 
acids such as benzoic, p-hydroxybenzoic or vanillic acids. Larger amounts of 
phenolic acids are chemically associated with humic substances and may be 
liberated, at least in part, by acid or alkaline hydrolysis. SWAN [27] has found an 
Alaskan forest soil containing about 4.6 percent dry weight of dehydroabietin 
C19H28 , (III) a cyclic hydrocarbon related to and probably derived from the 
diterpenoid resin acid, levopimaric acid, commonly present in resins of conifers. 

(III) Dehydroabietin 

Acids may also be present, especially in mineral soils of relatively high pH, as 
salts of low solubility such as those of calcium or magnesium; pretreatment of 
soils with mineral acids usually results in an increase in the amount of material 
subsequently extracted by lipid solvents, but the precise nature of this additional 
material has never been studied. 

Local concentrations of fatty acids and their insoluble, principally calcium, 
salts are frequently found at the burial sites of human or other large animal corpses. 
These local accumulations of lipids have been given the name "adipocire ", and 
have been discussed in some detail by BERGMANN [28]. 

E. Hydrocarbons 
Higher alkanes are probably generally present in soils but, compared with 

waxes and acids, in relatively small quantities. SCHREINER and SHOREY [29] isolated 
a paraffinic hydrocarbon from a North Carolina organic soil (27 percent organic 
carbon). From the method of isolation, its chemical behavior, melting point, and 
elementary analysis they concluded that it was n-hentriacontane (C31 H 64). It is 
probable, however, that at least small amounts of other alkanes were present. 
Recently GllLILAND and HOWARD [30] obtained an aliphatic hydrocarbon frac
tion from a peat bitumen; by mass spectrometry it was shown to consist mainly 
of the odd-carbon-numbered n-alkanes C29 (11 percent), C31 (40 percent) and 
C33 (34 percent), but it contained also small amounts of all other n-alkanes from 
C27 to C32 • From an Australian soil BUTLER, DOWNING and SWABY [15] obtained 
a hydrocarbon fraction which, on GLC study, gave peaks corresponding to n
alkanes from C17 to C24 with odd and even-carbon numbered members in ap
proximately equal amounts. MORRISON and BICK [17] obtained n-alkane fractions 
from both a garden soil and a peat, and separated the components by GLC. Both 
fractions consisted largely of alkanes from n-C19 to n-C33 with about 87 percent 
odd-numbered. The main components in the fraction from the garden soil were 
n-C29 (21 percent), n-C31 (31 percent) and n-C33 (15 percent). 

Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons have been detected in small quantities 
in soils. KERN [31] isolated chrysene from a garden soil and estimated the con-
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centration as 15 ppm. From UV adsorption studies of certain fractions of the 
benzene-methanol extracts of two soils MEINSCHEIN and KENNY [4J obtained 
indications of the presence of alkylbenzenes, alkyl-naphthalenes and alkyl
phenanthrenes, 1, 12-benzperylene and coronene. GHLILAND, HOWARD and HAMER 
[32J have isolated perylene from peat. 

BLUMER [33J has obtained evidence that both 3,4- and 1,2-benzpyrene are 
common and fairly abundant (40-1,300 Ilg/kg) constituents of soils from rural 
areas, distant from major highways and industries. He was able also to detect 
phenanthrene, fluoranthrene, pyrene, chrysene, perylene, anthanthrene, anthra
cene, triphenylamine, benzanthracene, benzfluorene, 1,12-benzperylene and 
coronene. It thus seems likely that these hydrocarbons may be indigenous to soils 
and not exclusively derived from atmospheric fall-out as suggested by COOPER and 
LINDSEY [34]. It may be significant also that HAWORTH and his collaborators [35J 
have recently identified many of these aromatic hydrocarbons as products of the 
distillation of humic acids with zinc dust. 

F. Ketones 
MORRISON and BICK [36J have isolated long-chain methyl ketone fractions 

from both a garden soil and a peat. The components were separated by GLC; 
those from the peat ranged from n-C17 to n-C33 with 92 percent odd carbon
numbered, and n-C2S (26 percent) and n-C27 (37 percent) specially abundant; from 
the soil the range was n-C19 to n-C35 with 81 percent odd carbon-numbered, 
mainly n-C25 to n-C33 • This is the first report of the occurrence of methyl ketones 
in this range as natural products; the lower members (up to Cll ) are well known 
as products of the action of micro fungi on milk fatty acids in certain cheeses. 

G. Steroids 
There is little information on the nature and amount of steroids in soils in 

spite of their wide distribution in plant and animal tissues. The only steroid 
positively identified in soils is fJ-sitosterol (IV), a common sterol of higher plants, 
which has recently been obtained from a garden soil [28J and from peats [30, 37]. 
SCHREINER and SHOREY [38, 39J obtained from different soils two preparations 
which they believed to be sterols since both gave a positive Liebermann reaction. 
One, which they call agrosterol, was a free alcohol with composition corresponding 
to the formula C26H440; it had, however, a high melting point (237° C) and could 

(IV) p-sitosterol 
(241X-ethyl, L1 5 cholesten-3 P-ol) 
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well have been a triterpenoid. The other preparation which they called phytosterol 
had m. p. 135° C and was obtained from a peaty soil by a process involving 
saponification; it might have been P-sitosterol. 

TURFITT [40J in 1943 examined several soils for the presence of free sterols. 
The sterols were extracted from the soils with acetone, purified by precipitation 
as digitonides, and estimated colorimetrically by the Liebermann-Burchard reac
tion. The range of values found was from nil to 12 mg per kg of soil; highest 
values were found in peats or under other conditions of acidity and lack of aeration, 
and much lower values in arable soils. On this basis free sterols could account for 
about 1 percent of the soil lipids. Neither cholesterol, which is common in animals, 
nor ergosterol, the prevalent sterol in fungi, have been found in soils. 

H. Terpenoids 
In spite of the abundance and variety of terpenoids in plants, there are few 

reports of their detection in soils. Friedelan-3p-ol (epifriedelanol; V) has been 
identified in peats by independent workers [30, 37J but it is evidently present in 
very small quantities. MEINSCHEIN and KENNY [4J, in their study of benzene
methanol extracts of mineral soils by mass spectrometry obtained indications 
of the presence of penta- and hexacyclic compounds which could have been 
triterpenoids. 

(V) Friedelan-3 p-ol 
(epifriedelanol) 

I. Carotenoids 
Small amounts of carotenoids have been detected in soils. By the exhaustive 

extraction of peaty soils with organic solvents, BAUDISCH and EULER [41 J obtained 
carotene (0.6 mg per g of organic matter) and xanthophyll, the latter associated 
with chalk-containing layers. 

J. Miscellaneous 
Many other substances of a lipid nature, particularly of plant origin, are likely 

to be present in soils, but only in very small quantities. Such substances would 
include tocopherols and porphyrins from higher plants, and polynuclear quinones 
offungal origin. Chlorinated insecticides and their degradation products, although 
not lipids in the strict sense, would be associated with them. 

Approximate indications of the amounts and composition of some types of 
soil lipids are shown in the table. These are based on preliminary results obtained 
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by MORRISON and BICK [17] by methods similar to those outlined in the experi
mental section at the end of the chapter. 

Table. Some components of soil lipids 

Bitumen (ethanol-benzene extract) 
Solvent-refined lipid 

Acids n-alkanoic acids 
free 
esterified 

hydroxy acids, etc. 
free 
esterified 

U nsaponifiable n-alkanes 
n-alkan-2-ones 
n-alkan-1-ols 

Total identified or partly identified 

OM = organic matter. 

Phragmites peat 
(pH 4.0; OM 94 percent) 

5.45 percent of OM 
1.59 percent of OM 

mg/lOOg a 
OM 

208 24-30 
80 18-30 

b 

86 
82 

300 unidentified 
95 unidentified 

8 19-33 14 
10 17-33 12 
81 16-30 92 

782 

a Carbon number range of principal components. 
b Mol. percent even carbon-numbered. 

Garden soil 
(pH 5.9; OM 8.2 percent) 

2.69 percent of OM 
0.62 percent of OM 

mg/100 g a 
OM 

70 24-32 
51 20-34 

b 

80 
81 

16 unidentified 
16 unidentified 
21 23-33 13 
40 25-35 19 
9 20-30 93 

233 

IV. Transformations of Soil Lipids 
There is little well-founded information on the origins and transformations of 

soil lipids, and much of what follows is inevitably surmise. Moreover, it is impos
sible within the available space to consider other than the main implications. 

A. Origin of Soil Lipids 
Obvious sources of soil lipids are plant and animal residues and the soil 

microbial population. Vast amounts of plant litter are continually being deposited 
on the surface of the soil, and are an obvious potential source of a wide variety 
of lipids. How much of this lipid material is incorporated in the soil will depend 
upon its resistance to degradation in the particular environmental conditions, 
and resistance will obviously vary with the type of substance. Recently, CHAHAL, 

MORTENSEN and HIMES [42] reported results of the incubation in a peat soil for 
128 days of C14 -labelled rye (Secale cereale) tissue. They found that 1.9 percent 
of the organic matter was extracted with benzene-methanol (10: 1) but that this 
contained 40.3 percent of the residual 14c. This suggests that under these condi
tions plant lipids are relatively resistant to decomposition; other conditions how
ever might yield different results. Plant cuticle waxes [43] are a likely source of 
soil waxes, long-chain acids, alcohols and alkanes. Steroids and terpenoids seem 
likely to be derived mainly from plant sources, but plant glycerides and phos
phatides are unlikely to make much contribution. 
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It is improbable that animal residues contribute much directly to soil lipids. 
The typical components of animal lipids, glycerides of palmitic, stearic and oleic 
acids, are rapidly degraded and seem not to be abundant in soils. Adipocire is 
formed only under special circumstances. Minor contributions by the wax secre
tions of insects and other terrestrial arthropods can be expected. 

Many species of earthworms are usually abundantly present in well-drained 
mull soils, but they are completely absent from acid soils. The obvious result of 
their activities is to remove plant residues from the surface and mix them with the 
soil to a depth of two or three feet. Any direct contribution to soil lipids is likely 
to be limited. 

Little is definitely known of the synthetic contribution of the soil microflora, 
but obviously it could be significant. Micro-organisms could, for instance, be the 
main source of the small glyceride and phosphatide components. None of the 
unusual high molecular weight acids, the mycolic acids, characteristic of the 
Mycobacteria has yet been detected in soil. 

B. Degradation of Lipids in Soils 
Micro-organisms must be mainly responsible for the degradation of soil lipids 

as of soil organic matter in general, but little information is available as to the 
organisms concerned or the degradative pathways. Degradative acitivity will 
obviously be at a maximum under eutrophic, aerobic conditions. Glycerides, 
phosphatides and unsaturated fatty acids are probably quite rapidly attacked 
by numerous micro-organisms. It seems, however, that the longer chain compo
nents (C Z4 and upwards) are relatively resistant to attack as evidenced by their 
persistence in mineral soils, possibly on account of their very low aqueous solu
bility. TURFITT [44] demonstrated experimentally the degradation of cholesterol 
added to soils, and also showed that certain soil organisms, e. g., Proactinomyces 
erythropolis, were able to degrade cholesterol in vitro and to grow on it as the sole 
source of carbon. The first stage in the attack was the conversion of cholesterol to 
cholest-4-ene-3-one [44]. 

Although alkanes are regarded as among the most durable of organic com
pounds, many soil organisms are known to be capable of degrading them [45]. 
The most active appear to be bacteria or actinomyces belonging to the closely 
related genera, Streptomyces, Nocardia, Mycobacterium, Corynebacterium and 
Brevibacterium, but other bacteria and also microfungi have been found to possess 
similar ability. It is fairly well established [45] that the most common pathway of 
oxidation of the alkane chain is by monoterminal oxidation followed by f3-oxida-
tion, thus: OH 0 

I II 
R.CH2·CH2·CH3~R·CH2 ·CH2 ·CH2~R·CH2 ·CH2 ·CH 

o 
II 

+_~~H, R.CH2 .CH2 .C-OH p-oxidalion , R.COOH+CH3COOH 

Other pathways, however, are known; the long-chain methyl ketones found in 
soils might be formed directly from alkanes, or from acids by fJ-oxidation and 
subsequent decarboxylation [46]. 
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It is probable that the original biological discrepancy between odd- and even
carbon-numbered long chain compounds may be gradually reduced as the result 
of microbial activity [47], but the mechanism of the process is not clear. 

In soils where they are abundant, earthworms undoubtedly play an important 
but indirect part in the transformations of soil organic matter through the effect 
of their activities on soil structure and aeration. Virtually nothing is known how
ever of the direct effect of earthworms on soil lipids or indeed on soil organic 
matter in general. 

C. Effect of Lipids on Soil Conditions and Plant Growth 

It is not known if lipids have any direct effect on soil conditions; it is possible 
that the resistance to rewetting exhibited by soils which have been dried may be 
related to the lipid content, but this has never been investigated. There is, however, 
evidence that the presence in soils of long-chain compounds can result in the 
increased microbial production by micro-organisms of substances, possibly poly
saccharide gums, which increase the stability of soil crumbs [48, 49, 50]. An indirect 
effect on soil fertility is thus possible. 

Certain lipids, on the other hand, may be inimical to plant growth. GREIG
SMITH [51] attempted to explain soil exhaustion as the result of the accumulation 
of fats and waxes, but this has never been substantiated. SCHREINER and SHOREY 
[23] found that dihydroxystearic acid was toxic in quite low concentrations to 
plants growing in nutrient solutions, but FRAPS [52] showed that the injurious 
effect was much reduced in soil. 

V. Conclusion 
Present information suggests that the most important soil lipid components 

are long-chain (C22 to C34) alkanoic acids, either unsubstituted or hydroxylated, 
free or combined as waxes with alcohols or sterols. Smaller amounts of alkanes or 
methyl ketones of similar chain-length range are also present, together with much 
smaller amounts of glycerides, phosphatides, and many other substances which 
may be regarded as lipids in the widest sense. Nevertheless, future studies may 
well result in some modification of this picture based as it is on inadequate in
formation. Now that most of the technical impediments have been eliminated, 
progress will largely depend on the topic proving of sufficient interest and impor
tance to attract the attention of investigators, whether in the field of soil science 
or organic geochemistry. 

VI. Experimental Procedures 
The following, necessarily brief, description of procedures for the extraction 

and fractionation of soil lipids is based on methods used by MORRISON and BICK 
and described elsewhere in greater detail [17, 36]. They are to a large extent 
tentative, and improvements will undoubtedly result as experience increases. For 
example, pretreatment of the soil with dilute aqueous HCljHF mixtures may be 
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found advantageous; extraction with cold solvents may be preferred to Soxhlet 
extraction; the validity of the arbitrary separation into resin, asphalt, and lipid 
may be questioned. 

A. Extraction and Fractionation 

The ground and sieved air-dried soil (1-2 kg) is extracted continuously for 
20 hours with benzene-ethanol (2: 1 by volume) in a 2 litre Soxhlet extractor. The 
soluble material (bitumen) is in turn continuously extracted with light petroleum 
(b. p. 60-80° C) in a 100 ml Soxhlet extractor. The soluble material (crude lipid) 
is heated under reflux with a mixture of methanol and isopropanol (1 : 1 by volume; 
10 mljg lipid). The hot solution is decanted from the undissolved material (asphalt), 
and the extraction repeated with half the original volume of solvent. The combined 
extracts are cooled to 5° C for 18 hours and the precipitate (lipid) collected, washed 
with cold methanol and dried. The soluble material (resin) may also be collected 
by evaporation of the solvent. 

B. Separation of Free Acids and Conversion to Methyl Esters 
The lipid material, thus prepared, is dissolved in benzene (15 mljg) and neu

tralized with ethanolic KOH (0.5 N) at not more than 5° C. The neutral solution is 
treated with excess CaCl2 in ethanol, heated, and the precipitated Ca salts collected, 
washed with benzene, and dried. The methyl esters are prepared by heating the 
dry, finely-divided Ca salts in anhydrous methanol, benzene, and sulphuric acid. 

C. Saponification of the Non-Acid Fraction 
The material remaining after removal of the acids as described above is heated 

under reflux for about 6 hours with 1 N ethanolic KOH (5 mljg) and benzene 
(10 mljg). The saponified acids are then precipitated as Ca salts, and converted to 
methyl esters as in B above. The un saponifiable material is recovered from the 
residual solution. 

D. Column Chromatography of Methyl Esters 
The methyl esters of the acid fractions are further fractionated by chromato

graphy in light petroleum/benzene on a column of magnesium trisilicate (mixed 
if necessary with sufficient Celite or similar material to give a suitable flow-rate). 
Fractions are collected automatically and examined by IR spectroscopy, TLC and 
GLC. Light petroleum-benzene elutes unsubstituted long-chain fatty acids, chloro
form elutes hydroxy acids, and chloroform with 5 percent ethanol elutes aromatic 
acids. 

E. Column Chromatography of Unsaponifiable Material 

The unsaponifiable fraction is dissolved in hot light petroleum (b. p. 60-80° C) 
and chromatographed on a column of neutral alumina at 50° C. Light petroleum 
elutes alkanes closely followed by methyl ketones. Benzene elutes primary alcohols. 
Unidentified material is eluted by ethanoljbenzene. The fractions are examined 
as in C above. 
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F. Gas-Liquid Chromatography 
Individual components of separated classes of compounds: alkanes, methyl 

ketones, n-alkanoic acids (Fig. 2), primary alcohols, etc., may be separated readily 
and determined by GLC either as the original compounds or as suitable derivatives. 
Suitable conditions are: column, 5' x 1/4",2 percent SE 30 + 0.2 percent Carbowax 
20 M on Chromosorb W 60/80; col. temp. 225-2500 C; sample 0.1 mg. 

26 

28 

30 

24 

22 
20 

Fig. 2. GLC separation of the methyl esters of bound n-alkanoic acids from a garden soil. Pye argon 
chromatograph: column, 120 em long x 4 mm internal diameter; 2 percent SE 30 + 0.2 percent Carbowax 
20 M on acid-washed silanized Celite 60/80; temp. 2500 C; sample 0.1 mg. The figures adjacent to the 

peaks are the carbon numbers of the respective acids 
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This section will deal only with special methods bearing directly on the iso
lation and identification of natural products treated in this chapter, especially 
methods used in the analysis of waxes. 

Extraction of coal or peat is carried out with crusped material using individual 
organic solvents [1], or mixtures which give better yields than individual solvents. 
In practice, benzene and mixtures of hydrocarbons or halogen derivatives with 
polar solvents such as alcohols have proved most effective. The higher extraction 
yields of these mixtures with polar solvents may be explained by the fact that the 
vapors of these liquids, such as acetone, alcohols and pyridine, cause swelling and 
crumbling of coal. The simultaneous increase of hydroxyl groups [2] is now 
explained by the splitting of hydrogen bonding between OR-groups connecting 
molecular layers. Extraction yields may be further increased by higher tempera
tures and pressures during extraction. Excessive preliminary drying of material 
may result in the reduction of the yield of the substances extracted [3]. 

Chromatographic Methods 
Column adsorption chromatography separates substances according to their 

relative polarities. The adsorbent used most frequently is silica gel, sometimes 
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partly deactivated with water [4J. Alumina is less suitable for this purpose as it 
has a greater tendency to hydrolyse [4J waxes (esters). 

The following eluotropic series [4J for example, is recommended for the 
separation of waxy substances: petroleum ether - benzene - chloroform - chloro
form/ether - chloroform/ether/methanol. A particularly good separation is 
achieved by gradient elution [5J, i.e., linear increase of the more polar eluent. 
Sometimes the slight solubility of wax components at normal temperatures causes 
slow elution and thus an insufficient separation. This problem can partly be obvi
ated by means of chromatography at an elevated temperature, 40-500 C, for 
example, in a jacketed column [4J, but obviously low-boiling solvents cannot be 
used for this purpose. At higher temperatures, however, the adsorbing capacity 
of the adsorbent decreases somewhat. It is also advisable in preparative scale 
chromatography to add solvents previously saturated with water; anhydrous 
solvents activate the adsorbent by drying it and polar substances may be irre
versibly retained. Because of these difficulties, chromatography at elevated temper
atures is recommended only in cases where large amounts of wax esters or other 
poorly soluble substances are present in the mixture. Sometimes functional group 
tests, e. g., hydroxyl or carboxyl groups [4J, are suitable to determine the content 
of the eluted substances in individual fractions. It is thus possible to detect even 
relatively small amounts of free acids or possibly even waxes after hydrolysis. 
Further information on the nature of the fractions may be obtained by various 
specitic chemical reactions and physical methods, especially spectroscopy. 

Thin layer chromatography (TLC) is a powerful tool for obtaining a quick 
survey of substances present in a mixture. On a microscope slide, for example, it 
is possible to correlate substances from an adsorption chromatographic column 
with standard substances. Detection of non-volatile components of a waxy 
nature is preferably carried out with a spray of concentrated sulfuric acid and a sub
sequent charring [4J of organic substances, for example, under a coil of a not 
wire. Visualization may also be carried out by spraying with a fluorescent dye and 
observing under UV light. The good separating quality of TLC is often used for 
preparative separations of waxy substances on larger plates using a .thicker layer 
of adsorbent containing binder and Rhodamine 6 G as the visualizer. When using 
alumina, it is also possible to work with loose layers [4J according to MOTTIER [6J, 
since the adsorbent may be poured on the plate in the activated form. For sepa
rating saturated compounds from unsaturated substances, both in column 
chromatography and in TLC, silica gel impregnated with about 20 percent AgN0 3 

has been used [7]. The silver ion effects a separation of unsaturated and saturated 
hydrocarbons as well as the partition of various types of unsaturated substances. 
Thus a good separation occurs with trans-oletins which are eluted before cis
oletins and oletins with a terminal double bond. 

Ion exchange chromatography, suitable for the separation of wax acids from 
the neutral fractions [4, 8J, is carried out on a column with a water jacket (500 C) 
tilled with a strongly basic ion exchanger such as Zerolith FF. The neutral fraction 
is eluted with benzene, and carboxylic acids, after their displacement with a 
stronger acid (i.e., mineral acid [4J or acetic acid [8J), are also eluted with benzene. 
The miscibility between the aqueous phase and benzene is provided by isopropanol 
which is miscible with the two liquids in an unlimited ratio. 
37 Organic Geochemistry 
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Partition paper chromatography makes possible the separation ofhomologues 
of various substances. In separating wax components it is necessary to work on 
reverse phases at a higher temperature [9, 10]. 

High-temperature gas chromatography (GLC) is the most effective separation 
method both for qualitative and quantitative analysis of waxy substances. Because 
of a high working temperature (up to 3500 C), the method requires special appa
ratus and thermostable phases. Gas chromatography of wax hydrocarbons is the 
most refined method to date. The most convenient phase appears to be modified [11 J 
Apiezon L which possesses a very powerful separating effect for hydrocarbons; 
non-polar silicone elastomers of rubbers and phenyl ethers are also frequently 
used [12, 13]. Sufficient experience has been gathered to ascertain the presence of 
various types of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons in a mixture, especially 
on the basis of studies with synthetic standard mixtures [14]. It is therefore 
frequently convenient to convert by a chemical process [11, 15, 16J, mixtures of 
oxygen-containing substances (such as alcohols, esters, acids) to the corresponding 
hydrocarbons, for analysis. Today even direct analysis of mixtures of methyl esters 
of wax acids are being carried out, especially on polyester and polar silicone 
phases [17, 18J; the analysis is in this case confined mostly to the separation of 
individual homologues since the separation of esters of various types of acids (e.g., 
n-acids from variously branched ones) has not yet been sufficiently developed. 
It is possible to expect an increasing application of capillary columns to the analysis 
of wax components [13]. 

Finally, it should be noted that GLC generally separates homologues within 
a class. In a complex mixture, however, the application of column chromato
graphy is necessary to separate the mixture into various classes of compounds. 

Clathration and molecular sieving are separation methods utilizing differences 
in the molecular shape of the substances of partitioned mixtures. Several methods 
[15, 19J involving clathration with urea are used with long chain paraffins to 
determine the concentration of branched and cyclic paraffins in a mixture con
taining n-paraffins. In order to achieve a perceptible concentration of branched 
hydrocarbons, which are frequently present in the original mixture in very small 
concentration, the adduction process is repeated several times. 

A 5 A molecular sieve [16, 20J separates n-paraffins from branched or cyclic 
paraffins. The sieving procedure involves a reflux operation in isooctane, 2,2,4-
trimethylpentane, the most suitable solvent. After the refluxing, it is sometimes 
advisable to immediately reflux the molecular sieves themselves in either pure 
benzene or ether to remove any branched paraffins from the surface of the sieve. 

The adsorbed n-paraffins within the sieve are exchanged for smaller paraffins 
although not quantitatively. With small samples it is more convenient to dissolve 
the sieves in hydrofluoric acid. Both clathration and molecular sieving of wax 
components are difficult because even when a chain is branched at one end, the 
rest of the free chain is long enough to form a clathrate with urea or to penetrate 
into a channel of the molecular sieve. 

Physical methods for identification are infrared, ultraviolet and nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, mass spectrometry and X-ray analysis. Physical 
methods are very useful even for the identification of relatively large molecules such 
as those found in bitumens. IR spectra help establish the presence of a number of 
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functional groups [21-25]. IR [26] and NMR [27] spectroscopy may be useful for 
ascertaining the nature of a double bond. FUCHS and DIEBERG [28] used IR spectra 
in the range around 1,300 to 1,150 cm- 1 for determining the chain length of 
wax acids. UV spectroscopy offers a convenient way of detecting and analyzing 
a mixture (e.g., coal [29] and fossils [30]). Similarly, it is possible by means of 
nuclear magnetic resonance to establish the ratio of aliphatic and aromatic groups 
and to make conclusions as to the distribution of aliphatic H between methyl, 
methylene, and methine [31-34] groups. X-ray diffraction studies have also pro
vided useful information on the structure of coal [35-38]. Mass spectroscopy may 
provide valuable information not only on the molecular weight of an isolated 
chemical compound but also from its fragmentation pattern, on the structure of 
the given substance. Although a mass spectrum of a mixture is rather difficult to 
analyze, a combination of OLe and mass spectra provides a highly useful method 
of analysis [39,40]. 

Discussion 
The development in recent years of isolation and identification methods 

requiring only micro quantities of material has provided a serious approach to 
many analytical problems. This progress is reflected also in the advance of the 
analysis of bitumens from coal or peat which represent complex mixtures of 
relatively large molecules. As compared to "classical" methods of separation 
(e.g., solubility, fractional crystallization and distillation), recent methods of 
adsorption chromatography (both column and TLC) or ion exchange are, with 
their availability and simplicity, far more effective and even can provide a relatively 
good separation of very complex mixtures. The group separation of complex 
natural mixtures is one of the fundamental prerequisites for a detailed analysis 
and successful identification of the greatest possible number of individual sub
stances present in the natural mixture. 

II. Specific Geological Organic Materials 
A. Earth Waxes 

1. Definition and Depositional Changes 

Earth waxes (ozocerite, Hatchettite, Scheererite) are natural mixtures of 
organic substances. They are of dark yellow (brown to black waxy appearance 
and occur either in veins. and nodules or as films on brecciated rocks [41]. The 
main constituents are hydrocarbons, while the sum of oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur 
content averages less than 0.5 percent. The occurence of ozocerite near crude oil 
deposits [41,42] and the fact that saturated and aromatic hydrocarbons in 
ozocerite and in the oil fraction of petroleum have similar structures [43-45] 
suggest that crude oils and ozocerite may originate from the same source and be 
closely connected generically. Also the common occurence of several derivatives 
of porphyrin in oil shale, petroleum, and ozocerite support this hypothesis. 
According to TREIBS [46], mesoporphyrin possibly derived from hemin is present, 
and this suggests that there is a contribution from animal bodies to the formation 
37* 
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of ozocerite. It has been found that certain microorganisms utilize 56-73 percent 
of the ozocerite-paraffinic and aromatic hydrocarbons, thereby decreasing their 
content by 12-38 percent with a corresponding increase in resinuous compo
nents [47]. 

2. Chemical Components 

The low refractive index, low carbon residue, absence of aromatic peaks and 
presence of a strong paraffinic peak in IR spectra suggest that ozocerite from 
Utah [41] is a predominantly paraffinic material. The paraffin mixture usually 
amounts to 60-90 percent [43] with a high content (40-50 percent) of normal or 
slightly branched paraffins [48] which form adducts with urea. Cyclic paraffin 
derivatives are present in the amount of 7 to 8.5 percent [43]. The type of com
position of the substances contained varies according to the source; thus, for 
example, ozocerite from the Carpathian deposits [49] contains up to 18 percent 
of naphthenes and up to 3.6 percent of aromatic hydrocarbons. Ozocerites also 
contain small amounts of resinuous compounds. On the basis of spectroscopic 
measurements of samples of Carpathian ozocerites [44], a number of details, such 
as the high degree of branching, the number of methyl groups, and substitution 
positions in monocyclic aromatics have been established for several hydrocarbons 
in the paraffinic-naphthenic fractions. In another sample of ozocerite [40] high 
resolution mass spectrometry has indicated the presence of the compound 
C12H1SS2 • 

B. Peat 
1. Definition, Original Chemical Materials and Depositional Changes 

Peat is a natural product of decaying plants usually occurring anaerobically. 
It is a soft organic material with a high water content; frequently it preserves 
within itself organized plant remains [50]. Its geological age is very little and the 
transformation of plant material without oxygen in water medium occurs in the 
initial stage. Presumably, coal in the first stage develops in a similar manner. 
ALEXENIAN [51] doubts that coal passes through a peat phase since IR spectra 
show that cellulose participates in the formation of peat and fossil wood but is 
practically nonexistent in lignite. This conclusion does not seem convincing since 
the low content of cellulose in lignites proves only that its decay has advanced 
considerably. Recalling that peat originated only recently, while brown coal was 
predominant even in the Tertiary era, it appears that peat originated from quali
tatively different plant sources and was formed under different climatic conditions. 
Nevertheless, it is probable that the transformation of organic substances in the 
initial stage of coal formation was similar to peat. 

Raw material for the formation of peat consists of cellulose, lignin, and cork
like tissues which are the main constituents of plants; other substances are resins, 
waxes, proteins, dyes, etc. The original theories supposed that cellulose, the basic 
constituent of wood, had the greatest share in the formation of peat and coal [52]. 
On the other hand, FISCHER and SCHRADER [53] have proposed that the role of 
cellulose was negligible because cellulose invariably undergoes bacterial decompo
sition at a rapid rate. A further study [54] states that cellulose is not directly 
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involved in the formation of humic substances but serves only as a nutrient for 
microorganisms. Using MAILLARD'S results [56], ENDERS [55] has shown that 
sugars in the presence of amino acids can be transformed to humic-like substances, 
and, further, that in the presence of amino acids or protein decomposition products, 
both lignin and cellulose can participate in the formation of humic acids when 
natural conditions become unfavourable for the growth of microorganisms. The 
fungi and microfauna together with bacteria are undoubtedly active in the humi
fication process [57], which consists of an initial aerobic phase with the dis
appearance of the surface plant organs, followed by an anaerobic phase in which 
the decomposition rate is lower and in which mineralization occurs. 

The formation of humic acids, which show phenolic properties, can most 
probably be explained by the transformation of lignin, whose structural units are 
also phenolic in character. A more difficult problem is to explain the formation 
of humic acids from cellulose. FLAIG and SCHULZE [58] suppose that the decom
position of cellulose produces reactive keto acids which show a strong tendency 
toward aromatization. 

Some very stable chemical substances also present in plants (waxes, higher 
isoprenoids, resins) resist the chemical and microbiological attack and can there
fore be found both in peat and brown coals. While cellulose, hemicellulose [59], 
lignin, and amino acids decrease in the course of humification, humic acids 
increase. The relatively stable substances listed above accumulate as well, some of 
them partly subject to changes in the C- and O-content; the C-content is increased 
and the O-content slightly reduced [54]. 

Since it has been noted that proteins rapidly disappear in the decomposition 
of plant material, FUCHS [50] believes that the amino acids identified in peat do 
not originate from plants but are the products of microbial metabolism which 
takes place during humification as well. 

2. Chemical Components 

The chemical components of one sample of peat [60] are as follows: water
soluble material 5 percent; humic acids 41.4 percent; cellulose 5.6 percent; hemi
cellulose 22.5 percent; lignin 10.5 percent; bitumen 12.9 percent; and other 
substances 2.1 percent. A typical peat bitumen [61] contained 52.5 percent wax, 
20.4 percent paraffins, and 24.6 percent resins. 

a) Waxes 

In a narrower sense of the term, waxes are esters of long chain acids and 
alcohols. In a wider sense of the word this group includes all substances accom
panying wax esters and having a long paraffinic chain, i.e., hydrocarbons, 
alcohols, carboxylic acids, ketones, etc. Wax acids as a rule have a greater number 
of C-atoms (C16 - C40), while acids from fats have fewer carbon atoms (ClO - C24). 

There is still relatively little information on the detailed composition of peat 
waxes. On the basis of IR analysis BEL'KEVICH et al. [62] believe that apart from 
paraffins, which predominate in the wax fractions, peat may also contain aromatic 
hydrocarbons, and it has been found from X-ray studies [63] that the extract 
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even contains cyclic hydrocarbons possessing long side chains. BEL'KEVICH 
et al. [64J separated from peat by fractional crystallization, several alcohols 
which they suppose to be higher normal alcohols (carnaybyl, arachic, lignoceryl 
and neoceryl; these terms are now known to refer to mixtures ofhomologues) on 
the basis of the determination of iodine-number and melting points. The mixture 
also contained a sterol C27H4oO. The results described are not very convincing in 
view of the methods used. FISCHER et al. [65J established the carbonyl-content 
in peat, using several methods, to be in the range 0.5-1.8 percent. Fractional pre
cipitation and recrystallization [66J helped establish the presence of acids with 
physical constants very similar to those of arachidic (n-eicosanoic), behenic 
(n-docosanoic), lignoceric (n-tetracosanoic), montanic (n-octacosanoic), and 
melissic (n-triacontanoic) acids which form obvious mixtures. KWIATKOWSKI [67J, 
using an alumina column, eluted with a mixture of chloroform-ethanol free acids 
rich in oxygen which he considers to be hydroxy acids; he eluted allegedly free 
acids, C20-C30 , with the same solvent system to which formic acid was added. It 
is, however, improbable that more polar hydroxy acids would be eluted from the 
column before normal acids and, moreover, with less polar solvents. RAUHALA [68J 
fractionated peat wax by alumina adsorption chromatography. On the basis ofthe 
melting points, molecular weights, hydroxyl values and iodine-numbers, he 
established the presence of monocarboxylic acids, Cl9 - C22 , and hydroxy acids, 
C20 and C21 . RAUHALA observed the occurrence of normal acids and hydroxy 
acids in peat wax, but adsorption chromatography apparently did not provide a 
sufficient separation of the various homologues. Thus, identification on the basis 
of the given constants remains problematic. 

However, no description of the fractionation of peat wax appears in the litera
ture in sufficient detail provide definite conclusions. 

b) Resins 

Very little is known about the substances constituting peat resins. Apart from 
general data [69J on the occurence of hydrocarbons, hydroxy-compounds and 
small amounts of acids, the presence of the aromatic hydrocarbon perylene is also 
described [70]. 

c) Humic Acids 

In this section, both humic acids from peat and from brown coal are discussed. 
Humic acids are dark amorphous substances, acid in character which are readily 
soluble in dilute aqueous alkaline solutions and are formed as the primary products 
of the decomposition of plant materials. They form mixtures of substances with 
a heterogeneous distribution of [71J molecular weights from 675 to 9,000. By 
transformation, most probably polycondensation, they give rise to a water
insoluble product - humin. Under the general name of humic substances we also 
rank fulvo-acids, soluble in water [72J, and hymatomelanic acids [71J which in 
contradistinction to humic acids are very soluble in ethanol. Of all these sub
stances, humic acids deserve primary consideration. They occur both in peat and 
brown coal to give the characteristic coloring. The structure of humic acids derived 
from peat and those from brown coals is practically the same; only X-ray diffraction 
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studies [73J showed some differences in the content of side groups and in the more 
or less ordered arrangement of condensed aromatic rings. In addition to C, ,H, 
and 0, they also contain Nand S. However, since after washing humic acids with 
hydrochloric acid they no longer contain either nitrogen or sulfur, GANZ [74J 
assumes that these elements are not proper constituents of humic acids. The 
presence of a carboxyl group was confirmed by titrimetric analysis and conduc
tivity measurements on the salts formed [71]. By comparing the molecular weights 
ODEN [75J concluded that humic acids contained 3-4 groups with acid properties, 
while STADNIKOFF and KOSHEW[76J estimated the number to be 6-7. SEIn and 
collaborators [77J found carboxylic and phenolic groups present in regenerated 
humic acid, employing a non-aqueous potentiometric titration of acid groups. After 
a complete methylation with dimethyl sulphate, FUCHS [50J established, from the 
quantity of methoxy groups, that the humic acid he investigated contained three 
etherifiable OH-groups. IR spectroscopy confirmed [78J that a humic acid extract 
from peat showed a phenolic OH-group and a C = 0 vibration band of a carbonyl 
or carboxyl group. On the basis of chemical reactions, the content of carbonyl 
groups in the humic acids molecule was estimated by FUCHS and STENGEL [79J at 
1-2. A methylene ketonic ( - CH2CO - ) grouping is probably involved. In humic 
acids from peat [80J, a methoxy group was also found. FUCHS [81J concluded 
after a bromination experiment that the humic acids contained both double bonds 
and a hydrogen capable of substitution and dehydrogenation. The oxidative 
splitting of humic acids has also been studied. From the oxidation of an etherified 
humic acid with oxygen, 5 percent of vanillin was obtained [71J; after oxidation 
with air, small amounts of m-hydroxybenzoic and 1,3,5-hydroxyisophthalic acids 
were isolated from the reaction mixture. Treatment with hydrogen peroxide [82J, 
permanganate [83J, and ozone [84J as well as with other oxidizing reagents gives 
rise principally to two types of acid products: low-molecular aliphatic acids, for 
example, malic, succinic, acetic, tartaric, glycolic, mesoxalic acid, etc., and acids 
including variously substituted benzene-carboxylic acids, as for example phthalic, 
trimesic and mellitic acid. The oxidation of subhumic acids with peroxide [85J 
produces mostly oxalic and melonic acids. 

After methylation and esterification, LANDA and EJEM [86] hydrogenated 
humic acids in the presence of a tungsten disulphide catalyst, and after chromato
graphic separation of the products, identified the components by means of NMR 
analysis and IR spectra. They established the presence of higher aliphatic hydro
carbons and of polycyclic hydrocarbons of naphthenic character. 

TAKEKAMI and collaborators [87J carried out the hydrolysis of humic acids 
with Adkins copper-chromite catalyst and a subsequent oxidation of the reaction 
mixture with nitric acid. They concluded that humic acid contained ether bonds. 

On the basis of X-ray studies [88J it is presumed that the humic acid structure 
is an individual plane consisting of an aromatic network with side chains containing 
oxygen and other functional groups. Similarly, other authors are ofthe opinion [89J 
that molecular layers are arranged in planar configurations 8-12 A in height and 
about 25 A in diameter. 

Attempts have also been made to propose speculative structures of humic 
acids [90, 91J on the basis of the available analytical data. 
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d) Other Substances Present in Peat 

Substances also found in peat include cellulose [92], water-soluble frac
tions [93], RCI-soluble hemicellulose [93], and lignin [94]. SHACKLOCK and 
DRAKELY [95] established the presence of a number of diamino and monoamino 
acids in peat extract. Their total content [96] ranges from 2-4,000 ppm with the 
neutral amino acids being most abundant and alanine having the highest concen
tration [97]. Substances extracted from peat by water [98] include some aromatic 
hydroxy- or methoxy-compounds, ketones and acids. In various kinds of peats, 
the presence of triterpenes and sterols have also been described. 

C. Montan Wax 
1. Definition 

Montan wax [1] is an extract obtained with organic solvents from some kinds 
ofliptobiolithic or saproplitic coals; for example, up to 70 percent may be obtained 
from pyropyssite. Because of its high content of waxy aliphatic components and 
its industrial use, montan wax is usually refered to as a special part of bitumens. 

2. Chemical Components 

The chemical components of montan wax may be separated on the basis of 
their different solubility in isopropanol into three main fractions: asphalts, 
insoluble even in boiling solvents; waxes, precipitates from solution after cooling; 
and resins, soluble even in cold isopropanol. Bohemian montan wax contains, 
according to WOLLRAB and co-workers [4],50.5 percent waxy fraction, 30.0 percent 
resinic fraction, and 19.5 percent asphalts. The wax fraction proper consists of 
2.2 percent higher paraffins, 26.5 percent esters and alcohols, 14.2 percent free 
carboxylic acids; the other substances of the wax fraction have yet to be identified. 
PRESTING and STEINBACH [99, 100] give the content of German montan wax as 
23.5 percent waxy alcohols, 47.7 percent wax-acids, 12~14 percent asphalts and 
10-15 percent resinic fraction. 

a) Wax Fraction: Hydrocarbons 

TANNER and collaborators [101] described n-paraffins C23 - C28 and C30 in 
montan wax. WOLLRAB and co-workers [11] found originally by means of GLC 
that Bohemian montan wax contained n-paraffins of the homologous series 
C22-C33 with an odd carbon preference; the hydrocarbons C29 (39.1 percent), 
C31 (27.5 percent), and C27 (13.9 percent) contributed over 80 percent of the 
mixture. This fraction was examined again [16] and was found to contain an 
extensive homologous series of n-paraffins, C12-C37 , the paraffins at either 
extreme present only in traces. In addition, two more homologous series of 
branched paraffins in the range C16-C35 were isolated using a 5 A molecular 
sieve. By comparing the results of gas chromatography of various synthetic 
hydrocarbons types [14] with branched alkanes from wax, it was found 
that one series is composed of iso- (2-methyl) or anteiso (3-methyl) paraffins and 
the other series is most probably monomethyl alkanes with a methyl group near 
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Table. Composition of waxes and free acids in Bohemian montan wax [11] 

Number of Wax Free acids 
carbon atoms' (percent) 

alcohols carboxylic acids 
(percent) (percent) 

22 14.5 1.8 3.3 
23 2.7 0.2 0.7 
24 22.8 8.7 5.0 
25 2.9 0.9 1.5 
26 31.4 23.3 15.7 
27 1.2 2.1 5.5 
28 17.5 32.7 26.9 
29 0.5 2.8 4.8 
30 5.4 21.5 25.8 
31 0.2 1.6 3.6 
32 0.9 4.2 6.2 
33 0.3 
34 0.2 0.7 

• All the above mentioned constituents have a straight chain of carbon atoms. 

the center of the chain, or possibly dimethyl alkanes with methyl groups near the 
ends of the chain. The quantity of these branched paraffins is negligible in montan 
wax. EDWARDS and collaborators [102J established that n-paraffins in the range 
C23-C33 and a further homologous series of alkanes, possibly branched, were 
present in montan wax. PRESTING and KREUTER [103J from the iodine-number 
and refractive index on certain hydrocarbon fractions determined that they 
contained even carbon-numbered olefins. Using Bohemian montan wax STREIBL 
and SORM [26J proved the presence of trans-olefins in the range Cll to C40 and 
olefins with a terminal double bond in the range C l1 to C36 , as well as traces of 
branched olefins; a further type of olefin could have been isoprenic or cyclic in 
character according to IR spectra. 

The distribution pattern of paraffins from Bohemian as well as German mont an 
wax [11, 103J are similar to those of recent high plant waxes [104J, from which it 
probably follows that brown coal arose from plants similar to contemporary 
higher plants. Entirely different distribution patterns were found in hydrocarbons 
of mont an wax analyzed by EDWARDS and co-workers [102]. In contradistinction 
to predominating odd carbon number homologues in Bohemian and German 
montan wax, this sample shows only a smooth distribution with a maximum at 
n-C28 . However, it is necessary to bear in mind that the sample analyzed by 
EDWARDS and co-workers [102J is an industrially-treated montan wax where the 
possibility of chemical changes cannot be excluded. 

b) Acids 

In the past the composition of the wax-acids of montan wax was the subject 
of some controversy due to poor separation and identification methods which 
were available at that time. While TROPSCH and KREUTZER [105J thought that 
after hydrolysis of montan wax they had isolated acids with an odd number. of 
carbons from the acid fraction, HOLDE and BLEYBERG [106J were of the opinion 
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that this fraction contained only n-acids with an even number of carbon atoms. 
Only FUCHS and DIEBERG [107J proved that acids with an even number of carbons 
in the range from C20 to C34 were contained in montan wax. They used adsorption 
column chromatography for the analysis of commercial montan acid, and based 
their conclusion on the determination of the acid values, melting points of indi
vidual fractions, and comparison of the mean distance of bands in the IR region 
1,150-1,300 cm -1. These results were confirmed by means of paper chromato
graphy by KAUFMANN and DAS [108J and by us [9]. We [9J, in addition, established 
that among the components corresponding to even acids there occurred com
pounds in very small amounts which could be explained by the presence of odd 
carbon number acids. In contradiction to the other authors, we analyzed sepa
rately the free and esterified acids fractions. We obtained both fractions, the esters 
and free wax-acids, by first making a group separation of the raw material with 
column chromatography, and followed by chromatography on an ion exchanger 
[4J (see the diagram). We later established by means of gas chromatography [l1J 
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waxes resins 
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I 
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that both the free and the bonded acids consisted of a wider homologous series 
of acids C22 to C34 , with the odd numbered carbon compounds present in smaller 
amounts (see the table). Montanic acid (n-C2S) is in both fractions the predominant 
constituent; the qualitative composition of free and bonded acids, therefore, is the 
same. However, both types show a somewhat different percentage composition 
(table). In a later investigation [16J, we found that the homologous series of 
n-acids occured in the range ClO -C36 , the low and high carbon number acids 
occuring only in trace amounts. Moreover, the investigation helped to establish 
for the first time the presence of two homologous series of branched acids, similar 
to paraffins; one of them again consists of iso- or anteiso homologues and the 
other probably of monomethylated acids with the methyl group near the center 
of the chain, or even carbon number acids twice methylated near the ends of the 
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chain. It is impossible to decide between these two types on the basis of retention 
values obtained by gas chromatography [14]. Also, HEWETT and collaborators [17] 
and EDWARDS et al. [102] established (by GLC of methyl esters in a saponified 
bleached montan wax) a homologous series of n-carboxylic acids in the range 
C16 - C3S ' PRESTING and KREUTER [103] also found in German montan wax 
n-acids in the range C20 - C34 and believe that acylated hydroxy acids are also 
present apart from a smaller amount of acylated binary estolides. These bifunctional 

AcO[CH - CO . OCH]COOH 
I I 
Rl R2 

substances are considered to be the building stones of more complicated sub
stances [109] which then represent the actual and original basis of the wax fraction 
of montan wax. 

c) Ketones 

PRESTING [110] described the ketone montanone (C27Hss . CO . C27Hss) in 
montan wax which he believes, however, was formed secondarily, that is by 
catalytic effect in the extraction of iron. 

d) Alcohols 

PSCHORR and PFAFF [111] established in 1920 the presence of the alcohols 
C24 , C26 and C30 in mont an wax on the basis of the melting points of fractionally 
crystallized acetates. WOLLRAB and co-workers [4] carried out group separation 
of Bohemian montan wax by column chromatography and then studied the com
position of the fraction of ester-bonded alcohols after hydrolysis of the waxes 
(esters) and removal of combined acids on an ion exchange column (see the 
diagram). Gas chromatography of the paraffins derived from the alcohols proved 
again the presence of an extensive homologous series of normal alcohols, C22 - C32 ; 

odd carbon number homologues constitute only a small part (table). The pre
dominate constituents are hexacosanol (31.4 percent) and tetracosanol (22.8 per
cent). JAROLIMEK et al. [16] later carried out a more detailed analysis of this 
fraction and identified, even further, alcohols present only in trace amount, so 
that the whole series is constituted by the homologues C10-C36 • Similar to the 
acids, these alcohols also showed the presence of two homologous series of 
branched isomers. EDWARDS and collaborators [102], who analyzed another 
montan wax by GLC, describe alcohols as increasing from C18 to C21 • PRESTING 
and KREUTER [103] found the alcohols C20 - C34 in German montan wax by 
GLC and, moreover, a, w-diols in the same range, where C26 , C28 and C30 were 
present in the greatest amount. 

e) Waxes 

After the group separation of the content substances [4], WOLLRAB et al. [11] 
carried out the hydrolysis of chromatographic fraction of waxes (esters) and identi
fied the wax components (table) by GLC. The complex procedure of Bohemian 
montan wax [11, 26] is given in the diagram for the sake of clarity and the com
position is given in the table. 
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D. Other Organic Brown Coal Constituents 

1. Chemical Changes During the Coalification Process 

Coal contains mainly carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. During the coalification 
process (which from the chemical standpoint seems to be a dehydration process) 
hydrogen and oxygen decrease and the content of carbon increases [52]. The 
content of carbon therefore increases [50] from peat (50-60 percent) through 
brown coal (60-65 percent), black coal (75-90 percent), up to anthracite (92~~96 per
cent). Hydroxyl and carbonyl content decreases [114, 115] during coalification. 
The cellulose [116] and hemicellulose [117] content diminishes during the initial 
stage of coalification. The amount of phenolic groups increases with the age of 
lignites but decreases in brown coal [117]. Both the aromaticity and the size of 
the aromatic nucleus [118] grow at the expense of the alicyclic part during 
the progressive metamorphism of coal. Several studies were carried out on the 
pressure coalification of brown coal in the presence of water [119] as well as on 
the effects of temperature and ultra-high pressure on the coalification of bituminous 
coal [120]. 

2. Bitumen - Definition and Chemical Constituents 

The substances which can be extracted with organic solvents from natural 
fossil material are called bitumens *. FUCHS [50] designated the bitumen obtained 
by extraction under normal pressure as bitumen A; bitumen B was extracted 
under increased pressure; and bitumen C is an extract obtained after previous 
treatment of the original material with hydrochloric acid. The amount of bitumen 
is highest in peat and brown coal, much smaller in black coal, and in coal containing 
90 percent carbon the extractibility ceases altogether [52]. The content of carbon 
increases similarly in bitumen [50J in the sequence: peat (70-72 percent), brown 
coal (77-80 percent), black coal (80-85 percent). This order indicates thafeven 
the extractable substances are gradually subject to chemical changes, especially 
dehydrogenation. 

OUCHI and IMuTA [121J chromatographed an extract from YUBARI coal on a 
column of alumina and subsequently identified by GLC hydrocarbons of various 
types. They found paraffins in the range C9 - C31 , predominantly C20 . The prin
ciple aromatic nuclei detected were benzene, naphthalene, phenanthrene, chrysene 
and picene, that is, zigzag-cata type condensed rings. The most abundant alkyl 
derivatives of these aromatic compounds were those having two or three carbon 
atoms in the alkyl side chain, except for benzene derivatives which had mostly 
long branched alkyl side chains in the para position. Other compounds obtained 
were fluoreve, anthracene, pyrene, benzofluorene, fluoranthene, and 1,2-benz
anthracene. Inert oxygen was mainly heterocyclic, e.g., diphenyleneoxide and 
benzo-phenyleneoxide. Extracts from SANGARSK coal [122J contain many more 
condensed aromatic than nonaromatic hydrocarbons. The IR spectrum of the 
bitumen from recent lignites [123] shows that alicyclic hydrocarbons, - COCH2 

groups or cyclic hydrocarbons, are present. 

* Montan wax is a special type of bitumen discussed in the preceding section. 
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SPENCE and VAHRMAN [124J studied the extract of a bituminous coal and 
identified by GLC the complete series of straight-chain terminal olefins from 
C12 - C38 whose greatest amount is represented by the hydrocarbons C20 - C27 

with C23 and C24 slightly predominating. The range of carbon numbers and the 
distribution pattern were identical with the paraffins found in the same aliphatic
alicyclic fraction. Polarograms of coal extracts in dimethylformamide with LiCI 
as supporting electrolyte show 2-4 poorly defined waves which could possibly 
be attributed to carbonyl groups and aromatic systems [125]. Solvent extracts 
of coal were also electrochemically reduced and simultaneously acetylated with 
the addition of 14C labeled acetic anhydride [126]. It was suggested that the 
carbonyl contents were in the range 1-2.5 percent and most ofthe carbonyl groups 
were ketones. 

Extracts of brown coals having high fusain content consisted of 50 percent of 
substances of the phenolcarboxylic acid type [127]. Resinous acids from lignite 
bitumen were subjected to hydrogenation in the presence of a copper-chromite 
catalyst and produced the hydrocarbon C26H 42 [128]. Lignitic resins appear to be 
a mixture of amber-like substances (succinoabietic acid and succinic acid) and a 
self-condensation form of the ester of oxidized abietic acid [129]. Special high 
sulfur coals of different deposits of the Irkutsk basin vary in their S-content from 
15-77 percent. Sulfur in coal with a low content (up to 1.1 percent) is predominantly 
present in an organically combined form [130]. 

Regarding studies directed to the occurrence of amino acids in coal, the most 
detailed investigation seems to be the analysis of amino acids of brown coal from 
the Trimmersdorf area [131], the percentage there being 10- 3 percent. Other 
amino compounds were isolated in a negligible amount (10- 5 percent). 

III. Conclusions and Outlook 
Modern isolation and identification methods make possible an ever increasing 

insight into the chemical composition of fossil raw materials. The heterogeneity 
of the material and the fact that substances having large and complex molecules 
are involved make the research very difficult. Older studies dealt with the problems 
in a speculative manner, and only recently could a serious approach to the solution 
of these questions be made on the basis of augmenting credible experimental facts. 
Examples are the analyses of montan waxes, especially those from Bohemian 
brown coal. These have been carried out on a broader basis and are relatively 
exhaustive using recent separation and identification methods. 

Raw fossil materials still represent an energy base, but they are also used to an 
ever increasing extent as chemical raw materials. Knowledge of the composition 
and structure of the substances contained in them makes possible not only a better 
chemical utilization of these resources but can also provide much information, 
for example, under what conditions and by what chemical changes these fossil raw 
materials arose. A further aspect of these rich natural resources may be their 
nutritional uses which, in view of the present world population explosion, is one 
of the primary tasks of science. As with petroleum, experiments involving microbial 
processes have been made on raw materials from coal to evaluate them [132]. 
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IV. Experimental Procedure 
For a better demonstration ofthe methods used for isolation and identification 

of waxes mentioned in this chapter, an example is presented. 
The crude montan wax was previously separated by column chromatography 

into classes of compounds [14]. Chromatography is performed on a 30 to 100 fold 
excess of silica gel with a grain size of 30 to 60 microns, which was practically 
deactivated by means of 15-20 percent water. In this case, chromatography was 
carried out at an elevated temperature (450 C), while cyclohexane eluted paraffins 
in the first fractions and esters in the following ones. These were also eluted by 
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Fig. I. T.l.c. diagram of some types of substances useful for identification of waxy substances. A Devel
oped with petroleum ether, B with a mixture of petroleum ether and benzene (65:35), C with benzene, 
D, E with chloroform, F silica gel G impregnated with 20 percent silver nitrate, developed with petro
leum ether. 1 non-aromatic hydrocarbons; 2 hexadecyl stearate (hexadecyl octadecanoate); 3 laurone 
(tricosanone-12); 4 methyl cerotate (methyl hexacosanoate); 5 methyl stearate (methyl octadecanoate); 
6 hexadecyl acetate; 7 cholesteryl acetate; 8 stigmasteryl acetate; 9 tricosanol-12; 10 diethyl sebacate; 
11 hexacosanol-1; 12 hexadecanol-1; 13 cerotic acid (hexacosanoic acid); 14 palmitic acid (hexade
canoic acid); 15 mixture oftrans-alkenes (C2l-C31 ); 16 mixture of cis-alkenes and alkenes-1 (C21-C31 ) 

the subsequent carbon tetrachloride, which eluted also free alcohols and benzene 
yielded the acids. During chromatography at room temperature, elution is natu
rally shifted so that, e.g., paraffins are eluted by cyclohexane and esters by carbon 
tetrachloride or by a mixture of cyclohexane and benzene. The separated fractions 
were monitored by means of thin layer chromatography. For illustration TLC 
diagrams of some types of substances are presented in Fig. 1. For an informative 
TLC analysis, a glass plate with the dimensions of 2.5 x 7.5 cm covered by a 0.4 mm 
layer of silica gel G (Merck) is convenient. Detection is completed either by 
carbonization after H 2SO 4 spraying by means of heating a resistance wire 0.5-1 cm 
above the plate, or by a spray of fluorescent reagent, e.g., Rhodamin 6 G, followed 
by examination under UV light. 

The fractions containing pure waxes (esters) were combined and hydrolyzed 
by means of a mixture of 0.5 N potassium hydroxide solution in alcohol with 
benzene (2:1). By boiling the reaction product in diluted hydrochloric acid, the 
salts of the acids were transformed into free acids and, after cooling, the solid layer 
of alcohols and acids formed on the surface was removed. The whole mixture was 
chromatographed on a column [14, 8] of Zerolit FF (on a five-fold weight as 
compared with that of the sample) which was introduced into the OH-form by 
means of 5 percent NaOH. The excess of hydroxide was eluted by distilled water 
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and this was removed by propanol-2 and benzene. Then the substance was intro
duced into the column in benzene solution and alcohols were eluted by means of 
benzene. The column was eluted successively by means of propanol-2, 5 percent 
HCl, water, propanol-2; the acids were eluted with benzene. 

The acids were investigated informatively by reverse phase paper chromato
graphy [9, 10] (immobile phase, paraffin - paraffin oil, 1: 1; mobile phase, 98 per
cent acetic acid, temperature 75° C). The alcohols [9] were analyzed after their 
oxidation to acids by means of Cr03 in acetic acid at 60° C. The course of the 
separations is presented in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Paper chromatographic separation of acids and alcohols from waxy esters as well as free acids. 
a, c, e standards, b free acids, d acids isolated from esters (waxes), f alcohols as products of the hydro

lysis of esters (after their oxidation to acids) 

The acids were investigated by gas chromatography [11] either as methyl 
esters (Fig. 3) after methylation with diazomethane, or after their transformation 
into the structurally equivalent paraffins. Reduction [4] was performed in a 
series of reactions: methyl esters -4 alcohols -> tosylesters -> paraffins. Chromato
graphy was carried out on a Pye Argon chromatograph 12,000 at 250° C with an 
argon flow of 40-60 mljmin, on previously prepared Apeizon L (1 percent on 
ground tile). Column length 1.2 m, diameter 4 mm. 

To be able to establish whether there were acids with branched chains between 
the normal acids [16], the isolated paraffins were refluxed in isooctane with a 
10 to 30 fold excess of 5 A molecular sieve. After evaporation of the solvent, 
paraffins were contained in the adduct fraction according to gas chromatography 
(Fig. 4) and branched chain paraffins were obtained from the filtrate. 

The alcohols obtained from the ion exchange resin as the neutral fraction [4] 
were transformed into their tosylesters. By the reduction of these with LiAIH4' 
paraffins were obtained which were also investigated by means of gas chroma to-
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Fig. 3. G.l.c. diagram of the normal acids (as methyl esters) isolated from montan wax esters 
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Fig. 4. G.l.c. diagram of acids isolated from montan wax esters reduced to hydrocarbons after treat
ment with molecular sieve (Linde 5 A): n-normal alkanes, x-iso(anteiso)alkanes, y-branched alkanes 

with shorter retention volume 

graphy [11]. After sieving with a 5 A sieve it was found that they also contain 
small amounts of branched chain alcohols. 
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Addendum 
Recently GLC analysis of wax esters has been performed at 3000 -3200 C on a 

carefully conditioned column using 3 % OV -1 as the thermostable phase. Thus, 
the composition of wax esters can now be studied without previous hydrolysis 
of these esters to the acids and alcohols. (M. STREIBL: unpublished results; c.f. 
P. J. HOLLOWAY: The composition of breswax alkyl esters. J. Am. Oil Chemist's 
Soc. 46, 189-190 (1969).) 
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The genus Agathis, a group of conifers found in the land areas between New 
Zealand and Malaysia, has several conspicuous resin-forming systems. Thus, the 
New Zealand species Agathis australis (Salisbury) produces resins, often in very 
large amount, in the heartwood, in resin canals in the bark, in resin canals in the 
leaves, in the leaf surface layers, and elsewhere. These resins are all different and 
are mostly quite complex mixtures. 

In addition to the straight-forward chemical problems associated with the 
Agathis resins, particular interest is attached to the biosynthesis, evolution 
and function of these products. Also of interest is the way in which the chemical 
variations of the products are related to the development of the genus under 
the influence of major geological events and changes in environment. 

Bled resin exudes quite liberally from cut and damaged surfaces of the bark 
of all species of the genus. It is usually very durable and lumps of "fossil" resin 
are found in the ground in areas where these trees have grown. The age of this 
material present in the surface layers probably ranges from tens to thousands of 
years. Kauri resin from A. australis and Manila resin ** from Agathis species in 
the Indonesia-Phillipines area have been in the past of considerable commercial 
significance because of their use in the manufacture of varnishes and linoleum but 

* Present address: Organic Chemistry Dept., LTH, Lund, Sweden. 
** Manila resin is also called Manila copal or East Indies copal and local varieties may be named 

after their port of origin, e.g., Pontianak. Bled resin from A. australis is known commercially as kauri 
resin or kauri gum. 
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only Manila resin is still produced in large amount. Kauri resin from A. australis 
is the main fossil resin. Similar resins are found in Australia, the Phillipines and 
Indonesia, but Manila resin is mostly recently bled resin. All resin found in the 
ground, even though quite recent, has usually been termed fossil resin. 

Kauri, originally the Maori name for A. australis, is now applied to all the 
southern species and sometimes to all Agathis species. This discussion will deal 
with the resins of the whole group. Many species of Agathis give impressive trees 
and A. australis can reach spectacular age and size (trunk diameters of over 7 m). 

II. Distribution and Geological History 
Agathis and the closely related genus Araucaria make up the family Araucaria

ceae. Araucarian remains first appear in the southern hemisphere about 170 mil
lion years ago (Jurassic) though Agathis only becomes evident as a distinct genus 
about 40 million years ago [1]. However, when the southern continent subdivided 
during the Jurassic-Cretaceous periods, both Agathis and Araucaria must have 
been present in the area of land which eventually became the long ridge extending 
from the southern tip of South America through New Zealand to New Guinea. 
Attenuation of this land bridge finally isolated various populations of the two 
genera by barriers of ocean or climate, and left them to develop according to local 
conditions. (For a recent discussion dealing with some aspects of affinity and 
isolation in the flora of the South Pacific, see [2].) 

Kauris, which produce heavy, wind-scattered seed of low viability under 
adverse conditions, are not well suited to long distance dispersal and, while 
migration may not be impossible in the Indonesian area, it is less likely across 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the genus Agathis 
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the ocean barriers further south. The modern distribution of species may accord
ingly reflect the distribution of forms along the ancient land bridge. 

The present range of the genus and the location of the species relevant to this 
discussion are shown in Fig. 1 [1]. It formerly extended at least to the southern 
tip of New Zealand and to the south of Australia where a species similar to 
A. australis has been a significant contributor to the enormous brown coal deposits 
at Yallourn. In New Zealand the glaciations commencing about 1 million years 
ago, altitude limits and the several thousand km3 of volcanic debris spread across 
the center of the North Island relatively recently, have confined A. australis to the 
more stable land surface in the northern part of the North Island. 

In the 20,000 km2 area in which A. australis is presently found, surface deposits 
have yielded more than 500,000 tons of resin, and in some places the presence of 
timber and layers of resin many meters below the surface indicates a succession 
of kauri forests over a long period. Resin is also found, sometimes in very large 
amounts, in association with coal deposits in the same area and in the South Island 
of New Zealand [3,4]. 

Quite apart from their biogenetic and phytochemical interest, kauri resins may 
thus give information both on the spread and differentiation of the genus and on 
the changes that can occur in ancient resins. 

III. Modern Agathis Resins 
A. The Bled Resins of A. australis 

A. australis gives at least five quite different resins from different tissues. Of 
these the bled resin has attracted most attention because of the plentiful occurrence 
and the commercial uses of the fossil material. It is formed in the resin canals of 
the bark and when these are broken it exudes as a latex to form a protective layer 
over the damaged surface. This rapidly loses water and some of the monoterpene 
hydrocarbon present, giving a soft transparent film which gradually hardens 
further on exposure to air and light. Under some conditions when resin continues 
to exude from a wound or when repeated damage occurs, very large masses can 
accumulate, especially in the forks of branches. The resin is either shed as the 
bark flakes off or is buried when the tree falls and rots away. 

The most important constituents of the fresh bled resin are shown in formulae 
la-b, IIa-e, IIIa-d, IVa-f and V [5-8]. The resin also contains small amounts 
of a mono terpene fraction (mainly d-(J(-pinene [9]), and of a water-soluble frac
tion [10] that includes some phenolic material [11]. 

The hardening of the resin layer is largely due to polymerization of the con
jugated dienes (Ila-e, IIIa-d). This is probably accompanied by some incorpora
tion of the other components of the resin and by cross-linking by peroxidation 
processes and polyester formation [10,12,13]. The less reactive components will 
tend to remain and function as plasticiser. In larger masses of resin there can still 
be 30-50 percent of unpolymerized material after many years [7]. 

Agathic acid (I a) is present in most Agathis bled resins (often as a monomethyl 
ester, I b or XV c) and is of interest as the first diterpene structure to be elucidated. 
Abietic acid (V) and its various isomers form the main components of many pine 
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t'OOH 

R 

Ia R=COOH (agathic acid), b R=COOCH 3 

IIa R=COOH (trans-communic acid), b R=CHO, c R=CH20Ac, d R=CH20H, e R=CH 3 

IIIa R=COOH (cis-communic acid), b R=CHO, c R=CH 20Ac, d R=CH 20H 

IVa R=COOH (sandaracopimaric acid), b R=COOMe, c R=CHO, d R=CH 20Ac, e R=CH 20H 
fR=CH 3 

V R=COOH (abietic acid) 

resins; communic acid (II a, III a) and related compounds occur in Pinus, Juniperus 
and Abies and, with the more delicate touch of the modern chemist, will probably 
be found to be very widesprea<L 

B. The Leaf Resin of A. australis 
The latex from the resin canals of the leaves of A. australis (Fig. 2) contains a 

single main component to which the acetoxy-communic acid structure IX has 
been assigned by nmr [8]. Communic acid, which must be the immediate precursor 
is also present but there are not more than trace amounts of the other compounds 
that occur in the resin canals of the trunk bark. The leaf surface contains a mixture 
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Fig. 2. Location of resin in A. australis bark and leaves (diagrammatic) 

of (- )-kaurene (VI) [8,14,15], the labdatriene VIII [8] and 8fJ-hydroxy-iso
pimarene (X) [8] together with smaller amounts of( + )-hibaene (VII) [8, 16], which 
might be expected to accompany formation of ( - )-kaurene. The absence from the 
products so far isolated of the third isomer which could be formed from the 
Wenkert type precursor XI [17], tends to suggest that in the present case this 
does not exist for any significant time and the kaurene is formed by a single smooth 
sequence of cyclization and rearrangement. 

VI (- )-kaurene VII ( + )-hibaene 

VIII IX 

~Ia~ ~. 
~ ~ 

x XI 

(- )-Kaurene (VI), which was first isolated from A. australis leaves, is of part i
cular interest as a precursor of the gibberellins, which are major plant hormones. 
The function of these leaf surface compounds is again presumably protection. They 
are probably involved in the formation of the outer surface coating, which protects 
the leaf against dessication or mechanical damage, but they may act directly 
against insect or fungal attack. It is also possible that photochemical transforma-
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tion products of the leaf surface compounds are required for other more specific 
purposes in the plant. 

The bled resin from young twigs is similar to the leaf canal resin but older twigs 
give resin similar to that from the canals of the trunk. Presumably the difference 
depends on whether the resin comes from the resin canals in the primary tissue 
of the stem or from resin canals in the secondary tissue formed by the cambium. 

Because they are very exposed to oxidation and microbiological degradation, 
the leaf surface compounds are unlikely to survive geological conditions, though 
the more stable kaurene (VI) and hibaene (VII) might be retained for some time 
in exceptional cases where masses of leaves are rapidly preserved. 

c. Bled Resins of Other Species of Agathis 
Results from the bled resins of other species of Agathis are summarized in 

Table 1. The amounts of communic acid type compounds shown in the table will be 
low because of their partial conversion to polymer. In general, apart from A. ovata 
and A. moorei, all the resins are very similar. 

Table 1. Main types of compound in Agathis bled resins' 

Figures where given are approximate percentages (from g\c) for typical samples of acetone
soluble resin; compounds of different oxidation level but the same oxygenation pattern are grouped 
together; + =compound type present, O=compound type absent, a space indicates no evidence of 

presence or absence or (in A. moorei) that the compound cannot be classified. 

Agathic Abietic Communic Sandaracopimaric 
type type type type 

A. australis (Salisbury) [7, 8] 35 15 20 10 
A. dammara ((Lamb.) Rich.) [8] 75 0 + 5 
A. palmerstonii (MUELLER) [21] 2 40 40 0 
A. robusta (MUELLER) [21] 0 30 45 0 
A. microstachya (BAILEY and WHITE) [21] 40 20 20 0 
A. vitiensis (Ben. and Hook.) [8] + + + + 
A. lanceolata (WARBURG) [8] 35 10 35 
A. moorei (MASTERS) [8] + 
A. ovata (W ARBURG) [8] 0 0 0 0 

• A. dammara (Lamb.) Rich. (= A. alba = A.loranthifolius) has sometimes been taken to include 
a number offorms found in the Malaysia-Indonesia-Phillipines area including A. phillipinensis. The bo
tanical problems of the status and nomenclature of these forms will be ignored here. (See reference [40].) 

The Queensland species (A. microstachya, A. robusta and A. palmerstonii) 
examined by CARMAN and co-workers give large amounts of abietic type com
pounds including the isomers neoabietic acid (XII) and levopimaric acid * (XIII) 
but no sandaracopimariC acid [18-21]. The dundatholic acid obtained a consid
erable time ago from A. robusta has now been shown to be a mixture of the 
diterpene acids present in the resin [22], and the dundathic acid obtained at the 
same time has been shown to be a polycommunic acid [12]. 

The amount of agathic acid (present mainly as one of the monomethyl esters) 
varies from zero (in A. robusta) to nearly half the resin, and the corresponding 
alcohols and aldehydes may also be present. A. dammara contains other agathic-

* This name is most misleading and would be better changed to levoabietic acid. 
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type compounds differing with the origin of the resin. A sample from Malaya 
contained (+ )-daniellic acid (XIV) and isocupressic acid (XV a) [8], while com
mercial samples of A. dammara resin (i.e., from Indonesia or the Phillipines) 
contain instead agatholic acid (XV b) with daniellic acid present in small amount 
only or entirely absent [8, 23]. 

o 

XII Neoabietic acid XIII Levopimaric acid XIV (+ )-daniellic acid 

XVa R\ =COOH R2 =CH20H (isocupressic acid), b R\ =CH20H R2 =COOH (agatholic acid), 
c R\ = COOH R2 = COOMe 

XVI epiabietic acid 

~'~OR 
R~ 

XVIIa R=H R' =H (copalic acid), 
b R=CH3 R'=H, c R=H R'=COOH 

A. moorei gives a very complex mixture which has so far yielded abietic acid 
(V) and two compounds provisionally assigned, largely on spectroscopic evidence, 
the structures XVI and XVlIc [8]. The third New Caledonian species, A.ovata, 
which unlike any of the other species described here is a small, scrub-inhabiting 
form, is still more anomalous in giving a series of compounds with the enantiomeric 
configuration at C(1O) and neither ofthe C(4) methyls oxidized (e. g., XVII a-b) [8]. 
Since it contains no compounds with a communic acid side chain this resin cannot 
harden in the same way as that from A. australis. Possibly it represents a more 
primitive form of bled resin. Canal resin compounds of enantiomeric configuration 
would be most unusual in a conifer and these assignments require further confir
mation. 

D. Biogenesis of Agathis Bled Resin and Leaf Resin 
The biogenesis of the Agathis bled resin compounds is readily accounted for 

by the biosynthetic pathway shown in Fig. 3 [24]. The basic precursor, formed 
by cyclization of geranyl-geranyl pyrophosphate, will be the labdadienyl pyro
phosphate XVlIIa. Elimination of the pyrophosphate grouping followed by 
oxidation will lead to communic acid (II a, III a) or, with cyclization, will give 
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Fig. 3. Biogenesis of Agathis bled resin and leaf resin 

sandaracopimaric acid (IVa). A more complicated process involving cyclization 
and rearrangement combined with elimination will lead via the ion XVIII d to 
abietic acid. The Australian kauris [19,22] have given three of the four possible 
abietic acid isomers that could be formed by elimination of a proton from this ion. 

The leaf surface compounds fit into the same scheme but in this case the ion 
XVIIIc must occur in two forms: one with the normal configuration at C(10), 
which stabilizes largely by addition of a hydroxyl ion, and one with enantiomeric 
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configuration at C(9) and C(lO), which stabilizes by cyclization to (- )-kaurene 
and (+ )-hibaene. (+ )-Phyllocladene, which would be formed by closure of the 
fourth ring in the ion XVlIIc with normal configuration at C(lO), is not present 
in significant amount in the leaf surface. It occurs in other conifer leaves [16] but 
in A. australis leaf surface it appears to be displaced by the large amount of 
8p-hydroxy-isopimarene formed. 

The presence in A. australis bled resin of the corresponding hydrocarbons 
(II e, IV f) and of some of the intermediates (acetates, alcohols, aldehydes) in the 
oxidation of the C(4) methyl to a carboxyl group indicates that oxidation takes 
place after stabilization of the ring C or side-chain structure [8]. In A. australis 
and in most other Agathis species examined there appears to be a strict correlation 
of bicyclic structure with axial C(4) methyl oxidation and of tricyclic structure 
with equatorial C(4) methyl oxidation [25]. 

However, the isolation from A. moorei of what is apparently the enantiomeric 
form of epiabietic acid [8] suggests that the specificity is rather for p-oxidation in 
the bicyclic compounds and (X-oxidation in the tricyclic compounds; in A. moorei 
the specificity appears to be much less complete. The oxidation of ( - )-kaurene 
to the gibberellins also involves oxidation of the (X-methyl at C(4). The extent to 
which oxidation of the C(4) methyl goes to completion depends on the type of 
compound. Thus, appreciable proportions of sandaracopimarinol (IV e) remain 
but no significant amount of abietinol has been found. 

The Agathis bled resins can thus be accounted for by two fairly simple processes 
though the final mixture of compounds can be somewhat complex. There appears 
to be a close general similarity to the processes occurring in, for instance, pine 
resin canals. Although pine resin canals are formed towards the inside of the 
cambium, the resin is similar, differing mainly in the abundance of abietic acid 
isomers and in the absence of agathic acid derivatives. 

The occurrence of diterpenes of normal configuration in the same tissue as 
(- )-kaurene suggests a more detailed examination of the relationship between 
the two pathways and of the possibility that the biosynthesis of the normal 
compounds arose as a variant of a route to ( - )-kaurene and the gibberellins. 

E. Heartwood Resin of A. australis 
This resin is composed very largely of a set of diterpenes and a set of phenols 

[25]. The diterpene set includes 3p-hydroxyisopimaradiene (XIXa) and a series 
of ketols derived from it by a succession of oxidation steps. The main diterpene 
component, araucarolone (XIX d) [26] forms 3-5 percent of the heartwood. These 
heartwood diterpenes must be formed by quite a different route from that leading 
to the bled resin compounds. Since no significant amount of the corresponding 
isopimaradiene was found, the oxygen of the 3P-hydroxyl group is probably 
introduced during or before cyclization; presumably by analogy with steroid 
processes [27] this will involve a geranyl-geraniol epoxide. 

The phenols present include agatharesinol (XXI a) [28, 29], desoxyagatha
resinol (XXI b), sugiresinol (XXlc) and hinokiresinol (XXI d) [29, 30]. Phenols of 
this class, although recognized only recently, are apparently widely distributed 
in conifers. These compounds are of particular interest biogenetically because of 
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their relationship to lignin and its precursors, though they must be formed by an 
ionic coupling mechanism (see XX) quite different from that accepted for lignin 
biogenesis [28J. 

The heartwood compounds must have a protective function. The sapwood 
cannot contain more than very small amounts of either the diterpene or the 
phenolic compounds [8J and is much less durable than heartwood of average 
resin content. 

F. Heartwood Resins of Other Agathis Species 
The heartwood resins of the other species of Agathis that have been examin

ed [8] do not contain any significant amount of araucarolone (XIX d), the main 
constituent of A. australis heartwood. In A. macrophylla from the Solomon Islands 
the main heartwood constituents are araucarol (XIX b) and araucarone (XIXc). 
Preliminary results [8] (tic) indicate that A. vitiensis heartwood resin is usually 
similar to that of A. macrophylla but that A. lanceolata, though it gives a bled 
resin similar to that of A. vitiensis and A. australis, gives a wood resin more like 
that of its companion New Caledonian species, A. moorei. 
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IV. Recent and Ancient Fossil Resins 
A. Recent Fossil Resins 

609 

Much of the kauri resin that has been produced in New Zealand has been 
obtained near the surface and has therefore probably ranged in age from less 
than a few hundred years up to a few thousand years. However, the resin is little 
different after a very few years from samples that are possibly thousands of years 
old [7,8]. 

Fresh resin from A. australis is almost entirely soluble in acetone (90-95 per
cent), apart from small amounts of impurities and water-soluble gum. As it ages 
and hardens the amount of acetone-soluble material falls fairly rapidly, and at the 
end of a year or so the amount of acetone-soluble material can be down to 
50 percent. Further change takes place only slowly. The less soluble material 
appears to be essentially a polycommunic acid containing some communol 
units [10, 12,22]. Resin samples with only 30-35 percent unpolymerized material 
thus no longer contain significant amounts of communic acid type compounds 
and the acetone-soluble fraction is largely a mixture of agathic, abietic and 
sandaracopimaric acids together with sandaracopimarinol, some of the cor
responding methyl esters and acetates and small amounts of hydrocarbons 
[8, 13, 31] (Fig. 4). 

Essentially nothing is known of the composition of other fossil Agathis resins 
except that hard grades of Manila resin give agathic acid. 

A. australis wood resin is present in highest concentration at the heartwood 
boundary. The amount present decreases fairly rapidly towards the center of the 
tree and at the center of a 300-year-old tree the amount of extractable material 
was quite small. The wood is durable under wet conditions and it is possible that 
information could be obtained from the timber that is found buried deep in 
swamps. However, this is unlikely to extend very far the period for which infor
mation can be obtained. 

B. Ancient Resins 
Table 2. Some ancient New Zealand resins 

Source Approx. age Geological Latitude 
(M. years)" period eS) 

Roxburgh lignite 20 Miocene 45 
Ashers Pit lignite 30 Oligocene-Miocene 46 
Huntly sub-bit. coal ?40 Eocene 38 
Maramarua lignite 40 Upper Eocene 38 
Ohai sub-bit. coal 60 Eocene 46 
Greymouth bit. coal ?70-1oo Cretaceous 42 

• Ages quoted in this discussion are only approximate estimates. For more accurate ages and for 
correlations between New Zealand and elsewhere the geological literature should be consulted. 

Ancient resins are found at a number of places in New Zealand, nearly all, 
as would be expected, in association with coal or lignite. Some of these are listed 
in Table 2 [3, 4]. Resin is also found in Yallourn lignite in Australia. Among the 
39 Organic Geochemistry 
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possible sources of the New Zealand resins are Dacrydium cupressinum heart
shake resin, mainly podocarpic acid (XXII), Podocarpus spicatus heart-shake resin 
which contains matairesinol (XXIII), or even an extinct Araucaria, but the only 
probable source is some species of Agathis. Moreover the resins from Roxburgh 
and Ashers Pit are found in association with plant remains resembling modern 
A. australis. 

o 

M~~OC::X> 
60Me 

OH 

XXII Podocarpic acid XXIII Matairesinol 

3000 2800 2600 2400 

a 

b 

c 

d 

Fig. 4. Typical gas chromatograms of fresh (a, b), recent fossil (c) and ancient kauri bled resins: d, Rox
burgh, ca 20 M years; e, Maramarua, ca 40 M years; f, Ohai, ca 60 M years. i neutral compounds 

I methylated acids 

The interrelationships of these resins are best shown by gas chromatography. 
Fig. 4 shows gas chromatograms of fresh and fossil kauri resins and of Roxburgh, 
Maramarua and Ohai resins in all of which the acids present have been converted 
to the volatile methyl esters by treatment with diazomethane. Roxburgh resin, 
which still contains about 5 percent of hexane-soluble material (i. e., the fraction 
which will contain any unchanged material), shows peaks corresponding 
to agathic acid (or methyl esters), sandaracopimarinol and sandaracopimaric 
acid, and the presence of these compounds has been confirmed by isolation [8, 32]. 
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As far as peak assignments have been made, the Roxburgh material appears to 
be in good agreement with what might be expected for a very old kauri resin. 

The Maramarua and Ohai resins, although geographically 1,000 km apart and 
separated in time by possibly up to 20 million years, give very similar gas chro
matograms. They differ markedly, however, from the Roxburgh chromatogram, 
and the sandaracopimarinol and methyl sandaracopimarate peaks are absent. 

The results from the Maramarua and Ohai resins cannot easily be harmonized 
with those from the recent fossil and Roxburgh resins on the provisional time 
scale given here. However, there is at present no indication of whether this is due 
to an inaccurate age estimate, to distortion of the time scale by the effects of heat 
or pressure, to differences in chemical environment or to differences in the resin 
when first formed. The infrared spectra of all these ancient Agathis resins are very 
similar and are closely related to that of fresh kauri resin (see below). 

Further evidence for the origin of these resins has been obtained by selenium 
dehydrogenation [4J which although far less specific, also gives results con
sistent with a kauri origin. Dehydrogenation of samples of Roxburgh, Ohai, 
Huntly and Greymouth resins gives mixtures of pimanthrene (XXIV a) and 

XXIV a Pimanthrene XXIVb Agathalene 

agathalene (XXIV b) [4J, as would be expected from material derived from agathic 
and sandaracopimaric acids and similar compounds. Agathic acid on dehydroge
nation gives pimanthrene by a cyclization reaction and also gives agathalene by 
a somewhat unusual partial elimination of the C(9) side-chain [6]. One resin 
sample (Rotowaro) on dehydrogenation gave a different product [4]. The com
ponents were not identified but this sample presumably came from one of the 
other species that must undoubtedly have coexisted with Agathis in the area. 

c. Information Available from Ancient Kauri Resins 
From the results obtained so far on modern kauri resin the only species that 

could be clearly distinguished from A. australis in an ancient resin are A. ovata 
and possible A. moorei. Separation of the other species must depend on much 
smaller differences, e. g. the absence of abietic type compounds from the Australian 
Agathis species. The separation of A. australis from A. dammara might also be 
made on the basis of the ratio of agathic to sandaracopimaric compounds and, 
for the Malayan A. dammara, on the absence of daniellic acid. 

In fact, Roxburgh resin appears at present to be consistent only with A. aus
tralis resin. It would thus be interesting to compare with Yallourn resin of roughly 
comparable age to see whether there was any reflection of the differences between 
the modern Australian and New Zealand species. The older Maramarua and Ohai 
resins are not readily interpreted and therefore might perhaps be best compared 
39' 
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with ancient resins of completely different origin to see how far more general 
geochemical processes account for the compounds present. 

If the differences between modern Agathis species that are indicated by present 
results can be confirmed by further work and shown to be significant, then 
A. australis could take up a intermediate position between the Australian species 
and the Indonesian group. This would not be entirely unexpected since there 
appears to be a marked botanical boundary between Australia and New Guinea 
[1,2,34] and Agathis could have entered both New Zealand and Australia from 
the south. However, far more evidence is needed for any convincing study of such 
a relationship. 

v. Experimental Techniques 
A. Extraction 

The unpolymerized material in kauri resins and fossil resins is best extracted 
by treating the crushed resin with several volumes of acetone at room temperature 
for 24 hours and then decanting the solution. Older samples and the ancient 
resins are best extracted with chloroform/acetone (3: 1) or chloroform/methanol 
mixtures, in which the polymeric material is very largely soluble, followed by the 
addition of an equal volume of hexane to precipitate the polymer. In both cases 
the extract may need to be purified by further precipitation with hexane from a 
solution in a very small amount of acetone (this may also remove more polar 
substances, such as agathic acid). 

Resin bleeding from a tree can serve as a pollen trap, but to recover the pollen 
for analysis it is necessary to dissolve the resin completely. If the sample is not 
soluble in simple solvent mixtures or in solvents such as methyl ethyl ketone or 
alcoholic KOH, there are several potentially useful methods for increasing the 
solubility. The resin can be acetylated (acetic anhydride/pyridine at 1000 C for 
1 hr. or acetic anhydride/sodium acetate under reflux for 3 hr.) or heat-treated 
(e.g., 3000 C for 5 min) as in varnish technology. 

Fossil kauri resin is insufficiently soluble in the oils used for varnish making 
and is therefore usually heat-treated ("run") to increase its solubility [10]. Agathic 
acid (Ia) on similar thermal treatment gives noragathic acid (XXV) [10] and on 
treatment with acid gives isoagathic acid (XXVI) [10, 35], both of which may 
well be present both in heat-treated resin and in the unpolymerized fraction of 
the ancient Agathis resins. 

WW b- COOH 

••.•.. COOH ••.... COOH 

XXV Noragathic acid XXVI Isoagathic acid 

For wood samples a cold soak extraction (room temp., 24 hr.) of the ground 
material is most appropriate and convenient and is less harmful than Soxhlet 
extraction. 
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B. Separation 
The composition of the mixtures of simple diterpenes found in the bled resins 

is most readily estimated by preparative thin layer chromatography on silica gel 
(hexane: acetone 70:30, 2-5mg on a 10cm wide 250 micron layer or 10-30mg 
on a 1 mm layer) followed by gas chromatography. Acids must be converted to 
methyl esters by diazomethane treatment of fractions containing them before gas 
chromatography. 

Bands on a thin layer chromatogram can be detected by UV light using a 
fluorescent silica gel layer, supplemented by detection with iodine vapor or a 
rhodamine spray. For analytical thin layer chromatograms without subsequent 
recovery a phosphomolybdic acid spray is usually best. 

The gas chromatographic results are most conveniently recorded on a reten
tion index scale [36]. Retention times are converted to retention indexes by 
changing to relative retention times based on a suitable n-alkane and converting 
this value graphically using a log plot of the relative retention times of a set of 
n-alkanes. The values given in Fig. 4 were obtained by taking a relative retention 
time for n-octacosane (n-C28) of 100 and constructing a log plot of the cor
responding relative retention times for the C24 , C28 and C31 n-alkanes against 
2,400,2,800 and 3,100 respectively. 

Suitable glc conditions for the kauri bled resin diterpenes are: 1800 C, 1 per
cent neopentylglycol succinate on a support treated with hexamethyldisilazane. 
On a 1 m column this gives peaks with a width at half height of 20-30 retention 
index units. Greater resolution can of course be obtained with capillary columns. 
A flame ionization detector or a detector of similar sensitivity is indispensable. 
(Gas chromatographic data for the investigations centered around A. australis 
were obtained with a 1 m glass column and flow rates of 50-100ccjmin N2 
chosen to give retention times of 1-10 min.) 

c 

Fig. 5 a-c. Infrared spectra of (a) fresh kauri resin, (b) an ancient Agathis resin (Maramarua, ca. 40 M. 
years), and (c) of Baltic amber (? Pinus sp. ? 40 - 50 M. years). Resins a and b show a marked relationship. 
The effects of polymer is at ion are evident in the loss of olefinic absorption at 760 cm- 1 and 1,640cm- 1. 

Resins band c give infrared spectra that are quite similar but show significant differences in the 
fingerprint region and in the carbonyl absorption near 1,700 cm- 1 
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Larger amounts of these compounds can be prepared by chromatography on 
silica gel or silica gel/silver nitrate columns using hexane/acetone or hexane/ether 
mixtures. The columns may be regenerated with half volumes first of acetone and 
then of hexane or, for the silver nitrate columns, ether/20 percent hexane first and 
then pure hexane. 

Since many of the compounds described here are sensitive to light and air, 
they should be kept in a cool, dark place, possibly with antioxidant protection. 

C. Identification 
Identification of nearly all the kauri resin compounds can be made almost 

immediately from the nmr spectrum (10-15 mg for a single scan) and the rotation, 
coupled with consideration of a reasonable biogenetic pathway. Confirmation 
wherever possible is made by direct comparison. Nmr spectra are particularly 
valuable because of the directness of the structural information they provide. 
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Fig. 6a and b. Use of mass spectra in the identification of resin components. (a) dimethyl agathate, 
(b) methyl daniellate [38]. Dimethyl agathate and methyl daniellate are closely related but their mass 
spectra, although similar, are quite characteristic-some compounds, e.g., the C(4) epimers are not 
distinguished. Given the structure of dimethyl agathate the mass spectrum of the other compound 
suggests that it also is a dicyc1ic diterpene and gives a good indication of the nature and location of the 

modified group 
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They also give useful information on mixtures and a nmr spectrum of the crude 
resin gives an excellent check on possible loss and chemical change during work-up. 

Identification of the compounds in mixtures of known compounds can usually 
be obtained from gIc and tic evidence using very small amounts of material. In 
these cases the identification can be confirmed by comparison of mass [37, 38J or 

a 
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J H 0- ~C, ~O 

AcO cr f.... OAc 

6.35 H )("'OAc 
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Fig. 7 a and b. Use ofnmr spectra to determine the structures of (a) agatharesinol acetate. The structure 
ofagatharesinol, apart from the configurations at C(3) and C(4), follows from the nmr spectrum of the 
acetate. The aromatic substitution pattern and the sequence of protons along the aliphatic chain is 
clear from intensities, splitting patterns, and coupling constants. The placing of the substituents on the 
chain is shown by the position of the peaks. (b) acetoxy-trans-communic acid methyl ester: 2 protons 
at 4.5, 4.9 ppm indicate C = CH2 , i. e., a dicyclic diterpene. 4 protons at 4.8 - 6.4, methyl at 1.8 indicate 
a trans-communic acid side chain. Methyl at 0.6 indicates C(lO) methyl present with axial carboxyl at 
C(4). Methyl at 1.2 missing, methyl present at 2.0, 2 protons at 4.0, 4.4 indicate CH20Ac at C(4). 

Assuming a reasonable biogenesis the structure must be that shown 

infrared spectra. The combined gc-ms technique is especially valuable here 
because of its speed and the very small sample required (10-100 nanograms of 
each component to be identified). 

Some examples of the uses of these techniques are shown in Figs. 5-8. The 
infrared spectra (Fig. 5) include for comparison a sample of Baltic amber (Pinus 
sp. ?) which can be much less soluble than the Agathis resins and largely inaccessible 
to investigation by other techniques. The mass spectra of the methyl esters of 
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agathic acid and daniellic acid (Fig. 6 kindly provided by Dr. C. R. ENZELL) show 
the excellent fingerprint characteristics of mass spectra combined with useful 
structural information. 

The nmr spectra (Fig. 7) of a heartwood phenol and of the methyl ester of the 
main leaf-canal compound show how this technique may in a favorable case give 

- hydrocarbons 

- esters, aldehydes, 
hindered alcohol 

- equatorial CH2 OH at C (I.) 

- axial CHzOH at C(l.) 

- axial COOH al C(t. ) 

- equatorial CDOH at C(l.) 

- COOH+CDDMe 
- COOH+CH 20Ac 

2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 

Fig. 8. Thin layer chromatograms (hexane/acetone) showing changes in composition of A. australis 
resin from leaves to bark to fossil resin. 1, leaf surface; 2 and 5, whole leaf; 3 and 4, canal resin from old 
and young leaves ; 6 and 7, canal resin from twigs and stems; 8, 9 and 10, canal resin from branches 

and trunk ; 11, recent bled resin ; 12, " fossil" resin 

the complete structure (apart from configuration). In the more complex diterpenes 
biogenetic information is very helpful. The tic plate (Fig. 8) of a series of samples 
taken from different parts of a kauri tree illustrates the simplicity and sensitivity 
of the method for showing the presence of compounds of different types. The 
interpretation of the polarity in terms of functional groups is simplified in the 
present case where all the components are diterpenoid. 
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The deposition of plant and animal remains in marine and non-marine environ
ments and the alteration of this debris during subsequent geologic periods by 
numerous reactions, produced a wide variety of carbonaceous materials. Source 
material and conditions of deposition were major factors influencing the types of 
final products formed, which range from anthracite coal to petroleum. Between 
these two extreme types are numerous other carbonaceous substances of different 
compositions and properties. Oil shales, kukersite, and torbanite represent types 
of carbonaceous material that contain various amounts of organic matter, 
commonly called kerogen, from which high yields of oil can be produced at 
elevated temperatures, even though the constitutions of the kerogens differ. 

Much confusion exists in the use and interpretation of the terms" oil shale" 
and "kerogen". The term" oil shale", a misnomer, describes organic rich rock that 
produces significantly large quantities of crude oil by distillation. Based upon a 
classification of DoWN and HIMUS [1] oil shale is called a kerogen rock. In contrast 
to kerogen coal, 50 percent or more of the organic material in kerogen rock is 
converted to oil upon heating to 500° C. The term "kerogen" refers to the organic 
material present in kerogen rock which is insoluble in common petroleum sol
vents *. 

* The author suggests that the use of oil yield (5000 C)/carbon ratios or the use of volatile material 
(5000 C)/carbon ratios would be helpful in classifying the wide range of materials now referred to as 
kerogen. A high ratio would indicate a pyrobitumen-like material, a low ratio would indicate a coal
like material. 
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The benzene-soluble organic material present in the kerogen rock is often 
referred to as bitumen. For convenience when referring to elemental analysis and 
other tests, the term "kerogen" is associated sometimes with results obtained for 
the total organic material. Although not precisely correct, the error is small since 
the soluble material is a minor part ofthe total organic material. 
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Table I. General description of exposed rocks in the Piceance Creek basin (Cathedral Bluffs) 
oil-shale area a 

Evacuation Creek member. 600 feet thick. 
Gray and brown fine to medium-grained sandstone with interbedded gray 
marlstone and a few thin oil-shale beds. Upper part contains lenses of 
massive sandstone. Member weathers to rounded slopes. 

Parachute Creek member. 400 to 750 feet thick. 
Grayish-black, gray, and brown marlstone, including principal oil-shale units 

~ and several thin altered tuff and analcite key beds. Includes the Mahogany 
.~ 
~ ledge, which includes the Mahogany bed and Mahogany marker. Weathers 
8 light gray and blue; forms cliffs and steep slopes . .... 

<U 0 
~ ~ 

<U .... Garden Gulch member. 200 feet thick . Lower shaly member (of southern part u <U 
0 :> Gray madstone; some gray and of the Cathedral Bluffs oil-shale area). 
"'" ~ 

~ brown shale, and a few thin beds Gray marlstone; a few beds of gray 
<U of oil shale. Weathers gray; forms and brown siltstone and limestone. <U .... 
0 steep slopes and subdued ledges. Several thin oolitic and algal beds. 

Member interfingers with Douglas 
Douglas Creek member. Creek, Garden Gulch, and lower 
Less than 800 feet thick. part of Parachute Creek members. 

Buff sandstone and gray shale; a Weathers to slopes and low 
few thin algal limestone beds. cliffs. 
Weathers buff; forms slopes and 
low cliffs. 

",. 

Wasatch formation. 300 feet thick. <U 
~ 

Massive buff sandstone; a few interbedded red, brownish-yellow, gray, and maroon " u 
0 shale beds. Weathers to a slope capped by low sandstone cliffs. <U -;; 

0., 

gj Mesaverde formation. Uppermost 500 feet exposed in mapped area. 
0 

" Massive buff sandstone; some shale and coal beds. .... u 
" cd o.~ 

o.e 
~u 

a Reported by DONNElL et al. [5]. 

Green River kerogen has been described as having been formed in rather 
shallow, permanently stratified lakes during the Eocene Epoch [2]. The organic 
material was derived from the partial degradation of aquatic organisms that 
grew in these lakes. When the debris fell to the bottom of the lake, it apparently 
entered a highly reducing environment where it resisted further bacterial degrada
tion. Intimately associated with this organic material are large quantities of 
mineral matter such as calcite, dolomite, analcite, quartz, pyrite, illite, feldspar, 
marcasite, and opal, some being washed in while others were formed by precipita
tion. 
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The geology of the Green River Formation has been studied extensively by 
BRADLEY [3], DUNCAN and BELSER [4], DONNELL et al. [5], and others of the U. S. 
Geological Survey. The Green River Formation in the Piceance Creek Basin is 
divided into four members [3, 5] and short descriptions of the members are given 
in Table 1. Several distinctive beds occur in the principal oil-shale zone of the 
Parachute Creek member. The Mahogany marker, an analcitized tuff that aver
ages 0.5 foot in thickness, is a key bed for identification purposes but contains no 

I 
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i' I 

"''''L'~~~~~~~*1=~ 
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I 

Scale, miles 
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~ Green River Formation 

Fig. 1. Location of Green River Formation 
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oil shale. This marker is 5 to 15 feet above the Mahogany bed, which is the thickest 
rich oil-shale bed in the Green River Formation. Both the Mahogany marker and 
the Mahogany bed are in the Mahogany ledge, which contains several beds of 
distinctive mahogany-colored oil shale and is the richest oil-shale unit in the 
area. Microfossils present in the Green River Formation have been described by 
BRADLEY [3]. 

Green River kerogen as seen under the microscope consists of organic material 
of two types; the major portion is yellow and the minor portion is brown or 
brownish black. The yellow structureless organic material occurs in long thin 
bands or stringers laid parallel to the bedding laminae and is intimately mixed 
with inorganic mineral, while the brown organic material occurs in thin stringers 
and as irregular granular masses. The brown organic material constitutes about 
5 percent of the total organic material. 

Considerable research has been conducted on the Green River Formation 
kerogen during the past few decades, most of which is reviewed by ROBINSON and 
STANFIELD [6]. 

The data presented is discussed in terms of chemical constitutional and 
physical constitutional analyses, partially summarizing studies of the constitution 
of the kerogen of the Green River Formation at the U.S. Bureau of Mines 
laboratory. Unless noted otherwise, the samples studied were from the Piceance 
Creek basin of Colorado. The other major oil shale basins in the Green River 
Formation are shown in Fig. 1. 

II. Chemical Constitution Analysis 
A. Elemental Composition 

Based on elemental analyses by SMITH [7], the empirical formula for Green 
River Formation kerogen at the Mahogany zone level may be represented by 
C215H330012N5S with a formula weight of about 3,200. The atomic HIC of 1.6 
shows the average composition of Green River kerogen to be more aliphatic than 
aromatic. The atomic CIO of 18, the CjN of 43, and the CIS of 215 show the 
average amount of carbon atoms to hetero atoms. 

The assay oil to organic carbon ratio for Green River kerogen is about 0.8. 
This represents a very high conversion of the organic carbon to a viscous oily 
product and smaller amounts of gas and carbon residue. This indicates a vast 
predominance of aliphatic to condensed aromatic structures as the latter type 
structures are known to produce large amounts of carbon residue and small 
amounts of oil [8]. 

B. Oxidation 

One method of degrading kerogen to lower-molecular-weight materials for 
study is by oxidation. BONE et al. [9] developed a carbon-balance technique for 
studying coals. By this method, the organic material is exhaustively degraded in a 
boiling solution of alkaline potassium permanganate and the amount and distribu
tion of the oxidation products determined. Highly condensed aromatic materials, 
such as anthracite coals, are oxidized to large yields of nonvolatile, nonoxalic 
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acids which contain benzene carboxylic acids. Fatty materials, on the other hand, 
are very resistant to alkaline permanganate oxidation. Because of these variations 
in oxidation behavior, this relatively simple experiment determines differences or 
similarities between carbonaceous materials. ROBINSON et al. [10, 11] found that 
Green River kerogen was almost completely oxidized to oxalic acid, volatile 
acids, and CO2 , showing the absence of significant amounts of fatty or condensed 
aromatic structures. By contrast another kerogen, notably Middle Dunnet 
(Scottish) kerogen, produced 14 percent nonvolatile-non oxalic acids from which 
benzenoid acids were identified. This indicated the presence of aromatic structures, 
or structures that were oxidized to aromatic acids. Australian torbanite contained 
about 74 percent material resistant to oxidation, which indicated the presence of 
considerable fatty remains. The peat to anthracite series [12] was almost com
pletely oxidized to lower-molecular-weight acids, each producing nonvolatile
non oxalic acids from which benzenoid acids were identified. The production of 
greater amounts of nonvolatile-non oxalic acids with increase in the rank of the 
coal indicated that the amount of condensed aromatic structures increased in the 
peat to anthracite series. Although this test does not prove the presence of definite 
structures, it does show differences in structure and indicates that these differences 
may be due to the aromatic portion ofthe structure. On this basis, it was concluded 
that Green River kerogen is essentially nonbenzenoid and contains little or no 
fatty or algal remains resistant to oxidation. 

Alkaline potassium permanganate oxidation is also a convenient laboratory 
method of producing small quantities of intermediate oxidation products for 
study. By controlling the extent of oxidation, acids of intermediate molecular 
weight were produced. The nonprecipitated acids, referred to as filtrate-soluble 
acids, were converted to n-butyl esters and studied by ROBINSON et al. [13]. A total 
of 20 distillation fractions plus a residue were obtained by vacuum distillation at 
7 to 10 Torr. Except for a small amount of residue, the number of acid groups per 
molecule, based upon saponification equivalents and molecular weights, ranged 
from 1.9 to 2.4. The residue had 4.8 acid groups per molecule. These results show 
that the filtrate-soluble acids were predominantly dicarboxylic and suggested a 
linear rather than a highly condensed structure for Green River kerogen. 

Based on mass spectral analyses and other data, the first 10 fractions of n-butyl 
esters contained 42.4 percent butyl oxalate, 7.1 percent butyl succinate, 6.0 percent 
butyl glutarate, 1.9 percent butyl adipate, 1.1 percent butyl pimelate, 0.5 percent 
butyl suberate, and 41.0 percent unidentified product. Physical properties of the 
unidentified material showed that the normal dicarboxylic acid series did not 
continue beyond fraction 10, and that the material boiling above this fraction was 
predominantly alicyclic carboxylic acids. 

This unidentified material was reduced to hydrocarbons by ROBINSON and 
LAWLOR [14] by the following reactions: 

(1) RC01H ~:~~:I , RC01C4H9 
(2) RC01C4H9 L~~~4 , RCH10H 

(3) RCH10H P205~!3P04 ' RCHzI 

(4) RCHzI :~I ' RCH3· 
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These reactions gave a product that was amenable to fractionation by solubility 
in pentane at 0° C, elution chromatography from alumina, wax separation from 
methylethyl ketone at - 5° C, elution chromatography from silica gel and urea 
adduction of the wax and paraffin oil fractions. The two major fractions were the 
paraffin oil fraction, which was predominantly naphthenic and represented 
29.3 percent of the total fraction, and the polar resins, which represented 23.7 per
cent of the total fraction. Separation of 4.1 percent of the total fraction by urea 
adduction indicated that some long-chain fatty acids had been present in the 
oxidation product. This type of material is somewhat resistant to oxidation and 
would tend to be concentrated by the oxidation process. The n-alkanes, prepared 
from the oxidation product without loss of carbon atoms, had a CPI (carbon 
preference index) ratio of odd to even carbon numbers of 0.7 in the C25 to C33 

range. 

Analyses of the alkane fractions of the reduced product showed that the urea 
adduct wax was predominantly straight-chain alkanes with an average carbon 
length of 28. By contrast, the nonadduct wax was predominantly naphthenic with 
1 to 6 rings per molecule. The adduct paraffin oil was mostly straight-chain 
material with average carbon chain lengths of 22. The largest single fraction of the 
product, namely the nonadduct paraffin oil, was analyzed by mass spectrometry 
and found to be predominantly naphthenic, 1 to 6 rings per molecule. The two 
nonadduct fractions contained 22 and 25 percent aromatic materials. 

Table 2. Nuclear magnetic resonance analyses of oil fractions' 

Percentage of total CH CH CH2 groups Terminal 
CH 2 groups olefinic aromatic alpha to CH 3 

0, N, S, or groups 
straight naphthenic aromatic ring 
chain 

Paraffin oil 20 80 None None None Small 
Aromatic oil 40 60 None Small Large Small 
Polar oil 40 60 None Small Small Small 

• Obtained with a 40 megacycle oscillator. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance analyses of the oil fractions of the reduced product 
shown in Table 2 indicate the naphthenic character of the oil fractions and show 
the presence of few side chains with terminal CH3 groups. The aromatic fraction 
had a small peak in the region normally assigned to CH groups and a large peak 
in the region assigned to CHz alpha to 0, N, S, or aromatic rings, suggesting a 
high degree of substitution. 

Mass spectral analyses of the aromatic oil fraction of the reduced product, 
which represented 8.7 percent of the oxidation product, indicated that it contained 
almost exclusively l-ethylpropyl substitution (see [14J for details of analysis). 
Based on the results of color tests for aromatics and the method of fractionation 
used, it is probable that only mononuclear and dinuclear aromatics, including 
benzenes, tetralins, indanes, and indenes, were present in this fraction. 
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The infrared spectra of the two resin fractions of the reduced product, which 
represented 34.6 percent of the total degradation product, are shown in Table 3. 
Only minor differences were noted in the two materials. Both had strong peaks 
at 2,900, 1,460, and 1,370 cm -1 indicating the presence of methyl-methylene 
groups. Weak or no absorption at 720 cm -1 indicated little or no carbon chains 
with more than four carbon atoms. The evidence suggests that the resins were 
predominantly cyclic and had some aromatic character. Both resins had strong 
absorption at 1,730cm-1 attributed to carbonyl groups. This suggested that a 
portion of the resin oxygen functional groups remained unreduced. 

Table 3. J nfrared spectra of resin fractions 

Band locations Intensity· Possible interpretations 
(em-I) 

nonpolar resins polar resins 

3,400 M-W M-W OH (bonded) 
2,900 S S CH2 , CH3 

1,730 S S C=O (ester) 
1,680 W None C=O (aromatic) 
1,580-1,600 M-W w C = C (aromatic), carboxylate ion 
1,460 S S CH2 , CH3 

1,370 S S-M CH3 

1,240 W S-M {ester, ketone 
1,120 S None alcohol, anhydride 

875 W None aromatic 
870 None W aromatic 
740 S None aromatic 
720-730 W None alkyl chains 

• W-weak, M-medium, and S-strong. 

Other oxidants, such as ozone [15], nitric acid, periodic acid, hydrogen per
oxide, pressure oxidation using gaseous oxygen, and air, have been used to degrade 
kerogen. Ozone reacts slowly with kerogen suspended in either alcohol or KOH 
solutions, which suggests the presence of very few olefinic double bonds. Air 
oxidation of kerogen in open pans at 1700 C for 14 weeks produced a total of 
49 percent loss in weight and the loss had not leveled off at the end of the heating 
period. By contrast, coals lose a total of about 10 percent in weight and lignite 
loses about 25 percent in weight after 300 hours of oxidation. 

C. Thermal Degradation 
At a temperature of about 3250 C, Green River kerogen softens, swells slightly, 

and becomes darkened. Water is formed at 300 to 4050 C together with ammonia, 
other volatile nitrogen compounds, and hydrogen sulfide. Heavy oil vapors form 
at about 3900 C and continue up to 500 or 6000 C. 

Green River kerogen was degraded thermally by ROBINSON and CUMMINS [16] 
at temperatures from 25 to 3500 C in the presence of tetralin, a hydrogen-donor 
solvent. The resulting soluble products were separated by solvent fractionation, 
chromatographic techniques, and urea adducts. The 250 C extract represented 
40 Organic Geochemistry 
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only 4.4 percent of the kerogen, but the 3500 C thermal product represented 
84.9 percent of the kerogen. Only at 3500 C did minor amounts of pyrolytic gas 
form. The two major fractions of the thermal product were resins and pentane
insoluble material, while the oils and wax represented smaller fractions. The 
amount of pentane-insoluble material obtained tended to increase with increase in 
temperature of extraction, while the amount of resins decreased with increase in 
temperature. Paraffin oil tended to decrease and aromatic oil tended to increase 
with a rise in temperature. 

The elemental compositions of the resins and the pentane-insoluble material 
prepared at 25 to 3500 C in the presence of tetralin were compared. With both 
materials, it was evident that the ratios of 0/C and H/C tended to decrease while 
the ratio of N IC tended to increase with increase in the temperature of extraction. 
The ratio of SIC of the resins tended to increase with increase in the temperature 
of extraction, but the ratio of SIC in the pentane-insoluble material was nearly 
constant. These results suggest that oxygen structures were quite unstable and 
were degraded with loss of CO2 , CO, and water. Also, nitrogen structures were 
quite stable to degradation and required higher temperatures to make them 
soluble, indicating the presence of considerable amount of double-bonded nitrogen. 
Hydrogen loss was due to dehydration and dehydrogenation. Nuclear magnetic 
resonance analyses of the 3500 C pentane-insoluble material indicated that it 
contained approximately 32 percent aromatic and 68 percent alkyl and cycloalkyl 
structures. A portion of the aromatic content of these extracts was probably 
formed from the tetralin during the heating process. 

At 3500 C, in the presence of tetralin, the kerogen was degraded to 10 to 
15 percent straight-chain alkanes containing 25 to 30 carbon atoms, 20 to 25 per
cent cycloalkanes, 10 to 15 percent aromatic structures having an average of 
4 rings per molecule, and 45 to 60 percent heterocyclic material. These materials 
probably represent structures present in the original kerogen and suggest that the 
kerogen is predominantly a heterocyclic material connected to or associated with 
smaller amounts of hydrocarbon material consisting of straight-chain alkyl, 
cycloalkyl, and aryl groups. 

When Green River kerogen is pyrolyzed at 5000 C, approximately 66 percent 
oil, 9 percent gas, 5 percent water, and 20 percent carbon residue are formed. 
Approximately two-thirds of the organic carbon and hydrogen is represented in 
the oil, two-thirds of the oxygen is converted to gas and water, nitrogen is distrib
uted equally between the oil and the residue, and two-thirds of the sulfur is in the 
oil and one-third is evolved as gas. The principal gas constituents are HzS, CO2 , 

CO, NH3 , Hz, CH4 , CzH6 , and low-molecular-weight alkenes. The evolution of 
CO2 , which represents about 1 percent of the total carbon and one-third of the 
oxygen, may be due to decarboxylation, while CO may be produced from keto 
groups. The presence of ammonia and hydrogen sulfide in pyrolytic gases may be 
due to the degradation of terminal nitrogen and sulfur functional groups; however, 
a large percentage of both bonded nitrogen and bonded sulfur appeared in the 
oil, which indicates the presence of considerable thermally stable nitrogen and 
sulfur groups in the kerogen. In other thermal decomposition studies of Green 
River kerogen, the specific reaction rates of thermal decomposition were reported 
by HUBBARD and ROBINSON [17]. 
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D. Reduction 
Another method of degrading kerogen to soluble products for classification 

and identification consists of reductive degradation. Green River oil shale was 
catalytically hydrogenated by HUBBARD and FESTER [18J using hydrogen at 
4,200 psig (hot pressure) at 3550 C for 4 hours in the presence of stannous chloride 
catalyst. The hydrogenolysis product was recovered, and fractionated by solvent 
treatment, chromatography, distillation, formation of adducts and other tech
niques. The wax recovered, which amounted to 12 percent of the kerogen, was 
predominantly branched alkanes and cycloalkanes rather than normal alkanes. 
The paraffin oil fraction was also predominantly cyclic rather than straight chain 
and represented 29 percent of the kerogen. The major fraction, which represented 
40 percent of the Green River kerogen, was the polar oil fraction that contained 
0, N, and S, and appeared to be essentially nonaromatic in character. 

Attempts have been made to reduce Green River kerogen with other reagents. 
Concentrated hydriodic acid cleaves ethers and other oxygen functional groups. 
A total of 14.1 percent of soluble degradation product was obtained from the 
kerogen when treated with HI at 2000 C for 24 hours. Comparable tests on 
Estonian kukersite [19J degraded as much as 90 percent of that kerogen. This 
suggested that the ether groups present in Green River kerogen are not easily 
degraded by HI treatment. 

Reduction of Green River kerogen with lithium in ethylene-diamine increased 
the atomic H/C from 1.54 to 1.65 without appreciably changing the solubility 
of the kerogen. 

LAWLOR et at. [20] lowered the 0IC in Green River kerogen concentrates from 
0.08 to 0.05 by reduction using lithium aluminium hydride and increased the H/C 
from 1.58 to 1.64. The loss of oxygen was reflected in the infrared spectra where 
the carbonyl absorption was eliminated with accompanying increase in hydroxyl 
absorption. Pyrite was quantitatively removed from the sample. 

A study was made by JENSEN et al. [21J of the thermal degradation of Green 
River kerogen at 370 to 5100 C in the presence of petroleum kerosene or a shale
oil gas-oil distillate and at hydrogen pressures from 300 to 4,300 psig. With a 
high partial pressure of hydrogen, oil that amounted to 126 percent of Fischer 
assay was obtained. 

E. Solvent Treatment 
Finely ground Green River oil shale was subjected to thermal degradation at 

2000 C and autogenous pressure in the presence of associating and nonassociating 
solvents by SCHNACKENBERG and PRIEN [22]. The total yield of product oil was 
found to be a function of molecular volume of the solvent. Nitrogen and sulfur 
contents of the product oil were considerably less than the original kerogen or of 
assay oil obtained from kerogen and were related to the associating characteristics 
of the solvent. From this, SCHNACKENBERG and PRIEN postulated that Green 
River kerogen exists in two forms, one rich in hetero atoms and one predominantly 
hydrocarbon in nature. 

Results of similar extractions at the Bureau of Mines laboratory, using various 
polar and nonpolar solvents are shown in Table 4. The polar extracts appeared to 
40' 
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be enriched in N, S, and ° compounds compared to the nonpolar extracts. In a 
series of other extractions where the same sample of oil shale was extracted 
successively by various polar and nonpolar solvents, it was found that the total 
extract increased slightly over single solvent extraction; however, it was apparent 
that the extracts were of different composition. The methyl alcohol extract 
contained about 17 percent of the total 0, N, and S present in the kerogen when 
preceded by n-heptane and cyclohexane extraction, compared to 7.3 percent when 
methyl alcohol was used alone. It appeared that Green River kerogen is only 
partly soluble because bonding forces present in the kerogen are strong enough 
to overcome the effect of the few active, functional groups present in the macro
structure. 

Extractant 

Acetone 
n-Heptane 
Methyl alcohol 
Benzene 
Phenol 
Tetralin 
Propylene carbonate 
Dipropylene glycol 
Polyglycol, Dow P 400 
Pyridine 
Ethylene diamine 

Table 4. Solvent extraction of kerogen 

Yield, percent 
of kerogen 

5.3 
6.1 
8.0 
8.5 

15.5 
5.4 
3.0 
6.0 
2.2 
9.4 

15.6 

0, N, S, extracted, 
percent of total in kerogen 

4.5 
3.6 
7.3 
4.8 

15.4 

MOORE and DUNNING [23J extracted Green River oil shale successively with. 
solvents of increasing polarity, and determined the interfacial activities, and the 
porphyrin, nitrogen, and the metal contents of the extracts. Successive extraction 
with benzene, benzene-methanol mixture, methanol, chloroform-methanol mix
ture, and pyridine produced 3.7 weight percent of extract. Changing the orders 
of methanol and chloroform-methanol mixture produced 4.2 weight percent of 
extract. Infrared analyses of the extracts showed the presence of various amounts 
of metal-porphyrin complex of iron and nickel with the major part of the porphyrin 
complexed with iron. The interfacial activities and film-forming tendencies of the 
extracts generally paralleled their porphyrin and nitrogen contents. The extracts 
contained from 0.133 to 0.346 weight percent of porphyrin aggregate. 

MORANDI and JENSEN [24J identified porphyrins of the phyllo type in Green 
River oil shale. The porphyrins from at least two homologous series were alkyl
substituted and contained 7 to 13 methylene substituents per molecule and most 
of the molecules also contained a carboalkoxy group. Their average molecular 
weights were 508. 

The bitumen associated with the kerogen of Green River oil shale was studied 
by CUMMINS and ROBINSON [25]. The n-alkanes identified represented 1 percent 
of the bitumen and ranged from C13 to C33 compounds. Odd-carbon-numbered 
n-alkanes were present in greater quantity than even-carbon-numbered n-alkanes. 
The n-alkanes had a CPI (carbon preference index) of3.6 in the range ofC25 to C33 
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compounds. The isoprenoid compounds identified represented 3.4 percent of the 
bitumen and ranged from CI5 to C20 compounds. The isoprenoid compounds 
identified were 2,6,10-trimethyldodecane, 2,6,10-trimethyltridecane, 2,6,10-tri
methylpentadecane, 2,6,10,14- tetramethylpentadecane, and 2,6, 10, 14-tetramethyl
hexadecane. 

Table 5. Assay oil yield and extraction ratios of oil-shale samples at different stratigraphic positions [26] 

Sample Stratigraphic position, Assay oil yield, Assay oil/C' Extraction 
number feet from surface gal per ton ratio b 

1 1,036.1-1,056.0 35 0.81 9.2 
2 1,056.0-1,080.9 34 8.2 
3 1,152.0-1,177.6 42 0.87 10.6 
4 1,235.5-1,241.1 48 6.4 
5 1,450.1-1,461.5 39 11.1 
6 1,597.3-1,628.0 35 0.82 11.5 
7 1,668.3-1,695.5 37 14.4 
8 1,786.0-1,824.8 28 0.73 12.4 
9 1,884.1-1,923.5 20 0.79 12.8 

• Percent assay oil/percent organic carbon. 

b Extraction ratio 
wt. percent benzene extract x 100 

wt. percent organic carbon 

Table 6. Normal alkane and acyclic isoprenoid contents at different stratigraphic positions 

Sample Stratigraphic position, Component mg/100 g organic carbon in oil shale 
number feet from surface 

normal total C20 C19 total acyclic 
C17 n-alkanes phytane pristane isoprenoids 

1 1,036.1-1,056.0 58 387 150 37 230 
2 1,056.0-1,080.9 21 181 212 55 378 
3 1,152.0-1.177.6 10 95 99 20 148 
4 1,235.5-1,241.1 18 122 85 20 129 
5 1,450.1-1,461.5 157 910 304 181 666 
6 1,597.3-1,628.0 264 1,078 326 173 757 
7 1,668.3-1,695.5 251 1,378 524 266 1,162 
8 1,786.0-1,824.8 77 1,285 332 130 742 
9 1,884.1-1,923.5 80 1,739 242 157 742 

In bitumens extracted from a 900-foot core of the Green River Formation 
(Sulfur Creek No. 10), ROBINSON et al. [26] found that the CPI of the n-alkanes 
decreased from 3.6 to 1.2 with depth. The extraction ratios and pyrolytic assay oil 
yields were determined for sections of the 900-foot core and the results are shown 
in Table 5. The assay oil/carbon ratios varied from 0.73 to 0.87. This difference 
shows some minor variations in the kerogen at different stratigraphic positions. 
In general, the amount of bitumen extracted from the oil shale increased with 
increase in stratigraphic position of the oil shale within the formation. There 
appears to be no relationship between total organic content of the oil shale and 
the amount of bitumen extracted per gram of oil shale organic carbon. The amount 
of n-alkanes and chain isoprenoid compounds in milligrams per 100 g of organic 
carbon at the different stratigraphic positions are shown in Table 6. In general the 
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amount of total n-alkanes in the extracts increased from 387 to 1,739 mg per 
100 g of organic carbon in the oil shale with increase in stratigraphic depth from 
1,036 to 1,924 feet. A minimum value of 95 mg/100 g of carbon was found at the 
1,152-foot-1,177-foot level. The normal C17 alkane ranged from 58 to 80 mg/100 g 
carbon with depth with a minimum of 10mg at the 1,152-foot-1,177-foot level 
and a maximum of 264 mg/100 g of carbon at the 1,597-foot-1,628-foot level. The 
total chain isoprenoid compounds showed similar trends and ranged from 230 
to 742 mg/1oo g of carbon with a minimum of 129 mg at the 1,235-1,241-foot level 
and a maximum of 1,162 mg at the 1,668-1,695-foot level of the core. Similarly, 
the C20 phytane and the C19 pristane ranged from 150 to 242 mg and 37 to 157 mg 
respectively with minima of 85 and 20 mg and maxima of 524 and 266 mg at 
the 1,235-1,241-foot and 1,668-1,695-foot levels of the core. The consistent 
minima and maxima in bitumen composition at the two positions of the core 
appear to be geochemically significant. 

BURLINGAME et al. [27] tentatively identified steranes and pentacyclic triter
panes in a Green River oil-shale bitumen. In a cooperative effort between the 
Laramie Petroleum Research Center and the British Petroleum Company Ltd., 
a white crystalline material isolated from the oil-shale bitumen was identified 
[28] as gammacerane, a pentacyclic triterpane. 

F. Functional Group Analysis 
A method for determining the carboxyl content of kerogen was developed by 

FESTER and ROBINSON [29]. The method utilizes an ion exchange reaction whereby 
the hydrogen ion of the carboxyl function is exchanged with the calcium ion of 
calcium acetate. The acetic acid liberated by the ion exchange is used as a quantita
tive measure of the amount of carboxyl function present in the kerogen. Utilization 
of steam distillation to remove the acetic acid formed forced the reaction to 
completion, thereby eliminating the reaction period of 2 weeks required to obtain 
equilibrium, and also facilitated the titration of the acetic acid. 

By using conventional methods, FESTER and ROBINSON [30] determined the 
oxygen functional groups present in Green River kerogen. Carboxyl and ester 
groups represented 15 and 25 percent of the kerogen oxygen, respectively. An 
additional 6.5 percent of the kerogen oxygen was accounted for as hydroxyl, 
carbonyl, and amide oxygen leaving 52.5 percent of the kerogen oxygen accounted 
for as unreactive oxygen. The unreactive oxygen is probably ether oxygen. 

The carboxyl and ester contents were determined for kerogen concentrates 
from sections of the 900-foot Sulfur Creek No. 10 core and the results are shown 
in Table 7. The carboxyl oxygen decreased from 18.3 mg carboxyl per gram 
organic carbon to 4.8 mg per gram organic carbon with increase in stratigraphic 
position from 1,036 to 1,923 feet. A leveling-off occurred from the 1,668-foot level 
to the end of the core. Also, a noticeable minimum value of 3.8 mg/g organic 
carbon was found at the 1,235-1,241-foot level. No consistent trends could be 
established with the amount of ester oxygen which ranged from a minimum of 
17.9 mg to a maximum of 42.9 mg per gram of organic carbon. The total carboxyl 
and ester oxygen represented 3.4 percent of the kerogen at the top of the core and 
1.9 percent of the kerogen at the bottom ofthe core. 
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Table 7. Carboxyl and ester contents of kerogen at different stratigraphic positions [26] 

Sample Stratigraphic position, Carboxyl, Ester, 
number feet from surface mgJg carbon mg/g carbona 

1 1,036.1-1,056.0 18.3 22.2 
2 1,056.0-1,080.9 10.1 33.9 
3 b 1,152.0-1.177.6 
4 1,235.5-1,241.1 3.8 26.7 
5 1,450.1-1,461.5 6.7 17.9 
6 1,597.3-1,628.0 4.0 37.1 
7 1,668.3-1,695.5 4.7 26.0 
8 1,786.0-1,824.8 4.9 42.9 
9 1,884.1-1,923.5 4.8 29.0 

a Calculated as COOH after saponification. 
b Insufficient sample. 

BROWER and GRAHAM [31J showed that Green River kerogen contains one 
double bond for each 16 to 22 carbon atoms and undergoes, to a very limited 
extent, substitution reactions typical of aromatic compounds. 

G. Hydrolysis 
Preliminary tests indicated that approximately 5 to 10 percent of the Green 

River kerogen is degraded by alkaline hydrolysis, alkaline fusion, or acid 
hydrolysis. The free fatty acids and the fatty acids obtained by methanolic KOH 
hydrolysis of kerogen esters were studied by LAWLOR and ROBINSON [32]. Fatty 
acids ranging from CIO to C35 compounds were isolated from Mahogany zone 
oil-shale samples. The distribution of the fatty acids showed a predominance of 
even over odd carbon numbers of 1.41 in the C16 to C20 range and 2.05 in the 
C26 to C30 range. The data, when compared with n-alkane data, suggested that 
even-carbon-numbered fatty acids had been converted to odd-carbon-numbered 
n-alkanes by carbon loss. Also, even-carbon-numbered fatty acids may have been 
converted to odd-carbon-numbered fatty acids. 

EGLINTON et al. [33J isolated C19 and C20 chain isoprenoid acids from a core 
section of Green River oil shale and found a parallelism between the distribution 
of the isoprenoid acids and isoprenoid alkanes of the same carbon number. 

III. Physical Constitution Analysis 
The presence of large quantities of inorganic material in oil shale complicates 

the determination of the physical properties of kerogen. Unlike coal, it is not easy 
to hand-pick petrographic constituents of kerogen that are nearly free of mineral 
matter. Attempts have been made to separate the mineral matter from kerogen 
but only partial success has been achieved. Kerogen concentrates contain about 
10 to 15 percent ash unless drastic treatment is used to remove silicates and pyrite. 
Three types of kerogen concentrates have been available for study: namely, 
HCI-HF concentrate, attritor concentrate and sink-float concentrate (see Chap
ter 6). 
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A. Infrared Analysis 

The infrared spectrum of a Green River kerogen concentrate (Fig. 2) shows 
strong absorption in the region of 2,900 and 1,460 cm -1 assigned to methyl
methylene groups and strong absorption in the 1,680 to 1,720 em-I region 
assigned to carbonyl groups. The spectrum shows medium absorption in the 
1,580 to 1,610 em -1 region assigned to aromatic structures or carboxyl salts and 
medium absorption in the 1,380 cm -1 region assigned to methyl or cyclic meth
ylene groups. Weak absorption in the 720 cm -1 region showed the presence of 
small amounts of chains greater than C4 • 
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Fig. 2. Infrared spectrum of Green River kerogen 

B. Ultraviolet Analysis 

Absorption of radiation in the ultraviolet region by Green River kerogen was 
investigated by McDONALD and COOK [34] by suspending a kerogen concentrate 
in low melting polyethylene. Using this method, it was shown that the kerogen 
contains about 5 to 10 percent aromatic structures. 

C. X-Ray Diffraction Analysis 
X-ray diffraction patterns of a Green River kerogen concentrate (Fig. 3) showed 

the sample to have maximum diffraction at angle 2 theta of 18.9° which is equiv
alent to an interlayer spacing of 4.7 Angstrom units. This large spacing compared 
to graphite (3.4 A) illustrates the predominantly saturated character of Green 
River kerogen. 

D. Carbon Isotope Ratios 
The 13C;t2C ratios were determined for Green River kerogen concentrates 

from portions of Sulfur Creek No. 10 core and the results are shown in Table 8. 
The ratios decreased from about -1.4 to - 2.4 permil with increase in depth 
from 1,036 to 1,241 feet then increased to a maximum of -0.3 permil at the 
1,786 to 1,824-foot level, and then decreased to -1.6 at the 1,884 to 1,923-foot 
level. This minima and this maxima occur at the same position in the core as the 
minima and maxima previously noted for the alkane and isoprenoid contents of 
the soluble bitumen. 
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Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction of kerogen and other carbonaceous materials 

Table 8. Carbon isotope ratios of kerogen concentrates at various stratigraphic positions 

Sample Stratigraphic position, 13Cl2C 

number feet from surface (LI in 0/00)" 

1 1,036.1-1,056.0 -1.43 
2 1,056.0-1,080.9 -1.81 
3 
4 1,235.5-1,241.1 -2.40 
5 1,450.1-1,461.5 -1.26 
6 1,597.3-1,628.0 -0.70 
7 1,668.3-1,695.5 -0.83 
8 1,786.0-1,824.8 -0.26 
9 1,884.1-1,923.5 -1.59 

" Determined by Marathon Oil Company using NBS-22 standard. 

E. Physical Properties 

633 

The density of Green River kerogen measured by the pycnometer method at 
200 C in heptane is 1.07 [7]. 

Free swelling of a Green River kerogen concentrate was less than a No.1 
coking coal [35]. The kerogen concentrate showed plastic properties from 3330 to 
3930 C by the Gieseler Plastometer Test [36]. 
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A Green River concentrate contracted 39 percent when heated from 4050 to 
4450 C (Parry-Potter Dilatometer Test). The kerogen showed partial melting 
properties between 405 and 4450 C. 

Calculations by the method of VAN KREVELEN [8] for ring condensation and 
aromaticity indicated 0.20 ring per carbon atom and 6 to 8 percent aromaticity 
for Green River kerogen. 

IV. Discussion 
Based on oxidation studies, Green River kerogen appears to be essentially a 

nonaromatic material. The nature of the oxidation products indicate that few 
aromatic structures are present in the kerogen as only nonbenzenoid acids were 
formed. The filtrate-soluble acids from kerogen oxidation were essentially all 
dicarboxylic acids. Highly condensed structures would produce polyfunctional 
acids. This indicates that the kerogen has predominantly a linear-type structure. 
The kerogen is almost completely degraded to CO2 and oxalic acid by exhaustive 
oxidation with alkaline potassium permanganate. As straight-chain and aromatic 
materials are difficult to oxidize to completion, it appears that these type materials 
are not the predominant structures. By elimination, it appears that Green River 
kerogen is predominantly a hetero material or is highly unsaturated. Numerous 
tests show that the latter is not the case. The nature of the oxidation products 
suggests that the kerogen contains more cyclic than straight-chain structure and 
that the heterocyclic structures are oxidatively cleaved at oxygen linkages. There 
is also evidence that structures present in the kerogen, other than carboxyl groups 
or acid salts, degrade to carbon dioxide, as heating tests of kerogen acids indicated 
that additional carbon dioxide was released from the oxidation product after all 
the carboxyl groups were removed by decarboxylation. Also, a large part of the 
oxygen is present as "oxygen bridges". 

From the results ofthermal degradation studies, a number of observations can 
be made concerning the structure of Green River kerogen. There is some evidence 
that the kerogen may consist of at least two different structural units. One unit is 
predominantly hydrocarbon in nature with straight-chains, rings, and some 
heterocyclic structures that produce most of the oil, wax, and resins by thermal 
degradation. The other type is essentially a heterocyclic material that is partially 
converted to oil, but is converted mainly to hydrogen-deficient materials, which 
in turn yield mostly carbon residue and gas upon being subjected to further degra
dation. One indication of this is the fact that the total amount of kerogen converted 
to oil, wax, and resins at 3500 and 50(t C was approximately the same, but there 
were large differences in the amount of pentane-insoluble material, gas, and carbon 
residue produced. About 48 percent of the 3500 C extract was insoluble in pentane 
compared to 6 percent for an extract prepared at 5000 C. Only a small amount of 
kerogen was converted to gas and carbon residue at 3500 C compared to 30 percent 
at 5000 C. This indicates that pentane-insoluble compounds are largely converted 
to gas and carbon residue at 5000 C. 

The composition of the thermal products indicates that the kerogen is pre
dominantly a heterocyclic material. The kerogen structure is probably linear 
rather than highly condensed about a given nucleus. Based upon the composition 
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of the low-temperature extracts, Green River kerogen is composed of approxi
mately 5 to 10 percent chain paraffm structures, 20 to 25 percent saturated cyclic 
structures, 10 to 15 percent aromatic structures, and 45 to 60 percent heterocyclic 
structures. The aromatic value may be too high because of the formation of 
aromatic compounds from tetralin during the heating. 

Green River kerogen contains functional groups that decompose during 
pyrolysis to CO2 , CO, NH3 , H 2S, water, and carbon residue. Carbon dioxide in 
pyrolytic gas suggests the decomposition of carboxyl groups present as acids or 
acid salts. The amount of CO2 released during retorting represents approximately 
1 percent of the total carbon and 30 percent of the oxygen, while carbon monoxide 
represents about 0.1 percent of the total carbon and 2 percent of the oxygen. 
Chemical determination of functional groups indicates the kerogen oxygen to be 
present mainly in carboxyl, esters, and ether groups. 

A study of the products obtained by hydrogenolysis of kerogen indicates that 
these products contain fewer polar groups than retort oil or low temperature 
extracts and are in general more paraffinic. However, the same general conclusions 
concerning the structure of kerogen can be made from this study as from the study 
of other thermal products. 

Although only about 10 percent of the total organic material is soluble in 
various solvents, some information concerning the nature of Green River kerogen 
was obtained by solvent studies. The kerogen is only partly soluble because the 
bonding forces of kerogen are very strong. The results of extraction tests indicate 
that portions of the organic material exist in at least two different forms, one with 
a small amount of heteroatoms and one with a large amount of heteroatoms. 

The identification of n-alkanes and fatty acids of similar carbon number 
distribution, acyclic isoprenoid compounds, steranes, and pentacyclic triterpanes 
shows a biological origin of the organic material present in Green River Formation 
oil shale. These studies show minor compositional changes in the organic material 
with stratigraphic position in the formation, suggesting that the kerogen within 
the Green River Formation has distinct, though minor, differences in structure. 

The observed deviations of the carboxyl content, the extraction ratio, the 
alkane contents, and the 13Cj12C ratio ofthe two areas of Sulfur Creek No. 10 core 
undoubtedly have geochemical significance. The cause of these variations at these 
locations in the formation are not known but may be indicative of differences in 
source material or modification differences at the time of deposition or after 
deposition. 

Chemical analyses and the results of X-ray, infrared, and ultraviolet analyses 
of the kerogen are in agreement and indicate that the structure of Green River 
kerogen is predominantly naphthenic in nature. The spectral evidence for aromatic, 
straight-chain, and hetero structures in the kerogen was of similar magnitude to 
that obtained for chemical or thermal degradation products of the kerogen. 

v. Summary 
The Green River Formation kerogen is a macromolecular material having 

predominantly a linearly condensed saturated cyclic structure with heteroatoms 
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of oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur. Straight-chain and aromatic structures are a minor 
part of the total kerogen structure. 

About one-half of the oxygen is present in the form of acid or ester groups, with 
the remaining oxygen in the form of ether or "bridge oxygen" linkages. Nitrogen 
and sulfur heteroatoms probably are present mainly in heterocyclic ring systems. 

The identification of moieties obviously related to biological precursors in the 
soluble organic material associated with kerogen has contributed to the know
ledge of the origin of kerogen. The extent to which similar materials contributed 
to the structure of the insoluble kerogen is still unknown. 
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The term" crude petroleum" embraces the naturally-occurring, highly com
plex, mobile organic mixture, usually predominantly hydrocarbons, which con
stitutes the commercial crude oil, natural gas and natural asphalt of the petroleum 
industry. This chapter will be almost entirely concerned with liquid crude oil**. 
Precise definitions of petroleum or crude oil are impossible, as no two oils are 
exactly alike and hence a continually different compositional problem exists [1]. 
It is becoming increasingly evident, however, that most crude oils contain the 
same series of compounds and that the differences between them are a reflection 
of the relative amounts of the various compounds which are present [2]. 

* Permission to publish this paper has been given by The British Petroleum Company Limited. 
** That is, the stabilized crude oil after removal of dissolved light hydrocarbons at atmospheric 

pressure and ambient temperature. 
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On comparison with dispersed sedimentary organic matter, petroleum appears 
to be a selective accumulation of the less polar constituents [3, 4]. Petroleum 
occurrences, in small quantities, are known on all Continents (with the present 
exception of Antarctica) and indigenous to formations of ages from Precam
brian [5,6] to Pleistocene [7]. Conditions favorable to the genesis and accumula
tion of commercial amounts of petroleum are, however, very selective [8-10]. 
General aspects of the geological occurrence of oil and gas accumulations have 
been reviewed by BROD [11], HEDBERG [7] and WEEKS [10] and their geographic 
distribution by PRATT and GOOD [12] and ODELL [13]. Crude oils from present 
day geographic locations, for example Venezuela or the Middle East, are often 
quite similar in properties and this frequently provides a useful means for their 
commercial classification. 

A petroleum deposit is the result of many complex processes occurring under 
different geological settings and over the span of geological time. BAKER [14] 
divides the process into three continuous stages: (1) the origin of petroleum con
stituents; (2) the primary migration of this organic matter, and (3) its final accu
mulation in the reservoir. Calculations for some of the compounds in petroleum 
[15-17] indicate that most crude oils are not in thermodynamic equilibrium, so 
that a fourth part may conveniently be added to the above process, viz. (4) post 
accumulation changes, or the "maturation" of the petroleum within the reservoir. 
The term "petroleum evolution" is sometimes used in considering stages 1-4 in 
their entirety. 

Over the past decade, most investigations have been concerned with the origin 
of petroleum hydrocarbons (see, for example, Chapter 13) to the exclusion of work 
on the migration and accumulation of petroleum. The problems involved in these 
latter processes have recently been reviewed by HODGSON and HITCHON [18], 
TISSOT [19] and HUNT [20]. Primary migration almost certainly involves the 
movement of petroleum constituents from low permeability source sediments, 
where they are present in trace amounts, into porous, permeable reservoir rocks. 
As sediments become more deeply buried, they lose their interstitial water under 
the forces of overburden pressure and compaction and, as fluid is expelled, it is 
reasonable to assume that it carries with it, either in solution or suspension, 
minute amounts of the various petroleum constituents. Solubility data [21] sup
port this hypothesis, and estimates of the fluid movement during compaction of a 
sedimentary basin [10, 18] indicate that very large amounts of material can be 
transported by this mechanism. Additional evidence to support the migration of 
petroleum constituents in solution or as an extremely dilute colloidal dispersion 
is provided by the study of "oil" migration in recent sediments of Pedernales, 
Venezuela [22]. On entering the porous reservoir rock, physical and chemical 
conditions are postulated to change sufficiently to cause release of the oil. The 
oil droplets increase in size and are unable to re-enter the water-wet pores of the 
surrounding impermeable cap-rock. 

The mechanism of migration and accumulation of petroleum is thus still 
mainly speculative and just how petroleum constituents migrate in water, at what 
stage most of the oil leaves the presumed source beds, and the method of oil 
release in the reservoir remains to be elucidated. 
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II. Petroleum Composition - General 
The organic geochemist views the origin or "evolution" of petroleum as a 

particular aspect of the general problem of the fate of organic matter in the Earth. 
His major approaches to the problem are the following: 

(1) A realization that petroleum is almost universally associated with sedi
mentary rocks and a knowledge of the geological factors that control its oc
currence [23-26a]. 

(2) The study of petroleum composition to see what clues as to likely pro
genitors are preserved. 

(3) The relationship of petroleum to the other organic constituents in sedi
ments, i. e., its organic sedimentological aspects [26 b]. 

This chapter will be almost entirely concerned with aspect (2). 
Most petroleums buried under even slight overburden contain dissolved, or 

natural gas which is evolved under surface conditions [27]. The amount of gas 
is expressed as a gas/oil ratio (determined under standard conditions) and, for 
some petroleums, this can be as much as 350: 1 measured on a volume:volume 
basis. Hydrocarbons [28J form a large part of this gas, the amount decreasing 
rapidly as the carbon number increases from C1 to C6 , although depending on 
separation conditions, higher hydrocarbons can be present. Substantial quantities 
of non-hydrocarbon gases such as H2S, N2 and CO2 are sometimes also present. 
The components normally determined in natural gases evolved from petroleum 
are listed in Table 1. 

Non-hydrocarbons 

Nitrogen 
Carbon dioxide 
Helium 
Hydrogen 

sulfide 

Table 1. Components of petroleum natural gases 

Aliphatic hydrocarbons 

methane hexanes 
ethane (sometimes split into) 
propane 2,2-dimethylbutane 
i-butane 2-methylpentane 
n-butane 2,3-dimethylbutane 
i-pentane 3-methylpentane 
n-pentane n-hexane 

C7 + 

Naphthenes and aromatics 

cyc10pentane 
methylcyc10pentane 
cyc10hexane 
benzene 

The individual naphthenes and aromatics are often included in the composite 
analysis "pentanes" or "hexanes". C7 + refers to all hydrocarbons of carbon 
number 7 and above, usually determined by gas chromatography using a column 
back-flushing technique [29J. 

The boiling range of the components of petroleum, after removal of dissolved 
gas, can conveniently be represented as shown in Fig. 1. The full line is the boiling 
point, at 760 mmHg, of the homologous series of n-alkanes [30]. To the left of 
this line are plotted the best literature values for the most condensed aromatic 
hydrocarbons with the curve extrapolated beyond coronene. To the right of the 
n-alkane line an approximate boundary for the most highly branched isoalkanes 
is indicated by the broken line. All known petroleum hydrocarbons are contained 
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within the envelope of the isoalkane and condensed aromatic lines. The extension 
of this diagram is further discussed in a recent paper [31]. The approximate 
boiling ranges of the principal petroleum fractions are indicated on the right 
hand side of Fig. 1. 

Before considering in detail the various compounds isolated from petroleum, 
the methods of separation and analysis used in this work will be briefly reviewed. 

III. Separation Techniques 
Gas-liquid chromatography (GLC) introduced in 1952, has been extensively 

developed within the petroleum industry and has had a great impact on the study 
of petroleum composition. In analytical work, preparative GLC units are now 
rapidly replacing the distillation techniques used extensively in the past. The 
great versatility ofGLC for separation and particularly analysis, has been reviewed 
recently [32, 33]. Many of the separating processes that GLC is replacing have 
been well reviewed by MAIR [33]. Fractional distillation has advantages where 
large quantities of the material to be separated are available and the technique 
can be used at atmospheric pressure or at pressures as low as a few microns. The 
problem of constant boiling mixtures can be overcome by adding components 
which permit separation by extractive or azeotropic distillation [33, 34]. 
41 Organic Geochemistry 
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These first two methods principally exploit differences in boiling point to 
effect the separation of individual compounds. Thermal diffusion [33, 35, 36] of 
liquids, however, separates by molecular shape, using a thermal gradient estab
lished across the narrow annulus formed by two vertical concentric tubes, one of 
which is heated and the other cooled. 

Elution adsorption chromatography, on a wide variety of adsorbents [33,37,38] 
using column and thin layer techniques [39,40], is used widely for the separa
tion of petroleum samples into compound types. 

Segregation of molecular types according to shape and size is effected by a 
number of organic and inorganic compounds which "sieve" or complex with 
organic molecules. Molecular sieves [33,41] are commercially available with 
effective pore diameters of 3,4, 5,9 and 10 A. Sieves of 5 A appear to be specific 
in adsorbing and retaining n-alkanes although under certain conditions isoalkanes 
may be retained [42]. Liberation of the adsorbed n-alkane is conveniently accom
plished with hydrofluoric acid [43]. Gel permeation chromatography [44] is being 
applied increasingly to the separation of petroleum components. 

Complex formation [45] with organic molecules is widely used for the con
centration of indiyidual compounds or compound types. Urea and thiourea [46,47] 
adduction is a particularly useful method for separating n- and isoalkanes, 
although certain aromatics [48] and naphthenes will also complex with thiourea. 
The molecular types which form adducts are listed by McLAUGHLIN [49]. 

Aromatic hydrocarbons also form complexes with many aromatic nitro 
compounds [33] and separations exploiting the complex formation of silver ions 
with centers of un saturation, i.e., silver ion chromatography [50], are now well 
known. 

IV. Analysis 
The petroleum industry has developed a wide range of analyses, designed to 

reveal product quality, and the average molecular structure of its very complex 
products and raw material. Determinations of molecular structure rely increasingly 
upon spectroscopic techniques and the whole spectrum of electromagnetic 
radiation from X-rays to radio waves is harnessed to this end. X-ray diffraction [51] 
reveals the absolute molecular geometry of the carbon skeleton of individual 
molecules, but it is only with the ready access to computers [52] that such studies 
can be regularly undertaken. Electron and neutron diffraction techniques are 
applied in the study of catalyst surfaces or to the location of atoms with low 
scattering power in gases or liquids. The twin techniques of emission [53,54] and 
visible absorption spectrometry have been used extensively to study petro
porphyrins [55], yielding information on the incorporated metal atom and its 
ligand respectively. 

Infrared spectroscopy [56,57], especially in the fingerprint region (2-15 j.l), 
often characterizes individual molecules or types [58,59], it is only now yielding 
pride of place to mass and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. 

Absorption in the ultraviolet region, depends upon the presence of resonant 
molecular groups (chromophores) and is particularly suited to the structural 
determination of petroleum aromatics [60,61]. Application of the Cotton effect 
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and consideration of rotatory dispersion curves can also provide additional 
information. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy [62] has wide application in the 
elucidation of petroleum composition [63] and is applied to the study of aromatics 
[64], porphyrins [55], and olefins [65J as well as saturates. Its chief limitation is 
that the technique registers the environment of hydrogen atoms within the 
molecule and the position of the carbon 12C atoms have to be inferred. Carbon 13C 
is registered directly [66] but analyses are presently restricted by the large sample 
size required (> 0.5 g) and low instrument sensitivity. 

The techniques that have been discussed are essentially non-destructive and 
the sample may be recovered and submitted finally to mass spectrometry [67]. 
The molecular ions and fragments, produced by bombardment of the molecule 
with a beam of medium energy electrons, are recorded as mass spectra and 
rationalized to cracking patterns which provide molecular fingerprints of extra
ordinary detail on much less than a mg of sample. With high resolution the exact 
mass of the molecular ion can provide a precise molecular formula, replacing 
elemental analyses. If the cracking pattern can be exactly matched with that of 
an authentic sample an immediate identification may be secured. Simplified spectra 
which frequently show molecular ions alone, are produced at low ionizing voltages 
[68] or under field ionization conditions [69]. The full potential of mass spectro
metry will only be realized with print out accessories [70] and computer [71, 72] 
correlation of the data. Applications of mass spectrometry within the oil industry 
have been reviewed recently [73]. 

Gas-liquid chromatography, essentially a superfractionating device of immense 
versatility [74] when coupled to the mass spectrometer, has unlimited application 
in structural analysis, and it is the combination most likely to yield data from 
which detailed composition may be deduced. 

X-ray crystallography is the only known technique which can reveal an exact 
molecular structure without reference to any authentic sample, although NMR 
spectroscopy on occasions may yield data sufficient for the certain identification 
of some individual compounds. 

All of the other spectroscopic techniques require calibration and continual 
reference to authentic samples, which in the high molecular weight ranges are 
frequently unavailable. 

Optical activity of petroleum distillate fractions has been extensively studied 
[75-77] and the compounds probably responsible for the bulk of the activity have 
now been identified [78]. The development of new photoelectric polarimeters 
[79, 80J has enabled smaller samples and dark-colored solutions to be investigated 
and has made possible the direct measurement of the optical activity of unfraction
ated crude oils [81]. 

V. Hydrocarbons 

The major hydrocarbon components of natural gas are listed in Table 1. The 
composition of the other fractions from petroleum can conveniently be considered 
on the basis of boiling point and carbon number range as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
41* 
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Alkanes account for a large proportion of most petroleum hydrocarbons and 
by far the most abundant series is the n-alkanes. Individual n-paraffins with 1 to 33 
carbon atoms have been isolated and identified in Ponca City crude [82]. Recent 
work has shown the presence ofn-paraffins with carbon numbers from Cn to> C60 

in petroleum wax [83J, whilst other reports [84, 85J suggest that n-alkanes in the 
range CS4 to C78 are present in crude petroleums. 

Isoalkanes, especially the 2-, 3- and 4-methylalkanes occur in relatively high 
concentrations in petroleum and individual members up to ClO have been isolated 
from Ponca City petroleum [82]. Isomers of higher carbon numbers have been 
observed in urea adducts from Agha Jari petroleum fractions [31J and in studies 
of wax composition [86]. MAIR et al. [87J have recently isolated 2,6-dimethyloctane 
and 2-methyl-3-ethylheptane from the gasoline range of Ponca City crude. These 
two ClO branched hydrocarbons are present in relatively large amounts and could 
easily be derived from the monoterpenoids. MAIR [88J considers that the dis
tribution of the methylisopropyl benzenes in the same petroleum is also indicative 
of a derivation from the monoterpenoids. 

The abundance of methyl relative to larger alkyl substituents in branched 
alkanes and cycloparaffin rings seems to be a characteristic of petroleums and is 
considered by MEINSCHEIN [4J as further evidence in support of the terpenoids 
being a major source of some petroleum hydrocarbons. 

The lower boiling fractions of petroleum in the carbon number range C4 to Cll 

have been extensively studied, particularly by API Research Project No.6 [89J 
whose workers have separated and identified hydrocarbons of the following 
types: n-paraffins, branched paraffins, cyclopentane and alkylcyclopentanes, 
cyclohexane and alkylcyclohexanes, cycloheptane, bicycloparaffins, adamantane 
(tricycloparaffin), benzene and alkylbenzenes. Summaries of this work have 
recently been published by MAIR [82J and ROSSINI [90]. BREGER [91J also lists 
the various hydrocarbons which have been isolated and BESTOUGEFF [2J discusses 
the various hydrocarbon types. 

The analysis of the lower carbon number range of petroleum, particularly up 
to Cs , has been made much simpler by the use of gas-liquid chromatography [92J 
especially capillary column techniques [93,94]. Analyses of many types of 
petroleum have been made and geochemical interpretations are discussed by 
SMITH et al. [16J, MARTIN et al. [95J, BIEDERMAN [96J and BOGOMOLOV and 
SHIMANSKY [97]. 

The complexity of hydrocarbon types increases with boiling point, and analyses 
of higher boiling petroleum fractions are frequently quoted on the basis of mass 
spectrometric hydrocarbon-type analyses [98, 99]. The application of mass 
spectrometry to petroleum analysis has recently been reviewed by POWELL [100]. 
As mentioned in the section on Analysis, the combination of gas chromatography 
and mass spectrometry gives a powerful tool for the study of petroleum com
position. A recent example of the use of this technique is the characterization of 
various mono- and bicycloparaffins from a Californian petroleum naphtha [101]. 
A detailed account of the many experimental techniques used in petroleum 
chemistry together with the results obtained on various petroleum fractions is 
contained in a recent ASTM publication [102]. 
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2-Methyl-3-ethyl-heptane Adamantane Diamantane Tetracyclo-( 6,3,1,02.6 Os, 10) dodecane 

Farnesane Phytane Pristane 

4' 

5' 

2,3,6,7-Tetramethylnaphthalene 1,8-Dimethylphenanthrene 1,2-Cyclopentenophenanthrene 

3-Methylchrysene I-Methylpyrene 1,2-Benzofluorene Triphenylene 

5' 

11 

10 

10 

Perylene 1,2,3,4-Tetrahydro-2,2,9-trimethylpicene 1,2-Benzanthracenes 

The alkanes in this figure are presented in a particular conformation that relates them to naturally 
occurring cyclic terpenes 

Fig. 2. Hydrocarbons in petroleum 
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The isolation of individual compounds becomes increasingly difficult as the 
boiling point increases and the structures of relatively few compounds above CI4 
are known. One of the most interesting observations in recent years has been the 
isolation and identification in petroleum distillates of the isoprenoid alkanes, 
particularly farnesane, pristane and phytane [103-106]. The concentrations of 
these higher hydrocarbons with a terpenoid structure are again high relative to 
other types of hydrocarbons in the same carbon number range and support the 
argument for their biological origin. These hydrocarbons have since been widely 
used as biological markers in the study of sedimentary organic matter [107, 108]. 

Several studies have been made of the higher molecular weight aromatic 
hydrocarbons in petroleum. MAIR and BARNEWALL [109] studied the mono
nuclear aromatic material from the light gas oil from Ponca City crude and con
cluded that many of the alkylbenzenes had structures which again suggested a 
terpenoid origin. MAIR et al. [110] also examined the trinuclear aromatic con
centrate of a fraction boiling between 3050 and 4050 C from the same crude oil and 
isolated 21 individual compounds in the carbon number range CI4 to CIS. These 
aromatics included 2, 3, 4, 7-tetramethylnaphthalene, phenanthrene and its 1, 2, 3 
and 9-methyl and 1,8-dimethyl derivatives, 1,2-cyclopentenophenanthrene and its 
3' -methyl derivative (Diels hydrocarbon). Pyrene and its 4-methyl derivative and 
a series of alkylated fluorenes were also identified. These hydrocarbons are similar 
to those commonly produced by the dehydrogenation of steroids and other 
natural products. Several of these compounds were also identified in Agha Jari 
petroleum [31]. 

Chrysene and its 3-methyl derivative have been reported in petroleum [111, 
112]. Studies on Kuwait crude [112,113] have also indicated the presence of a 
series of anthracenes and phenanthrenes, 1-methylpyrene, 1,2-benzofluorene and 
triphenylene. Perylene has been identified [114] as well as 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-
2,2,9-trimethylpicene [115] and several benzanthracenes [116]. The trimethyl 
tetrahydropicene is significant as a possible dehydrogenation product of the 
triterpenoids. The various aromatic types occurring in petroleum distillates boiling 
between 3160 and 5380 C have been characterized by LUMPKIN and JOHNSON [117]. 

In the higher boiling range of petroleum, few cycloalkanes have been identified 
apart from some alkylcyclopentanes and alkylcyclohexanes [31,86]. Recent 
work [78] has shown the presence of a set of optically active triterpanes in petroleum 
distillates boiling around 4750 C and there are good indications that steranes are 
also present in petroleum [4, 118]. Many ofthe higher hydrocarbons in petroleum 
may perhaps be directly related to such natural products as the carotenes and 
plant prenols. 

VI. Sulfur Compounds 
The sulfur compounds of known structure that occur in petroleum were listed 

in 1962 [91] and the highest carbon number included was a CI4 dibenzothiophene. 
Since that time the carbon number of known compounds has been increased by 
two to include a series of alkyldibenzo- and naphtho-benzothiophenes. However, 
recent reviews of petroleum sulfur compounds [119, 120] reveal that steady 
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Fig. 3. Sulfur compounds in petroleum 

progress has been made in defining more certainly the molecular structure and 
principal molecular types that are to be found in a wide variety of crude oils. 

There are good indications [119] that elemental sulfur is present in some crude 
petroleums and its presence is thought to indicate that the crude petroleum con
taining it may not have been subjected to temperatures much above 1000 C. 
The most abundant sulfur compound-types in the lower boiling ranges, below 
1500 C, appear to be the thiols [121]. Thiaalkanes [122] and cydoalkylthiaalkanes 
[123] though present, occur in minor amounts. Their place is taken, in distillates 
boiling up to 2500 C, by thiacydoalkanes [120,124, 125], bi- and tricyclothia-
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alkanes [120], and thiophenes [126]. These molecular types are supplanted in 
turn by benzothiophenes [119,120] and their variants which include the thia
indanes [127], thienothiophenes [128], dibenzo- and naphthobenzothiophenes 
and naphthothiophenes [120]. 

Although arylthiaalkanes [129] have been identified, so far very few sulfur 
compounds - thienothiophenes [128] and 3,4,5-trimethyl-2-(1-thiaethyl)-thiophene 
[119, 120] with two sulfur atoms per molecule, have been isolated from petroleum, 
although others are undoubtedly present. 

The molecular structure of the sulfur compound-types that are present in the 
higher boiling ranges of petroleum is not known with certainty, though partial 
molecular structures have been proposed [130] for the sulfur compounds in a 
high sulfur, Middle East crude oil. After extensive separation using chromato
graphy, thermal diffusion and chemical treatment, the average molecular types 
were characterized by chemical and spectroscopic means. The results indicated the 
presence of 2-3 fused aromatic nuclei and several naphthene rings, with wholly 
condensed systems predominating. A percentage distribution determined by mass 
spectrometry [68], has been estimated for sulfur compound types in one petroleum 
distillate boiling between 347° and 360° C. 

The methods used to separate and characterize the wide range of sulfur 
compound types are described adequately elsewhere [119, 120]. 

VII. Oxygen Compounds 
The principal oxygen-containing compounds which have been isolated from 

petroleum are the saturated fatty acids and naphthenic acids, although ketones, 
phenols, ethers, lactones, esters and anhydrides are known to be present. The 
oxygen content of crude oil increases with boiling point and, like other heteroatoms, 
the greater part of petroleum oxygen is found in distillates boiling above 400° C. 
Saturated fatty acids ranging from methanoic to eicosanoic have been isolated 
from petroleum [91]. In the carbon number range C1 to C9 , acids with both odd 
and even carbon numbers are reported as well as isoalkanoic acids [91] with one 
methyl branch in positions 2 to 5. In the higher boiling ranges alkanoic acids 
with 14, 16, 18 and 20 carbon atoms are known whereas those with odd carbon 
numbers do not appear to have been reported. More recently the occurrence of 
a series of isoprenoid acids Cu to C20 has been revealed in a Californian petroleum 
[131,132]. 

Naphthenic acids, which can account for some 3 percent weight of some 
petroleums, have been extensively investigated because of their commercial 
importance. These acids, occur principally in two ranges of carbon numbers C6 

to C12 and C14 to C19 • The lower range contains chiefly cyclopentyl and cyclohexyl 
carboxylic acids with several short (C1 to C2) substituents, which often include a 
geminal methyl pair [91, 132, 133]. Less is known about the higher ranges, although 
these appear to be monobasic acids with an average of 2 to 3 rings per molecule; 
they may perhaps be related to sesquiterpenes. Much larger molecules, containing 
sulphur and at least one carboxylic acid group are thought to be present in 
bitumen [134]. 
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Aliphatic ketones occur in petroleum [135] and, whilst neither cyclopentanone 
nor cyclohexanone has yet been identified, recently an acetylisopropylmethyl
cyclopentane was isolated from a Wilmington crude oil [136]. Fluorenones, C13 

to CIS' have been extracted from the higher boiling ranges of the same crude oil 
by sodium in liquid ammonia [137]. 

A triterpenoid lactone oxyallobetul-2-ene, isolated from Kuweit crude oil [138], 
is without doubt related to naturally occurring triterpenoids, and this observa
tion is supported by the identification later on of 2,2,9-trimethylpicene [139]. It 
may well be that a series of oxygenated triterpanes, like those discovered in brown 
coal [140], await isolation from petroleum. 

Dibenzofurans, long known in coal distillates [141,142], have been identified 
in Ponca City crude oil [143] and examples carrying methyl substituents at 
positions 2 and 3, as well as a 4,6-dimethylisomer, were isolated. Dibenzofuran 
itself has been reported in petroleum [144]. 
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The weakly acidic phenols are reported chiefly in lower boiling distillates and 
phenol, 0-, m- and p-cresols, 1,2,3-, 1,2,4-, 1,3,4-, 1,3,5-xylenols, and f3-naphthol [91J 
have all been identified. 

If bacteriological modification of plant remains under anerobic conditions is 
an important process in petroleum formation, as has been suggested by ZOBELL 

[145J, then the presence of oxygen-containing compounds in petroleum may be 
difficult to explain. On the other hand acidic materials seem to be widespread in 
sediments and formation waters [22J and these may be a potential source of 
oxygen compounds, particularly during the migration and accumulation stages. 

VIII. Nitrogen Compounds 
The nitrogen content of crude petroleums can be as low as 0.01 percent or as 

high as 0.9 percent by weight, most of this appearing in distillates boiling above 
4000 C. This nitrogen occurs alone in a variety of molecular environments such 
as pyridines, pyrroles, quinolines, carbazoles, etc., as well as in combination with 
other elements: with oxygen as quinolones, with sulfur as thioquinolines and in 
combination with oxygen and certain metals in the petroporphyrins [55]. These 
nitrogen compounds are usually considered under two categories defined by the 
state of the nitrogen atom, which will leave the molecule being considered as basic 
or non-basic. These terms are defined, and the varied and extensive methods 
applied to the isolation and identification of these two types are described in two 
recent papers [146,147]. The extensive work of LOCHTE and his co-workers has 
revealed the existence in petroleum of a wide variety of basic nitrogen compounds 
and this work has been reviewed [148]. The basic nitrogen compounds [148] 
include pyridines, and the isomers isolated show substituents in all possible 
positions with a preference for positions 2-, 3- and 5-. The substituents include 
C1, Cz , nand iso C3 , sec-C4 and cyclo-Cs, but pyridine itself was not found. A 
series of quinolines, including quinoline itself, was isolated and positions 2-, 3-, 4-
and 8- are favored by the substituents which include C1, Cz , nand iso C3 , and 
sec-C4 . Systems containing one saturated ring included 5, 6, 7, 8-tetrahydroquino
line and 2- and 5-methyl-6,7-dihydro-1,5-pyrindine. The discovery of 2-(2,2,6-tri
methylcyclohexyl)-4,6-dimethylpyridine [148J and very recently of the optically 
active 2,4,7a,8,8-pentamethylcyclopenta(f)pyrindan [149J lend considerable sup
port to the correlation of petroleum nitrogen compounds with naturally occurring 
alkaloids [150]. Other basic nitrogen types reported in petroleum are ct-hydroxy
benzo- and benzoquinolines, indoloquinolines, phenanthrolines and tetrahydro
carbazole nines [151J, although the presence of some of these compounds is in 
dispute [152J, acridines and dihydroacridines are reported in [147J Russian crude 
oils [153]. 

Non-basic nitrogen compounds include pyrroles, indoles, carbazoles and 
benzcarbazoles [154]. The 1,2-benzcarbazole isomer predominates with a minor 
amount of the 3,4-isomer, whilst the 2,3-isomer is reported to be absent [150]. 
These observations support an alkaloid source for petroleum nitrogen compounds. 
Amides with aN-substituted lactam structure are reported in a Russian crude 
oil [155]. Evidence has been presented for the presence of 2-quinolones and 
tentatively 2-thiaquinolones [156J, whilst analysis of hydrogenated and cracked 
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distillates has revealed phenazines [144] nitriles [157] and possibly pyrrolo
quinones [158]. 

A fast sensitive coloumetric method of detecting nitrogen, as ammonia from 
GLe effluents [159] provides a novel technique for following the distribution of 
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Fig. 5. Nitrogen compounds in petroleum 
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nitrogen compounds in petroleum distillates. Linear elution chromatography 
[160] and ion exchange resins [154] have been used extensively for the separation 
of nitrogen compounds and concentration by chemical methods, using perchloric 
acid [144], sodium aminoethoxide [158], ferric and zinc chloride [157], has been 
used to advantage. 

IX. Porphyrins and Trace Metals 
The presence of porphyrins in petroleum and other fossil fuels was discov

ered over 30 years ago by TREIBS [161], but it is only very recently that the 
structural type and carbon number distribution of these petroporphyrins has been 
established by BAKER [162]. He showed that homologs in the carbon number 
range C28 to C38 of both deoxophyllo- and etio-series were present. He also found 
evidence for the presence of a rhodo series. These petroporphyrins (see Chapter 19) 
may perhaps be related to the plant chlorophylls like those produced by photo
synthetic Chlorobium bacteria [163]. They are encountered principally as their 
vanadyl and nickel complexes [16, 164], are quite stable, and are found in petroleum 
distillates boiling above 500° C. Carboxylated porphyrins have been reported in 
petroleum [165,166] but the metal porphyrins of the deoxophyllo- and etio-series 
appear to be the principal petroporphyrins, whose concentration in petroleum 
may range from 1 to 1,000 ppm. Several authors [167,168] have suggested that 
the transition of naturally occurring pigments in extreme reducing conditions, 
where metal-exchange, decarboxylation and hydrogenation reactions occur, 
eventually yield the stable metalloporphyrins found in fossil fuels. The presence 
of these materials provides strong evidence for the biological origin of part of 
petroleum. 

A variety of methods has been used for the extraction of petroporphyrins. 
These methods fall broadly into two classes and depend on the recovery on one 
hand of the free porphyrin by the use of a variety of acids and, recently, of lithium 
in the presence of ethylene diamine; on the other hand, many methods have been 
devised to recover the metal porphyrin complexes intact from petroleum. These 
methods include solvent extraction, elution chromatography from recognized 
adsorbents and very recently by gel permeation chromatography in non-aqueous 
systems [44]. High pressure gas chromatography has proved an effective means 
of separating metalloporphyrins but has never, apparently, been generally applied. 
These separation methods and other aspects of the role of porphyrins in the 
geochemistry of petroleum have been fully reviewed by HODGSON and his co
workers [169]. Not all of the nickel and vanadium is combined in petroleum as 
petroporphyrins [170]. 

The study of other trace metals in petroleum is complicated by the small 
amounts present, together with the possibilities of contamination by emulsified 
formation water, particulate matter from the reservoir, and adventitious metallic 
constituents from production facilities and sample containers. In a detailed study 
of uranium and other metals in crude oils from the United States, HYDEN [171] 
considered that the uranium content of petroleum was probably a direct reflec
tion of the uranium content of sandstone reservoir rocks. He compared other 
trace metals with vanadium and nickel in an attempt to point indirectly to affinities 
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with hydrocarbons and considered the evidence strongest, in decreasing order, 
for gallium, molybdenum and cobalt. Some of the vanadium and nickel, and by 
far the greater part of the remaining metals in petroleum, were considered to be 

Vanadyldeoxophylloerythroetioporphyrin 

Vanadyletioporphyrin III 

/j 

j 

Chlorophyll a 

Fig. 6. Porphyrins in petroleum 
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present in forms other than chelates, possibly as salts of organic acids. The pres
ence of magnesium in West Canadian crudes and its possible significance has 
been discussed by BAKER and HODGSON [172]. BALL and WENGER [164] found 
significant amounts of copper in their studies of the ash from 24 petroleums but 
considered it to be mainly contamination. 

The trace metal content of crude oils may serve as an important geological 
parameter when knowledge is more complete. HYDEN (loc. cit.) considers that no 
association exists between trace metals and reservoir lithology, but that correla
tions of vanadium, nickel, gallium and molybdenum with oil type and age of 
reservoir rock are apparent. The relationship of the vanadium/nickel ratio to age 
has also been noted in the work ofKATCHENKOV [173], GULYAEVA [174], SCOTT 
et al. [175], HODGSON [176] and BALL et al. [164]. 

x. Asphalt 
The asphaltic components of petroleum are separated by a light hydrocarbon 

solvent such as n-pentane, into a soluble maltene portion and the insoluble 
asphaltenes. The structure and properties of these two portions will vary with 
crude oil source and the solvent used for this precipitation. This definition reveals 
the inadequacy of present knowledge of petroleum asphalt structure. The 
literature upon which we depend for detailed structural knowledge of petro
leum asphaltenes has been reviewed recently by ERDMAN [177]. Spectroscopic 
techniques,mass [178], infrared, NMR, electron spin resonance (ESR), as well 
as X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy [179] have all been used to define 
the indistinct outlines of the asphaltene molecules. The data suggest that the 
molecular weight of these materials may be as low as 1-5 x 103 [180, 31]. The 
asphaltene molecule would appear to carry a core of stacked flat sheets of con
densed aromatic rings. Approximately 5 of these sheets, each with some 16 con
densed rings, are stacked one above the other with a repeat distance of 3.55 to 
3.70 A giving an overall height for the stack of 16 to 20 A, the average sheet 
diameter would appear to be 8.5 to 15 A. The stacked aromatic sheets show some 
disorder, probably induced by chains of aliphatic and/or naphthene ring systems, 
which, linking the edges of the aromatic sheets, tend to be held apart. The repeat 
distances between these saturated, connecting groups, appears to be 5.5 to 6.0 A, 
and the average number of carbon atoms in the rings of both the aromatic and 
naphthene ring systems would appear to be 6. The condensed aromatic sheets 
contain oxygen, sulfur and nitrogen atoms and these elements are probably 
associated with the free radical sites [181] detected by ESR. These sites may well 
be the centres at which complexed, non-porphyrin, vanadium and nickel is 
located since SUGIHARA and his co-workers [182] have shown a correlation 
between sulfur and metal removal from the asphaltenes. 

A true understanding of petroleum asphalt will probably not be reached 
through the study of the asphaltenes in isolation. In the natural colloidal [183] 
state the asphaltene nucleus is probably associated with adsorbed maltenes in 
micellar form. The aromatic maltenes, probably through aliphatic side chains 
permit transition to less polar, aliphatic and naphthenic petroleum components 
and a stable system in which the inter-molecular adsorption forces are balanced. 
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XI. Composition and Origin of Petroleum 
It is inevitable that any discussion of petroleum composition will turn sooner 

or later to the problem of the origin of this fossil fuel. Two conflicting theories 
exist, these presuming either a biogenic or an abiogenic origin and they have been 
contrasted by KROPTKIN [184]. Sir ROBERT ROBINSON has attempted a recon
ciliation of these conflicting views with his Duplex [185, 186] theory of origin. 

Most geologists and petroleum chemists are persuaded that petroleum is 
derived from matter of biological origin. In their view the remains of plant and 
animal life, after burial in argillaceous muds, undergo transformation by aerobic 
and, in turn, anerobic bacteria. The degraded products, together with bacterial 
remains, are further transformed under overburden pressure, by chemical and 
physical processes, at temperatures which probably do not exceed 1500 C. The 
transformation reactions may proceed at the catalytic sites provided by the ad
jacent rock surfaces, in the presence of water, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur and other 
inorganic materials. During these processes, the petroleum which is diffusely 
scattered, accumulates by migration, in reservoirs and finally in oil pools. 

Support for a biological origin depends upon a body of circumstantial evidence 
too large to be discussed here in detai1. However some of the more important 
aspects of this evidence must be defined in passing. Petroleum is always found in, 
or very closely associated with, sedimentary rocks and none appears to have 
been found in rocks which predate the arrival of life on earth. TREIBS [161] fully 
appreciated the importance of the porphyrins which he isolated from petroleum 
and related them to the living organisms in which the porphyrin nucleus plays 
such a vital part. Complementary to TREIBS' discovery is the more recent observa
tion of an enrichment in petroleum of the stable 12C isotope of carbon, at the 
expense of 13C, coupled with the realization that biosynthetic processes, especially 
those dependent on photosynthesis [187], also produce products enriched in 12c. 
This 12C enrichment of organic matter relative to inorganic carbonate has persisted 
throughout geological time. New evidence is being drawn from studies of the 
precise molecular geometry of the multitude of organic molecules which ac
cumulate in petroleum, and it would seem appropriate to discuss this evidence 
in greater detail. 

Modern analytical techniques can identify essentially all of the components 
in the low molecular weight ranges of petroleum. They are also revealing in 
increasing detail a much clearer picture of composition in the higher molecular 
weight ranges. These studies show that petroleum composition, though most 
complex, is far simpler than would be expected for a product formed by a random 
abiogenic process, especially when the astronomical figures for isomers theo
retically possible are considered [188]. Furthermore, individual petroleums may 
be similar in composition but no two are identical, nor do the individual com
ponents appear to be in thermodynamic equilibrium [15-17]. 

A final proof of biogenic origin would probably require the identification 
and establishment of an unambiguous relationship between each component and 
its biological precursor. This is no mean task and such rigid proof is never likely, 
but the current attempts to relate the principal components to likely precursors 
would appear to offer very significant clues to origin. In addition, a better under-
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standing of the taxonomic distribution of molecular species in biological systems 
and their relationship to petroleum may well provide a much improved apprecia
tion of the composition of this fossil fuel. 

Most petroleums contain more hydrocarbons than any other molecular type 
and in most, but not all, the principal hydrocarbon type is a homologous series 
of alkanes. These are chiefly normal, but iso- and anteisoalkanes usually form a 
very significant proportion of the whole. The presence of these alkanes in both 
terrestrial [189] and aquatic [190] plants is almost universal. The discovery of 
isoprenoid alkanes [103, 104, 87] in relatively high concentrations in petroleum 
has led to their widespread use as biological markers to indicate the presence of 
past life in a wide variety of geological situations [108]. With the identification 
of geranylgeraniol in plants [191], it would no longer appear always necessary 
to relate phytane and pristane directly to chlorophyll, or with the degradation 
of squalene [105]; indeed, it is probable that in time, free terpenoid precursors 
for the whole series of isoprenoid alkanes will be revealed in plants. 

Prerequisites for biological markers are that (1) they will not be synthesized 
in significant amounts by abiogenic processes, (2) they should have good chemical 
stability, and (3) their skeletal features should be obviously and significantly 
related to biosynthetic sequences. The greater the complexity of such molecules 
the more information they are likely to convey. Terpenoid hydrocarbons fulfill 
all of these requirements and the recognition of the precise molecular structure 
of petroleum steranes [192] and triterpanes [78] would appear to be important 
since the information contained in their molecular skeletons may well be bio
logically more specific than that contained in the isoprenoid alkanes. These 
petroleum steranes and triterpanes appear in abnormal concentration and seem 
to be chiefly responsible for the high specific rotations of petroleum distillates 
boiling in the region of 4750 C [78]. Optical activity is very closely associated 
with hydrocarbons and other compounds which are produced biologically [185] 
and there is a very close similarity between optically active hydrocarbons extracted 
from marine kelp, algae and bacteria and those that have been isolated from 
lubricating oil [91]. 

MEINSCHEIN [4] and MAIR [88] have each proposed plant lipids as source 
materials for petroleum hydrocarbons, and MAIR has related the skeletal features 
of a wide variety of petroleum hydrocarbons to naturally occurring compounds 
which are widely distributed in plants and animals. SNYDER [150] has proposed 
certain alkaloids as the biogenic precursors of a series of petroleum benzcarbazoles 
and the skeletal features of many other petroleum nitrogen compounds bear close 
comparison with a wide variety of plant alkaloids. 

Certain oxygen compounds, particularly the isoprenoid alkanoic acids [131] 
and oxyallobetul-2-ene [138] are either derived unchanged from plants or are 
so closely related to natural precursors that their biological origin can hardly 
be disputed. 

The relationship that petroleum sulfur compounds have with natural pre
cursors is far less obvious. The simpler thiols, alkyl sulfides and disulfides, certain 
cyclic sulfides and thiophenes are all known to occur in the plant kingdom [193, 
194]. These sulfur compounds are abundant in the lower boiling ranges of some 
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petroleums but virtually absent from others. They do not extend in quantity into 
the higher boiling ranges of petroleum, but are replaced by a proliferation of 
aromatic sulfur compounds based on the thiophene ring. Thiophenes [195a] and 
furans [195b] as well as phenols [196] are abundant in natural products. The 
thiophene and furan systems appear to be based biosynthetically on natural plant 
acetylenes [195], however the benzo-, dibenzo- and naphthobenzothiophenes, 
which occur widely in crude petroleums, do not appear to have a corresponding 
widespread distribution in the plant kingdom. These thiophenes may perhaps 
be formed from natural products during petroleum maturation, possibly from 
phenols as CARRUTHERS [197] has suggested. MAIR [198a] has shown that chol
esterol or farnesol when heated at 1500 C with sulfur gives rise to hydrocarbons 
like those found in petroleum. An alternative route might be through the reaction 
of sulfur [198b], hydrogen sulphide or inorganic sulfides with the naturally oc
curring oxygen compounds, alkenes or alkynes. 

Many organic compounds have been identified in petroleum which have no 
apparent counterpart among natural products, nor is any relationship immediately 
obvious. Examples are neopentane and the adamantane family of hydrocarbons. 
Neopentane would be a logical product from a 1,1-dimethyl-3-,4- or 5-alkyl
cyclohexa-2,5-diene (the skeleton is common in natural products) by rupture ofthe 
two double bonds. MAIR [87] has proposed such a transformation of limonene 
to explain the abnormally high concentration of 2-methyl-3-ethyl-heptane that 
he has isolated from petroleum. 

Cyclanes, in the presence of Lewis acids, are rapidly converted, under very 
mild conditions, to adamantanes [199]. A wide variety of cyclanes are present in 
petroleum from which adamantane, together with some of its homologs, and 
diamantane [200] have been isolated. 

Extrapolating forward from these skeletal associations it would appear 
reasonable to predict the presence in petroleum and other fossil fuels of a whole 
range of hydrocarbons in high concentration with skeletal features which will 
allow them to be related to the carotenoids, phytoquinones, phytoprenols and 
so on. 

Petroleum origin still presents a geological enigma, but it is certain that con
tinuing study of petroleum composition will contribute greatly to its solution. 

XII. Experimental Section 
It is impossible to record here experimental details of the great variety of 

analytical techniques that have been used to isolate and identify some of the 
principal components of crude petroleum. Such details will be found in the many 
papers that are included in the bibliography. Instead the authors have included, 
by way of illustration, details of their own work which led to the isolation of a 
series of triterpanes that are considered to be derived from natural products. 

All solvents were redistilled prior to use in clean grease-free equipment and, 
where appropriate, passed over activated alumina before use. 

All glass apparatus was immersed in concentrated chromic acid, rinsed in 
distilled water and oven-dried. 
42 Organic Geochemistry 
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Teflon sleeves were used occasionally with Quickfit joints, but they were 
always refluxed overnight with solvent before use to remove surface grease or 
low molecular weight components. 

All melting points were measured on a Koffler hot stage apparatus using 
standardized thermometers. 

A. Distillation 
Examination of petroleum distillates * boiling in the range 340-480° C [201] 

and 480-650° C ** indicated that fractions boiling around 475° C contained high 
concentrations of tetra- and pentacyclic naphthenes, believed to be steranes and 
triterpanes. 

The specific rotation of a Nigerian petroleum distillate increased steadily from 
[(X]~9 + 1.08 in the fraction boiling at 410° C (at 760 mm, corrected) and reached 
a maximum of [(X]~ + 6.9° in the fraction boiling at 478° C. The optical activity 
then decreased with increase in boiling point until distillates at 550° C (Rota-film) 
showed a specific rotation of [(X]~ +0.3°. 

A detailed examination of a Nigerian petroleum distillate, boiling point 
340-480° C, was carried out using the procedures shown in Fig. 7. Details of the 
procedures follow. 

B. Chromatography and Denormalization 

Approximately 50 g of distillate (bp 340-480° C) were chromatographed on 
silica gel (ca. 800 g in a column 3.5 x 175 cm) to yield a naphthene + paraffin 
("N + P") fraction. This was denormalized in benzene with 5 A molecular sieve 
[43 a] from which the n-paraffins were recovered. The denormalized N + P fraction 
was then freed from traces of oxidation products by passing it over a short column 
of silica gel, and adducted with urea within a day. 

c. Urea Adduction 

To a solution of denormalized N + P (17 g) dissolved in redistilled isooctane, 
was added 20 g of urea, this mixture was initiated with 0.2 ml of methyl alcohol, 
thoroughly stirred and stood at - 25° C for 90 hours. After the mixture had been 
stirred mechanically for 48 hours at 0-5° C it was allowed to stand for a further 
72 hours at - 25° C. 

Filtration at - 25° C gave a filtrate and filter cake, the latter was removed 
and broken up in 50 ml of fresh (cold, - 25° C) isooctane and filtered again. This 
process was repeated to give two additional filtrates or washes which were com
bined with the initial filtrate and evaporated at 100° C, 18 mm pressure, until a 
constant weight of non-adducting oil was obtained. The adduct cake was dissolved 
in distilled water (50 ml), and the waxy oil which separated was extracted with 

* Taken under reduced pressure so that the temperature of the sample being distilled did not 
exceed 3000 C. 

** Using a 2 inch single stage ASCO molecular still (Rota-film)(A. F. Smith Company, Rochester, 
New York, USA) fitted with carbon wipers and operating at 1 micron pressure. 
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thermal diffusion thiourea adduction 

chromatography Alumina 

crystallization prep 

Hydrocarbons 

Fig. 7. Separation sequence 

4 X 50 ml of redistilled n-pentane. The combined extract was washed with water 
and dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate. This solution, in turn, was evaporated 
to constant weight at 100° C and 18 mm pressure and yielded a wax. The overall 
handling loss on adduction was :} 2 percent. 

The urea adducts and non-adducts were analysed by gas-liquid chromato
graphy and mass spectrometry. The course of adduction can be followed if a 
suitable marker hydrocarbon (e.g., an alkyl naphthalene which can eventually be 
removed) is incorporated into the denormalized N + P portion under test, aliquots 
are removed at intervals and analysis by GLC demonstrates the reduction of 
certain peaks with respect to the unadducted marker peak. 
42* 
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Mass spectra indicated the presence, in the non-adducted (N + P) portion, 
of a high concentration of the hydrocarbon series CnH2n _ 6 and CnH2n _ s with 
carbon numbers in the range C27-C31 and a prominent fragment at mle 191. 

The adducted portion consisted of normal and "near-normal" alkanes. The 
adducted "near-normal" alkanes are simple isoalkanes and cyclanes with an 
unbranched chain of at least twelve to fourteen carbon atoms and from gas-liquid 
chromatographic data appeared to be mainly 2- and 3-methylalkanes. 

D. Thiourea Adduction 
The urea non-adduct, freshly recovered from passage over a small column of 

silica gel, was stirred vigorously at 0° C with a solution of thiourea (S g; recrystal
lized from water; m.p. 172-174° C; powdered) in methyl alcohol (SOml) for 
120 hours. The thiourea adduct which precipitated was filtered and washed 
quickly with cold ( - 10° C) isooctane, the filter cake was then broken and stirred 
with fresh cold (-10° C) isooctane (SO ml). This suspension was filtered and the 
cake was washed finally with cold isooctane. 

The filtrate and isooctane wash liquors were combined and washed thoroughly 
with water. After drying over anhydrous sodium sulfate, the isooctane solution 
was evaporated (water bath, under a stream of nitrogen at 14-20mm Hg pressure). 
The residual oil was retained as thiourea non-adduct. 

The filter cake was decomposed with hot water (7S ml) and the oil was taken 
up in isooctane; the solution was thoroughly washed with water, dried over 
anhydrous sodium sulphate and evaporated to give the thiourea adduct. 

Examination of a Libyan distillate (bp 343-460° C) included the preparation 
of a thiourea adduct from the urea non-adduct of the N + P portion. The gas
liquid chromatograms of the thiourea adduct contained a prominent peak which 
was exactly reinforced by authentic squalane on SE 30 and SE S2 silicone-gum 
coated capillary columns, indicating, very tentatively, that this C30 isoprenoid 
is present in the waxy distillate range. 

E. Isolation and Examination of Triterpanes 

Thermal diffusion [3SJ, in two stages (see Fig. 7) of the non-normals and 
thiourea non-adducts (S1.4 g) yielded two similar concentrates: 

Fr 3-1S, (rx)f,° (in cyclohexane)+ 14.So 

Fr 2-9, (rx)bs.s (in cyclohexane)+ 17.6° 

These were combined and after a preliminary separation, by liquid-adsorption 
chromatography over alumina, yielded a resin, about 0.7 percent weight on the 
crude oil. A portion of the gas-liquid chromatogram of this resin, the pentacyclic 
naphthene concentrate, is reproduced in Fig. 8. The prominent peaks are lettered 
and these letters are used to identify the hydrocarbons which were eventually 
isolated from the resin. The resin in turn was separated by liquid-adsorption 
chromatography over alumina, yielding sixteen fractions. Fractions 1-14, 87 per
cent by weight of the charge, were eluted by purified n-pentane and fractions IS-16, 
8 percent by weight of the charge, by purified benzene. 
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Fraction 3 (0.4072 g; 11 percent by weight of charge, eluted between 14 and 
25 percent weight of charge) after crystallization from n-pentane gave a crude 
crystalline sample of hydrocarbon" F" together with a mother liquor. The crude 
hydrocarbon "F", after crystallization to constant melting point from chloro
form, yielded hydrocarbon "F" (5 mg; m.p. 232-234S C, corrected, purity by 
capillary GLC> 98 percent weight). The combined mother liquors were freed 
from n-pentane and chloroform, and after crystallization from ether yielded a 
crude sample of hydrocarbon "D". This in turn was recrystallized from ether / 
ethanol, chloroform/ethanol and finally ethyl acetate to yield hydrocarbon "D" 
(1 mg; m.p. 169-171° C, remelt 178-181° C, corrected, possibly solvent of crystal
lization present, purity by capillary GLC > 95 percent weight). 

p 0 N -~--~M 

injection point to Methane peak 
Methane peak to !]-C 28 
Methane to peak 0 

3 min 205 
51 min 25 

134 min 395 

Fig. 8. Portion of gas-liquid chromatogram of pentacyclic naphthene concentrate with added n-C2S 

and n-C30 . 148' glass capillary column 0.01" ID, coated SE Gum. H2 carrier gas at 2520 C. Flame 
ionization detector 

Fraction 9 (0.1790 g; 5 percent weight on charge at 68 percent weight off) was 
crystallized from benzene and after several recrystallizations from the same solvent 
gave hydrocarbon" E" (2-3 mg; m.p. 259.5-260.5° C, corrected, purity by capillary 
GLC > 98 percent weight). 

Fractions 12-14 inclusive (0.4 g; 11 percent weight on charge at 79-87 percent 
weight off) were combined and separated by preparative scale gas-liquid chro
matography (recovery 70 percent by weight from nine runs, Wilkins Autoprep 
A-700) into four fractions W, X, Y and Z. 

Fraction W (0.0374 g) crystallized readily from chloroform to give a crude 
sample of hydrocarbon "H". After purification over alumina and recrystallization 
from chloroform/ethyl acetate and finally cyclohexane yielded hydrocarbon" H" 
(1.5 mg; m.p. 227.5-230.so C, corrected, purity by capillary GLC >98 percent 
weight). 

Fraction Y, 0.9030 g, is optically active [(a)b3 + 17° in cyclohexane]. 
Tests for unsaturation were carried out with tetranitromethane on lupane, 

shionane, lanostane, friedelane, zeorinane and our hydrocarbons "F", "E" 
and "H". All gave a negative reaction. Cycloeucalanane, shionene, friedelene, 
alnusene and euphene, on the other hand, all gave a positive reaction (yellow 
coloration). These tests indicate that the hydrocarbons" E", "F" and "H", like 
the authentic steranes and triterpanes are fully saturated and do not contain a 
cyclopropane ring. 

Specific rotations of the various triterpanes were determined using a Bendix 
Electronics photoelectric polarimeter model 143, modified to reduce noise level 
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and eliminate anomalous color effects. The sensitivity of the instrument was 
0.00010 arc, permitting the measurement of specific rotations at concentrations as 
low as 0.5 mglml, using conventional 10 mm low volume cells. Measurements were 
made on solutions in chloroform at 21 0 C using the mercury green wavelength 
at 546 mil. There was little variation in specific rotation with wavelength in the 
visible region (450-600 mil) or with concentration in the range 1-10 mg/mt. 

Analytical data determined on these four solid hydrocarbons" F ", "E ", "D" 
and "H" are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. Physical properties of hydrocarbons "F", "E", "D" and "H" 

Hydrocarbon Accurate Nuclear magnetic GLCdata Optical data Empirica 
and GLC peak mass of resonance data (exm6 in formula 

molecular chloroform a 

ionM protons in No. of relative purity 
methylene + methyl retention (percent wt) 
methine groups distance 
to methyl per n-C30 = 1.0 
± 10 percent molecule 

F 1.1 8 1.10 >98 +22.712.4° C30H S2 

E 1.1 8 0.95 >98 + 21.8 ± 2.0° C30H S2 

D 0.93 >95 C29H SO 

H 
Gammacerane 

412.408 
412.406 
398.391 
370.362 
412.409 

1.5 
1.1 

6 
8 

0.60 >98 C27H46 

1.49 >95 31.9 ± 0.4° C30H S2 

[205] 
J 
Lupane 

1.11 
1.2 8 1.11 

a Bendix electronics model 143 photoelectric polarimeter. 

>98 -15± 1.6° C30H S2 

High resolution mass spectrometry (AEI-MS-9) confirmed an increase in 
concentration of the hydrocarbons CnH 2n _8 at C27-C31 in the resin obtained by 
thermal diffusion. Prominent fragments in the mass spectrum at mle 205, 177, 137, 
123 and 109 were now dominated by the very intense fragment at mle 191. DJERASSI 

[202] notes the frequency with which this fragment at mle 191 occurs in the mass 
spectra of triterpenes. In lupane two different fragments contribute to this peak 
at mle 191 making it by far the most intense peak in the upper part ofthe spectrum. 
One of these fragment species, containing rings A and B of lupane, is classed by 
this author as the most characteristic fragmentation product of pentacyclic 
triterpanes. 

Mass spectra * of our hydrocarbons "F", "E", "D" and "H" are displayed in 
Fig. 9 and bear striking resemblance to the three authentic triterpanes shown in 
Fig. 10. Each spectrum shows a strong molecular ion M, a significant ion at M-15 
(methyl) as well as prominent ions at mle 191, 137, 123 and 109. Hydrocarbon "D" 
shows, in addition, a prominent fragment at mle 177, which is the strongest 
fragment in the spectrum of adiantane. Adiantane, a C29HSO pentacyclic nor
triterpane, also exhibits prominent fragments at mle 205, 191, 137, 123 and 109, 
but does not reinforce any of the peaks in the gas-liquid chromatogram of our 
resin. 

* Only fragments larger than 5 percent ofthe base peak are plotted, except in Fig. 12, where, above 
m/e 235, peaks greater than 2 percent of-the base peak are plotted. 
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cis- trans-

The mass spectra of cis- and trans-scIareol oxides [203] also exhibit prominent 
peaks at m/e 191, 177, 137, 123 and 109. The authors consider that all of these 
peaks can be related to rings A and B, which, of course, are typical of rings A and B 
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in many triterpenes. Fragment peaks at mle 109 and 123 are, however, also 
prominent in the spectra of steranes. 

The accurate masses of the molecular ions listed in Table 2 indicate that the 
hydrocarbons "F", "E", "0" and "H" all contain five saturated rings (CnH 2n- S) 

and twenty-seven to thirty carbon atoms. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra, were obtained from the very small 

quantities (1-2mg) of hydrocarbons "F", "E" and "H" which were available. 
Although these spectra are not of good quality they are good enough to establish 
with fair certainty that" E" and" F" each contain eight methyl groups per molecule 
and that there are six methyl groups per molecule in hydrocarbon "H", Table 2. 
OURISSON [204] interpreted the principal features of the lupane spectrum, after 
he had examined the spectra of a large number of lupane derivatives. Our hydro
carbons have NMR spectra which are similar to those of lupane and adiantane. 

Infrared spectra of the resin and of the hydrocarbons "E" and "F" isolated 
from it are shown in Fig. 11. This figure includes for comparison the spectrum of 
lupane; again the similarities between the unidentified hydrocarbons and the 
authentic triterpane are quite striking. These spectra also indicate that the samples 
examined are mainly free from hydroxyl (2.75-3.25 ~), carboxyl (5.75-6.0~) and 
double bonds (6.0-6.3 ~). 

Authentic lupane exactly reinforces peak J in the chromatogram of the resin 
(Fig. 8). However, a component corresponding with peak J has not yet been isolated, 
and its possible identity with lupane cannot be proved or disproved at this stage. 

All of the authentic steranes and triterpanes that we have examined have 
retention distances (Table 3), which fall between peaks C - P in the gas-liquid 
chromatogram (Fig. 8), but few of these coincide with any of the labelled peaks 
in our chromatogram, lupane (peak J) and possibly moretane with peak M, are 
the exceptions. The presence of a peak at I in Fig. 8 is not immediately obvious, 
but it was discovered between peaks E and 0 when the gas-liquid chromatograms 
of the sixteen fractions separated by liquid-adsorption chromatography over 
alumina, as already described, were examined. 

The indications from all of these data are that a molecular skeleton based on 
perhydropicene must be considered for the four hydrocarbons that have been 
isolated. 

Hydrocarbon "E" is being examined by X-ray crystallography. The unit cell 
dimensions and density of the monoclinic crystal gave a molecular weight of 411, 
in good agreement with the value determined by mass spectrometry (Table 2). 
Inspection of the Patterson syntheses and the Fourier maps, suggests a nucleus 
based on perhydropicene. Four of the five rings B, C, 0 and E appear to be six
membered with trans-ring fusions and chair configuration. The configuration of 
the fIfth ring is now established (R value = 14.9 percent) and we hope to publish the 
detailed structure of hydrocarbon "E" when the present investigation, which is 
proceeding without the incorporation of a heavy atom, is complete [206]. 

The cumulative evidence leaves little doubt that hydrocarbons" E" and "F" 
are C30 pentacyclic triterpanes, that" 0" is probably a C29 nor-triterpane and "H" 
is a tris-nor-triterpane. 

The occurrence of these triterpanes is not limited to Nigerian crude oil. Similar 
resins have been isolated from Kuwaiti, Iranian and Libyan crude oils. These 
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Table 3. Relative retention volumes of unidentified and authentic steranes and triterpanes 

RRy a GLC peak Authentic hydrocarbon 
n-C30 = 1.0 Fig. 3 

0.57 
0.59 
0.60 
0.61 
0.65 
0.76 
0.84 
0.88 
0.93 
0.94 
0.95 
0.96 
0.97 
0.99 
1.00 
1.03 
1.10 
1.11 
1.14 
1.17 
1.18 
1.24 
1.25 
1.38 
1.40 
1.45 
1.49 
1.53 
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n-C 30 cycloeucalanane 
adiantane (30-nor-hopane) 

F 
J 
G 
L 

lanostane lupane 

M 

N 
o 
p 

shionane (BA-shinolanostane) 

On a 148' SE 30 gum capillary column. 
a Column operating conditions are those noted in Fig. 3. 

moretane 
friedelane (D: A-friedo-oleanane) 
heterolupane (18a-19fJ-ursane) 

gammacerane 

resins yield capillary gas-liquid chromatograms with the same peaks A-D, G-H 
and K-P but the proportions in each crude oil are different. The peak identities 
in each crude were established by blending successively the resin from one crude 
with that from another and noting the reinforcement of individual peaks in the 
capillary column gas-liquid chromatograms of the blends. Peaks" E ", "F", "I" 
and" J" prominent in the chromatogram of the Nigerian resin are, however, not 
seen in the chromatograms of the resins from the other three crude oils. The mass 
spectrum of each resin shows, however, the prominent fragment ions at mle 191, 
177,137, 123 and 109 and a high concentration of the hydrocarbon series CnH2n _ 8 

at C27-C31 is noticeable in each spectrum. 

Our preliminary examination of a tetracyclic naphthene concentrate, obtained 
by adsorption chromatography over alumina of a urea non-adduct, revealed the 
presence of a hydrocarbon series CnR 2n _ 6 lying in the carbon number range 
C 2 7-C33' The mass spectrum showed that the tetracyclic concentrate was 
incompletely separated from the pentacyclic naphthenes. Such a concentrate 
segregated from a distillate, bp 340-480° C, from Nigerian crude oil is compared 
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with another segregated from a distillate, bp 350-460° C, from a Libyan crude oil 
in Fig. 12. The prominent fragments at mle 217, 218 and 149, which are prominent 
in the mass spectra of the steranes, are rare in the spectra of pentacyclic triterpanes. 

10011091 11231 
75 

1137111491(1631(177111911 

~ 105 125 145 165 185 205 225 245 265 285 305 325 345 365 385 405 425 
'iii 
ii 
.~ 

Nigerian bp 340-480o C 
x5 

C 1301l 1'",,\ 
(217112311/,W (2r(~L31(2871 (315~3291(344J(3581(3721(3861 4141(4281 

Fig. 12. Mass spectra showing hydrocarbon series C.H z._6 , steranes, in Nigerian and Libyan crudes 
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I. Introduction 
It is generally accepted that petroleum has been derived from the remains of 

plants and animals deposited together with fine-grained minerals at the bottom of 
the sea. 

The great similarity between the chemical structures of compounds present in 
petroleum and those of compounds in living organisms strongly supports the idea 
that petroleum is of biogenic origin. Development of modern techniques such as 
gas chromatography, spectrometry and mass spectrometry has permitted the 
isolation and identification of many of these compounds. From the analysis of 
the extracts of Recent and ancient sediments and of petroleum it follows that 
petroleum is a product ofthe partial conversion of the original organic matter. 

The purpose of this chapter is to give a summary of the fundamental aspects 
of the generation of petroleum. The following aspects will be discussed: 

1. Arguments for the biogenic origin of petroleum. 

2. The gradual transformation of the original biogenic material. 

3. The mechanisms which may have played a role in the generation of petro
leum. 

4. Model experiments on the decomposition of behenic acid. These experi
ments suggest that radicals are the intermediates in the formation of petroleum. 
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5. Some possible implications of the role of radicals in the generation of 
petroleum. 

II. The Biogenic Origin of Petroleum 
The chemical evidence supporting the idea that petroleum has been derived 

from the remains ofliving organisms may be summarized as follows: 

1. As early as 1835 BlOT [1] established that some petroleum fractions show 
optical activity [2, 3]. The synthesis of optically active organic compounds is 
considered to occur only in living organisms. 

2. The 13e/2e ratios in petroleum resemble those of living organic matter 
more closely than those of atmospheric carbon dioxide or carbonates [4]. Petro
leum, however, has a lower 13e content than the organic matter ofliving organisms. 
Lipids have been found to be isotopically lighter than the bulk of the organic 
matter and this is in good agreement with the idea that lipids are very important 
precursors of petroleum [5]. 

3. The chemical structures of several compounds present in petroleum show a 
striking similarity to the structures of compounds present in living organisms, a 
few examples are discussed below. 

In 1934 TREIBS [6] identified the red-colored porphyrin-vanadium complexes 
in petroleum and rock extracts and suggested that these compounds were derived 
from chlorophyll or hemin closely related to the prosthetic group of haemoglobin. 
GLEBOVSKAYA and VOLKENSHTEIN [7] identified a nickel porphyrin in oil shale. 
Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the structures of chlorophyll A, hemin and two petroleum 
porphyrins respectively; the strong structural similarity is obvious. ERDMAN and 
eORWIN [8], BAKER [9], THOMAS and BLUMER [10] and DUNNING [11] have 
contributed to a better understanding of the structures of the petroporphyrins. 
GRANSCH and EISMA [12] have used the presence of porphyrins in West-Venezuelan 
oils and rock extracts as a means of identifying the oil source rock in West 
Venezuela. 

C2H, 

CH, H" 
J CH, 

H 

Fig. 1. Chlorophyll-a 
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Fig. 2. Hemin 

C2HS H2C-CH2 

H 

+ 

Cl-

Fig. 3. Desoxo-phylloerythro-etioporphyrin. Vanadyl complex 

C2Hs H C2HS 

Fig. 4. Meso-etioporphyrin. Vanadyl complex 

Phytol, a. diterpenic alcohol, which comprises about 30 percent of the chloro
phyll molecule is a postulated precursor of pristane and other isoprenoid saturated 
hydrocarbons present in petroleum and in extracts of sediments [13-15]. 
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Recently, MCCARTHY and CALVIN [16] identified the C17 isoprenoid hydro
carbon from the Antrim shale in Michigan. The relative concentration of this 
compound, however, is low. 

CH3 CH, CH, CH, CH2 CH, CH, 
'\/'\/'\/'\/'\/'\/'\ 
~H CH2 9H CH2 9H CH, CH3 

CH3 CH3 CH3 

2,6,10-trimethyltetradecane 
(C17H 36) 

Fatty acids are major compounds in all living matter. In these acids, which 
occur mainly in fats and waxes, the number of carbon atoms may vary from 4 to 
36. In general these acids have an even number of carbon atoms, though a few 
organisms are known to contain minor amounts of odd-numbered fatty acids [17]. 

Although a number of living organisms contain some paraffinic hydro
carbons [18, 19], it is generally believed that the bulk ofthe hydrocarbons, and in 
particular the n-alkanes present in petroleum, are derived from the fatty acids 
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of living organisms [20-22]. The relation between the fatty acids of the living 
organism and the n-alkanes present in petroleum will be discussed in detail later. 

These examples may suffice to show that important groups of compounds 
occurring in petroleum show a strong structural resemblance to lipids occurring in 
living organisms, thus forming the basic evidence for the theory of the organic 
origin of petroleum. 

III. The Gradual Transformation of the Organic Matter 
The crucial evidence that part of the organic matter is converted into hydro

carbons has been obtained from investigations of shallow and deep rock extracts. 
Discussing the discovery of hydrocarbons in quite Recent sediments, WHIT

MORE [23] suggested that petroleum represents merely an accumulation of the 
hydrocarbons synthesised by living organisms. This idea was supported by 
MEINSCHEIN [24J, SMITH [25] and SWAIN [26]. 

Later work by BRAY and EVANS [27] showed that in Recent sediments high
molecular-weight n-alkanes of odd carbon number predominated over those with 
an even carbon number, in contrast to corresponding fractions of petroleum, which 
showed in general no predominance of odd or even carbon number. The inference 
is that Recent sediments contain a relatively simple mixture of hydrocarbons but 
that they certainly do not contain the complex mixture that occurs in crude oil 
and in deep sediments. Similar conclusions result from ERDMAN'S [28] work on 
the low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons. He recently reported that in Recent 
sediments only methane and n-heptane occur, whereas in ancient sediments and 
in petroleum all types of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons are present. 
PHILIPPI [29] has shown that with increasing depth the distribution of high
molecular-weight naphthenes changes strongly and becomes very similar to that 
in crude oil. On these grounds a simple accumulation process, such as that 
proposed by WHITMORE [23], seems unlikely. 

The absence of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons and the relative small 
concentrations of even-numbered n-alkanes in Recent sediments and the presence 
of both series of compounds in ancient sediments and in petroleum indicates that 
a great number of new compounds have been formed from the original biological 
material. In other words, it is exceedingly probable that the formation of petroleum 
involves a considerable degree of conversion of the original source material. 
PHILIPPI [29] has estimated that the temperature for the generation of oil in 
Miocene sediments should be above 115° C. 

IV. The Mechanisms Which May Have Played a Role 
in the Generation of Petroleum 

The next point is how this conversion of organic matter has taken place. 
Several theories have been suggested which will now be reviewed. 

A. The Radioactivity Theory 
Various authors have considered the possibility that radiation resulting from 

the decay of radioactive elements in the sediments could promote the conversion 
of organic substances into petroleum. 
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LIND and BARDWELL [30] proved experimentally that, upon bombardment 
with alpha-particles, gaseous hydrocarbons split off hydrogen and give un
saturated oily products. COLOMBO [31] et al. obtained similar results with pure 
hydrocarbons and crude oils. SHEPPARD and BURTON [32] proposed that such a 
bombardment of fatty acids predominantly resulted in dehydrogenation and 
decarboxylation. 

Since the principal result of the action of radioactivity on hydrocarbons and 
fatty acids is the formation of hydrogen and unsaturated compounds, a serious 
objection to the radioactivity theory is the usual absence of hydrogen in natural 
gas. Moreover, since each alpha-particle should have been converted into a helium 
atom, another objection to the theory is the absence of helium in the vicinity of oil 
accumulations. Last but not least there is no apparant relation between the pres
ence of radioactive materials and the abundance of petroleum. FAN and KISTER [33] 
mention that in the sedimentary rocks of the Lower Mississippian Kinderhookian, 
which is extremely rich in organic material and which is also a very radioactive 
sedimentary rock, apparently no formation of petroleum has taken place. 

B. The Cracking Hypothesis 
The hypothesis that low temperature cracking reactions are responsible for 

the generation of hydrocarbons, as advanced by ENGLER [34], has been supported 
by BERL [35]. As early as 1867 WARREN and STORER [36] showed that a "hydro
carbon naphtha" could be obtained from the destructive distillation of lime soaps. 
Similar results have been obtained by KRAMER [37] and by HOFER [38]. 

SEYER [39], studying the results of the kinetic constants for thermal cracking, 
concluded that within geological times this type of reaction could not have pro
duced petroleum. MONlGOMERY [40] suggested that naturally occurring catalysts, 
e.g., clay minerals, could accelerate natural hydrocarbon production in such a way 
that the reaction times become geologically acceptable. The catalysing effect of 
fine-grained inorganic minerals on the generation of hydrocarbons from the 
sedimentary organic matter has been extensively discussed by BROOKS [41] and 
he has suggested that carbonium ions or "catalytic cracking" play an important 
role in the hydrocarbon production. 

BOGOMOLOV [42] and BEDOV [43] studied the influence of silica/alumina 
catalysts on the decomposition of unsaturated fatty acids. BEDOV reported that 
in the reaction products no n-alkanes could be identified. The formation of long
chain normal alkanes and low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons as a result of the 
heating of behenic acid in the presence of clay and water has been reported by 
JURG and EISMA [44]. 

From a study of the influence of clay minerals on the transformation of sedi
mentary organic matter KLUBOVA [45] concluded that the catalytic action of the 
clay minerals is not due to their structure and chemical composition but to their 
highly dispersed state. 

Thus both "thermal" and "catalytic" cracking have been suggested in the 
literature as the process by which petroleum is generated from the original source 
material. Both types of cracking have been investigated extensively in model 
experiments. The cracking of pure organic compounds has been studied in terms 
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of carbon number distributions and structures of the cracked fragments. On the 
basis of this work cracking systems are assigned to two fundamental classes, each 
of which is described by a set of characteristic reactions. Correspondingly, two 
types of reaction mechanisms are proposed, one a radical mechanism (thermal 
cracking) based on the work by RICE and KOSSIAKOFF [46J and the other a 
carbonium-ion mechanism (catalytic cracking) based on the work by GREENS
FELDER [47J et al. and THOMAS [48]. 

c. "Thermal Cracking" - A Radical Mechanism 
To exemplify this type of mechanism, the cracking of a normal paraffin will be 

discussed. 
The cracking of the normal paraffin is initiated by the loss of a hydrogen atom, 

due, for example, to a collision. The resulting hydrocarbon radical may immediately 
crack or it may undergo radical isomerisation. Radical isomerization involves a 
change in the position of a hydrogen atom, resulting in an energetically more 
favorable radical. Cracking of either the original or the isomerized radical takes 
place at the carbon-carbon bond located in the p-position to the carbon atom 
lacking the hydrogen atom. This cracking produces a primary radical and an 
ex-olefin. The product radical can react in the following ways: 

1. It may crack instantaneously, giving ethylene and a new primary radical 
(P-scission ). 

2. Radical isomerisation may take place prior to cracking. 

3. The radical may abstract hydrogen from a neutral molecule resulting in a 
n-paraffin and a new radical. 

Hence the major products of a n-paraffin subjected to thermal cracking are 
n-paraffins, ex-olefins and ethylene. 

The reaction mechanism described is shown in the following scheme: 

~ 
CH2 CH2 

.s''\./'\. + 
CH2 ~H2 

CH2 CH2 
~/'-t 

CH 

p-scission i. e. 
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This type of cracking takes place at a relatively high temperature as a homo
geneous process. However, it has also been observed that its rate may be increased 
by the presence of dispersed material such as pure alumina. For a discussion of 
this phenomenon we refer the reader to GREENSFELDER and TUNG and McININCH 
[49]. 

Where in the following discussion reference is made to reactions of the radical 
type, it must be understood that these belong to the above class of cracking reac
tions. It must be stressed that absence of skeletal isomerization is characteristic of 
this process. 

D. "Catalytic Cracking" - A Carbonium Ion Mechanism 
In this reaction catalysts are essential participants in the cracking process. The 

catalysts used to promote the cracking are of the acidic type (e.g., clay and 
silica/alumina) in contrast to the non-acidic catalysts (e.g., pure alumina) that 
promote thermal cracking. The acidity of the catalyst refers particularly to its 
"proton availability". This means that protons are available for reaction with the 
hydrocarbons undergoing cracking. 

The reaction of the protons with the hydrocarbon results in the abstraction of 
a hydride ion from it; the result is a carbonium ion. Carbonium ions undergo 
several rearrangements and reactions, the most important of which are: 

1. P-splitting, resulting in a new carbonium ion and an olefin. 

2. The shift of a methyl group. 
3. Hydride ion abstraction from neutral molecules. 
4. The shift of a hydrogen atom. 

The reactions are illustrated as follows: 
Formation of a carbonium ion 

1. P-splitting 

CH2 CH CH2 
,s' '\. / '\. / 'i + H2 

CH2 CH2 

CH, CH CH2 CHt CH CH, 
..r''\. / '\. / 'i -- ..r' + # '\. / 'i 

CH, CH, CR2 CH2 

2. Methyl shift 

3. Hydride ion abstraction 

H 
10 

"""'?+ + H-R --"""'CH3 + R+ 

H 
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4. Hydrogen shift 
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H 

H3C-t-CH 3 
+ 

GREENSFELDER et al. obtained data concerning the heats of cracking of primary 
and secondary carbonium ions. 

A. 

B. 

jJ)y 
R c-c+ -- R+ + CH2 =CH2 

~ ~ 

r;0H 
R~LLt-H 

+~I 
H 

-+ R+ + CH2 =CH2 

The values of L1 H298 in Kcal/mol are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Heats of cracking of various carbonium ions [68] 

Ion R + 

CHj 
C2 Ht 
n-C3 Hj 
secC3Hj 
tert C4Ht 

Value of LlH298 

Reaction A 

69.5 
35.0 
22.5 

8.5 
-7.5 

Reaction B 

85.5 
61.0 
47.5 
33.5 
17.5 

The most favorable reaction is thus one in which a primary ion is cracked to 
yield a tertiary ion with a L1 H298 value of - 7.5 Kcal/mol. It is clear from these 
data that methyl or ethyl ions are unlikely fragments in catalytic cracking; reac
tions producing the secondary propyl and the tertiary butyl ions are energetically 
more favorable. 

In connection with the generation of petroleum both types of cracking reaction 
have been suggested, the "catalytic cracking" by BROOKS [41] and the "thermal 
cracking" by KLUBOVA [45] and by JURG and EISMA [44]. 

v. Model Experiments on the Decomposition 
of Behenic Acid 

The reasons for this investigation and its results are discussed in the following 
section. 

In many young sediments that have never been buried to great depth, there is 
a predominance of n-alkanes with an odd number of carbon atoms over those with 
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Fig. 5. n-Paraffin distributions for a Recent sediment, an ancient sediment and a crude oil. (After 
COOPER and BRAY [50].) 

an even number of carbon atoms, in the range of 27 to 37 carbon atoms. COOPER 

and BRAY [50] investigated the distribution of n-alkanes in various Recent and 
ancient sediments and in petroleum. Their results, some of which are presented in 
Fig. 5, show that the predominance of odd-numbered n-alkanes decreases with 
increasing depth and age of the sediments and that in petroleum n-alkanes are 
smoothly distributed. As already mentioned, it is often suggested that these n
alkanes are derived from the fatty acids initially present in the living organism. 
These fatty acids, however, have an even number of carbon atoms. Mere de
carboxylation of these fatty acids would yield n-alkanes with an odd number of 
carbon atoms, whereas n-alkanes with an odd and an even number of carbon 
atoms are found in deep sediments. If therefore the n-alkanes are derived from 
fatty acids this cannot be as a result of a simple decarboxylation. COOPER and 
BRAY [50] have also investigated the distribution of the fatty acids present in 
Recent and in ancient sediments and in petroleum reservoir waters. As shown in 
Fig. 6 the predominance of fatty acids with an even number of carbon atoms 
decreases with increasing age and depth of the sediment. 

The tendency for the odd predominance of the n-alkanes and the even pre
dominance of the fatty acids to decrease with increasing depth and age of the 
sediments in which they are found and the smooth distribution of these compounds 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the distributions of fatty acids in a Recent sediment, an ancient sediment, and 
in water from a petroleum reservoir. (After COOPER and BRAY [50].) 

in petroleum and petroleum reservoir waters appear consistent with the generation 
of a petroleum-like mixture of n-alkanes and fatty acids in the sediment. The 
parallelism between the disappearance of the odd predominance of the n-alkanes 
and the even predominance of the fatty acids suggests that there is a relationship 
between the processes by which these n-alkanes and fatty acids are formed in the 
sediment. 

COOPER and BRAY [50] proposed a mechanism by which odd- and even
numbered n-alkanes and fatty acids can be derived from even-numbered fatty 
acids. According to them the acids lose CO2 by decarboxylation, to form an 
intermediate radical which reacts to give two products, an n-alkane and a fatty 
acid. Each of these products would have one carbon atom less than the original 
fatty acid. The acid produced would then undergo the same reactions to form a 
new acid and a new radical and so on. 

~O 
R-CH 2--C?' ----+ R-CH 2 ° + co, + H ° 

"---./ ~ 'o-H 
"---./ ~ 

(Ho) 

R-CH 2 0 -C 
(0) 

R-CH, (n-paraffin) 

~O 
R-C( (fatty acid) + H ° 

OH 

The conversion of the intermediate alkyl radical, RCH;, to a fatty acid involves 
an oxidation step. It is not clear how such an oxidation can take place under the 
conditions prevailing in the sediment. 
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LAWLER and ROBINSON [51] suggested that even-numbered fatty acids produce 
odd-numbered fatty acids by two opposing reactions. In the low-molecular-weight 
range a gain of one carbon atom and in the high-molecular-weight range a loss 
of one carbon atom would produce odd-numbered fatty acids. These acids can, 
after decarboxylation, yield n-alkanes. 

Experimental evidence is not available to support the suggestions of COOPER 

and BRAY [50] and of LAWLER and ROBINSON [51]. 
JURG and EISMA [52] suggested, on the basis of model experiments, a reaction 

mechanism in which only radicals are the intermediates. They heated behenic 
acid in the presence of clay and in the presence of clay and water. Tables 2 and 3 

Table 2. Amounts of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons (/I mol) generated by heating 1 g behenic acid 
in the presence of 2.5 g clay at 200° C for various times [52] 

94h 283h 330h 976h 1,848 h 

Ethane + ethene 0.03 0.07 0.14 0.14 
Propane 0.32 0.84 1.00 1.97 2.95 
Propene 0.58 0.75 0.64 0.41 0.34 
Isobutane 3.04 4.28 3.94 5.94 10.14 
n-butane 0.08 0.19 0.23 0.45 0.93 
Isobutene + I-butene 0.13 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.05 
2-butene-trans 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.10 
2-butene-cis 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.07 
Isopentane 1.45 2.62 4.13 4.62 8.27 
n-pentane 0.17 0.14 0.28 0.36 0.51 
1-pentene 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
2-Me-l-butene 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.Q3 0.01 
2-pentene-trans 0.06 0.02 0.09 0.04 0.04 
2-pentene-cis 0.02 0.11 0.03 0.02 0.01 
2-Me-2-butene 0.15 0.10 0.14 0.07 0.05 
2-Me-pentane 0.66 1.23 2.41 3.69 4.16 
3-Me-pentane 0.21 0.43 0.88 1.31 1.47 
n-hexane 0.08 0.12 0.22 0.31 0.39 
Total 7.1 11.2 14.2 19.5 29.6 

Table 3. Amounts of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons (/I mol) generated by heating 1 g behenic acid 
in the presence of 2.5 g clay and 7.5 g water for various times at various temperatures [52] 

Heating-temperature 200°C 250°C 265°C 265°C ±275°C 

Heating-time 75h 275h 625h Booh 330h 

Ethane + ethene 0.06 0.04 0.21 0.26 0.24 
Propane 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.12 0.14 
Propene 0.07 0.08 0.25 0.16 
Isobutane 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 
n-butane 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.09 0.13 
Isobutene + I-butene 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.06 
2-butene-trans 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.08 
2-butene-cis 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.06 
Isopentane 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 
n-pentane 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.13 
1-pentene 0.01 0.01 0.09 
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show the amounts of the various low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons generated 
during heating. Apart from these low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons, n-alkanes 
with 15 to 34 and fatty acids with 15 to 25 carbon atoms were identified in the 
reaction mixture. 

The conclusion from these experiments is that, because skeletal isomerization is 
prominent in the experiments without water, carbonium ions act as intermediates 
in the generation of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons. Skeletal isomerization 
is much less pronounced in the experiments where water is present and radicals 
are likely to be the intermediates in the formation of the low-molecular-weight 
hydrocarbons. 

From two series of experiments in which the behenic acid was heated in the 
presence of clay, with or without water, at various temperatures (EISMA and 
JURG [53]), it was concluded that in both series radicals were the intermediates in 
the formation of the long-chain n-alkanes and fatty acids. Table 4 shows various 
results of these experiments. The alteration of the whole distribution pattern of the 
various compounds above 2750 C indicates that above that temperature the reac
tion becomes more complex. 

Table 4. Various data derived from experiments in which behenic acid was heated for 283 hours in the 
presence of clay at various temperatures [53] 

200°C 240°C 250°C 275° C 300°C 

Total amount oflow-molecular-weight 0.9 2.15 2.84 5.15 15.13 
hydrocarbons generated (mg) 
(up to n-C7) 

Percentage of n-alkanes 11.0 14.5 15.1 17.9 28.0 
Percentage of unsaturates 9.6 4.5 3.9 3.6 7.9 
Relative amount of C2 hydrocarbons 1.6 1.7 2.3 6.8 29 
Relative amount of C3 hydrocarbons 19 26 27 27 41 
Relative amount of C4 hydrocarbons 100 100 100 100 100 
Relative amount of Cs hydrocarbons 62 81 88 94 92 
Relative amount of C6 hydrocarbons 42 57 63 75 74 
Relative amount of C 7 hydrocarbons 37 49 51 57 58 

From the Arrhenius plot as presented in Fig. 7, it follows that above 2750 C a 
second reaction comes to the fore. The conclusion that this second reaction is a 
radical reaction is based on the following facts: 

1. The relative amount of C2 hydrocarbons strongly increases. 

2. The percentage of n-alkanes strongly increases. 

3. The percentage of unsaturated hydrocarbons strongly increases. 
4. The predominant reaction has a high activation energy. 

In view of these facts the following reaction scheme was developed, which 
describes the mechanism by which odd- and even-numbered n-alkanes and fatty 
acids can be formed from an even-numbered fatty acid initially present in the 
living organism. 
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Fig. 7. The Arrhenius plot of the amounts oflow-molecular-weight hydrocarbons generated [53] with 
respect to temperature. Amounts are expressed as micromoles (upper line) and milligrams (lower line) 

Reaction scheme 
Initiation: RCOOH --------.oR 

Propagation: oR+RCOOH --------.o(R)COOH+RH 

fJ-scission: < R1 +oR2COOH 

o(R)COOH (a-olefin) 

oR3 +R4COOH 
(w-unsaturated fatty acid) 

Termination: 0 R + 0 R 2COOH --------. (R + R 2)COOH 

The radicals 0 R 3 and 0 R 2COOH may also abstract a hydrogen atom from 
another molecule to form the short-chain n-alkanes and fatty acids. The extended 
reaction scheme is given in references 52 and 53. 

The initiation step of this reaction is given by the decarboxylation of the fatty 
acid resulting in an alkyl radical. This intermediate will react with the original 
fatty acid, which is present in a relatively high concentration, to give an-alkane 
and a secondary radical of the fatty acid. This secondary radical can split up by 
p-scission into four products: an (X-olefin and a primary radical of a fatty acid or 
a primary alkyl radical and an w-unsaturated fatty acid. 

The reaction scheme proposed is supported by the following arguments: 
1. The C21 n-alkane is always the predominating n-alkane formed during the 

reaction of the behenic acid. Fig. 8 shows the relative amounts of the high-
44 Organic Geochemistry 
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Fig. 8. Relative amounts of n-alkanes generated from behenic acid heated in the presence of clay and 
water [52] 

molecular-weight n-alkanes generated from behenic acid which was heated for 
330 hours at 2500 C in the presence of clay and water. A similar distribution pat
tern was obtained when the behenic acid was heated in the presence of clay only. 

This distribution indicates that decarboxylation is an important step in this 
mechanism. That decarboxylation is essential for the generation of n-alkanes with 
a carbon chain longer than the original acid followed from an experiment in which 
n-hexadecane was used instead of the behenic acid. After heating n-hexadecane in 
the presence of clay we were not able to find with our present analytical equipment 
n-alkanes or other hydrocarbons with a carbon chain longer than n-C16 . This 
implies that the possibility of the formation of hydrocarbons with a carbon chain 
longer than that of the starting material is less in the case when a n-alkane is used 
than when a fatty acid is used. 

2. In general the absolute amount of unsaturated low-molecular-weight hydro
carbons decreases with increasing heating time, suggesting that unsaturates are 
intermediates. 

3. A radical reaction can be controlled by adding either an initiator or an 
inhibitor to the reaction mixture. We have chosen to add an initiator, and have 
used as such 2,2' -azopropane, which generates the C3H; radical. 
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Fig. 9. a Gas chromatogram of the n-alkanes generated during the heating of behenic acid in the 
presence of 2,2'-azopropane for 300 hours at 2000 C. (Peak between n-C24 and n-C25 not identified.) 
b Gas chromatogram of the n-alkanes generated during the heating of behenic acid in the presence of 

clay and water for 300 hours at 2000 C 

The initiator generates C3H; radicals which initiates the formation of the 
radicals of the behenic acid. 

Fig. 9 gives the gas chromatograms of the n-alkanes generated during the 
heating of behenic acid in the presence of clay and water or 25 mg 2,2' -azopropane. 

In the experiment in which we used the 2,2'-azopropane, the C24 n-alkane 
predominates. This can be attributed to the combination of the C3 radical derived 
from the 2,2' -azopropane and the C21 radical from the behenic acid. 

CH3-~H-CH3 -----+ CH3-CH2-CH2 • 

iso-propyl radical n-propyl radical 

These experiments indicate that radicals are intermediates in the formation of the 
long-chain n-alkanes and the fatty acids found as a result of heating behenic acid 
in the presence of clay and water. 

From the previously described experiments it is clear that water largely pre
vents carbonium-ion reactions. From this it follows that the mechanism suggested 
by BROOKS [41] does not seem very likely and that the clay cannot act as an "acid 
catalyst". It seems more likely that the highly dispersed state of the clay influences 
44· 
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the reaction as proposed by KLUBOVA [45] and that radicals are the intermediates 
in the formation of petroleum from the original organic matter. 

VI. Experimental Procedures 

The behenic acid (C21 H43COOH) was first purified by distillation' and several 
recrystallizations of the methyl ester. The fatty acid recovered after hydrolysis was 
recrystallized several times. Blank runs with the purified acid did not show the 
presence of either hydrocarbons or any other fatty acid. 

As the clay constituent of the mixture we selected kaolinite; this clay did not 
contain any detectable amounts of hydrocarbons or fatty acids. The content of 
organic carbon was 0.04 percent. 

Two and a half grams of the clay (air-dry) was thoroughly mixed with one 
gram of the behenic acid; the mixture was then placed in glass ampoules (Pyrex), 
sealed off under vacuum and heated. Our method of isolating the reaction products 
is outlined in the following diagram: 

1. The ampoules were opened in an atmosphere of hydrogen. The volatile 
components were stripped off and frozen out in liquid nitrogen. The low-molecular
weight hydrocarbons of this fraction were analysed by gas chromatography. 

2. The residue was extracted with n-pentane. The extract was chromato
graphed over a column of Si02 , A120 3 , in order to separate the saturated hydro
carbons from the other compounds. 

3. The saturated hydrocarbons were separated by urea-adduction into a frac
tion rich in n-alkanes and a fraction containing the branched-chain and the cyclic 
hydrocarbons. These fractions were analyzed by gas chromatography. For the 
urea-adduction at least 4 mg of the saturated hydrocarbon-fraction is required. 
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When this amount was not available the G.L.c. analysis was done with the 
saturated hydrocarbon fraction itself. 

Our method of isolating the fatty acids from the reaction mixture is outlined 
in the following diagram: 

Methyl esters of fatty acids 
with a molecular weight less 

than that of behenic acid 

1. The reaction products were treated with alcoholic KOH in order to obtain 
the soaps. 

2. The soaps were acidified with HCI. The fatty acids recovered were purified 
by chromatography. 

3. The purified acids were esterified with BF 3/CH30H. 

4. Because the methyl ester of behenic acid predominated very strongly we 
preconcentrated the methyl esters of the fatty acids with carbon chains smaller 
than the behenic acid by means of preparative-scale G.L.C. 

5. These preconcentrated acids were purified by urea-adduction and analyzed 
by gas chromatography. 

VII. Other Possible Implications of the Role 
of Radicals in the Generation of Petroleum 

A. Isoprenoid Hydrocarbons 
It has already been mentioned that the saturated isoprenoid hydrocarbons 

might be related to phytol. BENDORAITIS [13J suggested that during diagenesis the 
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phytol group was split off from chlorophyll by hydrolysis or enzymatically by 
chlorophyllase. Subsequent reactions, oxidation of the phytol to an acid followed 
by decarboxylation or reduction of phytol to phytane may have taken place. 

BLUMER et al. [54J reported that the body fat of copepods of the genus Calanus 
contains from 1 to 3 percent of pristane and suggested that the hydrocarbon 
might be derived from the chlorophyll of their phytoplankton diet. This author [55J 
also reported the presence of four isomeric phytadienes in zooplankton of the 
Gulf of Maine. These hydrocarbons may of course also contribute to the amount 
of pristane found in petroleum. 

It is suggested by MCCARTHY and CALVIN [16J that phytol is the source of the 
isoprenoid hydrocarbons found in petroleum and in rock extracts. A diagenetic 
scheme has been postulated by them. The CI9 , CI8 and the CI6 isoprenoid hydro
carbons would require only one carbon-carbon bond cleavage. 

The CI7 isoprenoid hydrocarbon, however, can only be formed by the cleavage 
of two carbon-carbon bonds located at the same carbon atom: 

2,6,10-trimethyltetradecane 

or, as these authors have also suggested, from squalane. They remark, however, 
that squalane is possibly a minor source of the isoprenoid hydrocarbons from 
petroleum. 

From the experiments on behenic acid it followed that after heating the acid 
in the presence of clay and water, n-alkanes with a longer carbon chain than the 
original acid were formed. If a similar reaction mechanism is applied to the 
decomposition of an isoprenoid hydrocarbon it is likely that recombination reac
tions also playa role. The formation of the isoprenoid CI7 could for instance be 
represented by the following reactions: 

I I I CH~ ~-;:::-CH2 
~ CHz~ 

I I I CHz CH3~ ~CH~ <:::-/ 
~CH 

In any case, o:-olefins (alk-l-enes) are formed in a relatively high concentration 
in "thermal cracking" reactions, and from the experiments on behenic acid it 
follows that the unsaturates decrease with increasing heating time. 

MCCARTHY and CALVIN [16J mentioned that the C17 isoprenoid hydrocarbon 
in the Antrim shale was present in a very low concentration, and that this hydro
carbon can only be formed by a cleavage of two carbon-carbon bonds located 
at the same carbon atom. The reason why the concentration of the CI7 isoprenoid 
hydrocarbon is low may be that it can only be formed by a double cleavage and 
by recombination, while the others, such as C19 , C18 , C16 , etc., can be formed by 
a single carbon-carbon bond cleavage and by recombinations. 
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In any case it must be realized that in the formation of isoprenoid hydro
carbons recombination of primary radicals with (X-olefins may also be an important 
process. 

B. Porphyrins 
Since TREms' [6J publications, the structure of porphyrins in petroleum has 

been the subject of many investigations. He suggested a scheme for the degradation 
of chlorophyll to desoxo-phylloerythro-etioporphyrin (D.P.E.P.). A degradation 
according to this scheme yields only one product, viz. D.P.E.P. 

Mass-spectrometric studies show that the porphyrins of petroleum are ex
tremely complex mixtures. DEAN and WHITEHEAD [56J, THOMAS and BLUMER [IOJ 
and BAKER [9J reported that the molecular weight of part of the porphyrins was 
higher than could be expected from TREms' scheme. BAKER [9J suggested that a 
transalkylation reaction via a radical or an ionic mechanism could help to explain 
the variations in molecular weight of the different types of porphyrin observed in 
petroleum. In view of the amount of water present in the sediment, it seems more 
likely that a radical reaction takes place. If somewhere on the porphyrin nucleus 
a radical is formed, recombination with another radical or with, say, an (X-olefin, 
may yield a product with a higher molecular weight than could be expected by 
straight forward degradation as that suggested by TREms. 

c. Low-Molecular-Weight Hydrocarbons 
The low-molecular-weight aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons (with the 

exception of CH4) which occur in many crude oils are not reported to be substantial 
constituents of living organisms or metabolic products. Therefore they are from 
the point of view of petroleum generation of particular interest. According to 
ERDMAN [57J several groups of compounds stand out as possible precursors for 
the aromatics, e.g., the terpenes and the conjugated unsaturates such as squalene 
and the carotenes. Experiments by VAN HASSELT [58J, ZECHMEISTER and CHONOKY 
[59J, KUHN and WINTERSTEIN [60J, JONES and SHARPE [61J and DAY and ERDMAN 
[62J have indicated that various aromatics are generated from the above-men
tioned precursors under mild thermal conditions. ERDMAN [57J proposed a 
scheme by which various aromatics can be formed with p-carotene as starting 
material. It seems probably that this degradation goes via a radical mechanism. 

Another group of possible precursors mentioned by ERDMAN [57J for the 
aromatics are the poly-unsaturated fatty acids, these compounds are common to 
many forms of aquatic life [63]. Unlike most of the polyene compounds discussed 
previously, the double bonds in these acids are not conjugated. These bonds do, 
however, migrate readily into conjugation [64, 65]. These fully conjugated un
branched chains are expected to produce the low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons 
by condensation reactions just like the carotenes described above. BREGER [22J 
has pointed out that Diels-Alder reactions may also have played a role and men
tions that if this theory is correct it can account for the formation of aliphatic, 
alicyclic and aromatic hydrocarbons. 

During the conversion of all the above-mentioned compounds, aliphatic low
molecular-weight hydrocarbons are certainly also generated. ERDMAN [57J sug-
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gested that also the proteins represent an important source ofthese hydrocarbons. 
The mechanisms involved are decarboxylation and deamination. 

R-CH-COOH --+ 
I 

NH2 

R-CH3 + NH3 

Experiments by VALLENTYNE [66] indicated that the decarboxylation can take 
place under "Earth" conditions. Any experimental evidence concerning the 
deamination is unknown, but MARLETT and ERDMAN [67] reported that ammonia, 
the by-product of the reaction, is abundant in petroleum source rocks, while 
amines are not present in a substantial amount. ERDMAN'S [57] suggestion could 
account for all the low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons, with the exception of 
neopentane, which is a relatively rare constituent of petroleum. 

The experiments by JURG and EISMA [46] indicated that the saturated straight
chain fatty acids are also a source of the low-molecular-weight aliphatic hydro
carbons and possibly also of the aromatics. 

At present we have no means of deciding whether one path is more important 
than the other. But it seems highly probable that the aliphatic as well as the 
aromatic low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons are generated from the original 
material by "thermal cracking" reactions the rate of which is increased by the 
highly dispersed mineral matter of the sediment. 
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I. Introduction 
Organic geochemical studies of coals provide an ideal opportunity for the 

combination of petrological methods with chemical procedures, since appropriate 
microscopical techniques will usually establish the presence of many of the petro
graphic constituents, even in severely altered coals. The considerable progress in 
the chemical and petrological fields of coal research during the past twenty-five 
years was stimulated by the urgent need for coal as an energy source in the period 
immediately following World War II. The solid fuels of greatest economic im
portance and on which most research effort has been expended are the "hard 
coals ", a term encompassing the bituminous coals, the semianthracites and the 
anthracites. This chapter is primarily concerned with the organic geochemistry 
of such coals. Although chemical-petrological correlations are less well estab
lished for the more immature fuels, brief reference will also be made here to the 
geochemistry of brown coals and peats. 

In preparing this chapter important earlier reviews of the geochemistry of 
coal by BREGER [1] and VAN KREVELEN [2] have been consulted. Recourse has 
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also been made to texts by FRANCIS [3], VAN KREVELEN [4] and LOWRY [5], 
which give a wide coverage of coal science. These sources and the list of key 
references to individual researches that are mainly of recent origin should be 
sufficiently comprehensive as a basis for further study. 

II. Coalification 
A long and widely held view of coals is that they belong to a continuous series 

offuels that extends from peats by way oflignites and bituminous coals to anthra
cites. Passing through the series there is a darkening in color and an increase in 
lustre of the fuels, which is accompanied by a gradual rise in carbon content and 
calorific value and a decrease in moisture, volatile matter and oxygen contents, 
while the proportion of hydrogen remains roughly constant until in semianthra
cites and anthracites it falls at an increasing rate. Proponents of continuous 
coalification divide the process into two stages. The first is of a relatively short
lived biochemical nature that is primarily operative during peat formation, when 
chemical changes to the accumulating plant debris are dominated by the in
fluence of bacterial activity. The second phase of the process is of longer duration 
and is variously known as the "metamorphic", the "dynamo-mechanical" or the 
"geochemical" stage in which both chemical and physical changes are governed 
purely by the interplay of time, temperature and pressure. Within the concept of a 
geochemical stage, the relative importance of these three factors is disputed. HUCK 
and KARWEIL [6], M. and R. TEICHMULLER [7,8] and KuYL and PATIJN [9], for 
example, believe that only time and temperature are of consequence with pressure 
generally inhibiting advance in chemical coalification. WHITE [101 and STADNI
CHENKO [11] maintained that tectonic stress and thrust pressures were all-important 
in promoting the coalification of Appalachian coal seams, but ROBERTS [12] has 
suggested that the various classes of coals could have formed as a result of meta
morphic distillation processes caused either by magmatic heat from igneous 
intrusions or frictional heat due to orogenic forces. 

The concept of a biochemical stage of coalification followed by a geochemical 
stage is attractive and useful and will be accepted in this chapter. DRYDEN [13], 
however, in a relatively recent review of theories of coalification has pointed 
out that there is still no incontrovertible evidence to support any particular 
theory of coalification. Thus, instead of a continuous series it would be possible 
at the other extreme for each class of coal to have a quite separate origin from 
plant material. And again, FUCHS [14] has argued an intermediate hypothesis, 
but one that is purely biochemical. He regards brown coals, formed under aerobic 
conditions, as the conclusion of one coalification process, while bituminous coals 
and anthracites follow another coalification track in response to an anaerobic 
biochemical environment. Which of these various hypotheses is correct has still 
to be demonstrated. Attempts to reproduce the natural coalification process 
under laboratory conditions have only been partly successful. The majority of 
these experiments has involved heating plant constituents in the presence of 
water in autoclaves at temperatures up to 400° C. Hydrothermal coalification 
will not, however, alter the starting materials beyond the stage of the low-rank 
bituminous coals. To progress to higher levels of coalification requires high 
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mechanical pressures with confinement, as far as possible, of any gaseous pro
ducts within the system. Such artificial coalification experiments must suffer from 
the important limitation that reaction rates are highly accelerated and, further
more, the bypassing of the early decompositional stages, when the activity of 
bacterial and other biochemical agencies would be dominant, may also be an 
important experimental omission. 

III. Distribution of Coals 
Coals are known in rocks of all ages from the Precambrian to the Recent, 

but only after the establishment of a land flora towards the end of the Silurian, 
approximately 400 million years ago, did large-scale accumulations of coals be
come possible. Since then there have been two great coal-forming periods in the 
earth's history: the first extending through Carboniferous and Permian times and 
lasting for approximately 120 million years, and the second of shorter duration, 
mainly in the Tertiary period, with the most widespread coal accumulation oc
curring some 20 million years ago. Coals also formed in many parts of the world 
during the Mesozoic era, but quantitatively these deposits are of much less signi
ficance. Tertiary coals are dominantly lignites and brown coals, whereas those 
of Permo-Carboniferous times are mainly bituminous coals, semianthracites and 
anthracites. 

IV. Deposition of Coal Seams 
The vast majority of coal seams originated in plant debris that accumulated 

in situ as swamp peats, many of which must have been of considerable thickness 
and laterally very extensive. Many of the great coalfields of the world are of 
paralic type, that is, they are characterized by the presence of marine or near
marine sediments in parts of the succession. Often they formed in depressed 
coastal belts that were bound up with geosynclinal development. In the Carboni
ferous, because of the rhythmic tectonic movements that affected these belts, 
producing an alternation of periods of slow subsidence with times of more rapid 
sinking, the coal seams of the paralic basins are generally thin and never more 
than a few meters in thickness. Each seam is a member of a characteristic succes
sion of sediments that is repeated many times, with the more marine or estuarine 
sediments above the coals and the terrestial fluviatile deposits immediately under
neath the seams. The literature on cyclic sedimentation is extensive and for a 
detailed treatment a symposium edited by MERRIAM [15] should be consulted. 
WESTOLL [16] has recently reviewed rhythmic sedimentation in relation to coal
bearing strata. Modern paralic swamps do exist, for example, those off the south
ern coast of New Guinea and the Everglades-Mangrove complex of south
western Florida. The diachronous and transgressive nature of sediments in such 
modern swamps should be noted [17-20]. 

Peat swamps may also develop in regions away from coastal belts, and in some 
isolated tectonically-controlled basins, coal-seam thicknesses much in excess of 
those for any single seam in paralic deposits can develop. The limnic or lacustrine 
coal basins are those which have no connection with the open sea. Such basins 
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can form due to a variety of geological causes such as tectonic movements, 
subsurface solution or glacial activity. Usually the basins are of limited extent, 
but they may in some cases show a gradual transition to paralic basins. Coal
forming peats may also be deposited at high altitudes. PLUMSTEAD [21] has con
trasted the Palaeozoic coals of the northern and southern hemispheres making 
particular reference to the Highveld Coalfield in the Transvaal. This coalfield 
developed in Permo-Carboniferous times at an altitude of between 5,000 and 
6,000 feet and many hundreds of miles from the sea; the oldest coals in the field 
were closely associated with an extensive glaciation. 

V. Factors Influencing the Coal-Forming Facies 
A number of factors, which are now briefly considered, will affect the coal

forming facies and will have a varying influence on the geochemistry of the resulting 
organic deposit. A more extended treatment of the effects of depositional, geo
graphical and botanical influences on coal genesis has been given by TEICH
MULLER [22]. 

A. Stage of Evolutionary Development of the Flora 

The flora that gave rise to the Permo-Carboniferous coal seams, while it must 
have been luxuriant and widespread, was restricted and less varied in its plant 
types than in later geological periods. By Tertiary times the peat-forming plant 
communities had become richer and more diversified and were also adapted to a 
wider range of ecological conditions. Thus, Tertiary coals contain many less 
megaspores and microspores than do Carboniferous coals, which are, however, 
much richer in petrographic constituents of the inertinite group (see Table 1) [22]. 

In considering the organic geochemistry of the Permo-Carboniferous coals, 
it has to be assumed that the chemical nature of the contributing primitive flora 
was similar to that of present-day plants, because few representatives of the late 
Palaeozoic and early Mesozoic floras are extant. There is a similarity in the physi
cal structure of the cells of Recent and ancient plants. 

B. Climate 
The warmer and wetter the climate, the more luxuriant is the flora and the 

more the forest swamp replaces reed and grass swamps. Increasing warmth also 
causes an increase in the rate of decomposition processes, but, even so, swamp 
peats still continue to accumulate in semitropical and tropical climates. JACOB [23] 
has demonstrated that Eocene brown coals, which were laid down in a tropical 
climate, are more strongly decomposed than Miocene brown coals that were 
deposited under subtropical conditions. 

The distance of the open ocean from the coal swamp will also influence the 
humidity and consequently the type and luxuriance of the vegetation. A rather 
different flora might be expected to contribute to the peats of inland limnic basins 
than to paralic deposits. The Permo-Carboniferous coal swamps of the southern 
hemisphere (Gondwana coals) were influenced by post-glacial conditions which 
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produced lower average temperatures than those occurring in the Palaeozoic 
coal basins of the northern hemisphere. PLUMSTEAD [21] has suggested that the 
petrography of South African coals reflects a dry climate and extensive oxidation 
of the coal-forming peat. The Gondwana coals are clay-rich and finely detrital, 
indicating absence of a forest vegetation or deposition in lakes [24-26]. 

C. Plant Associations and Environments 
Any coal seam represents a period of prolonged peat accumulation during 

which time both environmental conditions and the plant communities contri
buting to the peat may alter radically with marked effect on the geochemistry of 
the deposit. In the lower Rhine brown coals of Miocene age, TEICHMULLER [27] 
has distinguished between peat types originating in a) reed swamps with many 
areas of open water and herbaceous plants, b) very wet swamps with subaquatic 
mud that contain a tree association of Nyssa, Taxodium and Glyptostrobus, 
c) drier Myricacean-Cyrillacean bush swamps, and d) the driest environment of 
all formed by forests of Sequoia. Fig. 1 shows the different coal types that arise 
from these swamp peats. The gyttja consists of small resistant plant fragments 
that have floated to their depositional site. Reed coals are lignin-poor and heavily 
decomposed with frequent evidence of fungal attack. Of the coals formed from 
forest vegetation, the resin- and tannin-impregnated tissues from Sequoia are 
best preserved. 

Myricacean C'yrillacean Nyssa-Taxodium 
bog Swamp wood 

Wood swamp coals 

limnotelmahc 
Reeds 

"Reed' swamp 
coals 

Swamp lake 
coarse I fine 
detrita l gyttja 

Fig. I. Swamp and coal type of the Miocene brown coals in the lower Rhine district of Germany. 
(After TEICHM" LLER [27]) 

Fusite 
Spore-poor 

Ounte 

Vitrite and spore-poor Clarite Spore-rich. Spore-rich Durite Cannel and 
Clarite Cia rite With boghead coals 

pronounced 
micro-layering 
Cuticle do rile 

Fig. 2. Facies of different Carboniferous coal types in the northern hemisphere. 
(After TEICHMULLER [22]) 
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The palaeoecology of Carboniferous peats has been extensively considered 
by SMITH, particularly in relation to the petrography and palynology of the 
coals [28-30]. TEICHMU'LLER [22] has also illustrated the different peat facies of 
Carboniferous coals in the northern hemisphere (Fig. 2). Names of the coal 
types forming in the different parts of the depositional area are given and will be 
referred to again later. Vitrite and spore-poor clarite develop primarily from 
forest vegetation, while the spore-rich clarites and durites, as well as cannel and 
boghead coals, contain an increasing proportion of allochthonous resistant ele
ments, such as spores, resins and cuticles, which have drifted or been blown into 
the peat. 

The observations above indicate that lateral variations are common in accu
mulating peat-swamp types and may be particularly noticeable within paralic 
basins. Provided that there is no shift in the relative positions of land and sea, the 
different swamp environments would presumably remain fairly constant in posi
tion over long periods of time. With, however, the inevitable marine transgres
sions and regressions in coastal belts, the positions of the swamp types shift, 
which accounts for the vertical variations in fossil peat and coal types that are 
found within coal seams. 

D. Nature of Swamp Waters and Exclusion of Oxygen 
The importance of the environmental waters in the formation of coals was 

discussed many years ago by WHITE [31]. In the drier parts of the swamps, in 
areas covered by oxygenated waters, or in regions where the water table fluctuates 
strongly, such as has been suggested in the high-altitude Gondwana swamps of 
South Africa [21], there is the strong possibility of oxidation of the peat compo
nents. Thus, doppleritic-type humic gels occur along with highly carbonized 
constituents in the Sequoia peats of the lower Rhine brown coals [32]. Dessica
tion cracks may also be observed in the coal [22]. Aerobic conditions at the time 
of peat formation are also indicated by evidence of fungal activity. 

While much of the plant material must accumulate in an environment that is 
essentially stagnant and in which little decomposition of the tissues occurs, 
influx of marine or calcium-rich waters may cause rapid degradation of the humic 
materials. SPACKMAN [33] states that, despite the ample supply of lignified tissues, 
these are rapidly broken down in the saline mangrove swamps of southeast 
Florida to give amorphous and fibrous peats and not the wood and bark peats 
that might be anticipated. Calcium-rich water raises alkalinity and increases 
bacterial activity, as well as encouraging dopplerite formation, and if oxygenated 
conditions also prevail, then decomposition will be very severe. 

VI. Petrographic Constituents of Hard Coals 
A. Classification 

Table 1 gives a summary of the European Stopes-Heerlen system of coal 
petrographic nomenclature as it existed at the time of publication of the second 
edition of the" International Handbook of Coal Petrography" [34]. The nomen-
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clature has suffered some modifications at meetings of the International Com
mission for Coal Petrology since 1963 and will probably undergo further evolu
tion as a result of petrographic research before the next edition of the Handbook 
is published. No reference is made here, however, to any new term that is not yet 
included in the published literature. Other systems of nomenclature do exist and 
are currently in use, but the Stopes-Heerlen system provides a perfectly adequate 
basis for subsequent discussion in this chapter. 

Table 1. Summary of coal petrographic nomenclature 

Macerals Microlithotypes 

Maceral Maceral group Microlithotype Principal groups of 
and symbol constituent macerals 

in the microlithotypes 

Collinite Vitrinite (Vt) Vitrite Vt 
Telinite 

Vitrinertite Vt+I 
Micrinite (fine-grained) Microite I (micrinite dominant) 
Micrinite (massive) 

Semifusinite Inertinite (I) 
Fusinite Fusite I (except micrinite) 
Sclerotinite 

Cutinite 
Resinite 

Exinite (E) Liptite E 
Sporinite 
Alginite 

Clarite Vt+E 
Durite I+E 
Duroclarite Vt+E+I 
Clarodurite I+E+Vt 

The Stopes-Heerlen system is primarily based upon examination of polished 
surfaces of bituminous coals, semianthracites and anthracites using reflected 
light with oil immersion objectives. "Macerals" are the elementary microscopical 
constituents of coals and are analogous to the minerals of other rocks. They can 
be grouped according to certain similarities in their petrographic properties, 
although it is not implied that the macerals within each of the groups vitrinite, 
exinite and inertinite are identical; this should be clear from the accompanying 
photomicrographs (Figs.3a-k). "Microlithotypes" are typical associations of 
macerals. They are delimited on the basis of a minimum band width (50 microns) 
in the coal which agrees satisfactorily with their technological behavior. The 
microlithotypes are also of considerable use in environmental studies. 

B. Progenitors and Genesis 

Vitrinite is the most abundant maceral of humic coals and is the dominant 
constituent of the bright, black and lustrous bands that characterize" hard coals". 
The maceral occurs in two forms: telinite (Fig. 3 a) which shows the cell structure 
45 Organic Geochemistry 
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Fig. 3a (x 760) 

Fig. 3. a) Vitrinite : telinite in which the cell cavities are filled with resinite. b) Vitrinite: collinite which 
appears as a structureless, medium gray substance. The higher-reflecting constituents all belong to 
the inertinite group. c) Inertinite: semifusinite of high reflectivity displaying cellular structure and 
fragmentation that illustrates its brittle nature. d) Inertinite: thin bands and lenticles of semifusinite 
of varying reflectivity which alternate with darker gray, structureless collinite. e) Inertinite: granular 
micrinite which is associated with vitrinite that shows faint traces of cell structure. I) Inertinite: high
reflecting massive micrinite which is structure less and associated here with vitrinite. g) Inertinite: 
sclerotinite whose structure in this case has probably originated from a carbonised resin globule. 
h) Exinite : sporinite composed of dark gray, low-reflecting fragments of megaspores, which show a 
granular appearance, and much smaller microspores with similar optical properties that are associated 
with vitrinite and inertinite. i) Exinite: sporinite - a microspore associated with vitrinite and inertinite, 
much of the finely granular material of high reflectivity being micrinite. j) Exinite: resinite in the form 
of an irregular globule of extremely low reflectivity. k) Exinite: cutinite with the cuticular structure 
still surrounding the degraded leaf tissue which has been transformed to vitrinite. All photomicro-

graphs of relief-polished surfaces immersed under oil of refractive index 1.520 

of wood or bark, and collinite (Fig. 3 b), which is structureless in reflected light. 
The cell cavities in telinite may be filled with a variety of other macerals, including 
collinite. 

Besides occurring in discrete bands and as a cell filling, the structureless colli
nite is found as a matrix, a cement or impregnation and may also fill fissures in 
the coal. While the origin of telinite is clear, that of collinite is not, but there is 
evidence that collinite arises from more than one source. STACH [35] suggests 
that collinite is similar to peat dopplerite, originating by precipitation from humic 
solutions, but he also states that the maceral can form by the gelification of humi
fied wood and periderm. Whatever may be the precise origins of collinite, it is 
widely held that the group maceral vitrinite primarily originates in the massive 
cellular tissues of plants and chemically is the altered product of a substantial 
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Fig. 3 b (x 300) (see p. 706 for legend) 

Fig. 3 c ( x 300) (see p. 706 for legend) 

contribution of lignin, cellulose and nitrogen-bearing compounds, such as pro
teins, to the coal peat. 

Within the inertinite group, whose members are all characterized by a higher 
reflectivity than vitrinite of the same coal, semifusinite (Figs.3 c and d) and fusinite 
also show the distinct cellular structure of wood and scierenchyma, but differ 
45* 
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Fig. 3 d ( x 290) (see p. 706 for legend) 

Fig. 3e (x 750) (see p. 706 for legend) 

from one another in their reflectivity and color. The similarity of these macerals 
to fossil charcoal has been widely emphasized and forest fires have been invoked 
as a possible cause offormation. Independent researches on the specific heats [36] 
and stable free radical contents [37,38] of these macerals from coals of the 
northern hemisphere indicate their exposure to moderately high temperatures 
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Fig. 3 f ( x 315) (see p. 706 for legend) 

Fig. 3 g ( x 375) (see p. 706 for legend) 

before their incorporation in the coal-forming peat. TERRES et al. [36] suggest 
that the same macerals in the southern hemisphere have developed as a result of 
coalification processes that took place at much lower temperatures in the aqueous 
phase under varying conditions of pH. It does not appear that there is one mode 
of formation for semifusinite and fusinite. Thus, either a varying contribution of 
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Fig. 3 h ( x 285) (see p. 706 for legend) 

Fig. 3i (x 760) (see p. 706 for legend) 

highly carbonized material was blown or drifted into the coal swamp, or material 
of similar character developed from wood or bark tissues very soon after their 
incorporation in the peat due to biochemical factors. 

Micrinite (Figs. 3 e and n is another maceral forming very early in the history 
of the coal. SMITH [29] has summarized the views of various workers, many of 
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Fig. 3j (x 340) (see p. 706 for legend) 

Fig. 3 k ( x 750) (see p. 706 for legend) 

whom regard micrinite as being of aerobic origin. In hydrothermal, artificial
coalification experiments, lignin in an acid medium yielded low-hydrogen products 
similar in composition to micrinite [39]. 

Sclerotinite (Fig. 3 g) is of less significance quantitatively, but is still widespread 
in coals, and is formed from plectenchyma, sclerotia or fungal spores. A number 
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of workers [40-43] have commented on the similarity in appearance of sclerotia 
to resins that have been carbonized and which have vacuolated due to loss of 
volatiles. 

The origins of macerals of the exinite group are more obvious from their 
morphology. All members show lower reflectivity than that of vitrinite in the 
same coal. Sporinite (Figs. 3 h and i) is the dominant member ofthe group, occurring 
ubiquitously in Carboniferous coals, and is comprised of megaspore and micro
spore exines that are flattened parallel to the coal banding. Cutinite (Fig. 3 j) is 
formed from cuticles, recognizable as narrow strips with serrated edges, and 
resinite (Fig. 3 k) represents the remains of plant resins and waxes which are present 
as discrete bodies with oval, circular and rectangular cross-sections, as impregna
tions, as cleat fillings or as cell in fillings. Alginite is composed of algal bodies and 
is only encountered in allochthonous coals such as algal cannels or torbanites. 
The spores and cuticles bring to the coal-forming peat, lignin and tannins as well 
as polymerization products of wax alcohols and waxy acids. Terpenes and the 
resin acids (Fig.4d), which are genetically related to the sterols, are contributed 
by the resins and sterols. These compounds and fats are important chemical 
constituents in algal deposits. 

Moving from the bituminous coals to the semianthracites and then the 
anthracites, the macerals become increasingly similar to one another in properties 
observable under the microscope. Many of the macerals can be recognized in less 
mature fuels, notably brown coals, but these coals are likely to prove much more 
complex petrographically and also chemically. Their petrographic nomenclature 
is not yet so well systematized as that of the bituminous coals. 

VII. The Biochemical Stage 

The different envin;mmental factors discussed earlier in this chapter have their 
most important influence during the biochemical stage of coal formation. For the 
ultimate development of thick and extensive coal seams, it is essential that the 
original chemical substances in the peat have not been heavily oxidized, a situation 
recognized over thirty years ago by WHITE [31]. The actual chemical substances 
which accumulate during degradation· of plant tissue are still controversial. Be
cause cellulose is the major component of woody plants, it has been favored as the 
progenitor of many of the coal constituents. The suggestion, however, of FISCHER 
and SCHRADER [44], that lignin is the main contributor, has been widely accepted. 
Studies of modern peats are equivocal, because both cellulose and lignin may be 
preferentially degraded by microorganisms depending upon environmental 
conditions. Peats of temperate climates and soil humus both lose cellulose rapidly, 
but according to GIVEN [45], in red mangrove swamps of the Everglades, lignin 
is degraded before cellulose. DAVIS [46], however, has shown preferential enrich
ment of lignin with depth in reed peats of the same area. 

Cellulose (Fig.4a) is a polymer built of glucose units, whereas lignin is a 
polyphenol built up from units of phenylpropane derivatives such as coniferyl, 
sinapyl and coumaryl alcohols (Fig. 4 b) by condensation and dehydrogenation 
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Fig.4a-d. Structural formulae of: a) Cellulose; b) Coniferyl, sinapyl and p-coumaryl alcohols (left to 
right); c) Lignin (after ADLER [48]); d) Abietic, dextropimaric and agathic acids (left to right) 
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within the plant [47,48]. The structure oflignin seems to require benzene nuclei 
joined through ether and carbon-carbon bonds with aliphatic, hydroxyl and 
methoxyl side chains. A suggested structure for pine lignin, based on coniferyl 
alcohol, is illustrated in Fig. 4c; approximately half the linkages are through 
carbon-carbon bonds. VAN KREVELEN has suggested that controversy about the 
actual progenitor of vitrinite and certain other macerals is of little relevance in the 
light of modern research. Carbohydrate decomposition products, for example, the 
keto-acids, can easily aromatize, while the phenols derived by fungi from lignin 
may be further oxidized by microorganisms to quinones, which themselves undergo 
ring cleavage to aliphatic compounds [49]. Thus, lignin and cellulose can both be 
degraded to mixtures of aromatic and aliphatic compounds. The net result is 
decomposing plant material permeated with these oxygenated and partially 
unsaturated compounds which are undergoing condensation and polymerization. 

~6Hl)05 
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O~.C-O c, P-;, c-o c, ~c-0-Q_ II H2 I N /I H2 H N II H2 
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Fig.5a to-NH-CBH ,B0 3N 

Fig. 5 a-c. Structural formulae of: a) Humic acid (after DRAGUNOV [51J); b) Vitrinite (after GIVEN [59J); 
c) Dihydroanthracene and dihydrophenanthrane linkages (after GIVEN [62J) 

Humic acids (Fig. 5 a) are similar to, but have a more varied structure than 
lignin. They are nitrogen-containing polyphenolic substances that are produced 
both directly by the condensation of soluble plant substances such as phenols, 
tannins and amino-acids and also by the action of microorganisms on carbo
hydrates and lignin. Suggested structures of humic acids involve the linking of 
benzene nuclei by oxygen and carbon-carbon bonds and also by nitrogen of 
amino-acids [50, 51]. Humic acids have a lower aliphatic content than lignins, 
but contain more phenolic hydroxyl, carboxyl and quinone groups; their side 
chains are linked to saccharides, fatty acids, amino-acids and nitrogen bases. 
They exhibit a wide range of solubility, but during ageing condense to insoluble 
products or form insoluble products with cellulose and lignin. Humic substances 
become an increasingly larger fraction of modern peat as the peat matures and the 
content of lignin and cellulose decreases. 

It is during the biochemical stage that many minor elements of the transition 
series are brought into the coal matrix by formation of organo-metallic com-
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plexes [52,53]. Although the plants have already concentrated certain elements, 
the presence of chelators, such as 1,2, dihydroxybenzenes and amino-acids, in the 
developing peat, causes a large fixation of trace elements from the formation 
waters. Of these chelates those of vanadium and germanium are the most stable, 
and as more water passes through the peat mass, these two elements tend to 
displace other metals in the complexes. 

VIII. The Geochemical Stage and the Molecular Structure 
of Coal Constituents 

As coalification proceeds, changes in the elementary compositions of whole 
coals see an increase in carbon content and a concomitant decrease in the level of 
oxygen; hydrogen remains between 5 and 6 percent up to the rank level ofthe semi
anthracites, after which this element is lost at an increasing rate. Nitrogen fluctu
ates between 1 and 2 percent throughout the whole rank series, and sulfur, while 
variable, is generally less than 1 percent in normal coals. Methane, carbon dioxide 
and water are regarded as the main reaction products of the coalification process. 
Large amounts of water are lost in the early stages of coalification, but as rank 
rises, water becomes of decreasing importance as a product. The ratio of methane 
to carbon dioxide increases as coalification progresses and in the later stages the 
conversions to semianthracite and anthracite can be accounted for primarily by 
loss of the methane and a small quantity of water. 
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Fig. 6. Development lines for the coal macerals (after VAN KREVELEN [2, 4, 55]. - - - demethana
tion; - . - . - decarboxylation; - - - - - - - dehydration. T - Torbanite; E - Exinite; V - Vitrinite; 

M - Micrinite; F - Fusinite 

The changes to whole coals described above do not uniformly affect the three 
maceral groups. Although the bulk of the plant material is broken down in the 
biochemical stage, leaving only remnants or shadows of botanical structure, 
constituents that ultimately go to form the exinite group survive this early period 
in the history of the coal with little change [54]. 

As stated previously, other tissues suffer considerable alteration at this time, 
or even earlier in their history, and so progress to become members of the inertinite 
group. The further course of the coalification of the different materials available 
after the biochemical stage is best followed on the useful diagram proposed by 
VAN KREVELEN [55] in which the elementary compositions of constituents are 
plotted in terms of their atomic H/C and O/C ratios. Fig. 6 shows the coalification 
tracks followed by the exinites, vitrinites and micrinites, as well as the relationship 
of these bands to different progenitors. The extensions of the vitrinite band 
towards lignin and the micrinite band towards dopplerite are based on analyses 
of alkaline extracts and their residues from humic acids [56]. VAN KREVELEN [4] 
suggests that micrinite may have formed by humic acid flocculations. Lines of 
demethanation, decarboxylation and dehydration are shown on the diagram and 
the successive processes undergone by the various petrographic constituents can 
easily be traced. Vitrinite, for example, undergoes dehydration which is followed 
in rapid succession by decarboxylation and then demethanation. 

DRYDEN [57] has given one of the most recent and extensive critical reviews 
of the chemical constitution of "hard coals" in which he discusses the evidence for 
particular molecular structures that have been suggested for the petrographic 
constituents. He has indicated that an increasing number of numerical parameters 
have now to be satisfied by any model proposed for coal or its organic constituents 
and he has also summarized the experimental data to which any such molecular 
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Table 2. 
Estimated average parametersfor the maceral groups at two levels of coalification (after DRYDEN [57, 58]) 

Parameter 

percent C, pure coal (Parr basis) 

percent volatile matter 

H/C (atomic) 

H.r/H.l 
HCH3/H'1 (IR, oxidation) 
(H/C)'1 (atomic) 
CH2 bridges: Car-CH2-Car 
Percent substitution on aromatic 

periphery 
R. (aromatic rings per cluster) 
C~r (aromatic C atoms per cluster) 
Average stacking number of parallel 

aromatic clusters 
o as hydroxyl, percent of coal 
o as carbonyl, percent of coal 
Carbon atoms per free radical 

fa (fraction of carbon as aromatic) 
derived from above 

Har-Aromatic hydrogen. 
Hal-Aliphatic hydrogen. 
v-Vitrinite. 

Vitrinite 

82.5 

39 

0.76 
0.23 
0.21 (0.1---D.3) 
~ 1.65 
absent 
50+ 

*3 
*13 
1.3 

7.0 
2.3 
~8,OOO 

0.69---D.70 

Exinite Micrinite 

90 ~v >v 

24.5 >v <v 

0.65 >v <v 
0.54 <v >v 
0.23 (0.1---D.3) 
~1.6 

absent 
30 

~4 

16 
1.8 

2.0 <v >v 
0.9 
~3,OOO <v >v 

0.79---D.80 <v >v 

model must conform (Table 2) [58]. The results of Table 2 were accumulated by 
extensive recent research which has included dehydrogenation and oxidation 
studies, X-ray diffraction, infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance investigations, 
all of which have been most valuable in elucidating more precisely the carbon
hydrogen skeletal structure of the coal molecule. Polarography and functional 
group analytical methods ha}le also helped to determine the character ofthe oxygen
containing groups in coals. 

One of the most recent molecular structures proposed is that of GIVEN [59] 
for a vitrinite of 82 percent carbon, shown in Fig. 5 b as a non-planar molecule 
based on dihydroanthracene. BROWN, LADNER and SHEPPARD [60] and BROWN 
and LADNER [61], however, soon after the publication of GIVEN'S model, demon
strated by nuclear magnetic resonance studies that it is most unlikely that meth
ylene bridges exist in coals. GIVEN [62], in a later paper, agreed and proposed 
modification to an isomeric type of structure based on dihydrophenanthrene, 
in which no methylene bridges are involved (Fig. 5 c). GIVEN also cites two further 
points of evidence in favor of dihydrophenanthrene rather than dihydroanthracene 
structures in vitrinites. Firstly, some conjugation exists between the two benzene 
rings in dihydrophenanthrene and this would help to explain the long wavelength 
electronic absorption and high refractive indices of vitrinites. Secondly, the 
phenanthrene nucleus and several nuclei of the diaryl type, but few anthracene 
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nuclei, were detected by MONTGOMERY and HOLLY in polycarboxylic aromatic 
acids produced by oxidation of high-rank coals [63]. 

The size distribution of aromatic clusters has not yet been finally established. 
Polarographic studies of coal extracts indicate the presence of many biphenyl, 
naphthalene, phenanthrene and triphenylene structures, while X-ray investigations 
suggest an almost equal distribution of about half the carbon present in the 
clusters between one, two and three ring structures. There is, however, considerable 
evidence that points also to the presence of appreciable quantities of larger ring 
systems. 

The two main oxygen-containing groups in bituminous coals are the hydroxyl 
(predominantly phenolic) and the carbonyl, their proportions varying with the 
rank of the coal, but generally in total accounting for between 70 and 90 percent 
of oxygen in the coal. The remainder of the oxygen is present as ether, heterocyclic 
oxygen or ester groupings. Alcoholic hydroxyl, carboxyl and methoxyl groups 
are low in amount in coals of bituminous rank or higher, but alcoholic hydroxyl 
groups have been detected in brown coals [64], which also contain groups that 
can undergo the keto-enol transition [65]. 

Compared with the data available on the character and distribution of carbon, 
hydrogen and oxygen in coals, there is relatively little information on nitrogen 
and sulfur functions. Nitrogen is assumed to occur in heterocyclic ring systems. 
Various forms of organic sulfur such as thiophenol, sulphide, disulphide and 
heterocyclic, have been distinguished with 70 percent of the organic sulfur probably 
occurring in heterocyclic aromatic ring structures [66,67]. IYENGAR, GUYA and 
BERI [68] in studies on high-sulfur Tertiary coals from Assam suggested that 
sulfur was present in three forms, in SH or disulphide forms, in all probability 
in C = S groupings and more tentatively as the thiophene or RSR form. 

There has, of course, always been a concentration of experimental work on 
vitrinite, the predominant and most easily separable petrographic constituent of 
coals. Considerable chemical data do exist, however, for the two other maceral 
groups exinite and micrinite (inertinite), which were reviewed by BROWN [69]. 
Table 2 gives a recent concise and semiquantitative summary of the variation of 
some fundamental chemical parameters of vitrinite, exinite and micrinite (inertinite) 
in two coals. All data produced for the maceral groups show that they become 
similar to one another with rising coalification, until at 94 percent carbon there is 
little or no difference apparent between them. It is important to remember that 
in the lower-rank coals there may also be significant differences between the 
individual macerals of a single group. Little is known, for example, of the detailed 
chemistry of resinite, cutinite and alginite at different rank levels. In "float and 
sink" concentrates of exinites these three minor petrographic constituents have 
been "swamped" by the spores that were invariably present in the coals in 
much higher proportions than other members of the exinite group. Most exinite 
chemical data for bituminous coals thus refer primarily to sporinite. The final 
constitution of micrinite or inertinite "float and sink" concentrates will also 
vary depending upon the petrographic constitution of the coal used. (See 
Appendix). 

Mechanical separations of resinite on a semi micro-scale are possible under a 
stereo microscope [70]. MURCHISON and JONES [71] have shown that there is 
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general agreement between the coalification tracks of sporinite and resinite, but 
that these diverge from the track suggested by VAN KREVELEN for exinite. MUR
CHISON [72J has also demonstrated the similarity of the infrared spectra ofresinites 
and sporinites in bituminous coals. Such resinites have a highly aliphatic or 
alicyclic structure, which is also characteristic of resinites in fuels of lower rank. 
The absorption pattern of resinites from brown coals and lignites is, however, 
markedly different to resinites from higher-rank coals in the presence of an intense 
carbonyl band and the absence of a band at 1,600 cm -1 that is a prominent feature 
of the spectra of bituminous-coal macerals, coal extracts and of lignin. If coalifica
tion is a continuous process, then marked and rapid structural changes to resinites 
at the hard brown-coal stage of rank would have to take place to bring about the 
development of the spectral pattern of resinites found in high-volatile bituminous 
coals. This is possible. There is resistance by the exinites to change in the earlier 
stages of the coalification process, but pyrolysis experiments and the rapidly 
changing appearance of spores observed in microscopical preparations of bitu
minous coals of different rank suggest that when chemical decomposition begins 
in members of the exinite group, it takes place very rapidly. Alternatively, there 
is also the possibility that the precursors of Tertiary brown-coal resinites had a 
different chemical constitution to the progenitors of the resinites in Carboniferous 
coals. 

Few data are available on cutinites in coals. LEGG and WHEELER [73J analysed 
cutinite from the Russian" paper coal" of the Moscow Basin and from an English 
durain, and concluded that the maceral contained neither water-soluble con
stituents, nor the cellulosic component normally found in cuticles. More recently 
NEAVEL and MILLER [74J have shown a divergence of plots for cutinites ofIndiana 
"paper coal" from the exinite coalification track as defined by VAN KREVELEN. No 
details for molecular structure are available. 

The fatty nature of the algal coals, and particularly alginite, which results in 
substantially higher volatile and hydrogen contents than for normal coals of 
equivalent rank, has long been recognized. Until very recently there was little 
information available on the detailed chemical structure of these allochthonous 
coals, although their petrology was well understood. MAXWELL [75J has now 
produced an extensive chemical study of the Scottish torbanite (alginite) from 
Linlithgow, and DOUGLAS, EGLINTON and HENDERSON [76J refer to the presence 
of pristane and phytane in the branched and cyclic alkane fraction in the solvent 
extract of this coal at room temperature; no alkenes were observed. A series of 
normal fatty acids in the range C10-C2S has been observed in untreated tor
banite and normal fatty acids from CS-C21 accompanied by a second series of 
IX, w-dicarboxylic acids have been identified in demineralized torbanite [77]. 

IX. Concluding Remarks 
The molecular structures described above for a particular petrographic coal 

constituent at different levels of coalification can only be regarded as "average" 
structures for that maceral. Microscopical evidence abounds of substantial 
changes in properties of petrographic constituents over quite small distances 
within coals. Direct chemical proof of structural modification is generally not 
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available, but variations in reflectivity and morphology can be taken as evidence 
of chemical alteration. Examples of a few such property changes are the well
known vitrinite to semifusinite transition, the sometimes marked variations 
affecting even very small entities of the exinite group [40 - 43, 78], and the pro
nounced reflectivity rise in vitrinites caused by inclusions of radioactive minerals 
[79,80] (Fig. 7). The last effect has been attributed to radiochemical dehydrogena
tion producing cross-linking of adjacent alicyclic units rather than aromatization 
of the maceral [80]. 

Data are still lacking on the chemical nature of many of the coal constituents 
and particularly as to how their structure varies in relation to different deposi
tional and post-diagenetic environments. Much may be learned from extensive 
investigations of recent swamp environments similar to those undertaken by 
SPACKMAN and his colleagues [20]. Increasingly sophisticated equipment for 
chemical studies is also becoming available, and for the chemical petrologist, 
instruments like the laser-micropyrolysis system described by VASTOLA, GIVEN, 
DUTCHER and PIRONE [81] may open completely new fields in the study of organic 
sediments. Despite the recent contractions in the coal industries of a number of 
major coal-producing countries, geological, chemical and geochemical interest 
in coals has never been so widespread and intense as it is at present. Substantial 
progress in these areas of coal science seems almost inevitable. 

a ' 
(x 360) 

Fig. 7. a) Low-reflecting, thick-walled microspores closely associated with thin-walled, high-reflecting 
microspores from low-rank bituminous coal (after BELL [82]). b) Megaspore showing a transition in 
optical properties from exinite to vitrinite of the same coal (after BELL and MURCHISON [78]). c) Exinite 
in a low-rank coal showing transition in optical properties and morphology to semifusinite of varying 
character (after BELL and MURCHISON [78]). d) Vitrinite from the Old Red Sandstone showing increased 
reflectivity around inclusions that are probably radioactive phosphates. The unaffected vitrinite is of 
lower reflectivity and granular in appearance. All photomicrographs of relief-polished surfaces 

immersed under oil of refractive index 1.520 
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Fig. 7c 
(x 123) 
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Fig. 7d (x 720) 

x. Appendix-Maceral Separation 
The extensive physical and chemical investigations of the three maceral groups 

have been possible because of their successful separation from one another by 
essentially non-destructive techniques. The methods employed have almost 
invariably involved very fine grinding of the coal followed by concentration of the 
different maceral groups in liquids of varying specific gravity. For example, 
DORMANS, HUNTJENS and VAN KREvELEN [83] used differing concentrations of 
aqueous solutions of zinc chloride to achieve their separations, while KROGER 

and his collaborators [84] employed carbon tetrachloride-toluene mixtures of 
varying density. 

These methods of separation allowed the collection of valuable data on the 
properties and chemical constitution of the macerals. It was recognized that there 
was the possibility of oxidation of certain of the coal constituents during the 
necessary prolonged, preliminary fine-grinding of the coal, or of some chemical 
alteration when organic liquids were used to separate fractions of differing density. 
There is little evidence, however, of such effects in the mass of data that has been 
produced. Nowadays many large-scale separations of the maceral groups are 
carried out by grinding the coals to controlled particle size in inert atmospheres 
and using ultra-high speed centrifuging in water for separation. 

Successful "sink and float" separations depend upon a high initial concen
tration in the coal of the required maceral group. The method cannot therefore be 
used to separate for chemical study minor petrographic constituents whose 
densities are similar to those of the dominant maceral within a group. Thus, 
MURCHISON and JONES [70], when investigating resinite in bituminous coals, 
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employed a simple mechanical method on a semimicro-scale to separate this 
maceral from coal types which carried high proportions of sporinite of similar 
density. 

Chemical methods of extraction of petrographic constituents from coals have 
not been widely employed, presumably because of the fear of chemically altering 
the macerals. NEAVEL and MILLER [74] were forced to use a 10 percent solution of 
potassium hydroxide to free cutinite from weathered vitrinite in Indiana "paper 
coal", but stated that their chemical data still coincided with the exinite regressions 
published by VAN KREVELEN [4]. A method that will have to be increasingly 
applied if certain petrographic constituents are to be investigated chemically 
is the use of hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids to remove syngenetic carbonates 
and silicates that are intimately associated with the organic matter. The method 
is standard and accepted in the study of kerogens [85], but has not been widely 
used in coal geochemistry. DOUGLAS et al. [77] have already employed the method 
in an investigation of fatty acids in the rich algal coals called torbanites. Similar 
treatment had little if any effect on the band intensities of infrared spectra of 
mineral-free resinites that were used as controls in studies of the absorption 
patterns of demineralized alginites [86]. Wider application of the method would 
thus seem feasible and safe. 
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All valid inferences about the history of the earth derive from or take into 
account information obtained by various means from the different rocks or rock
successions that make up the geologic record (including meteorites). The materials 
of organic geochemistry also are found within these rocks. Such materials are 
significant only insofar as they are interpreted in the context ofthe local succession 
and total geologic record. Substances of interest to the organic geochemist, how
ever, are mostly confined to sedimentary rocks and the following discussion will 
be limited to pre-Paleozoic (or "Precambrian") sedimentary rocks - referred to 
as" sediments". 

From radiometric dating we know that the pre-Paleozoic comprises roughly 
the first seven-eighths of the earth's history - from the origin of the earth 
about 4.5 to 4.8 billion * years (B. Y.) ago [1J, to the beginning of the Paleozoic 
about 0.6 to possibly as much as 0.7 B. Y. ago. It is possible to deal with this 
record in a short space primarily because the first billion years or so of it are 
missing and the remainder is as yet not well understood. Nevertheless, we do 
know many rocks and areas of investigation that should be of interest to 
organic geochemists, and it is the purpose of this brief report to suggest what 
some of these are. 

* In this chapter, billion = 109• 
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II. Distribution of Relatively Little-Altered Sediments 
As an original sedimentary deposit is deformed and metamorphosed, mate

rials of interest for organic geochemistry become altered, by heat and pressure, 
and migrate. It thus seems advisable at this stage in the investigation of pre
Paleozoic organic components to focus on the least-altered rocks, as well as on 
those most likely to contain materials suitable for investigation. 

From a casual perusal of textbooks and general writings, one might infer that 
little-altered pre-Paleozoic sediments are rare. Instead, they are fairly widespread 
on all continents, especially in the younger pre-Paleozoic sedimentary basins at 
the margins of and exterior to the crystalline shields, and also include very old 
rocks, reaching ages of more than 3 B. Y. old in eastern South Africa. Relatively 
unaltered ancient sediments are particularly widespread in Australia, where the 
pre-Paleozoic consists mainly of a series of great sedimentary basins and only a 
small part in the southwest is a crystalline shield in the sense that the term" Pre
cambrian shield" is used on other continents. The pre-Paleozoic of Australia is 
being studied energetically by geologists of the federal and provincial surveys, 
and a wealth of information is now beginning to appear in the form of explanatory 
notes and reports accompanying the 1/250,000 geological map series of the Bureau 
of Mineral Resources, Geology, and Geophysics. Meanwhile the most intensive 
investigations of little-altered pre-Paleozoic sediments that have been published 
to date are probably those of the Soviet geologists dealing with Siberia and the 
Russian Platform. Here large groups of investigators at the Geological Institute 
in Moscow and the Institute for Precambrian Studies in Leningrad (both of the 
Akademia Nauk, U.S.S.R.) are investigating the stratigraphy and paleontology of 
the rocks [2-11], although little organic geochemistry seems to have been done 
as yet. The best known and most complete sequence of pre-Paleozoic sediments 
from the viewpoint of radiometric ages and chronologic succession, however, is 
that of South Africa [12]. 

There would be little point here in attempting to outline the major features of 
the pre-Paleozoic sediments for the different continents. For that the reader should 
refer to summary volumes currently being prepared (or already issued) under the 
editorship of LOTZE and SCHMIDT [13] and of RANK AM A [14,15]. 

What is of interest here is to consider briefly the kinds of sediments found and 
the broad conclusions to which this leads, and what may be some ofthe potentially 
fruitful opportunities for research in the organic geochemistry of these ancient 
rocks. 

III. Nature of the Sedimentary Record 
A. Nomenclatural Problems 

It is well to begin this section with a few observations on the nomenclature of 
the pre-Paleozoic rocks (Table 1). From the viewpoint of vital processes (as well 
as other features) the earth's history can be divided into two unequal but meaning
ful major divisions. The first seven-eighths is alternatively called Precambrian or 
Cryptozoic. The last eighth of earth history (younger than 600 to 700 million 
years ago), with abundant visible records of multicellular animal life, is called, 
collectively, the Phanerozoic. Neither term is entirely satisfactory. Although 
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Table 1. Major divisions of earth history 

Approximate 
Eons Eras age in 

years x 109 

Cenozoic 
0.07 

Phanerozoic Mesozoic 
0.2 

Paleozoic 
0.6-0.7--

Cryptozoic Late Proterozoic 
Pre-Paleozoic ---------- Proterozoic 1.8-2.0--

or Early Proterozoic 
"Precambrian" "Cryptozoic" 2.5-2.7--

Archean 
3.3-3.6--

Records unknown 
4.6+ 

Accumulation of the planets in process. 

Phanerozoic-Cryptozoic makes a nice contrast, Cryptozoic applies logically only 
to the younger Precambrian. Precambrian itself gets us into even worse semantic 
difficulties. In the formal sense in which currently employed, it signifies to many 
geologists (including this writer) not merely the record antecedent to the Cambrian, 
but the record antecedent to the Paleozoic and to the Phanerozoic. It is bad 
enough when we speak of "post-Precambrian" (as is commonly done), but we get 
into real difficulties when we try to discuss rocks or events that we might consider 
including in the Paleozoic Era but antecedent to the Cambrian Period (currently 
the basal Paleozoic period). Such rocks would then literally be pre-Cambrian 
rocks of post-Precambrian age! 

Perhaps the best way out of this dilemma, without proliferating jargon, is to 
reinstate the terms Archean and Proterozoic for main divisions of the pre
Paleozoic, as is now being widely done and as shown on Table 1. The major terms 
then become Archean, Proterozoic, and Phanerozoic. The facts that they are not 
coordinate in etymology or time included and that we use them for both time and 
rocks may seem deplorable to some; but the objective here is unambiguous 
communication without undue violence to existing nomenclatural ecology, and 
these terms will accordingly be used in the sense implied above and in Table 1. 

Not all semantic problems are eliminated by this device, to be sure. For in
stance, is it proper to designate as Archean the unrecorded history of the earth 
between completion of accumulation at about 4.5 to 4.8 B. Y. and the first dated 
event thereafter at 3.5 to 3.6 B. Y. [16]. That problem, fortunately, does not 
concern us here, because we will discuss only rocks that exist and events that 
are known to have happened. Of course, when referring to Archean and Proterozoic 
together, the term in most common use is Precambrian, but I find it less ambiguous 
to choose between Cryptozoic and pre-Paleozoic, and I prefer the latter because 
it is the least ambiguous of all. Eventually a comprehensive new terminology may 
be needed, but until more and better information is available movements in this 
direction are likely to be short-lived. 
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B. Kinds of Sediments Found and Their Implications 
for the Evolution of the Biosphere 

As observed by PETTIJOHN in 1943 [17J and by others before and since 1960 
(e.g., JAMES [18J), the kinds of sedimentary rocks found in the pre-Paleozoic are 
much the same as those found in Paleozoic and younger rocks. What is of interest 
in the present connection is that they occur in different proportions at different 
times and that these proportions show a rough evolutionary sequence [19, 20J that 
can be related to the concommitant evolution of vital processes. Silica pre
cipitates decrease and carbonate sediments increase upward from older to younger 
rocks, with transition from abundant chert to abundant carbonate at 2 B. Y. or 
more [20]. Rhythmic open-water precipitates of alternating Fe-poor and Fe-rich 
siliceous rocks called banded-iron-formation (BIF) are essentially restricted to 
rocks between 3 to 3.2 and 1.8 to 2 B. Y. old [20-22J, in contrast to younger and 
down-ranging iron formations of other kinds and different genesis. Red beds - de
trital deposits of terrestrial or near-shore origin in which ferric oxides coat the 
individual grains and fill part of the space between grains - occur mainly or 
entirely in rocks younger than the youngest thick and extensive BIF [20]. 
Uraninite grains that may be detrital and should have undergone alteration in 
the persisting presence of free 02 are found in rocks as young as 2 B. Y. but no 
younger [23]. Sedimentary sulfate deposits (gypsum and anhydrite), with trivial 
and perhaps with relatively late exceptions, appear not to occur in pre-Paleozoic 
rocks [20]. There are secular increases upward through known Archean and 
Proterozoic sediments in the ratios Fe20 3/FeO, K + jNa+, Ca2+/Mg 2+, and in the 
ratio of residual sediments such as relatively pure quartz-sandstones to immature 
sediments such as graywackes and arkoses [19]. A striking feature of the Archean 
sediments is the" singular scarcity of true quartzite and almost total lack of lime
stone" [17J, both of which are abundant in rocks younger than about 2 B. Y. 

How does this translate to terms relevant to organic geochemistry? To begin 
with, the prevalence of siliceous precipitates and rarity of carbonate rocks among 
the older sediments discriminates between alternate models of the atmosphere 
under which the abiogenic evolution of organic compounds, and subsequent bio
synthesis, presumably took place. Moreover, inasmuch as the oldest dated rocks 
so far known are all crystalline, there is little hope of finding an antecedent record 
of sediments and some reason to infer a cataclysmic event (such as lunar capture?) 
at perhaps 3.5 to 3.6 B. Y. which obliterated older records and reset radiometric 
clocks (by heat transfer from energy conversion?). Life as we know it presumably 
originated (or reoriginated) subsequent to that event. Alternate models for the 
atmosphere of biosynthesis, leaving out an extension backward of present condi
tions, are (1) an atmosphere rich in methane and ammonia, and (2) an atmosphere 
of juvenile volcanic gases with little or no methane and ammonia. For a variety of 
reasons neither could have contained more than trace quantities of free oxygen, 
since this reactive element is almost certainly inimical to pre-biotic chemical 
evolution of critical organic compounds, to biosynthesis, and to persistence of life 
in the absence of oxygen-controlling enzymes. If NH3 were in the atmosphere, it 
would also be in the hydrosphere. The resultant high pH would favor precipita
tion of CaC03 and CaMg(C03)2 and oppose the precipitation of Si02, whereas 
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the record of the oldest sediments shows the reverse. If NH3 were negligible there 
is little reason to invoke CH4 . Nor is there evidence of it in the form of the extensive 
carbon deposits that one would expect to arise from the recombination of CH4 

in an oxygen-poor atmosphere. Thus a primary atmosphere of juvenile volcanic 
gases such as CO, COz, HzO, N z , Hz, and probably HCl is likely-at least for the 
time for which we have a sedimentary record and during which life presumably 
originated. 

The chronologic distributions of BIF and red-beds (as well as possibly detrital 
uraninite) are consistent with a dependent relation between BIF and oxygen
producing vital processes. The fact that the oldest red-beds appear to follow or 
overlap slightly with the youngest BIF at about 1.8 to 2 B. Y. before the present, 
suggests that this may represent the time of introduction in green-plant photo
synthesizers of oxygen-absorbing and peroxide-reducing enzymes (the advanced 
cytochromes and catalases) and the first large scale evasion ofOz from hydrosphere 
to atmosphere [20,22]. The appearance ofthe first thick and extensive sedimentary 
sulfate deposits near the base of the Paleozoic is consistent with the concept of a 
relatively large increase in the amount of atmospheric oxygen at about that 
time [24]. The increased ratios upward of FeZ0 3/FeO, K+jNa+, Caz+/Mgz+, 
and residual to immature sediments, is consistent with increasing importance 
upward of vital processes in both the hydrosphere and interstitial to soils. 

The foregoing implies a wealth of opportunities to seek a relevant body of 
information in organic geochemistry and to construct rational models of bio
chemical evolution. Let us next consider some of these potentialities. 

C. Deposits of Special Interest for Organic Geochemistry 
In choosing an ideal rock for research in the organic geochemistry of the pre

Paleozoic, one would normally seek a rock of known age in which remains of life 
or other evidences of vital processes were to be found and which had minimum 
likelihood of addition, subtraction, or gross alteration of materials. 

Inasmuch as there are as yet no records of unequivocal metazoan fossils in 
rocks of undoubted pre-Paleozoic age, the demonstrable record of pre-Paleozoic 
life is confined to structurally preserved microbiological remains and sedimentary 
structures similar to those accreted under the influence of known organisms in 
younger rocks - the so-called stromatolites or layered domal, conical, sphenoidal, 
digitate, or multiformed deposits of CaC03 , CaMg(C03)2' or SiOz. 

Published records of structurally preserved microbiological (algal and bacte
rial) remains of pre-Paleozoic age are as yet not numerous. The best known is from 
approximately 2 B.Y. old biogenic chert of the Gunflint Iron Formation in 
southern Ontario [22, 25-29]. The oldest is from the carbonaceous shales and 
cherts of the more 3 B. Y. old Figtree Series of eastern South Africa [30, 31]; 
the biologically most pristine is from chert of the younger Proterozoic Bitter 
Spring's Formation of central Australia [32]. These occurrences, plus a few others 
which I regard as including demonstrable or highly probable nanofossils, are 
shown in chronologie sequence in Table 2. 

Other published occurrences known to me [41,42] involve varying degrees of 
doubt greater than those listed here. This is not to reject them out of hand, but 
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Table 2. Main published occurrences of structurally preserved microbiological remains in rocks of known 
pre-Paleozoic age* 

Approximate Lithology and rock-unit Region Representative source of 
age in billions information 
of years 

Younger shale, mudstone, and Eastern Baltic, TIMOFEEV (1959, 1960 a and b, 
Proterozoic siltstone of various units Russian Platform, 1966) [7-9] 

Siberia 

Younger chert of Bitter Springs Central BARGHOORN and SCHOPF 
Proterozoic Formation Australia (1965) [32] 

Proterozoic Uchusk Series Ayan-Maysk VOLOGDIN and DROZDOVA 
Gonamsk beds (1964) [40] 

Nonesuch Shale N. Michigan BARGHOORN et al. (1965) [27] 
EGLINTON et al. (1964) [33] 

1.2 limestone of Belt Series W. central PFLUG (1964,1965) [34-35] 
Montana 

1.3 carbonaceous siltstone W. central TYNNI and SnvoLA (1966) [36] 
of Muhos Formation Finland 
(Jotnian) 

1.9 biogenic chert of S. Ontario TYLER and BARGHOORN (1954) [25] 
Gunflint Iron Formation BARGHOORN and TYLER (1965) [26] 

CLOUD (1965) [22] 
CLOUD and HAGEN (1965) [29] 
BARGHOORN et al. (1965) [27] 

2.1 chert in Brockman W. Australia LA BERGE (1966) [43] 
Iron Formation 

2.7 pyrite nodules in N.E. Minnesota CLOUD et al .. (1965) [37] 
carbonaceous shale lens MEINSCHEIN (1965) [38] 
of Soudan Iron BELSKY et al. (1965) [39] 
Formation 

3.2 carbonaceous shale and E. South Africa PFLUG (1966) [30] 
chert in Figtree Series BARGHOORN and SCHOPF 

(1966) [31] 

* This list, compiled in June 1967, needs a number of new occurrences and references to bring it 
up to date. 

simply to indicate that I do not find the evidence so far presented sufficiently 
convincing to list them here. Nor do I necessarily consider that all objects illustrated 
and described from all the occurrences listed are of unequivocally vital origin. 
The supposedly extensive occurrence of nano-fossils in banded iron formations 
as reported by LA BERGE [43J, for instance, is entirely expectable and probably 
true, but it needs further study and documentation. Although a number of the 
structures figured by him are very persuasive fossils, others resemble structures 
of non-biogenic colloidal origin (common in cherts of various ages) or mineral 
aggregates. Nevertheless, structurally preserved microbiological remains clearly 
are to be found far back in the records of the primitive earth. These include 
morphologically well-preserved procaryotes (non-mitosing cells without nuclear 
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membrane), such as blue-green algae, bacteria, and perhaps procaryotic fungi, in 
rocks 1.8 to 2 B. Y. old and older. Eucaryotes (having mitosing cells and nuclear 
membrane) have been found so far only in younger Proterozoic rocks [9, 10,32]. 

Apart from specific fossiliferous rocks such as those listed in Table 2, it would 
seem profitable, from the viewpoint of either organic geochemistry or the search 
for additional microbiological remains, to pay special attention to very-fine
grained sediments or probable chemical precipitates that contain non-graphitic 
carbonaceous matter which may represent the degradation products of organisms 
living at the time. Where such organisms have been sealed within a crystallizing 
silica gel, as seems to have been the case with cherts in the Gunflint and Bitter 
Springs beds, they may preserve their original morphology and retain organic 
molecules resulting from the lysis of original vital products. Fine-grained cherts 
that are black from contained organic matter are thus the most promising type 
of sediment in which to search, provided such cherts are primary or very early 
replacement products. Unfortunately, later silification of stromatolites and the 
post-depositional or even post-lithification formation of chert nodules or other 
masses from silica in solution in migrating interstitial waters is very difficult to 
distinguish from penecontemporaneous chert, leading inevitably to many dis
appointments in the search for early records of life and its degradation products. 

Sediments other than chert that have yielded pre-Paleozoic microbiological 
remains or products, include cryptocrystalline and oolitic limestone, as well as 
similarly well-preserved shale, mudstone, and siltstone. In narrowing down the 
target area within so vast a searching ground as the pre-Paleozoic, it seems only 
sensible to concentrate on samples of similar nature - especially those of a dark 
color attributable to dispersed organic matter, or containing hydrocarbons (both 
solid and liquid hydrocarbons occur in pre-Paleozoic rocks) or dispersed small 
pyrite spherules or grains. It would, for instance, involve a much higher element 
of risk in an already risky area to search for organic matter in white, red, or coarse
grained detrital sediments or in dolomite or other recrystallized sediments. Among 
the fine-grained rocks, evidence of biological sedimentary processes, as in the 
construction of stromatolites, is an additional factor indicating opportunity for 
the preservation of biological materials, although sediments called stromatolitic 
by geologists are not invariably of biological origin. 

D. Opportunities for Research 
Apart from simply undertaking a systematic survey of what may be found in 

sediments known to contain microbiological remains or otherwise believed to be 
hopeful, some prospects for particular investigation deserve mention. 

It has been stated in different places recently that evidence of life has been 
found in the oldest sediments known on earth. That observation presumably 
applies to carbonaceous shales and cherts in the Figtree Series of South Africa. 
Beneath the Figtree, however, there is another 35,000 feet or more of sediments 
at the base of the Swaziland System - the Onverwacht Series. The detailed strati-, 
graphy and regional relations of this vast pile of sediments and basic volcanics 
are only now being worked out by M. J. and R. P. VILJOEN of the University of 
Witwatersrand. We know already, however, that it locally contains carbonaceous 
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shale and chert which, although by no means unaltered, offer at least some slim 
hope of adding another chapter to the record of pre-Paleozoic life*. 

Sedimentary sulfate deposits reported to be associated with pre-Paleozoic 
rock-sequences (as well as little-altered pyritic sediments) should be investigated 
more extensively as to their ratios of sulfur isotopes, in particular for the implica
tions of such ratios for microbiology, photosynthetic mechanisms, and atmospheric 
oxygen. Deposits perhaps suitable for such investigations are reported from the 
younger Proterozoic of Arctic Canada [44] and central Australia [45], as well as 
from 1.2 B. Y. old rocks in New York [46]. 

The many elegant studies of the branched isoprenoids, steranes, and other 
alkanes such as have been carried out by CALVIN and co-workers, OR6 and 
associates, and MEINSCHEIN and collaborators, should be extended to more of the 
promising samples available - the coal in the Michigamme Shale, for instance 
[47], as well as the numerous little-altered carbonaceous shales of the Northern 
Territory, Western Australia, and northwest Queensland in Australia. They should 
also be checked and extended by studies of the stable isotopes of carbon, especially 
utilizing HOERING'S method of cross-checking the carbon isotope ratios of ex
tractable substances against non-extractables [48] as a means of enhancing or 
reducing confidence regarding the possible endemism of the volatiles. 

Other classes of lipids should be isolated and studied more extensively. A new 
chapter in the organic geochemistry of the pre-Paleozoic, and possibly in the 
story of biogenesis, could result from such studies. 

And finally, a special opportunity is perhaps to be found in the geochemical 
investigation of pre-Paleozoic sedimentary phosphate deposits [49]. Trace 
quantities of phosphate certainly occur in a number of pre-Paleozoic sediments, 
and even small phosphatic nodules are to be found locally in some younger 
Proterozoic deposits such as the Torridonian of Scotland. It is not generally known 
outside the U.S.S.R. and China, however, that sedimentary phosphorite deposits 
of economic and near-economic significance are reported to be widespread in 
rocks of late Proterozoic age (RIPHEAN and SINIAN) in the eastern U.S.S.R. and 
China. Such deposits, at least, would comprise an interesting target for research 
in organic geochemistry. Less interesting, perhaps, but not completely devoid of 
interest, are the now altered, but presumably original, sedimentary phosphate 
deposits mentioned by DAVIDSON [49] as being associated with marble and other 
crystalline rocks of Archean age and containing up to 4 to 5 percent P 205. 

Indeed the range of uninvestigated and insufficiently investigated materials 
and problems, and the diversity of applicable techniques and interests suggests 
that we are on the verge of a new era in the investigation of pre-Paleozoic rocks; 
organic geochemistry and paleomicrobiology will continue to play inter-related 
and significant roles and will increase the scope and number of investigators. 
Studies in these fields, together with related investigations of the geochro
nology, physical geochemistry, stratigraphy, sedimentology, petrology, and 

* Since this was written in June 1967 structures of probable biologic origin have been described 
from the Onverwacht Series by A. E. J. ENGEL and others: Algae-like forms in the Onverwacht Series, 
South Africa- Oldest recognized life-like forms on Earth. Science 161, 1005 -1008 (1968). 
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regional geology of the Archean and Proterozoic successions, are now beginning 
to unscramble the first seven-eighths of earth history. When a comprehensive 
summary of decipherable pre-Paleozoic history is written, we may confidently 
expect it to reveal and in large part to be based on a rich succession of micro biotas 
and biogeochemical episodes. 
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In the field of Biopoesis which is concerned with the abiotic events leading to 
the origin of life, organic derivatives of minerals are of increasing interest. They 
allow, inter alia, the accumulation of organic matter, the stabilization of metastable 
compounds by means of complex formation, or the alteration of organic material 
by catalysis. Of special interest are those minerals which either due to small particle 
size exhibit large surface areas or for structural reasons have boundary surfaces 
inside the crystal which are easily accessible from the outside. For this reason, the 
present work will principally be concerned with minerals that exhibit the afore
mentioned characteristics. They include within the silicates, minerals such as 
montmorillonites, vermiculites, micas, swelling chlorites, kaolinite, mixed layer 
minerals, and zeolites with a wide open channel network. In addition, organic 
derivatives of uranium mica, swelling vanadates and phosphates, and hydroxyalu
minates will briefly be discussed. In view of the fact that little is known on naturally 
occurring allophanes, these amorphous compounds are just mentioned. 

II. Types of Compounds and General Properties 
Among minerals that exhibit accessible surfaces within the crystal and which 

contain exchangeable ions, several types of organic derivatives can be distinguished. 
47 Organic Geochemistry 
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Type 1: Organic derivatives of the outer surface. Along outer surfaces of minerals, 
atoms or ions cannot utilize the same linkage elements as they can within the 
crystal because co-ordination polyhedra are either only partially developed or 
atoms or groups of atoms different from those present within a crystal may 
substitute. For instance, in case of the Si04 tetrahedra positioned along a crystal 
edge, an OH-group will frequently proxy for an oxygen; alternatively, in case of 
the AI(O, OH) octahedra, a water molecule may substitute for an oxygen or 
hydroxyl ion, respectively. 

These arrangements characteristic for outer surfaces are reactive. 
The silanol groups Si-OH may react as follows: 

~i-OH + SOCl2 

'Si-oH 
./ 

+ HOlQ 

HO)V 

---, )SiCI + S02 + HCI 

---, )Si-Q + MCI 

20 atm ,_ 
---, -:;;1Ii-OR + H20 

250°C " 

+ OW -2-0o-C-' lX)O]+ 
2O·C' [X)OJ + H,O 

and yield esters or derivatives with silicon-carbon bonds. However, these derivatives 
are rather unstable in aqueous systems [1-6]. Esters become rapidly hydrolyzed 
except for derivatives containing pyrocatechol or other o-diphenols which under 
alkaline conditions form stable anionic silicon complexes [7]. 

Tropolones, e.g. tropolone and thujaplicine [8, 9], yield stable cationic complexes 

in the pH range between 4 and 6. In both instances, the stability is due to the for
mation of five- and six-fold oxygen co-ordinated silicon. Although the Si-C 
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linkage is relatively stable, such linkage elements present in surface compounds 
are only moderately stable in aqueous systems. This is due to a gradual hydrolysis 
and the resulting elimination ofR-Si(OHh groups which are soluble and thus can 
be carried away or may become re-condensed again. 

Organic derivatives produced in the vicinity of co-ordination polyhedra 
surrounding the aluminium ions located along crystal edges will preferentially 
form with acids, for instance, the long chain sulfonic and fatty acids. In a first step 
these are fixed as exchangeable anions, then in a second step additional neutral 
molecules are taken up [10]. Most crucial in this reaction is the hydrophobic 
bonding, that is, the destruction of the water structure as a result of the presence 
oflong chain hydrophobic residues. These bonding forces are weak. Consequently, 
the anionic exchange equilibrium is strongly shifted towards the OH-compounds 
making the adsorption conditions rather unfavorable for the formation of organic 
derivatives [11]. Stronger linkages may come into existence by employing suitable 
complex-forming agents. At higher concentrations, however, they will rapidly lead 
to a complete decomposition of the silicates. 

Surface compounds of this type also occur on allophanes; yet, the formation 
of Si - 0 - C or Si - C linkages is only favored at extremely low water vapor 
partial pressures. Adsorption from the gaseous state becomes noteworthy only at 
relatively high pressures. Frequently, there is a direct relationship between the 
total amount of fixed organic matter and the specific outer surface area. Inasmuch 
as this area rarely exceeds 30 to 50m2/g even for fine crystalline minerals, such 
organic derivatives are less important as the ones which will be discussed below. 

Type 2: Minerals having exchangeable organic cations. Cations in exchange 
position within a crystal may become substituted by certain organic cations 
[12-18]. In case the inside exchange positions are only accessible through rigid 
channels as is true for the zeolites, the size of the substituting organic cations is 
limited by the width ofthe channel opening. In contrast, ifthe cations are positioned 
between layers having variable spacings, essentially all sizes of organic cations may 
penetrate into the crystals. The larger the size of a cation, the wider is the resulting 
spacing between neighboring layers. In case of very large isometric cations, the 
exchange is no longer quantitative because the area available in a monolayer 
within the lattice plane is insufficient. The linkage is electrostatic. It is enhanced 
if hydrogen bonds can operate or additional hydrophobic interactions come into 
playas is the case for long chain n-alkylammonium ions [19]. 

Organic derivatives of this type are commonly rather stable. In nature they may 
lead to a significant enrichment of the organic matter [20]. 

Type 3: Minerals having polar organic molecules as solvate. A third type of 
organic compounds can be generated in the presence of certain polar organic 
molecules. Exchangeable inorganic cations are frequently solvated by water 
molecules which in turn can be replaced by polar organic molecules such as 
alcohols or amines [21-25]. Since the hydration energy of cations is larger than 
their solvation energy with organic molecules, derivatives will only form if the 
organic reaction partners are available in high concentrations. Once formed, 
they are kinetically stable if the polar molecules exhibit distinct hydrophobic 
properties. 
47· 
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Type 4: Derivatives by complex formation with exchangeable cations. Closely 
related to Type 3 are compounds in which the exchangeable cations inside the 
crystal react with suitable complex-forming compounds. Inasmuch as the effective 
charge of the cations is frequently lowered hereby, protons have to compensate the 
charge deficiency. Such complexes are easily formed in particular with exchange
able transition metal ions. Complex formation is decisively influenced by steric 
relations. Namely, planar complex compounds are preferentially generated in 
reactive minerals with layer-structures, whereas bulky three-dimensional com
plexes will not form. In case of octahedral complexes, layer oxygen atoms may 
occupy the 5th and 6th position of the complex. As a consequence, complexes 
which in the free state would be unstable, become stabilized inside the crystal. In 
all instances the diffusion of the complex-forming compounds into the lattice 
and the back diffusion of the reactive cations out of the lattice compete with each 
other. In turn, under extreme conditions the formation of the complex may take 
place either inside or along the outer surface of the crystal [26-34]. 

Type 5: Derivatives having exchangeable organic cations and polar organic 
molecules in the form of swelling agents. Since almost any type 2 representative is 
capable of swelling with any polar organic molecule, this group is particularly 
broad. For montmorillonites alone more than 9,000 different derivatives have been 
studied [35]. They are formed relatively simply and permit an extraordinary 
enrichment of organic matter. The catalytic properties of the minerals, however, 
are less pronounced for this type of derivative in comparison with the four other 
types of derivatives discussed before [36-38]. 

All the types of derivatives mentioned so far may liberally combine among 
each other. Research is complicated by the fact that this may occur even within a 
single crystal. Thus uniformly appearing minerals may give rise to organic deriv
atives of the mixed-layer-type. 

III. Organic Compounds of Various Minerals 
A. Montmorillonites, Vermiculites, and Micas 

The same basic structural details are involved in montmorillonites, vermiculites, 
and micas (Fig. 1) [39--43]. For this reason we will treat them simultaneously. 

Within a layer, silicon by surrounding itself with 4 oxygens forms a tetrahedron 
of which three oxygens are also a part of neighboring tetrahedra. In this way two
dimensional infinite layers of tetrahedra are formed having the general composition 
of Si20 s. Two of these tetrahedral layers, opposite and parallel to each other, 
are joined by cations co-ordinated to oxygens at the tetrahedra tips. The individual 
cations, intending to be octahedrally co-ordinated, will complete the octahedron 
by the introduction of OH groups. 

For each Si40 lO unit, there are three octahedral vacancies. To balance the 
negative charge, six positive ones are required which can be supplied by either 
three 2-valent or two 3-valent cations. The first choice will result in the formation 
of a so-called trioctahedral type and the second ·one a dioctahedral silicate. 

The individual silicate layers generated in this way are electrically neutral. 
Due to isomorphous substitution, however, negative charges may develop. For 
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eSi,oAI 

O,OH" 
Mg 

Fig. 1. Structure of Mica-type Layer-Silicates (Projection along a-axis) 

instance, 3-valent octahedrally co-ordinated cations may be exchanged for 2-valent 
metals, and aluminium or other 3-valent cations of comparable ionic size may 
proxy for silicon in tetrahedral positions. To compensate the charge deficiency, 
the equivalent amount of cations must be introduced into interlayer positions. 
On account of the solvation tendency of these interlayer cations and according 
to the special requirements of the solvate molecules, the basal spacing will more 
or less increase, a phenomenon commonly referred to as one-dimensional or 
intracrystalline swelling of the minerals under discussion [40]. 

The standardized crystallochemical formula of montmorillonites, vermiculites, 
and micas can be expressed as follows: 

Cations Swelling 
in liquid 
interlayer 
position 

Silicate layer 

The physical-chemical properties are principally determined by 

(a) the net sum (x + y) of the charge of cations substituted in tetrahedral (x) 
and octahedral (y) positions, 

(b) the valence (z) of the exchangeable cations, 
(c) the kind of octahedral cations Mel and Meu and 
(d) the ratio x:y. 

Factors c and d, however, are less crucial than factors a and b [44,45]. In case the 
negative charge is introduced mainly by the substitution of Si4 + by three-valent 
metals (x ~ y), the charge type is referred to as beidellitic,' in the reverse situation 
(y~x) we have the montmorillonitic type. 

For montmorillonite minerals the charge (x+ y) per structural unit (Si, AI)4010 
is in the order of about 0.25 to 0.55; the corresponding range for vermiculites is 
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Table 1. System of the mica silicates M(/+y)/z(Y)n {Mef+, Me~+)~6~1)+ (OHhSi4_xAlxOlO}(x+y)-

layer charge group subgroup dominant type silicates of the 
(x+y) of cations within 
per (Si, AI)4010 the octahedral dioctahedral trioctahedral 
unit layer series series 

x+y= Mel and/or Men 

0 A1 3 + Pyrophyllite 
Mg2+ talcum 
Fe2+ minnesotaite 

0.25-0.55 montmorillo- AP+ montmorillo-
x~y nite or nite 

montmorine montmorillo- Cr3 + wolchonskoite -
or smectite nite Mg2+ hectorite 

A13 + beidellite 
y~x beidellite Fe3+ nontronite 

Mg2+ saponite 
Zn2+ sauconite 
Ni2+ pimelite 
Cu2+ medmontite 

0.56--0.69 vermiculite vermiculite AI3+ dioctahedral 
y~x Mg2+ vermiculite vermiculite 

Fe2+ jefferisite 

0.66--0.88 mica illite A13 + illite 
y~x Mg2+ trioctahedral 

illite 
Fe2+ glauconite 

0.89-1.1 mica AP+ muscovite 
x:;:;O and paragonite 

Mg2+ phlogopite 
Fe2+ biotite 

1.8-2.0 brittle mica AP+ margarite 
x:;:;O and ephesite 

Mg2+ xanthophyllite 

0.55 to 0.70; above the 0.70 level the micas start. The lower charged silicates have 
a predominantly montmorillonitic charge distribution. An increase in the amount 
of (x + y) will favor the beidellitic type which is actually caused by its more uniform 
charge distribution relative to the montmorillonitic type. The most common 
minerals are summarized in Table 1. 

In the charged layer silicates (x + y > 0) electrostatic forces add to the van der 
Waals attraction between adjacent layers. The electrostatic interactions increase 
with the net amount of(x+ y), so that finally the hydration energy of the cations in 
interlayer position is no longer sufficient to enforce the uptake of water into the 
interlayer space against the electrostatic forces simply by increasing the lattice 
dimensions. The solvation energy per interlayer cation is lowered at higher charges 
of the layer where for reasons of space limitations, the solvation halo cannot 
fully develop and thus the water dipoles cannot be oriented favorably for all the 
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Table 2. Micaceous silica compounds capable of cation exchange and swelling 

layer charge subgroup cation exchange (mval/lOO g) swelling inside 
(x+y) the crystal 
per natural Na+, Mg+, K+ as inter-

(AI,Si)40 w mineral Ca2+ as layer cation 
unit interlayer in the mineral 

cations in 
the mineral 

0 talcum 0-3 no swelling 
pyrophyllite 

0.25-0.55 montmorillo- 60-120 60-120 60-120 swelling occurs with 
y~x nite all inorganic cations 
x~y beidellite and most of the 

organic cations. 
alkaloids inhibit or 
retard the swelling 

0.56-0.69 vermiculite 100-200 100-200 without complex K+, Rb+, Cs+, 
x~y forming unit: NHt ions inhibit 

0-25"; with swelling 
complex forming 
unit for K+: 
100-200; with 
R-NHj: 100-200 

0.66-0.88 illite 0- 35" -200 without complex swelling with 
x~y depending forming unit [H3N · 

on the size of for K +: 0-35"; (CH2)xNH3]2+ and 
the particles with complex (CxH2x+l . NH3)+ 

forming unit x> 8. At tempera-
for K+: up to tures below appro 
200; with 40° C, swelling may 
R-NHj: occur too with 
up to 200 inorganic cations 
(very slowly) except for K + , 

NHt, Rb+, Cs+, TI+ 

0.89-1.1 mica 0- 20" -250 with complex like illite 
x~y depending on forming unit 

the size of up to 250; with 
the particles R-NHj: 

up to 250 

1.8-2.0 brittle mica 0- 20" 0- 20" 0-20· swelling only with 
x~y depending in the presence of [H3N · 

on the size complex forming (CH2)xNH3]2+ 
ofthe units; with [H3N· x=10 within a 
particles (CH2)xNH3]2+ narrow range 

up to 380 

• only the outer surface is involved, the ion exchange thus depending on the size of the particles. 

interlayer cations. For this reason the interlayer cations are less mobile and more 
difficult to exchange at higher charges of the layer. Geometry and polarizability 
cause a preference of potassium, rubidium, cesium, and ammonium ions which 
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leads to a contraction of the basal spacing to approximately 9.8 to 10.8 A. These 
cations are considerably less mobile than either sodium, lithium, magnesium, 
or calcium ions. As a result, the highly charged layer silicates occur in nature most 
commonly with potassium. It is noteworthy that in those minerals even potassium 
may become replaced by using suitable complex-forming compounds for potassium 
ions. Exchange can also be accomplished for primary organic alkylammonium ions 
[45]. A survey on the general ion exchange and swelling characteristics of micaceous 
minerals is presented in Table 2. 

B. Compounds with Organic Swelling Liquids 
By treating water-containing micaceous minerals having inorganic interlayer 

cations with methanol or ethanol, the water molecules gradually become dis
placed by the alcohols if the charge of the silicate layers does not exceed 0.60 [25]. 
One should mention, however, that long chain alcohols cannot be easily introduced 
because they are only moderately or are not miscible with water. In contrast, 
methanol and ethanol can be replaced by long chain alcohols. This replacement 
is particularly pronounced if ethanol is first substituted by butanol which 
subsequently may become replaced by longer chain alkanols [23, 24, 46]. This 
phenomenon can simply be attributed to a decrease in the solubility of alkanols 
in water as a function of increased chain length, a fact which complicates or prevents 
the penetration of molecules with hydrophobic alkyl functions into the water
containing interlayer space. In addition, the lowering of interactions between 
neighboring layers as a function of lattice expansion has a decisive influence. 

Table 3. Layer distance of Ca-montmorillonites in the presence ofn-alkanols 

swelling alcohol layer distance (A) at 20° C 
n-CxH 2 x+1OH 
X= montmorillonite montmorillonite nontronite beidellite 

from from from from 
Geisenheim Cyprus Kropfmiihl Unterrupsroth 

6 27.5 27.4 28.1 28.0 

8 31.0 31.4 32.7 30.9 
10 36.3 37.3 36.9 39.0 
12 45.3 46.3 46.1 45.4 
14 48.8 49.1 51.5 48.3 
16 51.6 51.9 55.3 53.3 

18 59.8 58.2 61.8 59.0 

The arrangement of the alcohols in interlayer position is only little influenced 
by the charge of the layers (Table 4), whereas the kind of cations has a noticeable 
effect. This suggests that both the solvation of cations and silicate layers is impor
tant. The experimentally determined increase in spacing with increase in carbon 
number of the alcohols indicates that the alkyl chains are oriented perpendicular 
to the silicate layers but not very regularly (Table 3). This is caused by the abnormal 
temperature dependence of the lattice spacings. Within a certain temperature range 
the distance between the layers is lowered abruptly (Tables 4 and 5). The tempera
tures where these sudden contractions take place rise with increase in melting 
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point, which increases with the length of the alkyl chain. The jump-temperature 
for a given alcohol is especially influenced by the kind of cations in interlayer 
position. Since the strong reduction in lattice dimensions is principally caused 
by the reversible loss of alcohol, the strong influence of solvating cations becomes 
obvious. The number (n) of the adsorbed alcohol molecules per unit formula is 
in the order of 2.0 for the low temperature form and 1.25 for the high temperature 
form. The shorter the chain of the alcohols (n-hexanol and shorter), the larger are 
the deviations from these values [47]. 

Glycol, glycerol or polyalcohols become much better incorporated into the 
interlayer space than the mono-functional alcohols. Apparently the choice for 
multiple cross-linkages involving hydrogen bridges can be attributed to this 
preference [21,22,48-52]. 

Analogous to the alcohols, the aldehydes, ketones, carbonic acids, acid amides, 
amino acids, sugars and polymers can become incorporated as neutral molecules 
into the interlayer space. Work in this area, although not too extensive, already 
shows interesting details. According to these studies, the organic compounds 
which can form hydrogen bridges to the oxygen atoms of the silicate layers are 
preferentially adsorbed. For this reason, amino acids are of special interest; they 
will be treated in a separate section. In contrast, the sugars have little tendency 
to become adsorbed unless concentrated sugar solutions are employed [53, 54, 
20,55,56]. 

Polar basic compounds such as indole, quinol, pyridine and imidazole and 
their respective derivatives are also easily taken up. Apart from the adsorption 
as solvent, the adsorption of protons and the corresponding cation exchange 
become important [57--61, 35]. This can be inferred by the vivid interaction which 
is partly manifested by the additional water adsorption, and by the changes in 
pH of the equilibrium solution [62]. Complex formation, too, is involved which 
particularly favors the incorporation of these bases by cations of the transition 
metals present in interlayer position. 

C. Micaceous Layer Silicates Having Organic Cations 
The number of compounds of this group is unusually large. Virtually any 

organic cation having less than 6 A as its smallest dimension can be introduced 
by ion exchange. Whether or not the exchange is quantitative simply depends on 
the charge of the silicate layer and the size of the cation to be introduced. For 
instance, primary alkylammonium ions n-CxH 2x+1NHj for any given carbon 
number can be quantitatively exchanged whereas the alkaloid codein is only 
quantitatively accepted as cation by the lower charged silicates (Table 6). The 
relationship between charge of the layer, size and type of cation, and the essential 
exchange capacity is based on the fact that for energetic reasons cations in interlayer 
positions can only become arranged in single layers except for strongly asym
metric structures with the charge on one end; here the cations may also form 
double layers [63]. 

Research is particularly plentiful for the n-alkylammonium compounds which 
have industrial applications [64-71]. The ions of phosphonium, arsonium, 
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Table 6. The influence of asymmetric molecules on the exchangeability on micaceous silicates 

micaceous silicate 

hectorite montmorillo- montmorillo- beidellite saponite batavite 
from nite from nitefrom from Unter- from Oro- from 
Hector/Calif. Oeisenheim Cyprus rupsroth schlattengriin Kropfmiihl 

x+y=0.25 x+ y=0.33 x+y=0.42 x+y=O.44 x+y=0.55 x+y=0.66 

~ersible cation 69 91 108 112 142 166 
change with 
+, Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+ 
:quiv./100 ga 

tion exchange with 69 90 109 111 140 163 
-NHt (exchange 
mequiv./100 g)a. b 

tion exchange with 68 89 108 110 70 82 
dein (exchange in 
:quiv./100 g) b 

a for better comparison, the exchange capacities have been related to the sodium compounds. 
b furthermore, due to hydrophobic interaction together with the anions long chain alkylammonium ions may 

come adsorbed. Since this does not represent a real ion exchange, the amount has not been considered. 

stibonium, sulfonium and oxonium are less well studied. From the existing data, 
however, it appears that their properties are similar to the ammonium compounds 
of comparable molecular structure. The difference in stability of the free compounds 
towards higher temperatures and hydrolysis is also maintained in interlayer 
position. 

The bond stability of the alkyl compounds steeply decreases in the direction: 

R· NHt > R2 · NHt > R3 · NH+ 

Quarternary alkylammonium ions R4N+ on the other hand behave quite 
differently; strongly asymmetric ions such as trimethylcetyl- or dimethyl-di
n-octadecylammonium have to be grouped with the primary ammonium ions 
[35, 72]; in contrast, symmetric ions follow the secondary ammonium ions. 
Due to space restrictions, the bonding strength of RlNHt, R3NH+' and sym
metric R4N+ ions decreases rapidly with an increase in the charge of the silicate 
layer [35, 73]. 

Equilibrium for the lower charged silicates becomes established in a matter of 
minutes or hours; but for the higher charged silicates it may take up to 14 months. 
Surprisingly, long-chain compounds require less time for equilibration with 
higher charged silicates than is needed for their short-chain counterparts. This 
feature can be attributed to the rearrangement of structural positions inside the 
crystals. In all instances the chance to form hydrogen bridges is the most crucial 
factor for the ftxation of organic cations in interlayer position. In view of the fact 
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that oxygen atoms will form ditrigonal six-membered rings, cations having a 
trigonal symmetry are favored with respect to hydrogen bridge formation, for 
example: 

R-NHj ions guadinium ions 

Once formed such compounds only reluctantly allow the exchange of the organic 
cations for an inorganic cation [19, 74]. On the other hand, the organic cation can 
be initially picked up by the silicate from extremely dilute solutions. 

The high accumulation capacity for these organic cations even in the presence 
of brines is a function of the extreme shift of the exchange equilibrium to one side 
of the reaction. In addition, the enrichment and storage processes become favored 
if hydrophobic interactions take place. 

The structural arrangement of the organic cations is only sufficiently known for 
the n-alkylammonium ions. The charge of the layers and the chain length ofthe ions 
are hereby of decisive influence. 

Fig. 2a. Monolayers of n-alkylammonium ions in the interspace of n-alkylammonium layer silicates 

Fig. 2 b. Double layers of n-alkylammonium ions in the interlayer space of n-alkylammonium layer 
silicates 
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Fig. 2c. Arrangements of n-alkylammonium ions in the interlayer space of n-alkylammonium layer 
silicates with tilted alkyl-chains (56°) 

Fig. 2d. Cis-trans-conformation of alkyl-chains in the interJayer space 

Fig. 2e. "Paraffin type" structures of n-alkylammonium ions in the interlayer space of n-alkylammonium 
layer silicates 

With layer charge density below (x + y) = 0.67 the cations form monolayers. 
With increasing length of the alkyl chain the spacing remains constant until the 
closest packing of cations within the monolayer is achieved (Fig.2a) [64,65]. 
After that a second layer will form, whereby the spacing abruptly rises by the 
amount of the van-der-Waals-radius of the alkyl chain and remains constant until 
the second layer is completely filled up (Fig.2b). Further increase of the chain 
length will only result in a super-imposition and tilting of the alkyl chains because 
the formation of a third cationic layer is energetically not feasible. The higher the 
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layer charge, the wider the angle of inclination (Fig. 2c and d). Therefore, the layer 
charge can be estimated independently both by means of the angle of inclination 
and the carbon number of the alkyl chains at just completed mono- or double
layer respectively [75, 76, 150]. 

Beyond (x+ y) = 0.67, even short chain alkylammonium ions are tilted. The 
mean lattice expansion per carbon atom (.1 d) increases, the higher the layer charge. 
With (x + y) close to 1.0, .1 d is about 1.26 -1.27 A per carbon atom. This value 
corresponds to monolayers of stretched alkyl chains oriented perpendicular to 
the silicate layers (Fig. 2e) [35]. 

Although the mean lattice expansion per carbon atom is rather constant with 
given layer charge, the individual basal spacings rise in a regular but alternating 
fashion. For instance in batavite the spacing rises by 2.0-2.1 A per carbon atom 
in going from an ammonium ion with an odd numbered n-alkyl chain to an'even
numbered ion, whereas in the opposite direction the increase only amounts to 
0.0-0.1 A (mean lattice expansion .1 d = 1/2 (2.1 + 0.0) ~ 1.05 A ~ 1.27 . sin 56°) 
(Fig. 2c and d) [17, 63J. The odd-even pattern is governed by the possibility ofthe 
methyl end-group to immerse into the cavity of the six-membered oxygen ring. 

Therefore this pattern strongly depends upon the charge density and minor 
changes in the dimensions of the layers [148]. 

In the past the significance of the layer charge has frequently been neglected 
and data in disagreement with the "expected" pattern were unwarrantly attrib
uted to experimental errors of other authors. It is true, however, that the use of 
improper, i.e. less crystalline, starting material will indeed introduce considerable 
errors. Even high purity grade amines should be analyzed by gas chromatography. 
Research is further complicated by the fact that even within the same crystal 
micaceous silicates may contain layers of different charge; in the case of the 
n-alkylammonium derivatives this will yield regular basal reflections for alkyl 
chains of certain length, whereas a non-integral series having all qualifications of 
mixed-layer-structures may be produced by others. 

In comparison to the mono-alkylammonium ions, the alkylene di-ammonium 
ions are more tightly linked to the silicates although kinetically their exchange 
proceeds less rapidly, particularly for the O!,w-diammonium ions [45]. Poly
ammonium ions and the later discussed peptides and proteins share this charac
teristic. 

Alkaloid cations too are very tightly fixed particularly in the lower charged 
montmorillonites; they can become adsorbed from rather dilute solutions. With 
excess montmorillonite, the equilibrium concentration of many alkaloids in 
solution can be lowered below the limit of detection. The relationship between 
effective exchange capacity and layer charge has already been presented in 
Table 6. Additional solvation is blocked by alkaloids whereas a zeolitic uptake 
of liquids is still possible except in those cases where closest cation packing is 
observed [63]. 

Arylamines are less tightly linked than alkylamines. Once incorporated, how
ever, they are more difficult to exchange for reasons of their oxidative alteration. 
The catalytic oxidation phenomenon will be treated separately. In contrast 
N-pyridinium compounds and cations having longer hydrophobic residues 
become preferentially adsorbed [77]. 
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D. Derivatives Having Organic Cations and Organic 
Solvent Molecules 

Due to the introduction of organic interlayer cations, the interlayer space 
will become organophilic in character. Consequently, solvation involving many 
polar compounds may proceed. For this group again, a host of data is available 
involving the n-alkylammonium compounds [35, 78-84]. 

Conditions are particularly simple and clear in case of the number of carbons 
in the cation and the swelling fluid being equal. Under such circumstances no major 
difference between variably charged silicates can further be recognized (Table 7), 
and it becomes unimportant whether the swelling fluid is an n-alkylamine, an 
alkanol, an aldehyde, n-alkylnitrile or an n-alkylcarbonic acid respectively. 

The pronounced van der Waals interactions that are established between the 
long-chain n-alkyl residues will bring about, in the expanded state, the uptake 
of an equal number of n-alkyl molecules per mineral area unit irrespective of the 
layer charge. Assuming the closest packing, the van der Waals forces hereby 
amount to approximately 0.6-0.8 kcal/M - CH2 - [76]. The chains become so 
tightly packed that each one has only about 21 A 2 for its disposal, which corre
sponds to 2.05-2.08 alkyl chains per (Si, AI)4010 unit (Table 8). 

In comparison to the lower charged compounds, the higher charged ones 
contain more alkyl cations and less polar neutral molecules per (Si, AI)4010 unit. 
Hectorite, for example, has 0.25 cations and 1.82 alcohols per unit; the corre
sponding values for vermiculite are 0.67 vs. 1.40, and for muscovite 0.92 vs. 1.10 
per unit [63, 35]. 

Swelling liquids and cations are arranged in two layers; the alkyl chains are 
stretched, and the spacing expands for each additional carbon by 2 x 1.26 A which 
corresponds actually to the ideal trans-trans chains (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. Arrangement of the alkyl-chains in n-alkylammonium layer silicates after swelling under 
n-alcanols 
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Table 7. Layer distances after swelling in n-alkyl 

micaceous silicate layer distance (A) 

n-C6 H13NH j n-C8H17NHj 

+n-C6 H I3OH + n-C6 H 13NH2 +n-C8HI7OH + n-C8H17NH2 

hectorite (x + y = 0.25) 25.53 25.69 30.11 30.32 

montmorillonite 26.01 26.06 29.91 29.98 
(x+y=0.33) 

vermiculite 25.49 25.84 30.32 30.51 

(x+y=0.67) 

illite (x+ y=0.78) 25.68 25.94 29.86 29.96 

muscovite 25.46 25.62 29.91 29.93 
(x+y=0.92) 

biotite (x + y = 0.87) 25.38 25.63 30.04 30.24 

R·NHj 
Table 8. Proportion of X per (Si, AI)4010 in swollen n-alkylammonium derivatives of micaceous 

silicates 

swelling hectorite mont- mont- beidellite saponite batavite muscovite 
solvent from morillo- morillo- from from from from 
X Hector/ nite nite Unter- Groschlat- Kropf- Norway 

Calif. from from rupsroth tengriin miihl 
Geisen- Cyprus 
heim 

n-C4H 9OH 0.25 0.33 0.40 0.58 0.57 0.67 0.92 
--

upto 1.82 1.74 1.66 1.50 1.50 1.40 1.10 
n-CI8 H 37OH 

n-C4H 9NH2 0.25 0.33 0.40 0.58 0.57 0.67 0.92 
upto 1.83 1.75 1.68 1.48 1.47 1.39 1.13 
n-C18H37NH2 

n-C3H7CHO 0.25 0.33 0.40 0.58 0.57 0.67 0.92 
--upto 1.77 1.69 1.63 1.45 1.46 1.35 1.10 

n-CI7H 35CHO 

n-C3H 7COOH 0.25 0.33 0.40 0.58 0.57 0.67 0.92 
-- --

upto 1.75 1.66 1.60 1.42 1.43 1.33 1.09 
n-C17H 35COOH 

Under reduced pressure, particularly if the reacting compounds are ground 
up together, a metastable state is often achieved whereby the expansion averages 
1.05-1.06 A per carbon atom. This suggests folded trans-trans chains or twisted 
cis-trans chains. 

At higher temperatures this type of arrangement will take place at normal 
pressure and even in presence of excess swelling fluid. The sum of the numbers 
of alkylammonium cations and polar neutral molecules only amounts to 1.60-1.75 
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",pounds of n-alkylammonium derivatives of micaceous silicates 

=IOH21NHj n-C12H25NHj n-C14H29NHj 

n-C IOH21OH +n-CIOH21 NHz + n-C12H25OH + n-C12Hz5NHz + n-C14Hz9OH + n-C14Hz9NHz 

.4 

.9 

1 

9 

7 

1 

37.8 43.4 43.6 49.3 49.3 

37.1 43.2 43.5 49.3 49.4 

37.6 44.8 43.7 48.7 49.3 

37.2 43.4 43.5 48.7 49.2 

36.9 43.2 43.5 49.8 49.3 

37.3 43.4 43.6 49.0 49.3 

per (Si, AI)4010 unit. This agrees with the larger requirement in area for the folded 
trans-trans chain and the twisted cis-trans chain, respectively. 

The situation is more complicated in case the alkyl chain of the cation is longer 
or shorter than the chain of the polar swelling fluid. Frequently, short-chained 
cations do not swell at all [85, 35, 86]. The critical length of the alkyl chain is 
hereby a function ofthe layer charge. At (x + y) equal to 0.25, at least eleven carbon 
atoms are required for swelling; at (x+ y) equal to 0.33, at least nine carbons will 
be needed; whereas at (x+ y) equal to 0.40, a minimum of seven carbons is essen
tial. For (x+ y) equal to 0.43 and 0.67, n-hexylammonium and n-propyl am
monium ions respectively are still satisfactory. 

In case the carbon number of the alkyl chain in the swelling fluid exceeds that 
of the cation, the layer charge will strongly affect the spacing which can be ex
pressed: 

whereby: d= basal spacing; (x+ y) = layer charge; nK = carbon number for cation; 
and nA = carbon number in swelling fluid. This equation is strictly valid for the 
swelling with n-alkanols and thus permits the determination of the layer charge 
of the silicate on the basis of one single measurement of d [76]. 

Polar compounds with branched alkyl chains, and aromatic and cyclic com
pounds exhibit a less clear-cut picture [87, 88]. The orientation of these molecules 
depends on the nature of the polar group as well as on the size and the form of 
the individual molecule itself. For this reason, no straightforward stoichiometrical 
relationships are discernible. Published information on derivatives of ethers, 
ketones, aldehydes, nitriles, halogen compounds, esters, and hydrocarbons is 
rather plentiful. Aromatic hydrocarbons can become easily incorporated whereas 
alkenes do only so in the presence of traces of polar compounds. In contrast, 
aliphatic hydrocarbons have no swelling properties; they are only picked up in 
the case when interlayer channels are created by organic cations. 
48 Organic Geochemistry 
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Generally, non-linear organic molecules do penetrate less effectively into the 
crystal lattice the higher the layer charge. For the lower charged silicates, the 
sorption capacity is frequently determined by the increase in volume which in 
essence is a result of the readjustment of the tilted alkyl chains of the cations into 
a vertical position. Because of this, molecules of variable size and form will fre
quently yield the same spacing. Dodecylammonium-beidellite (locality: Unter
rupsroth/West Germany) becomes expanded from 18.06 A to 27.5-28.5 A in the 
presence of the following compounds: 2-nitrophenol, 4-nitrophenol, N-dimethyl
formamide, aniline, 3-picoline, ethyl acetate, dimethyl ketone, methyl ethyl ketone, 
methyl phenyl ketone, di-i-butyl ketone, cyc1ohexanone, cyc1oheptanone, methyl 
cyc1ohexanone, and n-propyliodide. The calculated spacing for n-dodecylam
monium-beidellite having stretched n-dodecylammonium ions oriented per
pendicular to the silicate layers amounts to 27.4-28.0 A [35]. 

The n-alkylammonium derivatives of micaceous silicates react perfectly with the 
lipids [89]. Simple correlations are established between the length of the fatty acid 
residues, the length of the alkyl chains in the cations, the layer charge, and the 
spacings. For lipids having short fatty acid residues, e.g. triacetin, the spacing is 
identical to that with glycerol and it remains constant for a wide range of (x + y). 
If the length of the fatty acid residue however is comparable in size to that of the 
alkyl residue in the cation, the spacing increases linearly with rise in layer charge. 
This implies, that the fatty acid residues, analogous to the alkyl chains of the 
cations, will become progressively stretched. For fatty acid residues which exceed 
the alkyl chains of the cations far in length, e.g. tristearin in derivatives of dodecyl
ammonium compounds, the spacing is largely independent of the layer charge 
(Table 9). 

Table 9. Swelling of some n-alkylammonium silicates in the presence of symmetric triglycerides 

interlayer cation layer distance (A) 
n-CxH2x+1NHt 

hectorite mont- mont- mont- beidellite vermiculite 
from morillonite morillonite morillonite from from 
Hector/ from from from Unter- South 

X= Calif. Wyoming Geisenheim Cyprus rupsroth Africa 

a) swelling in the presence of triacetin 

10 26.0 26.0 26.2 26.4 27.0 
12 28.1 28.2 28.2 28.3 28.6 29.1 
18 31.2 31.4 31.6 32.1 33.3 

b) swelling in the presence of tricaprylin 

10 31.6 32.2 33.8 34.4 35.5 
12 35.1 35.7 36.2 37.0 37.2 40.5 
18 39.6 40.1 40.5 44.1 44.5 

c) swelling in the presence of tristearin 

10 50.3 50.6 50.6 50.8 52.6 
12 52.5 52.6 52.6 52.8 52.8 54.7 
18 58.0 58.2 58.2 58.8 59.4 
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With given layer charge and length of the alkyl residue of the n-alkylammonium 
ion, the layers expand drastically, if the length of the alkyl chain of the fatty acid 
residue exceeds a minimum length. The increase in basal spacing, however, is not 
constant. This phenomenon is related to the temperature controlled orientation 
of lipids in interlayer position, which is different below and above the respective 
melting point of the lipid compound. In all instances, the oxygens of the glycerol 
component tend to become closely linked to the silicate layer. 

From basal spacings and density measurements, the content of adsorbed 
lipids can be estimated. For instance, a ton of montmorillonite having calcium in 
exchangeable position can incorporate 620 kg of triolein, and a ton of n-octadecyl
ammonium-montmorillonite can accommodate up to 1,400 kg of tristearin in 
interlayer position. By means of this mechanism lipid compounds may escape 
microbiological degradation [90]. 

E. Organic Derivatives of Allevardite, Stevensite, and other 
Mixed Layer Silicates 

As previously shown, micaceous silicate layers of different charge can alternate 
with each other in a random fashion. As long as the charge differences are small, 
the incorporation of inorganic cations in interlayer position will find its reflection 
only by way of a continuous swelling process. In contrast, if the charge differences 
are large, the different properties become obvious, particularly if the silicate 
layers follow in a regular manner as is the case for stevensite and allevardite. 

Most likely, in stevensite charged trioctahedral layers (x+ y=0.33-O.40) 
alternate with uncharged trioctahedrallayers of talc. This may, with respect to 
organic compounds, explain the similar behaviour of stevensite and low-charged 
montmorillonite. 

Allevardite is composed of micaceous silicate layers. Concerning the charge 
distribution, three structural propositions can be made: 

(1) alternating, the interlayer spaces are pyrophyllite-like (no cations) and 
mica-like (high cation-density) 

(2) each second interlayer space conforms with that in vermiculite; and 

(3) the interlayer cation density alternates between that observed in mont
morillonite and that in mica. 

All three suggestions are in agreement with the fact that glycol and glycerol 
can be easily accomodated structurally. Yet, cation exchange involving long 
chain n-alkylammonium ions leads to various reaction products as a function of 
the time of reaction. For instance, an exposure for six weeks will only affect the 
interlayers resembling montmorillonite and the basal spacing will be exactly 10 A 
above that of similarly treated montmorillonite, i.e. a montmorillonite and a mica 
basal spacing (x+ y=0.42). However, a nine month treatment will also exchange 
the potassium ions in the high-charge-density interlayer positions for the long 
chain alkyl ammonium ions. The spacing is then an intermediate of two basal 
spacings, corresponding to charge densities of x + y = 0.42 and x + y = 0.94 
respectively. 
48* 
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F. Aquacreptite 
Aquacreptite is a rare trioctahedral mica which contains some clusters of 

magnesium hydroxide in interlayer position. This will put this mineral into the 
group of the swelling chlorites. Surprisingly, however, little swelling can be ob
served, except where the Mg(OHh clusters are leached from the system by com
plexing agents. Yet, the observed lattice expansion remains far behind the values 
commonly observed for layers of that charge. The explanation for this behavior 
is the presence of tetramethylenediamine (putrescine) and pentamethylenediamine 
(cadaverine) in positions ofinterlayer cations. Microbial degradation can produce 
these amines. Since these compounds are strongly fixed, analogous to small di
and poly-ammonium ions such as trimethylene-diammonium, sperminium, or 
spermidinium, they can prevent swelling of a micaceous mineral. In turn, putrescine 
and cadaverine will be protected against further decay. 

G. Organic Derivatives of Swelling Chlorites 
Chlorites are structurally distinguished from micas by the presence of a 

complete octahedral hydroxide layer, i.e., M 2 +(OHh or M 3 +(OHh, in place of 
the interlayer cations, and by their neutral charge. Since the cations ofthe hydroxide 
layer are already octahedrally coordinated to OH- ions, no further hydration 
and consequently no swelling is possible, except in the case of corrensite [91-93]. 
One has thus to assume that corrensite has either an incomplete hydroxide layer 
with some cations of normal solvation properties, or that a negative charge of 
the mica structure has only been partly compensated by positively charged 
hydroxide layers. The latter requires that additional cations be incorporated 
between the silicate and hydroxide layers as a consequence of charge compen
sation. 

Both cases appear to be present in nature. The first type of corrensite can pick up 
only neutral (uncharged) polar molecules, due to the absence of exchangeable 
cations within the crystal. Particularly glycerol is readily incorporated with the 
basal spacing rising by about 4 to 5 A. The second type of swelling chlorite 
contains cations in exchange position within the mineral allowing their substi
tution by certain cations such as primary n-alkylammonium ions. Since smaller 
cations only form a monolayer in this case, additional swelling with polar organic 
molecules is restricted. The increase in spacing up to 0.8 A is simply a consequence 
of a zeolite-type uptake of solvent medium. 

Due to the fact that the charge of the layers is relatively small, ion exchange 
reactions proceed slowly because the activation energies for change of lattice sites 
must become large in return for the wide distances observed between the fixed 
negative charges. Swelling chlorites have occasionally been reported which 
actually represent simply micaceous silicate layers having organic compounds 
in interlayer position. These organic compounds have a high thermal stability so 
that even a short-time exposure to temperatures up to 5400 C will not destroy 
them. A longer exposure in presence of oxygen, however, will eliminate the organic 
matter and a 10 A spacing, corresponding to mica, will be obtained. The organic 
component may be easier detected if the silicate is destroyed with potassium 
dihydrogenphosphate at a pH of 2 to 3, which will result in the formation of 
taranakite. 
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Thermal behaviour and X-ray characteristics of artificial tropocollagen
montmorillonite are similar to the so-called swelling chlorite. Using mont
morillonite from MoosburgjGermany as starting material, the tropocollagen
montmorillonite resembles the corrensite described by LIPPMANN [91]. Using 
montmorillonite from WyomingjUSA, the reaction product corresponds more 
closely to the mineral reported by STEPHEN and MACEwAN [92,93] (Table 10). 
Although both kinds of montmorillonite have the same mean charge distribution, 
the montmorillonite from Moosburg, in contrast to that from Wyoming, contains 
differently charged layers that follow each other. Thus, little can be said at this 
time regarding the swelling chlorites and their organic derivatives. Their wide 
abundance in nature and their structural and chemical diversity make them 
excellent research objects in the area of organic geochemistry. 

Table 10. Comparison of properties of swelling chlorites and of tropocollagen-montmorillonites 

treatment layer distance in A 
of the sample 

corrensite from tropocollagen-montmorillonite 
LIPPMANN from montmorillonite from 

Geisenheim Wyoming 

natural, air-dry 28.3 27.9 28.1 
with glycerol 32.5 32.3 32.4 
t hour 540-550° C - 28 flattened - 27,5 flattened 14 flattened 

H. Organic Derivatives of Kaolinites 

swelling chlorite 
after STEPHEN 
and MACEwAN 

28 
32 
13.8 

The kaolinite group comprises the following minerals: kaolinite, nacrite, 
dickite, anauxite, halloysite (endellite), chrysotile, serpentine (lizardite), antigorite, 
amesite, and garnierite. The incorporation of cronstedtite, chamosite, and green
alite into the kaolinite group is still uncertain. 
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Apart from surface adsorptions, only the true kaolinite minerals are capable 
of the formation of organic derivatives. The structural organization is straight
forward. Silicon is tetrahedrally coordinated with oxygen, three of which are also 
part of neighboring tetrahedra, sharing corners so that two-dimensional layers of 
six-membered tetrahedra rings are formed. The fourth oxygen of each tetrahedron 
is oriented (in the same manner) to one side of the layer and replacing one OH 
per octahedron of a gibbsite layer (Fig. 4). Thus, in contrast to micaceous silicates, 
the kaolinite layer is composed only of one tetrahedral and one octahedral layer; 
hence, a polar character is achieved. 

The layers are electrically neutral and cross-linked via hydrogen bonds and 
dipole-dipole interactions. Accordingly organic compounds, which themselves 
form strong hydrogen bonds, can intrude between the kaolinite layers. With 
regard to the mode of preparation these derivatives fall into two categories: 

(1) type I-derivatives, and 
(2) type II-derivatives. 

Type I means a direct reaction between kaolinite and the compound to be 
intercalated, whereas type II-derivatives can only form when the spacing has 
already increased (two-step reaction) [94]. To distinguish between these two kinds 
of derivatives is frequently difficult, because the formation of a derivative according 
to a type I-reaction is sometimes only kinetically delayed [95]. 

Concerning the binding forces, in type I-reaction, three groups of reactive 
molecules can be distinguished: 

(1) Compounds such as urea, formamide, acetamide [96], hydrazine [97,94, 
98] or imidazole [95] that exhibit strong hydrogen bonding. Donor and acceptor 
groupings for hydrogen bonds have to be at least 1.5 A apart. For example, 
among the hydrogen bond breakers studied, hydrazine which most strongly 
reacts with kaolinite clearly shows that the dipole character of the total molecule 
is not crucial for this kind of reaction. One should perhaps mention that the 
temperature rises to about 300° C by reacting 5 kg of kaolinite with 1 kg of 
hydrazine hydrate. The significance of hydrogen bridges in these derivatives is 
furthermore supported by infrared spectroscopy. Interpretation, however, is not 
completely unbiassed, since the bonding ofthe OH- groups in the kaolinite lattice 
is affected by different kinds of incorporations, and because the N - H bonds of 
the incorporated molecules can interact not only with the silicate layer but also 
among each other. 

(2) Alkali salts of lower fatty acids, in particular potassium, rubidium, cesium, 
and ammonium acetate [99, 100], as well as potassium propionate and potassium 
cyanoacetate [94]. Large monovalent cations are hereby favored; their ease of 
polarization and their low hydration energy strongly suggest the participation 
of London-energy. The difficulty of incorporating the analogous salts of silver 
and thallium into the kaolinite lattice, and the type I-reaction with sodium 
propionate but not with sodium acetate, still require explanations. The fixation 
of acetate ions in substitution for OH- groups which is similar to that observed 
in basic aluminium acetates, has not been established so far; upon washings, a 
small amount of acetate, however, will be strongly retained in the lattice [99,97]. 
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(3) Compounds having betaine or betaine-like mesomeric structure, for 
example: 

dimethylsulfoxide 

pyridine-N -oxide 

H r <+) 
3 .......... 8-61<-) 

H 3c' -

The perfect reaction of kaolinite with these kinds of compounds suggests that 
silicate layers are not only held together via hydrogen bridges but primarily by 
means of dipole-dipole interactions [95]. 

Between the aforementioned three groups there are intermediates. For 
instance, ammonium acetate can best be structurally accommodated between 
the first and the second group. In accordance, ammonium acetate-kaolinite 
exhibits characteristics which are unknown for the acetates of potassium, rubidium, 
and cesium, such as the formation of a hydrogen-acetate kaolinite having a spacing 
of 17.2 A [95]. The potassium salt ofthe picolinic acid-N-oxide can be looked at 
as an intermediate between the second and the third group. N-methylformamide 
and N-methylacetamide are positioned between the first and the third group. 
These compounds are still capable of hydrogen bonding but simultaneously fit 
also the betaine pattern: 

01 fp<-) °1 fp<-) 
H_C4' H 

/ 
HC-C4' 

/ 
+--+ H-C H +--+ H3C-C~ 

,,/ ~/ 3 " ~<+) 

"N" 
N<+) ,,~-H N-H 

tH 3 

I 
CH3 CH3 CH3 

Aside of these derivatives, there are many more that do come into existence by a 
type II-reaction only. In order for the substitution to proceed, high concentrations 
are required. 

So far, more than 280 different kaolinite derivatives have been reported of 
which 220 are of organic descent. Most prominent are those having substituted 
acid amides, alkyl amines, alkylene diamines, pyridine, imidazole and its deriv
atives, morpholines and its derivatives as well as other heterocycles, purines and 
pyrimidines, amino acids, peptides, and amino acid amides [101, 102]. 

The quantity of organic compounds which can be accommodated between 
the kaolinite layers can be estimated by the following equation: 

m[g/g kaolinite] =L1d. _1_. Px 
PK,dK 

whereby ..1d=increase in spacing; dK=spacing of kaolinite starting material: 
PK = density of kaolinite; and Px density ofintercalated compound in its crystalline 
state. 

Organic molecules incorporated into the kaolinite lattice can easily be leached 
out. Heating will result in condensation phenomena. For instance, ammonium 
acetate-kaolinite will yield acetamide at 65° C, and the urea compound yields 
biuret-kaolinite at slightly higher temperatures. Ammonium salts . of amino 
acids are transformed to peptides on prolonged heating at 130° C leading to 
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molecular weights in the order of 2,000 to 3,000. Their release from the kaolinite 
by means of water washings is rather slow. 

Kaolinite, nacrite, dickite, and halloysite resemble each other strongly with 
regard to the formation of organic derivatives. Only a few exceptions are known. 
For instance, halloysite reacts faster, and remains in a hydrated form after washing, 
whereas the kaolinite hydrates are unstable and can be isolated only with difficulty. 
Furthermore, the typical fire-clay varieties of kaolinite (e.g. kaolinite from 11 
Provins, France and from Pugu, Tanganyika) do not react at all [102,103]. 

In nature only one urea kaolinite has been found so far [98]. 

I. Derivatives of Hydroamesite 

Amesite is a trioctahedral analogon of kaolinite and occurs in nature in a 
partly hydrated form. This mineral is distinguished from the rest of the trioctahedral 
kaolinites in being able to form derivatives identical to those observed for kaolinite. 

J. Organic Derivatives of Uranium Micas 

The uranium micas resemble morphologically the micas. Chemically, how
ever, they represent uranyl phosphates, uranyl arsenates, and uranyl vanadates. 
The structural formula is written as follows: 

(MH)l/z . (Y). . {U02 . X04 } x = P, As, V 

exchange- swelling 
able liquid 

anionic, rigid 
layer 

cations 

Uranyl ions and X04 tetrahedra form two-dimensional anionic layers having a 
tetragonal or rhombic symmetry. Cations (MH) are placed in interlayer positions 
to compensate the negative charges; they may become solvated resulting in lattice 
expansion. Being solvated, these cations can become exchanged for cations 
present in a solvent medium [27]. This phenomenon was formerly not recognized, 
and different names were assigned to the same mineral having different exchange
able cations (Table 11). In all fairness, however, the various naturally occurring 

Table 11. Minerals of the uranium mica group 

interlayer names of uranium micas with the layer units 
cation MH 

[U02P04]- [U02As04]- [U02V04]-

H+, A13 + sabugalite 
Mg2+ saleeite novacekite 
Te2+ bassetite kahlerite 
Cu2+ torbernite zeunerite 

Ca2+ autunite uranospinite 
{thujamunite 

(sincosite) 
Ba2+ uranocircite heinrichite francevillite 
UO~+,H+ trogerite 
K+ abernathyite carnotite 
Co2+ kirchheimerite 
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cations are rather tightly fixed, thus giving the appearance of distinct mineral 
species on first sight. With regard to structural principles and swelling properties, 
uranium micas resemble micas. The amount of their negative charge corresponds 
to that in muscovite and biotite. As a result uranium micas form similar organic 
derivatives. 

Due to the high layer charge, derivatives having inorganic cations in interlayer 
position and neutral organic molecules are rare. Only small and polar organic 
molecules such as methanol, glycol, glycerol, or formamide can easily enter the 
mineral [27,28]. By means of cation exchange, however, many organic cations 
can become incorporated. Particularly well-studied derivatives are those which 
involve: 

Amino acids and peptides can be bound as cations, preferentially lysine and 
arginine. 

Rapid ion exchange is accomplished with n-alkylammonium ions and the 
exchange equilibrium is progressively shifted to the side of the alkylammonium 
compound as a function of increase in chain length. The spacing increases by 
about 1.26 to 1.27 A per C atom, indicating that the alkyl chains are positioned 

Table 12. The i'lfluence of the number of C-atoms in straight-chain alkylammonium ions and straight-chain 
swelling liquids on the layer distance of different synthetic uranium micas 

total number number ofC- number ofC- number ofC- layer distances (A) 
of C-atoms of atoms of the atoms of the atoms of the 
ammonium intercalated primary primary uranyl- uranyl- uranyl-
ion and of the n-alkyl- n-a1cohols, n-alkylamine, phosphate arsenate vanadate 
swelling ammonium intercalated as intercalated as 
liquid ions swelling liquid swelling liq uid 

6 4 2 15.4 15.4 
6 16.6 16.8 

8 4 4 18.6 18.7 
4 4 18.9 18.9 
6 2 18.4 18.1 
8 18.6 18.8 

12 4 8 22.7 22.6 
6 6 22.6 23.5 
6 6 22.8 23.3 
8 4 22.7 

12 22.5 23.1 23.4 
14 4 10 24.6 25.0 

6 8 25.2 25.7 26.3 
8 6 24.8 25.0 

12 2 24.5 24.3 
16 4 12 

6 10 27.8 28.0 31.7 
8 8 29.2 
8 8 29.8 30.1 

12 4 27.0 27.4 
18 6 12 29.4 

8 10 32.5 
12 6 29.4 27.8 
18 28.0 28.8 27.7 
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perpendicular to the layers of the uranium mica and that they are arranged in 
the form of mono layers. The spacing is further increased in the presence of polar 
n-alkyl compounds, and the total expansion of the lattice depends only on the sum 
of the number of carbon atoms in the cationic alkyl chains and the swelling 
medium. This phenomenon is due to the fact that the number of molecules picked 
up from the swelling liquid equals the number of exchangeable alkylammonium 
ions (Table 12). 

Swelling is also accomplished with nitriles, ketones, pyridine, benzene, 
toluene and various other compounds. A list of a selected number of compounds 
is presented in Table 13 [104-106]. 

Dialkyl- and trialkyl-ammonium ions will become only partially exchanged 
for reasons of too large space requirements. Structural openings will develop 
between the cations allowing a zeolitic uptake of solvents with only minimal 
change in volume. 

Analogous to the micas, aromatic amines are less tightly fixed to the uranium 
micas than are the primary alkyl amines. Within the mineral they will become 
easily oxidized and firmly bound [104,107]. 

The behavior of tetragonal and orthorhombic uranium micas, with respect to 
small inorganic interlayer cations is clearly distinguished, for instance by potassium 
fixation or swelling. In contrast these differences become negligible where large or
ganic cations are involved [104]. Under these circumstances, the differently termed 
uranium micas can only be grouped according to phosphate or arsenate predom
inance, with the exception of the vanadates which produce slightly larger spacings. 

state of swelling 

dried at 65° C 
with water 
benzene 
toluene 
nitrobenzene 
pyridine 
acetonitrile 
methyl 
ethylketone 
n-butylamine 
n-hexylamine 
n-octylamine 
ethyl alcohol 
n-butyl alcohol 
n-hexyl alcohol 
n-heptyl alcohol 
n -octyl alcohol 
n-decyl alcohol 
n-dodecyl alcohol 

Table 13. Layer distance in synthetic uranium micas after adsorption of 

layer distance (A) of 

uranyl phosphate after ion exchange with 

n-butyl- n-hexyl- n-octyl- n-dodecyl- n-stearyl-
ammonium ammonium ammonium ammonium ammonium 

14.2 16.6 18.6 23.5 28.0 
23.6 19.8 21.2 31.8 
18.6 21.1 24.5 32.8 
17.9 24.6 33.5 44.0 
17.1 21.5 24.2 34.6 
16.0 21.0 30.0 
17.0 22.2 32.2 

22.9 24.0 31.0 

18.9 
22.8 

29.8 
15.4 18.4 24.5 33.4 
18.6 20.3 22.7 27.0 32.6 

22.6 24.8 29.4 35.6 
21.5 23.6 27.0 32.1 39.2 
22.7 25.2 29.2 34.4 40.6 
24.6 27.8 32.5 37.6 45.3 
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In studies concerned with biopoesis, it has been suggested that in a number 
of rock formations a quantitative correlation exists between the total amount 
of organic substances and the uranium content. It was frequently implied, then, that 
these organic compounds here originated from abiogenic starting material by 
means of radioactive exposure [108]. This is not the place to review these claims 
critically. However, these inferences should be challenged in those instances where 
uranium micas or similar swelling uranium compounds such as uvanite or rauvite 
(of next section) are involved. These compounds are rather effective in concen
trating organic ammonium ions from rather dilute solutions. 

On the other hand, there is no doubt that radiation can alter included organic 
compounds up to a certain extent. It has been shown for instance, that the poly
merization of acryl compounds or styrolamines in interlayer position can be 
started by radiation. The mineral rauvite appears to be of particular interest in 
this respect. 

K. Organic Derivatives of Uvanite and Rauvite 

The minerals uvanite and rauvite are related to the uranium micas. Their 
structural formula is as follows: 

exchangeable swelling 
cations medium 

(H 20) 

anionic layer 

n-alkylammonium ions in the presence of various swelling solvents 

uranylarsenate after ion exchange with uranylvanadate after ion exchange with 

n-hexyl- n-octyl- n-dodecyl- n-stearyl- n-hexyl- n-dodecyl- n-stearyl-
ammonium ammonium ammonium ammonium ammonium ammonium ammonium 

16.8 18.8 23.1 

21.6 
22.0 33.5 
22.2 

23.3 
30.1 

18.1 24.3 
20.6 27.4 
23.5 25.0 27.8 
25.0 32.0 
25.7 
28.0 
29.4 39.9 

28.8 
27.0 19.6 
45.0 
44.0 
37.6 

26.2 
30.4 

28.5 21.1 
34.0 21.4 
38.6 
39.6 27.2 

26.3 
31.7 

46.8 

23.4 27.7 
32.0 

42.8 

32.0 

39.0 
40.2 

42.8 
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They are distinguished from the vanadium uranium micas by substitution of one 
[V04J3 - for either one [V30 9J3 - or one [V30 6(OH}6r- ion. The symmetry of 
the anionic complex is strictly trigonal. It is conceivable, however, that dihydrogen
orthovanadate anions are present which in the X-ray diffraction pattern may have 
been masked by the high scattering power of the uranium ions [109]. 

Rauvite is distinguished from uvanite by its higher radium content which in 
turn results in a change of color from yellow to black and in a highly distorted 
crystal lattice. The amount of uranyl is also lower. 

According to the structural formula, the charge density on the anionic uvanite 
layers is smaller than that observed for the uranium micas; it corresponds more 
closely to that of the vermiculites. As a result, vermiculite and uvanite exhibit 
similar properties in the formation of organic derivatives. 

In the presence of inorganic interlayercations, only a few polar organic com
pounds are readily taken up, e.g., glycol, glycerol, or formamide. Subsequent to 
the exchange of inorganic cations versus organic ones (which is rather efficient due 
to the steep inclination of the exchange isotherms), an additional swelling is 
observed in the various polar organic compounds (Table 14). No values are listed 
for the dry samples since complete drying will result in the distortion of the layers 
and the (001) reflections become diffuse. The swelling behavior does not change 
even subsequent to the distortion of the layer [109]. 

Basic proteins such as salminor clupein are preferentially bound to uvanite. 
Apparently the flexibility of the uvanite layers has a stimulating effect on the 
strong interaction with the proteins. 

Synthesis of uvanite is easy to accomplish. This suggests that uvanite readily 
forms in nature but in small concentrations. Since this mineral has a small particle 
size of the order of 0.05 11m, its presence is difficult to ascertain. 

Table 14. Swelling of alkyl-ammonium uvanites 

exchangeable layer distance (A) in the presence of 
cations 

ethyl- nitro- CnH2n+1NH2 Il-but- n-oct- Il-dec- n-do- n-
ene ethane with equal anol anol anol decanol hex a-
glycol number of dec-

C atoms anol 
as the cations 

n-CsH17NHj 22.2 23.8 28.6 21.2 26.8 32.3 
n-CIOH21NHj 24.1 25.0 33.1 23.2 28.4 33.8 38.2 46.1 
n-C12H2sNHj 26.0 26.6 40.0 26.9 30.2 35.6 40.1 47.8 
n-CI4H 29NHj 27.3 28.1 45.7 27.8 32.0 37.4 41.1 48.8 
n-C1sH37NHj 32.2 30.3 54.0 34.1 40.0 
n-CI6H33N(CH3)j 30.3 31.0 30.7 35.1 41.8 45.3 

L. Organic Derivatives of Swelling Vanadates 

The group of the swelling vanadates comprises the minerals hewettite, meta
hewettite [110] and melanovanadite. The structural formula of hewettite is 
written as follows: 
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(MZ+)(2+X)/Z • (H20). 

exchangeable swelling anionic polyvanadate layer 
cations medium 

(H20) 

The naturally occurring mineral has MZ + calcium ions incorporated in the form 
of interlayer cations. Occasionally, 5-valent vanadium may be substituted by 
6-valent molybdenum; the complete formula for the anionic layer thus should 
be written: 

In synthetic minerals, y can go up to 0.25 without structural alterations [111, 112]. 
Melanovanadite is a deep-black mineral; its chemical composition is ex

ceedingly variable in terms ofVs + jV4+ ratio. Air-dried material has a higher ratio 
than the moist outcrop material; this feature can simply be attributed to air 
oxidation. The most probable structural formula is listed below: 

exchangeable 
cations 

(H 20). 

swelIing 
medium 
(H 20) 

[VX4+ Vt52 ~ x02 7(OH)9 -x] 3_ 

anionic polyvanadate layer 

In both hewettite and melanovanadite, cations in exchange position can be 
readily substituted by organic cations. Furthermore, organic interlayer cations 
permit an additional swelling in the presence of many polar solvents. The swelling 
properties of n-dodecylammonium hewettite and n-dodecylammonium melano
vanadite are compared to each other in Table 15. Both compounds exhibit highly 
charged layers comparable to those formed in muscovite (ca. 21.6 A 2 Ie in hewet
tite); for melanovanadite the correct charge density is not so well established but 
it falls in about the same range [109]. 

Table 15. Examples of organic derivatives of hewettite and melano
vanadite with n-C12H2sNHj ions adsorbed between the layers 

swelling liquid 

mineral, dried 
H2O 
n-C6H13OH 
n-CSH170H 
n-C lOH21OH 
n-C12H 2SOH 
CH3 . CH2 - N02 

n-C4 H900C . CH3 

layer distance (A) 

n-C12H25NHj -
hewettite 

24.0 
27.0 
35.3 
36.2 
39.6 
41.6 
26.3 
33.2 

n-C12H2sNHj -
melanovanadite 

23.2 
diffuse 
36.0 
36.1 
39.3 
41.7 
27.7 
34.6 

M. Organic Derivatives of Taranakite 
Taranakite, named after its occurrence in Taranaki, New Zealand, has been 

relatively little investigated. This is surprising because taranakite is rather abun-
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dant in cultivated acid soils where it develops from clay minerals and phosphorus 
fertilizers. It is capable of incorporating potassium and ammonium ions which 
are only gradually released and substituted by other inorganic cations. The 
structural formula for this mineral is only known in some approximation: 

Kj(H 30+)x (H20). AI5(P04)2 +x(H PO 4)~3_+:)-

exchangeable swelling anionic aluminium phosphate layer 
cations medium 

(H 20) 

The formulation of the structure is actually based on cation exchange experiments 
involving organic cations. Thermal degradation suggests that part of the water 
is bound within the anionic layer. 

The charge density of the aluminium phosphate layers is apparently very high 
because the exchange reaction is equally as slow as the one for muscovite and 
biotite. Long chain amines react at a faster rate in comparison to the shorter 
chain variety. The fact that alkyl ammonium compounds cannot swell further can 
be attributed to the high layer charge. Namely, the cations have already developed 
two steeply inclined double layers between the aluminium phosphate layers. 
However, if only the H30+ ions are converted to n-alkylammonium ions by means 
of free amine, a monolayer is built up. These samples are capable of swelling, for 
instance with alcohols [109]. 

N. Organic Derivatives of Zeolites 

The previously discussed minerals have a two-dimensional continuous layer 
as structural element in common. This may explain the similar properties of their 
organic derivatives in spite of their chemical diversities. Most crucial are the 
layer charges, the symmetry of the charge distributions, the possibility of charge 
delocalization within a layer, and the mechanical flexibility of the layers themselves. 

In contrast, zeolites exhibit different structural principles with regard to their 
organic derivatives. The classical zeolites are constructed by means of Si04 

tetrahedra which are interconnected in such a way as to give rise to an open, but 
rigid channeltype three-dimensional skeleton. Substitution of Si4+ for A13+ will 
result in an excess of negative charge, which in turn has to be compensated for 
by cations. These are placed in the open channel network and may either become 
hydrated or solvated, or may become replaced by organic cations. Different from 
the layer type-minerals which can structurally expand, a zeolite can only accom
modate ions or molecules that are smaller than the cross-section of its smallest 
channel opening because of the structural rigidity. Consequently, zeolites may 
function as well-defined molecular sieves [113, 114]. 

This property for natural zeolites to act as molecular sieves has first been 
described by MACBAIN [113] and by SZIGETTI [115] for synthetic ones. Particularly 
the detailed work of BARRER has stimulated their industrial application and 
extensive research in this field within the last 20 years [114]. 

Zeolites, varying in the size of their channel openings, have been synthesized 
according to required specification. In nature, they are highly abundant in sedi
ments, and particularly well crystallized in basaltic rocks. The intracrystalline 
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Table 16. Zeolite silicates 

chemical formula cavity channel openings and 
volume for number of (AI, Si)04-
H 2Ocm3/ tetrahedrons per ring 
cm3 zeolite (in parenthesis) 

Na16[AI16Si32096] . 16 H 2O 0.18 
Cals[AI16Si32096] . 16 H 2O 0.18 
Na2CalO[AI20Si6PlOH36096] . 16 H 2O 0.18 

Nas[AlsSi40096] ·24 H 2O 0.29 6.7 x 7.0(12) 
2.9 x 5.7 (8) 

Nas[AlsSi1904S] . 12 H 2O 0.31 3.7 x 6.7 (10); 3.6 x 4.8 (8) 
Ca3[AI6SilS04S] . 15 H 2O 0.33 3.2 x 5.3 (10); 3.7 x 4.4 (8) 
(Na2' MgMAI6Si3oOn ]· 18 H 2O 0.27 4.3 x 5.5 (10); 3.4 x 4.8 (8) 
Li2[AI2Si40 12] ·2 H 2O 0.20 3.2 x 4.9 (8) 

(K, Na)1O[AllOSin 0 64]· 2H2O 0.36 4.2 x 4.4 (8); 2.4 x 4.8 (8); 
3.3 (8) 

(K2' BaMAI4Si120 32]· 12 H 2O 0.34 
(Na2CaMAI6SilO032] . 14 H 2O 0.41 
Ca4[AlsSis0 32] . 16 H 2O 0.49 2.8 x 4.9 (8); 3.1 x 4.4 (8) 

(Ca, Na2MAl4Sis024] . 12 H 2O 0.46 3.7 x 4.2(8) 
(Na2CaMAlsSi1604S] . 24 H 2O 0.45 6.9 (12) 
(Ca, Na2MAlsSi14036] . 13 H 2O 0.36 6.3 (12) 
(Ca, Na2k s[AI9Si270 n ] . 27 H 2O 0.36 3.6 x 4.8 (8) 
Ca3[Al6Si12036] . 18 H 2O 0.39 3.3 x 5.1 (8) 
Na6[AI6Si6024] . 7 H 2O 0.30 6.2 (12) 
Na6[AI6Si6024] . 7 H 2O 0.30 2.6(6) 

(Na2, Ca)32[AI64Si12S03S4]· 256 H 2O 0.54 7.4 (12) 
(K2' Ca, Na2)lS2[AIlS2Sis2001344] ~ 700 H 2O 0.49 3.9 (8) 

Ca4[AIsSi28 0 n ] . 24H20 0.33 2.4 x 6.1 (8); 3.2 x 7.8 (10); 
3.8 x 4.5 (8) 

(Ca, Na2' K2MA16Si300n] . 24 H 2O 0.34 
Ca4[AIsSi2s0n] . 28 H 2O 0.37 4.1 x 6.2 (to) 
(Si, Ba, CaM AI4Si120 32] . to H 2O 0.33 2.3 x 5.0 (8);2.7 x 4.1 (8) 

Na16[AI16Si240S0] . 16 H 2O 0.21 2.6 x 3.9 (8) 
Cas[AI16Si240S0] . 24 H 2O 0.29 
Na16Ca16[Al4sSi720240] . 64 H 2O 0.27 
Na4Ca2[AlsSi12040] . 12 H 2O 0.31 
Na4Cas[AI2oSi200so] . 24 H 2O 0.33 2.6x 3.9 (8) 
Ba2[AI4Si6020] . 8 H 2O 0.30 3.5 x 3.9 (8) 

(Na2' K 2, Ca)so[AI160Si2000720]· 320 H 2O 0.47 
Ca4[AlsSi1604S] . 16 H 2O 0.35 
Ca2[AI4SilO02S]· 6 H 2O 0.21 
(Ca, Ba, Na2, K 2)[AI2Si30 lO]· 3 H 2O 0.31 

zeolite 

ana lei te type 
analcite 
wairakite 
viseite 

mordenite type 
mordenite 
(ptilolite) 
dachiardite 
epistilbite 
ferrierite 
bikitaite 

phillipsite type 
phillipsite 

harmotome 
garronite 
gismondite 

chabasite type 
chabasite 
gmelinite 
offretite 
erionite 
levynite 
cancrinitehydrate 
sodalitehydrate 

faujasite type 
faujasite 
paulingite 

heulandite type 
heulandite 

clinoptilite 
stilbite 
brewsterite 

natrolite type 
natrolite 
scolecite 
mesolite 
gonnadite 
thomsonite 
edingtonite 

other zeolites 
ashcroftine 
laumontite 
yugawaralite 
welsite 
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Table 17. Possibilities for the separation of molecules according to size in zeolitic molecular sieves 

growing molecular size -----------------------------> 

<------> 
analcite 

Ne,Ar 
CO,02,N2, 
NH3 

E J 

Ca- und Ba-mordenite, 
levinyte 

Kr,Xe 
CH4 , C2H6 C3HS 

CH30H, CH3CN n-C4 H lO 

CH3NH z 
CH3Br 
CO2 

C2H2 

n-CxH 2x+2 
C2HSBr 
C2H sOH 
C2H SNH2 
CH2Br2 

~,------------~, CHF3 
Na-mordenite (CH3hNH 

chabasite rich in Ca, 
gmelinite 

faujasite 

synthetic zeolite X 

CH3I 

iso-C4 H lO 

iso-CxH2x+2 

CHCl3 
CHBr3 
CHI3 

(CH3hCHOH 

n-Cx F2x +2 

(C2HshN 
(CH3)4C 

C6H6 

cyciohexane 
thiophene 
naphthalene 
quinoline 
pyridine 

1, 3, 5-tri
ethylbenzene, 
decahydro
chrysene 

volume for water can be used as a criterion to estimate their capacity for the uptake 
of solvent media. The diameters of the pores (last column Table 16) are crucial, 
regarding size and shape of the molecules to be adsorbed. They can be altered 
according to the size of the exchangeable cations. The adsorption properties of 
zeolites with respect to limits in the molecular size of the guest molecules are 
shown in Table 17 [114]. 

Within the structural framework, AI-tetrahedra are always separated by 
Si04 tetrahedra. The AI:Si ratio will determine the charge distribution and will 
affect the separation properties for compounds that have polar character. 

O. Complex Formation with Inorganic Cations 
in the Interlayer Space 

Transition metals in interlayer position may interact with complexing agents. 
For instance, nickel ions in the presence of methylglyoxime will yield the well
known red planar complex. Since the complex is neutral, hydronium ions have to 
bring about the charge balance. Phenylmethylglyoxime also reacts with nickel 
ions but only along the crystal edges [28]. 

Similar to the nickel ions, magnesium ions in interlayer position will form a 
faint violet complex with chinalizarin. Basal spacing measurements permit insight 
into the structure of the complexes [28]. 

Complex formation and ion exchange compete with each other, if the ex
changeable cations belong to the transition metals and the reaction is with 
alkylamines, alkylene diamines or polyamines, respectively [29-33]. For weakly 
basic compounds such as the bases of the purines and pyrimidines, complex 
formation significantly enhances the amount which can be adsorbed [24]. 
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P. Derivatives with Amino Acids, Peptides, Proteins, Purines, 
and Pyrimidines 

Proteins: 
The fact that proteins can become incorporated in montmorillonites and 

other micaceous layer silicates [116-121,149], has for many years been used to 
eliminate clouding proteins from beer and wine [26]. The fixation characteristics of 
proteins to minerals not only varies with the type of mineral but also with the 
kind of proteins involved (Table 18). Aside of their basic properties, the proportions 
of hydrophobic residues in proteins are determining factors. It is noteworthy that 
pre-expanded sodium montmorillonites have a larger exchange capacity for 
proteins than the non-expanded variety. X-ray diagrams, however, suggest a 
lower crystallinity in such instances. The reaction products can simply be described 
in terms of cationic and anionic polyelectrolyte precipitates. For the strongly 
basic protamines (Table 19), the uptake increases strongly with rising pH of the 
equilibrium solution. This suggests that the protein is picked up as a cation. 
Increase in pH raises the ratio of free amino groups to ammonium groups. Conse
quently, more protein becomes incorporated in order to substitute all interlayer 
cations by ammonium ions [35, 122]. 

Table 18. Intercalation of proteins in micaceous silicates, (1) Ca-montmorillonite from Geisenheim, 
(2) nontronite from the Ficht mine, (3) montmorillonite from Unterrupsroth, (4) Na-montmorillonite 

from Geisenheim 

protein basic concentration pH value linked protein layer distance of 
g protein/II solution mgprotein/ the dehydrated 

19 silicate sample (1100 C) 

salmin' 6.0 8.0 266(1)· 16.9 
8.3 289(3) 17.3 

11.4 285(2) 17.5 

serum albumin' 3.1 5.1 215(1) 12.5 
5.2 607(4) 16.0 

egg albumin" 20.0 4.0 215(1) 14.8 
4.0 412(4) 15.5 
4.0 548(3) 15.8 

zein' 15.3 3.9 95(3) 13.5 
4.0 107(1) 12.6 
6.1 83(2) 12.4 

gliadin' 3.8 6.1 82(2) 12.4 
6.8 138(3) 15.0 
6.8 168(1) 13.2 

gelatin b 10.0 2.2 62 14.3 

human albumin b 10.0 2.2 49 14.2 

pepsin b 8.0 2.2 26 13.6 

hemoglobin b 2.6 50 

, G. KOCH, dissertation, Technische Hochschule Darmstadt 1960. 
b A. WEISS, dissertation, Technische Hochschule Darmstadt 1953. 

49 Organic Geochemistry 
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Table 19. Cation exchange of micaceous silicates with protamines (sa/min from herring sperma) 

micaceous 
silicate 

montmorillonite 
from 
Geisenheim 

nontronite 
from the 
Fichtmine 

beidellite 
from 
U nterrupsroth 

equivalent area 
A 2/elementary 
charge 

75 

60 

57 

c 
o 

~ 
o 

80 

60 

E"40 
o 
u 

~ 

20 

o 

pH-value during linked protein layer distance (A) 
the exchange mg protein/g 

silicate 

initial final dehydr. with 
value value at H 2O 

(110°C) 

2.5 2.7 218 222 14.8 17.1 
4.6 5.9 218 248 15.7 17.2 
8.7 8.0 218 262 15.9 18.0 

11.2 8.5 252 267 16.9 18.4 
12.1 11.4 488 266 16.9 18.3 

2.5 2.7 263 258 15.3 18.0 
4.6 3.9 263 250 15.9 19.0 
8.7 7.2 263 250 16.1 18.9 

11.2 7.7 303 272 17.5 19.3 
12.1 11.4 588 285 17.5 20.3 

2.5 2.7 316 263 15.5 18.8 
4.6 5.4 316 258 17.0 19.8 
8.7 8.3 316 289 17.3 20.1 

11.2 10.0 363 283 17.3 20.1 
12.1 11.9 706 386 17.3 20.2 

c 

2 4 Ii 8 10 
Time (days) 

Fig. 5. Decomposition of gelatine by soil-bacteria (A = gelatine, B = mixture of gelatine and 
montmorillonite, C = gelatine-montmorillonite-complex) 
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The stability of proteins in the interlayer space of montmorillonite has already 
been discussed by ENSMINGER and GIESEKING [118J. Results for gelatin-mont
morillonites and soil microorganisms have been given by PINCH and ALLISON [123J 
(Fig. 5). 

Peptides and Amino Acids: 

High molecular weight peptides exhibit characteristics similar to proteins; low 
molecular weight peptides resemble amino acids in their affinity to clay minerals. 

Basic amino acids are preferentially picked up as cations. The linkage is 
considerably lower than for the proteins because the van der Waals interaction 
decreases with a decrease in molecular size [26J. 

Neutral amino acids can also become incorporated as cations. In order to 
substitute all inorganic cations for amino acids, a low pH and high amino acid 

Table 20. Intercalation of amino acids into micaceous silicates 

intercalated 
amino acids 

glycine 

ex-alanine 

p-alanine 

ex-amino butyric acid 

p-amino butyric acid 

y-amino butyric acid 

norvaline 

t5-amino valerie acid 

e-amino capronic acid 

hydroxyproline 

lysine 

arginine 

phenylalanine 

49* 

concentration 
of the exchange 
solution (g amino 
acidjl solution) 

1.9 
10.0 
30.0 
37.5 
50.0 

375.0 

10.0 
445.0 

2.2 
44.5 

206.0 

206 

2.5 
50.0 

206 

587 

2.9 

3.3 
61.0 

263.0 

10.0 

30.0 
73.0 

10.0 

10.0 

pH-value of the 
exchange 
solution 

2.0 
2.5 
2.2 
5.6-6.4 
6.5 
2.0 

2.5 
2.0 

2.0 
5.6-6.4 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 
5.6-6.4 
2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 
5.6-6.4 
2.0 

2.5 

2.2 
2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

intercalated 
amount of amino 
acid (mvaIJI00 g 
silicate) 

5.0 
75.0 
4.0 

120-180 
51.2 
60.0 

15.0 

30.0 
120-180 

20.0 

90.0 

45.0 
120-180 
90.0 

25.0 

60.0 

73.0 
120-180 
90.0 

13.0 
120-180 

87.0 

layer distance 
after 
dehydration 
at 1100 C (A) 

12.6 
11.7 
12.5 

13.5 

13.16 
14.5 

15.2 

15.2 

15.1 

14.6 

13.6 

13.16 

13.67 
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concentration is required. Above pH 6, amino acids will still be picked up; the 
inorganic cations, however, can no longer be completely substituted. Complex 
formation begins and is favored if transition metals are present (Table 20) 
[124-130]. 

Acidic amino acids will only be fixed in the form of neutral molecules. Yet in 
the presence of 3-valent interlayer cations, particularly stable cationic complexes 
will result. In most instances amino acids will only yield monomolecular layers. 
The same relationships hold true for glycyl-glycine, whereas diglycyl-glycine, and 
tri-glycyl-glycine will form monolayers at low concentration and double layers 
at a higher one [131]. 

Published reports should be cautiously looked upon, because in many ex
periments microbial degradation has not been ruled out. Micro-organisms may 
decarboxylate amino acids and form amines which are far more tightly fixed in 
interlayer position relative to their amino acid precursor, and hence become en
riched in the mineral. 

Q. The Bases of the Purines and Pyrimidines 
Thymine, uracil and their nucleosides (concentration: 0.8-1.3 molar) will not 

be taken up by sodium and calcium montmorillonites. Adenine, hypoxanthine, 
cytosine, and uracil will be taken up to a greater extent, the stronger basic the 
compounds are. In any event, the free bases will be more tightly fixed than their 
nucleosides. 

Analogous to Na- and Ca-montmorillonites, the incorporation of these 
organics into the Co2 +, NF +, Cu2 +, and Fe3 + montmorillonites will proceed as a 
cation exchange reaction in the acid pH-range. Under neutral and 'moderately 
alkaline conditions, however, complex formation takes place. The trend of 
complex formation is as follows: 

Cu2+ ~ Ni2+ > Co 2 + and 

adenine ~ hypoxanthine> purine ~ 6-chloropurine [132, 133]. 

R. Organic Derivatives of Calcium-Aluminium-Hydroxoaluminates 
The bulk of the organic derivatives described so far are only stable in the acid 

to neutral pH range. In some instances, where complex formation may proceed, 
the stability range extends into the alkaline pH range. 

The pH conditions on the prebiotic earth were most probably alkaline. This 
might suggest that the inferences drawn in this work are of no direct interest as 
far as the origin oflife is concerned. It should be emphasized; however, that in the 
proximity of volcanoes, due to the discharge of for instance boric acid and free 
CO2 , acid conditions may be anticipated. Furthermore, there are certain organic 
derivatives that are preferentially generated under alkaline conditions, e.g., in the 
presence of calciumhydroxyaluminates. These minerals are frequently associated 
with basaltic rocks in the form of ettringite and hydrocalumite. They are layer 
compounds capable of intracrystalline swelling with organic molecules. Acid 
compounds such as carboxylic acids and amino acids become preferentially 
incorporated, but they will be released under acidic conditions via decomposition 
of the layer structure [134]. 
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Little is known regarding the organic derivatives of this group of minerals. 
Aside of compounds with neutral layers there are most likely also some minerals 
having negatively charged layers. This would demand balancing by cations, e.g. 
organic ones. Concerning the origin of life, these derivatives should be more fully 
investigated. 

IV. Degradation of Organic Derivatives of Clay Minerals 
Organic compounds in the interlayer space of layer silicates are to a large 

extent protected against microbial degradation. Only oxygen may introduce 
oxidative alterations within the silicates. For this reason, these minerals may 
have certain significance regarding the origin of petroleum. Organic compounds 
may become adsorbed and enriched from rather dilute solutions in a rather specific 
manner. Experiments have shown that a ton of montmorillonite may incorporate 
up to 550 kg of protein, 260 kg of polypeptides, 150 kg amino acids, 100 kg amines, 
620 kg lipids (or 320 kg lipids and 240 kg proteins), 150 kg fatty acids, 300 kg 
glycerol, or 200 kg carbohydrates. In contrast, a non-specific adsorption will only 
accommodate 5 to 10 kg of organics per ton of montmorillonite [89,90]. Besides 
layer minerals having organic cations in the interlayer position, zeolites can 
accommodate finely dispersed oil droplets [135]. 

Finally, the silicate layers may participate in the catalytic alteration of the 
incorporated organic compounds. Indeed, in the absence of oxygen a thermal 
degradation will yield a mixture of compounds that resembles crude oil. At 
temperatures between 220° and 280° C, the reaction proceeds so rapidly that 
within a few hours preparative quantities of these reaction products can be ob
tained. Most common among these products are hydrogen, methane, carbon 
monoxide, carbon dioxide and a mixture of paraffins, cyc1oparaffins, olefins and 
aromatics. Increase in the temperature of degradation will lower the yield in 
olefins, while the amount in aromatic hydrocarbons increases. The overall 
analyses of the liquid and gaseous decomposition products of protein-mont
morillonites, Ca-fats-montmorillonites, or protein-fats-montmorillonites corres
pond to those of crude oil [20, 136]. At temperatures below 300° C, mont
morillonites still retain the capacity to expand and polar organic compounds may 
still enter the lattice. This will result in random (001) interference series of the 
type reported from montmorillonites of crude oil deposits. Extensive exposure 
to heat (250° to 300° C) will result in the release of ammonia, and a protonated 
montmorillonite will remain. Protons move from interlayer position towards 
octahedral vacancies, resulting in formal electrically neutral layers and the 
failure to expand. Analytically, this silicate would have to be grouped with 
pyrophyllite, but the basal spacing is considerally larger and resembles that of 
the illites [90] (9.9 to 10.1 A). Such illites having an extremely low potassium 
content have frequently been observed in the proximity of petroleum deposits 
[137]. 

For complexes, whose steric configuration fits the silicate pattern, the thermal 
stability in interlayer position can be enhanced. An example is the porphyrin 
montmorillonite. Porphyrin actually blocks the swelling capability and is kept 
stable up to about 280° C, while porphyrin in a free state will already decompose 
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at 2200 C. For this reason the presence of porphyrin can no longer be used as a 
criterion for the formation of petroleum below 2200 C, a statement which has 
frequently been made in the past [138]. 

V. Catalytic Effects 
The aforementioned minerals are of great interest with respect to the catalytic 

properties which they exhibit in the interlayer space of micaceous minerals or 
the channel openings of zeolites, respectively. For instance, aromatic amines 
which have been introduced as exchangeable cations will become easily oxidized 
[139-145]. The kind of reaction product will depend on the charge of the silicate 
anions. Aniline will become oxidized to a red ion at low charge density (x+ y= 
0.33), a deep blue ion at medium (x + y = 0.55) and a black ion at high charge 
density (x + y = 0.70). In all instances, oxygen in the air, which diffuses through the 
openings between the arylammonium ions, is the means for oxidation. The high 
oxidation potential is most likely related to a change in the bonding state of the 
oxygen molecule. Magnetic data indicate that in the interlayers as well as in 
structural channels the molecular oxygen looses its paramagnetism. In interlayer 
position oxygen in higher concentrations is most likely present in the form of 
0 4 , and in the small openings of zeolites partly as On [63,35]. 

Inasmuch as cationic constituents of the anionic layer can participate reversibly 
in redox-reactions, the catalytic properties become modified, since with the oxida
tion state the charge density is also altered. Examples are the organic derivatives 
oflayer-vanadates (Vs+ +e¢V4 +). 

Beside the oxidase effect, a protease effect has been noticed which also is a 
function of the charge density. Proteins can become perfectly exchanged in lower 
charged layer compounds, whereas in highly charged layer compounds having 
H30+ ions in the form of interlayer cations, proteins become hydrolyzed into 
peptides and eventually into amino acids. Since the smaller fragments are less 
tightly bonded relative to the high molecular proteins, they may become easily 
replaced for the high molecular original starting material present in the equi
librium solution and the reaction may continue [63J. 

The B-amino and guanido groups of the proteins interact with the H30+ ions 
present in interlayer position and result in the formation of ammonium ions. The 
effective interaction between these ammonium ions and the fixed negative charges 
of the layers forces peptide bonds (- CO - NH -) to approach closely the free 
H30+ ions, and a simple acid hydrolysis will be accomplished. In those instances 
where the number of H30+ ions is small or the number of B-amino and guanido 
groups in the proteins is large, all H30+ ions will be consumed for the ammonium 
formation and acid hydrolysis does not take place. Thus, the size of the individual 
fragments released during this kind of reaction is a function of the amount of 
basic amino acids in the protein and the charge density of the anionic layers. 

Under suitable conditions amino acids may condense in the interlayer spaces 
[130, 125]. For montmorillonites this reaction will take place only above 1800 C, 
whereas for kaolinite (in the presence of low vapor pressure) condensation can 
already be achieved at about 900 C [95]. The catalytic effectiveness of free Si02 is 
well known from numerous papers and is not discussed here. However, it seems 
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noteworthy, that on its surface sugars will be altered into aminosugars, if ammonia 
is present. Those in turn may become incorporated in the form of cations in inter
layer positions of clay minerals and thus protected [146, 147J. 

VI. Outlook 
Organic derivatives of clay minerals, zeolites and related minerals are of 

considerable academic and technical interest. They are structurally and chemically 
quite variable and thousands of compounds are already known. The steric and 
stoichiometric relationships which determine their formation are rather unique. 
Over the last 15 years their production for technical purposes has been well 
developed. 

Of particular significance are these compounds with respect to the origin of 
crude oil and questions concerning the origin of life. In this context it must be 
considered that these minerals may concentrate and store metastable organic 
compounds which may be transported in this preserved form and suddenly 
released in high concentration upon change in the pH condition of the environment 
or due to the partial or complete destruction and recrystallization of the mineral 
matter. 

Since within individual crystals layers with different charge density stacked 
randomly, for instance in mixed layer minerals, a high catalytic activity of redox 
reactions, formation and cleavage of peptide bonds and selective permeation may 
occur within the same molecular frame work. The formation of pyrimidine and 
aminosugars seems to be realized in systems similar to these. 
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-,rhamnosein 390 
-, as sources of organic matter in sediments 

275 
-, sterols in 338 
-, time span 298 
-, xanthophylls in 426-427,431 
-, xylose in 390 
Algae in Fig Tree series 284 
- Gunflint chert 284 
- Onverwacht series 734 
- Precambrian sediments 733 
- Precambrian of Canadian Shield 284 
- Precambrian of Central Australia 284 
- rocks 200,281,284-285 
Algal coals 719 
Algal growths, Recent, Australia 255 
-, Recent, Bahamas 255 
-, Recent, Florida 255 
-, Recent, Northern France 255 
-, Recent, Persian Gulf 255 
Algal reefs, Precambrian of South Africa 

254 
Algal sediments 255 
Alginite, see also Exinite 
Alginite 293, 719 
-, constitution of 712 
Alkaline potassium permanganate 

oxidation of kerogens 623 
Alkaloid cations in micaceous silicates 750 

Alkaloids, as precursors of nitrogen 
compounds in petroleum 650 

- in plants 273 
Alkanes, see also Hydrocarbons 564 
Alkanes, biosynthesis of 343-344 
-, catalytic cracking 683-684 
-, preparation from alcohols 591 
-, preparation from fatty acids 591 
-, production in source rocks 336 
-, skeletal formulae 26 
-, utilization by microorganisms 580 
-, utilization by soil microorganisms 570 
Alkanes in algae 347 
- bacteria 347 
- bat guano 347 
- bee wax 162 
- brown coal 171, 588 
- cow manure 347 
- feldspars 527 
- Florida Mud Lake 59 
- fluorite 524, 527 
- geosphere, origin 336, 346-347 
- geosphere, origin from lipids 346 
- Green River Shale 60, 80 
- meteorites 296 
- organisms 679 
- ozocerite 579, 580 
- peat 580 
- petroleum, low molecular weight 695 
- Precambrian sediments 734 
- Recent sediments 336, 347 
- Recent and ancient sediments 245 
- sediments 335 
- sediments, as biological markers 346, 347 
- soil 566 
- Soudan Shale 61 
anteiso-Alkanes in montan wax 584 
- Nonesuch seep oil 119 
- organisms 342 
- paraffin wax 119 
- petroleum 171,656 
- sediments 171 
iso-Alkanes in montan wax 584 
- Nonesuch seep oil 119 
- paraffin wax 119 
- petroleum 171, 644, 656 
- rose petal wax 342 
- sediments 171 
n-Alkanes 26, 335 
-, as biological markers 33-34 
-, carbon number preference 34, 347 
-, carbon number preference, diagenetic 

changesin 680,685-687 
-, in chemical taxonomy 338 
-, generation from fatty acids 685-687 
-, as internal standards in gas chromato-

graphy 162 
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n-Alkanes, isolation 187 
-, from thermal alteration of behenic acid 

690 
-, in thermal alteration of behenic acid 691 
-, thermal cracking of 682-683 
-, variations with depth 629 
n-Alkanes in algae 338, 348 
- cow manure 338 
- Cretaceous sediments 135 
- geosphere, relationship to biolipids 33-34 
- Green River Shale 61,628 
- Green River Shale, Carbon Preference 

Index, variation with depth 629 
- Eocene sediments and oils 348, 349 
- higher plants 33 
- lake sediments 339 
- montan wax 584, 585 
- Nonesuch Shale 124 
- organisms, abundance of 342 
- organisms distribution of 338 
- pasture plants 338 
- peat 566, 644 
- petroleum 353, 656, 658, 685 
- petroleum, origin of 679-680 
- petroleum source material 363 
- Recent sediments 33, 34, 339, 348, 680 
- sediments 135, 685 
- soil 566 
- Soudan Shale 62, 124 
Alkenes, see also Hydrocarbons 
Alkenes 330 
-, ozonolysis of 131 
-, silver ion complexes 80 
- in organisms, abundance of 335 
- in organisms and sediments 335 
- in faeces 336 
n-Alkenes in brown coal 589 
Alkylammonium compounds in micaceous 

silicates, bond stability 747 
Alkylammonium derivatives of uranium 

micas 761 
n-Alkylammonium derivatives of micaceous 

silicates 751 
- of uranium micas, effect of chain length on 

layer distance 761 
n-Alkylammonium ions in micaceous 

silicates 746 
-, structural arrangements of 748-750 
Alkylbenzenes in petroleum, origin 646 
- in soil 567 
Alkylbenzporphyrin in crude petroleum 

489 
Alkylene di-ammonium derivatives of 

silicates 750 
Alkylnapthalenes in petroleum 406 
- in soil 567 
Alkylphenanthrenes in soil 567 

Allevardite, n-alkylammonium derivatives, 
effect of time on 755 

-, charge distribution 755 
-, organic derivatives of 755 
Allobetulin in lignite 409 
Allochthonous material, lignin from 271 
-, transport by rivers 272 
Allochthonous organic matter 262, 267, 272 
- in marine environment 269 
- in sediments 294-295 
Allochthonous rocks 254, 255-256 
Alloisoleucine, from thermal alteration 

of amino acids 447 
- in meteorites 458 
D-Alloisoleucine 441,456 
-, from racemization of L-isoleucine 457 
- in geosphere, significance of 457 
D,L-Alloisoleucine in geosphere, 

significance of 457 
L-Alloisoleucine 456 
Allophanes, adsorption of organic compounds 

on 739 
Alumina 577 
-, activation 77 
-, deactivation 77 
-, grades 77 
Aluminium silicate - organic matter colloid 

291,295 
Amber 613 
Amesite, organic derivatives of 760 
Amide derivatives of montmorillonites 746 
Amides in petroleum 650 
Amine derivatives in micaceous silicates 750 
Amines 442 
Amines in feldspars 527 
-, correlation with radium content 527 
-, correlation with thorium content 527 
-, correlation with uranium content 527 
Amines in fluorite 524 
Amino acid analyzer 452 
Amino acid chromatograms 379 
- composition of fossil conchiolin 445 
- composition of fossil shells, estimation of 

458 
- composition of proteins 443 
- derivatives of micaceous silicates 

771-772 
- derivatives of montmorillonites 746 
- material in Mercenaria shells, fossil 445 
- material in Mercenaria shells, Pleistocene 

445 
- material in Mercenaria shells, Recent 445 
- sequence of cytochrome C 202, 203 
- sequence in proteins 39,200,203 
- sequences of common ancestors 202 
D-Amino acid oxidase in determination of 

optical configuration of amino acids 456 
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L-Amino acid oxidase in determination 
of optical configuration of amino acids 
456 

Amino acids 197, 203 
-, abiological synthesis 64, 530 
-, analysis of 452 
-, carbon isotope fractionation 310 
-, condensation in kaolinite 774 
-, condensation in montmorillonites 774 
-, as contaminants 450 
-, diagenetic changes in 42 
-, extraction 191 
-, free 438 
-, from hydrolysis of proteins in minerals 

774 
-, isolation 191 
-, with isoleucine isomeric composition, 

origin of 457 
-, non biological sources of 449 
-, nonprotein, in geosphere 441,443 
-, optical activity of 443 
-, peptide-bound, in fossils 458 
-, in preservation of aragonite 244 
-, from proteins 439 
-, separation 191 
-, silylation 82 
-, stereochemical determination by gas 

chromatography 57 
Amino acids in atmosphere 449 
- brown coal 589 
- Calymene 277 
- Carboniferous sediments 276 
- conchiolins 42, 509 
- fingerprints 450 
- fluorite 530 
- fossil bone collagen 520 
- fossil bones and teeth 446 
- fossil brachiopod shells 446 
- fossil collagen 446 
- fossil conchiolins 504, 506 
- fossil dentine collagen 520 
- fossil Gyraulus shells 445 
- fossil Pliosaur bone 447 
- fossil Pliosaur teeth 447 
- fossil shells 445,450 
- fossils 498 
- fossils, optical activity of 455-457 
- geosphere 445-448 
- geosphere, origin 443 
- graptolites 446, 510 
- ground water 449 
- lake sediments 447 
- lakes 276 
- marine sediments 447 
- Mercenaria shells 454 
- Mercenaria shells, diagenetic changes in 

453 

50 Organic Geochemistry 

Amino acids in Mercenaria shells, Miocene 
445,452 

- Mercenaria shells, Recent 452 
- Mercenaria shells, Upper Pleistocene 452 
- meteorites 296, 448, 458 
- a Miocene mudstone 447 
- molluscan shells 451 
- Mytilus shells 278 
- Mytilus shells, diagenetic changes in 445 
- Mytilus shells, fossil 445, 446 
- Mytilus shells, living 445 
- oceans 191 
- peat 584 
- Planorbis shells 445-446 
- Pleistocene bone 447 
- Precambrian sediments 57 
- Recent marine sediments 270,447 
- Recent sediments 191 
- sea water 448 
- sea water, from zooplankton 448 
- sediments 172, 191, 447-448, 539 
- sewage 191 
- shells, extraction of 451 
- soils 191, 448 
D-Amino acids in fossil Mercenaria shells 457 
L-Amino acids, biological utilization 25 
Amino sugars, formation from sugars on 

silicates 775 
-, in lake and bog sediments 377 
Aminobutyric acid in fluorite 530 
(X-Aminobutyric acid 442 
y-Aminobutyric acid 442 
2-Aminoethylphosphoric acid in 

phytoplankton 45 
Ammonia 442 
- in feldspars 527 
- in fluorite 524 
Amylose 380 
Anadiagenesis 233 
Anaerobic bacteria in sediments 251 
Anaerobic decomposition 222 
-, Black Sea 226 
-, effect of Eh 226 
Ancestral polymer structures 197 
Ancient, definition 47 
Ancient fossil resins 609-610 
-, diterpenes in 609-612 
Ancient sediments, organic geochemistry of 

59-62 
Angaria delphinus 501 
Angiosperms, sterols and triterpenes in 338 
Anhydrite 249, 250 
-, replacement nature of 250 
-, replacement relationship to gypsum 250 
Anodonta cygnaea 502 
Antheraxanthin in algae 426 
Anthracene 413 
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Anthracene in brown coal 588 
Anthranthrene in soil 567 
Anthracites in coalification 700 
Antrim Shale, 2,6,10-trimethyItetradecane in 

121, 679, 694 
Apatite, solubility in sea water 230 
Apiezon greases 168 
Apiezon L 162,170,578 
Apocrenic acids 535 
Appearance potential 92 
Aquacreptite, absence of swelling with 

organic compounds 756 
-, pentamethylenediamine derivative of 

756 
-, tetramethylenediamine derivative of 756 
Aquatic plants, arabinose in 391 
-, xylose in 391 
Arabinose in blue-green algae 390 
- higher aquatic plants 391 
- horsetail (Equisetum arvense) 390 
- Nostoc 390 
D-Arabinose 377 
Aragonite 252 
-, Bahama Bank 256 
-, diagenetic changes in 256 
-, inversion to calcite 236 
-, preservation by amino-acids 244 
-, replacement of 237 
-, replacement by micrite in fossilization 

224 
-, selective dissolution vs calcite 230 
-, solubility in sea water 230 
-, transformation to calcite 244 
- in molluscan shells 499, 502 
- in shells 219 
Aragonite needles, Bahama Bank 256 
Araucaria genus, distribution 600 
Araucariaceae, distribution 600 
Araucarol 608 
Araucarolone 608 
- in heartwood resin 607 
Araucarone in heartwood resins 608 
Archean, definition 729 
Archean sediments, composition of 730 
Argillaceous, definition of 257 
Argillaceous rocks 246 
-, residual 247 
-, transported 247 
Arginine 441 
-, diagenetic changes in 453 
Argon in feldspars 527 
- in fluorite 523 
Argon ionization detectors 165 
-, micro 168 
-, sensitivity of 165 
Aromatic acids in Green River Shale 140 
- in soil 566 

Aromatic amines in minerals, oxidation of 
774 

Aromatic compounds in coal 718 
Aromatic hydrocarbons 330 
-, complex formation of 642 
-, extraction 75 
-, fluorescence 84 
-, from humic acids 567 
-, isolation 82 
-, production in sediments 403 
-, utilization by microorganism' 580 
Aromatic hydrocarbons in brcwn coal 

411, 419, 588 
- East Berlin Shale 75 
- geosphere, precursors of 336 
- lipids 336 
- meteorites 149,296 
- ozocerite 579, 580 
- peat 581 
- petroleum 132-133,644,646 
- petroleum, low molecular weight 695 
- petroleum, origin 427,646,695 
- Recent marine sediments 336 
- sediments and petroleums 336 
- soil 566-567 
Aromatization of chlorins 491 
- of triterpenoids during diagenesis 411 
Asparagine 439 
Aspartic acid 440 
Asphalt, fossil species in 221 
-, preservation of organic matter in 234 
-, skin preservation in 229 
- in petroleum, structure 654 
Asphaltenes 654 
Asphaltic components of petroleum 654 
Astaxanthin in Copepods 427 
Asymmetric carbon atoms 25 
Athabasca Oil sands, porphyrins in 470 
Athabasca Tar Sands, petroporphyrinsm in 478 
Atolls, Mississippian of Illinois 254 
ATP 200,206 
Atrina (Pinna) nigra 507 
Authigenetic, definition of 257 
Authigenic minerals, formation 233 
Autochthonous limestones 254-255 
-, types 254 
Autochthonous organic matter 263, 267 
- in marine environment 269 
- in sediments 294-295 
Autochthonous rocks 254 
Autolysis, effect in biostratinomy 219 
- of chlorophyll 219 
- of cuticle 220 
- of terpenoids 219 
2,2'-Azopropane, as initiator in thermal 

alteration of behenic acid 690 
Azulenes, from distillation of lignite 406 
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Bacillus megatherium 345 
Bacteria, see also Aerobic bacteria, and 

Anaerobic bacteria 
Bacteria 262, 311 
-, alkanes in 347 
-, branched acids in 171 
-, carbon isotope fractionation in 312, 313 
-, carotenoids in 426 
-, effect in diagenesis 251 
-, fatty acids in 359 
-, lipids in 365 
-, from proto-organism 197 
-, polysaccharides in 381 
-, steroids and triterpenoids, absence in 338 
-, time span 298 
-, unsaturated acids in, biosynthesis of 345 
-, viability of, in salt deposits 282 
Bacteria in Carboniferous sediments 282 
- Gunflint Chert 282 
- oceans 269 
- peat 274 
- Precambrian sediments 733 
- Recent sediments 282 
- rocks 200, 281, 282 
- rocks, association with plant and animal 

remains 282 
- rocks, viability of 277 
- salt deposits 277 
- sediments 251 
Bacterial activity in diagenesis 233 
Bacterial biomass 269, 270, 281 
Bacterial decomposition of wood 274 
Bacterial polysaccharides in sediments 378 
Bacteriochlorophyll, diagenetic changes in 

484 
Bacteriochlorophyll a 485 
Banded-iron formations 730 
Banks 254 
-, composition 255 
Barrier reefs, Permian of Texas 254 
Beidellite-dodecylarnrnonium complex, 

swelling with organic compounds 754 
BeideIIitic charge type 741 
Behenic acid 363 
-, thermal alteration 681, 684-692 
Belt Series, Montana, microfossils in 732 
Benthic algae, n-alkanes in 338 
Benthos 218 
Benzanthracene in soil 567 
1,2-Benzanthracene in brown coal 588 
1,2-Benzanthracenes in petroleum 645, 646 
Benzcarbazoles, in petroleum 141, 650 
Benzene in brown coal 588 
Benzfluorene in brown coal 588 
Benzfluorene in soil 567 
1,2-Benzfluorene in petroleum 645, 646 
Benzfurans in petroleum 148 

50' 

Benzoic acid in soil 566 
1,12-Benzperylene in soil 567 
1,2-Benzpyrene in soil 567 
3,4-Benzpyrene in soil 567 
Benzquinolines in petroleum 650 
Benzthiophenes, in petroleum 146, 464, 647, 

648 
Betulin in lignite 409 
- in peat 409 
Bile acids 342 
Biocenosis 215, 224 
Biochemical evolution 203-205, 207 
Biochemical unity of life 200 
Biogenic, see Biological 
Biogeochemical provinces, definition 214 
Biogeochemistry 21 
Biolipids, see also Lipids 
Biolipids 21 
-, relationship to geolipids 31-43 
Biological vs abiological origin, of geolipids 

63-67 
-, of organic matter, criteria in 67-69 
Biological cycle 332 
Biological evolution 331-334 
Biological markers 21, 32, 213, 265, 331,416 
-, criteria for 656 
-, optical activity of 172 
Biological remnants 334 
Biometasomatism 233 
Biopoesis, see also Chemical evolution 
Biopoesis, definition 737 
Biopolymers in fossils, see Paleoproteins 
Biostratinomy 215-232 
-, biological factors in 218-224 
-, effect of attack on organisms by other 

organisms in 221-224 
-, effect of autolysis in 219 
-, effect of hard parts of organisms in 218 
-, effect of mechanical destruction in 224-225 
-, effect of microbial decay in 221 
-, effect of salinity in 229 
-, effect of selective dissolution in 230 
-, effect of senescence in 219 
-, effect of soft parts of organisms in 218 
-, effect of structure and composition of 

organisms in 218-219 
-, effect of temperature in 230 
-, effect of viability of organisms in 220-221 
-, physio-chemical factors in 224-232 
Biosynthesis, acetate hypothesis for 43-44 
Biosynthesis of abietinol 607 
- alcohols 341 
- n-alcohols 43 
- alkanes 343-344 
- n-alkanes 43 
- cholesterol 35 
- epiabietic acid 607 
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Biosynthesis of n-fatty acids 43 
- (+ )-hibaene 607 
- humic acids 538 
- humic substances 548 
- humus 537 
- hydrocarbons 341-345 
- isoprenoid hydrocarbons 341 
- isoprenoids 44 
- isoprenoids, head-to-tail coupling in 44 
- isoprenoids, tail-to-tail coupling in 45 
- (-)-kaurene 607 
- lipids 43---45 
- n-nonacosane 344 
- (+ )-phyllocladene 607 
- plastoquinones 341 
- resin components 605-607 
- sandaracopimarinol 607 
- sapogenins 341 
- steroids 341 
- straight-chain lipids 43 
- terpenes 341,342 
- unsaturated acids in anaerobic bacteria 

345 
Bitter Springs Formation, microfossils in 

731, 732 
Bitumen 620 
-, constituents of 588-589 
-, definition 588 
-, isolation 186-188 
-, porphyrins in 464, 487 
-, separation 187 
Bitumen in peat, see Peat bitumen 
Bitumen in soil, see Soil bitumen 
Bituminous coals, oxygenated functional 

groups in 718 
-, in coalification 700 
Bituminous shales, selective dissolution of 

skeletal minerals in 230 
Biuret reaction 511 
- of fossil conchiolin 508 
Black shales, organic matter content of 248 
-, formation of 248 
-, pyrite content 248 
Bled resin 599 
-, hardening of 601 
- of twigs 604 
- of Agathis australis, diterpenes in 

601-602 
- of Agathis australis, monoterpenes in 601 
- of Agathis species, diterpenes in 604-605 
Bled resins 172 
-, hydrocarbons in 607 
Blue-green algae, absence of sterols in 338 
Boghead coal 293 
Boghead coals, organic matter in 294 
Boring organisms in biostratinomy 223 
Boring sponges 256 

Boron trifluoride/methanol, methylation 
with 693 

Botryococcus braunii in sediments 285 
Brachiopods, paleoproteins in 515 
- in mounds and banks 255 
Branched acids in bacteria 171 
- montan wax 586 
- sediments 171, 364-365 
Branched alcohols in montan wax 587 
Branched alkanes in bee wax 162 
- Green River Shale 61 
- montan wax 585 
- organisms 342 
Brassica oieracea, n-nonacosane in 343 
Brockman Formation, Australia, microfossils 

in 732 
Brockman Index 77 
Brown coal, alkanes in 171, 588 
-, n-alkenes in 589 
-, amino acids in 589 
-, analysis of 410,416---420 
-, aromatic hydrocarbons in 411,588 
-, constituents of 588-589 
-, fichtelite in 129 
-, fusain in 589 
-, heterocyclic compounds in 588 
-, humic substances in 534 
-, ketones in 589 
-, picenes in 411 
-, ozonolysis of 172 
-, triterpenoids in 411 
-, triterpenoids and related compounds in 

419 
Brown coals, deposition of 702 
-, hydroxyl group analysis by infrared 550 
-,hydroxyl groups in 718 
-, swamp type 703 
Brown humic acids 535 
Bryophyta, pentoses in 390 
Burial 215 
Burial in fossilization 233-234 
iso-Butane in feldspars 527 
n-Butane in feldspars 527 

Calanus hyperboreus 339 
Calcite 249, 252, 253, 256 
-, from aragonite by inversion 236 
-, formation from aragonite 256 
-, formation in fossilization 224 
-, replacement of 237 
-, selective dissolution vs aragonite 230 
-, solubility in sea water 230 
- in limestones 257 
- in molluscan shells 499 
- in Pelecypoda 502 
Calcitostracum in molluscan shells 499 
- in Pelecypoda 502 
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Calcium acetate, in carboxyl group estima
tion of humic substances 540 

Calcium-aluminium-hydroxyaluminates, 
organic derivatives of 772-773 

Calcium carbonate, biochemical extraction 
253 

-, diagenetic effects on solubility of 252 
-, precipitation by microorganisms 295 
-, relationship with organic matter in 

Posidonienschiefer 231 
Calcium salts of fatty acids in soil 566 
Calvin cycle 273 
Calymene, amino acids in 277 
Cambrian, definition 729 
Cannel coal, macerals in 293 
-, sclerotia in 284 
Cannel coals, formation 275 
-, fungi in 283 
-, organic matter in 294 
Capillary columns 164, 167, 578 
-, coating 170 
Capillary gas chromatography, see also Gas 

chromatography 
Capillary gas chromatography 56, 644, 661 
Capillary GC-MS 112 
Carageenan 390 
Carbazoles in petroleum 133,650 
Carbohydrate analysis, contamination 

control in 381 
-, detection limits 381 
-, sample preparation 381 
Carbohydrates 381 
-, analytical methods 378-381 
-, automated analyser 386 
-, carbon isotope fractionation in 310 
-, derivatives for gas chromatography 

387-388 
-, detection by distillation technique 382 
-, extraction 192 
-, isolation 192 
-, phenol-sulfuric acid test 375, 378, 382 
-, retention data 172 
-, separation 192 
-, silylation 388 
-, thermal alteration 397 
Carbohydrates in ancient sediments 192 
- Cenozoic fossils 395 
- a Devonian shale 396 
- fossils 395 
- gray shales 393 
- lichens 390 
- limestones 393 
- littoral fossils 395 
- littoral sediments 393 
- organisms 390-392 
- marine organisms 391 
- Mesozoic fossils 395 

Carbohydrates in neritic fossils 395 
- Paleozoic fossils 395 
- Paleozoic sediments 393 
- Phylloglossum 390 
- peat 192 
- plant cell walls 273 
- Precambrian sediments 392 
- Recent sediments 192 
- Recent marine sediments 270 
- sediments 375, 376, 392-393 
- soil 192 
- Tertiary and Cretaceous sediments 374 
Carbon-carbon bond length 24 
Carbon-carbon bond energies 315 
Carbon cycle 46-49, 64, 323, 333 
-, efficiency 333 
Carbon dioxide in feldspars 527 
- in fluorite 523 
Carbon isotope distribution in coal 315-317 
Carbon isotope distributions, igneous rocks 

321-322 
-, kerogen 319 
-, lignite 316 
-, meteorites 322-323 
-, petroleum and gases 317 
-, primordial carbon 321-323 
-, sediments 313-317 
Carbon isotope ratios, analysis by mass 

spectrometry 304, 306 
-, combustion system 305-306 
-, effect of pH 308 
-, effect of water temperature 308, 309 
-, environmental effects 307-310 
-, fractionation in amino acid biosynthesis 

310 
-, fractionation by bacteria 311 
-, fractionation in carbohydrate bio-

synthesis 310 
-, fractionation in lipid biosynthesis 311 
-, fractionation in proteins 310 
-, historical background 304-305 
-, metabolic effects 310-313 
-, respiration effects 309, 310 
-, scope of study 305 
-, standards 307 
- in fresh waters 308 
- of hydrocarbons 343 
- of kerogen in Green River Shale 632, 

633 
- of lipids 343 
- of marine organisms 308 
- in petroleum 655, 677 
- in plankton 309 
- in Precambrian sediments 734 
- in terrestrial organisms 308 
Carbon isotopes, in extraction of carbon 

compounds 306 
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Carbon isotopes, fractionation by living 
matter 305, 307-313 

-, fractionation by thermal cracking 305 
- in marine waters 308 
Carbon monoxide in feldspars 527 
Carbon/nitrogen ratios in ground water 449 
- igneous rocks 444 
- microorganisms 444 
- organic matter 444 
- Paleozoic Sediments 444 
- peat sediments 444 
- soils 444 
Carbon number 26 
- in gas chromatography 163 
Carbon number preference of n-alkanes 34, 

338,347 
Carbon Preference Index, diagenetic changes 

in 680, 685-687 
-, variation with depth in Green River Shale 

629 
Carbon skeleton chromatography 167 
Carbon skeleton philosophy 31-32 
Carbonaceous chondrites, see also Meteorites 
Carbonaceous chondrites, analysis 116 
Carbonate rocks 252-254 
-, laminated, algal activity in 255 
-, laminated, formation 255 
-, laminated, organic matter in 255 
Carbonate sediments, classification 253 
-, diagenesis 256 
- in coral reefs 253 
- in oozes 253 
Carbonates 248 
- in coals, removal 723 
Carboniferous coals, facies 703 
Carboniferous ironstones, formation 252 
Carbonium ions, in generation of hydro-

carbons 681, 683-684 
-, heats of cracking 684 
Carbonyl groups in bituminous coals 718 
Carbowaxes 168 
Carbowax 400 168 
Carboxylic acid derivatives of montmoril

lonites 746 
Carboxylic acids, see also Acids, Aromatic 

acids, Branched acids, Fatty acids, 
Isoprenoid acids, Naphthenic acids, 
Unsaturated acids, Cyclopentyl acids, 
Cyclohexyl acids 

Carboxylic acids, cyclic, in petroleum 139, 
648 

Carboxylic acids diagenetic changes in 59 
-, isolation 27 
Carboxylic acids in Green River Shale 140 
- petroleum 139 
- sediments, state of 52 
- Tasmanite 105 

Carotane 80, 424 
- in Green River Shale 61,124,424 
Carotene in Lake Mud, Florida 124 
- in soil 568 
(X-Carotene in algae 426-427 
p-Carotene 424, 432 
-, as precursor of aromatic hydrocarbons 

in petroleum 695 
- in algae 426 
- in plant chloroplasts 426 
- in Recent Sediments 427 
Carotenes 426 
-, in metabolism 201 
-, as precursors of aromatic hydrocarbons 

in petroleum 695 
- in Recent sediments 433 
Carotenoid analysis, chlorophyll removal in 

434 
-, tetrapyrroles as contaminants in 434 
Carotenoids 342 
-, amount synthesized by algae 427 
-, analysis of 430-436 
-, definition 425 
-, geochemical sampling of 428 
-, hypophasic/epiphasic ratios, see H/e ratios 
-, identification 435 
-, isolation 435 
-, partition coefficients 430 
-, as petroleum precursors 657 
-, in photosynthesis 426 
-, as precursors of aromatics in petroleum 

427 
-, as precursors of isoprenoids in geosphere 

39 
-, in petroleum generation 427 
-, separation 435 
-, in Vitamin A synthesis 426 
Carotenoids in algae 426-427 
- bacteria 426 
- cryptogams 426 
- fungi 426 
- gyttja 435 
- lakes 276 
- organisms 426-427 
- phanerogams 426 
- plant chloroplasts 426 
- Recent Sediments 427-428,433 
- Recent sediments, hIe ratios of 428 
- Recent marine sediments 271 
- soil 568 
Carrier gas 161 
-, for thermal conductivity detectors 165 
Catalytic cracking 681 
- of alkanes, mechanism of 683 
- of n-alkanes 683-684 
Catharometers 165 
Cell inclusions in fossils 234 
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cellulose 219, 380, 712-713 
-, content of decayed wood 228 
-, decomposition of 714 
-, decomposition during fossilization 227, 

228 
-, enzymatic analysis 399 
-, microbial decay 712 
-, in silicification 235 
cellulose in Calamites (Devonian) 399 
- coal, formation 712 
- fossil plants 228 
- fossils 378 
- mummies 228 
- peat 584, 712 
- peat formation 580 
- plant cell walls 273 
- Recent marine sediments 270 
- Rhymia (Devonian) 399 
- sediments 378 
cementation in fossilization 235 
centrifugation in isolation of microfossils 

280 
Chalcedony 247 
Chamosite, occurrence 249 
Charged layer silicates 742-744 
Charophyceae, carotenoids in 426 
Chemical ecology 45 
Chemical evolution 64, 331, 763 
-, uranium minerals in 763 
Chemical paleogenetics 21 
Chemosystematics 46 
Chemotaxonomy 45, 338 
Chert, definition of 257 
-, dissolution of 252 
-, occurrence 251 
-, production by radiolarians 248 
-, replacement by clays 252 
Chert nodules, formation 733 
Cherts 247 
Chitin 381 
-, enzymatic detection 389-390, 396 
Chitin in algae 283 
- fossil insects 378 
- fungi 283 
- graptolites, absence of 514 
- Hyolithellus 277,389,396,499 
- molluscan shells 499 
- plant cell walls 273 
- yeast 283 
Chitinite 293 
Chitinozoa, time span 298 
- in rocks 286 
Chlorides, crystallization from sea water 

250 
Chlorins, aromatization of 491 
- in ancient sediments 490 
- in Serpiano Shale 190 

Chlorite 252 
-, diagenetic changes in 251 
Chlorites, organic derivatives of 756-757 
-, swelling with organic compounds 756-757 
-, swollen, comparison with tropocollagen-

montmorillonites 757 
-, swollen, ion exchange reactions in 756 
Chlorobia 485 
Chlorocruoroheme 487 
Chlorophyceae, carotenoids in 426 
Chlorophyll 402, 465 
-, autolysis of 219 
-, diagenetic changes in 490-494, 694 
- in Geiseltallignite 222 
- in metabolism 201 
-, removal in carotenoid analysis 434 
- in sediments 365 
Chlorophyll a 36, 483, 485, 677 
-, diagenetic changes in 483-484 
- in petroleum 653 
Chlorophyll b, diagenetic changes in 484 
Chlorophyll 650 485 
Chlorophyll 660 485 
Chlorophylls, structures 485 
-,types 484-485 
Chlorophyta, rhamnose in 390 
Chloroplasts, carotenoids in 426 
Cholestane 80, 128 
-, ancient sediments 35 
-, retention volume 666 
5ft-Cholestane, see Coprostane 
Cholesterol, biosynthesis of 35 
-, stereochemistry 34 
-, utilization by Proactinomyces erythropolis 

570 
- in vertebrates 414 
Chondrites, see Meteorites 
Chondrosamine 442 
Chromatographic separation, natural 236 
Chromosomal aberrations 197, 198, 

205,207 
Chromosome, definition 198 
Chromosome replication 206 
Chromosomes 197 
-, giant, definition 198 
Chromatographic methods 76-79,576-578 
Chrysene in brown coal 588 
- in soil 566-567 
Chrysophyceae, carotenoids in 426 
Circular dichroism 30 
Citrulline 441 
Clastic rocks 246-247, 253 
-, classification 246 
-, processes affecting texture 246 
Clathration 76, 79-80, 578, 642 
Clay, substitutions in 252 
Clay ironstones, Carboniferous 252 
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Clay lattices, organic compounds in 52 
Clay minerals 246 
-, microbial decay of organic matter in 

291-293 
-, as protective medium for carbohydrates 

during thermal alteration 397 
-, role in iron transportation 249 
Clays, base exchange in 252 
-, compaction of 252 
-, diagenetic changes in 251,252 
-, effect of ionic substitutions on pH in 252 
-, pore water expulsion in 252 
-, rate of diagenesis 252 
-, replacement of quartz by 252 
Coacervates, formation of 210 
Coal, concentration of trace metals in 715 
-, elemental composition 715 
-, extraction 576 
-, formation 580 
-, hydrogen-bonded carbonyl groups in 552 
-, organometallic complexes in 715 
-, oxygen-containing functional group 

content 547 
-, ozonolysis 172 
-, petrographic nomenclature 705 
-, stratigraphic distribution 701 
-, X-ray diffraction studies 579 
Coal balls, origin 222 
Coal-forming facies, effect of climate 702 
-, effect of environmental waters 704 
-, effect of oxidation of peat components 

707 
-, effect of oxygen exclusion 704 
-, effect of plant types on 703 
-, factors influencing 702-704 
-, flora in 702 
-, lacustrine type 701 
-, paralic type 701 
Coal seams, deposition of 701 
Coalification, bacterial activity stage 700 
-, biochemical stage 700,712-715 
-, chemical changes in 588 
-, fulvic acids in 547 
-, geochemical stage 700,715-719 
-, humic acids in 547 
-, laboratory simulation 700-701 
-, metamorphic distillation processes in 700 
-, metamorphic stage 700 
-, preservation of organic matter in 234 
-, theories of 700-701 
Coals, classification 704-705 
-, oxygenated functional groups in 718 
-, petrographic constituents of 704-712 
-, pyrolysis products of 166 
-, reduction of 552 
Coccoliths, time span 298 
- in rocks 286 

Coenecium fragments in Cephalodiscus 
inaequatus 514 

Coenzyme A 201 
Collagen in Dinosaur bone 520 
- dinosaur eggs 515 
- fossil bone 277, 446, 447, 515, 520 
- fossil teeth 446, 515 
- Pleistocene mammals 520 
Collagens, diagenetic changes in 515 
Collinite, see also Vitrinite 
Collinite, origin of 706 
-, photomicrograph 707 
Colloid, organic matter-aluminium silicate 

291,295 
Colorado Oil Shale, see Green River Shale 
Colorimetry, principles of 431 
-, of carotenoids 431 
Column chromatography 76, 576 
-, bed volume 77 
-, Brockman Index 77 
-, contamination in 77 
-, effluent monitoring 77 
-, elevated temperature 577 
-, eluotropic series 77 
-, functional group tests in 577 
-, procedural blanks 77 
-, silver ion 77, 81, 614, 642 
Column chromatography of aromatic·'acids 

562 ~ 

- aromatic hydrocarbons 77 
- fatty acid methyl esters 369, 572 
- fatty acids 562 
- hydroxy acids 562 
- isoprenoid acids 55 
- metalloporphyrins 472 
- montan wax 417,590 
- petroleum constituents 642 
- petroleum distillates 658 
- petroporphyrins 472 
- pigments in plants 435 
- porphyrins 469-470 
- soil bitumen 561 
- soil lipids 572 
- unsaturated compounds 77,81 
- vanadyl porphyrins 472 
Column efficiency, definition 164 
Column packings for gas chromatography 

167-170 
-, preparation 170 
Columns in gas chromatography 161, 167 
-, preparation 170 
Combined gas chromatography-mass 

spectrometry see GC-MS 
Communic acid in bled resin 602 
- in leaf resin 602 
Compaction, in diagenesis . 237 
Compaction of sediments 245, 263 
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Complex formation, effect on lipid solubility 
27 

Conchiolin, nacreous, see Nacreous conchiolin 
Conchiolin, prism, see Prism conchiolin 
Conchiolin, diagenetic changes in 232 
-, preservation 231 
-, pyrolysis 519 
-, structure 509 
-, thermal alteration 517 
Conchiolin in Angaria delphinus 501 
- Aturia (Oligocene) 509 
- fossil molluscan shells 504 
- fossil shells, structure 505 
- fossils, electron micrograph 506, 507, 508 
- fossils, structure 516 
- Iridina (Holocene) 509 
- Mercenaria mercenaria 498 
- metamorphic rocks 232 
- molluscan shells 499-504 
- Mytilus crenatus 501 
- nacre, structure 500 
- Nautilus (Eocene) 509 
- Nautilus pompilius 500 
Conchiolins, amino acids in 42, 509 
-, diagenetic changes in 515 
Concretion 58, 222 
Concretions, in burial 234 
-, fatty acid content 229 
-, formation 235 
Configuration 25 
-, absolute 25 
-, relative 25 
Conformation of 5or.-cholestane 34 
- 5fi-cholestane 34 
- cholesterol 34 
Conformations of cyclohexane 24 
- dihydrophytol 36 
- phytol 36 
Conformer 24 
Conglomerates 246 
Coniferyl alcohol 713 
Conodonts 297 
-, time span 298 
Contamination 85-86, 348, 371 
- from amino acids 450 
- in column chromatography 77 
- from fingerprints 186 
- in geological analysis 53 
- of meterorites 69 
- from plasticizers 186 
-, procedural blanks 186 
- of rocks by microorganisms 278 
- in sediments 53 
- from silicon grease 86 
- in solvents 77,86 
Contamination control for carbohydrate 

analysis 381 

Contamination-free solvents 77 
Coorongite, or., ro-dicarboxylic acids in 136 
Copalic acid 605 
Copepods, astaxanthin in 427 
-, pristane in 38,694 
Copper-organic chelate in peat 295 
Coprolytes 256 
Coproporphyrin, visible spectrum 478 
Coprostane in ancient sediments 35 
Coral reefs, occurrence 253 
-, Silurian of Gotland 254 
Corals, ecology 254 
Cordaites, glucose in 395 
Coronene in soil 567 
Corrensite, resemblance to tropocollagen-

montmorillonite 757 
-, swelling with organic compounds 756-757 
p-Coumaryl alcohol 713 
Countercurrent distribution analysis of 

carotenoids 435-436 
Countercurrent extraction, Craig method 470 
Craig countercurrent extraction unit 470 
Crenic acids 535 
Cretaceous flints, formation 252 
Crinoids, mounds and banks 255 
Crude oil, definition of 638 
Cryptophyceae, carotenoids in 426 
Cryptozoic, definition 729 
Cryptozoic eon, see Precambrian 
Cuticle, autolysis of 220 
Cuticles, decalcification in 231 
- in sediments 277 
Cutin 219 
-, hydroxy acids in 137 
Cutinite, see also Exinite 
Cutinite, constitution of 712 
-, photomicrograph 711 
Cutinites, chemical data 719 
Cyanophyceae, carotenoids in 426 
-, myxoxanthophyll in 428 
Cyclic carboxylic acids in petroleum 648 
Cyclic sedimentation of coal 701 
Cycloalkanes in geosphere, relationship to 

biolipids 34-35 
- in Green River Shale 61 
- and in petroleum 644, 646 
Cyclohexane, conformations 24 
Cyclohexylalkanes in Moonie Oil 125 
- Nonesuch Seep Oil 125 
- petroleum 171 
- sediments 171 
- sediments, origins 345 
Cyclohexyl hydrocarbons in petroleum 345 
Cyclopentanophenanthrene in petroleum 

130,645,646 
Cyclopentyl acids in organisms 345 
Cyclopentyl hydrocarbons in petroleum 345 
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p-Cymene in fossil tree'stumps 403, 405 
Cytochrome C, amino acid sequence of 

202,203 
Cysteic acid 442 
Cystine 440 
Cytochrome C in humans 205 
- in yeast 205 

( + )-Daniellic acid, bled resins 605 
Data aquisition in mass spectrometry 98 
Data processing in mass spectrometry 98 
Dead-volume 162 
Death assemblages 58, 215, 224 
-, fossilization processes in 215,217 
Decalcification in bones 231 
- in cuticles 231 
Dehydroabietane 566 
- in soil 566 
Dehydrogenation, of fossil resins 611 
- in gas chromatography 167 
Density separation in isolation of micro-

fossils 280 
Deoxyribonucleic acid see DNA 
Deoxyribonucleotides 197 
Derivative formation in gas chromatography 

171 
- in geochemical analysis 80-81, 82-83 
Desiccation in fossil preservation 230 
Desoxophylloerythroetioporphyrin 464, 

476,478 
-, visible spectrum 477 
-, vanadyl complex 678 
Desoxyagatharesinol, heartwood resin 607 
Desulfovibrio in Black Sea 251 
Detectors in gas chromatography 162, 165 
Detergents in water purification 47 
Deuteroheme 486 
Deuteroporphyrin IX, visible spectrum 476 
Dextropimaric acid 714 
Diagenesis 215,216,232-237,250-252, 358 
-, cementation in 235 
-, compaction in 237 
-, biological effects in 251 
-, burrowing activity effects 251 
-, chemical changes in 251 
-, definition 250 
-, early stages 251-252 
-, -, biological effects in 251 
-, -, burrowing effects 251 
-, -, chemical changes 251 
-, -, pH changes in 251 
-, effect of Eh in 252 
-, effect of loading 252 
-, effect of pH 252 
-, influence of bacteria 251 
-, influence of organic matter 251 
-, late stages 252 

Diagenesis, metasomatism in 236 
-, in newly buried sediments 251-252 
-, pH changes in 251 
-, recrystallization in 236 
-, replacement in 216 
-, at sediment-water interface 251 
Diagenesis of abietic acid 403 
- alcohols 59 
- n-alkanes 680 
- amino acids 42 
- amino acids, laboratory simulation 

454-455 
- amino acids in Mercenaria shells 453 
- amino acids in Mytilus shells 445 
- amino acids in Nautilus shells 445 
- aragonite 256 
- bacteriochlorophyll 484 
- carbon isotopes 315 
- carbonate sediments 256 
- carboxylic acids 59 
- chlorite 251 
- chlorophyll 38, 365, 490-494, 694 
- chlorophyll a 483-484 
- chlorophyll b 484 
- clays 251, 252 
- conchiolin 515 
- evaporites 252 
- fatty acids 363 
- illite 251 
- limestones 257 
- micite 256 
- montmorillonite 251 
- organic compounds 336 
- organic matter 65, 252 
- organic matter, effect of tectonic activity in 

266 
- organic matter in sediments 60, 264 
- organic matter in stromatolites 255 
- paleoproteins 515 
- peat 581 
- peptides 42 
- phytol 353, 369 
- proteins 438,515-517 
- proteins in Mercenaria shells 451 
- terpenes 402, 403 
- triterpenoids 411 
Diamantane in petroleum 645 
Diamino-pimelic acid 442 
Diamond, structure 22 
Diastems, definition of 257 
Diastereoisomers 24 
Diatomaceous earths as supports 168 
Diatomaceous sediments 248 
Diatomites 247 
Diatomophyceae, carotenoids in 426 
Diatoms, as silica fixers 248 
-, time span 298 
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Diatoms in rocks 286 
Diatoxanthin, algae 426 
Diazomethane, methylation with 29, 613 
-, methylation of humic substances with 

540 
Dibenzofurans in petroleum 133,148,649 
Dibenzothiophenes in petroleum 146 
Diborane in acidity estimation of humic 

substances 540 
Dicarboxylic acids, identification 369 
ot,ro-Dicarboxylic acids in coorongite 136 
- in Green River Shale 136,140,369,424 
- in torbanite 719 
Dickite, organic derivatives of 760 
Diffusion, role in replacement 237 
Difluoromethane in fluorite 524 
ot-Dihydrophyllocladene, see iosene 407 
Dihydrophytol, oxidation of 36 
- in algal mats 38 
- in Green River Shale 38 
- in Recent sediments 38 
Dihydroxystearic acid, effect on plant 

growth 571 
9,1O-Dihydroxystearic acid in soil 565 
Dimethylamine in feldspars 527 
1,8-Dimethylnaphthalene in petroleum 645, 

646 
Dimethyl naphthalenes in East Berlin Shale 

84,85 
Dimethyl sulfate, methylation of humic 

substances with 541 
Dinoflagellates, time span 298 
- in rocks 286 
2,4-Dinitrophenylhydrazine in estimation of 

carbonyl groups in humic substances 543 
Dinophyceae, carotenoids in 426 
Dinosaur bone, collagen in 520 
Dinosaur eggs, collagen in 515 
Dinosaur egg shell fragments, electron 

micrograph 516,517 
Dioctahedral silicates 740, 742 
ot,ro-Diols in montan wax 587 
o-Diphenol derivatives of silanol groups in 

minerals 738 
Disarticulation in vertebrate fossilization 223 
Distribution of organic matter in space and 

time 262 
Diterpenes in bled resins 602, 604--605 
- fossil resins 609-612 
- heartwood resins 607-608 
- kauri resins, identification 614 
- leaf resins 602-604 
Diterpenoids, occurrence 406-408 
DNA 197,201 
-, description 198 
Dodecylammonium-beidellite, swelling with 

organic compounds 753 

n-Dodecylammonium-hewettite, swelling 
properties of 765 

n-Dodecylammonium-melanovanadite, 
swelling properties of 765 

Dolomite 252 
-, formation 256 
-, occurrence 251 
Dolomites 252 
Dolomitization 237 
Downwarp 245 
DPEP-type porphyrins, definition 476 
Dundatholic acid in bled resins 604 
Duplex theory of petroleum origin 655 

Early diagenesis 251-252 
Earth resins 407 
Earth waxes 579-580 
Echinenone in algae 426 
Ecology of algae 254--255 
- of corals 254--255 
Eh 251,264 
-, changes in syndiagenesis 233 
-, effect in biostratinomy 225-228 
-, effect on decomposition of organisms 226 
Elaidic acid in soil 565 
Electron capture detectors 165 
-, sensitivity 165 
Electron diffraction 642 
Electron microscopy of microfossils 282 
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectro-

scopy of humic acids 552 
Electronic spectra of porphyrins 476-479 
Electron spin resonance spectroscopy of 

radicals in asphalt 654 
Element map of methyl 14-ketopentadecan-

oate 101 
Element mapping 101,103,116 
Eluotropic series 77,416,577 
Emission spectroscopy of porphyrins 642 
Enantiomers 24, 25 
Endogenetic, definition of 257 
Energy transfer 200 
Entropy 245 
-, definition of 257 
Enzymatic analysis of cellulose 399 
- of starch 399 
Enzymatic detection of chitin 396 
- P-l,3-glucans 389 
- P-l,4-glucans 389 
- monosaccharides 389 
- polysaccharides 389-390 
- polysaccharides in Devonian shale 396 
Enzymatic method for monosaccharide 

analysis 378 
- for polysaccharide analysis 381 
Enzyme aggregates, laboratory formation of 

210 
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Enzymes 197,438 
- in proto-organism 205 
Eocene sediments, triterpanes in 412 
Epiabietic acid 605 
Epidiagenesis 233 
Epifauna 218 
Epigenesis 250 
Equisetum arvense, pentoses in 390 
Equivalent Chain Length 163 
-, branched esters 163 
-, unsaturated esters 163 
Ergostane 80, 128 
Esterification 82 
- of fatty acids 572 
- of free fatty acids 171 
- of sugars 387 
- with boron trifluoride/methanol 693 
- with diazomethane 613 
- with L-menthol 57 
Esters, Equivalent Chain Length 163 
-, hydrolysis 367 
- in montan wax 587 
- in soil 563, 564 
Ethane in feldspars 527 
Ethylamine in feldspars 527 
Ethylene in feldspars 527 
- in fluorite 524 
Etioporphyrin I, silicon complex 145 
Etioporphyrin III, visible spectrum 477 
Etioporphyrins, silicon complexes 145 
-, visible spectrum 476 
Ettringite, organic derivatives of 772 
Eualginite 293 
Eucaryotes 335 
- in sediments 733 
Eugienineae, carotenoids in 426 
Euphotic, definition of 257 
Euphotic zone 248 
Evaporites 249-250 
-, diagenesis of 252 
-, formation 249 
-, occurrence 250 
Evolution 201 
-, biochemical 203-205 
-, mechanisms of 197 
- of biosphere, Precambrian sediments in 

730-731 
- of chemical organization 199,209-210 
- of genetic code 199,208 
- of life 200 
- of nucleic acid polymers 199 
- of phyla 199 
- of protein synthesis in proto-organism 209 
- before the proto-organism 207-209 
- of RNA 208-209 
Evolutionary biochemistry 21 
Evolutionary development 197,334 

Evolutionary diversification 335 
Evolutionary increase of genetic material 

205-207 
Evolutionary process 203 
Evolutionary processes 46, 332 
Exine 273 
Exinite see also cutinite, resinite, sporonite 

and alginite 
Exinite 293 
-, chemical data 717, 718 
-, decomposition 719 
-, formation of 716 
-, origin of 712 
-, photomicrographs 711 
-, transition to fusinite 721 
-, transition to vitrinite 721 
Exobiology 69-70,296 
Extraction of bitumen 187 
- bound organic matter in sediments 75 
- insoluble organic matter 75 
- organic matter in coal 576 
- organic matter in rocks 53, 75-76, 

186-187,280 
- resins 612 
Extraction with ultrasonic energy 75 
Extraterrestrial organic matter 331 

Faeces, lipids in 335 
Farnesane 402,406,679 
- in petroleum 124, 645, 646 
- in Green River Shale 629 
Famesanic acid in geosphere, origin 38 
- in petroleum 408 
Famesoic acid 38 
Famesol 38, 365 
Fatty acid derivatives of minerals 739 
Fatty acid formation in adipocere 221, 229 
Fatty acids see also unsaturated fatty acids 
Fatty acids 52 
-, biosynthesis 358 
-, carbon number preference 685-687 
-, carbon number preference, diagenetic 

changes in 685-686 
-, decalcification in adipocere by 231 
-, dehydration in organisms 345 
-, desaturation in organisms 345 
-, diagenesis 363 
-, effect of or;-particles on 681 
-, esterification 81, 171,572 
-, extraction 81, 189,367 
-, formation during microbial decay 221 
-, from hydrocarbons by co-oxidation 343 
-, identification and determination 369-371 
-, isolation 188-190 
-, from kerogen oxidation 623 
-, methylation 80 
-, properties 358 
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Fatty acids, reduction to alkanes 591,623 
-, separation 81, 189-190, 368-369 
-, silylation 82 
-, thermal alteration 363, 366 
-, from thermal alteration of behenic acid 

689 
Fatty acids in adipocere 229 
- aerobic soil 188 
- algae 359 
- algal mats 366 
- Alun shale 365 
- ancient sediments 188 
- bog butter 366 
- Green River Shale 189,364,631 
- lake water 366 
- Orgueil meteorite 366 
- petroleum 358, 648 
- petroleum, carbon number preference 647 
- plankton 359 
- ryegrass 359 
- sea water 361-362 
- sediments 362-366 
- sediments, origin 363 
- soil 358, 364, 563, 566 
- soil, as calcium salts 566 
- soil, isolation 562 572 
- torbanite 723 
n-Fatty acids, as precursors of alkanes in 

petroleum 696 
n-Fatty acids in ancient sediments 171 
- Cretaceous sediments 135 
- marine sediments 134 
- meteorites 171 
- montan wax 585-587 
- ocean water 171 
- organisms 679 
- peat 582 
- petroleum reservoir waters 685-686 
- Recent sediments 171,188,271 
- sediments 135, 685-686 
- soil 565 
- torbanite 719 
Feldspar 252 
Feldspar, ammonia in 527 
-, argon in 527 
-, iso-butane in 527 
-, n-butane in 527 
-, carbon dioxide in 527 
-, carbon monoxide in 527 
-, chemical state of nitrogen in 528 
-, correlation between gas inclusions and 

properties 527 
-, dimethylamine in 527 
-, ethane in 527 
-, ethylamine in 527 
-, ethylene in 527 
-, fluoromethane in 527 

Feldspar, helium in 527 
-,hydrogenin 527 
-, inclusions in 522-526, 527-529 
-, isolation of organic compounds from 

inclusions in 531 
-, methane in 527 
-, methylamine in 527 
-, nitrogen in 527 
-, origin of organic matter in 529-531 
-,propane in 527 
-, radium content 527 
-, thorium content 527 
-, uranium content 527 
-, water in 527 
Ferredoxin, gene doubling of 206 
Fibrinopeptides, mammals 205 
Fichtelite 416 
-, separation 407 
Fichtelite in brown coal 129 
- lignite 407 
- peat 403,407 
Fig Tree Series 65 
-, algae in 284 
-, microfossils in 267, 731, 732 
-, stratigraphy 733 
Fig Tree Shale, alkanes in 113 
-, pristane in 113 
Fingerprints 186 
Fischer-Tropsch process 63,67,149 
Flame ionization detector 164,165, 168 
Flame ionization detectors, sensitivity 165 
Flavenoids in metabolism 201 
Flavoxanthin 432 
Flints 247 
-, Cretaceous 252 
Florida Lake Mud, carotene in 124 
Flotation techniques in isolation of micro-

fossils 280 
Flow programming 166 
Fluoranthene in brown coal 588 
- in soil 567 
Fluorenones in petroleum 148,649 
Fluorene in brown coal 588 
Fluorescence, aromatic hydrocarbons 84 
Fluorite 249 
-, amines in 524 
-, amino acids in 530 
-, ammonia in 524 
-, argon in 523 
-, carbon dioxide in 523 
-, chemical state of nitrogen in 528 
-, coloration 530 
-, correlation between coloration and 

organic content 530 
-, difluoromethane in 524 
-, ethane in 523 
-, ethylene in 524 
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Fluorite, fluorocarbons in 525, 526 
-, gas inclusions in 522 
-, helium in 523 
-, hydrogen in 523 
-, hydrogen sulfide in 524 
-, irradiation of 531 
-, isolation of organic compounds from 

inclusions in 531-532 
-, methane in 523 
-, monofluoromethane in 524 
-, nitrogen in 523 
-, origin of organic matter in 529-531 
-, propane in 523 
-, propylene in 524 
-, sulfur dioxide in 523 
-, sulfuryl fluoride in 524 
-, thionyl chloride in 524 
-, trifluoromethane in 524 
Fluorocarbons, fluorite 524, 525, 526 
Fluoro compounds, fluorite 524 
Fluoromethane, feldspars 527 
Fomes annosus in decomposition of wood 

274 
Food web 218 
Foraminifera 297 
-, time span 298 
Formation of sediments 263 
Fossil biopolymers, see Paleoproteins 
Fossil fuel reserves 332 
Fossil insects, chitin in 378 
Fossil record 218 
-, collection bias in 215 
-, estimation of 215 
Fossil resin 599 
Fossil resins 611-612 
-, Agathis species contributing to 611 
-, diterpenes in 609-612 
Fossil sampling 244 
Fossilization, selective dissolution of minerals 

in 230-232 
Fossilization processes 215 
Fossils, definition 213 
-, amino acids in 498 
-, carbohydrates in 395-396 
-, cellulose in 378 
-, littoral types 395 
-, neritic types 395 
-, paleoproteins in 499 
-,pentosesin 375 
-, preservation states of 215 
-, starch in 378 
- in sediments, preservation states 277 
Free sugars, analysis 378 
- in Paleozoic plants 397 
Fresh-water environments, organic matter 

in 272-273 
Friedelan-3ft-ol in lignite 410 

Friedelan-3ft-ol in peat 410, 568 
Fringing reefs, Tertiary of Middle East 254 
ft-D-Fructose 377 
Fucose, Phaeophyta 390 
Fucoxanthin 432 
-, amount synthesized by algae 426-427 
- in algae 426, 432 
- in Recent marine sediments 427 
Fulvic acid 535 
-,carboxyl groups in 546 
Fulvic acids 582 
-, acidities 545 
-,carbonylgroupsin 546,553 
-, carboxyl group content 546, 549, 553 
-, carboxyl groups disappearance during 

coalification 548 
-, chemical changes during coalification 548 
-, hydroxyl groups in 546, 553 
-, hydroxyl groups disappearance during 

coalification 548 
-, infrared absorption changes after 

acetylation 552 
-, methoxyl content 544 
-, methoxyl groups disappearance during 

coalification 548 
-, oxygen-containing functional group 

content 546 
-, oxygen-containing functional group 

distribution 545, 546, 547 
-, relationship to humic acids 548 
-, role in coalification process 547 
Functional group tests in column chromato-

graphy 577 
Fungal spores in coal 284 
Fungi, carotenoids in 426 
-, in decompositon of wood 274 
-, time span 298 
Fungi in cannel coals 283 
- Carboniferous rocks 283 
- fossil shells 283 
- marine environment 270 
- Nonesuch Shale 283 
- peat 274 
- rocks 281,283-284 
Furfural, ultraviolet spectrum 382 
Furfurals, phenol-sulfuric acid test 375 
Fusain in brown coal 589 
Fusinite, see also Inertinite 
Fusinite 293,707 
-, origin of 709-710 

Galactosamine 442 
- in animal cartilage 390 
- in peat 379 
D-Galactosamine 378 
Galactose, analysis 378 
-, enzymatic detection 389 
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Galactose in agar 390 
- in carageenan 390 
- in Rhodophyta 390 
D-Galactose 377 
- in plant fossils 395 
D-Galacturonic acid 377 
Gammacerane, retention volume 666 
- in Green River Shale 129,413,630 
- in Green River Shale, origin 338 
Gas chromatography, see also Capillary gas 

chromatography 
Gas chromatography 30,76, 161,562,641 
-, apparatus 164 
-, column efficiency in 163 
-, column packings 167-170 
-, column preparation 170 
-, columns 167-170 
-, contribution to analytical methods 161 
-, definitions in 162-164 
-, description of 161 
-, for double bond location 172 
-,ghostpeaksin 164 
-, high temperature 578, 598 
-, hyperpressure 475 
-, internal standards 162, 163 
-, isothermal operation 166 
-, in organic geochemistry 170-173 
-, peak width 163,164 
-, precolumn reactors 130 
-, pre-column techniques 167 
-, preparative columns 167,168 
-, preparative scale 166, 369, 693 
-, preparative scale collection methods 

166 
-, programmed temperature 166 
-, resolution in 164 
-, in stereochemical elucidation 56 
-, subtractive precoJumns 171 
-, subtractive technique 171 
Gas chromatography-infrared spectroscopy 

166 
Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry see 

GC-MS 
Gas chromatography of acids 578 
- alcohols 578 
- alkanes 59,80,171,348-351 
- anteiso-alkanes 171 
- iso-alkanes 171 
- amino acids 172 
- aromatic acids 172 
- aromatic hydrocarbons 171 
- bile acids 172 
- bled resins 610 
- branched alkanes 162 
- branched fatty acids 171 
- carbohydrates 172, 387-388 
- carbohydrate silyl derivatives 388 

Gas chromatography of cyclohexyl alkanes 171 
- diastereoisomers 172 
- diglycerides 172 
- ditrpenes in bled resins 613 
- enantiomers 172 
- esters 578, 598 
- fatty acid methyl esters 189, 369 
- fatty acids 171,591,693 
- n-fatty acids 586 
- fatty acids in soil 573 
- glycoside acetates 387 
- hydrocarbons 171, 692 
- isoprenoid acids 56, 171 
- isoprenoid alcohols 172 
- isoprenoid alkanes 171 
- methyl esters 171, 172 
- monoglycerides 172 
- monosaccharides 172 
- nortriperpanes 171 
- petroleum gases 171 
- polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 171 
- porphyrin-silicon complexes 145 
- porphyrins 475 
- pyrolysis products 172 
- resin acids 172 
- sugar acetates 387, 388 
- sugar chloromethylsilyl ethers 388 
- sugar methyl ethers 387 
- sugar silyl derivatives 387 
- sugars 172 
- thermally labile substances 166 
- triglycerides 172 
- triterpanes 171 
- triterpanes in petroleum 665 
- triterpenoids 419 
- unsaturated fatty acid esters 172 
- waxes 171 
Gas chromatogram 162 
Gas chromatogram of alkanes 169 
- alkanes in Fig Tree Shale 113 
- alkanes in Green River Shale 61 
- alkanes in Soudan Shale 62 
- fatty acids in soil 573 
- montan wax esters 592 
- montan wax fatty acids 592 
- organic constituents of Murray meteorite 

114 
- pristane isomers 122 
- triterpanes in petroleum 661 
Gas chromatograms of alkanes in Green 

River Shale 60 
- bled resins 610 
- fossil resins 610 
- Recent fossil resins 610 
Gas chromatograph 164 
Gas chromatographic determination of 

stereochemistry 56-57 
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Gas hold-up 162 
Gas-liquid chromatography see Gas 

chromatography 
Gas-solid chromatography 162 
Gaseous components of petroleum 640 
Gastropods, paleoproteins in 515 
GC-MS, see also Capillary GC-MS 
GC-MS 30, 92, 95, 166, 369, 643 
-, advantages of 111 
-, applications to organic geochemistry 

112-115 
-, molecular separators 112 
-, in petroleum analysis 644 
-, principles of 111 
GC-MS of alkanes 112 
- alkanes in meteorites 148 
- alkenes 112, 130 
- isoprenoid acids 113, 135 
- kauri resin components 615 
- organic constituents of carbonaceous 

chondrites 116 
- organic constituents of Murray meteorite 

115 
- steranes 424 
- triterpanes 424 
Geiseltal, fossil species in 222 
Geiseltallignite, chlorophyll in 222 
-, preservation of organic matter in 234 
-, vertebrates in 219 
Gieseler Plastometer test 633 
Gel filtration chromatography 77 
- on polydextran 77 
- on Sephadex 77 
Gel permeation chromatography 76 
- metalloporphyrins 471 
- petroleum constituents 642 
- petroleum constituents 642 
- porphyrins 144 
Gene, definition 198 
Gene doubling 205, 206 
-, definition 198 
- of ferredoxin 206 
Genetic code 201,443 
-, evolution of 199, 208 
Genetic material, evolutionary increase of 

205-207 
-, evolutionary increase of, mechanisms for 

206--207 
Genetic mutation 206 
Genetics, mammalian 205 
Geochemical cycle 65 
Geochemical sampling, methods 428 
-, statistics of 428 
Geochronology 443 
-, amino acids in 455 
Geogenesis 21 
Geolipids, definition 21 

Geolipids, extraction 53-54 
-, origin 63-67 
-, relationship to biolipids 31-43 
-, separation 55 
Geologic distribution of microorganisms 

296-298 
Geologic succession 50-51 
Geologic time, distribution of organisms in 

294 
Geologic time scale 50-51, 729 
-, microorganism distribution 297 
- of Precambrian sediments 727 
Geometric isomerism 24 
Geomicrobiological attack on algal material 

293 
- on cellular tissue in rocks 290 
- on fossil material 287-293 
- on miospores in rocks 287-290 
- on resin globules 293 
Geomicrobiological decay of organic matter 

in clay minerals 291-293 
- of organic matter in rocks 290-293 
Geomicrobiological study, techniques 

278-281 
Geomicrobiology 266 
-, information from 294-296 
Geothermometry 443 
-, amino acids in 455 
Ghost peaks in gas chromatography 164 
Gilsonite, nickel porphyrins in 490 
-, porphyrins in 467 
Glauconite 249 
-, conditions for growth 251 
-, formation 229 
fJ-l,3-Glucans, enzymatic detection 389 
fJ-l,4-Glucans, enzymatic detection 389 
Glucosamine 442 
-, phenylhydantoin derivative 396 
- in Miocene insect wings 396 
- in peat 379 
D-Glucosamine 378 
Glucose 192 
-, analysis 378 
-, configuration determination 381 
-, enzymatic detection 389 
-, thermal alteration 400 
- in fossils 395 
D-Glucose 377 
-, characterization 375 
- in a Devonian sediment 374 
Glucuronic acid-xylose in a Devonian shale 

393 
D-Glucuronic acid 377 
Glutamic acid 440 
Glutamine 439 
Glutathionine 209 
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Glutathionine in metabolism 201 
Glycerides, saponification 81 
- in plants 273 
- in soil 563 
Glycerol residues, origin 395 
- in Ordovician sediments 395 
Glycine 24, 439 
- in fluorite 530 
- in nacroin 499 
Glycosides, alditol acetate derivatives 388 
Gonamsk beds, Ayan-Maysk, microfossils in 

732 
Gondwana coals, deposition 703 
Graphite, structure 22 
Graphitization of n-octocasane 65 
- of organic matter in sediments 65-66 
Graptolites, amino acids in 446, 510 
-, biopolymers in 510-515 
Gravels 246 
Gray humic acids 535 
Green River Formation 620 
-, geology of 621 
-, location 621 
-, microstructure 621 
Green River Formation kerogen, see Green 

River Shale kerogen 
Green River Shale 60 
-, alkanes in 60, 61, 80 
-, n-alkanes in 628 
-, aromatic acids in 140 
-, basic compounds in 143 
-, basic fraction 106-109 
-, branched alkanes 61 
-, carboxylic acids in 140 
-, carotane in 61, 124, 424 
-, cyclic alkanes 61 
-, cyclic carboxylic acids in 140 
-, dicarboxylic acids in 136, 140, 369, 424 
-, dihydrophytol in 38 
-, farnesane in 629 
-, fatty acids in 189, 631 
-, gammacerane in 129, 338, 413 
-, isoprenoid acids in 38,113,171, 189. 

424,631 
-, isoprenoid alkanes in 61, 124, 365, 629 
-, isoprenoid alkanes, variation with depth 

404 
-, kerogen in, see Green River Shale kerogen 
-, ketoacids in 140 
-, Mahogany Zone 621 
-, metalloporphyrins in 628 
-, methylketoacids in 137 
-, nitriles in 142 
-, organic matter in 76 
-, Parachute Creek Zone 621 
-,phytanein 61,80,120,629 
-, phytanic acid in 135, 631 

S 1 Organic Geochemistry 

Green River Shale, porphyrins in 144,190, 
487,628 

-, pristane in 61, 80, 629 
-, pristanic acid in 135, 631 
-, Spirogyra in 277 
-, steranes in 61, 126, 187,424, 630 
-, triterpanes in 61, 187,412,415, 630 
Green River Shale kerogen 183 
-, alkaline permanganate oxidation 623 
-, aromaticity 634 
-, carboxyl content 630 
-, chemical analysis 622-631 
-, constitution 634-636 
-, elemental composition 622 
-, ester content 630 
-, extraction with solvents 627-630 
-, formation 620 
-, functional group analysis 630-631 
-, hydrolysis 631 
-, oxidation 135, 424, 622-625 
-, oxygenated group content 630 
-, physical analysis 631-633, see also 

individual methods e. g. Infrared 
spectroscopy 

-, physical properties 633-634 
-, reduction 627 
-, thermal alteration 625-626 
Grignard reaction in acidity estimation of 

humic substances 540 
Guluronic acid in Phaeophyta 390 
Gunflint chert, algae in 284 
-, bacteria in 282 
-, isoprenoid alkanes in 113 
-, microfossils in 731, 732 
-, phytane in 124 
-, pristane in 124 
-, silicification in 235 
Gypsum 249, 250 
-, replacement relationship to anhydrite 

250 
Gyttja, carotenoids in 435 

Halite 249 
-, formation from sea water 250 
Halloysite, organic derivatives of 760 
Halmyrolysis 229, 250 
Hatchettite 579 
Hie ratio, definition 425 
Hie ratios of carotenoids in algae 429--430 
- in plants 429--430 
- in Recent sediments 428 
- in sediments 429--430 
Heartwood resin, Agathis australis, diterpenes 

in 607-608 
Heats of cracking of carbonium ions 684 
Hectorite, derivatives with organic cations 

and alcohols 751 
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Height Equivalent to Theoretical Plate, see 
HETP 

Helium in feldspars 527 
- in fluorite 523 
Hematite 249 
-, conditions for growth 251 
Heme a 486 
Heme c 486 
Heme groups in metabolism 201 
Hemes, structures 486 
-, types 486 
Hemin 678 
n-Hentriacontane 33 
- in soil 566 
n-Heptadecane, as a biological marker 46 
- in algae 46 
- in Florida Mud Lake 59 
Heteroatomic plotting 101, 103-109 
Heterocyclic compounds in brown coal 588 
HETP 164 
Hewettite, organic derivatives of 764 
-, structure of 765 
n-Hexadecanoic acid 359, 360 
-, animal tissues 341 
Ll9-n-Hexadecanoic acid, animal tissues 341 
n-Hexadecylcyc1ohexane, Nonesuch Seep Oil 

126 
Hexosans in Nostoc 396 
Hexose residues in fossils 395 
Hexoses, detection by distillation technique 

382 
- in sediments 375 
Hexuronic acids in Nostoc 396 
Hibaene, preservation in resins 604 
( + )-Hibaene in leaf resin 603 
Highveld coalfield 702 
Hinokiresinol 608 
- in heartwood resin 607 
Histidine 441 
Homologous series 26 
Horsetail, pentoses 390 
Humic acid 535 
-, biosynthesis 538 
-,carboxyl groups in 537,546,555 
-,hydroxyl groups in 537,555 
-, from lignin 537 
-, structure 537, 554, 555, 714 
Humic acids, see also Humic substances 
Humic acids 534 
-, acetylation of 552 
-, acidic hydroxyl groups in 545 
-, acidities 545 
-, alcoholic hydroxyl groups in 545 
-, analysis by electron paramagnetic 

resonance 552 
-, anhydride formation in 551, 555 
-, brown 535 

Humic acids, carbonyl groups in 545, 546 
-, carboxyl groups in 545 
-, carboxyl group content 546, 549 
-, carboxyl groups disappearance during 

coalification 548 
-, chemical changes during coalification 

548 
-, concentration of metals by 535 
-, concentration of uranium and thorium by 

529 
-, distillation 567 
-, extraction 536 
-, formation 581, 714 
-, fractionation 536 
-, gray 535 
-, hydrogenation 583 
-, hydrolysis 583 
-,hydroxyl groups in 546,554 
-, hydroxyl group disappearance during 

coalification 548 
-, infrared absorption changes after 

acetylation 552 
-, infrared absorption changes after 

diazotization 552 
-, isolation 535-537 
-, methoxyl content 544 
-, methoxyl groups disappearance during 

coalification 548 
-, oxidation 583 
-, oxidative products from 583 
-, oxygen-containing functional group 

content 546 
-, oxygen-containing functional group 

distribution 545, 546, 547 
-, phenolic hydroxyl groups 545 
-, properties 714 
-, purification 537 
-, quinones in 552, 554 
-, quinone carbonyl analysis by infrared 

551 
-, relationship to fulvic acids 548 
-, role in coalification process 547 
-, structure 553-555, 582-583, 714 
-, tanning action of 234 
- Humic acids in brown coal 582 
- in peat 582 
Humic substances 558 
-, acidity 545 
-, acidity estimation 540 
-, acidity estimation with baryta 540 
-, acidity estimation with diborane 540 
-, acidity estimation with Grignard reaction 

540 
-, acidity estimation with lithium aluminium 

hydride 540 
-, acidity estimation by methylation 540 
-, active hydrogens in 545 
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Humic substances, alcoholic hydroxyl 
estimation 543 

-, alcoholic hydroxyl groups in 539, 546 
-, biosynthesis 537-539, 548 
-, biosynthesis by microorganisms 538 
-, carbonyl group analysis by infrared 

550 
-, carbonyl groups estimation 543-544 
-, carbonyl groups estimation with NaBH4 

543 
-, carbonyl groups in quinones, estimation 

544 
-, carboxyl groups in 539, 552 
-, carboxyl group analysis by infrared 550 
-, carboxyl group estimation 540-541 
-, carboxyl group estimation with calcium 

acetate 540 
-, carboxyl group estimation by iodometric 

method 541 
-, concentration of minerals by 535 
-, carboxyl group estimation by methylation 

541 
-, definition 534 
-, enolic hydroxyl groups in 539 
-, ether groups in 539 
-, ether groups estimation 544 
-, formation 537-539 
-, functional group analysis 539-544 
-, functional group analysis by infrared 

spectroscopy 548-553 
-, hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl groups in 

551 
-,hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl group 

analysis by infrared 549 
-, hydrogen-bonding in 552 
-,hydroxyl groups in 539 
-, hydroxyl group analysis by infrared 

549 
-, hydroxyl group estimation 541-542 
-, hydroxyl group estimation by acetylation 

541 
-, hydroxyl group estimation by methylation 

541 
-, hydroxyquinones in 539 
-, hydroxyquinones estimation 542 
-, infrared absorption changes after 

methylation 549, 552 
-, lactone groups in 539 
-, methoxyl groups in 545 
-, methyl ester estimation 541 
-, oxygen-containing functional group 

distribution 544-548 
-, phenolic hydroxyl groups in 539 
-, phenolic hydroxyl groups, estimation 

542-543 
-, phenolic hydroxyl groups, estimation 

by diazo-coupling 542 

51· 

Humic substances, phenolic hydroxyl groups, 
estimation by methylation 542 

-, phenolic hydroxyl groups, estimation by 
Ubaldini method 542 

-,quinonesin 539 
-, quinone analysis by infrared 551-552 
Humic substances in brown coal 534 
- lignite 534 
- meteorites 534 
- peat 534, 714 
- plants 534 
- Recent marine sediments 271 
- sediments 534 
Humin 535 
Humus, biosynthesis 537 
Hydriiodic acid reduction of kerogen in 

Estonian Kukersite 627 
- of kerogen in Green River Shale 627 
Hydroamesite, organic derivatives of 760 
Hydrocalumite, organic derivatives of 772 
Hydrocarbon generation, cracking hypothesis 

for 681 
Hydrocarbons, see also Alkanes, Alkenes 

and Aromatic hydrocarbons 
Hydrocarbons 23, 330 
-, biosynthesis 341-345 
-, cyclopentyl and cyclohexyl in petroleum 

345 
-, effect of ex-particles on 681 
-, extraction 75 
-, genetic relationships to non-hydrocarbons 

334 
-, migration 352 
-, origin 331 
-, w-oxidation 343 
-, from thermal alteration of behenic acid 

681,687 
Hydrocarbons in ancient sediments 347 
- bled resins 607 
- fossil resins 609 
- geosphere, lipids as precursors 346 
- geosphere, origin 331,336 
- geosphere, origin and preservation 

345-354 
- inclusions 522 
- meteorites 148, 331 
- montan wax 584-585 
- petroleum, analysis 644 
- petroleum, boiling points vs carbon 

number 641 
- petroleum, origin of 639 
- soil 564 
- thucolite 530 
Hydrochloric acid, for dissolution of mineral 

matrix 53 
-, in extraction of soil lipids 571 
-, rock dissolution by 280 
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Hydrochloric acid number 472--473 
Hydrofluoric acid, for dissolution of mineral 

matrix 53 
-, in extraction of soil lipids 571 
-, purification 75 
-, rock dissolution 75, 280 
Hydrogen in feldspars 527 
- in fluorite 523 
Hydrogen bonding, effect on lipid solubility 

27 
-, in hydroxyquinones 542 
Hydrogen ion potential, see also pH 
Hydrogen ion potential, effect in 

biostratinomy 225-228 
Hydrogen peroxide oxidation of kerogen 

625 
Hydrogen sulfide, in anaerobic decomposition 

226 
-, effect in dissolution under anaerobic 

conditions 231 
-, production by Desulfovibrio 251 
- in fluorite 524 
Hydrogenation in gas chromatography 167 
- of humic acids 583 
- of kerogen in Green River Shale 627 
Hydrogenolysis in gas chromatography 167 
Hydrolysis of esters 367 
- of humic acids 583 
- of kerogen in Green River Shale 631 
Hydrothermal solutions 529 
Hydroxy acids in montan wax 586 
- inpeat 582 
- in soil 564, 565 
Hydroxy fatty acids in apple cutin 137 
p-Hydroxybenzoic acid in soil 566 
3 P-Hydroxyisopimaradiene in heartwood 

resin 607 
8 P-Hydroxyisopimarene in leaf resin 

603,607 
Hydroxyl groups in bituminous coals 718 
- brown coals 718 
Hydroxylamine in estimation of carbonyl 

groups in humic substances 543 
Hydroxylysine 440 
5-Hydroxymethylfurfural, ultraviolet spectrum 

382 
Hydroxyproline 439 
Hydroxyquinones, hydrogen bonding in 542 
IX-Hydroxystearic acid 565 
Hymatomelanic acid 535 
Hymatomelanic acids 582 
Hyolithellus micans (Cambrian) 396 
- chitin in 499 
- organic matter in 277 
Hypophasic/Epiphasic ratios, see HIe ratios 
Hystrichospheres, time span 298 
- in rocks 285-286 

Ichthyosaurs in Posidonienschiefer 223 
Identification methods in geochemical 

analysis 83, 578-579 
Identification of organic compounds, 

criteria for 30 
-, quantities needed 30 
-, spectrometric methods in 30 
Igneous rocks, carbon isotope distribution 

321-322 
Illite, diagenetic changes in 251 
-, replacement by chlorite 252 
Imidazole derivatives of montmorillonites 

746 
Inclusions, hydrocarbons in 522 
-, isolation of organic compounds from 

531 
- in feldspars 522, 527-529 
- in feldspars, correlation with properties 

527 
- in fluorite 522-526 
- in minerals 521 
- in stinkspate 522 
Incorporation of organic matter into 

sediments 262-263 
Indole derivatives of Montmorillonites 746 
Indoles in petroleum 650 
Indoloquinolines in petroleum 650 
Inertinite see also Micrinite, Semifusinite, 

Fusinite and Sclerotinite 
Inertinite 707-712 
-, formation of 716 
-, photomicrographs 707,708,709 
Infauna 218 
-, role in syndiagenesis 233 
Infrared spectroscopy 30, 83, 563, 578, 642 
-, of coals after reduction 552 
-, esters 83 
-, fatty acids 83, 369 
-, fulvic acids 548-553 
-, hetero compounds 83 
-, humic acids 548-553 
-, kaolinite organic derivatives 758 
-, kerogen in Green River Shale 632 
-, kerogen oxidation products 625 
-, monosaccharides 383 
-, porphyrins 482--483 
-, resinites 719 
-, sporinites 719 
-, steranes 84 
-, triterpanes 84 
-, triterpanes in petroleum 665 
-, unsaturated compounds 83 
-, wax acids 579 
Infrared spectrum of amber 613 
- fossil kauri resin 613 
- lupane 664 
- kauri resin 613 
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Infrared spectrum of kerogen in Green River 
Shale 632 

Infrared spectra, fingerprint region 84 
- of fossil kauri resins 611 
- fulvic acid derivatives 548 
- methyl esters 371 
- terpenoids 418 
- triterpanes in petroleum 664 
Injection block 164 
Injection port 164 
Insects, as indicators of decomposition 221 
Interstitial waters, chlorinity 252 
-, pH 251 
-, salinity 252 
-, silica content 251 
Intraclasts 256 
Inversion of aragonite to calcite 236 
Ion exchange chromatography 76 
- of acids 577 
- of alcohols 591 
- of carbohydrates 192 
- of nitrogen compounds 652 
Ion exchange resins 192 
Ionization detectors, sensitivity 165 
Iosene 416 
- in lignite 407 
Iron, transportation 249 
Iron-bearing sediments 248-249 
Iron carbonate 249 
Iron formation, banded 730, 732 
Iron oxides 248 
Iron porphyrins in Green River Shale 628 
Iron sulfide 248 
- in metabolism 201 
- in photosynthesis 206 
Ironstones 248 
-, Carboniferous 252 
-, classification 248 
-, origin 252 
Isoagathic acid 612 
Isocupressic acid, bled resins 605 
Isolation of bitumen 186-188 
- of organic matter in feldspar inclusions 

531-532 
- of organic matter in fluorite inclusions 

531-532 
- of organic matter in rocks 280 
- of soil lipids 559-563 
Isoleucine 439 
-, diagenetic changes in 453 
D-Isoleucine 456 
D,L-Isoleucine in geosphere, significance of 

457 
L-Isoleucine 456 
- in geosphere, significance of 457 
Isomer 26 

Isopentenylpyrophosphate in isoprenoid 
biosynthesis 44 

Isopimaradiene, heartwood resin 607 
Isoprene unit 402 
Isoprenoid acids 188 
-, as biological markers 35-39, 365 
-, identification 56 
-, isolation 54-56 
-, from kerogen oxidation 134 
-, stereochemical determination by gas 

chromatography 56 
Isoprenoid acids in ancient sediments 38 
- geosphere, origin 36 
- geosphere, relationship to biolipids 

35-39 
- Green River Shale 38,113,135,171, 

189, 365, 424, 631 
- Green River Shale kerogen oxidation 

424 
- petroleum 135, 171, 189, 365,404,408, 

648 
- Recent sediments 38, 424 
- sediments 135,369 
- sediments, origin 365 
Isoprenoid alkanes, as biological markers 

365, 646, 656 
-, formation in petroleum generation 

693-695 
Isoprenoid alkanes in geosphere, mechanisms 

of formation 694 
- in geosphere, origin 678, 694 
- Green River Shale 61, 124, 365, 404,629 
- Green River Shale, variations with depth 

630 
- Moonie Oil 120 
- Nonesuch Shale 124 
- petroleum 124, 171, 646,656 
- petroleum, origin 656 
- Precambrian sediments 734 
- sediments 171, 335, 646 
- sediments, abundance 352 
- sediments, origin 352 
- Soudan Shale 124 
Isoprenoid hydrocarbons, biosynthesis 341 
Isoprenoids 424 
-, in metabolism 201 
-, as precursors of aromatic hydrocarbons 

in geosphere 336 
- in geosphere, origin 39 
- in organisms, abundance 67-69 
Isotope abundances in detection of 

diagenetic alteration 235 
Isotopes, atomic weights 96 
-, natural abundance 96 

Kaolinite, amino acid condensation in 774 
-, amino acid derivatives, thermal alteration 

of 759 
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Kaolinite, as catalyst in thermal alteration of 
behenic acid 692 

-, organic derivatives of 757-760 
-, organic derivatives, hydrogen bonding in 

758 
-, organic derivatives, kinetics of formation of 

758 
-, organic derivatives, types 758-759 
-, structure 757-758 
Kaolinite group, minerals in 757 
Kaolinite macrocrystals 291 
Kaurene, preservation in resins 604 
(-)-Kaurene, leaf resin 603 
Kauri 600 
Kauri resin 599 
-, Agathis australis 600 
-, components, identification 614 
Kerogen, see also Green River Shale kerogen 
Kerogen 48, 52, 619 
-, acids from 83 
-, carbon isotope distributions 319-321 
-, esters from 83 
-, Green River Shale 183, 424 
-, isolation 182-186 
-, isolation by acid treatment 185 
-, isolation, modified Quass method 

183-184 
-, isolation, by pyrite removal 186 
-, isolation, sink-float method 184 
-, isoprenoid acids from 134, 424 
-, oxidation 135,364,367,424 
-, oxidation with hydrogen peroxide 625 
-, oxidation with nitric acid 625 
-, oxidation with periodic acid 625 
-, ozonolysis 75, 83, 172, 625 
-, pyrolysis 76, 166 
-, reduction 627 
Kerogen in limestones 224 
Kerogen rock 619 
Ketoacids, Green River Shale 140 
Ketone derivatives of montmorillonites 

746 
Ketones in brown coal 589 
- montan wax 587 
- peat 172 
- petroleum 148,649 
- soil 172, 567 
Kovats indices of diterpenes in bled resins 

613 
Kovats Retention Index 163 
Krebs cycle 273 
Kukersite 619 
Kukersite kerogen, reduction 627 

La Brea asphalt pit, fossil species in 221 
Labdatriene, leaf resin 603 
Lacustrine Precambrian sediments 248 

Laminaribiose 380 
Laminarin 381 
Laminarin in Devonian sediments 378 
Laminated limestones 254 
Lamination, noctidiurnal 255 
Laser-micropyrolysis of organic sediments 

720 
Layer charge in organic mineral compounds 

750 
Layer silicates, see also Micaceous silicates 
Layer silicates, catalytic alteration of 

organic compounds in 773 
-,charged 742-744 
-, electrostatic forces in 742-744 
-, mixed, organic derivatives of 755 
-, organometallic complexes of 768 
-, in origin of petroleum 773 
-, thermal alteration of organic compounds 

in 773 
Leaf resin, Agathis australis, diterpenes in 

602-604 
Lepidodendron, glucose in 395 
-,rhamnosein 395 
-, xylose in 395 
Leucine 439 
Leucine/alloisoleucine ratio in fossils, 

significance of 458 
Leucohumic acids 554 
Levopimaric acid 605 
- in bled resins 604 
Lichens, carbodydrates in 390 
Liebermann-Burchard reaction 568 
Lignin 316,608, 712-713 
-, in coal formation 712 
-, content of decayed wood 228 
-, decomposition of 714 
-, degradation during fossilization 228 
-, microbial decay 712 
-, structure 714 
-, transformation to humic acids 537, 

538,539 
Lignin in fossil plants 228 
- peat 584, 712 
- plant cell walls 273 
- Recent marine sediments 271 
Lignite 580 
-, allobetulin in 409 
-, analysis of 410 
-, betulin in 409 
-, fichtelite in 407 
-, friedelan-3 p-ol in 410 
-, humic substances in 534 
-, iosene in 407 
-, isolation of pollen in 281 
-, 4-isopropylidene cyclohexanone in 405 
-, resin acids in 589 
-, retene in 407 
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Lignite, rubber in 416 
-, sesquiterpenes in 406 
-, ft-sitostanol in 415 
-, ft-sitosterol in 415 
Lignite tars 172 
Lignites, in coalification 700 
-,constituents 588 
-, oxygen-containing functional group 

content 547 
Lime mud, formation 256 
Limestone 248 
-, selective dissolution in 230 
-, selective dissolution of skeletal minerals 

in 230 
Limestones, biological remnants in 253 
-, classification 253-257 
-, diagenetic changes in 257 
-,kerogenin 224 
-, microfacies in 253 
-, occurrence 253 
-, origin 252, 253 
-, solution 257 
Limonite 249 
Lipid membranes in metabolism 201 
Lipids see also Biolipids 
Lipids 21 
-, analysis of 335 
-, characterization 29-31 
-, definition 558 
-, extraction 27 
-, function of 335 
-, identification 29-31 
-, isolation 26-29 
-, as petroleum precursors 656, 677 
-, separation 28-29 
-, separation scheme 28 
-, carbon isotope fractionation 311 
Lipids in faeces 335 
- organisms 335 
- phytoplankton 271 
- plants 273 
- Recent marine sediments 271 
- sediments 335 
Lipids in soil, see also Soil lipids 
Lipids in soil, isolation 559-563 
Liquid phase in gas chromatography 161, 

162,168 
Liquid phases, coating with 170 
-, non-polar 168 
-,polar 168 
Lithification of sediments 245 
Lithium aluminium hydride in acidity 

estimation of humic substances 540 
- in reduction of kerogen in Green River 

Shale 627 
- in reduction of coal 552 

Lithium reduction of kerogen in Green 
River Shale 627 

Living community, fossilization processes in 
215,217 

London energy 758 
Lunar sample 69 
Lupane 128 
Lutein 432 
- in algae 426 
- in plant chloroplasts 426 
Lycopene 432 
Lysine 441 

Macerals, definition of 705 
-, types of 705-712 
-, chemical data 717 
-, elemental composition 716 
Macerals, separation 722-723 
-, - by chemical methods 723 
-, - by sink-float method 722 
-, - by ultra-centrifugation 722 
Macerals in cannel coal 293 
Maceration in vertebrate fossilization 223 
Macromolecules, laboratory synthesis of 449 
Magnesium carbonate 249 
Maillard reaction 538 
Malonyl coenzyme A in biosynthesis 341 
Maltene 654 
Manila resin 599 
Mannan 380 
- in sediments 378 
Mannitol 378 
Mannose in a Devonian shale 393 
- in Polypodium vulgare 390 
D-Mannose 377 
Mannuronic acid in Phaeophyta 390 
Marcasite 248 
-, formation 248 
Marine environment, organic matter in 

268-272, 276 
Marine yeasts, contribution to carbohydrates 

in sediments 393 
Mars Lander 70 
Mass spectrometer, double focussing 96 
Mass spectrometry, see also Mass spectra 
Mass spectrometry 30, 643 
-, accurate mass measurement in 95,98 
-, combined with gas chromatography, 

see GC-MS 
-, data aquisition in 98 
-, data processing in 98 
-, direct inlet system in 93-94 
-, electron energies in 92 
-, element mapping 116 
-, high resolution 93-95 
-, high resolution, application to organic 

biochemistry 110 
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Mass spectrometry, high resolution, appli-
cation to organic geochemistry 110-111 

-, instrumentation 90-92 
-, ionization methods 92 
-, low voltage 116 
-, optimum operating conditions 91 
-, peak matching 98 
-, in petroleum analysis 644 
-, recording techniques 91-92 
-, resolution in 91 
-, sample handling 93-95 
-, sample introduction 93-95 
-, scanning speed 91 
-, sensitivity 91 
Mass spectrometry of alkanes 349 
- anteiso-alkanes 117 
- iso-alkanes 117 
- n-alkanes 117 
- alkene derivatives 131 
- alkenes 130-131 
- alkylbenzenes 132 
- amino compounds 141 
- aromatic acids 137-139 
- aromatic hydrocarbons 132,417 
- aromatic hydrocarbons, low voltage 132 
- aromatic nitrogen compounds 141 
- asphaltenes 144 
- benzcarbazoles 141 
- benzfurans 148 
- carboxylic acids in Green River Shale, 

high resolution 140 
- coal constituents 579 
- cyclic alkanes 125 
- cyclic carboxylic acids 139-140 
- dibenzofurans 148 
- esters, see Mass spectrometry of fatty 

acids 
- ethylpyridine isomers 141 
- fatty acids 135 
- feldspar inclusion gases 532 
- fluorite inclusion gases 523, 524, 532 
- hydrocarbons 116-133,643 
- hydroxyacid silyl ethers 137 
- indoles 141, 142 
- isoprenoid acids 56, 369 
- isoprenoid alkanes 11 
- kauri resin components 614 
:..... kerogen oxidation products 624 
- ketones 148 
- ketones from alkenes 131 
- meteorite extracts 148 
- methylketoacids 137 
- monoterpenes 125 
- N-heterocycles 142 
- nitriles 142 
- nitrogen compounds in petroleum 

140-143 

Mass spectrometry of petroleum fractions 147 
- petroleum waxes 111,579 
- petroporphyrins 144-145,480,695 
- porphyrin-silicon complexes 145 
- porphyrins 143-145, 479-480 
- pyrazines 141 
- pyridines 140-141 
- pyrroles 141, 142 
- quinolines 140-141 
- steranes 126-130 
- sulfides 146 
- sulfones 146 
- sulfur compounds 146-147 
- thiol ethers 146 
- thiols 146 
- thiophenes 146 
- triterpanes 126-130 
- triterpanes in petroleum 662 
- unsaturated acid derivatives 135-136 
- unsaturated acids in shale oil 135 
Mass spectrum of adiantane 662, 663 
- basic fraction of Green River Shale 

106-109 
- carboxylic acids in Tasmanite 105 
- cholestane in Green River Shale 127 
- dimethyI2-methyl-pentadecane-1,15-dioate 

136 
- dimethyltridecane-1,13-dioate 136 
- ergostane in Green River Shale 127 
- friedelane 663 
- n-hexadecylcyclohexane 126 
- iron mesoporphyrin chloride dimethyl 

ether 143 
- lupane 129, 662, 663 
- mesoporphyrin 143 
- methylbenzoate 138 
- methyl10,18-dihydroxyoctadecanoate 

di-TMS 137 
- 2-methyleicosane 118 
- methyI2-methyl-4-(dimethylphenyl)-

propionate 138 
- methyl methylnapthoate 139 
- 3-methylpentadecane 118 
- methyl n-pentadecanoate 133 
- methyl phytanate from kerogen 

134-135 
- methyl pristanate from kerogen 134 
- 2-methyltetradecane-1,14-dioate 136 
- nickel etioporphyrin 143 
- a petroporphyrin 481 
- phytane 119, 120 
- pristane 113, 122, 123 
- sitostane 127 
- sitostane in Green River Shale 127 
- 2,6,10,13-tetramethylpentadecane 

122,123 
- 2,6,1O-trimethylhexadecane 122, 123 
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Mass spectrum of 2,6,10-trimethylpentadecane 
120 

- 2,6,10-trimethyltridecane 119-121 
- vanadyl etioporphyrin 143 
Mass spectra, see also Mass spectrometry 
Mass spectra, high resolution 99-110 
-, -, computers in 99 
-, -, presentation 101-110 
-, interpretation 99-110 
-, virtual doublets in 97 
Mass spectra of alkylbenzenes 132 
- aromatic acid esters 138-139 
- aromatic hydrocarbons 132 
- carboxylic acids 133-140 
- chlorins 143 
- cx,w-dicarboxylic acids 136 
- fatty acids 133-140 
- feldspar inclusion gases 528 
- fluorite inclusion gases 523, 524 
- isoprenoid acid methyl esters 134-135, 

370 
- isoprenoid alkanes 119 
- isoprenoid alkanes in Moonie Oil 120 
- petroporphyrins 487 
-, low voltage 144-145,487-488 
Mass spectra of porphyrins 479-482 
-, high resolution 481 
-, interpretation 480-482 
-, low voltage 482 
Mass spectra of sclareol oxides 663 
- steranes in Green River Shale 127 
- steranes in petroleum 667 
- triterpanes in petroleum 663 
Matairesinol in heart-shake resin 610 
Mattauch-Herzog geometry 97 
McLafferty rearrangement of alkyl pyridines 

142 
- methyl esters 133 
- quinoline 142 
- iso-quinolines 142 
Mechanical destruction during fossilization 

224 
Megaspores in Tertiary coals 702 
Melanovanadite, organic derivatives of 764 
-, structure of 765 
Melting point 30 
Membranes, laboratory formation of 210 
p-Menthane in fossil tree stumps 403,405 
L-Menthol 57 
L-Menthyl esters in determination of 

stereochemistry of acids 57 
Mercenaria mercenaria, biopolymer in 498 
Mercenaria sheils, amino acids in 445 
Merulius lacrymans in decomposition of wood 

274 
Meso compounds 25 
Mesoetioporphyrin, vanadyl complex 678 

Mesoporphyrin IX, visible spectrum 476 
Metabolic activity of organic compounds 346 
- capabilities, development of 206 
- rates 346 
- reactions 333 
Metabolon 199,208 
Metabolons 200 
-, definition 199 
Metahewettite, organic derivatives of 764 
Metallochlorins in ancient sediments 490 
Metailoporphyrins, see also Petroporphyrins, 

Porphyrins, and individual types, e.g. 
Vanadyl 

Metalloporphyrins 465 
-, electronic spectra 476 
-, isolation from asphaltenes 471 
-, isolation from petroleum residues 471 
Metailoporphyrins in Green River Shale 628 
- petroleum 469, 652, 677 
- petroleum, isolation 469-470 
- Recent marine sediments 271 
- sediments 677 
- Serpiano Shale 144 
- Swiss marl 490 
Metals in petroleum 652-654 
Metamorphism 232-233, 250, 252 
Metastable ions 100 
Metasomatism, by diffusion 237 
-, in fossil preservation 236 
Meteorites, alkanes in 296 
-, amino acids in 296, 448, 458 
-, aromatic hydrocarbons in 149,296 
-, carbon isotope distributions 322-323 
-, n-fatty acids in 171 
-, humic substances in 534 
-, hydrocarbons in 148,331 
-, organic matter in 69 
-, steroids in 415 
-,sugarsin 296 
Methane, irradiation of 149 
Methane in feldspars 527 
Methanesulfonic acid 466 
-, extraction of petroporphyrins with 468 
-, for extraction of porphyrins 473 
Methionine 440 
- sulfone 442 
- sulfoxide 442 
Methylamine in feldspars 527 
Methylation with boron trifluoride/methanol 

81, 693 
- with diazomethane 29, 613 
- with sulfuric acid/methanol 81 
Methylation of humic substances 540, 541 
- of sugars 387 
3-Methylchrysene in petroleum 645 
2-Methyl-3-ethyl-heptane in petroleum 645 
Methylketoacids, Green River Shale 137 
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Methyl ketones in soil 567 
Methylmalonyl coenzyme A 44 
1-Methylpyrene in petroleum 645, 646 
Methyl silicones 168 
12-Methyltetradecanoic acid 360 
14-Methyltetradecanoic acid 360 
2-Methyltriacontane 33 
3-Methyltriacontane 33 
Mevalonyl coenzyme A, terpenes from 341 
Micaceous silicates, see also Layer silicates 
Micaceous silicates, types 742 
-, accumulation capacity for organic cations 

748 
-, alkaloid cations in 750 
-, alkylammonium ion exchange in 744 
-, bond stability of alkylammonium 

compoundsin 747 
- capable of cation exchange and swelling 

743 
-, catalytic effects in interlayer spaces 

774-775 
-, cation exchange with protamines 770 
Micaceous silicates, derivatives with 

n-alkylammonium compounds 751 
-, - n-alkylammonium ions and n-alkyl 

compounds, layer distances of 752-753 
Micaceous silicates, derivatives with 

n-alkylammonium ions, swelling with 
lipids 754 

-, -, swelling with organic compounds 753 
-, -, swelling with triglycerides 754 
Micaceous silicates, derivatives with amino 

acids 771-772 
-, - organic cations 746-750 
-, - organic cations and alcohols, structure 

of 751-753 
-, derivatives with organic cations and 

organic swelling liquids 751-755 
-, - organic cations, solvation of 751-755 
-, - organic swelling liquids 744-746 
-, - peptides 771-772 
-, - proteins 698-771 
Micaceous silicates, dioctahedral structure of 

740 
-, effect of asymmetric molecules on 

exchangeability of 747 
-, equilibration of organic compounds with 

747 
-, organic derivatives of 740-744 
-, quaternary ammonium ions in 747 
-, structural arrangements of 

n-alkylammonium ions in 748-750 
-, structure 741 
-, swelling with n-alcohols 744-746 
-, swollen n-alkylammonium derivatives of 

752 
-, trioctahedral structure of 740 

Micas, see also Micaceous silicates 
-, crystallochemical formula 741 
-, structure 740-742 
Micrinite, chemical data 717, 718 
-, formation 716 
-, origin of 710 
-, photomicrograph 708 
Micrite, diagenetic changes in 256 
-, replacement of aragonite in fossilization 

by 224 
Micrites 256 
Microbial, see Microbiological 
Microbiological decay, see also 

Geomicrobiological decay 
Microbiological decay of cellulose 712 
- gelatin-montmorillonites 771 
- human bodies 221 
- lignin 712 
- organic derivatives of layer silicates 773 
- organic matter 269 
- organic matter in sediments 281 
- organic matter in tonsteins 290 
- sporopollenin 287 
- soil lipids 570 
Microfacies in limestones 253 
Microfossils, see also Algae, Bacteria etc. 
Microfossils, geologic distribution 296-298 
-, glossary 299 
-, as indicators of secondary alteration 296 
-, in rock correlation 294 
Microfossils in banded-iron formations 732 
- Belt Series of Montana 732 
- Bitter Springs Formation 731, 732 
- Brockman Formation, Australia 732 
- Fig Tree Series 267, 731, 732 
- Gonamsk beds, Ayan-Maysk 732 
- Gunflint Iron Formation 731,732 
- Muhos Formation, Finland 732 
- Nonesuch Shale 732 
- rocks, isolation 279-281 
- Soudan Iron Formation 732 
- sediments, see also Microorganisms in 

sediments 
- styolites 296 
- Dchusk Series, Ayan-Maysk 732 
Microlithotypes in coals, definition of 705 
Microorganisms, see also Algae, Bacteria, 

Microfossils etc. 
Microorganisms, in biosynthesis of humic 

substances 538 
-, carbon/nitrogen ratios in 444 
-, contribution to carbohydrates in sediments 

393 
-, distribution of 444 
-, effect on soil lipids 570 
-, growth on alkanes 580 
-, growth on aromatic hydrocarbons 580 
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Microorganisms, growth on ozocerite 580 
-, utilization of organic matter by 58 
Microorganisms in carbon cycle 49 
- oxide mineral deposits 295 
- Precambrian sediments 731-732 
- rocks, identification 278 
- rocks, staining of 280 
- sediments, see also Microfossils 
- sediments, identification 278 
- sediments, preservation states 277-278 
- soils 448 
- sulfide mineral deposits 295 
Microplanktonology 265,269,294 
Microspores in bituminous coals 720 
- Tertiary coals 702 
Migration of hydrocarbons 352 
Mineralogy of organic tissues 218 
Minerals, see also mineral type 
Minerals, see also Organic derivatives of 

minerals 
Minerals, adsorption of organic compounds 

on 738,739 
-, concentration by humic acids 535 
-, concentration of organic matter by 

739,740 
-, electrostatic bonding of organic 

derivatives 739 
-, gas inclusions in 521 
-, liquid inclusions in 521 
-, organic derivatives 738-740 
-, silanol group derivatives of 738 
-, solubility effect of organic matter in 529 
Minnelusa formation, high molecular weight 

porphyrins in 489 
Miospores, geomicrobiological attack on 

287-290 
- by Anthracomyces cannellensis 289 
- by Palynomorphytes diversiformis 287 
Miospores in coals, isolation 281 
Miospores in rocks 287 
Mixed layer silicates, organic derivatives of 

755 
Molecular distillation 188, 658 
Molecular organic geochemistry 20 
Molecular remnants 332, 333 
Molecular separators 112 
Molecular sieve, 5 A 79,578 
Molecular sieves 79, 766 
-, compound classes separated by 768 
-, molecular separation by 768 
-, sizes 79 
Molecular sieving 562, 578 
-, solvents for 79 
Molecular sieving of alkanes 591, 642 
- n-alkanes 578 
- alkyl benzenes 80 
- isoprenoid hydrocarbons 80 

Molecular sieving of normal hydrocarbons 
79,80 

- petroleum distillates 658 
Molluscan shells 499-504 
-, conchiolin in 499-504 
-, porcelain component 504 
Molluscs, shell structure of 451 
Monofluoromethane in feldspars 527 
- in fluorite 524 
Monograptidae fragments, electron micro

graphs 512, 513 
Monosaccharides, analysis by enzymatic 

method 378 
-, acid extraction 383 
-, detection by galactose-oxidase technique 

389 
-, detection by glucose-oxidase technique 

389 
-, enzymatic detection 389 
-, extraction with ethanol 383 
-, extraction with water 383 
-, free, extraction 383 
-, silylation 172 
Monosaccharides in a Devonian sediment 374 
- fossil animals 395 
- fossil plants 395 
- fresh water algae 390 
- Paleozoic and Mesozoic sediments 374 
Monoterpenes 402 
- in bled resin 601 
Monoterpenoids, occurrence 405 
Montan wax, see also Brown coal 
Montan wax, definition 584 
-, analysis of 404, 420 
-, anteiso-acids in 586 
-, iso-acids in 586 
-, n-alcohols in 587 
-, alkanes in 585 
-, anteiso-alkanes in 584 
-, iso-alkanes in 584 
-, n-alkanes in 584 
-, branched acids in 586 
-, branched alcohols in 587 
-, branched alkanes in 585 
-, column chromatography of 417 
-, constituents of 584--587 
-, dimethyl alkanes in 585 
-, ot,w-diols in 587 
-, esters in 587 
-, n-fatty acids in 585-587 
-,hydrocarbonsin 584-585 
-, hydroxy acids in 586 
-, identification of constituents 590--591 
-, isolation of constituents 590--591 
-, ketones in 587 
-, triterpenoids and related compounds in 

419 
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Montanic acid 586 
Montanone 587 
Montmorillonite, diagenetic changes in 251 
-, organic derivatives, thermal alteration of 

773 
-, as substrate for thermal alteration of 

glucose 400 
Montmorillonites, alcohol derivatives 746 
-, n-alcohol derivatives of 744 
-, n-alcohol derivatives, effect of exchange-

able cations on jump temperature 746 
-, aldehyde derivatives of 746 
-, amide derivatives of 746 
-, amino acid condensation in 774 
-, amino acid derivatives of 746 
-, carboxylic acid derivatives of 746 
-, crystallochemica1 formula 741 
-, gelatin derivative, microbiological decay of 

771 
-, imidazole derivatives of 746 
-, incorporation of organic compounds in 

773 
-, indole derivatives of 746 
-, ketone derivatives of 746 
-, organic derivatives of 740-744 
-, organic polymer derivatives of 746 
-, protein derivatives of 769-771 
-, purine derivatives of 772 
-, pyridine derivatives of 746 
-, pyrimidine derivatives of 772 
-, quinol derivatives of 746 
-, structure 740-742 
-, sugar derivatives of 746 
-, n-tetradecanol derivatives, effect of ex-

changeable cations on layer distances 
745 

-, n-tedradenol derivatives, effect of tempera-
ture on layer distances 745 

Montmorillonitic charge type 741 
Moonie Oil, cyc10hexylalkanes in 125 
-, isoprenoid alkanes in 120 
Morphological traits 196 
Mother-of-pearl 499 
-, composition 502 
Mounds 254 
-, composition 255 
Mucilage, role in preservation of fossils 

224 
Mucopolysaccharide, molluscan shells 500 
Mud Lake, Florida 58 
Mudstones 246 
Muhos Formation, Finland, microfossils in 

732 
Mummification, whale corpses 222 
Murray meteorite, organic constituents 114 
Muscovite 252 

Muscovite, derivatives with organic cations 
and alcohols 751 

Mutation, mechanisms of 197 
- of nuc1eotides 207 
Mutations, point 198, 205, 206 
Mycobacterium phlei 345 
Mycorhiza in aerobic degradation 223 
Mytilus, amino acids in 278 
- crenatus 501 
- shells, amino acids in 445, 446 
Myxoxanthophyll in algae 426, 428 
- in lake sediments, quantitative estimation 

435 
- in pollution studies 428 
- in sediments 428 

Nacre in molluscan shells 499 
Nacreous conchiolin 517 
-, structure 500 
Nacrine, glycine in 499 
- in molluscan shells 499 
Nacrite, organic derivatives of 760 
Nacroine, alanine in 499 
Nacroin in molluscan shells 499 
- in Nautilus 500 
Nacroin fibers, electron micrograph 500 
- in Pinctada margaritifera 499 
Nanofossils, see Microfossils 
Napthalene in brown coal 588 
Napthalenes in soil 567 
Napthanothiophenes in petroleum 146 
Napthenes in petroleum 658 
- in sediments 680 
Napthenic acids in petroleum 358, 648 
Napthenobenzothiophenes in petroleum 146 
p-Napthol in petroleum 650 
Napthothiophenes in petroleum 648 
Natural selection 206, 207 
Natural product chemistry 45 
Nature, definition 45 
-, path of carbon in 45 
-, path of organic compounds in 46-49 
-, path of pristane in 45 
Nautilus shells, amino acids in 445 
Nautilus pompilius 500, 503 
Needles, alga1y secreted 256 
- in aragonite 256 
Neoabietic acid 605 
- in bled resins 604 
Neopentane in petroleum 696 
Neoxanthin in plant chloroplasts 426 
Neutron diffraction 642 
Nickel chlorins in lake muds 491 
Nickel etioporphyrin 491 
Nickel porphyrins in Gilsonite 490 
- Green River Shale 628 
- petroleum 652 
- sediments 677 
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Nickel porphyrins in Swiss marl 490 
Nicotinamide, in metabolism 201 
Nier-Johnson geometry 98 
Ninhydrin-positive compounds in geosphere 

442 
- in soils 448 
Nitric acid, rock dissolution by 280 
Nitric acid oxidation of kerogen 625 
Nitriles in Green River Shale 142 
- in petroleum distillates 651 
Nitrogen in feldspars 527 
- fluorite 523 
- Nautilus shells, Eocene 445 
- Nautilus shells, R«:ent 445 
- silicates, chemical state 528 
Nitrogen content of soils 448 
Nitrogen compounds in coals 718 
- Green River Shale 143 
- petroleum 140,650--652 
- petroleum, origin 650 
Nitrogen content of petroleum 650 
Nitrogen cycle 443-445 
-, microorganisms in 443 
Nitrogen fixation 443 
Nitrosocystis oceanus, carbon isotope ratio 

312 
Noctidiurnallamination 255 
Non-clastic rocks 247 
Non-isoprenoid cyclic alkanes in geosphere, 

origins 345 
Non-marine brackish environments, organic 

matter in 272-273 
Non-polar solvents 27 
Nonprotein amino acids in geosphere 441, 

443 
n-Nonacosane, biosynthesis 344 
Nonesuch Seep Oil, anteiso-alkanes in 119 
-, iso-alkanes in 119 
-, cyclohexylalkanes in 125 
Nonesuch Shale, n-alkanes in 124 
-, fungi in 284 
-, isoprenoid alkanes in 124 
-, microfossils in 732 
Norfarnesanic acid, see 2,6,IO-Trimethyl-

undecanoic acid 
Noragathic acid 612 
Norphytanic acid, see Pristanic acid 37 
Nostoc 390 
-, hexosans in 396 
-, hexuronic acids in 396 
-, rhamnose in 395 
-, xylose in 396 
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

30,84,579 
-, of alkenes 643 
-, of aromatic hydrocarbons 132,418,643 
-, of dimethyl napthalenes 84 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, 
of kerogen oxidation products 624 

-, of petroleum constituents 643 
-, of porphyrins 482-483, 643 
-, of triterpanes in petroleum 665 
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of kauri 

resin components 615, 616 
Nucleic acid polymers, evolution of 199 
Nucleic acid enzymes, appearance in 

geologic time 208 
Nucleic acids, cell reactions of 197 
-, purine base sequence in 443 
-, pyrimidine base sequence 443 
- in plants 273 
Nucleotide deletion 206 
Nucleotide insertion 206 
Nucleotide sequences 207 
Nucleotides, mutations of 207 
-, sequence in DNA 200 

n-Octacosane, thermal alteration 65 
n-Octadecanoic acid in plant tissues 341 
.£19-n-Octadecanoic acid 360 
- in petroleum 366 
- in plant tissues 341 
- in soil 565 
n-Octadecylammonium-montmorillonite, 

estimation of triglyceride adsorption 755 
Oil-bearing soils, formation 220 
Oilshale, extraction 75 
-, porphyrin isolation from 467 
Oil shales 619 
-, organic matter in 295 
Oleic acid, see .£19-n-octadecanoic acid 
Oleoresins 172 
Oligopeptides, synthesis 64 
Oligosaccharides as enzymatic products in 

enzymatic sediment analysis 377 
Onverwacht Series 65 
-, algae in 734 
-, stratigraphy 733 
Ooliths, formation 256 
Opal 247 
-, solubility in sea water 230 
Open tubular columns, see Capillary columns 
Optical activity, asymmetric molecules and 

25 
Optical activity of amino acids 443, 456 
- amino acids in fossils 455-457 
- biological markers 172 
- petroleum 643, 656, 677 
- petroleum distillates 658 
- triterpanes 661-662 
Optical configuration of amino acids, 

determination 456 
- in Mercenaria shells, Miocene 456 
- in Mercenaria shells, Recent 456 
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Optical in Mercenaria shells, Upper Pleisto
cene 456 

Optical isomerism 25 
Optical rotation measurements of kauri 

resin components 614 
Optical rotatory dispersion 30, 85, 643 
Ores, solubility effect of organic matter in 529 
Organic cations in micaceous silicates 

746--750 
-, accumulation capacity 748 
Organic chemistry 22 
Organic composition of ooze 275 
Organic compounds, abiological synthesis of 

200,730 
-, classification 68 
-, path in Nature 46--49 
Organic compounds in geosphere, relation-

ship to those in Nature 31-43 
- in layer silicates, catalytic alteration of 773 
- in layer silicates, thermal alteration of 773 
- in micaceous silicates, equilibration of 747 
- in Nature, relationship to those in 

geosphere 31-43 
Organic derivatives of layer silicates, 

oxidation of 773 
Organic derivatives of minerals, see also 

mineral type, individual organic 
compounds and compound types 

Organic derivatives of minerals, degradation 
of 773-774 

-, electrostatic bonding in 739 
-, layer charge 750 
-, outer surface 378-379 
-, radiation effects on 763 
-,types 738-740 
- from complex formation with exchange-

able cations 740 
- with exchangeable cations 739 
- with exchangeable cations and polar 

organic molecules as swelling agents 740 
-, with polar organic molecules as solvate 

739 
Organic derivatives of montmorillonites, 

thermal alteration of 773 
Organic evolution 201 
Organic geochemical analysis as indicator 

of low grade metamorphism 294 
Organic geochemistry, scope 21 
-, relationship to paleontology 214 
- of ancient sediments 59-62 
- of Recent sediments 57-59 
Organic matter, see also specific compound 

classes 
Organic matter, carbon/nitrogen ratios of 

444 
-, concentration by minerals 739, 740 
-, distribution in space and time 263 

Organic matter, effect on mineral solubility 
529 

-, fixation in syndiagenesis 234 
-, geometrical distribution patterns 263 
-, microbial decay of 269-270 
-, origins 331-332 
-, penetration into rocks 53 
-, prebiological 63 
-, preservation in impervious rocks 266 
-, preservation in porous rocks 266 
-, production by bacteria 262 
-, production by phytoplankton 262 
-, relationship with calcium carbonate in 

Posidonienschiefer 231 
-, in sediment compaction 263-264 
Organic matter in algae 269 
- atmosphere 449 
- basin-type oil shales 294 
- cannel coals 294 
- clay minerals, geomicrobiological decay 

of 291-293 
- coal 294 
- feldspars, origin 529-531 
- Fig Tree Chert 65 
- fluorite, origin 529-531 
- fresh-water environments 272-273 
- fresh-water sediments 276 
- geosphere, origin 346 
- Hyolithellus 277 
- in-shore sediments 272 
- lagoonal sediments 272 
- lake deposits 272 
- lakes 268, 276 
- marine environments 268-272 
- marine environments, constitution 270 
- marine environments, preservation in 

oxidizing conditions 271 
- marine environments, preservation in 

reducing conditions 271 
- marine sediments 276 
- meteorites 69 
- meteorites, pyrolysis of 148 
- non-marine brackish environments 

272-273, 276 
- oceans 268 
- oceans, types of 269 
- oil shales 295 
- Onverwacht Chert 65 
- Orgueil meteorite 296 
- phytoplankton 269,270,272 
- plants 273 
- pyrite 295 
- rivers 272 
- rocks, factors affecting final composition 

268 
- rocks, factors affecting original com

position 267 
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Organic matter in rocks, geologic factors 
affecting 276 

- rocks, isolation 280 
Organic matter in sediments, algae as 

sources 275 
-, extraction 53 
-, factors controlling 267-268 
-, formation 263-264 
-, fluctuation 263 
-, geomicrobiological decay of 290-293 
-, incorporation of 262-263 
-, microbial decay 281 
-, preservation 263 
-, reworking of 270 
-, separation 53, 187 
-, state of 52 
-, sublimation 54 
Organic matter in tonsteins 294 
- tonsteins, microbial decay of 290 
Organic tissues, inorganic chemistry of 218 
-, mineralogy of 218 
Organisms, ancestors of 196 
-, distribution in geologic time 214,294 
-, hard parts of 218 
-, soft parts of 218 
Orgeuil meteorite 69, 172 
-, organic matter in 296 
-, steroids in 415 
Organometallic complexes of layer silicates 

768 
Origin of life 63-64, 296, 737 
-, date of 730 
Origin of organic matter 331-333 
Ornithine 441 
Oryctocenosis 215 
Ostracods 297 
-, time span 298 
OV-l 170 
p-Oxidation of alkanes by microorganisms 570 
Oxidation of kerogen in Green River Shale 

135, 622-625 
- of kerogens 623 
Oxide minerals, microorganisms in 295 
Oxides 248 
Oxyallobetul-2-ene in petroleum 409, 649, 

656 
Oxygen, paramagnetism loss in layer . 

silicates 774 
Oxygenated compounds in petroleum 648, 

650 
Oxytocin 41 
Oysters in mounds and banks 255 
Ozocerite, alkanes in 579, 580 
-, aromatic hydrocarbons in 579, 580 
-, Carpathian deposits 580 
-, chemical constituents 580 
-, effect of microorganisms on 580 

Ozocerite, porphyrins in 579 
-, Utah 580 
Ozonolysis 83 
- of alkenes 131 
- of brown coal 172 
- of coal 172 
- of kerogen 172, 625 

Packed columns, high resolution 164, 167, 
168 

-, solid support 168 
Paleization 516, 518 
Paleobiochemistry 21, 196-211,214,498 
Paleobiogeochemical provinces 214 
Paleobiogeography, definition 214 
Paleobiology 214 
Paleochemotaxonomy 46 
-, of fossil resins 611 
-, triterpenoids in 46 
Paleoecology, definition 214 
Paleoethology 214 
Paleogenetics 214 
Paleogeography, definition 214 
Paleomicrobiology 266 
Paleoneurology 214 
Paleontology, aims 213 
-, definition 213 
Paleopathology 214 
Paleoproteins 517 
-, diagenetic changes in 515 
-, phylogenetic significance 517-518 
- in brachiopods 515 
- in fossils 499 
- in gastropods 515 
- in graptolites 510--515 
Paleopsychology 214 
Paleothermometry 230 
Palmitic acid, see n-hexadecanoic acid 
Palmitoleic acid, see Ll9-n-hexadecanoic acid 
Palynology 265, 294 
Paper chromatography 76, 562, 578 
-, reverse phase 591 
-, visualization of monosaccharides 386 
Paper chromatography of carbohydrates 

192, 385 
- carotenoids 435 
- carotenoids, decomposition in 435 
- fatty acids 586, 591 
- monosaccharides 383, 386 
- monosaccharides, developing solvents 

383 
- myxoxanthophyll 435 
- petroporphyrins 475 
Parmelia phycodes, rhamnose in 390 
-, xylose in 390 
Partition coefficients, in gas chromatography 

161, 162 
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Partition coefficients of carotenoids 430 
Path of carbon in Nature 45 
- of organic compounds in Nature 46-49 
Peak width in gas chromatography 163,164 
Peat, in coalification 701 
-, n-alcohols in 582 
-,alkanes in 580 
-, n-alkanes in 566 
-, amino acids in 584 
-, aromatic hydrocarbons in 581 
-, betulin in 409 
-, cellulose in 584, 712 
-, concentration of metals by 715 
-, constituents 581-584 
-, copper-organic chelate in 295 
-, p-cymene in 403 
-, decomposition of 274 
-, diagenetic changes in 581 
-, n-fatty acids in 282 
-, fichtelite in 403, 407 
-, formation 580 
-, formation, fungal activity in 704 
-, friedelan-3p-ol in 410 
-, humic acids in 582 
-, humic substances in 534, 714 
-, hydroxy acids in 582 
-, lignin in 584, 712 
-, lipids, radio-labelling 569 
-, p-menthane in 403 
-, methyl ketones in 172 
-, organic compounds in, see individual 

classes and names 
-, paleoecology of 704 
-, (X-pinene in 403 
-, origin 580 
-, resins in 582 
-, retene in 403, 407 
-, P-sitostanol in 414-415 
-, p-sitosterol in 414 
-, sterols in 410,584 
-,triterpenesin 584 
Peat bitumen 561 
Peat waxes 581-582 
Pectin in plant cell walls 273 
Pelagic, definition of 257 
Pelagic organisms 253 
Pellets, organic matter in 256 
Pentacyclic triterpanes, see Triterpanes 
- triterpenoids, see Triterpenoids 
Pentosans in plant cell walls 273 
Pentoses, detection by distillation technique 

382 
Pentoses in Bryophyta 390 
- fossils 375, 395 
- horsetail (Equistum arvense) 390 
- Polypodium vulgare 390 
- sediments 375 

Peptide derivatives of micaceous silicates 
771-772 

Peptide linkage in proteins 443 
Peptides 438 
-, abiological synthesis 210 
-, diagenetic changes in 42 
-, formation from heating amino acid-

kaolinite derivatives 759 
-, from hydrolysis of proteins in minerals 

774 
- in fossils, hydrolysis of 458 
- in fossils, isolation 40 
- in soils 448 
Periodic acid oxidation of kerogen 625 
Periostracum, preservation 231 
- in molluscan shells 499 
Permanganate oxidation of kerogens 

623 
Permo-Carboniferous coals, deposition of 

703 
-, flora in 702 
Perylene in peat 567 
Petroleum, accumulation of 639 
-, acenapthenethiophenes in 133 
-,acenapthenes in 133 
-, acridines in 650 
-,adamantanein 352,404 
-, anteiso-alkanes in 656 
-, iso-alkanes in 644, 656 
-, n-alkanes in 644, 656, 658 
-, alkylnapthalenes in 406 
-, amides in 650 
-, analysis of 642-643 
-, aromatic hydrocarbons in 644, 646 
-, asphalt, structure 654 
-, asphaltic components of 654 
-, association with sedimentary rocks 

640 
-, benzocarbozolesin 141,650 
-, benzofurans in 148 
-, benzoquinolines in 650 
-, benzothiophenesin 146,646,647,648 
-, carbazoles in 133, 650 
-, carbon isotope ratios of 655 
-, components, boiling range of ~41 
-, composition of 640-641, 655 
-, cyclic carboxylic acids in 139 
-, cycloalkanes in 644, 646 
-, cyclohexyl carboxylic acids in 648 
-, cyclopentanophenanthrene in 130 
-, cyclopentyl carboxylic acids in 648 
-, definition 638, 639 
-,dibenzofurans in 133,148,649 
-, dibenzothiophenes in 146 
-, distillation of 658 
-, farnesane in 124 
-, fatty acids in 648 
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Petroleum, fIuorenones in 148,649 
-, formation of 680 
-, gas/oil ratio 640 
-, gases, alkanes in 640 
-, -, aromatic hydrocarbons in 640 
-,-,napthenesin 640 
-,-,non-hydrocarbons in 640 
Petroleum, hydrocarbons in 643-646 
-, -, analysis of 644 
-, -, boiling points vs carbon number 641 
-, -, origin of 639 
Petroleum, indoles in 650 
-, indoloquinolines in 650 
-, isoprenoid acids in 135, 404, 408, 648 
-, isoprenoid alkanes in 646, 656 
-, ketones in 148,649 
-, metaIIoporphyrins in 652 
-, migration of 639 
-, naphthenic acids in 648 
-, p-napthol in 650 
-, napthanothiophenes in 146, 648 
-, napthenobenzothiophenes in 146 
-, nitrogen compounds in 140-143,650-652 
-, occurrence 639 
-, optical activity of 643, 656, 677 
-, origin 655, 656-657, 677-680 
-, -, Duplex Theory 655 
-, -, layer silicates in 773 
Petroleum, oxyallobetul-2-ene in 409,649, 

656 
-, oxygenated compounds in 648, 650 
-, phenanthrolines in 650 
-, phenols in 650 
-, phytane in 124 
-, porphyrins in 650, 652-653 
-, precursors of 656-657 
-, pristane in 124 
-, pyridines in 141, 650 
-, pyrroles in 141,650 
-, quinolines in 141,656 
-, quinolones in 650 
-, separation of 641-642 
-, squalane in 660 
-, steranes in 126, 646 
-, sterenes in 415 
-, sulfides 146 
-, sulfur compounds in 146,404,646-648 
-, tetrahydrocarbazolenines in 650 
-, 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-2,2,9-trimethylpicene 

in 129 
-, thiaalkanes in 647 
-, thia-indanes in 648 
-, thiaquinolones in 650 
-, thioadamantane in 404, 405 
-, thiols in 146,647 
-, thiophenesin 146,646-648 
-, trace metals in 652-654 

52 a Organic Geochemistry 

Petroleum, 2,2,6-trimethylhexadecanoic acid 
in 408 

-, 2,2,9-trimethylpicene in 649 
-, 2,6,10-trimethylundecane in 124 
-, triterpanes in 129,412,646 
-, triterpenoids in 649 
-, vanadyl porphyrins in 652 
Petroleum constituents, origin 655 
Petroleum distillates, nitriles in 651 
-, optical activity 658 
-, phenazines in 651 
-, pyrroloquinones in 651 
Petroleum generation 639,656-657 
-, carotenoids in 427 
-, catalytic cracking hypothesis for 683-684 
-, cracking hypothesis for 681-684 
-, isoprenoid alkane formation in 693-695 
-, mechanisms of 680-684 
-, radioactivity theory for 680 
-, sulfur in 657 
-, thermal cracking hypothesis 682-683 
Petroleum reservoirs 347 
Petroleum waxes, analysis by mass spectro-

metry 111 
Perylene in petroleum 645, 646 
Petroporphyrin, definition 465 
Petroporphyrins, see also Metalloporphyrins, 

Porphyrins and individual porphyrin types 
Petrophorphyrins 144-145 
-, extraction 470, 652 
-, extraction with methane-sulfonic acid 468 
-, extraction with phosphoric acid 468 
-, formation 695 
-, fractionation 471-473 
-, fractionation with base 471 
-, fractionation by chromatographic methods 

471-472 
-, origin 490-494, 652, 677 
-, X-ray diffraction of 487 
-, X-ray powder patterns 487 
Petroporphyrins in ancient sediments 

487-490 
- Athabasca Tar Sands 478 
- Green River Shale 628 
- petroleum 487,650 
pFl 251,264,308,318,320 
-, changes in syndiagenesis 233 
-, effect in biostratinomy 225-228 
-, effect on carbon isotope ratios 308 
-, effect on silica precipition 252 
-, on prebiotic Earth 772 
- of interstitial waters 251 
Phaeophyceae, carotenoids in 426 
Phaeophyta, ribose in 390 
Phaeophyte algae 393 
Phanerozoic, definition 729 
Phanerozoic eon 728 
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Phenanthrene 23,413 
- in brown coal 588 
Phenanthrenes in soil 567 
Phenanthrolines in petroleum 650 
Phenazines in petroleum distillates 651 
Phenol-suHuric test, absorption spectra of 

products from 395 
Phenolic acids in soil 566 
Phenolic groups in bituminous coals 718 
Phenols, silylation 82 
- in heartwood resin 607 
- in petroleum 650 
Phenylalanine 440 
Phenylhydantoin derivative of glucosamine 

396 
Phenylhydrazine in estimation of carbonyl 

groups in humic substances 543 
Phosphate deposits, Precambrian 734 
Phosphate enrichment in marine sediments 230 
Phosphates, California 249 
-, compositional changes 249 
-, conditions for growth 251 
-, estuarine conditions 249 
-, formation 249 
-, occurrence 249 
-, structure and composition 249 
Phosphatic sediments 249 
Phosphatidyl choline in soil 564, 565 
Phosphatidyl ethanolamine in soil 564-565 
Phospholipids in soil 564 
-, extraction 560 
Photosynthesis 307,443 
-, beginning of 296 
-, polyphosphates in 200 
-, pyruvate in 206 
Photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle 310 
Phyla, ancestral relationships of 205 
-, evolution of 199 
-, order of formation 196 
Phyllocladane in conifers 416 
Phy/log/ossum, carbohydrates in 390 
Phylogenetic groups 335 
Phylogenetic pattern of triterpenes 338 
Phylogenetic tree, branch lengths 205 
- of life 199 
- from protein sequences 204 
- of RNA 208 
- of RNA, branch lengths 208 
Phylogenetics 202 
Physical methods of identification 83 
Phytadienes in zooplankton 130, 694 
Phytane 402, 404, 679 
-, origin 694 
Phytane in algae, absence of 347 
- geosphere 347 
- Green River Shale 61, 80, 120, 629 
- Gunflint Chert 113,124 

Phytane in organisms, absence of 348 
- petroleum 124, 365, 645, 646 
- Precambrian sediments 408 
- Recent sediments, absence of 347 
- Soudan Shale 62 
- torbanite 719 
Phytanic acid 360, 369 
-, from kerogen oxidation 424 
- in Green River Shale 135,365,631 
- in organisms 365 
- in petroleum 408 
Phytol 360, 365, 402, 404, 408, 678, 693 
-, diagenesis of 353, 369 
-, isoprenoid alkanes from 694 
-, metabolism of 339 
Phytoplankton 38, 248, 339, 427 
-, organic matter in 269, 270 
-, in path of pristane in Nature 45 
-, lipids in 271 
-, organic matter in 272 
Phytoprenols as petroleum precursors 657 
Phytoquinones as petroleum precusors 657 
Piceance Creek Basin 620, 621 
Picene in brown coal 588 
Picenes in brown coal 411 
Pigment granules, fixation in syndiagenesis 

234 
Pigments, see also Carotenoids or Por

phyrins 
Pigments, quantitative extraction from 

sediments 470 
- in Recent sediments 271,487 
Pimanthrene 611 
at-Pinene in fossil tree stumps 403 
d-at-Pinene in bled resin 601 
Pinna affinis 507 
Placticized wood in Posidonienschiefer 237 
Plankton, carbon isotope ratios 309,312 
-, fatty acids in 359 
Plant growth, effect of dihydroxystearic acid 

571 
-, effect of soil lipids 571 
Plasticizers 186 
Plastoquinones, biosynthesis 341 
Plant remains, decompositon of 274 
-, time span 298 
Plants, structural elements in 273 
Podocarpic acid in heart-shake resin 610 
Polar solvents 27 
Pollen, time span 298 
- in brown coals, isolation 281 
- in lignite, isolation 281 
- in rocks 286 
Pollution of environments 49 
- by detergents 49 
- by fungicides 49 
- by herbicides 49 
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Pollution of environments by insecticides 49 
-, treatment 49 
Polyacetate biogenesis 43 
Polycommunic acid in bled resins 604 
- in fossil resins 609 
Polydextran 77 
Polyethyleneglycol succinate 168 
Polyfunctional compounds, silylation 82 
Polyglutamic acid 209 
Polyglycols 168 
Polymer derivatives of montmorillonites 746 
Polymerization of porphyrins in geosphere 493 
Polymers, ancestral structures 197 
-, pseudo-biological, laboratory formation 

of 210 
-, sequences 196 
Polypeptide 24 
Polypeptides, as biological markers 39-43 
- in fossils, isolation 40 
- in geosphere, relationship to polypeptides 

in Nature 39-43 
Polyphenyl ethers 168 
Polyphosphates 200 
Polypodium vulgare, mannose in 390 
-,pentosesin 390 
Polysaccharides, analysis by enzymatic 

method 381 
-, appearance 396 
-, from bacteria in sediments 378 
-, enzymatic detection 389-390, 396 
- in a Devonian shale 396 
- in fossil dentine 277 
Polysev 171 
Polyterpenoids, occurrence 415-416 
Porcelain component of molluscan shells 504 
Porphyrin-montmorillonites, thermal altera-

tion of 773-774 
Porphyrins, see also Metalloporphyrins, Petro-

porphyrins and individual porphyrin types 
Porphyrins, as biological markers 652 
-, characterization 475-483 
-, crystallization 474-475 
-, demetallation 466 
-, devinylation 493 
-, diagenetic changes in 490-494 
-, distillation of 475 
-, electronic spectra 476 
-, extraction 190 
-, extraction with acids 466-469 
-, extraction with formic acid 469, 474 
-, extraction by Groenning's method 467 
-, geochemistry of 483-494 
-, in geochemistry of petroleum 652 
-, hydrochloric acid number 472-473 
-, isolation 190, 466-471 
-, isolation by thin layer chromatography 

475 
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Porphyrins, liquid-liquid extraction 466, 
470-471 

-, silicon complexes 145 
-, silylation 82 
-, molecular weights 481 
-, polymerization 493 
-, purification 469-471,473-475 
-, pyrolysis 493 
-, quantitative determination 467 
-, sublimation 475 
-, transalkylation 493, 494 
Porphyrins in bitumens 464, 487 
- geosphere 487-490 
- Gilsonite 467 
- Green River Shale 144,190,487 
- oil shales 467, 469 
- ozocerite 579 
- petroleum 144-145, 190,464,469, 

652--653,677 
- petroleum, origin 695 
- Recent marine sediments 271 
- sediments, high molecular weight 489 
- Serpiano Shale 144,190,487 
- Serpiano Shale, high molecular weight 144 
- shale oil 493 
Posidonienschiefer, ichthyosaurs in 223 
-, plasticized wood in 237 
-, relationship between calcium carbonate 

and organic matter in 231 
-, selective dissolution in 230,231 
-, selective dissolution of skeletal minerals 

in 230 
Positional isomers 24 
Positional isomerism 26 
Potash salts, crystallization from sea water 

250 
Potassium hydroxide in isolation of pollen 

and spores 281 
- in isolation of microfossils 281 
Potassium permanganate oxidation of 

kerogens 623 
Prebiological atmosphere, composition 

730-731 
Precambrian of Australia 728 
- Russian Platform 728 
- Siberia 728 
- South Africa 728 
Precambrian banded-iron formations 730, 

732 
-, as indicators of oxygen appearance in 

atmosphere 731 
Precambrian chert 730 
- iron formations 730 
- iron formations, chronological distribu-

tion 731 
- phosphate deposits 734 
- plants 396 
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Precambrian red beds 730,731 
- red beds as indicators of oxygen appear-

ance in atmosphere 731 
Precambrian sediments 248 
-, carbonate content 730 
-, distribution 728, 732 
-, in evolution of biosphere 730-731 
-, as indicators of oxygen appearance in 

atmosphere 731 
-, nomenclature in 728 
-, organic matter in, see also individual com-

pound classes 
-, phytane in 408 
-, pristane in 408 
-, silica content 730 
-, suHate deposits in 734 
-, suHur isotope ratios 734 
-, time-scale 727 
-, types 730 
-, types, evolution of 730 
-, uraninite in 730 
-, triterpanes in 412,415 
Precambrian shield 728 
Precursors of petroleum 656-657 
Prenols as precursors of isoprenoids in 

geosphere 39 
Pre-Paleozoic sediments, see Precambrian 

sediments 
Preparative columns, performance 170 
- in gas chromatography 167-168 
Preparative gas chromatography, trapping 

methods 166 
Preservation of organic matter in sediments 

263 
Primitive atmosphere, compositon 730-731 
Primordial carbon, carbon isotope distri-

bution 321-323 
Prism conchiolin 502, 509 
-, structure 509 
Pristane 402, 404, 679 
-, abiological 64 
-, biological 64 
-, origin 678 
-, path in Nature 45 
Pristane in Copepods 38, 694 
- Fig Tree Shale 113 
- geosphere 347 
- Green River Shale 61,80,629 
- Gunflint Chert 113,124 
- marine organisms 339 
- organisms, abundance of 342 
- petroleum 124,645,646 
- petroleum, origin 694 
- Precambrian sediments 408 
- Soudan Shale 62 
- torbanite 719 
- zooplankton 339 

Pristanic acid 369 
-, from kerogen oxidation 424 
- in Green River Shale 135, 631 
- in petroleum 408 
Proactinomyces erythropolis, growth on 

cholesterol 570 
Procaryotes 335 
- in Precambrian sediments 335 
Programmed temperature gas chromato-

graphy 166 
Proline 439 
Propane in feldspars 527 
Propylene in fluorite 524 
Protein, carbon isotope fractionation in 310 
Protein derivatives of micaceous silicates 

769-771 
- of montmorillonites 769-771 
Protein enzymes, appearance in geologic 

time 208 
Protein material in Recent marine sediments 

270 
Protein synthesis 201,443 
-, evolution in proto-organism 209 
-, mechanism of 207-208 
-, ribosomes in 208 
Proteins, see also Paleoproteins 
Proteins 438 
-, amino acids in 439 
-, amino acid composition of 443 
-, amino acid sequence of 200 
-, as antibodies 438 
-, as bacterial toxins 438 
-, as biological markers 39-43 
-, in biological mineralization processes 438 
-'-, cell reactions of 197 
-, description 198 
-, hydrolysis in mineral derivatives 774 
-, diagenetic changes in 438,515-517 
-, as plant products 438 
-, as precursors of alkanes in petroleum 696 
-, primary structure of 443 
-, secondary structure of 443 
-, in study of evolutionary mechanisms 205 
-, tertiary structure of 443 
Proteins in plants 273 
- geosphere, relationship to proteins in 

Nature 39-43 
- Mercenaria shells, diagenetic changes in 

451 
- shell, thermal alteration of 519 
Proterozoic, definition 729 
Protoheme IX 486 
Proto-organism 197, 199,201,208 
-,enzymes in 205 
-, evolution before 207-209 
-, evolution of protein synthesis in 209 
-, proteins in 205 
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Protoporphyrin, purification 474 
Protozoa 338 
Pterobranch, absence of chitin in 515 
Purification of sewage 47 
- of water 47 
Purine base sequence 443 
Purine derivatives of montmorillonites 772 
Purines in lakes 191 
- oceans 191 
- soils 191 
Putrefaction, effect of Eh 226 
Pyrene in brown coal 588 
- soil 567 
Pyridine derivatives of montmorillonites 746 
Pyridines in petroleum 140-141,650 
Pyridoxal in metabolism 201 
Pyrimidine base sequence 443 
Prymidine derivatives of montmorillonites 772 
Pyrimidines in lakes 191 
- oceans 191 
- sewage 191 
Pyrite 186,248,249 
-, diagenetic changes in 256 
-, formation 248,256 
-, formation in microenvironments 229 
-, growth of 251 
-, origin 252 
-, organic matter in 295 
-, preservation by organisms 233 
Pyrite in Black Sea 248 
- Norway 249 
- organisms 229 
Pyrite spherules, formation 229 
Pyrolysis of conchiolin 519 
- of porphyrins 493 
Pyrolysis gas chromatography 167,522 
Pyrolysis products of coals and kerogens 166 
Pyrroles in petroleum 141,650 
Pyrroloquinones in petroleum distillates 651 
Pyruvate in photosynthesis 206 

Quartz 246 
Quaternary ammonium ions in micaceous 

silicates 747 
QF-l 162 
Quinol, derivatives of montmorillonites 746 
Quinolines in petroleum 140-141,650 

Racemate 25 
Racemic modifications 25 
Racemization of amino acids in fossils 

456-457 
- of carbon atoms 42 
- of L-isoleucine 457 
Radio-labelling of lipids in peat 569 
Radiolaria 297 
-, time span 298 

Radiolarians as chert producers 248 
- as silica fixers 248 
Radiolarites 247 
Radium in feldspars 527 
Rauvite, organic derivates of 763-764 
-, organic derivatives, radiation effects on 

763 
-, structure of 763 
Reaction gas chromatography 167 
Recent, definition 46 
Recent fossil resins 609 
-, diterpenes in 609 
Recent sediments, carotenoids 427-429 
-, fatty acids in 171 
-, isoprenoid acids in 424 
-, organic geochemistry of 57-59 
-, pigments in 487 
-, sterols in 414 
Red beds 730, 731 
Reducing conditions 248 
Reducing environments, micro 333 
Reduction of coals 552 
- of kerogen in Green River Shale 627 
Reef growth rate 255 
Reefs, composition 254 
-, occurrence 253,254 
-, types 254-255 
Relative retention data 162 
Relative retention in gas chromatography 

163 
Replacement in diagenesis 216 
- in fossil preservation 236 
Resinite, see also Exinite 
Resinite, constitution of 712 
-, photomicrograph 711 
-, separation 718 
Resinites, chemical data 719 
Resins, extraction of 612 
Resin acids 403, 406 
- in lignite 589 
Resin globules, geomicrobiologica1 attack 

on 293 
Resinous material in rocks 293 
Resins in peat 282 
- in plants 273 
Resolution in gas chromatography 163 
Retene 407,416 
- in lignite 407 
- in peat 403, 407 
Retention data 162 
Retention time 163, 164 
Retention volumes 163 
- of steranes 666 
- of triterpanes 666 
Retinolitidae fragments, electron micrographs 

512,513 
Rhamnose in algae 390 
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Rhamnose in chlorophyta 390 
- Lepidodendron 395 
- Nostoc 395 
- Parmelia phycodes 390 
L-Rhamnose 377 
Rhodophyta, galactose in 390 
Rhodoporphyrin XV, visible spectrum 477 
Rhodo-type petroporphyrin, crude petroleum 

489 
Rhodophyceae, carotenoids in 426 
Rhythmic sedimentation of coal 701 
Rhynie chert, silicification in 235 
Ribonucleic acid, see RNA 
Ribonucleotides 197 
Ribose in Devonian shales 393 
- in phaeophyta 390 
D-Ribose 377 
Ribosomes 197 
- in protein synthesis 208 
RNA 197,201 
-, description 198 
-, evolution of 208-209 
-, in protein synthesis 207,208 
- in yeast 208 
Rock cycle 65 
Rubber in lignite 416 

Salinity effects in fossilization 229 
Sampling of fossils 244 
Sandaracopimaric acid 602 
-, pimathrene from 611 
- in bled resins 604 
- in fossil resins 609, 610, 611 
Sandaracopimarinol in fossil resins 609, 

610,611 
Sandstone 246 
Sandstones, classification 246 
Sapogenins, biosynthesis 341 
Saponificaton 81-83,693 
- of lipids during microbial decay 222 
- of soil lipids 572 
Scheererite 579 
Scleroprotein, graptolites 513 
Sclerotia in Cannel coal 284 
Sclerotinite, see also Inertinite 
Sclerotinite 284, 289, 293 
-, origin of 711-712 
Schulze process 281 
Scolecodonts 297 
-, time span 298 
Scottish torbanite, lX,co-dicarboxylic acids in 

719 
-, fatty acids in 723 
-, n-fatty acids in 719 
-, phytane in 719 
-, pristane in 719 
SE-30 162, 168 

Sediment compaction, role of organic 
matter in 263-264 

Sediment formation, role of organic matter in 
263-264 

Sedimentary organic matter 52 
Sedimentation 333 
- of organic matter 269, 275 
Sedimentation cycle 352 
Segregations in shales 252 
Selenium dehydrogenation of fossil resins 

611 
Semicarbazide in estimation of carbonyl 

groups in humic substances 543 
Semichitinite 293 
Semifusinite, see also Inertinite 
Semifusinite 293, 707 
-, origin of 709-710 
-, photomicrograph 707,708 
-, in biostratinomy 222 
-, effect in biostratinomy 219 
Separation of bitumen 187 
- resin components 613 
Separation factor in gas chromatography 163 
Separation methods for organic matter 76 
Sephadex 77 
Sepia, cuttle bone 499 
Sequences of polymers 196 
Sequestering agents 224 
Serine 440 
Serpiano Shale, chlorins in 190 
-, metalloporphyrins in 144 
-, porphyrins in 144,190,487 
-, porphyrins, high molecular weight in 

144,489 
-,vanadylporphyrinsin 489,490 
Sesquiterpenes 402 
--:- in lignite 406 
Sesquiterpenoids, occurrence 405-406 
Sewage purification 47 
Sex hormones 342 
SF-96 168 
Shale, iron content 248 
Shales 246 
-, calcite segregations in 252 
-, formation of feldspar in 252 
-, iron segregations in 252 
-, segregation in 252 
-, silica segregations in 252 
Sheet silicates, see Micaceous silicates 
Shell, molluscan 499-504 
-, aragonite in 219 
-, rate of solution in fossilization 231 
Siderite 249 
-, conditions for growth 251 
-, origin 249 
Silanol groups in mineral reactions with 

organic compounds 738 
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Silica, precipitation 248 
- in building up phytoplanktonic skeletons 

248 
- in Precambrian sediments 730 
Silica gel, deactivation 576 
Silicate minerals, chemical state of nitrogen 

528 
Silicates 248 
- in coals, removal 723 
Siliceous deposits, organic 248 
Siliceous sediments 247-248 
-, biochemical 247 
Silification in Gunflint Chert 235 
- in Rhynie chert 235 
- of soft tissues 235 
- of stromatolites 733 
Silicoflagellates, time span 298 
- in rocks 286 
Silicone gum 170 
Silicone phases in gas chromatography 578 
Silt 246 
Silver ion chromatography 642 
Silver ion column chromatography, see 

Column chromatography, silver ion 
Silver ion thin layer chromatography, see 

Thin layer chromatography, silver ion 
Silylating agents 82 
Silylation 82 
- of alcohols 29 
- of hydroxyl groups in coal 542 
- of monosaccharides 172 
- of sugars 387 
Sinapyl alcohol 713 
Sitostane 80, 127 
P-Sitostanol in lignite 415 
-- peat 414,415 
P-Sitosterol in lignite 415 
- peat 414,567 
- soil 567 
Skeletal parts, preservation in acid environ

ments 231 
Sodium borohydride in estimation of carbonyl 

groups in humic substances 543 
Sodium chloride 250 
-, crystallization from sea water 250 
Soft tissues, preservation by silicification 235 
Soil, methyl ketones 172 
-, treatment before extraction 561 
Soil bitumen, definition 561 
-, fractionation 561 
Soil fertility, effect of soil lipids 571 
Soil lipids, see also individual class names 
Soil lipids, classes 563-569 
-, composition and quantities 569 
-, degradation in soil 570-571 
-, effect of microorganisms on 570 
-, effect on plant growth 571 

Soil lipids, effect on soil conditions 571 
-, extraction 560-561,572 
-, isolation 559-563, 572 
-, origin 569-570 
-, saponification 572 
Soils, oil-bearing, formation of 220 
Solid support 168 
-, coating methods 170 
Solnhofen limestone, selective dissolution in 

230 
-, selective dissolution of skeletal minerals 

in 230 
Solubility of lipids, effect of complex 

formation 27 
-, effect of hydrogen bonding 27 
Solution chromatography· 76 
Solvent purification 657 
Solvents, pesticide grade 77 
-, purification 77 
Sorbitol 395 
D-Sorbitol 378 
ex-L-Sorbose 377 
Soudan Iron Formation, microfossils in 732 
Soudan Shale, alkanes in 61 
-, n-alkanes in 124 
--, isoprenoid alkanes in 124 
-, steranes in 128 
--, triterpanes in 412,415 
Source rocks 347,349 
-, alkane production in 336 
Sparites 256 
Spectrometric methods of compound iden-

tification 29 
Spectrophotometry, principles of 431 
Spirogyra, Green River Shale 277 
Sponges, as silica fixers 248 
Spores, time span 298 
- in brown coals, isolation 281 
-- in lignite, isolation 281 
- in rocks 286 
Sporinite, see also Exinite 
Sporinite, constitution of 712 
Sporinites, chemical data 719 
Sporopollenin 219, 287 
-, microbial decay of 287 
Squalane 168 
--, as precursor of aromatic hydrocarbons 

in petroleum 695 
-, 2,6,10-trimethyltetradecane from 694 
- in petroleum 660 
Squalene 330,342,402,409,413 
-, thermal alteration of 424 
Squalene epoxide 35 
Staining of microorganisms in rocks 280 
Starch, enzymatic analysis 399 
- in fossils 378 
- in plant cell walls 273 
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Starch in sediments 378 
Stationary phase 168 
Statistics of geochemical sampling 428 
Stearic acid, see n-octadecanoic acid 
Steranes 335 
-, as biological markers 35, 656 
-, isolation 187 
Steranes in ancient sediments 35,415 
- geosphere, relationship to steroids 

34-35 
- Green River Shale 61, 126-127, 187, 

424,630 
- petroleum 126,415,646,658 
- Precambrian sediments 734 
- Soudan Shale 128 
Stereochemistry 24-26 
-, absolute 35 
-, -, determination 56 
Stereochemistry of 5oc-cholestane 34 
- 5P-cholestane 34 
- dihydrophytol 36 
- farnesanic acid 37 
- isoprenoid acids 37 
- isoprenoid acids by gas chromatography 

56 
- isoprenoid acids in Green River Shale 

38 
- phytanic acid 37 
- phytol 36 
- pristanic acid 37 
- 5,9,13-trimethyltetradecanoic acid 37 
- 4,8,12-trimethyltridecanoic acid 37 
- 2,6,IO-trimethylundecanoic acid 37 
Stereoisomers 24-25 
Steroids, biosynthesis 341 
-, biosynthesis from squalene 342 
-,occurrence 413-415 
-, as precursors of aromatic hydrocarbons 

in petroleum 646 
-, silylation 82 
- in meteorites 415 
- in Recent sediments 35 
- in soil 563, 567 
Sterols 335, 413 
-, as precursors of aromatic hydrocarbons 

in geosphere 336 
-, silylation 82 
- in algae 338 
- in peat 410,568,584 
- in Recent sediments 414 
- in soil 568 
Stevensite, organic derivatives of 755 
Stinkspate, gas inclusions in 522 
Stratigraphy 214 
Stream splitting 168 
Stromatolites 255, 731 
-, diagenesis of organic matter in 255 

Stromatolites, silicification of 733 
- in ancient sediments 255 
Structural isomer 24 
Structural isomerism 26 
Styolites, microfossils in 296 
Suberin 273 
Subtractive precolumns in gas chromato

graphy 167,171 
Subtractive technique in gas chromatography 

171 
Sugar alcohols in a Devonian sediment 375 
Sugar derivatives of montmorillonites 746 
Sugars, chloromethyldimethyl derivative, 

preparation 388 
-, extraction 378 
-, methyl ether derivatives 387 
-, silyl derivatives 387 
-, silylation 82 
-, thermal alteration 400 
- in lakes 276 
- in Paleozoic plants 399 
- in meteorites 296 
- in Recent marine sediments 270 
Sugiresinol 608 
- in heartwood resin 607 
Sulcatoxanthin, algae 426 
Sulfate deposits in Precambrian sediments 734 
Sulfates, crystallization from sea water 250 
Sulfide minerals, microorganisms in 295 
Sulfides 248 
- in petroleum 146 
Sulfonic acid derivatives of minerals 739 
Sulfur, geochemical transformation 47 
-, isotope ratios in Precambrian sediments 

734 
- in petroleum 647 
- in petroleum generation 657 
Sulfur bacteria, role in fossilization 229 
Sulfur compounds, removal from samples 82 
- in coals 718 
- in petroleum 146, 404, 646, 648 
- in shale oil 146 
Sulfur dioxide in fluorite 523 
Sulfuryl fluoride in fluorite 524 
Support-coated open tubular columns 170 
Swiss marl, metalloporphyrins in 490 
Syndiagenesis 233-234 
-, Eh changes in 233 
-, fixation of organic matter in 234 
-, fixation of pigment granules in 234 
-, pH changes in 233 

Tanning action of humic acids 234 
Taphonomy 58, 215-217 
Taranakite, formation 756 
-, organic derivatives of 765-766 
-, structure of 766 
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Taraxanthin, algae 426 
Tasmanite, carboxylic acids in 105 
Taurine 442 
Taxonomy 214 
TCEPE 162 
Tectonic activity, effect on organic matter 267 
Tectonism 246 
-, definition of 257 
- of sediments 245 
Telinite, see also Vitrinite 
Telinite, origin of 706 
-, photomicrograph 706 
Temperature effects in fossilization 230 
Temperature programming 164,166 
Terpanes as biological markers 656 
Terpenes 402 
-, biosynthesis 341,342 
-, in sediments, concentrations of 336 
-, diagenesis 402, 403 
-, as precursors of aromatic hydrocarbons 

in petroleum 695 
-, as precursors of isoprenoid alkanes 656 
Terpenoid biogenesis 44 
Terpenoids, autolysis of 219 
-, as biological markers 416 
-, as precursors of alkylbenzenes in 

petroleum 646 
-, as precursors of petroleum hydrocarbons 

644 
Terpin-hydrate in fossil tree stumps 405 
Tertiary coals, megaspores in 702 
-, miospores in 702 
n-Tetracosane from thermal alteration of 

behenic acid 691 
Tetracyclo-(6, 3, 1,02,6, Os,lll)-dodecane, 

petroleum 645 
n-Tetradecanol derivatives of montmoril

lonites, effect of exchangeable cations on 
layer distances 745 

-, effect of temperature on layer distances 
745 

Tetrahydrocarbazolenines, petroleum 650 
1,2,3,4-Tetrahydro-2,2,9-trimethylpicene, 

petroleum 129,645,646 
4,8,12,16-Tetramethylheptadecanoic acid 

from kerogen oxidation 424 
2,6,1O,14-Tetramethylhexadecane, see Phytane 
3,7,1l,15-Tetramethylhexadecanoic acid, see 

Phytanic acid 
2,3,6,7-Tetramethylnapthalene 645, 646 
2,6,10,14-Tetramethylpentadecane, see Pristane 
2,6,10,13-Tetramethylpentadecane 121 
2,6,10,14-Tetramethylpentadecanoic acid 

see Pristanic acid 
Tetranitromethane test for unsaturation in 

triterpenoids 661 
Tetraphenylporphine 475 

Tetrapyrroles as contaminants in 
carotenoid analysis 434 

Tetraterpenes, see Carotenoids 
Thallophyta 396 
Thanatocenosis 215,224 
Theoretical plate number 164 
Thermal alteration, in diagenesis 60 
Thermal alteration of abietic acid 424 
- n-alkanes 66 
- amino acids in Mercenaria shells 

454-455 
- arginine 453 
Thermal alteration of behenic acid 363, 

684-692 
-, n-alkanes from 688, 691 
-, 2,2' -azopropane as initiator in 690 
-, carbonium ion intermediates in 688 
-, n-fatty acids from 688 
-,hydrocarbons from 687 
-, radical intermediates in 688, 691 
-, n-tetracosane from 691 
-, unsaturated intermediates in 690 
Thermal alteration of camphene 424 
- carbohydrates 397 
- caryophyllene 424 
- cedrene 424 
- cholestane 424 
- cholesterol 424, 657 
- conchiolin 517 
- famesol 657 
Thermal alteration of fatty acids, fatty acids 

from 689 
-,hydrocarbons from 689 
-, radical mechanism for 689 
Thermal alteration of glucose 400 
-, activation energy 400 
Thermal alteration of n-hexadecane 690 
- isoleucine 453 
- kerogen in Green River Shale 625--626 
- n-octacosane 65 
- organic compounds in layer silicates 773 
- organic compounds in montmorillonites 

773 
- plant constituents 700-701 
- porphyrin-montmorillonite 773-774 
- proteins in shells 519 
- reducing sugars 400 
- squalene 424 
Thermal cracking 681 
Thermal cracking of n-alkanes 682-683 
-, mechanism of 682-683 
Thermal conductivity detector 165 
Thermal conductivity detectors, carrier gas 165 
-, sensitivity 165 
Thermal diffusion 188, 660 
- of petroleum constituents 642 
Thermistor detectors 165 
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Thiaalkanes in petroleum 647 
Thia-indanes in petroleum 648 
Thiaquinolones in petroleum 650 
Thin layer chromatography 30, 76, 562, 577 
-, adsorbents 77 
-, adsorbent ratio 77 
-, on alumina 77 
-, analytical scale 76 
-, detection of unsaturated compounds 77 
-, developing solvents 77 
-, preparative scale 76, 77, 81 
-, prepared chromatoplates in 78 
-, on Silica Gel G 76, 77 
-, silver ion 77, 81, 577, 590, 614, 642 
-, visualization with dichlorofluorescein 78 
-, visualization with phosphomolybdic acid 

79 
-, visualization with Rhodamine 6 G 78 
-, visualization of silver ion chromatograms 

78 
-, visualization with sulfuric acid 577 
-, visualization with sulfuric acid-dichro-

mate 79 
-, visualization with trinitrofluorenone 82 
-, visualization of carbohydrates 386 
-, visualization of fatty acids 78 
-, visualization of hydrocarbons 78 
-, visualization of lipids 78, 79 
-, visualization of non-volatile components 

577 
-, visualization of sulfides 79 
-, visualization of sulfur 79 
-, visualization of thiols 79 
Thin layer chromatography of acids 76 
- alcohols 76 
- alkanes 577 
- aromatic hydrocarbons 77, 82 
- carbohydrates 386 
- carotenoids 435 
- diterpenes in bled resins 613 
- esters 76 
- fatty acid methyl esters 190, 369 
- hydrocarbons 76, 77, 78, 79 
- isoprenoid acids 55 
- monosaccharides 386 
- nitrogen compounds 76 
- petroleum constituents 642 
- porphyrins 47~75 

- saturated compounds 77 
- sulfides 79 
- sulfur 78, 79 
- sulfur compounds 79,83 
- terpenoids 418 
- tetraphenylporphine 475 
- thiols 79 
- triterpenoids 419 
- unsaturated compounds 77, 81 

Thin-layer chromatograms, colour photo-
graphyof 78 

-, photography of 78 
- of kauri resin components 616 
Thioadamantane in petroleum 404, 405, 647 
Thiols in petroleum 146, 647 
Thionyl chloride, fluorite 524 
Thiophenes in petroleum 146, 646, 647, 648 
- shale oil 146 
Thioquinolones, petroleum 650 
Thiourea adduction 79 
Thiourea adduction of cholestane 79 
- cyclic compounds 79, 80 
- ergostane 79 
- fatty acids 80 
- fatty acid methyl esters 80 
- hydrocarbons 80 
- isoprenoid acids 55 
- isoprenoid compounds 79 
- isoprenoid hydrocarbons 80 
- petroleum constituents 642 
- petroleum distillates 660 
- sitostane 79 
- small ring compounds 79 
- steranes 79 
- tetraterpanes 80 
- triterpanes 80 
Thorium, concentration by humic acids 529 
- in feldspars 527 
Thucolite 530 
Time span of algae 298 
- microorganisms 298 
- plant remains 298 
- pollen 298 
- spores 298 
Tonsteins, microbial decay of organic matter 

in 290 
-, organic matter in 294 
Torbanite 619 
Torbanite kerogen, oxidation 623 
Torrey Canyon disaster 49 
Torridonian of Scotland, sulfate deposits in 

734 
Threonine 440 
N-Trifluoroacetyl methyl esters of amino 

acids 172 
Trifluoromethane, fluorite 524 
Triglycerides, adsorption in montmoriIIonites, 

estimation of 755 
3,7,1l-Trimethyldodecanoic acid, see 

Farnesanic acid 
2,6,1O-Trimethylhexadecane 121 
2,6,10-Trimethylpentadecane 679 
- in Green River Shale 629 
2,2,9-Trimethylpicene in petroleum 649 
Trimethylsilyl ethers 82, 172 
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Trimethylsilyl ethers of carbohydrates 388 
- of hydroxy acids 137 
2,6,10-Trimethyltetradecane 187 
-, Antrim shale 121, 679, 694 
-, origin 694 
2,6,1O-Trimethyltridecane 679 
- in Green River Shale 629 
4,8,12-Trimethyltridecanoic acid from 

kerogen oxidation 424 
2,6,1O-Trimethylundecane in petroleum 

124 
2,6,10-Trimethylundecanoic acid, petroleum 

408 
Trioctahedral silicates 740, 742 
Triphenylamine, soil 567 
Triphenylene, petroleum 645, 646 
Triterpanes, extraction 75 
-, identification 660-667 
-, isolation 187, 658-671 
-, optical activity 661-662 
Triterpanes in Eocene sediments 412 
- Green River Shale 61, 187, 412, 415, 

424,630 
- petroleum 129, 338, 412, 646, 658, 

665-667 
- Precambrian sediments 412 
- Soudan Shale 412, 415 
Triterpenes, phylogenetic pattern 338 
- in peat 584 
Triterpenoids, aromatization during 

diagenesis 411 
-, as biological markers 46 
-, diagenesis 411 
-, isolation of 416 
-,occurrence 409-413 
-, in paleochemotaxonomy 46 
-, as precursors of aromatic hydrocarbons 

in petroleum 646 
- in brown coal 411-412,417,419 
- in lignite 411-412 
- in petroleum 649 
- in soil 563, 568 
Tropocollagen, mineral complex with 757 
Tropocollagen-montmorillonite, resemblance 

to corrensite 757 
-, thermal behaviour of 757 
-, X-ray characteristics of 757 
Tropolone derivatives of silanol groups in 

minerals 738 
Tryptophane 441 
Tungsten disulfide catalyst 583 
Tyrosine 440 

Uchusk Series, Ayan-Maysk, microfossils in 
732 

Ultrasonic vibration in isolation of 
microfossils 280 

Ultraviolet spectroscopy 30, 84, 642 
Ultraviolet spectroscopy of alkenes 84 
- aromatic hydrocarbons 84, 567, 579 
- coal constituents 579 
- fatty acids 84 
- kerogen in Green River Shale 632 
- fluorenones 148 
Ultraviolet spectrum of furfural 382 
- 5-hydroxymethylfurfural 382 
Unity of life 200-202 
Unsaturated fatty acids, biosynthesis 345 
-, biosynthesis in anaerobic bacteria 345 
-, decomposition on alumina 681 
-, decomposition on silica 681 
-, as precursors of aromatic hydrocarbons 

in petroleum 695 
-, as precursors of non-isoprenoid cyclic 

alkanes in sediments and oils 345 
-, thermal alteration 366 
Unsaturated fatty acids in algal mats 366 
- organisms from saturated fatty acids 345 
- petroleum 366 
- sediments 366 
- soil 565 
Uraninite in Precambrian sediments 730 
Uranium, concentration by humic acids 

529,535 
- in feldspars 527 
Uranium micas, alkylammonium derivatives 

of 761 
-, alkylammonium derivatives, effect of 

chain length on layer distance 761 
-, organic derivatives of 760-763 
-, structure of 760 
-, swelling of 761-763 
-, types 760 
Uranium minerals, organic derivatives in 

chemical evolution 763 
Urea 442 
-, synthesis of 449 
Urea adduction 79, 562 
-, alkanes 578, 692 
-, alkyl benzenes 79, 80 
-, iso-compounds 79 
-, fatty acids 80, 365, 368, 693 
-, fatty acid methyl esters 80, 368 
-, iso-hydrocarbons 80 
-, isoprenoid acids 55 
-, normal compounds 79 
-, petroleum constituents 642 
-, petroleum distillates 658-659 
Uronic acids in sediments 375 
Uroporphyrin, visible spectrum 478 
Uvanite, alkylammonium derivatives, 

swelling of 764 
-, organic derivatives of 763-764 
-, structure of 763 
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Valine 439 
Vanadates, organic derivatives of 764-765 
Vanadyl desoxophylloerythroetioporphyrin 

(DPEP) 483, 678 
Vanadyl DPEP in petroleum 653 
Vanadyl etioporphyrin, visible spectrum 479 
Vanadyl etioporphyrin III in petroleum 653 
Vanadyl mesoetioporphyrin 678 
Vanadyl mesoporphyrin IX, demetallation 

474 
Vanadyl porphyrins, alkaline demetallation 

474 
-, demeta11ation 466,469,473-474 
-, extraction with aqueous pyridine 470 
Vanadyl porphyrins in Athabasca Oil Sands 

470 
- petroleum 652, 677 
- sediments 677 
- Serpiano Shale 144,487,490 
- Swiss marl 490 
Vanillic acid, soil 566 
Vermiculite, derivatives with organic cations 

and alcohols 751 
Vermiculites, crystallochemical formula 741 
-, organic derivatives of 740-744 
-, structure 740-742 
Vertebrates, cholesterol in 414 
Viability of bacteria 277 
- in salt deposits 282 
Viability of organisms 220-221 
Visible spectroscopy of carotenoids 430-435 
- petroporphyrins 642 
- porphyrins 472 
Visible spectra of carotenes 431,433 
- carotenoids, data accuracy 434 
- carotenoids, solvent effects on 431 
- carotenoids in Recent sediments 433 
- chlorins 478 
- etio-type porphyrins 476-477 
- metallochlorins 479 
- metalloporphyrins 479 
- nickel porphyrins 479 
- porphyrins 472,476-479 
- porphyrin di-cations 479 
- vanadyl porphyrins 479 
- xanthophylls 431 
- xanthophylls in Recent sediments 433 
Visible spectrum of p-carotene 431, 433 
Visualization, thin layer chromatography, 

see Thin layer chromatography 
Violaxanthin 432 
- in algae 426 
- in plant chloroplasts 426 
Vitamin A 426 
Vitrinite, see also Collinite and Telinite 
Vitrinite 293 
-, chemical data 717,718 

Vitrinite, origin of 714 
-, photomicrographs 706, 707 
-, structure 715,717 
-, transition to semifusinite 720 
- in hard coals 705 
- in humic coals 705 
Vitrinites, absorption spectra of 717 
-, refractive index 717 
Vulsella vulsella 503 

Water, feldspars 527 
Waxes, biosynthesis 358 
- in peat 581-582 
- in plants 273 
- in soil 563-564 
Weathering 215, 237, 250 
Whitings, Bahamas 256 
-, Persian Gulf 256 
Wood, decomposition 274 

Xanthophyceae, carotenoids in 426 
Xanthophyll in soil 568 
Xanthophylls 426 
-, oxidation of 429 
- in algae 426-427, 431 
- in Recent sediments 433 
X-ray crystallography 30, 643 
- of triterpanes in petroleum 665 
X-ray diffraction 642 
- of coal 579 
- of kerogen in Green River Shale 632, 633 
- of petroporphyrins 487 
X-ray powder patterns of petroporphyrins 

487 
Xylan 380 
- in sediments 378 
Xylose in blue-green algae 390 
- higher aquatic plants 391 
- Ledpidodendron 395 
- Nostoc 396 
- Parmelia phycodes 390 
D-Xylose 377 
-, characterization of 375 
- in a Devonian sediment 375 

Yeast, RNA in 208 
Yubari coal, constituents 588 

Zeaxanthin, algae 426 
Zeisel method for methoxyl analysis 540, 541 
Zeolites, organic derivatives of 766-768 
-, structure of 766 
-, synthetic 766 
-, types of 766 
Zetsche Kalin process 281 
Zooplankton 427 
-, phytadienes in 130, 694 
-, pristane in 339 
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